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ABSTRACT 

Though children are capable of describing themselves and their lives 

in candid and lucid fashion (e.g., Coles, 1970), their voices are easily 

supplanted or discredited by the adult (Cahan, Mechling, Sutton

Smith, & White, 1993). A similar phenomenon, girls' loss of self

identity and voice, has been studied by Gilligan (1982). The research 

design of this dissertation, a qualitative, phenomenological 

approach, facilitates the documentation of children's social worlds. 

Extensive observations, interviews, home visits, monolingual and 

bilingual dialogue journal interactions, and a researcher as "peer" 

role are among the methodological tools used to provide a panoramic 

of Mexican and Mexican American language minority children's social 

worlds. Additionally, the dissertation has been guided by an 

interdisciplinary approach to the study of children's social worlds 

and inner lives. This approach is reflected in the dissertation itself, 

as found, for example, in the following chapters: A Socio-Historic 

Perspective to Understanding the Development of Childhood in South 

Tucson, Arizona; A Phenomenological Approach to the Construction 

of Reality~ An Ecological Approach to Human Development and its 

Social Context; Bronfenbrenner's Ecology of Human Development; and 

Consequences of EI'konin's Theoretical Premise. Children's social 

worlds or peer cultures are at worst viewed pejoratively, as 

inferior subcultures, especially for minority children. This 

perception is misleading, inferring that these worlds are 
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necessarily insignificant and detrimental to the child (Marsh, Rosser 

& Harre, 1978). Within the many social worlds children create for 

themselves and those which they participate in, children gain vital 

knowledge and create networks of support crucial to their 

development and survival as humans. Those worlds are evidenced in 

ecological environments where children lead creative, meaningful, 

and sometimes problematic lives. The educational and societal 

potential for understanding those social worlds lies in its 

contributions to the development and practice of pedagogically 

relevant theory. 
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PROL.OGUE 

Before initiating the dissertation, there are 2 issues regarding 

the topic of this research and the relevance of my relationships to 

the subjects of study in need of elaboration. Those issues are the 

relevance of the topic of the dissertation to a college of education 

and the significance of my native role in the field of study. 

The relevance of the topic of this dissertation emanating from 

the confines of a college of education lies in the broadest sense of 

pedagogy. However much colleges of education purport to concern 

themselves with the education of future educators of children and 

philosophers of children's educational development, if in their 

manifestations those institutions succumb to managerial and 

technocratic aspects of education, the child as the benefactor and 

motivator of pedagogy is lost. As a consequence, the essential 

link between theories and practices of education and the child is 

easily blurred and subsequently marred, presenting schisms and 

inappropriate representations of that bond. For that reason, in this 

dissertation a deliberate choice has been made to place the study of 

the child qua the adult-child relationship as the study of pedagogical 

relationships within the confines of home, school, and community, 

as voiced and experienced by children. 

In response to the second issue of concern, I distinguish my 

own role as researcher from that of native by pointing to 

discrepancies in the perceived sociocultural similarities between 

the subjects of my study and myself. In doing so, I find that for the 
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casual observer those similarities might easily be made on a 

superficial level, and hence my research might be seen as taking a 

native cover. For example, outward appearance might dictate that 

the following perceptions be made of me. I am Mexican. I was 

raised in South Tucson, a working class community. I have familial 

roots in this community., I am an immigrant to the United States, 

and my first language is Spanish. When in fact, these are nothing 

more than stereotypical perceptions held about the people of this 

community, and say little about who they really are. 

Closer, informed observation, though, would reveal much more. 

To begin, one would- find that I am Spanish and Mexican American. I 

am a second generation U.S. citizen on my mother's part, and a 5th 

generation U.S. citizen on my father's part. I was born and raised in 

South Tucson, in a bicultural household with a uniquely Spanish 

influence. My mother's residency in this country preceded my own by 

only 1 0 days. During the earlier part of my upbringing my mother 

was monolingual, whereas my father and his family were bilingual. 

My first language is Spanish, which I learned at home, and even then, 

there were 2 forms of Spanish that I learned, Castilian Spanish 

under my mother, and general American 1 Spanish with my father, his 

family, and the community. I learned English simultaneously, as I 

grew up in this community. My sch.ooling was strictly in English, 

though in report cards from the schools of this community, my 

perceived progress in reading, understanding, and speaking English 

was always made a measure of my academic capabilities. 
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Interestingly, though, upon moving from South Tucson in the 4th 

grade, to what is demographically referred to as a middle class, 

predominantly Anglo neighborhood in midtown Tucson, my English 

capabilities were no longer made an issue, nor questioned, in earlier 

terms, but regarded as a core subject matter like mathematics or 

social studies. Yet I had not changed, nor. had I undergone any 

academic transformation in South Tucson and neighboring barrio 

schools. I continued speaking Spanish at home, and English for the 

most part at school and wherever else the social situation 

necessitated it. The only change had been a physical one, a change in 

my ecological setting, from South Tucson to midtown Tucson. This 

change in ecological setting, though, brought its own undercurrents 

of racial tension. 

Certainly there are shared commonalties between myself and 

the children of my study, but those are not the ties that bind us in 

the researcher-informant relationship. It is more importantly, in 

my eyes, my respect for these children as individuals and my search 

for understanding the essences of their lived experiences that has 

allowed for me to establish rapport and mutual understanding with 

them. Perhaps my experiences as a bilingual child in the community 

of South Tucson allow for my compassion in understanding and 

appreciating these children, but they alone are not the key to 

entering into the realm of children's worlds that mutual 

understanding and respect are. 
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Tesch (1987) refers to this sort of familiarity, with the 

experiences of being a bilingual child in the case at present, as 

growing "out of a pre-reflective familiarity with the experience, and 

in this sense it is re-cognition" (p. 237). Further, "paradoxically, 

this intuitive recognizing produces new insights, as it 'brings the 

sensed into perceptual clarity' (Fischer [Research Subject])" (Tesch, 

1987, p. 238). Elsewhere, Giorgi (1971) and Hycner (1985) have 

described a similar process in data analysis, as arising "out of 

trying to be responsive to the phenomenon" (Hycner, 1985, p. 280). 

My own experience of having been a bilingual child in this 

community and returning to it now as a researcher is not under any 

guise or pretenses going native. My existential residence in the 

community was of another period and my bilingualism, as is these 

children's, is unique. Yet that experience affords me a familiarity 

and understanding. It is something I know and understand, 

intuitively, as I have learned it in my own living. It is a part of who 

I am. In phenomenological research, these intuitions are seen as 

"faculties which help to make sense" (Tesch, 1987, p. 238), for 

example, in the collection and analysis of data. 

Both of these issues will be discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter 18, Pedagogical Implications for the Role of Research and 

Researcher in Children's Lives. 

1 I wish to clarify my use of American here, to avoid any misunderstanding. American 
will refer to the continent of America, not solely North America, as is often inferred in 
its use in the United States. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1 .1 Statement of Problem. 

Yet, when anger never appears, when day to day 
heartache and anguish and personal responses to 
them are deemed inappropriate for intellectuals, 
researchers and legislators, then that transcendent 
situation of mutual recognition, as subjective as it 
must be, is never approached, and the traditional 
distances and inequalities between people are 
reiterated and affirmed. (Cottle, 1973, p. 351) 

In A Rock and a Hard Place (1993),1 15 year old Anthony Godby 

Johnson tells of his life as an emotionally, physically, and sexually 

abused child at the hands of his biological parents and their friends, 

one of whom transmitted the AIDS virus to Anthony. Anthony 

describes salient features of his life, his school life, his social 

networks, and his middle-class biological parents' seeming normalcy 

throughout his years of progressive schooling. In his descriptions, it 

can be said that Anthony speaks in two voices. One the more 

objective, describing events and people; and the other more 

subjective, discussing his own hopes, fears, and beliefs. 

At present Anthony does not have long to live: a life cut short 

is never long enough. He has suffered more than can be humanely2 

imagined. Anthony has suffered a stroke and the debilitating side 

effects of a body wreaked with years of merciless physical blows 

and neglect, resulting in 54 badly healed bones, an advanced case of 



syphilis, and a self prescribed dependence on aspirin to alleviate 

pain, coupled with the more recent loss of his left leg. 
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Anthony is now fighting a morally and physically devastating 

uphill battle with AIDS. Additionally, he is suffering at the hands of 

naysayers who direct their attacks at his intellectual prowess and 

deny his existence, painful as it has been (e.g., Ingrassia, 1993; see 

also O'Brien, 1993, for a rebuttal). Anthony is a survivor; like so 

many children, he wants to come to grips with his fate and move on. 

He wants to live, to have some modicum of happiness and 

tranquillity which he cannot be robbed of, in what little time he has. 

In his own words, Anthony has said, "they don't understand what it's 

like to live in peace" (A. Godby Johnson, personal communication, 

July 26, 1993). 

What relevance does Anthony Godby Johnson's book have to this 

dissertation? It has a great deal of relevance, for his work 

substantiates my argument, both that we do not know children's 

social lives and worlds as we may think we do, and that children are 

able to speak about themselves and their lives in lucid, though albeit 

excruciatingly candid ways, as evidenced by data that I have 

collected in my own research endeavors. Yet their voices are easily 

supplanted or discredited by the adult (Cahan, Mechling, Sutton

Smith, & White, 1993). A similar phenomenon, girls' loss of self

identity and voice, has been studied by Gilligan (1982). 

There is no question that Anthony is a unique, courageous 

individual. Yet there are so many other children who are very much 
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like him. In the sense that very little is known about their social 

and intellectual worlds. We know not what their lives are like 

inwardly; whether they are happy or sad, safe or in peril, or whether 

they are able to cope with their lives or surroundings (Erickson & 

Shultz, 1992). We know little of this. 

This nation is undergoing serious woes in regards to its youth 

population. Increasingly, the media brings forth into our homes the 

daily violence and despair which children are contributing to or 

facing. These "problems, II as termed by society at large, are not 

limited to the inner city, but affect even the most rural of 

communities. Nor are they problems of the lower socioeconomic 

classes alone; they are everywhere. 

1.2 Statement _of Purpose. 

When we fail to realize the reasonableness of the children's 
account (as it is reasonable for them), and render it incomplete 
(with our own), we transform our research venture from an 
attempt to discover what the children's understandings are to an 
attempt to explain our own accounts, which stand in opposition. 
(Silvers, 1976, p. 50) 

My theoretical argument is that as we currently understand 

adult-child relations, they are tainted by adult-centric views, and 

so we see only the adult in those relations (as the adult fashions 

herself, and as she fashions the child as an approximation of the 

adult) (Cahan et aI., 1993; Jenks, 1982; Wallon, 1973). Lacking in 

educational settings (from teachers to researchers), as well as 

other social settings, is an understanding or knowledge of children'S 

lives. What is frequently taken as knowledge of children's lives is 
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often a stereotypical view of children. Adolescence is a case in 

point. It is, I believe, a greatly feared life experience, for adults 

more so than for children, due in great part to misconceptions of 

who and what children are. For example, we visualize a picture of 

children who are easily confused, emotionally feeble; children who 

cannot be trusted because it is in their nature to lie. It is little 

wonder then, that given adults' acceptance of such views, many 

children do indeed behave in that manner. More appropriately, we 

must begin to question such misguided notions of the natural order 

of childhood, when in fact there is nothing natural about it (Jenks, 

1982; Valsirier, 1989). 

What we claim to be authentic descriptions of children are 

often a reinterpretation or fabrication by the adult. Fabrication may 

seem a strong word, but we must remember that if the child does 
,1>0> 

not actively contribute to the definition of that description, it can 

only be a construction or invention. Though not necessarily done for 

intentional reasons, nor for deceptive purposes, it is a fabrication 

nonetheless (see Wagner, 1975). Such an interpretation becomes 

feasible in the realization that adults, all too often, overlook that 

children can talk about themselves and their lives in a very candid 

and lucid fashion (Coles, 1970, 1986, 1990; Cullingford, 1991; Fine, 

1977; Goodnow & Burns, 1985). This 'natural' ability children 

possess, though, is all too easily displaced or discredited by the 

adult. As a consequence, this ability becomes distorted as children 

grow older. 
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1.3 Research Questions. How is it that a country rich in so many 

advances and technologies fails its children? The answer is 

complicated, but a few questions may serve as a beginning. For 

example, what do we really know about children? What is the nature 

of adult-child experiences and relationships? What is childhood? 

What is the nature of children's presence in home, school, and 

community? What do children think, feel, and know? These are the 

research questions guiding the dissertation. 

What do we know about children? We know only what their 

mathematical and reading scores are in the most restricted of 

educational settings. We also gather that there is a problem when 

children come under the jurisdiction of the juvenile court system 

(see Hawes, 1971). To the credit of socially responsive educational 

measures, intervention programs initiated in schools and 

communities, programs which revolve on notions of "drug free 

zones," "gun-free zones," "building self-esteem," and "peer 

mediation," cannot be overlooked. But there is a marked difference 

between what these programs strive for and what they pedagogically 

dictate. These programs are based on telling children what to do and 

how to conduct themselves, not on what it is these children do, nor 

how they conduct themselves and why. The child's social and 

intellectual worlds are not a consideration. Not surprisingly, 

others have found that in educational settings, the study of 



children's subjective experiences has gone amiss (Bronfenbrenner, 

1974; Erickson & Shultz, 1992; Polakow, 1982, 1993). 
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Sweeping generalizations permeate characterizations of 

children and define them en masse. And viewed as a group, children 

do indeed appear to be very "typical," or so we believe. Children act 

out as they are expected with each social setting defining behavior. 

If time and energy were taken to examine theory and methods and 

look beyond the so-called typical behavior of children, we might see 

that typical behavior as a fac;ade, formed by others' expectations of 

children. Children are not willing to divulge their true identities 

unless the audience is appropriate (Romero, 1973). A -case in point 

is found in Johnson's (1993) work. Anthony tells no one about his 

"real" life ordeals. Eventually, though, only one individual is keen 

enough to discover what Anthony's life is like. This individual 

begins to look after Anthony by bandaging his wounds and providing 

aspirin in hopes of keeping the pain and infection at bay; regularly 

bringing clean clothing for him to change into at school, and during 

the winter bringing heavy sweaters as well; feeding him whenever 

possible; and spending countless hours riding the subway trains as a 

lookout while his friend gets the sleep and rest he cannot get at 

home, on the closet floor he is forced to sleep on. Ironically, this 

keen individual is none other than a classmate, David (a pseudonym), 

who himself has issues to deal with at home, coupled with the 

burden of raising himself. 
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The diligence with which children work to divert attention 

from the social realities they are faced with is ever so subtle, but 

children nonetheless struggle with a "yearning for self

determination and self-protection from the direct interference of 

adults" (Osorina, 1986, p. 70). It becomes a diligence fueled by the 

need to protect themselves not only from harm, but from well

meaning Samaritans, whose attempts at redress may well make 

matters worse, and pride. Pride that others would think less of 

them if they gave in to the fright, hunger, or pain which mercilessly 

dog them. 

1.4 Definition of Terms. The term social worlds will be used 

extensively throughout this document, as it applies to the physical 

and intellectual lives of children. As it has been alluded to in the 

literature, social world is discussed in a very general fashion and a 

narrow scope. Children's social worlds or peer cultures are at worst 

viewed pejoratively, as inferior subcultures (Marsh, Rosser, & Harre, 

1978), especially for minority children. Social worlds of the child 

are, for example, described as subcultures: cultures inferior to the 

mainstream (adult) culture. This perception is misleading, inferring 

that these worlds are necessarily insignificant and detrimental to 

the child. Within the many social worlds children create for 

themselves and those which they participate in, children gain vital 

knowledge and create networks of support that are crucial to their 

development and survival as humans. 
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As this dissertation proceeds, my intent is to provide 

conceptualizations of social worlds, while intimating that children 

do not share one social world, but many (D'Amato, 1986; 1993). 

Those worlds are evidenced in ecological environments 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1979) (Le., home, school, and community) where 

children lead creative, meaningful, and sometimes problematic lives. 

The educational and societal potential for understanding those 

social worlds lies in its contributions to the development and 

practice of theory. 

1.5 Theoretical Grounding. The premise of this dissertation is 

built on the belief that, often, what is not visible is as 

consequential as what is; that for the researcher the perceived be 

"viewed as more important than the actual" (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 

p. 202). In studying children, this would translate to the 

understanding that children are a human entity all their own, and 

that even the most rigid and controlling of environments cannot 

undermine the existence of their social worlds. 

This stance has materialized through previous research 

experiences, an initial study on the role and extent of language 

minority students i bilingualism and literacy, and the suspension of 

my own unquestioned adult practices. This allows for the 

suggestion that perhaps children's lives as interpreted by the adult, 

pale or miss the mark in comparison to what children themselves 

have to say. Such questioning and conclusions have been nourished 
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by a "cross-fertilization of theory" (Romero, 1973; Seltzer, 1989). 

By "blending" distinct literatures that all have a common bond in the 

child, the child's social worlds, and the nature of childhood, my 

intent has been to provide a wholene.ss to the discussion and 

research on children's lives. An extensive review of literature and 

the theoretical grounding for this stance, are to be found in the 

chapters that follow, and provide the theoretical framework for my 

approach to children's social worlds. 

This review of the literature is necessarily long. Though my 

interest lies in children's social worlds, those social worlds cannot 

be extracted from their historical contexts (manifestations of 

childhood). Therefore, as I address the research on childhood, I not 

only come to understand children's lives temporally, but adult-child 

relations which have gone to form those contexts. My concern for 

the reader is that she or he understand that these issues (that is, 

adult-child relations, manifestations of childhood) are inextricably 

intertwined, and necessarily must be addressed in this fashion. The 

dissertation is organized to elaborate what is a larger picture into 

children's social worlds. 

1 Shortly after the release of this book, its author and contents were criticized and 
questioned (Newsweek, 1993). Its critics were skeptical of Johnson's existence, as well 
as the life events described in his book. I am aware of the controversy revolving this 
work, and do not share in those convictions. 

Interestingly, upon reading A Rock and a Hard Place I wrote a letter to Mr. Godby 
Johnson and forwarded it to his publisher. I received a letter from Mr. Godby 
Johnson, dated June 5, 1993, in response to my April 22nd letter. I have 
responded to his more recent letter, and expect to hear from him soon. Though the 
contents of those letters are personal and will remain confidential until that time 
in which I receive Mr. Godby Johnson's consent to divulge their contents, I will 



say that their essence conveys a genuineness not frequently found in day to day 
interactions. 
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As of September, 1993, I have had numerous phone conversations and exchanged 
faxes with Mr. Johnson. Consequently, I find that accusations as to the veracity of 
his book and of his very existence also go to substantiate my claims that it is very 
difficult indeed, for children to maintain intellectual autonomy, and even more 
difficult for adults to accept children who do so. (Andrade, September 1993) 

2 I deliberately make use of the word humane because of the unfathomable nature of 
Anthony's suffering. Additionally, use of the word human would be contrary given that 
these acts of violence are indeed humanly imaginable and possible. 
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PART I 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 
A PRELIMINARY INQUIRY INTO CHILDREN'S SOCIAL WORLDS' 

Part I of the dissertation is a preliminary inquiry into 

children's social worlds. Chapters 2 through 5 organize Part I. A 

discussion of a research project which I partook of from inception 

to end, begins the inquiry (Chapter 2). This research project proved 

to be the fodder for my present thinking. This discussion is 

followed by a concern over the essence of childhood (Chapter 2). 

Chapter 3 is an interdisciplinary approach to the review of the 

literature. Through the introduction of three works on the nature of 

childhood, I expose the reader to the precarious nature of childhood, 

given its many and varied social constructions (Chapter 4). In what 

follows, I deliberately limit my discussion of research claiming to 

obtain the child's perspective to these three research studies 

(Chapter 4). I have done so to provide an in-depth discussion of what 

it means to actually obtain the child's perspective, and understand 

what it is children think, feel and know. As opposed to what it is 

we, as adults and researchers, believe that perspective to be. The 

data analysis of the initial study is begun in Chapter 5. In that 

chapter, I provide a preliminary description and findings delving into 

the domains of children's knowledge, as they regard, for example, 

biliteracy. This work attempts to take into consideration what I 

have learned about the research questions presented in Chapter 1 and 



further, serves as a springboard for future considerations on 

children and their social worlds. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE COMMUNITY LITERACY PROJECT AS A POINT OF DEPARTURE2 

This shift in the purpose of investigation occurred 
in the early stages of our own research, the 
children's culture project. In becoming aware of it, 
and in attempting to return to the original purpose, 
we began in a more fundamental way to develop 
procedures for exploring the life-world of children 
and for uncovering discernible differences between 
their understandings and those of adults. (Silvers, 
1976, pp. 49-50) 

Silvers' (1976) makes a critique of his own research on 

children's interpretive practices of the classroom. More 

specifically, his research focuses on "the manner in which children 

are able to formulate explanations of how the classroom works, 

construct motives for the teacher and other members of the 

classroom, and link activities into larger patterns" (Silvers, 1976, p. 

51). Silvers describes its trajectory, a direction contrary to his 

original research goals and purposes. In particular, Silvers takes a 

critical look at the constitution of that research. In that critique, 

he first questions the methodology employed, and the consequences 

of that methodology. Secondly, he challenges the relational 

underpinnings of that methodology, by questioning its justification 

in relation to researcher and informants, by asking himself, 'Whose 

interests does that methodology serve?' Thirdly, in questioning 

whose life experiences the research findings were portraying, 

Silvers calls for a re-examination of research claiming to obtain or 
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represent children's lives, social worlds, or culture. Similarly, Fine 

and Sandstrom (1988) categorize the discrepancy between research 

goals and research findings, as a failure or lack of depth inherent in 

the research itself, a point also made by Corsaro and Streeck (1986). 

Fine and Sandstrom (1988) write that as such, research is "lacking 

in extended treatment of the methodological problems of qualitative 

research with children" (p. 10); for which they prescribe a re

thinking, which they term "methodological self-reflection," in order 

to safeguard against findings "built on mounds of shifting sand" 

(p.12). 

In keeping with Silvers' auto-critique, what follows here is a 

discussion of the pilot project that initiated the present study, what 

we called the Community Literacy Project (hereafter referred to as 

'CLP')--and our realizations regarding our own shortcomings in 

obtaining children's perspectives. In 1988 CLP began as a research 

project in and around the community of South Tucson, Arizona. CLP 

flourished under the auspices of the Division of Language, Reading 

and Culture, College of Education and the Bureau of Applied Research 

in Anthropology (BARA), both at the University of Arizona (see Moll, 

Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1989a, 1989b; Moll, Velez-Ibanez, 

Greenberg, Whitmore, Saavedra, Dworin, & Andrade, 1990; Moll, 

1992a, 1992b). From its inception, I was a research assistant in 

this project. 

The vision of the project was to document "funds of 

knowledge," economic and labor resources vital to a family's 
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survival, with pedagogical implications for children's learning in 

school. Funds of knowledge are discussed in the work of Moll et al. 

(1989a), as funds which form the backbone of a family's survival, or 

development, they may be especially evident during harsh economic 

times, when those funds may be closely tied to nourishment and 

employment needs. During other times those funds may be related to 

more practical skills needed, as found, for example, in household or 

automotive repairs (Moll et aI., 1989a; Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 

1992). 

In the data collection process, classroom observations were 

made of teachers' practices and children's behaviors; homes were 

visited, and numerous formal interviews and observations were 
, 

conducted by researchers; and an after-school lab was set-up at one 

of the school sites to implement lessons based on what was being 

learned in the homes and community. In this lab, teachers and 

researchers collaborated to make use of the funds of knowledge in a 

simulated classroom setting. The lab was a segue of sorts, 

providing a testing ground for the implementation of ideas, which it 

was anticipated would be incorporated by teachers in their own 

classrooms. This period of discovery, uncovering the experiences 

and depths of knowledge of the community, and sharing them with 

teachers, was exuberating and resulted in several reports and 

publications (e.g. Moll & Greenberg, 1990; Moll, 1992a, 1992b). 

The research findings documented the extensive amount of 

knowledge found in these households, ranging from agricultural 
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knowledge and animal husbandry to construction and repairs, in 

great part resulting from the families' labor history and productive 

activities. Also documented was the reality that none of these 

households exists in isolation, they all form a part of the clusters of 

households that exchange labor and resources vital to their survival 

in an urban economy and, in particular, they exchange what the 

project investigators have termed funds of knowledge. This work 

has helped develop a radically different profile of minority Spanish 

speaking households than that usually found in the education and 

social science literature--rather than a profile of cognitive 

disadvantages, documented are the ample social and intellectual 

resources found in these homes, resources that form part of the 

households' 'social capital' (Andrade & Moll, 1990, pp 1-2). 

Yet, though an extensive body of knowledge was amassed on 

the household activities and social networks, and how to apply funds 

of knowledge in the classroom, the data were primarily based on 

adult activities. There were discussions about children, but those 

statements and observations were made by parents, teachers, and 

researchers, not the children themselves. As the research 

progressed with the analysis of the data, Luis Moll and I, through an 

ongoing series of discussions, realized that though the CLP was 

getting a good sense of bouseholds as dynamic settings. It was not 

obtaining such data on the children themselves, nor of their active 

contributions within the household and their intellectual activities 

(for example, pursuing their interests by going to the library, 
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reading magazines and books, questioning more knowledgeable 

individuals, or serving as translators and interpreters between 

parents and others), which may not form part of the practical 

activities of the household, as for example, repairing cars, plum.bing, 

or construction. 

This omission was in part due to CLP's focus on documenting 

adult activities and funds of knowledge. But it was also due to what 

we later began to realize were our "adult-centric" views of children 

(see Cahan et aI., 1993, pp. 200-201, for a similar discussion on 

"imperial" practices of adults), which rationalized how we perceived 

children's roles in home, school, and community, a topic to which I 

will return repeatedly. Nevertheless, even taking into account these 

limitations, the data did suggest that children develop activities and 

networks independent of the adults in the households. 

Methodologically and theoretically, CLP overlooked the importance 

of understanding children's social worlds in their own right, and in 

turn, underestimated the importance of these social worlds in 

understanding household, classroom, and community activities, as I 

shall demonstrate. This led me to focus on the notion of children's 

understandings of their knowledge and experiences (social worlds). 

Hawes, Schulz, and Hiner (1991) write about the discrepancy in 

distinguishing between what emanates from the adult and what 

emanates from the child. For example, they note that other 

researchers attempting to document the role of children within the 

family in New England, failed to do so, and that, "because their focus 
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is on the institution of the family within the locus of particular 

communities, no clear synthesis concerning children emerged from 

these studies" (p. 494). Similarly, Vinogradov, as discussed in 

Osorina (1986), believed that "children's folklore should include only 

texts that originate with children themselves" (p. 59), for after all, 

such forms of activity, "passed down from generation to generation 

of children ... are not [emphasis added] children's folklore in the direct 

meaning of the term" (p. 64), but a physical impossibility of time 

and space, given that the child becomes adult in the process, and the 

subsequent bearer of folklore from one generation to another. 

The point I am making is the following: given these research 

goals, the social and cultural practices that researchers and 

teachers should be seeking out and utilizing are the children's, 

instead of substituting them with those of adults (parents and 

family members). This is not to say that the resources of relevant 

adults are not of importance, but that they do not constitute the 

embodiment of the child. The assumption that if introduced into the 

school, resources such as social and cultural practices, as 

distributed within the home and community, will facilitate the 

academic advancement of language minority students, goes against 

the course of traditional child-adult interactions. For what we are 

pointing to here are what traditional research has described as the 

principal socializers of children (home, community, and school) and 

notions of adult performance (Skolnick, 1976) joining forces, not the 
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mediate their own activities within those environments. 
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Moll et al. (1989a), referring to previous studies, propose that 

such studies "show that, properly used, social and cultural practices 

can serve as powerful resources for the children's schooling, 

especially for the development of literacy" (p. 2). If we pause to 

reflect upon the effect of these principal socializers (the social and 

cultural practices found in adult activities within the home, school, 

and community) in accomplishing their goals, we would acknowledge 

the existence of constant friction between them and children, as 

found, for example, in ~enerational gaps, failure and dropout rates of 

children in school. That is, these institutions (home, community, 

and school) are continuously adapting their methods of molding 

children to constantly changing norms, under the impression· that 

children are malleable objects. Yet for all the manipulating that has 

been attempted to bring children to conformity through these 

institutions, there has been no real measure of success in terms of 

forming an understanding and appreciation of children's potential 

and their roles in our society (see EI'konin, 1980; Venger, 

Siobodchikov, & EI'konin, 1990, for a discussion on the non

adaptiveness of children), a point to which I return in Chapter 3. 

The sections which follow concern themselves with the social 

constructive nature of childhood. A social constructive nature 

which is evidenced in the forms childhood may take, be they idyllic, 

productive, or emotionally laden origins. Additionally, I will point 
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to social networks of children's own making; networks which 

children create for themselves and participate in actively. 

Together, these aspects of children's lives go to form the sociality 

of children's worlds. 

2.1 Childhood as a Social Construction. Adult understandings of 

the nature of childhood are wrought with misconceptions, as are its 

historical evolution and representation in the history of humankind. 

In this regard, there are two principal points of confusion in need of 

clarification. To begin, the period between infancy and adulthood, 

often referred to as childhood or adolescence, is a period 

experienced by all; a period poorly understood, but nonetheless real. 

As long as there have been children, childhood as existed. For 

example, Andrade and Moll (1992) citing the contributions of EI'konin 

(1980) and Vygotsky (1978), write that EI'konin and Vygotsky's 

importance as researchers lies 

in understanding the great significance of the social and 
historical essence of childhood. The understanding that not 
only the concept of childhood, but children's activities 
themselves, such as play, activity with objects, relationships 
with people, and schooling are 'societal in origin, content, and 
form' (Venger et al. 1990, p. 29; also see EI'konin, 1980, Ch. 2). 
(Andrade & Moll, 1992, p. 2) 

Which again suggests the origin of childhood to be that of a social 

construction; though again, it does not preclude the biological 

reality of childhood as a life stage, which leads to the second point. 
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The forms in which childhood has manifested itself in one 

society or another,. are each legitimate social constructions of 

childhood. This therefore discredits the notion that there is one 

form of childhood (Benedict, 1976), .as for example, the idyllic one 

Postman (1982) promotes in his research. In his own writings, 

Postman (1982) understates these two key points by linking the 

concept of childhood with the onset of the invention of the printing 

press and subsequently literacy, and by limiting childhood to a 

middle, upper class definition. Postman's arguments, instead, serve 

to disclose a political schema, more than they adumbrate on the 

topic of childhood. 

What do these two principal points establish? For one, that 

we cannot attribute the development of childhood to a single period 

or symbolic change in evolution of humankind, as in arguments 

analogous to the so called "great divide," between literate and non

literate populations. Secondly, any argument claiming to present a 

single concept of childhood, is valid only, if at all, within its 

historical and social contexts (deMause, 1974; Kessen, 1979; 

Osorina, 1986). 

In a publication in observance of the 1 979 International Year 

of the Child, McHale, McHale with Streatfield (1979), caution that 

children 

are no longer viewed merely as a kind of property, as new 
resources for, or burdens upon society'S growth, nor as tools 
for its economic and other purposes - but are to be valued in 
and for themselves and for their hope, potential, and rights as 
human beings. (p. 7) 
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What McHale et al. are referring to is the adult-child continuum as it 

has historically manifested itself. Like McHale et al. (1979), 

Rodham (1976) points to the status of the child as it has 

traditionally been subsumed by the adult. The irony of which, from a 

legal standpoint is succinctly made by Rodham (1976) in stating that 

" the phrase 'children's rights' is a slogan in search of definition" (p. 

391 ). 

If we reflect along historical manifestations and upon the 

nature of adult's lives in terms of work, home and leisure, we can 

say that for the most part, these aspects of adult life have been 

constant over time (I limit my discussion to the last century), with 

the exception of technologies which have come into play and 

enhanced or revolutionized those realms. Though specific actions 

have changed, the human relationships to work, home, and leisure, 

however have not changed, they have evolved. Likewise, the adult

child relationship has also remained much the same. Children 

continue to fall under adult dominion. And there has been very little 

coopting of power between adults and children, in spite of calls to 

do so, as McHale et al. (1979) suggest. The 1979 International Year 

of the Child called for the emotional valuation of the child, yet this 

same focus surfaced during an earlier era, which called for child 

labor laws to control the .,economic exploitation of children. 

Children have been subject to the whims and fancy of adult 

society, a point which is evidenced in the more recent dimensions of 

childhood. La Fontaine (1986) suggests examining the concept of 
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childhood, for "like many value-laden concepts it reveals a certain 

ambiguity, referring at the same time to a state of physical being 

and a social problem" (p. 2). I elaborate on this issue by pointing to 

the respective works of Nasaw (1985), Postman (1982), and Zelizer 

(1985). As! stated earlier, Postman (1982) has claimed that 

childhood is a social artifact, a -product of social forces, not a 

biological category. Thus, he minimizes the pluralistic forms of 

childhood within any given society. Childhood materializes as a 

social construction, an active process; it is also a real biologically 

lived stage of life. Which is, as discussed earlier, not to say that 

childhood is a series of biological stages of development. But that 

the life period is legitimate; childhood is a "real," lived period of 

one's life. Further, the shape a childhood takes is its social 

construction. I believe that the following manifestations of 

childhood, point this way. 

2.2 Children's Labor and their Health Care. The 1880s brought a 

shift in attitude towards the child as laborer. Child labor, though, 

had long existed as a social reality for many children. On the 

subject of Colonial America, Hawes (1971) has written that as early 

as 1618 and again in 1619, settlers in Virginia, via the Virginia 

Company, arranged with the Common Council of London to have 

shipped to them 100 vagrant children as found in the streets of 

London, to help replenish their dwindling settlement population (pp. 

12-26). With the exception of the children who had no choice or say 
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in the matter, this endeavor proved profitable for all. The settlers 

restocked their population, the Common Council of London rid itself 

of vagrant children, and the Virginia Company gained material profit. 

Children's labor, then, was well established by the 1880s. 

Prior to the 1 880s, what child labor laws existed, rested on a 

common goal: the control and prevention of delinquency via 

education and employment. The education of children, however, took 

a back seat to the toil of children's labor. Schooling was for the 

most part complementary to children's work. 

Awakening concern for the welfare of children resulted from 

greater understanding of children's biological development and 

merging educational theories, as found, for example, in the 

progressive works of G. Stanley Hall, Felix Adler, and John Dewey, 

which decried the continuing exploitation of children as laborers. 

Reforms and changes in law as a result of growing awareness, 

though, were slowly forthcoming (e.g., child labor law of 1903, 

regulating street trades; and the dangerous trades act of 1904). Not 

until 1914 were legislative standards, set up by the National Child 

Labor Committee (organized in 1904), regulating children's labor in 

place. These standards set minimum age and workday limits on 

children's labor in the form of the Palmer-Owen Bill, 1914, and later 

in the Keating-Owen Act, 1916, curtailing the interstate commerce 

of the fruits of children's labor. Standards to regulate child labor 

had been previously legislated as early as 1830 (see Bremner, 

Barnard, Hareven, & Mennel, 1971 a, pp 666-749; see also' Bremner et 
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standards on a national level, were by no means uniform. Many 

forms of child labor remained unregulated or unenforced. 
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Decades of arduous work by movements against child labor, 

however, failed to bring an end to it. Instead, what proponents found 

in light of the insidiousness and pervasiveness of children's labor, 

was that the problem of child labor necessitated acknowledgment of 

its underlying causes: the failure of a nation to support and promote 

the family unit as a viable entity.3 The 1990 Children's Defense 

Fund's report on the status of American children comes to a similar 

conclusion, on the theme of preparing children to achieve. They 

write that, 

reaffirmation and renewal must begin with strengthening 
America's families as they now exist, not those of a 
romanticized past. (p. 6) 

Additionally, following the Civil War, public health, under the 

guise of sanitation districts, boards of health, and the like, 

answered the call to control the spread of diseases, which were 

found to flourish especially among the lower classes and their 

children. The first state board of health was established in 1869, in 

Massachusetts. By 1 877 fourteen other states had followed suit. 

Public health was the precursor to the formal inclusion and 

subsequent study of pediatrics. The first section of pediatrics in 

the American Medical Association, was established in 1880, by Dr. 

Abraham Jacobi (Bremner et aI., 1971 b, pp. 811-815). 
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As late as 1910, a study of medical education, revealed that as 

a field of study, pediatrics, was as of yet, "barely existent" (Flexner, 

1930, as found in Bremner et aI., 1971 b, p. 814). In 1929, pediatric 

physicians broke away from the American Medical Association to 

form the American Academy of Pediatrics. 

Interestingly, public health as was child labor, affected a 

particular segment of the population: children and their families, 

living precariously due to social, cultural, and economic factors. 

Pediatrics grew out of awareness of the uniqueness of the child's 

body and the diseases which afflicted it. Though pediatrics had its 

roots in the care of, and control of diseases of children of the poor, 

it was destined for the care of children of families with greater 

means. Children of families with lesser means, even today, continue 

to rely on public health care. 

2.3 Literacy and the Innocence of Childhood. According to 

Postman (1982), !lif we use the word children in the fullest sense in 

which the average American understands it, childhood is not much 

more than one hundred and fifty years old" (p. xi). He adds, 

we must not confuse, at the outset, social facts with social 
ideas. The idea of childhood is one of the great inventions of 
the Renaissance. Perhaps its most humane one. Along with 
science, the nation-state, and religious freedom, childhood as 
both a social structure and a psychological condition emerged 
around the sixteenth century and has been refined and 
nourished into our own times. (p. xii) 
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In light of such statements on the concept of childhood, we can gain 

an appreciation of its shifting nature and interpretation. For 

example, Postman (1982) explains that in the medieval world, 

neither the young nor old could read, and their concerns were of the 

day, no more, no less. Further, he suggests 

that is why there had been no need for the ideas of childhood, 
for everyone shared the same information environment and 
therefore lived in the same social and intellectual 
world .... From print [invention of the printing press] onward, 
adulthood had to be earned. It became a symbolic [italics 
added], not a biological, achievement. (p. 36) 

Postman concludes that adulthood was earned, as an entitlement 

gained through the acquisition of literacy. Unlike Postman, who 

posits the advent of literacy from an American Eurocentric 

argument, Michalowski (1987), for example, wrote that the idea of 

writing, "was invented ab ovo only four times in human history: in 

Sumer, in Egypt, in China, and in Central America" (p. 4); long before 

Roman or Greek writing. The relevance of Michalowski's writing is 

not to diminish the Significance of Roman and Greek contributions, 

but to enhance them with what has occurred elsewhere in the world. 

It has often been written, that literacy is of essence to 

cultures which revolve around it, and that there are indeed cultures 

which have no great need for formal literacy, in the form of 

schooling. Yet these are cultures which are literate within their 

own social milieu (see Scribner & Cole, 1978). "Civilized" and 

"cultured," therefore, are not definitive descriptors of literate 

individuals alone (see also, Frake, 1983). 
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Additionally, Postman posits the vestiges of Roman and Greek 

writing, coupled with the advent of the printing press, as forming 

the backbone of the IIrenaissance man. 1I If we follow Postman's 

argument, for example, and take a closer look at the Roman Empire, 

there are indications that literacy, as did schools for the education 

and training of young boys and men, existed long before Postman 

claims. Though these schools were for purposes of military training 

and oriented towards class structure, not age related issues, they 

were schools nonetheless. Thus concluding that the ideas of 

childhood existed long before the advent of the printing press. 

Despite claims by Postman (1982) that children are again 

living in the same social and intellectual world of their parents, 

children have not, as has been presumed (Aries, 1962, 1982; 

Postman, 1982), shared the same privileges nor life experiences as 

the adult. Children have been present in, yet separated from, the 

adult world. They have never shared the same rights nor privileges 

as the adult. Without going into psychological principles of 

childhood history in this discussion, I refer the reader to the 

seminal work of deMause (1974). In short, the very nature of power 

relations would render a sharing of the same social and intellectual 

world a virtual impossibility (see for example, the work of Allport, 

1954; and van Dij~, 1987). 

Postman's (1982) preoccupation is with the maintenance of 

separate child and adult worlds, and the continuation of adult 

secrets or rites of passage. This is the 'social artifact' he seeks to 
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maintain in a call for the innocence of childhood; the icon of a naive 

child. What Postman overlooks, though, is that the maintenance of 

separate child and adult worlds is a social construction, and that 

the child is herself or himself a IIcultural inventionll (Kessen, 1979, 

1983), much like that of the peer group concept, as in like age 

groups. Similarly, Cahan et al. (1993) in making reference to 

Wartofsky (1983), write that the child is a IIsocial and historical 

kind rather than a natural kindll (p. 210). Wherein, for example, 

Postman (1982) himself writes, 

a group is largely defined by the exclusivity of the information 
its members share .... lndeed, if fifth graders knew what eighth 
graders know, there would be no point to having grades at all. 
(pp. 84-85) 

Social constructions like these are created for a reason (albeit 

sometimes an arbitrary one), as are forms of childhood, or the like

age group. They are created, as in the case at hand,. for 

administrative (e.g., logistics management) and legislative (e.g., 

funding) purposes; there is nothing natural about them. Yet social 

constructions do not preclude the physically real, lived 

developmental period between infancy and adulthood. Further, as 

Postman has stated, schoolwise, what 5th graders learn is 

controlled, as is the knowledge 8th graders have access to in school.

Age-related practices need be questioned as to their true relevance 

to children's developmental potential and as to their present 

exclusivity. 
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In the sections which follow, my intent ,is to address the value 

of children's lives in economic and emotional terms to further 

demonstrate its social constructive nature. The discussion of these 

phenomena, though, is deliberately not limited to one era. For 

example, though I mention the mid-nineteenth century as a starting 

point of the discussion, I include examples from almost a century 

later. My intent is to point out the similarities in one form of 

childhood; while demonstrating that those social constructions are 

not bound to anyone particular era. 

2.4 The Economic Valuation of the Child: As recently as the early 

twentieth century, for example, childhood was generally framed 

within the work concept. Within the course of their workday, 

children squeezed in schooling and play. Children were valued for 

contributing economically or domestically to the family unit. Those 

children having formal employment in factories or doing 'piece' work 

at home, customarily delivered their paychecks to their parents. 

Some of these children received an 'allowance' of sorts. Others who 

worked at selling newspapers, candy, or other items; 'blackening' 

shoes; sewing; scavenging for metal, food, etc., would generally turn 

their money in at the day's end, keeping a few cents for pleasures, be 

they food, entertainment, or clothing; further evidence that these 

children were consumers as well. 

In the early twentieth century in Tucson, children and their 

families were moving into the downtown area of the city. An area 
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referred to as "EI Hoyo" [The Hole], named so because of its 

geographical contour. EI Hoyo was a predominantly Mexican, 

Mexican-American enclave, one of the first barrios in Tucson. Not 

surprisingly, there were children, in fact, migrating to Tucson alone. 

Children who struck out on their own, with hopes of later bringing 

their families to live with them. 

In 1916, Manuel Luna was one such child. At the age of ten he 

had already lost his father, and his mother had remarried. Mr. Luna 

left the family ranch, located somewhere near his birthplace in 

Calabazas, Arizona, not too far from the Mexico - U.S. border. His 

goal was to leave the unpleasant bearing of his stepfather, seek a 

new life, and earn a living in Tucson. 

At eighty-two years of age, Mr. Luna vividly recalls his youth. 

In so doing he frequently pauses, deep in thought, as if reliving the 

moment. He sits, leaning forward with one hand on his cane, and 

gesturing with the other. And as he speaks, in his dark and rugged 

face, one can see both the joy and the pain of recalling that youth. 

Manuel Luna's trek to Tucson began with a hop on a train 

heading some forty-five miles north to Tucson. During that epoch, 

the railroad was the standard mode of transportation for many 

children on their own. In describing his travels, Mr. Luna adds, "You 

have to carry a paper to sit on [the train]. Otherwise you get dirty." 

Seventy-two years have passed, and, one might think that he points 

to such seemingly minute details. Yet these details are all 

important for a child on his own, who must worry about maintaining 
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his wardrobe. That such a concern is today much more commonly 

shared by parents, further points to yesteryear's greater burden upon 

children. 

Upon his arrival in Tucson, Mr. Luna explains how he worked 

odd jobs, for example, selling papers, farm labor, washing dishes, 

even working as a movie extra in such motion pictures as Arizona 

and Lily of the Fields, as a young adult, until establishing himself in 

later years as a housepainter. Though on his own, he continued to 

send money home. Eventually, his mother was able to join him in 

Tucson. At that time, his mother and he, like many other families, 

lived in a squatter's village of sorts, on the far south outskirts of 

Tucson (Los Reales)._ The English translation of Los Reales would be 

"The Campsites." Interestingly, the area, now a major road closely 

bordering the San Xavier Indian Reservation, continues to be called 

by the same name. In Los Reales, they lived in boxes covered with 

tarp, until they were able to move into a home in EI Hoyo, which Mr. 

Luna eventually purchased for his mother. In later years he would 

build his own home in South Tucson, less than a mile away from EI 

Hoyo. 

Like many boys of that era, Manuel Luna had had in the sense 

that we now know it, no childhood. His had been almost a direct 

jump from infant to adult. Yet that life stage we refer to as 

childhood, was at the time socially constructed as a period of 

productivity. As soon as he was able to do so, Manuel Luna was 

working and contributing to the family unit, by, working on the farm 
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and later contributing economically when he struck out on his own. 

Also characteristic of boys of that time, was the adoption of other 

adult features, such as smoking and adult vestment, elements of 

that construction. 

The picture we create of Manuel Luna, and other children of 

that time, is in so many ways, indeed that of a small adult. 

Dressing, smoking, working to support the family, and consuming 

goods much like the adult of his day. However, there is one 

important distinction to be made, in that working children at that 

time period were subject to the abuses of power and improprieties 

by adults. In other words, children did not share the same social 

life, nor privileges as adults. For not only a historical recount (in 

autobiographical and biographical forms) of children's lives during 

the first two decades of this century, but the visual narration which 

photographs provide, the work of Nasaw (1985), for example, is 

utile. 

2.5 The Economic Devaluation of the Child. Historically, children 

have traditionally been in a very real sense a productive, yet cheap 

workforce. That is, until child labor opponents became involved; 

decrying the exploitation of children, their health and their lives. 

With this movement, and subsequent laws, came a societal change in 

the general attitude towards children. This change proved to be the 

economic devaluation of the child. Consequently, the child was no 

longer productive, and therefore no longer of value, economically 
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speaking. But the "new child" was valuable emotionally, and that 

value was in Zelizer's (1985) terms, "priceless." The child, once a 

source of economic support, was now reckoned a source of pleasure 

to the family. The family was now to be entrusted to the care and 

nurturance of the child. This was of course not an overnight, nor all 

encompassing change, but a gradual one (see the work of Bremner et 

aI., 1971 a, 1971 b; Nasaw, 1985; and Zelizer, 1985, for indepth 

discussion and documentation of these phenomena). 

This period of rapid social change in the nature and course of 

childhood, was an awkward one in the United States, for it called for 

a reexamination of adult practices. Children were now expected to 

be sent, on a less sporadic basis, to schools. Schools were 

restructured to accept the greater influx of children and to provide 

them with the training and discipline previously gained through 

employment (Spring, 1976). The purpose of training and disciplining 

children was seen necessary primarily for the control and prevention 

of delinquency. Parents who did not abide, ran the risk of being 

shunted as inferior parents. 

Yet there were discrepancies in the pervasiveness of the new 

societal attitude. For example, in those families where both parents 

worked, the children ran a greater risk of accidental injury or death 

(being run over .. by a car, train, or bus, falling, and drowning) while 

playing without the benefit of adult supervision. This was fast 

becoming a grim statistic. Negligence of this sort, though, was not 

limited to the last century. More recently, in the United States, of 
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the 54,521 youth (aged 1 - 24 years) who died in 1988, almost half 

died as a result of motor vehicle accidents, drowning, fires and 

burns (National Safety Council's Accident Facts, 1990). Even today, 

the living conditions for children, remain for some much the same as 

they were then, if not worse given the modern advancements made. 

Several authors have written about the squalid living conditions of 

children in this century, and in particular, of the despair found 

within inner cities of this country (Children's Defense Fund, 1990; 

Coles, 1 970; International Movement A.T.O.lFourth World Movement, 

1981; Kotlowitz, 1991; Kozol, 1991; McLaren, 1989; Polakow, 1982, 

1983; and Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). 

During a later period of awakening concern over child labor, 

though the government was aware that many accidents were indeed 

preventable had a parent or adult been present, it found that its 

hands were bound, as I shall explain. Throughout this mid to late

nineteenth century crisis in childcare, many parents were working 

for the economic benefit of the nation. To enforce laws which called 

for direct adult supervision of children would penalize the parents 

who were serving the nation's good and further entail the loss of 

many of the workforce's vital laborers. In response, the government 

took little, if any action. Once again, children's lives became a 

cause for volunteer organizations concerned with the prevention of 

children's deaths, and the betterment of their lives (Zelizer, 1985). 

As if this were not sufficient change within such a brief 

period, in the developing construct of childhood, there was more 
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change to come. With the advent of the emotionally valuable child, 

all was not lost in the economic worth of the child. While the 

source of capital changed, the economic worth increased 

dramatically. The emotionally valuable, economically worthless 

child became economically valuable once again (Zelizer, 1985), as a 

commodity, in the creation of a burgeoning child care industry. 

Additionally, there were couples with and without children, even 

single adults, who were willing to pay any amount of money for the 

emotional value of having a child. Black market babies were in great 

demand, and were easily to be found in women and families who 

could not afford to raise another child. For some there was no other 

alternative, while for others the cash value of the unwanted child 

decelerated briefly the gnawing poverty which enveloped them. The 

misfortunes of widowed, abandoned or unwed mothers and poor 

families were capitalized upon as well. The quote that follows, 

found in Zelizer's book, comes from a baby seller's advertisement or 

trade slogan, of the first decade of this century. It sums up the 

economic revaluation of the child, quite well. 

It's cheaper and easier to buy a baby for $ 100 than to have one 
of your own. (1985, p. 197) 

Other such advertisements were to be found in newspapers such as 

the Chicago Tribune, for example, 

Personal - Wanted - Healthy Twins or Baby girl under 6 
months, by couple able to give children wonderful home & 
future. Address KH 386, Tribune. [December 21, 1919] 



Personal-Want Home. 7 Year old boy, adoption. Call 2932 
Indiana Av., Chicago. [December 28, 1919] 
(Bremner et aI., 1971 a, p. 139) 
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Yet this boom in the baby market was discriminatory towards 

children. The constant demand of children concentrated on blond, 

blue-eyed toddler girls. Children who were other than that had a 

much different fate. They were often adopted or placed in foundling 

homes, boarding homes, or foster homes of economically less well 

off families, whose interest in having the children was all too often 

for the domestic labor the children could provide. Resulting from 

the misfortune of not being blond, blue-eyed toddler girls, these 

children did not share in, nor enjoy the privileges of the emotional 

value of their being. 

In essence, economics remained critically important to the 

politics of childhood and discrimination towards children in this 

country. This in turn, influenced the social constructions of 

childhood, for there was not one uniform childhood, but various 

forms of childhood being enacted. In this regard, the economic law 

of supply and demand clarifies this point. When supply and demand 

meet, equilibrium is achieved. Yet equilibrium is seldom met. 

Further, without equilibrium, the greater the demand, the greater 

the value. And conversely, the greater the supply, the lower the 

value. A greater supply will create a surplus, which will result in a 

glut in the "market, II and subsequently bring down the individual 

worth of a product. The sudden economic valuation of the 

emotionally valuable child, translated into a greater demand and 
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shorter supply of a specific child, the blond haired, blue-eyed 

toddlers. Bringing forth as inherent, a sense of greater worth of 

that child. The oversupply of other children created a glut which led 

to not only the devaluation in the economic worth, but also a 

diminished quality in the relationships those children experienced. 

The ability to examine the various social constructions of 

childhood in place within such a relatively short period of time, 

while interesting, is significant as well. This examination has 

pointed out that while various social constructions of childhood 

have existed, they have been real in their consequences to real 

children. Subsequently, it can be said that no one form of childhood 

is more real than another. This being the case, it is impossible to 

state that childhood is disappearing, as Postman (1982, 1985) has 

stated, for it has never been static, nor has it been monochromatic. 

Quite the contrary, childhood has taken on any number of shapes and 

colors. One need but examine it within its respective social and 

historical contexts to realize this point. 

2.6 The Child's Social Network(s). In light of the discrepant 

nature of adult-child relationships, be they on personal or 

institutional levels, one might argue that the 'success' of those 

relationships is based on mutual and cooperative understandings, not 

through the imposition of social and cultural practices. It. is ironic 

then, that we continuously attempt to artificially manipulate 

children from the outside, as if they were incompetent, as if they 
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were void of any internal activity, private thoughts, and beliefs. As 

we look at the consequences of childhood in these terms, as it has 

been frequently constructed, we begin to develop a picture of 

demeaning experiences, one after another, where children are robbed 

of having a social, cultural, and intellectual world. The resulting 

representations of children and their lives, through such a view, are 

demeaning to children. In conspiratorial fashion if not intent, 

children are not allowed to represent themselves. One such telling 

adult custom when not being treated fairly, is to complain and state 

that one is "being treated as a child who doesn't know what is good 

for him." The underlying assumptions of such statements are quite 

revealing of adult society. Adults make judgments based on their 

knowledge and likewise measure others according to that standard, 

regardless of age or experience. In this regard, the adult world not 

only minimizes the depth of children's social worlds, but it deprives 

itself of knowing, appreciating and understanding that private world 

of children (Fine & Sandstrom, 1988) (see also, Aries, 1962; 

deMause, 1974; Hiner & Hawes, 1991; Nasaw, 1985; and Zelizer, 

1985, for historical recounts of childhood), this is especially true of 

minority and economically disadvantaged children. 

From the child's point of view, such experiences with adult 

institutions, create strange irrational beings of adults cmd the basis 

for a distrust of those adults; and further emphasize the need for 

children's own cultures and networks. Cultures and networks where 
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children can be themselves to grow and learn, and talk openly about 

their beliefs and experiences. 

In the case of the urban language minority community of South 

Tucson, the incongruence is compounded further. For the many 

children who are recent arrivals in the United States, their 

experiences are breaking with the historical experiences of their 

parents as they face daily a new language, culture, institutions, and 

technology (Camarillo, 1990). These children are in a sense 

pioneers. Not only are they breaking ground, on their own, outside of 

the home, but they are bringing back into the home the new culture 

which surrounds them. Though parents who are recent arrivals are 

pioneers themselves, they are somewhat sheltered from undergoing 

the rapid day to day sociocultural immersion their children must 

undergo, and their experiences as adults are distinct from that of 

children's, especially in schools. 

As adults, parents have more control over their lives than do 

children. They can enroll in English as a Second Language courses at 

their own discretion, children, on the other hand, are not given an 

option. Parents are generally in the employ of labor, childcare, or 

food preparation markets where English language dominance and 

acculturation are not requisite. Quite the contrary, it is both the 

lack of language ,dominance and acculturation which make them most 

salient to employers in this country. Children, on the other hand, are 

burdened to do both, learn English and acculturate. 
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When we document the households' resources (adult resources) 

we are overlooking and underestimating a very important, and 

somewhat independent resource - the child and her or his other 

social life. In this respect, Moll et al. (1989a), as has more 

traditional research, overlook this point by making observations of 

children and interpreting those observations without addressing the 

children's community as a social entity. In other words, one can 

make observations of children ad infinitum, but if one does not 

understand children's social worlds, then those observations are 

incomplete and therefore, misleading, out of context (Packer, 1985). 

Additionally, Moll et al. (1989a) present household resources as 

unidirectional, in their creation of knowledge, from adult 

(household) to children (dependents), not surprising given adult

child relationships as traditionally explained by behaviorist theories 

(Corsaro & Eder, 1990). In reviewing research on mother-child 

interactions, Bronfenbrenner (1979) found that the focus has 

traditionally been unidirectional, from the mother to the child. In 

regard to their own work, Moll et al. (1989a) explain, 

we build on the idea that every household is, in a very real 
sense, an educational setting in which its major function is to 
transmit information that enhances the survival of its 
dependents. ( p. 4) 

Bronfenbrenner (1979) and Romero (1973) address this issue 

as well, their respective conclusions though, are that adult 

influence is never unidirectional in nature. Children significantly 

influence adult-child relationships. Further, this has been a critique 
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made of research on adult-child interactions, which tended to focus 

unidirectionally on the adult as influencing the child's (re)actions 

(e.g., Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Not surprisingly, then, in the home we 

have underestimated the children's significant contributions to 

household life. In the CLP study, when conducting the classroom 

innovations, taken into account, are "the specifics of each 

classroom, the teacher and the students, and instructional 

constraints which the teachers may face and specific goals they may 

want to attain" (Moll et aI., 1989a, p. 5). 

But, I argue, the social nature of the children's presence in the 

classrooms is not taken into account. Again, the children are by no 

means passive, the classroom is charged with energy (there is a 

great deal of interaction taking place), though it may not be readily 

evident to the adult observer or the teacher (D'Amato, 1988, 1993; 

Hanson, 1992). 

Children themselves maintain a variety of social networks, 

much like those of the household (adult), which not only serve as 

powerful resources for the children, but also complement the 

household, yet children's networks are absent from our accounts. 

This lack of documentation was very likely a result of the theory and 

methodology used in the research, which did not center on the 

distinction and importance of the child's role in the development of 

her or his own life, and in the development of children's "funds of 

knowledge. " 
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In Mexico, for example, as it is in the community of South 

Tucson, "the family was conceived as a nuclear unity, but both 

upper- and lower-class urban people throughout Mexican history 

originally have resorted to extended family networking or even 

multiple-family dwellings for economic survival or to strengthen 

familial and economic ties" (Lavrin, 1991, p. 425; see also Velez

Ibanez, 1988). Yet the influential nature of networks is sometimes 

inherent in the origin of the familial tie, as found in blood relation 

or marriage relation, which influences the directionality of the 

network's resources as well (La Fontaine, 1986). Meaning that 

perhaps, familial networks are not the purveyors they appear to be, 

especially for children, because children may be provided or denied 

access to familial networks, not on the basis of who they are, but 

rather of who their parents are. This is extremely important to 

understand, in so doing we realize that these networks are not of 

children's making, but imposed familial structures (La Fontaine, 

1986). For that reason, it becomes even more relevant to understand 

the networks children create for themselves. 

The work of Bronfenbrenner (1979) in this respect is quite 

insightful. In terms of networks, i.e. dyads, triads, and so forth, he 

writes, 

the capacity of a dyad to serve as an effective context for 
human development is crucially dependent on the presence and 
participation of third parties, such as spouses, relatives, 
friends, and neighbors. If such third parties are absent, or if 
they play a disruptive rather than a supportive role, the 
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developmental process, considered as a system, breaks down. 
(p.5) 

In the CLP study, it was found that network ties and resources 

emanating from adult relations were abundant and covered a wide 

spectrum. In examining the nature and extent of one family's ties, 

through the eyes of a child (Susana 0.), I found that there was indeed 

a wide net of support and resources, as found for example, in the 

celebration of her paternal grandmother's 82nd birthday (requiring 

food, cooking, planning and setting up the celebration site, live 

music, videotaping, etc.). Additionally, this wide ranging support 

system and resources were evidenced in the grandmother's battle 

with diabetes and the potential loss of a limb in relation to the 

diabetes (requiring transportation to and from the doctor, long-term 

care, medication, treatment and therapy); the concern for her 

psychological well being (prompting action to keep her depression 

over failing health and the untimely death of a daughter, at bay), and 

housing for the grandmother, whose own home is in Magdalena de 

Kino, Mexico. The care and efficiency with which these needs were 

met, demonstrated the far reaching character of the familial 

network. 

I concluded that this was indeed a closely knit family with 

extensive resources at their disposal. Yet after a few years of 

seeing this network in action, and believing in its far reaching pool 

of resources, I learned from then 7th grader Susana, that these 

resources were unidirectional in nature, indicating a possible 
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breakdown of the dyadic system in maintaining the network. As La 

Fontaine (1986) points, 

despite a model of the household that assumes a common fund 
shared by all, the actual distribution of goods and services 
within a household reveals inequalities which relate to the 
relative power of the men and women within it. (p. 18) 

I learned that support and resources were readily available to some 

of the family members, but not to all, as I shall explain. Mrs. 0., 

Susana's mother, has a serious varicose vein condition which 

requires surgery; she suffers from diabetes and high blood pressure 

as well. Recently a bundle of veins in her leg burst. Mrs. O. cannot 

afford to take time from her schedule to have the operation because 

she states that, "Me dejarian como a un perro" [They would leave 

[abandon] me like they would a dog]. I asked Susana what she and her 

mother meant by this statement. Susana responded as follows, "You 

know how we always help and do things for my father's family? 

Well, when we need something, there is nobody. Its always been like 

that." In other words, Mrs. O. will not have the surgery because she 

knows that there is no one who will take care of her three children 

and husband while she is hospitalized and later recuperating. 

Ironically, Susana's mother continues to be an active 

participant in the network's pool of resources, though she is not a 

direct beneficiary of the same. Mrs. O.'s continued participation in 

her husband's familial network can only be explained in terms of 

respect (respet04) for the husband and his family, that which forms 

the foundation of the patriarchal society (Benmayor, Torruellas, & 
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Juarbe, 1992; La Fontaine, 1986). This subjugation of women would 

seem passe in light of strides women have made, but the tradition 

perdures. What this insight through the eyes of Susana informs us of 

though, is that sooner or later, Mrs. O. will have the surgery, but !t 

will be on Susana, the oldest child, that the mother will have to 

rely; as Susana relates, "I can cook some, I can make potatoes, eggs, 

soups. I can even make tortillas, but they don't come out just right 

[motioning with hands in a circular fashion]." 

Further, not all networks are related to household matters, 

some are based on community ties away from the family. The 

following entry by 6th grader Daniel, illustrates minutely an 

additional social network which he has formed, one far removed 

from household networks. 

Rosey I've cheng a 
litall I'm beter en last 
time [last year] we soech 
other 
I'm more pawer fall 
like if I beit some one 
up and he calls some friends 
I have my friends. 
Ferst I call tata, and he 
has a gan of street 
boys of 39 that can halpe 
me. 
And then I can call 
Jery and he has a gan 
too, but he has 45 boys 
and I can call this 
man name el mafioso 
and he is in the mafia 
and he will bring 59 



mafiosos 0, I can call 
vampiro this man that has 
a gan to of 30 
and then I have my 
friends they are 20 so 
we are all 239 boys to 
halpe me. 45 

59 
30 

+ 20 

193 

Daniel:12/20/90 
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To the outsider, it should not matter whether Daniel's network is 

fictional or not (though in the present case it is not fictional). I 

make this statement in the belief that if in its consequences, this 

network is real for Daniel, then any contrary outside interpretation 

of that network is irrevelant to the validity of his statement. 

Daniel's account of his recently acquired (during the summer of 

1990) social network is astounding. The significance of Daniel's 

entry is twofold. On the one hand we see the extent of two of 

Daniel's social networks, 4 gangs and 20 friends. It is of 

significance that Daniel has differentiated between the gang 

members and his friends. Indicating that while those 173 gang 

members are available to come to his aid, they are not his friends. 

Looked at from an international context, the description which 

Daniel gives is a sophisticated strategy employed by world powers, 

wherein a country may not necessarily be on open arms terms with 

other countries, there comes a time of need when those countries 
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are looked upon as allies ready to come to the defense, such is the 

case with Daniel and the pact he has with 4 gang leaders (tata, Jery, 

mafioso, and vampiro). Inevitably, and (as of yet) unbeknownst to 

Daniel, all such pacts come at a price. 

For many children, gang membership is not a perilous 

association, as deemed by society at large. Neither is gang 

membership an earth shattering event in the life of children. It is an 

association like any other. One belongs to a gang, just as one 

belongs to the neighorhood in which one resides. Gang membership 

provides an identity, a social network, a purpose and a direction. For 

example, the gang identity is within its -social milieu prestigious; 

there is a wide supporting social network tied to that identity; and 

the purpose of the gang is to protect its members, its neighborhood, 

or turf, and its reputation. All of which give guidance and direction 

to the gang. Additionally, because there is an element of purpose 

and importance in one's mission as a gang member, outside 

evaluations of the gang or the gang member, have very little meaning 

within its social context. Given the privileges of gang membership, 

it is not surprising that children do partake of it. Gang membership 

is often an escape from rejection or failure at home, school, and/or 

community. 

Knowing and understanding these points, I cannot but wonder 

about the surge of violence and gang activity among this nation's 

youth. In schools and in society at large, there appears to be no 

place for the reality of children's minds. Consequently, these 
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"minds" do not exist within the social parameters of the school. 

They are left to exist independently of the school and create their 

own social parameters (Hanson, 1992), and are pushed further and 

further into violent and criminal domains. Eventually, these become 

the social parameters in far too many children's lives. 

Further, my understanding of gangs, through children's eyes, is 

a remarkable eye-opener. In a society which values not the content 

of one's character, but one's abilities as tied to forms of 

measurement that have no meaningful relevance to the essence of 

human lives, schooling is indeed a bizarre institution. And it should 

be no wonder then, that many children look outside of the school for 

meaningfulness in their lives. As an institution that from day one 

begins to discredit what children bring with them, by pointing to 

what they do not know, or have difficulty accomplishing; the school 

is indeed a breeding ground for the alienation of children 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1974). 

Chris is another 5th grade boy who shares his interest in 

gangs, in particular of "Cholitos." The dictionary defines cholo as 

an adjective describing someone who is of mixed-breed, of Indian 

and European ancestry (Pequeno Larousse, 1986). The Cholo may very 

well have first appeared during the early 70's at a time when the 

fame of the Pachuco (a gang member of the 40's and 50's) was 

winding down; and while the Chicano movement was in the upswing 

(see the work of Tatum, 1986 for a discussion of the Pachuco, and 

the Chicana and Chicano political and literary movements). 
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Interestingly, the Cholo pervades various social and economic states 

as is evidenced in the geographic locations of gangs. The street 

definition of cholo, though, is one which describes a rigid dress 

code, detailing what is to be worn, from black patent leather shoes, 

khaki pants, white sleeveless undershirt, plaid flannel shirt, to 

bandana or hairnet; a particular walk, and form of talk, both 

somewhat reminiscent of the Pachuco (M. Mendez, personal 

communication, February, 1993). To be a Cholo, or Chola for that 

matter, also entails a code of comportment and ethics, and an 

attitude of general distrust towards others, especially of social 

institutions. The social parameters of the Cholo are set, in a sense 

they march to the beat of a different drum. The Cholo, though 

feared, loathed and discriminated against, remains a stereotype and 

a little understood member of society. In Tucson, for. example, 

Cholos throughout the city belong to one of various gangs. Among a 

few of those gangs, are Barrio Centro (in the central Tucson area), 

Barrio Anita (in the downtown area to the northwest of Tucson), 

Barrio Hollywood and Barrio Sobaco (both to the west of the city), 

and Barrio Libre (principally in South Tucson). Barrio Libre was an 

original Yaqui settlement following the diaspora from Rio Yaqui, 

Mexico (T. M. McCarty, November 1994, personal communication). 

Unlike Daniel's network, in what follows Chris describes a 

fictional game of sorts. It is a game which he and his friends play. 

A game in which they pretend to be Cholitos. As part of the game 

ritual, the boys pretend to draw graffiti on walls and then imagine 
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that they are being chased by police. While a few of the boys escape, 

some of the gang members are caught. Chris ends his story with a 

bilingual rap song about a 'girl' who is unfaithful to her boyfriend 

(Mentirosa, by Mellow Man Ace, on Capitol Records, 1990). 
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The cholitos 
When a go to my house we 
play chlolitos and We think 
that We are cholos and Like 
We Paint Walls and cops. 
Come and going alfter us but 
We get away but of are gan 2 
got cot from the cops and 
We sing Like this baybe Like 
Last nigt you didit go a la 
casa de' too tio and they tald 
me that you Were drinking 
and Wested my dinero 
talking a bout What a 
hombre is a hombre but fist 
I half to now your nomber 
and Please tell me la verdad 
que nese sito entende 

[When I go to my house we 
play cholitos and We think 
that We are cholos and Like 
We Paint Walls and cops 
Come and (are) going after 
us but We get away but of 
our gang 2 got caught from 
the cops and We sing Like 
this baby Like Last night you 
didn't go the your uncle's 
house and they told me that 
you Were drinking and 
Wasted my money talking 
about what a man is a man 
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but first I have to know your 
name and Please tell me the 
truth because I need to 
understand] 

Chris:S/23/90 

Chris is describing scenarios taken from his daily life in the barrio, 

snippets of what he sees happening to his older friends and siblings 

(expressing themselves through graffiti, fleeing from persecutors, 

and conflict in interpersonal relationships). Though Chris' 

description is a light-hearted rendition of gang life, his experiences 

are very real. 

In the case at hand, in understanding and being aware of 

networks like those described by Daniel and Chris, we see the real 

lure which gang membership holds for children. Seen in that light, 

the promise of such a vast support system and the prestige of 

membership is difficult to dissuade. As parents, teachers, and 

adults, we would like to think that grade school children like Daniel 

and Chris are exempt from such hard core realities (gangs, drugs, 

alcohol, violence). When understanding through children's eyes, 

however, as we do in the dialogue journal, which will be discussed 

shortly, we find that these are indeed realities which flourish in 

children's lives. For example, the taboos surrounding the use of 

drugs a.nd alcohol, and shoplifting are also attractive to children. 

Ironically, while in school many of the children are trained to repeat 

the nonsensical "Just say no to drugs" phrase, yet the taboo is all too 

tempting and not so easily dismissed. A casual comment made by 

Lena goes to make this point, "This weekend I'm going to a party and 



I'm really going to ... " (Lena, 12/20/90), alluding to breaking any 

number of taboos. 
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The adult prerogative of quickly imposing a "NO!" to any number 

of taboos is another form of adults overlooking the significance of 

the child being a part of, and making decisions about herself or 

himself, instead of intellectually engaging the child as an active 

participant in the decision making process (Sharpe, 1988). This lack 

of democracy, between adult and child, then, would appear to result 

in a weakness which peer pressures in the form of gangs, drugs, and 

alcohol, among a few, seize upon to empower themselves of children. 

The peer group itself, is a social construction of adult making, and 

is attractive if simply that it offers power to other children. The 

relational weakness of a peer group is to be found in an absent or 

malfunctioning familial third party in the system, be it a dyad, 

triad, etc. (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, 1981), which could provide for an 

alternate or viable path for a child to meet her or his needs. That is, 

within the child's social network there is a third party, or mediator 

missing. A mediator who would serve to smooth out difficulties, 

listen to the child, and present possibilities of the child (child as 

future adult) to the child, what EI'konin (1980) would call 

"mediators." Further, these mediators are "the bearers and 

representatives of a child's future," and perceived as older children 

and adults who are near the "boundary line between childhood and 

adulthood" (Venger et aI., 1990, pp 30-31), a point which I elaborate 

in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. 
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Furthermore in our work, though CLP appeared to be including 

the child, it did so only in form, not content. I would like to include 

a few brief portions of the Year One Progress Report (Moll et aI., 

1989a) to make this point. 

Lessons rarely extend beyond the classroom or incorporate 
ideas, interests or activities of the students and their 
families .... by studying children in diverse circumstances we 
gain a more sophisticated perspective on what they are 
capable of dOing .... lnstead of extending lessons to social life 
outside the classroom, as occurred with the previous case 
study, this teacher brought social life into the classroom 
through a series of classroom visits. (pp. 16, 20, 25) 

Though CLP states that lessons generally remain detached 

from the world outside the classroom, I would argue that lessons do 

not extend into the classroom itself because as an artificial 

imposition, lessons do not acknowledge the classroom (the children) 

as a social entity. The point being that there exists a social world 

within the classroom which is neither recognized nor acknowledged 

(D'Amato, 1988, 1993). Yet children's networks can be seen at work 

in the classroom. For example, network ties often determine who 

has greater access to the teacher and to the intellectual and other 

resources found in the school (D'Amato, 1988, 1993). 

Similarly, in discussing household networks, Moll et al. 

(1989a) write that network ties "provide a motive and a context for 

applying and for acquiring knowledge" (p. 12). Yet, if we simply 

"study" children, observe them, and collect occasional writing 

samples and reading scores, we can know what children are like 

only in those limited situations and under those limited conditions. 
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We have by no means made more sophisticated our outlook on their 

potential outside of those imposed conditions (Neill, 1939; Romero, 

1973). Potentialities, writes Kelley (1959), "are impossible to 

detect, because they do not appear until situations call them up" (p. 

110). 

Whether or not a form of social life is brought into the 

classroom by the teacher, it still remains that the social life within 

the classroom has not been sought out, as evidenced in an earlier 

discussion of CLP. The Community Literacy Project overlooked the 

existence and the many possible contributions of the social life 

within the classroom. The classroom itself may be insignificant, 

but the classroom body, the children that comprise the class, is 

unique in its composition, experiences, knowledge and relationships 

with one another (Kelley, 1959). This, I believe, is the most 

powerful entity in the classroom, for it is often the deciding factor 

in who will have access to what, and when. In the following 

example, I expand on understanding the social life of the classroom, 

and its importance to understanding the dynamics of the classroom. 

The following section describes what were the forms of 

academic lives evidenced in the classroom of the children of this 

study. 

2.7 Fifth Grade: The 'Babies,' the 'Low Group,' and the 'Top Group'. 

Like many of her classmates, Susana freely expressed her attitudes 

and opinions in the dialogue journal; however she would not share 
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nor hint at the same with her teacher. Always a quiet, pensive child, 

Susana and her surrounding group were referred to by the teacher as 

the babies, as immature and sensitive. Yet, in the journal entries, 

Susana introduced herself and shared her likes and dislikes, her 

family and her poetry. Her thoughts and writing are detailed, to the 

point of being meticulous, hardly what one would describe as 

infantile. 

Romero was a member of the group his teacher considered the 

low group. The teacher characterized this group of five boys as 

struggling. Their presence in the classroom was justified so long as 

they did not cause any major impediments to the management of the 

class. During cI_ass observations, Romero was, as was the rest of 

this group, generally to be found quietly working at his desk. Unlike 

other children in the classroom, they were very caut.ious in terms of 

stirring about in the room, or bringing attention to themselves. 

Characteristic of this group, was a complete absorption in what they 

were doing, heads bowed, and whispering to one another. According 

to the teacher, a cooperative learning method was in effect during 

this school year. 

Despite warnings I was given by the teacher to the contrary 

(e.g., "you'll waste your time with them ... they don't write), these 5 

boys were extremely appreciative of the journals; I realized how 

deeply they craved recognition. These boys were prolific 

storywriters, they would individually or jointly author a wide range 

of stories. Overall, their creativity and talent in story writing was 
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unrivaled in class activity. Yet, in the classroom, this genre of 

writing was neither encouraged nor appreciated. Upon reflection, it 

is possible that what was not encouraged nor appreciated was not 

the genre of writing, but the efforts on the part of these boys who 

had already been labelled as poor (low) students. This is an issue 

which I will return to later. 

Unlike Susana and Romero, Carlota, a member of the top group, 

was perceived by the teacher as extremely sophisticated and highly 

intelligent. That Carlota is a little of both, cannot be denied, but the 

same could be said about other children in the classroom, children 

outside the top group. The teacher frequently called my attention to 

what Carlota had written. I later learned (through observation) that 

Carlota regularly shared her writing with the teacher, and that in 

fact, the teacher would often provide Carlota with information 

which was interesting to her. This being the case, one cannot but 

question what the children outside the top group would be like had 

they found the same intellectual stimulation and support in their 

teacher. The following excerpt is taken from Carlota's dialogue 

journal. The dialogue had focused on the exploitation of, and the 

cruelty towards animals. 

I THINK THAT THEY ARE 
CRIMINALS 
BECAUSE KILLING ANIMALS 
IS A CRIME. I READ AN 
ARTICLE THAT MR. [TEACHER] 
GAVE ME THAT SAID WHAT 
HAPPENS TO GREYHOUNDS 
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WHEN THEY LOSE 5 OR 6 
RACES. AND IT SAID THAT 
THEY WERE KILLED IF THEY 
LaSED THE RACES. I NEVER 
THOUGHT THAT HUMAN 
BEINGS WERE SO CRUEL. 
Carlota:3/23/90 

Unbeknownst to me at the time, and prior to this journal entry, 

the teacher had been supplying Carlota with articles on this topic 

and they had had numerous discussions on it as well. The teacher 

would frequently praise Carlota, touting her and her fellow 

companions as the top group. Interestingly, this group was also the 

closest in proximity to the teacher's desk, the babies and the low 

group were the furthest away, being located at the back of the room, 

a middle group was located at the front of the class, but off to the 

teacher's right, and four boys, who fell in and out of groups, were 

individually scattered in the middle of the room. 

Carlota relished on the attention she received from the teacher 

and would regularly use it to her advantage in manipulating the 

teacher and controlling some of her peers, those outside her group. 

For example, the children forming the top group became the focal 

point and controlling force in the classroom. These children had 

tactics which they frequently employed in acquiring favors or 

keeping themselves out of trouble. When they perceived themselves 

as getting out of control, because of repeated warnings to them from 

the teacher, they would ask the teacher to join them or pose a 

question to him. In this manner, they would assuage the teacher and 

quell any potential wrath. On other occasions, they would "work the 
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room." While some of them remained at their desks, others would 

freely roam the room, investigating what others were doing, teasing, 

pushing, and seizing or demanding objects from their fellow 

classmates. 

The following is an excerpt from Lena's follow-up journal in 

the 6th .grade. Lena is referring to a situation much the like the one 

described herein, where the top group would work the room. 

Hey I think you are a very 
pretty nice lady I am sorry I 
was acting like that this 
afternoon but it's just that I 
was hipper I guess I don't 
know really why I was 
acting that way but I am 
really not like that... 
(Lena: 11/28/90) 

Though she claims not to be 'like that,' Lena continues to be 

manipulative and disruptive, knowing that it is expected of her, from 

teachers and peers alike, and that she can get away with it. An 

understanding of the contextual nature of disruptive behaviors, 

specifically that disruptive behaviors have meaning when examined 

within their embedded social milieu, can be found in the work of 

Marsh, Rosser, and Harre (1978). 

Further, the children in the top group would frequently request 

to go to the bathroom or to the nurse's office, and more often than 

not, they would be granted permission to do so. When they were not 

granted permission, they would resort to pouting, to which the 

teacher would regularly give in. Conversely, those children in the 
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low group would be reprimanded for being out of their seats or 

denied their requests and told, "Didn't you go on your lunch hour? 

Well, now you'll have to wait!" Often, if children in other groups 

were to disrupt the class as the top group often did, those children 

were verbally reprimanded or made to stay after school. 

The teacher's unexamined biases, which over time became 

exceedingly overt, dictated how he perceived the children, their 

behavior and their requests. And the social networks which children 

created for themselves aided or influenced those perceptions. 

Perhaps it was this display of partiality, and the social networks 

that Susana and Romero participated in, that prevented children like 

them from gaining their teacher's confidence, or vice versa, and 

actively participating in the class, as they did in the dialogue 

journals. Though, it must be said that the children in the 'top' group 

suffered as well, for they did not engage in cognitive activity beyond 

what was required by the teacher (or the teacher's workbook). 

Often, the most brilliant, "intellectually able" children are not the 

ones getting superior grades as was the case in this classroom, 

because for them the classroom is not "where the action is" 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1981, p. 106). 

This was evidenced during the dialogue journal interaction in 

that even for the most timid of children, their writing often, broke 

out like raging waters through a flood gate. Once a true interaction 

was established between them and the corresponding researcher, 

their thoughts, concerns, and wishes were unstoppable. Their desire 



to speak and be heard in light of the oppressiveness found in the 

classroom, proved damning to their classroom experience. 
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2.8 Summary. The critique of CLP is especially important 

because it provides a grounding in theoretical orientation and 

research methodology which is applicable to other research 

interested in including, and obtaining the child's perspective. For 

example, the realization that research on the CLP study was 

methodologically and theoretically limited in it its attempts to 

actively include the child in the home, school, and community 

descriptions, and the ability to make this critique of our own work, 

surged out of a form of methodological self-reflection (Fine & 

Sandstrom, 1988). My methodological self-reflection, coupled by a 

broader review of the literature, are found in Chapter 3. An initial 

study on biliteracy (which uses the CLP study as a springboard), 

found in Chapter 5 and focusing on children's social worlds, has 

made the following chapter (Chapter 4), a review of three key 

studies, feasible. 

In Chapter 4, I focus my review on three research studies 

carried out by Goodnow and Burns (1985), Taylor (1990), and 

Cullingford (1991); providing a summary and critique of research 

theory, methodology, and findings. I selected these studies not only 

on the basis of their importance to research on children's lives, but 

also because they are relatively recent, and are therefore indicative 

of what is to be currently found in the field. These studies are 
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commendable in their goals, and for that reason, they are much more 

valuable as research theory and/or methodology that becomes 

problematic in terms of perceived goals and actual attained goals. 

For example, though I will present research whose intentions' are to 

take into consideration the paucity of what we know of children's 

lives and attempt to redress past infractions, we will find that 

often those intentions are diverted. 

Following Chapter 4, in Chapter 5, I present the initial study 

on biliteracy based on the realization that the CLP research 

neglected children vis-a-vis their own community, as well as the 

community of parents and other adults who formed a part of the 

study. _ That realization was the impetus to discovering children's 

more active biliteracy, as opposed to the passive forms of literacy 

generally witnessed in the classroom. Otherwise, our understanding 

of the depth of children's biliteracy in relation to their social 

activity would have been minimal. In fact, in the case of Romero L., 

I very much doubt that we would have acknowledged him as being 

biliterate or worse yet, literate. It is all too easy to come up with 

deficit labels such as limited English proficient (LEP), or 

semilingual (Grosjean, 1982; Skutnabb-Kangas, 1976, 1981) for 

children like Romero, when we ourselves limit the scope and breadth 

of children's social activity to one isolated setting, as in testing. 

And yet testing itself is limited because, as Romero (1973) adds, 

"only a small part of children's potential is activated at any given 

time" (p. 545). Further, such a focus (testing) treats children as 



static structures instead of viewing them as dynamically 

interacting with and responding to events in their environment 

(Romero, 1973, pp. 560-561). 
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1 Where relevant to the discussion, I have integrated data from the dissertation. This is 
a deliberate attempt to incorporate and validate the subjects of this dissertation in an 
arena where they have traditionally remained obscure. 

2 My critique of this work is by no means a dismissal of its importance to the work in 
this field. Instead, it is a critical self-examination of adult roles, be they those of 
researcher, teacher or parent, vis-a-vis children in the research. 

3 For an elaborate discussion, I refer the reader to the work of Bremner, Barnard, 
Hareven & Mennel (1971a, 1971b, 1974a, 1974b). 

4 Respeto is a Spanish concept that does not fully translate to the English word respect. 
It embodies not only high regard for an individual, but reverence and veneration as well. 



CHAPTER 3 

TOWARDS AN INTEGRAL CONCEPTION: 
A CONTINUING REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE 

The goal of this review is to bring together literature 

concerned with the study of children's lives from various 
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disciplines, namely history, humanities, philosophy, anthropology, 

psychology, sociology, and education, what Seltzer (1989) and 

Romero (1973) have referred to as 'cross-fertilization of theory.' In 

her work on the psychosocial world of adolescents, Seltzer's 

theoretical framework is a blend of developmental and social 

psychology. This 'blending' has allowed one theory to inform the 

other. Romero, on the other hand, calls for cross-fertilization, not 

only between theories, but also between lines of research. Yet 

though we may no longer acknowledge or recall, much of what we 

accept as belonging to distinct literatures has already been cross

fertilized, in particular by philosophy and psychology. 

In bringing together the above mentioned literatures, I propose 

to present a theoretical framework and methodologies that will 

bring a wholeness to the discussion and description of children's 

social lives, as they are lived by children. For example, an initial 

step would be to gain a better understanding of the history of 

childhood within the confines of South Tucson, how childhood has 

been created and perceived, and how it has evolved over time 

(history). In particular, given the special characteristics of the 

population under study (predominantly Mexican, Mexican-American 



children in a bilingual community) we would be well advised to 

examine the bilingual poetics, to gain greater insight into the 

bilingual experience of these children (humanities - bilingual 

poetics). Interestingly and not at all peculiar given our topical 

treatment of children, historians have had to rely heavily upon 

literature to document histories of childhood, because no explicit 

documentation has ever been made. This omission may well have 

been our reluctance as adults (historically speaking), to accept as 

valid children's accounts of themselves and their lives. 
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A second step would be to acknowledge that children'S 

interpretations and experiences are valid in and of themselves, 

which would call for a phenomenological approach to the child's 

construction of reality (philosophy). Further, this phenomenological 

approach is best exemplified in the documentation of life histories, 

and qualitative lines of research 

(anthropology /psychology /sociology). 

Thirdly, one would have to examine children's lives in the 

various social realms which envelop them, such as home, school, 

community. This would call for an "ecological approach" to human 

development (psychology). This ecological approach allows us to 

understand children's actions (or reactions?) within their social 

contexts, and they (actions) in turn, can be understood, given the 

social context as a frame of reference (sociology/anthropology). 

Finally, when children's social worlds begin to materialize in 

the adult eye, socializing institutions such as the school, for 



example, are seen for what they are - as artificial constructs, and 

we therefore must question their validity and effectiveness with 

respect to the integrity of the children they purport to 

serve(education). In sum, each discipline will inform and further 

complement the other, and in the process adult practices which 
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claim to understand and help form the child. What we will see 

instead, is that those artificial constructs attempt to form the child 

in the image of the adult, and in so doing rob children of their 

intellectual and emotional integrity. 

Seen in this light, the inclusion of, and subsequent cross

fertilization between such seemingly disparate literature is neither 

an insurmountable task, nor a fruitless one. It is, rather, essential 

to our understanding of the complex nature of children'S social 

worlds (Cahan et aI., 1993, p. 194). Further, in the discussion within 

these categories there is already a cross-fertilization of these 

literatures, and so the reader of this review should not be surprised 

to find a melange within the categories outlined above. Through a 

concern for the inclusion of children's views, this melding of 

disciplines becomes a congruous mixture. For once we accept this 

approach as necessary, we begin to see both our adult activities and 

those of children in a very different fashion. One which I argue, has 

greater potential in the realm of human development. and education. 

The importance of an interdisciplinary approach which seeks 

out the child's views and understandings is twofold: it allows for 

the adult to see the child in a new light, as an active agent in the 
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creation of her or his social world; and it provides a fundamentally 

new way of understanding our own adult activity. The 

interdisciplinary approach does not readily provide answers, but 

questions adult practices as to their naturalness, so often taken as 

inherent. Consequently, in the process of questioning what has in 

adult-child relationships become natural, I find that we cannot 

understand those relationships within the home, school, 

and community without understanding the children's 

community. 



3.1 A Sociohistoric Perspective to Understanding the 
Development of Childhood in South Tucson. 
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By making the point that childhood is, in large 
measure, a social construction that can vary in 
time and space, he [Aries] established one of the 
bedrock assumptions on which the history of 
children could be build [sic]. (Hiner & Hawes, 1991, 
p.3) 

Though the period from 1939, year in which South Tucson was 

annexed, to the present year (1994) is a relatively short one, it has 

been a period of significant social changes, particularly in South 

Tucson. To follow the history of it's children (childhood) to the 

present day would document many of the events which have had a 

significant bearing on the present state of the city and the children 

who now live in it. For example, though South Tucson is an 

incorporated city, its educational needs are served by the Tucson 

Unified School District (TUSD), in two primary schools - Ochoa and 

Mission View, which fall within its 1.2 square mile perimeter. That 

the educational needs of the children of South Tucson are being 

served by TUSD, falls in direct opposition to the original goals of 

incorporation. The goals of South Tucson's incorporation were to 

maintain the city's own identity and not lose control of its decision 

making power; and not to be absorbed by the larger city of Tucson, as 

stated by its current Planning and Zoning Director. 

For purposes of this dissertation, a sociohistoric perspective 

of childhood would call for the development of a history of childhood 

within this 1.2 square mile city within the city of Tucson, what 
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EI'konin refers to as "a historical series of ontogenies" (Venger et 

aI., 1990). In so doing, it would be necessary to rely on personal 

narratives from adults who attended the same schools as these 

chi,ldren, as well as demography and local government documents and 

personnel, as the public servant referenced earlier. This would be in 

line with sources that historians themselves have had to rely upon 

to document histories of childhood. For example, a collective group 

of historians, in developing histories of childhood have had to, 

respectively, rely on 

an astonishing variety of sources for their essays, including 
family history, women's history, demography, the history of 
education, psychohistory,. labor history, art history, the 
history of medicine and health, folklore studies, legal history, 
the history of religion, intellectual history, literature, 
linguistics, anthropology, and sociology. (Hiner & Hawes, 1991, 
p. 1) 

The inclusion of literature is not surprising. For, it is literature, 

writes Bronfenbrenner (1981) "which provides us with the most 

revealing picture of psychological processes and effects" (p. 11 8). 

The literature of choice would then be individual narratives and 

bilingual poetics, which I will address shortly. 

To emphasize further the importance of developing a history of 

childhood for the children of South Tucson, I refer to the following 

quote regarding the use of children as transmitters of culture and 

reproduction of class. 

Historians now understand that children in the past were 
central to the reproduction of class and the transmission of 
culture, important elements in the maintenance of political 
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stability, and a significant source of labor for their families 
and communities. In retrospect, it seems remarkable that 
until recently, children were virtually absent from our history, 
seldom seen or heard in our historical narratives. (Hiner & 
Hawes, 1991, p. 1) 

What most strikingly comes to mind in reading this passage and 

reflecting upon the reproduction of class, is that in South Tucson 

this was particularly evident in that the education of its children 

was left to the larger city of Tucson. Again, this ran counter to the 

rationale behind the incorporation of South Tucson, which, as alluded 

to earlier, was to maintain its autonomy, with its own mayor; city 

council; police, fire and sanitation departments; and jail compound. 

Schooling for the children of South Tucson was indeed the 

reproduction of a lower working class and of an imposed structure 

within which children from this community were seen as ridden by 

deficits such as culturally deprived, limited English proficient, 

mentally retarded, and any other number of deviant behaviors 

(Goldstein, 1967; Marsh et aI., 1978). This is particularly striking 

when we realize that the community of South Tucson was by choice 

of its inhabitants, a predominantly Spanish speaking community 

which maintained a strong emphasis on its Mexican culture. 

Additionally, a history of the childhood of South Tucson would 

require the inclusion of such leisure activities as sports, and social 

events. Examples like the following demonstrate the significance of 

these events in the lives of its children. The Santa Rita pool, built 

in the early 1940's, was one of the first public pools in the city of 

Tucson. The pool itself is situated a stone's throwaway from South 
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Tucson. During its early years it was common practice for the pool 

to be forcibly segregated by the Anglos, though the Mexican, 

Mexican-American (hereinafter referred to as 'Mexican') population 

frequenting the pool far outnumbered the Anglo patrons. At the 

time, the 16th Census of the United States (1 940) recorded the 

population of Tucson to be 36,818, this included the population of 

South Tucson, which numbered 1,066. Characteristics of the 

population were outlined as follows: White - 34,353; Negro - 1,678; 

and Other - 787. Since there is no mention of Mexican or other Latin 

people, I necessarily assume that they were included in the "White" 

population, the Other population, for example, must account for 

Native Americans and Asians living in Tucson at the time. In spite 

of the number of Mexican patrons and their proximity to the pool, 

they were limited as to when they could use the Santa Rita pool. The 

practice at Santa Rita was the following: the water at the pool was 

changed once weekly and Mexican patrons were allowed and limited 

use of the pool the day before the water was to be changed (for 

similar accounts, see also Camarillo, 1990). 

If, as Hiner, Schulz, and Hawes (1991) suggest, "education is 

the process by which a society recreates itself across generations," 

it would appear that "children are both the objects and the vehicles 

for that recreation" (p. 503). Along this line of inquiry, 

Bronfenbrenner (1979), discussing the ecological importance of the 

research analysis done by Gunnarsson (1978), writes that life 

trajectories are often not determined by the internal properties of 
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the environmental settings (in which they find themselves), but by 

the "positions of the settings in the larger context of meso-, exo-, 

and microsystems" (pp. 186, 250-257). A discussion of this follows 

in sections 3.3 (An Ecological Approach to Human Development and 

its Social Context) and 3.4 (Bronfenbrenner's Ecology of Human 

Development). In other words, one life experience, be it adolescent 

pregnancy, single parenthood, truancy, delinquency, economic status, 

or even the ethnic origin of a person, can well determine the future 

of an individual, regardless of the individual. It is not the 

inherentness of these life experiences that determines a life course, 

but the social milieu. Given such accounts, we must well question, 

What precisely was it that society was trying to recreate in 

minority schools and communities such as those found in South 

Tucson? Though the answer to this question is beyond the scope of 

the dissertation, it is one which will perhaps begin to take shape as 

we examine the sociohistoric nature of this community. 

Researchers, though, already make this point in researching the 

tracking and failure of minority students in the educational system 

as found in the work of Flores, Attinasi, and Pedraza (1981), Oakes 

(1986), Ogbu (1982), and Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi (1986). 

One question, in particular, as raised by Goldstein (1967) 

relates directly to the importance of my concer.n for including the 

historical perspective of childhood in South Tucson, and that is, "to 

what extent do schools define children on the basis of their social 

origins, and thus provide significantly different experiences?" (p. 
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34). Th!s is a point similarly discussed by Anyon (1980), Bowles and 

Gintis (1976), Oakes (1986), and Ogbu (1982). Bronfenbrenner 

(1979) has mentioned this point as one of the lessons learned in 

conducting field research in unfamiliar terrain. He writes that, 

"public policy has the power to affect the well-being and 

development of human beings by determining the conditions of their 

lives" (p. xiii). Again, we can begin to formulate answers to the 

above question, in the actual documentation of childhood in South 

Tucson, as well as when we examine such issues as socioeconomic 

status; if we do so out of concern for developmental consequences, 

borrowing from Bronfenbrenner (1979), we need to ask the following 

questions. 

First, how do these settings [home, school, and community] 
differ in the roles, activities, and relations that they require 
of persons living in diverse socioeconomic strata? Second, 
what are the effects of this differential experience on the 
development of these persons? (p. 245) 

As previously mentioned, an understanding of children's 

history has been possible due to the literature and documentation by 

adults from various historical periods. From these documents 

researchers have gleaned details which have been used to form a 

picture of the history of childhood. Without the literature and 

personal letters, and such other private and public documents, there 

could be no other source to document that history, for the study of 

childhood is itself a recent phenomena. 

Bilingual poetics, the writing of bilingual poets, is in this 

same respect of vital importance in the documentation of the lives 
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of bilingual children. The history of bilingual children in this 

country begins relatively recently and distinguishes itself in various 

aspects from the history of non-bilingual children. In referring to 

bilingual children, I refer specifically to Mexican children who are 

bilingual. Due to the sociopolitical climate in this country, towards 

minorities and their native languages, their experiences are not 

comparable to those of majority children who are bilingual. Valdes 

(1991) has coined the term "elective bilinguals" for those children 

who remain bilingual. Language minority children, for example, 

often suffer the brunt of a society's dislike of, or distrust towards 

their language and culture (Carrasquillo, 1991; Grosjean, 1982; Ruiz, 

1984; Skutnabb-Kangas, 1976, 1981). One need only place oneself in 

a minority child's shoes and carryon day to day activities to 

experience the intolerance and hostility these children are subject 

to, ranging from indirect insults and stares, to unwarranted 

interrogating. All of which go to create extremely uncomfortable 

environments and experiences for these children. It may appear 

trivial, or even taken as delusionary, to some, that I make mention 

of this uncomfortable ness. But it ceases to be trivial when it 

permeates one's social life and existence outside of one's home. 

Bilingualism as a defining characteristic of language minority 

children is generally limited to linguistic matters which 

overshadow the importance and greater significance and value of the 

internal characteristics of bilingualism, such as emotive factors 

and ideational opportunities. What the bilingual debate has 
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concentrated on is language instruction itself, and its goals, or the 

position of the mother tongue vs. the second language (Grosjean, 

1982; Ruiz, 1984). In discussing the political nature of 

bilingualism, focus again is on the larger societal aspects as in 

repercussions of maintenance versus transition, and the effect each 

may have in creating further dissension within the melting pot 

(Cummins, 1989; Wong-Filmore & Valadez, 1986). The question as 

to the child's own feelings, attitudes, and creative potential 

towards this issue is virtually mute. There is a deep, widening gap 

here, which is not obvious unless, for example, we examine the 

literature on bilingualism, specifically in its poetic expressions. 

The use of literary perspectives, in this case, of bilingual poetic 

expressions, aside from lending new insights, serves as an 

instrument of inquiry and analysis, which may prove fruitful, as 

these techniques often impart social meanings in analysis (Bruyn, 

1970b). 

I argue, that in terms of our considerations of bilingualism, 

that it is what children feel and believe, as a result of that 

bilingualism, that is of relevance, rather than the external 

evaluations of that bilingualism per se. Discussions of bilingualism 

seem to have overlooked the role that the human entity plays in 

becoming bilingual. Ironically, it is individual experience that 

determines the meaning and nature of bilingualism, and it is this 

experience which supersedes the teaching and learning of a language. 
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People have been becoming bilingual long before bilingualism 

became a linguistic or educational field of interest. In Spain, for 

example, the 700 year Moorish reign (roughly 792 - 1492) over 

Christian subjects or Mozarabes, produced a bilingual poetry 

(Jarchas). The jarchas were strophes written in ArabicSpanish 

(arabigoespaflol ) poetry. 

Historically, as a result of educational processes in this 

Southwest area of the United States, however, Spanish was not 

permitted within the classroom or school. Children were known to 

be penalized if they were caught speaking Spanish; punishment came 

in the form of corporal punishment and ridicule (see Ruiz, 1992). 

Those children speaking with an accent were considered slow 

learners or worse yet, mentally retarded (Camarillo, 1990). 

Elsewhere, Bogdan and Taylor (1982) provide a powerful synthesis 

for an understanding of the detrimental nature of labels such as 

mentally retarded, as presented in their case studies. 

In reaction to the prevailing attitude, generations in the 

community in question, chose not to teach their children Spanish, in 

hopes of sparing them the treatment which they had been subjected 

to, and affording their children upward mobility (Sanchez, 1983). 

However, as community members soon found out, the pejorative 

attitude was not solely in response to language limitations, but to 

Mexican culture and people in general. 

Mrs. Jennie Mendez, a Mexican woman, and a third generation 

Tucsonan, now in her late fifties, was born and raised in South 
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Tucson. Mrs. Mendez attended Mission View Elementary, one of two 

elementary schools in South Tucson. In conversations, she talks 

about the fact that when she entered school, like many other 

children in the neighborhood, she did not speak a word of English, and 

she quickly found that school personnel punished children for 

speaking Spanish. Mrs. Mendez explains, as she nods her head from 

side to side, "We couldn't even speak Spanish on the playground. On 

our own time." She continues by saying, 

I remember that we used to bring the gringitos [anglo children] 
from the home [Arizona Children's Home, a home for orphaned, 
abandoned, and abused children, located directly across the 
street from the school] to our house to have lunch with us. My 
mamita used to feed them, they loved the tortillas and beans. 
We didn't know about anything else, we didn't feel we were any 
different. They didn't speak Spanish, but... (Mrs. Jennie Mendez, 
7/10/92) 

Well over fifty years have passed, and still those experiences, the 

pain of being punished for speaking Spanish, and the innocence of a 

generation which does not know hatred, are not forgotten by Mrs. 

Mendez. Yet in her face one sees anguish and how deeply embedded 

these memories are in her emotions. These memories are threads in 

the fabric of her character. 

Personal histories, as this one, are invaluable because they 

share the experiences which are now being lived in one form or 

another, by a new generation of bilingual children. This body of 

bilingual literature (poetics, oral histories) is an incomparable tool 

in the understanding and documenting of the history of childhood of 

bilingual children. 
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Elsewhere, histories of childhood have generally been pieced 

together from various sources as found in documents, personal 

letters, literature, biographies, etc. (Aries, 1973, 1982; deMause, 

1974, 1982; Hawes & Hiner, 1991) And so, a construction of 

childhood history within South Tucson, must also proceed from 

documents, letters, newspapers, interviews with those who have 

grown up in South Tucson, and literature. Interestingly, though, is 

the fact that the themes of this literature are very deeply rooted in 

childhood experiences of language minority groups. Issues of 

language use, schooling, acculturation, poverty, politics and 

inequality, for example, are recurrent themes. In this regard, the 

work of Barrios (1971) provides a bibliographical review; a point 

also made by Sanchez ("1983). 

In South Tucson we have at hand various generations who 

would be able to provide an understanding of what their childhood 

has been like, as we do in Mrs. Mendez. A source is also found in the 

bilingual literature, where we do not find children's parents, 

physicians, and others, as we did in the work of Aries (1962, 1982); 

deMause (1974, 1987a, 1987b); French (1991); Lavrin (1991); and 

Zelizer (1985), writing about children's lives. Instead, we are 

exposed to the now adult expressing the deepest of childhood 

emotions and experiences. When contrasted with the experiences of 

a new generation of children, these voices reaffirm the significance 

of understanding the bilingual experience from a humanities 

perspective. 
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Bilingual poetics, in its literary expression, is a rescue and 

vindication of the voice of a bilingual people (Aparicio 1988). In my 

use of bilingual poetics, my focus is neither on the descriptive nor 

linguistic differences in its forms, but on its shared social and 

cultural realities which lead to the formation of a bilingual poetic. 

Aparicio (1988) discusses this phenomena as well. Whether in 

bilingual form or topic, commonly shared experiences are the 

oppression and loss of language and culture, prejudice, raCism, 

poverty and a preoccupation with surviving under a dominant culture. 

In the chapter on biliteracy, for example, Susana talks openly 

about the oppression of Mexicans in the United States, and fights to 

keep her native tongue; warning that she will not abandon nor 

sacrifice it for another. Likewise, ten year old Aleman, writing in a 

style reminiscent of the code-switching and code-mixing of some 

bilingual poets, as found for example, in the poetics of Alurista 

(1971, 1980) makes similar reference to his people. 

~ h po,,· .. .$~c. ..r. I ; Kr. 7" 9v~ 
co(\ -I-hr bolt 1"'" co- (I",,([{,. ,e.jQ r->P 

~~~JCt.r( .CQO~IY.oJ d-e ft1e)t 
---ic." 8CX-J?-VL.... Ah(>.XS Mfr~ele r or! 1"\)-
~~~.-------------------

baseboll - Because I like to gujar 
con the boll en cacharrla ieso me 
gusta gugarr con my amigos de Mex 
ico Because thats my People end my 
contry. 
Aleman: 5th grade: 1/25/90 

Aleman's seemingly innocuous writing on baseball, something he 

enjoys, incorporates historical factors and social conditions, 

significant components in the content of his writing. Though Aleman 

lives in the United States, it is not his country nor are its 
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inhabitants his people. Further, use of the English "my People" is 

used like the Spanish "mi gente", which has a much more powerful 

emotive connotation, than its English counterpart. In bilingual 

poetics, the use of Spanish and English is itself both a social and 

political statement (Aparicio, 1988). Its message lying in the 

choice of words, juxtaposition, metaphor, linguistic variations and 

symbolism. 

Language and cultural themes like the one above resonate in 

bilingual poetics. For example, the loss of ability to speak in one's 

mother tongue, 

DEDICATION 
The fact that I 
am writing to you 
in English 
already falsifies what 
wanted to tell you. 
My subject: 
how to explain to you that I 
don't belong to English 
though I belong nowhere else, 
if not here 
in English. 
(Perez Firmat, 1987) 

one's education and the imposition of English over one's native 

language, 

my graduation speech 
think in spanish 

i write in english 
i want to go back to puerto rico, 
but i wonder if my kink could live 
in ponce, mayaguez and carolina 



tengo las venas aculturadas 
escribo en spanglish 
abraham in espanol 
abraham in english 
tato in spanish 
"taro" in english 
tonto in both languages 

english or spanish 
spanish or english 
spanenglish 
now, dig this: 
hablo 10 ingles matao 
hablo 10 espanol matao 
no se leer ninguno bien 
so it is, spanglish to matao 
what i digo 

jay, virgen, yo no se hablar! 
(Laviera, 1979) 

and as a critique of the society in which one lives, 

I'm marked by the color of my skin. 
The bullets are discrete and designed to kill slowly. 
They are aiming at my children. 
These are facts. 
Let me show you my wounds: my stumbling mind, my 
"excuse me" tongue, and this 
nagging preoccupation 
with the feeling of not being good enough 

Every day I am deluged with reminders 
that this is not 
my land 
and this is my land. 
I do not believe in the war between races 
but in this country 
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there is war. 
(Cervantes, 1981, "Poem for the Young White Man Who Asked Me 
How I, An Intelligent, Well-Read Person Could Believe in the 
War Between Races") 

as well as themes related to race and socioeconomic status 

(Alurista, 1971, 1980; Cervantes, 1981; Laviera, 1981,1985; 

Mendez, 1988; Mora, 1986; Moraga, 1983; Ortiz Cofer, 1987; Perez 

Firmat, Ortiz Cofer, & Duran, 1987). In this respect, I recall from 

the study on biliteracy, Susana's linguistic, cultural and political 

affirmation. At age ten, Susana writes, 

;. ~ ..... It ~"" o.s:>:.;'~ 
~ qqol Q:II'I 'Ic:P.. O;f'''~O; 
~...o ~'na. .. __ ..... , ~"" 
6c....u..: ~ ~""'o:.o.~ 
""~<C). ,< 0. "'c. ... ,..., ~O" 
....: Q'Ib~1O. :s--~ .. . 

-jJ '5t ~1~ alQ) o£\. 
G~~~ va~1ll e:; tn\ 
"l.'i)b~ ~ n:il\:)\~ (I"£.. l\~ 
;~lt. ~ Cl'W~ ~il1O~. 
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I don't feel comfortable 
being here with the gringos 
and not being with my 
people from Mexico . 
Susana:5/25/90 

I will continue with the 
Spanish because it is my 
language and nobody can 
make me speak another 
language. Forgive me but it 
is true I don't tell you that 
because you are an adult. 
Susana:5/27/90 

These themes may appear radical or exaggerated to mainstream 

society, in great part due to the fact that they are not part and 

parcel of its reality. Yet they are foreign only because mainstream 

society has chosen not to hear, see, or live those themes. Perhaps 

more appropriately stated, they have the luxury of choosing not to 

live them. Just as we, as adults, may choose not to see children's 

lives as they truly are. 
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3.1.1 Summary. In closing, I reiterate my initial point: Why an 

understanding of the historical development of childhood in South 

Tucson? Based upon what I've presented in this section, 

Bronfenbrenner (1979) best answers this question, in stating that 

knowledge and analysis of social policy are essential for 
progress in developmental research because they alert the 
investigator to those aspects of the environment, both 
immediate and more remote, that are most critical for the 
cognitive, emotional and social development of the person. (p. 
8) 
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3.2 A Phenomenological Approach to the Construction of Reality: 

The Emic View. Present day phenomenology is a philosophical 

movement primarily borne out of the writings of Husserl (1970), 

Heidegger (1962), and Merleau-Ponty (1962), and the respective 

schools of thought amongst them. In Germany there was the Dilthey

Nohl School, concerned with more interpretive hermeneutic 

methodology. In the Netherlands, it was the Ultrecht School, which 

focused primarily on descriptive phenomenology (see Van Manen, 

1990; Ray, 1994, for fuller discussions). And a third school, the 

Duquesne school in the United States, grew out of the work of 

Husserl. It adheres strictly to a dictum of research as pure 

description (e.g., the work of Amadeo Giorgi). Other less explicit 

philosophers of this movement were Immanuel Kant, Georg Hegel, 

S0ren Kierkegaard, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Friedrich Nietzsche. 

Phenomenology is a human science, with a "distinctive 

philosophy, theory, and method for studying the world of everyday 

life" (Anderson, 1991, p. 26). It is the search for meaning of the 

lifeworld through everyday lived experience. Phenomenology is 

transcendental as it relates to experience as determined by the 

mind's makeup, and as it remains strictly descriptive. Yet 

hermeneutics is frequently discussed in connection with 

phenomenology and in discourse it is often used interchangeably 

with it (see Van Manen, 1990). Hermeneutics is concerned with the 

interpretations of lived experiences, more accurately it is evidenced 

in the writing phase, the point at which descriptions become 
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interpretive (Ray, 1994; Van Manen, 1990). The goal of a 

hermeneutic phenomenology is the discovery and description of 

individuals' lived experiences (Anderson, 1991). Taken further, this 

description becomes the interpretation of text (Van Manen, 1990). 

This broader conception of phenomenology and hermeneutics 

presented by Ricouer (1981) (Ray, 1994; Van Manen, 1990), aligns 

human science research with the process of writing it (see Van 

Manen, 1990; Zichi Cohen & Ornery, 1994). 

Human science is unlike the natural sciences which base their 

studies on objects of nature, which are then quantified (Anderson, 

1991; Bergum, 1991; Van Manen, 1990). Human science is the study 

of persons, their unique way of being in the world. In contrast to the 

more positivist and behavioral empirical sciences, it does not see 

theory as going before practice in order to "inform" it. On the 

contrary, whereas theory may enlighten practice, practice (in the 

form of lived experience) must necessarily come first, with theory 

following as a result of reflection (Van Manen, 1990, p. 15). 

To address concerns regarding phenomenology as a science, 

Van Manen (1990) has pointed to its systematic explicit, self

critical, and intersubjective qualities. It is systematic in that it 

employs specially practiced modes of questioning, reflection, focus, 

and intuiting. It is explicit in its attempts to articulate through the 

content and form of its text. Phenomenology is self-critical in that 

it is a continual process of examination in regards to its goals and 

methods, and the strengths and shortcomings of its approach and 
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achievements. And finally, it is intersubjective in its 

interpretation, for it requires the reader to establish a dialogue in 

relation to the phenomenon. 

The knowledge generated is not that of formal intellect alone, 

but an understanding (Verstehen) of the mearlings of lived experience 

(Van Manen, 1990; Bollnow, 1974). The link between this knowledge 

and the results cannot be truncated. It is inappropriate to ask for a 

conclusion or a summary of this knowledge, to take poetry as an 

analogy, "to summarize a poem would destroy the result because the 

poem itself is the result" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 13). To take this 

knowledge and subject it to forms of scientific rationality, would in 

Van Manen's (1990) words, "congeal the living meaning out of human 

living, until life has become unrecognized to itself" (p. 17). 

Van Manen (1990) has aptly written that the phenomenological 

research approach allows for 

a fuller grasp of what it means to be in the world as a man, a 
woman, a child, taking into account the sociocultural and the 
historical traditions that have given meaning to our ways of 
being in the world. (p. 12) 

Pedagogy is the art, science and profession of teaching, in its 

broadest sense, it is the informal and formal education of children. 

Van Manen (1990) has written that as such, "pedagogy requires a 

phenomenological sensitivity to lived experience" [children's 

realities and lifeworlds] (p. 2). Additionally, phenomenology is a 

pedagogically grounded concept of research, as it "is ontologic, a 

way of being in the social-historical world" (Ray, 1994, p. 118). The 
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type of knowledge that is generated from this form of human science 

serves in the practice of pedagogy (see Van Manen, 1986, 1990), as 

it affects children and adults. 

Unlike human nature which we explain, Dilthey (1976) has said 

that, "human life we must understand" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 4). As 

researchers we must understand that the act of researching is itself 

deliberate. It is the principle of "intentionality" of one's acts in 

attaching oneself (the self) to the world, as a participant (Van 

Manen, 1990, p. 5). Phenomenology is "centered in the ontologie 

question, What is being? .... and the epistemologic question, How do 

we know?" (Ray, 1994, p. 118). My use of hermeneutic 

phenomenology as a theory, philosophy, and research method is to 

achieve and maintain a harmony with the lived experience of 

children, subjects of this dissertation. By attaching myself to the 

world of children, I seek to know, What is it to be a child? while 

asking myself, How do I know? throughout the research and writing 

process. 

Hermeneutics is concerned not only with capturing the 

essences of informants in the writing, but also with understanding 

those essences, tempered with a concern for remaining true to the 

expe"riences of the informant and the self in the interdependent 

research relationship. Essences here, are but linguistic 

constructions, descriptions of a phenomenon (Van Manen, 1990). 

As a phenomenological researcher, there are requirements 

placed on me as well. For one, I am an active participant in an 
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interactive process. Also, I must do what in phenomenology is 

termed "bracket" (see Ray, 1994; Van Manen, 1990). Bracketing like 

its ethnographic counterpart, checking for bias, is the suspension of 

one's own beliefs (Zichi Cohen & Ornery, 1994), a "holding in 

abeyance one's preconceptions about the world and seeking to attain 

the genuine and true form of the things themselves" (Ray, 1994, p. 

119). 

Watson (1978) quotes May (1958) in summarizing the schism 

created through quantification of human character and individuality. 

May (1958) states that: 

existential analysis is a way of understanding human 
existence, and its representatives believe that one of the chief 
(if not the chief) blocks to the understanding of human beings 
in Western culture is primarily the overemphasis on technique, 
an over-emphasis which goes along with the tendency to see 
the human being as an object to be calculated, managed, 
analyzed. (Watson, 1978, p. 10) 

My research stance in this endeavor, best summarized by Watson 

(1978), is 

to capture authenticity the individual as individual (his true 
uniqueness) one must begin with his subjective definition of 
existence, which is best dealt with, I feel from 
phenomenological and existential perspectives. (pp. 18-19) 

Reflecting on the nature of this perspective and the individual 

life, I am taken back to my senior year in high school. It was at this 

juncture that I had my first literary experience with existentialism. 

I was reading Camus' L'Etranger. In reading, I was transposed into 

the mind of Meursault (the protagonist), and consequently inward 
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into my own. In this endeavor I was hurled into the deliberation of 

the rational mind on the essence of free will. Like Meursault, I felt 

myself moved to inaction. Why should he, or I for that matter, speak 

out and "prove" anything, if in our minds, we knew what was, and 

there was hence no point in wasting precious words or actions. 

I find the same pull to inaction to be true in children's lives. 

They know their lives and experiences, yet we as researchers and 

adults do not. If we wish to understand children's lives, it is for us 

to move forward and seek out those lives, not for children to pour 

out their essence at the risk of falling on deaf ears and narrow 

minds. It must be clear to children that their words, their lives, 

their essences; are of importance. "Social behaviour must be placed 

in the context of the meanings it has for the people concerned" (La 

Fontaine, 1 986, p. 17). 

Why is it important to know children as individuals, each 

unique in her or his formation? Watson (1978) states that 

the study of subjective experience in a single person's life 
underscores the intense individuality of that person's being in 
the world, which others react to in very different fashion. (p. 
8) 

In the description of the "subjective orientation" integral to the 

holistic approach, second-guessing the truth or accuracy of 

children's accounts has no place (Watson, 1978) For events are 

"real" in their consequences to children's lives. 

The direction of studying the individual as an integral person, 

is one which leads into a "phenomenological/existential tradition" 
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(Watson, 1978, p. 10). Yet this tradition though it no longer is 

directly linked in North American research traditions, is the basis of 

the qualitative study (Bodgan & Taylor, 1975). With few exceptions, 

however, this link, has not been severed in European research 

traditions, as for example found in the work of Van der Linden 

(1991), Van Manen (1990), and Hurrelmann and Engel (1989), among 

others. 

In order to study children's social worlds, it is first necessary 

to adopt a phenomenological perspective which dictates that all 

knowledge is, as stated by Bronfenbrenner (1977) in discussing the 

maxim of Kurt Lewin's theory, 

phenomena and therefore that all existence is phenomenal. A 
theory in which the perceived is viewed as more important 
than the actual, the unreal more valid than the real, where the 
motivation that steers a person's behavior inheres in external 
objects, activities, person, and groups, and -- to the utter 
confounding of the practical doer--where the content of all 
these complicated structures remains unspecified. (p. 202) 

Bronfenbrenner's ecology, though, diminishes the contribution of the 

individual in that it looks in every nook and cranny of her or his 

environment, yet overlooks the individual's own perception of the 

same. 

The use of phenomenology is essential I claim, because it 

allows one access to children's worlds by accepting that phenomena 

(children's social worlds) as an evolving shared subjective reality 

among children, without the imposition of adult social norms, which 

in themselves obscure the existence of children'S worlds (Fine & 
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Sandstrom, 1988). I further argue that to date, the mounting 

literature on children's lives, with few exceptions (Coles,1970, 

1986, 1990; Kotlowitz, 1991; Kozol, 1991; La Fontaine, 1986; 

McLaren, 1989), is misleading and should include a rejoinder stating 

"as interpreted or seen by adults (researchers/teachers)." Such 

research is guilty of assuming that by observing children and asking 

researcher controlled questions, one has gained access into 

children's lives. Sarason (1982) has written in the Foreword to the 

book by Bogdan and Taylor (1982), that such oversights are not 

uncommon: 

It is not strange that this may be the first book [Inside Out: 
The Social Meaning of Mental Retardation] in which the 
phenomenology of 'mentally retarded' individuals is given to us 
by those individuals and not by 'investigators'? As the authors 
[R. Bogdan & S. J. Taylor] of this volume indicate, this is not 
strange because investigators have always assumed that these 
individuals could not give us a coherent phenomenology and, 
besides, how could you trust what they would give you? ... One 
can only hope that the fascinating contents of this volume are 
harbingers of future studies in which investigators seriously 
and strenuously try to elicit the phenomenology of people to 
whom labels have been given - labels that have blinded 
investigators and harmed those they have sought to help. (p. 
vii) 

The label of 'mentally retarded' notwithstanding, it can be said that 

the same has applied to children and the wealth of labels employed 

in our descriptions of them as immature, slow learners, at-risk, 

low-income, and their social situation, in order to more effectively 

categorize and control them. A strategem also commonly found in 
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schools. Researchers, in sum, have often dismissed the so-called 

emic view when it heralds from groups deviant from mainstream 

society (ethnic, socioeconomic, etc.), much like it has of those 

labelled 'mentally retarded.' 

A not so readily defined deviant group is the population of 

children, but we use many labels to define this group, as well. 

Labels which we use to describe children are similar to labels such 

as 'mentally retarded.' Their use affords rapid identification and 

automatic prescription. What these labels do not induce in us, 

however, is the impetus to question, and therefore understand the 

reasoning behind our behavior or the behavior of those whom we 

label. Similarly, Bogdan and Taylor (1982) write, that 

to name something is, in a sense, to create it. Because the 
objective existence of the condition it is supposed to describe 
has never been questioned, the phrase 'mental retardation' has 
become an obstruction to understanding. Rather than pointing 
to a clear and discrete phenomenon, the concept creates the 
illusion that disparate and amorphous conditions and behaviors 
are similar. Like all cliches, it tells more about the people 
who use the term than it does about the 'condition' it is 
thought to point to. (p. 7) 

In school settings where testing is administered en masse, 

"intelligence and mental retardation are concepts operationally 

defined by the IQ .. .IQ and adaptive-behavior scales do not simply 

measure mental retardation, they define it...IQ tests are developed 

assuming that intelligence is normally distributed" (Bogdan & 

Taylor, 1982, p. 11). Thus, intelligence as it is currently measured 

and defined, is also an artificial label. 
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When we have immediately available to us such efficient ready 

made (artificial?) labels, we do not have to concern ourselves with 

understanding the phenomena in question. "Labeling exonerates 

society," Bogdan and Taylor (1982) have written, "for putting 

unwanted children away in warehouses." Though in this instance, 

Bogdan and Taylor are referring to the 'mentally retarded' 

population, earlier in the same paragraph, the authors refer to the 

work of Mercer (1973) in pointing to findings which "found that 

school practices and policies discriminate against racial and 

cultural minorities by overrepresenting them among the mildly 

retarded" (p. 5). 

This is an important point to bear in mind, because as was 

discussed earlier in this section, the practice of labelling and its 

discriminatory consequences, have played a key role in the historical 

development of childhood in South Tucson. Labelling is an outward 

descriptor, not a phenomenology of the individual. With the use of 

labels many theories of behavior and development are created. We 

often fail to delve beyond the superficiality of these imposed labels 

(Bogdan & Taylor, 1982). These theories have prevented us from 

going beyond prescriptive definitions, to acknowledging the 

existence of children's social lives, lives which they create and 

direct parallel to, or in spite of the adult world (EI'konin, 1980; 

Venger et aI., 1990). 

Obtaining the 'insider's' perspective enables us to understand 

not only the individual, but the social context. It is the social 
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context, as we shall see in the following sections, that influences 

and determines many of the settings experienced in the individual's 

life. By obtaining the insider's perspective, we begin to distance 

ourselves from our own ethnocentrisms (Bogdan & Taylor, 1982; 

Spradley, 1980; Wolcott, 1983, 1990). We realize that our 

perceptions, and experiences are not so relevant to understanding 

the lives of others. And we find that often our perceptions and 

experiences may very well have nothing to do with the lives of those 

we seek to understand and represent to others. 

Labels have also aided in the conceptions we have made in 

terms of the value or attitudes we hold towards childhood. Zelizer's 

(1985) work presents a raw picture of this. In it, she has captured a 

societal change in value and attitudes; a change manifested in 

legislative and court rulings, towards the child, as those changes 

began to take shape during the 150 year period prior to her book. For 

example, the population's changing view of the child's role in society 

from a productive to a non-productive one, the value of the child's 

life, as for example, in wrongful death suits, where the monetary 

compensation ranged from 1 ¢ to $10,000; and discussion over a 

child's life having no monetary value if the child were under two 

years of age. Zelizer's focus is a socioeconomic one, and it provides 

a telling account of the climate of the time, and its impact on 

children's lives. 

In addition, I would argue two things, regarding Goodnow 

(1988), discussing the argument by Zelizer (1985), that there were 
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changes in the participation by children in household work, as 

follows: 1) that those changes have not been uniform, and that 2) 

there have been other changes which have not been fully 

acknowledged. For example, Zelizer (1985) discusses the increase in 

emotional value, and decrease in economic value, of the child, 

specifically during the period between the 1870s to 1930s, to the 

present date, as the notion of the economically "worthless" but 

emotionally "priceless" child as having created an essential pre

condition of "contemporary" childhood (p. 3). But the contemporary 

childhood in question, is that of upper middle class children in the 

United States, not that of their contemporaries, a point that can be 

readily made when we speak about children whose parents have 

limited economic resources, not that their children are bereft of 

emotional value, but that their childhood takes on a different form. 

For some, the need to survive economically, translates into the 

necessity to utilize their children as resources in obtaining federal 

subsistence (La Fontaine, 1986). Not only do these children provide 

domestic resources, they add to the household's economy as well. In 

the twentieth century, one such child is Lupe. 

Ten year old Lupe tells me that she has 3 siblings, one older 

brother and two younger sisters. She and the two oldest are living 

in Tucson with their grandmother and other cousins. In all, there are 

nine people living in her grandmother's household. Lupe has lived in 

Tucson since 1990. Prior to that she lived in Nogales, Arizona with 

her grandmother, while her youngest sister lived in Nogales, Sonora 
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with her parents. In what follows, I provide segments of Lupe's 

dialogue journal, which will shed light on Lupe as both an economic 

resource, and a household resource. I have arranged the segments, 

not in chronological order, but in a more sequential order of events. 

-
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My parents live in Nogales. 
Lupe:1 11 0/91 

When I was 3 days old my 
grandmother took me to live with 
her. 
Lupe: 5/16/91 

Asked why her grandmother took her, Lupe responds, 
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Because my mother had Mario 
Mario was only 2 years old and he 
was very mischievous that's what 
my grandmother told me. 
Lupe: 5/2/91 

When asked if she missed her parents, she writes 

~ ,ILI·Cit 
Rosi when I am out and about and I 
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When Lupe talks about her life at home, she describes the daily 

household chores (sweeping, cleaning, and washing dishes) which 

seem to fill her days. In subsequent conversations, when asked if 

she thinks she will go live with her parents and sister, she informs 

me, rather stoically, that she can visit every now and then, and that 

they can come and visit, but that she cannot stay with them because, 
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she says: "they would take the check [emphasis added] away from my 

grandmother." 

Unlike chores completed by children whose parents are 

economically sound. Children like Lupe, carry out chores which are 

for the family's economic well being, not for their own educational 

experience (La Fontaine, 1986; Zelizer, 1985). And it is not 

uncommon for some children, like Lupe and her siblings, to be 

utilized as pawns in obtaining federal subsistence, necessary for a 

family's overall economic survival. 

Additionally, in acknowledging children's social worlds, 

especially in the classroom, one need pay attention to various 

components, among them children's actions and their talk. An 

important aspect of children's talk is the so-called 'gossip' feature 

(Fine, 1 977). Gossip is a powerful tool in controlling others and 

producing action (reaction). In a sense, it is a means by which 

children socialize each other into particular normed behaviors (Fine, 

1977). This is especially evident in the precise way in which 

children dress and groom themselves. They adhere to a norm, and 

that norm is controlled within the classroom, naturally with great 

influence from outside the classroom, as found, for example, in the 

television media and the fashion industry. 

In their talk, children are very direct and often blunt with each 

other. For example, Fine (1977) writes, that 

one salient difference between the social structure of adult 
gossip and that of children is that adult gossip is virtually 



always about non-present others, whereas children often 
gossip in front of the target. (p. 183) 
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Fine's (1977) description is problematic, for it is difficult to 

overlook the glaring comparison between children's and adults' 

conversational practices. In light of statements such as this, I 

believe children's talk needs to be taken phenomenologically, from 

the child's standpoint, not from that of the adult. Secondly, that 

children can be so direct is not necessarily a lack of sophistication 

as the adult would see it, but an indication of the honesty and 

forthrightness with which children deal with each other 

(Cullingford, 1991). Yet adult practices dictate that it is more 

honorable to sacrifice honesty for tact, implicating children's 

directness as immature. 

Interestingly, Fine indirectly refers to a report in the London 

Times dated October 13, 1954, in which these so called 'gossip 

sessions' were recommended as an aid to learning English. Later in 

that same report the original author further adds, "the inspectors 

claim that emphasis on oral expression can be achieved by allowing 

children to talk about things which interest them" (p. 184). In spite 

of the disparaging reference, the significance of children's talk as a 

useful tool to social and power relations in the classroom cannot be 

overstated. 

3.2.1 Summary. These are but a few of the phenomenologies 

lived out by children on a daily basis. Children's actions are 
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revealing when viewed within their social contexts and day to day 

experiences, as are the children themselves. Given that we often 

have no appreciation for the experiences and events which propel 

children's actions, it is not surprising that we cannot grasp at the 

full meanings of those actions. 
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3.3 An Ecological Approach to Human Development and its Social 

Context. Given the goal of this review to understand the social 

worlds of the child and the body of those social worlds, this section 

is necessarily divided into two lines of thought. The first, will be a 

discussion of the work of Bronfenbrenner (1979, 1980, 1981) in the 

area of an ecology of human development. The second will be a 

discussion of the theoretical work of EI'konin (1980) on the socio

historical nature of childhood (Venger et aI., 1990). 

3.4 Bronfenbrenner's Ecology of Human Development. To further 

understand the complexity of children's lives, it is necessary to 

examine those lives in their various social contexts, for the 

"physical environment of children conditions their social practices 

in several ways" (Cahan et aI., 1993, p. 196). For that reason, 

Bronfenbrenner's (1979) The Ecology of Human Development, is 

important. It provides a guide to seeking out and understanding the 

ecology of human development, its social contexts, settings and 

relationships, as in inter- and intra-relationships with the 

environment and people which comprise it (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 

1979, 1980). Bronfenbrenner (1979) explains, that 

among the phenomena we must be prepared to see are the 
motivational properties inhering in perceived objects, 
activities, persons, and events, including those in the domains 
of unreality. Above all, we must be prepared to see a complex 
of differentiated regions, some embedded in others, some 
interconnected, others isolated, but all interacting to steer 
the behavior and development of the person." (p. 203) 
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Bronfenbrenner (1979) formalizes his ecology of human 

development as follows. In defining development as a "lasting 

change in the way in which a person perceives and deals with his 

environment;" the environment then is "conceived as a nest of 

structures," or settings, such as microsystem, mesosystems, 

exosystems, and macrosystems, a discussion of which follows. 

Further, unlike the more traditional psychology movements on 

perception, motivation, thinking, and learning, the focus is on their 

"content-what is perceived, desired, feared, thought about, or 

acquired as knowledge, and how the nature of this psychological 

material changes as a function of a person's exposure to, and 

interaction with the environment" (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 9). 

These systems are elements of topography, the graphic 

demarcation of spaces and their structural relationships, stemming 

from the work of Lewin (see Lewin, 1936 for a description of the 

principles of topological psychology). Lewin's contribution to the 

development of an ecological approach to human development is best 

exemplified in his equation B = f(PE) , which states that the behavior 

of an individual is a function of the interplay of the person and the 

environment (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 1979; Lewin, 1936). The 

equation is one which has been reduced to its bare bones, as is the 

custom in formulaic equations, but in practice, as we shall see in 

Bronfenbrenner's outline of an ecology of human development, it is 

much more involved. 
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Not that Lewin's equation is problematic, but that research in 

pursuit of an understanding of human behavior, cannot be reduced to 

its skeletal remains. It must pour out the details of the individual 

and her or his environment(s) in order to understand the individual's 

behavior, in light of environmental and interactional factors. As I 

shall explain below, there are between environmental settings, 

relationships which have as great a bearing on development, as do 

events within the settings. Further, there are events which occur 

outside of the person's own settings, which may have profound 

affects as well, as in school board or court mandated decisions 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 3). 

Bronfenbrenner's (1979), proposed ecology differs from earlier 

ecologies in scope, content, and structure. For example, in the 

environment, concern is for how it is perceived by the individual, as 

opposed to how it is expressed in a more objective reality (scope); 

the meaning of settings (microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem and 

macrosystem) to or for the individual, as a function of her or his 

background and experiences (content); and environments as analyzed 

in systems terms, such as dyad, N+2 systems: triads, tetrads, etc. 

(structure of the environment) (pp. 4-5). 

3.4.1 The Microsystem. The microsystem, itself is that portion 

of the environment which comprises the immediate setting. The 

microsystem for the child, for example, might be the home, the 

playground, school, etc. The defining characteristic of a 
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microsystem, is that it be a "pattern of activities, roles, and 

interpersonal relations" (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, pp. 3, 23), 

experienced by the child within given settings, where the child has 

direct contact with others. In sum, the activities which take place, 

the role of the child and others in contact with her or him, and their 

relationship, constitute the microsystem (pp. 3, 23). 

3.4.2 The Mesosystem. The mesosystem is defined as those 

realms of the environment that the child may participate in. 

Further, it comprises two or more settings in which the child 

actively participates. For example, home, school and community, 

interrelated, are a mesosystem. The mesosystem is comprised of 

microsystems which are directly influenced by the child's presence 

in them, or her or his movement within them (pp. 7, 25). Children's 

presence in more than one microsystem, is characterized as a 

"multisetting participation." And it is in this form of participation, 

that social networks are evidenced. In fact, in the mesosystem, 

these would be social networks across settings (p. 209). Other 

persons participating in the same settings are supplementary links, 

these are important because they may bring in additional network 

support, as a linking dyad. Further variations of dyads come in the 

form of intermediate dyad, one serving as a third party, resulting in 

indirect linkage, and thus forming a second-order network. In 

Chapter 5, for example, we will notice Susana's missing third party 

link (father), in terms of a malfunctioning familial network. These 
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linkages are connections, between and among microsystems, in the 

mesosystem. Knowledge and communication within the mesosystem 

is interpreted as intersetting, that is between settings within the 

system. Transitions and links can be dual if the child is 

accompanied by another when entering systems, and mesosystems 

can be mUltiply linked if another individual is active in its settings. 

Likewise, a mesosystem can be weakly linked if no other individual 

directly shares the same settings with the child. Dyads which share 

the same settings are referred to as transcontextual dyads, and they 

are seen as developmentally and motivationally more powerful. 

3.4.3 The Exosystem. The exosystem is described as those 

environments in which the child may never enter, but which have a 

direct bearing on the child. Like the mesosystem, the exosystem is 

composed of one or more settings. These systems, however, do not 

actively involve the child. Examples of exosystems might involve 

the activities of adults within the school or community. Exosystems 

are also to be found in other classrooms, local city government, 

school board, and parent's place of employment. The influence of the 

exosystem is seen in the events in the external setting occurring 

within the mesosystem. Further, focus would be on the 

developmental influence of those original events. The sequence, 

though is not unidirectional, events may initiate within the 

mesosystem, which affect the exosystem itself (Bronfenbrenner, 

1979, pp. 7, 25, 236-237). The activities of children themselves, 
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may have effects upon the exosystem, for example, in the form of 

children's behaviors (actions) and societal reactions to those 

behaviors (repercussions). Studies which do not take the 

interrelational aspect of the exosystem and the mesosystem into 

account, are at risk of forgetting the child. For example, "the child's 

influence reaches out beyond the family into settings that he never 

enters-that are a part of the child's exosystem" (Bronfenbrenner, 

1977, p. 238). I believe we have a living example of this in the 

initial study. In a forthcoming chapter, Susana's biliterate 

activities within the home, and the resultant ramifications for the 

family's well being will be revealed. Specifically, the change in her 

father's employment status and the resultant economic benefits to 

the family as a consequence of Susana's letter. 

Bronfenbrenner (1979) has gone to great lengths to outline the 

operation of an exosystem. Requisite is a causal sequence involving 

two steps, as follows, 

the first connecting events in the external setting to 
processes occurring in the developing person's microsystem 
and the second linking the microsystem processes to 
developmental changes in a person within that setting. (p. 237) 

Bronfenbrenner justifies this point in stating that few studies have 

been able to meet, or have overlooked, this sequence of two stages. 

In the initial study I approximate the documentation of Susana and 

Romero's mesosystem, by means of exemplifying the respective 

microsystems of which the mesosystem was comprised. 
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I sought to examine the children's biliteracy within the home, 

school, and community, and to document the dynamic nature of their 

biliteracy, and how often we overlook the active roles which 

children play in terms of their biliteracy. In so doing, I found that 

Susana, greatly influenced an exosystem (father's employment); and 

that for Romero his biliteracy existed outside of the classroom. In 

fact, we wi" see that Romero and his brother, Martin, (forming a 

transcontextual dyad) are greatly responsible for their own 

developmental changes. Hence their individual and joint actions 

guide them through those developmental changes. Thus informing us, 

for example, that the macrosystem which holds particular views as 

to who and what Romero is, in thi~ regard, knows very little about 

Romero. My discussion of Romero, because it does not concur with 

that of the macrosystem, challenges it. And in the process adds a 

new dimension to the description of Romero, a dimension which 

alters the macrosystem's perception of Romero in micro-, as we" 

as exosystems (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, pp. 41, 291). 

3.4.4 The Macrosystem. The macrosystem then refers to 

"generalized patterns" of the larger social institutions of a culture 

or society, what Bronfenbrenner (1979) calls the "consistencies, in 

the form and content of lower-order systems (micro-, meso-, exo-), 

" as we" as belief systems or ideologies which underlie those 

consistencies" (pp. 7, 26). Bronfenbrenner (1979) writes, 
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the macrosystem encompasses the blueprint of the ecological 
environment not only as it is but also as it might become if the 
present social order were altered. (p. 289) 

Further, 

the systems blueprints differ for various socioeconomic, 
ethnic, religious, and other subcultural groups, reflecting 
contrasting belief systems and lifestyles, which in turn help 
to perpetuate the ecological environments specific to each 
group. (p. 26) 

Rules of a subculture, therefore, are to be referred to as 

macrosystems in their oyvn right. These cultures, though, are not of 

the same composition, recall that their 'blueprints' differ. 

Accordingly, Van Maanen, Manning, and Miller (1988), have written 

that when making use of ethnographic literature, they find that 

children's cultures "are often as inventive, rule-governed, nuanced 

and guarded as those created by adults" (p. 7). A point made 

throughout this document, and elsewhere, by Coles (1976), Fine and 

Sandstrom (1988), Marsh et al. (1978), and Silvers (1976). 

3.4.5 Forms of Relationships and Activities: Dyads, Molar 

Activities, Roles, and Ecological Transitions. Dyads are those 

relational associations made in the process of activity. Dyads can 

be observational or participatory, as in 'joint activity dyads'. The 

observational dyad is one in which a child is not actively 

participating, but she or he is actively observing the activity of 

another. The mother, for example, may be preparing to make 
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household payments. She begins by writing checks, logging them in 

her checkbook and balancing her checking account; completing the 

invoices; and preparing envelopes (including the correct remittance 

and/or forwarding addresses and adding appropriate postage). She 

may talk the child through the activity. In subsequent months, the 

child may begin to partake of this activity, actually writing the 

address, adding postage, and then mailing the payments, etc. This 

type of observational dyad is similar to Vygotsky's (1978) zone of 

proximal development concept. Vygotsky (1978) describes the zone 

as one which 

defines those functions that have not yet matured but are in 
the process of maturation, functions that will mature 
tomorrow but are currently in an embryonic state. (Vygotsky, 
1978, p. 86) 

Naturally then, the joint activity dyad, is one in which the child and 

another individual, are actively engaged in an activity, though not 

necessarily performing the same actions. 

Further, dyads have three functional parameters, as follows: 

reciprocity; balance of power, and affective relation. An effective 

dyad is reciprocal in nature, there is a mutual feedback which serves 

to fuel the activity and the roles played within it (confianza 1). The 

balance of power is to be strived for in a relationship. If for 

example, participants in a dyad are novice and expert, the expert 

would initially hold more power. As the dyad becomes 

developmentally significant, the power shifts to the novice. The 

affective relation of a dyad is evident in emotional ties between the 
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participants. A positive relation proving much more fruitful than a 

negative one. Also, there is a primary dyad, which serves to fuel 

development and learning. The power of the primary dyad is evident 

even without the presence of the other person. A parent or friend 

may likely serve as a primary dyad, exerting a highly influential 

force in the activities of the child (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, pp. 56-

61). The dyad, therefore serves as the "building block" of the 

ecological framework. It also defines "optimal conditions in the 

operation of the mesosystem as a developmental context" (p. 218). 

This discussion of the dyad, in particular of its three 

functional parameters: reciprocity, balance of power, and affective 

relation, are of primacy in the research and the role of the 

researcher in the initial study. In these terms it can be said that 

the role of the researcher is not neutral, it is dyadic, and thus 

involves active participation and adjustment of the researcher's 

activities. 

Reciprocity, for example, initiates and extends the 

informant/researcher relationship. The balance of power helps to 

maintain the researcher's presence in the child's social world by 

allowing the child to gain control in the representation and 

discussion of her or his life, while the researcher becomes an 

apprentice, of sorts, in documenting that life. The affective relation 

comes about as a result of the reciprocity and sharing of power. 

Because the reciprocity and sharing of power are sincere actions, it 

is inevitable to form emotional ties. Further, because the 
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informant/researcher relationship becomes a joint activity, 

fulfilling the functional parameters of the dyad, it subsequently 

results in a positive relationship, the research endeavor becomes 

functional as well. This symbiotic relationship between informant 

and researcher is one which, though Bronfenbrenner does not 

actively place the researcher in, needs addressing as to its impact 

and importance to the role of the researcher. 

As if to inject a strong dose of the realistic hardships 

required of the adult, this functional dyad would call for the 

researcher to give up, "some of one's adult prerogatives and 

occasionally shelving some of one's 'adult' dignity" (Fine & 

Sandstrom, 1988, p. 22). This said, we can now understand the lack 

of popularity for this role. 

Molar activities are defined as behavior in progress. These 

are activities which are perceived as having not only initiative, or 

tension, in their own creation, but having the properties of meaning 

and intent, or perceived aim, to the participant or participants in a 

setting. These activities, involve time structures. That is, some 

may be immediate, whereas others may be structured in terms of an 

ultimate goal. To add to the scope of these activities, it may be said 

that not only are they physically observable, but they may involve or 

pertain to a mental life altogether (pp. 45-47). Again, I will refer to 

the initial study and Romero in his constant pursuit of knowledge, 

especially of psychokinesis and extrasensory powers. Within the 

dialogue, this active mental life takes a written form. The 
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following are questions posed by Romero, during the brief period 

between March 23, 1990 to June 1, 1990, 

How did this happen if they say that there are no phantoms? 
How can this [mysterious happenings] be explained? How can 
this [mysterious happenings] be? Have you seen a ghost? How 
would you feel if the world were full of phantoms and the 
dead? What would you do? 

On April 18, 1991, during the second year of the journal interaction, 

Romero continued to discuss these interests. 

.1> ... .... ... .... .... .... ... .... .... 

PK is a phenomenon .... that is 
a person can move objects 
like tables they can also 
twist metal objects with 
the =MIND=. Do you believe 
in the supernatural that is 
phantoms and all of that? I 
say who knows because I 
have had so many 
supernatural experiences . 
Has anything like that ever 
happened to you? I believe 
in the mind alot. And you? 
Romero:4/18/91 

These interests were shared and supported by his brother, Martin, 

occasionally with trusted friends, and eventually with me in the 

journal. The presence of Romero's brother in the dyad, formed an 

'effective context for human development,' allowing for third 

parties' participation (like myself), which further supported the 

developmental process. And where, one may ask, did this mental life 

take shape? Aside from the apparent, internal discussion which 
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Romero held with himself, he questioned his brother and, together, 

both went faithfully to the local and main library branches. In terms 

of time structure, then, Romero's perceived aim involves an ongoing 

series of steps. His ultimate goal is to become an "expert on the 

mind," a "ghost hunter." 

Role has to do with the role of the child and others in the 

microsystem, for example, actual and expected activities and 

relations of one's and other's position in society. The role is 

affected not only by social position, but by the nature of dyadic 

relationships, as in reciprocity, balance of power, and affective 

relation. As alluded to earlier in this chapter, ethnicity and religion 

further help define the role. or social position of an individual, 

thereby motivating and shaping the course of behavior to be found 

within the child (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 85). Ecological 

transitions or role transitions are defined as the altering of a 

person's status in the ecological environment, this may come about 

through means of a change in role or setting, or a combination of 

both (pp. 26, 103-104). 

Through Bronfenbrenner's typology we begin to note with much 

more detail the ties and settings that go to form networks, and the 

role of settings in forming the experiences of the child. An 

understanding of a child's life, if it is to be approximate, and if it is 

to be sincere, would require an understanding of the systems, roles, 

networks and dyads which comprise the child's life experience. 

Given my emphasis on the significance of the ecological approach to 
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human development, I include the following two tables which 

elucidate the ecological approach in a more practical fashion. These 

tables or taxonomies are an outline for, or guide to the 

documentation of research. Taxonomies are a set of categories 

organized on the basis of a semantic relationship - in the present 

case, the child's social world (Spradley, 1980, p. 112). Such 

taxonomies are useful in the organization of, for discussion 

purposes, children's social worlds. The tables are borrowed from 

the earlier work of Romero (1973). Though written without the 

benefit of Bronfenbrenner's (1979) seminal work, the taxonomies 

provide a practical representation of Bronfenbrenner's theoretical 

work, as found, for example, in the micro-, meso-, exo-, 

macrosystems; dyads; and networks, as they apply to Mexican 

children. 
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TABLE 3.4.1 Hypothetical Taxonomy of a Child's Community/Colonia (Urban or Rural) 
I. Family setting (within home) 

A. Immediate family network (i.e. parents and sibs) 
1. Size of family, intactness of family, time space between children, 

parenting roles, etc. 
2. Economic considerations, physical size of home, etc. 

B. Extended family (e.g. grandparents, uncles, aunts, etc.) 
1. Role of extended family in child rearing 

C. Media network (e.g. television, radio, newspaper) 
1. English or Spanish, kinds of programs watched or listened to, etc. 

II. Neighborhood/barrio setting 

A. Adult network 
1. Extended family living nearby 
2. Immigrants from same locality in Mexico or Southwest 
3. Mixed ethnic groups/similar ethnic group 
4. Work at same place 
5. Housing situation (e.g., housing projects, single family lots, etc.) 

B. Child's peer network 
1. Racially mixed/similar ethnic background 
2. Age of peers, number of same aged peers, etc. 
3. Activity involvement (toys play area, youth clubs, etc.) 

III. Educational setting 

A. Parent-teacher/administrator network 
,. Neighborhood school/out of neighborhood school 
2. Public/Private school 
3. Degree of involvement with school (e.g. adult education classes, 

membership in clubs such as PTA, bilingual programs, etc.) 

B. Child-teacher network 
,. Ethnic similarity and language use 
2. Reinforcement patterns 
3. Teaching style/curriculum 
4. Degree of student involvement in learning process 

C. Child-peer network 
,. Ethnic similarity/dissimilarity 
2. Classroom friendship patterns/seating 
3. Physical characteristics of school(e.g., play yard, classroom design, 

etc.) 
4. Playground activities (organized sports, etc.) 



TABLE 3.4.2 Taxonomy of Mexican-American Child's Personal and Ecological 
Characteristics 

I. Personal 
A. Age/grade 

1. Infants (1-2 years) 
2. Preschool (3-5 years) 
3. School (6-12 years) 

B. Sex 
1. Male 
2. Female 

II. External characteristics 
A. Skin color 

1. Light Caucasian 
2. Dark Indian 

III. Family background 
A. Family structure 

1. Nuclear 
2. Extended 

B. Socioeconomic level 
C. Parent educational level 

1. Mother 
2. Father 

D. Parent occupation 
1. Mother 
2. Father 

E. Residential stability 
1. Seasonal migrant 
2. Stable/nonmigrant 

F. Generation 
1. Immigrant 
2. Later 

IV. Language use 
A. Speaking 

1. Monolingual English 
2. Monolingual Spanish 
3. Bilingual 

a. Spanish dominant 
b. English dominant 

B. Reading 
1. English 
2. Spanish 

C. Writing 
1. English 
2. Spanish 

V. Cultural identification 
A. Monocultural 

1 . Anglo/dominant culture 
2. Mexican/dominant culture 

B. Bicultural/multicultural 

VI. Location of residence 
A. Urban 

1. Integrated neighborhood 
2. Barrio/high ethnic density 

B. Rural 
1. Integrated neighborhood 
2. Barrio/high ethnic density 

(Romero, 1973, pp. 548-549) 

136 
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In addition to Bronfenbrenner's ecology of human development, 

EI'konin's (1980) theoretical work is of great significance to 

understanding children's lives. Bronfenbrenner's work has the 

quality of facilitating our examination of children's relationships 

and the environments which the child calls her or his own, as well 

as those environments which affect the child much more indirectly. 

But it is EI'konin's theoretical work which argues for a view of the 

child as constructive (Venger et aI., 1990). 

Wherein the child is an active agent in forming her attitudes 
and relationships towards others, as well as influencing those 
of others towards her. The child's life then, is a process of 
ever-changing roles and ongoing development afforded by the 
experiences of the child with (cultural) environments and the 
individuals comprising those environments. Children actively 
create or co-construct their social worlds, and by 
consequence, themselves, through their own actions. (Andrade 
& Moll, 1993, p. 3) 

And it can also be said of children, that they 

form a community, a social world that is separate from that of 
the adults, but that at the same time mediates the relations 
between adults (and their social institutions) and other 
children. (Andrade & Moll, 1993, p. 2) 

In coupling the theoretical ideas of Daniil Borisovich EI'konin 

on children's play and the sociohistorical nature of childhood 

(EI'konin, 1980; and Venger et aI., 1990), my intent is twofold, to 

point to the importance in taking notice of, and understanding 

children's social lives; and secondly, to open a discussion on what 
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constitutes play for children, and its significance to children's 

development. What follows is a discussion of EI'konin's work, as 

found in his translated book Psicologia del juego (1980), and in the 

work of Venger et aI., "Problems of Child Psychology in the 

Scientific Work of D. B. EI'konin " (1990). 

3.5 Consequences of EI'konin's Theoretical Premise. Venger et al. 

(1990) have extricated from EI'konin's scientific work, his general 

approach to problems of child psychology. In it, they find that there 

are three interrelated aspects, as follows, 1) basic world view and 

orientations, 2) methodological means and devices used to examine 

the particular subject matter, and 3) basic categories according to 

which the theory of this subject is formulated. 

3.5.1 Basic World View. The basic world view and 

orientation, is described as a) towards a child's life as constructive, 

an overcoming of intrinsic stereotypes; b) towards its fundamental 

sociality, a child as a part of society, not an object to be socialized; 

and 3) towards childhood as evolving, transitional, and developing 

(Venger et aI., 1990). In terms of its fundamental sociality, 

EI'konin's stance was that children and adult worlds were not 

"separate, parallel worlds," an idea which emanates from the term 

socialization, implying the fitting or training for a social 

environment (Venger et aI., 1990, p. 25). 
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EI'konin argued that since the adult community has not been 

experienced as an environment of habitat for the child (Venger et aI., 

1990), the child's presence in it should not be perceived as an 

adaptation to it. Thus requiring a change in our perception of 

children's roles in society, from adaptive, to constructive. A 

perception that is geared towards the constructiveness of a child's 

life, and our own subsequent overcoming of "intrinsic stereotypes" 

in the shape of developed forms of relations. In its constructive 

perception, the child is viewed an active agent in forming her or his 

attitudes and relationships towards others, as well as influencing 

those of others towards her or him. The child's life then, is a 

process of ever-changing roles and ongoing development afforded by 

the experiences of the child with environments, and the individuals 

comprising those environments. Further, EI'konin perceived 

development as the essence of any form or object. The study of the 

child is then to be the study of the developing child, for once the 

development stops, the child ceases to be a child. 

This is an important point, and one to be discussed further. In 

the initial study, for example, in discussing the nature of children's 

biliteracy, I maintain that biliteracy is the use of reading and 

writing in two languages. This definition is deliberately 

understated, for to understand biliteracy it is important to know and 

understand the child's social realm within and without the school. 

That is, biliteracy neither begins nor ends in the classroom. It is a 

dynamic state, changing with every experience, and not particular to 
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one environment, nor equally visible in every environment. Its 

measurement, therefore, based upon the assumption that at an 

arbitrarily given point biliteracy can be measured with accuracy, 

and further, that that measurement is a reliable indicator of a 

child's biliteracy, is an assumption which lacks an understanding of 

the nature of children's development, as EI'konin has outlined it in 

his scientific work, and will be pointed out by others throughout the 

body of this dissertation. 

3.5.2 Methodological Means and Devices. The methodological 

means by which a child's world view can be studied, according to 

EI'konin (Venger et aI., 1990), is "by means of the activity through 

which an integral conception of the object, in this case childhood, is 

constructed" (p. 27), for example, its history. Further, the nature of 

childhood (and any specific form of a child's life) lies in its history. 

To understand the governing "laws" of a child's development, the 

ontogeny of a particular child must be portrayed in a historical 

series of ontogenies. In the case at hand, my interpretation of a 

"historical series of ontogenies," is that of the documentation of 

other children's lives, in a historical sequence. EI'konin claims that, 

"to know an object is to know the historical limits (scale) of its 

present being" (Venger et aI., 1990, p. 27). Otherwise, what is 

before one's eyes (in the case at hand, contemporary childhood) is 

taken as the only possible source of laws; and the question of why a 

life has precisely this course and not some other one, why these 
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contradictions and not other ones, does not even arise. (Venger et aI., 

1990, pp. 27-28) 

In an historical approach to childhood, its theoretical premise 

serves two vital and distinct points, namely that children's 

activities, "play, activity with objects, schooling," are "societal in 

origin, content, and form." Further, this conclusion "invalidates all 

the different versions of a theory of development as maturation, all 

preformist and two-factor theories" (Venger et aI., 1990, p. 29). 

Secondly, it implies that though the life of children is separate from 

the life of adults, it allows for the establishment of new forms of 

relations between children and adults. It would for example, entail 

the rejection of the notion that, "it is unexpected for an adult to 

'hang out' with children's groups," and that "legitimate adult-child 

interaction depends on adult authority" (Fine & Sandstrom, 1 988), a 

point to be addressed in Chapter 5 and again in Chapter 1 9. 

In examining the historical development of childhood in the 

city of South Tucson, for example, care must be taken not to confuse 

the parents' childhood as part of that historical development, unless 

the parents themselves grew up in South Tucson. Those parents' 

having grown up in South Tucson are essential to understanding the 

historical development of childhood within South Tucson. Yet, 

though, those (parents') experiences are unique to a specific era in 

South Tucson, they are not parallel to their children's experiences. 

This is a key element in understanding the historical nature of 

childhood in South Tucson. Why, we might ask ourselves, is this 
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important? Again, for two reasons, first, the arrival of children in 

this country marks a drastic change in their sociocultural lives, one 

from which they cannot easily extricate themselves (Carrasquillo, 

1991). Unlike their parents, children must undergo intensive 

socialization by the school, in that they must adapt to new rules and 

procedures. And furthermore, they must begin to learn English (even 

if they are not immediately placed in classes where instruction is in 

English, for survival reasons, it is imperative that they learn it). 

Parents, on the other hand, generally find employment where English 

skills are not requisite. Fathers for example do not readily need to 

know English in their employ as construction worker, gardener, cook, 

or general laborer. Further, mothers may do domestic work or 

provide childcare in and out of the home, or they may work in the 

service sector (housecleaning, laundry), none of which requires the 

use of English nor the direct socialization into the host country. 

Secondly, children find that for better or for worse, life in the 

United States is very different from the life they had previously led 

in their native land, which may have closely approximated their 

parents' childhood, but which no longer shares those commonalities. 

3.5.3 Basic Categories of the Theory: Mediators. Life World. 

and Crisis. EI'konin held that there were three basic categories to 

his theory. As he explained them, they had to do with 1) the 

potential role of adults or older children in adult-child relationships 

in the form of Mediators, 2) childhood as a form of life or Life 



World, and 3) the Crises of childhood as both critical periods of 

development and historical periods of influence upon the 

development of childhood. 
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Mediators. Venger et al. (1990) argue that from these new 

forms of relations, and subsequent mutuality, what is called 

"mediators" emerge (p. 29). Mediators are defined by Venger et al. 

(1990) as "the bearers and representatives of a child's future," and 

perceived as older children and adults who are near the "boundary 

line between childhood and adulthood" (pp. 30-31). Their 

significance is seen in their introductory and role model roles, 

which come to fruition by means of features and qualities which are 

personal (pp 32, 33). Similarly, Bronfenbrenner (1979) has referred 

to mediators as dyadic relationships contributing positively to the 

child's development. Additionally, mediators need not be strictly 

those at the "boundary line between childhood and adulthood," they 

may well be adults who refuse the relational roles society has 

deemed appropriate for their age. In the initial study, I strove to 

create a sharing of power with children, where their experiences, 

opinions and knowledge were equally, if not more significant than 

mine. I term this research role as "researcher as friend." As a 

"friend," someone who cared and would listen, I served as a 

mediator, an example of what children could be, or might want to be. 

Life World. In discussing the life world of the child, Venger 

et al. (1990) argue, as found in the scientific work of EI'konin, that 

the "catching up" stage, such as the age crisis and its resolution, be 
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redefined as the "new motivation and meaning of actions, a new 

ideal form, a new conception about adults and adulthood as one's own 

future" (p. 34). Further discussion by Venger et al. (1990) citing 

EI'konin's scientific diaries, concludes that the child's inclusion of 

the adult as part of his future leads to the 'internal adult' (p. 36). 

Thus the rationale follows that children do not model adults, but 

they selectively use older children and adults (mediators) as models 

by which they approximate their ideal as an adult. 

Crisis. When discussing the issue of crisis, made are the 

distinctions between age-related crises (critical ages), and 

historical childhood crises, which are brought upon by historical 

periods of crises affecting childhood as in labor or schooling, for 

example. The work of Nasaw (1985), Postman (1982), and Zelizer 

(1985), respectively, address such historical periods of crises, and 

their respective effects upon the childhood of the period. Venger et 

al. (1990) point to an additional pressing crisis as well, its origins, 

though, are evidenced in the close of the child labor era (Nasaw, 

1985; Zelizer, 1985), and that of the school system, as they explain, 

the qualitative inadequacy of contemporary schooling is 
reflected in the public mind as a quantitative inadequacy (from 
the standpoint of its intensity and its duration)-- hence the 
tendency for it to extend to contiguous age periods. Pseudo
preschool forms of learning at preschool age are increasingly 
supplanting play in children's lives, thus taking 
meaningfulness out of a preschooler's life. As a result, the 
seven-year-old crisis is almost disappearing, melting before 
our very eyes. Instead of a critical transition from preschool 
to young school age and a clearly registered change in the 
child's social position, different forms of more or less smooth 



spillovers from period to another occur. This probably 
explains the, at first glaj~ce, strange combination of early 
growing up with regard to some indicators and prolonged 
retention of infantility with regard to others. (p. 38) 
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Is this a sign of the times, a sign of social crisis affecting 

childhood? Referring perhaps, to the harsh reality of life for many 

children (as found in the work of Coles, 1970; International 

Movement, A.T.O., 1981; Kotlowitz, 1991; Kozol, 1991; McLaren, 

1989). Crisis consequently forcing children to grow up without the 

privilege of mediators and the development of the internal adult 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1981; Venger et al. 1990). Though I have posed 

them as questions, my belief is that these are in fact, consequences 

of historical crises.' After all, "historical change modifies the 

physical environment of the child" (Cahan et aI., 1993, p. 211). Such 

crisis is further witnessed in the supplanting of family by 

educational institutions in the upbringing of children. As a result, 

write Venger et al. (1990), 

an adult appears to the child not as a representative or 
personification of another norm of social life, but merely as 
the bearer of specific features and qualities. He stands 
literally between the child and society, breaking rather than 
mediating the connections between them, and concentrating all 
relations on himself as the ultimate court of appeal and truth. 
(p.39) 

Such an adult fails to meet the functional parameters of the 

relational dyad, as earlier outlined in Bronfenbrenner's (1979) work, 

and subsequently creates a break in the network of resources and a 



negative force in the child's development (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; 

Venger et aI., 1990). 
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What forms does this malfunctioning dyad take? For one, the 

bearers of a future, and qualities of the adult, are assumed to be 

natural and are overlooked, and as a consequence are absent. 

Secondly, it has resulted in the omission of children, and hence 

manifested itself in many ways. In documenting the literature on 

children's lives for example, 

it became necessary to piece together research conducted for 
various purposes under various frames of reference, utilizing a 
multiplicity of methods, in an effort to determine what we 
know for certain, what we think we know, and what we do not 
know about youth from low-income families· in urban areas. 
(Goldstein, 1967, p. iv) 

Further, Goldstein states that terms such as 'culturally 

disadvantaged' or 'emotionally deprived,' "seem less apt and 

scientifically neutral when the poor are present and refuse to have 

such designations thrust upon them" (1967, p. iv), again returning to 

an earlier discussion on the wealth of labels and their 

inappropriateness to those lives they seek to capture. 

In sum, Venger et al. (1990) recalling the nature of total 

orientation (concerned with the overall recognition and resolution of 

problems and implications of its future development) in D. B. 

EI'konin's scientific work, sense a need to address the issue. This 

need is seen in light of the obfuscating nature of the ranges in both 

the theoretical and empirical studies in developmental psychology. 



Of which there are an abundance in the area of child psychology, 

resulting in equally obscure orientations. The authors call for an 

'historico-Iogical reconstruction,' namely one which is achieved 

when, 
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by going beyond the anonymity of embryonic ideas and their 
realization and uncovering their semantic unity it becomes 
possible to restore (and sometimes to bring to light for the 
first time) the original voice of their creator, disclosing the 
real dimension of what has already been done in this domain 
and the problematic aspects of what is yet to come. This is 
essentially a total orientation toward the existing state of 
things. (p. 23) 

Thus, in conducting child related research, El'konin addresses 

problems from three interrelated points of views, 

first, from that of basic world-view positions and 
orientations; second, from that of the methodological means 
and devices used to examine the particular subject matter; and 
third, from that of the basic categories according to which the 
theory of this subject is formulated. (Venger et aI., 1990, p. 
24) 

The use of 'world-view positions and orientations,' is in the same 

text characterized to be one which holds three basic orientations, 

toward the constructiveness of a child's life, in contrast to its 
adaptiveness; toward its fundamental sociality, in contrast to 
superficial sociality; and toward childhood as evolving, 
transitional, and developing. (Venger et. ai, 1990, p. 27) 

A child's life is interpreted as constructive, because it does not 

naturally adapt to the adult world, though in perverse situations, it 

is the goal, as in child rearing practices and schooling. This is an 
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important point to make, that childhood is not a natural state, it is a 

social fabrication, what Jenks (1982) has referred to as a "social 

construct," which, 

makes reference to a social status delineated by boundaries 
incorporated within the social structure and manifested 
through certain typical forms of conduct, all of which are 
essentially related to a particular cultural setting. (p. 12) 

This theoretical point (childhood as a social construction) is seen in 

action when we examine children's lives within the classroom, for 

example, where children are made to adhere to rules and practices 

imposed by the educational structure. I am referring here to rules 

and practices which impose conformity and break down the 

individuality of the child (Le., raise your hand, stand in line, talk and 

ask questions only during designated times, no running, etc.). These 

may seem trivial points to bring up, but when we begin to examine 

them one by one, they are indeed boundaries created to artificially 

define children's lives, and to define what childhood and childhood 

education are to be. What is therefore defined as childhood, is not 

childhood itself, but the imposition of rules and practices and their 

definition, in other words, the social construction of children and 

their lives. 

3.6 Summary. This foray into the ecology of human development 

and the sociohistoric nature of childhood, and adult-child 

interactions, has important ramifications for the theoretical 

grounding and orientation of my intent to understanding children's 
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social worlds. Bronfenbrenner (1979) makes it clear that social 

contexts both within and out of the child's reach are consequential, 

as are the relationships which are fomented in those environments. 

EI'konin (1980; Venger et aI., 1990), for that matter, questions adult 

conceptions of the child and adult practices which have served most 

detrimentally in the child's development. Together, Bronfenbrenner 

and EI'konin's contributions to research endeavors sincerely 

concerned with the problems of research on children's lives, cannot 

be overlooked. Their significance lies in their respective abilities 

to question researcher/adult practices and assumptions in regards 

to the integrity of children and their social lives. 

1 Confianza is a Spanish word not easily translated to English. For example, the 
dictionary equivalent in English, confidence or trust, does not entirely embody the 
concept in question. Confianza is a spirit of mind, developed not through verbal 
exchange, as in "I trust you," or "You can trust me," but through actual example and 
deed. 



3.7 Rethinking the Role of Education in Children's Lives: The 

Educational Contexts of Children's Social Worlds. 
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The school has become over the past two decades 
what I have called 'one of the most potent breeding 
grounds of alienation in American society' 
(Bronfenbrenner, 197 4b, p. 60). (Bronfenbrenner, 
1977, p. 231) 

The inclusion of 'methodological means and devices,' by Venger 

et al. (1990) is an attempt to subjugate the misapplication of the 

same. The authors refer to D. B. EI'konin, in stating that it is 

possible to study this world view "by means of the activity through 

which an integral conception [italics added] of the object," in this 

case childhood, "is constructed" (p. 27). In other words, to 

understand childhood, we must in part understand its history, that 

which has come to form its present day structure. Referring to the 

child's development, its ontogeny, or social history; it is dependent 

upon its dealings with a society, because it is society which in great 

part shapes and defines it (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 1979, 1980,1981). 

As stated by Venger et al. (1990), "to know an object is to know the 

historical limits (scale) of its present being" (p. 27). Otherwise, 

"the question of why a life has precisely this course and not some 

other one, why these contradictions and no other ones, does not even 

arise," and we instead address the issue with what is before us and 

attempt to redress it in that limited scope (Venger et ai, 1990, p. 

27-28). 

Yet such attempts at redress are common educational and 

institutional practices as is evidenced in the superficiality of 
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programs introduced, not only in the school in question, but in others 

as well, for example, back to basics, cooperative learning, self

esteem building, drug prevention in the form of chant memorization 

("JUST SAY NO TO DRUGS!") of anti-drug propaganda and on and on. In 

the case at hand, it therefore implies that in order to understand the 

ontogeny of minority (Mexican) children in South Tucson, we must 

look at the historical development of childhood in South Tucson and 

the role of education in the formation of its citizens, to understand 

the how and why of particular outcomes. Of course, historical 

implications are not the sole determinant of development, but they 

certainly have a foreboding quality about them as we have already 

heard frqm Bronfenbrenner (1974, 1977). 

Our uncritical acceptance of children as insecure, difficult, 

immoral, and so forth, is a result of our own inability to question 

our adult biases. Instead of taking issue with such generalizable 

deliberations, we choose to accept them for the ease they have in 

handling children, for once the behavior is identified, there is no 

need to question or remedy situations. A child exhibiting antisocial 

behaviors, for example, can be identified as coming from a lower 

social class. His behavior, thus identified and defined, we do not 

have to question our own role (direct or indirect) in that behavior. 

In this sense, there is a great deal of victimization in regards to 

children's lives. That is, children's problems are said to be their 

doing or the generational fault of their parents and ancestors, a 

claim made by many in official capacities (Becker, 1970; Goldstein, 
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1967). Bronfenbrenner (1979) delivers a scathing criticism of the 

use of 'deficit models' of human abilities and development, as 

follows, 

one begins with the individual looking for signs of apathy, 
hyperactivity, learning disabilities, defense mechanisms, and 
the like. If this attempt is not successful, one knows just 
where to look next. If the source of the deficiency is not to be 
found within the child, it must lie with the parents: they aren't 
providing the child with enough cognitive stimulation, they 
haven't worked through their relationship to one another, or 
their personalities are still fixated at a preoedipal level. (The 
pussibilities are endless; the chief target of our social service 
programs across the land is mUlti-problem families.) And if 
the source of difficulty remains elusive, the ethnic or social 
group to which the family belongs can always be blamed. (p. 
290) 

Further, this is a powerful and accusatory point made by Becker 

(1970), as well. He writes, 

the reason responsible officials make the accusation so 
frequently is precisely because they are responsible. They 
have been entrusted with the care and operation of one or 
another of our important institutions: schools, hospitals, law 
enforcement, or whatever. They are the ones who, by virtue of 
their official position and the authority that goes with it, are 
in a position to 'do something' when things are not what they 
should be and, similarly, are the ones who will be held to 
account if they fail to 'do something' or if what they do is, for 
what ever reason, inadequate. (p. 19) 

Yet we cannot consciously charge a few individuals for this 

responsibility, on the sole basis of their choice of profession. For 

many of these individuals, have indeed been rendered powerless by 

laws and administrative regulations, but writes Becker (1970) 
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because they are responsible in this way, officials usually 
have to lie. That is a gross way of putting it, but not 
inaccurate. Officials must lie because things are seldom as 
they ought to be ... institutions are refractory. They do not 
perform as society would like them to do. Hospitals do not 
cure people; prisons do not rehabilitate prisoners; schools do 
not educate students. Since they are supposed to, officials 
develop ways both of denying the failure of the institution to 
perform as it should and explaining those failures which 
cannot be hidden. (pp 19-20) 

What is occurring therefore, is that we are addressing issues 

without questioning our own bias and subsequently are perpetrating 

myths which do not challenge the bias of the power hierarchy, as 

described elsewhere in this document (see also Flores, Tefft Cousin, 

& Diaz, 1991). Research which unquestioningly follows this line 

inquiry serves to reify long standing injustices and practices in our 

society. It allows the nature of a particular reality to be taken for 

granted, as that which the norm accepts (Becker, 1970). In order to 

understand a life, or an issue, it must be taken from the point of 

view of the individual in question, and accepted as valid on that 

basis, not discredited on the basis that it does not conform to a 

normed reality, as for example, lithe social practice of childhood 

[which] is inevitably and necessarily displaced within the language 

of socialization" (Jenks, 1982, p. 19). 

If we therefore question the role of education in children's 

lives, we realize a number of things; among them, that 1) education 

has utterly failed scores of children; and 2) the blame for the failure 

cannot continue to be directed at the child. Blame is no longer of 



importance, nor value. Reflectiveness on the part of the adult, 

parents, educators, and researchers, on the other hand, does hold 

promise, as does the realization that children's beliefs and 

knowledge, their social worlds are key to creating for children a 

positive fruitful relationship within education. 
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3.8 Conclusion. 

Childhood is to be understood as a social construct, 
it makes reference to a social status delineated by 
boundaries incorporated within the social structure 
and manifested through certain typical forms of 
conduct, all of which are essentially related to a 
particular cultural setting. (Jenks, 1982, p. 12) 

This research calls into question or actively alters practices 

or beliefs that are part of the prevailing macrosystem in which the 

research subjects live (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), elsewhere similarly 

referred to as "Vygotskian transformational experiments" (Cahan et 

aI., 1993, p. 221). I propose that research of this kind is essential 

for two purposes; first, to understand the nature, strengths, and 

weaknesses of existing structures and strategies of socialization; 

and, second, and far more important, to modify these forms and 

practices in ways that will enhance developmental processes 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p. 211). The dissertation itself will serve 

to show that the beliefs which we hold about children, particularly 

low socioeconomic minority students, are incorrect and 

counterproductive. Our acceptance, therefore, of such beliefs, is a 

bias which we must identify and purge from the research in this 

field to form a basic understanding of children's worlds from which 

to develop effective school and social models/theories. It is a bias 

which grows less and less in the 'cross-fertilization' of theory. 

Through the lenses provided from various disciplines concerned with 



understanding the child, the researcher is facilitated a greater 

approximation of that understanding. 
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Venger et al. (1990) offer the researcher concerned with 

obtaining the "total orientation," EI'konin's 'practical scientific and 

moral orientation' (p. 26), which concerns itself with several issues 

(potential biases, choice of methodological procedures, and 

theoretical stance), underpinnings which must be addressed in child 

related research, for as we currently understand these (adult-child) 

relations, they are tainted by adult centric views and so we see only 

the adult in those relations. Lacking in educational settings (from 

teachers to researchers) is an understanding or knowledge of 

children's lives. What is frequently taken as knowledge of 

children's lives is often a stereotypical view of children. 

Adolescence is a case in point, it is, I believe, a greatly feared life 

experience, for adults more so than for children, due in great part to 

misconceptions of who and what children are. For example, we 

visualize a picture of children who are easily confused, 

emotionally feeble, of children who cannot be trusted because it is 

in their nature to lie, etc. It is little wonder then that given adults' 

acceptance of such views, that many children do indeed behave in 

that manner. At this point, the issue of what causes the action or 

reaction is mute, and it would serve no meaningful purpose to place 

blame anywhere (Salomon, 1991, personal communication/course 

lecture). But instead, we must begin to question such misguided 
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assumptions, of what is the natural order of childhood, when in fact 

there is nothing natural about it (Jenks, 1982). 
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CHAPTER 4 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF COMPARABLE STUDIES 

As I delineated in the Introduction, the critique I make of our 

own work, is one which applies to other important work in the field. 

For example, Luis Moll and I found that other research attempting to 

redress similar issues in relation to children's social worlds, has 

also failed to obtain children's views by adhering to adult-centric 

views. My definition of adult-centric, is the outlook concerned with 

the need's, beliefs, or activities of the adult; see also Cullingford 

(1991) and Goodnow and Burns, (1985). This adult-centric view is 

helped along even further because of limitations in theory and 

methodology. In the Introduction, I allude to the necessity of making 

distinctions in what the goals and findings of research are, and 

whether they are in harmony, as well as to the need of understanding 

the nature of the methodology. I ask, whose interests is it serving? 

and Does it properly serve the research goals? 

Such questions can be answered by examining the assumptions 

made by the researcher. For instance, in some cases, I find that 

what the researcher had originally intended is long absent from the 

research findings, or that by having stated the goals of the research, 

the researcher assumes to have simultaneously obtained them, a not 

too uncommon discrepancy, as found in the works of Goodnow and 

Burns in (1985) Home and School: A Child's-Eye View; Taylor (1990) 

Teaching Without Testing: Assessing the Complexity of Children's 

. Literacy Learning; and Cullingford (1991) The Inner World of the 
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School: Children's Ideas about School. In other cases the researchers 

have specifically limited children's social worlds to home and 

school, as in the recent study by Cullingford. I must here 

reemphasize that though these are important works in the field, they 

did not accomplish their stated goals - understanding the depth of 

children's social worlds. I elaborate this critique below. 
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4.1 Home and School: A Child's-Eye View. The purpose of the 

Goodnow and Burns (1985) study was to document children's 

responses to questions dealing with home and school and the 

relationships formed within those realms, and discuss the 

implications and potential use of those responses in addressing 

future changes in home and school life. Changes, which the authors' 

felt necessary for the formation of a 'new perspective.' With the 

goal of such a perspective being to learn from what is found by the 

children to be good in home and school, and in the relationships 

which abound in those environments; and to improve on those things 

which are not so good. Inherent in the authors' introduction of this 

perspective, is the belief that children can speak for themselves, 

about themselves, which calls for "changes in the prisms or filters 

that form the adult view" (1985, p. 2). Further, Goodnow and Burns 

add, 

the three main benefits in our eyes have to do with 
understanding children,. understanding the contexts or settings 
in which they live, and understanding individual differences. 
All three are essential if we are to make good environments 
for them. (p. 2) 

These three points are key to the new perspective. In understanding 

children, the authors call for a reconceptualization of children not 

from adults' eyes and experiences, but from children's own 

experiences and words. The situational contexts which comprise 

children's lives are viewed as vital if one is to understand the child 

and her or his behavior, a reference to the seminal work of 
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Bronfenbrenner (1979) outlines the nature and importance of those 

contexts. 

The need to present children as individuals is best exemplified 

by Goodnow and Burns' deliberate avoidance of labels. Labels are 

viewed as outward descriptors which have a generalizing effect, and 

thus are not realistic indicators of the individual, nor of how the 

individual perceives herself or himself (Bogdan & Taylor, 1982; 

Goodnow & Burns, 1985). 

The study consisted of two discussion groups ('juniors': grades 

1-3, and 'seniors': grades 4-6) which were conducted in each of 145 

schools throughout Australia. There were 6 to 8 children in each 

discussion group (length of interviews was not evident), yielding a 

total of over 2,000 participants in this arrangement. Specifically, 

the children talked at school in groups of six to eight, 
responding to questions asked by an adult interviewer. The 
adult controlled the discussion to the extent of 
obtaining an answer to each question from each child, but in no 
set order and with a tolerance for interesting detours. A few 
of the questions were given written answers by individual 
children. Most were discussed in the group and taped ... The 
choice of questions, the interviewing, and the transcribing of 
tapes were organised by the Department of Social Security. ( p. 
6) 

Given the above description, I noted the following shortcomings: 

first, the interviews were controlled by the adult; second, the 

nature of the data to be collected was already influenced by the 

controlled questions asked of the children (Fine & Sandstrom, 1988); 

and third, when interviewing children in groups, there is an 



overwhelming tendency for the children to be influenced by each 

other's responses. These issues were not fully addressed by 

Goodnow and Burns. For example, regarding the interviewing of 

children in groups, the authors write: 
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group discussions have the advantage of creating a situation 
where children are more likely to speak freely than when they 
are in a one-to-one interview with an adult. (p. 7) 

Underlying this statement is an important point, that the adult 

presence is an inhibitor in adult-child interviews. In this instance, 

since the researcher (adult) maintains a hierarchical profile in the 

role as interviewer, he or she has chosen to conduct group 

discussions in an attempt to encourage a more active child 

participation. Though there may be more active participation by 

children in group discussions, the disadvantage of this arrangement 

is that the presence of more than one child does not mitigate the 

presence of the adult. 

In other words, the role of the adult in conducting research 

related to children is complex and needs to be addressed in terms of 

its effects on the research being conducted. Further, when talking 

to children, it is difficult to ask questions and receive responses 

from a group. The group format in itself, limits the quality (detail) 

of the responses. This is evidenced in the reaction of some children. 

For example, Goodnow and Burns write that, "a few of the questions 

were given written answers by individual children" (p. 6). As a 
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consequence of the interview method utilized, the children do not go 

into great depth in their explanations. 

Though the questions are important, i.e. "Who is important to 

you?," "Who are you important to?," and "What makes a good 

parent?," responses are not so clear cut. In most instances, 

additional prodding such as What do you mean?, is lacking, but also 

inappropriate. Given that the sharing of information in a group 

format may be open to attack by other children, secrets are 

therefore not shared. 

There is no depth of coverage of children's active participation 

in their social worlds within home, school, and community. The 

authors sha~e with the reader the children's views about home, 

school, parents, siblings, relatives and teachers. But we don't find 

out about the children themselves. In the chapter, "Life at home: 

activities," we find out about children's chores, responsibilities and 

time table. But again, we don't know anything about children's 

intellectual and emotional contributions to the family unit. It is 

precisely this type of void in the discussion of children's lives 

which comes as a consequence of pre-established questions and 

interviewing techniques. 

Such limitations and missed opportunities for follow-up and 

elaboration in using questionnaires and limited interviews are 

exposed when one conducts more long-term and thorough interviews 

with children. This is evidenced on a few occasions where there 



was opportunity for follow-up (see for example, p. 6). The 

difference was quite notable. 
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One drawback to the presentation of the findings is that though 

the authors made an earnest effort to present children's voices as 

they emerged in the interviews, they deliberately avoided "the 

identification or discussion of individual children" (p 7). As a 

result, in 'hearing' these voices, one is left with a yearning to know 

more, and in more detail, about the realms from which these voices 

herald. Perhaps this is a desire to piece together portraits of those 

voices. In this respect, I believe that the voices could have proven 

much more powerful had they been identified by pseudonym, gender 

and grade level, as opposed to grade level' alone. Also, notably 

missing is the physical realm of the community. Though it is alluded 

to, especially in the discussion of friendships (the majority of 

which are formed outside of home and school), the community has 

been subsumed by the home and school. 

However, Goodnow and Burns' work does grasp at the real 

flavor of children's beliefs, experiences and knowledge, by pointing 

to the clarity and preciseness with which children speak about 

themselves and their respective lives. This is principally achieved 

by their affirmation that children's words be used to express the 

children's respective views, and that the construction of a 

framework be built from those expressions, as opposed to the 

imposition of a theory (p. ix). In contrast, for example, to Taylor's 

(1990) research, which I will present next, which attempted to get 
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children's interpretations of testing and schooling by observing 

children, Goodnow and Burns come to the point by directly 

questioning children. Particularly revealing is a selection of 6 

comments made by children (p. 103). In these brief responses to a 

question about children's' dislikes about school ("What don't you like 

about school?"), Goodnow and Burns have managed to obtain the 

interpretations which Taylor's research aimed for, yet altogether 

skirted. Following are those children's comments, 

I hate it when you have to do something and you can't figure it 
out. (Grade 3) 

I don't like it when we get a big stack of work and we don't 
know how to do it. (Grade 4) 

Written expression. That's hard. Because you can't think of 
anything to write. I can't think of words and all that and 
where you put full stops and commas and that. (Grade 5) 

I don't like number tests, because I get them all wrong. (Grade 
2) 

I don't like it at school because when you have a test and you 
can't do it, you feel all upset and you think: 'What is going to 
happen to me?'. (Grade 5) 

I don't mind tests if you know how to do them. But I wish the 
teacher wouldn't yell all the marks and everyone looks at you. 
(Grade 5) 

(Goodnow & Burns, 1985, p. 103) 

Like Taylor (1990), Goodnow and Burns also make reference to 

child-watchers, but they themselves go beyond that reference to 
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suggesting that researchers become child-listeners. This then 

becomes a highly critical point which distinguishes these studies. 

Goodnow and Burns' (1985) 3 points to their new perspective, stated 

earlier, are the benefits of listening. 

The concern for Goodnow and Burns is that by listening, they as 

researchers (as well as those reading their work), could come to 

understand children by checking the "prisms or filters that form the 

adult view" (p. 2). Because the assumption amongst adults is that, 

we often assume that we know what children are like. We 
know what they want, how they think, what matters to them, 
what is good for them. Very often we know less than we think. 
(p.2) 

Secondly, observed behaviors alone were not self-explanatory in and 

of themselves. Necessary, is an understanding of 'the contexts or 

settings in which they [children] live,' that is the social contexts 

which help define and explain. Thirdly, any attempt to generalize 

children's lives would be a grave error and an injustice to the 

uniqueness and integrity of children's characters. The use of labels, 

therefore, would be counterproductive. For example, labels "often do 

not fit with the way children perceive their own lives" (p. 4), nor do 

they bring one closer to understanding children's individual lives 

(Bogdan & Taylor, 1982). The problem with labels, is that they are 

static in nature, not generative. 

Goodnow and Burns were unable, in their role as researchers, 

to obtain a sense of equilibrium, or balance, in their relationships 

with the children they interviewed, though in their writing they did 
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convey a sense of respect for them as individuals, by supporting 

children's opinions and allowing them to come through in print. 

However, the depth of their understandings was limited because in 

their discussions the community became embroiled within the 

confines of home and school. Subsequently, what they had previously 

hoped to explore became lost within the institutional confines of 

home and school. The authors cited approvingly the work of 

Bronfenbrenner, and it is ironic given that Bronfenbrenner himself is 

a firm advocate of understanding the social contexts: home, 

community, and school. He writes, 

we are not likely to understand people unless we understand 
the contexts in which they live and the way they encounter 
changes in context. (1979, p. 3) 

Yet there was an obvious omission on the authors' part, which did 

limit their involvement in the contexts of children's lives and 

subsequently misleads as to the complexity of children's lives. 
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4.2 Teaching Without Testing: Assessing the Complexity of 

Children's Literacy Learning. The purpose of Taylor's (1990) study is 

precisely geared to find nontraditional ways in which to assess 

students' learning on an individual basis, not on a normed scale as is 

attempted in standardized testing. The argument follows that 

literacy development cannot be measured statistically because of 

its very nature and complexity. This is a point which is also the 

driving force in the initial study of biliteracy yet to be discussed: 

literacy is not limited to nor contained within one environment, nor 

is it a static quantifiable element to be measured statistically. It 

is a fluid and qualitative aspect of children's lives. Furthermore, 

Taylor points out, the use of standardized measures is accomplished 

without the teacher's input, when it is the teacher who, aside from 

the child, is the most viable judge of literacy development. Her 

research deals with the assessment of literacy development, but 

also with teacher 'growth,' and the implication of a teacher's 

education and understanding of literacy development. 

The research takes place in the "Biographic Literacy Profiles 

Project," a summer institute for new teachers and administrators, 

in New Hampshire, of which Taylor is director. The goal of this 

institute is to reevaluate current testing practices, and teaching and 

learning in the process. The author and teachers, in what they claim 

is central to their efforts, attempt to gain the learner's perspective 

on teaching, learning and schooling. I shall demonstrate, though, 

that they invariably fall into a metaphorical trap of contradiction: 
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believing that by stating their intentions, they have simultaneously 

obtained them. Taylor writes that, 

to understand schooling from the perspective of the child it 
has become essential for us to try to understand the social 
organization of children's everyday lives [emphasis added]. 
Their lives, in other words, need to be viewed within the 
larger social, cultural, and political contexts, both visible and 
invisible, that determine what and how they learn both in and 
out of school. (p. 9) 

Though Taylor's intent is to view children's lives from within the 

larger sociocultural and political contexts, she minimizes the 

children's own contributions in explaining their lives. Taylor claims 

that obtaining children's view may be accomplished by being "side

by-side." By this term she means "metaphorically standing next to 

them, trying to imagine the world from their individual and shared 

perspectives" (p. 9). Yet in practice, this approximation becomes a 

literal one. Specifically, I am pointing to references of teacher and 

student sitting together at a table. The teacher can be found looking 

at the child and taking notes on what she is observing, the child in 

the meantime, appears to be writing or drawing. In the text of the 

manuscript, through such references, it becomes increasingly 

evident that the author, along with teachers and administrators who 

participated in the institute, equated physical proximity with 

actually gaining insight into what a child thinks and knows. A major 

shortcoming of the research is that what was claimed to be the 

learner's perspective, was derived from teachers' observations 

("trying to imagine the world from their individual and shared 
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perspectives"); children's writing (invented, as well as 

conventional); and journal writing (which here appears to be a 

passive vehicle for writing, where the teacher mayor may not add 

notes or respond). 

Most evident from such references, is that there is a lack of 

exchange of information with the child. In this respect, the study 

remains a metaphorical approximation of children's views because 

adults in the study do not obtain that insight, they unwittingly stand 

in its path, by denying children's abilities to express their own 

perspectives. It is ironic that Taylor, and the researchers, teachers 

and administrators in her study, commit the very vagaries which 

they accuse standardized testing and traditional education of 

committing. Namely, of presenting an imposed etic reality when 

what they claim to present are children's emic perspectives. The 

definition of emic which I ascribe to, is one which seeks to maintain 

the originality of its speaker. The term "emic" is used to refer to a 

qualitative approach in which the researcher observes, interviews, 

and records; seeking to capture and understand the reality and 

perspective of the "informants." The essence of our own use of the 

term is to capture the children's perspectives, multiple voices, and 

their understandings of their worlds, including among them the 

classroom world (see also Andrade & Moll, 1992). The emic versus 

etic discussion has taken many faces, so many that the researcher 

must necessarily be cautious in their use. 
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Although teachers at the institute were learning to be 

researchers, details are vague. Aside from summer institutes in 

which teachers share their experiences, it is not clear as to what 

training they have undergone. Taylor (1990) writes, "we do not 

believe that observational teaching and instructional assessment 

can be packaged, for this is problem-solving teaching." Additionally, 

earlier in the same paragraph, she states that, 

the underlying assumption on which the Project is founded is 
that teachers are professionals in their own classrooms and 
that they do not need pre-packaged ways of writing down what 
they see as children work together reconstructing functions, 
uses, and forms of written language. (p. 20) 

I believe that Taylor's argument is well made and needs addressing 

in the area of teacher education (see Shannon, 1989). But it is the 

uninformed rejection or acceptance of practices and beliefs, 

however, which is at the crux of this research dilemma. For 

example, the rejection of organized observational techniques has led 

those involved in the research to practices defying the original 

intent of the research. Further, because teachers' practices are 

often so far removed from their original political and 

epistemological beginnings, the relationships between one action 

and another become blurred. What a teacher believes she or he is 

teaching and what is actually being taught is not apparent, nor 

understood. 



In Taylor's defense, a reading of Shannon (1989) provides a 

rationale for the rejection of the pre-packaged. Taylor's study is 

subsequently framed as a striving for control. For example, 
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technical control is more subtle; that is, it seems natural to 
the definitions and physical realities of the job to be 
performed. In reading programs, commercial materials, basal 
series, and the other myriad of packaged sets of workbooks and 
worksheets, supply the means for the technical control of 
reading instruction in order to render it more predictable and 
more productive. Since both administrators and teachers reify 
reading instruction as the application of commercial reading 
materials, few school personnel question the legitimacy of 
this form of control. (Shannon, 1989, p. 80) 

But, I argue that, in their concern for maintaining control and 

integrity of their profession, Taylor and her colleagues are 

unwittingly excusing themselves from the rules and rigor required 

of ethnographic or qualitative research. 

I believe that it was at this juncture that Taylor and her 

colleagues overlooked their own role in obtaining children's 

perspectives. Namely, 1) they did not consider that the nature of the 

researcher-informant relationship is seeking out the informant's 

own interpretations of the observations; and 2) they did not check 

nor report their own bias as researchers. 

Teachers, like other researchers, need guidelines which govern 

their observations and organization. Ethnographic fieldwork 

guidelines need not limit the scope of the observation, but serve as a 

framework which "involves the disciplined study of what the world 

is like to people who have learned to see, hear, speak, think and act 
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in ways that are different. Rather than studying people, ethnography 

means learning from people" (Spradley, 1980, p. 3). Thus a clear 

theory governing the observations should have been stated and 

understood by all involved in the study, before undertaking the 

observational role. 

In this respect, the work of Moll (1992) takes a more 

aggressive tone. Teachers receive ethnographic training and 

support, in their classroom research, and household and community 

visits, from staff in the colleges of Education and Anthropology at 

the University of Arizona. 

Another concern I have with Taylor's study stems from the 

following description of teachers' 'note talking,' as follows. 

here was another form of note talking; Martha recording small 
snatches of her conversations with children in her class. This 
gives her some idea of the ways in which she is creating 
opportunities for them to problem solve language as well as 
how they actually go about it. When I read this section to 
Martha she added, 'It gives me an idea if the action taken was 
self-initiated or taken as a result of working with me.'. Martha 
is clearly trying to learn more about the "grey zone" between 
what individual children can do on their own and what they can 
do with the support of a teacher (Vygotsky, 1978). (p. 23) 

My reading of this passage raises two points, 1) Is the interaction 

and support of peers being included or dismissed over that of the 

teacher?; and 2) Is Martha aware of this potential zone of proximal 

development, or is Taylor interpreting the teacher's actions as such? 

If the answer to the first part of the latter question is no, I must 

therefore question the researcher's role (Taylor's) and ask why the 
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teacher is not informed of the theory which is potentially driving 

her practice. 

In closing, what I find most disturbing is the claim made by 

Taylor's research that it had gained the learner's perspective. I feel 

that by observing (side-by-side) and imagining the child's world, 

researcher and teachers have become lost in their own jargon. They 

have come to believe in their words, while their actions have fallen 

short of their definitions. The use of imagination in this respect, is 

unfounded. They must themselves imagine, before purporting to do 

so for children. We don't have to imagine what children are thinking, 

we need to develop ways of asking them. Further, I do not believe 

that Taylor's research gained insight as to the social world which 

surrounds children, nor what it is children think, or know. 

For example, Taylor writes of teachers in the project, "like 

Mary Benton, of whom I spoke earlier, Leigh strongly believes in 

observing children and writing down her interpretations of what she 

sees" (Taylor, 1990, p. 35). Given this type of scenario, it becomes 

presumptuous behavior on the part of the teachers, to assume that 

they know what the behavior means. The further I read, the more I 

gained a disconcerting sense that the children remained voiceless; 

that they were viewed as incapable of expressing their thoughts and 

feelings; and that they were dismissed from interpreting their 

actions. Only teachers were considered capable of interpreting 

children's unexpressed voices. Yet, throughout the manuscript, 



Taylor (1990) expounds upon the importance of the learner's 

perspective. 
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If we shift away from the defective idea of generic teaching 
and learning that underlies this lucrative commercial 
enterprise and we localize education and try to think about 
teaching, learning, and schooling from the perspective of the 
learner, then we are no longer able to think about separating 
the activity from the setting. (p. 37) 

Ironically, is this not what Taylor did, "separate the activity from 

the setting?" Or is it that activity is here defined solely on the 

basis of that which is physically observed, therefore subsuming 

mental activity? 

In sum, what this manuscript is about is not the learner's 

perspective, but the teachers' perspective of the learner. This is in 

line with Taylor's own advocacy: "for teachers to base instruction 

upon their observations of children" (Taylor, 1990, p. 58). Further, 

how can we understand the social organization of children's lives, if 

we limit ourselves to 'imagining' their lives as we sit 'side-by-side,' 

children in the classroom? I must note with caution that my use of 

'imagining' is to be taken as a criticism of its use in Taylor's 

research, for in it, it becomes an illusionary construction, not one of 

imagination. And as such, it should not be taken as a criticism of 

the child's ability to imagine, and the reflective processes involved 

in imagining. Further, I ask, what happens outside of the classroom, 

in the home and in the community? What is occurring inside the 

mind of the child who lives there? 
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4.3 The Inner World of the School: Children's Ideas about School. 

The purpose of Cullingford's (1991) book, and other books in the 

Children, Teachers and Learning series, is to offer insight into the 

lives of children and the environments in which their academic lives 

take place, most notably, the school. To accomplish this goal, 

Cullingford presents what he has come to understand about children 

based on observations of learning, and teaching; and elucidates these 

observations with what children have to say, based on their 

experiences. 

Regarding research on children's inner lives, Cullingford makes 

a striking point and critique, which legitimizes the call for 

children's voices and experiences. 

Much educational research has attempted to reduce the 
problem to simplistic solutions, by isolating a particular 
hypothesis and trying to prove it, or by trying to focus on what 
is easy and 'empirical'. These books [ct. the series] try to 
clarify the real complexities of the problem, and are willing to 
be speculative. (p. viii) 

I would agree that this book is speculative in the sense that, life 

itself is also speculative, theoretical versus demonstrable; and that 

day to day survival is based upon intellectual reasoning. Given that 

solutions to life's many dilemmas are not so readily forthcoming, 

speculation based on observation and authentic representation of 

those observed, then becomes the real means of problem solving, 

which is what Cullingford designs to do. 
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Yet, like Goodnow and Burns (1985), and Taylor (1990), the 

methodology used by Cullingford (1991) in his British study, also 

restricts the quality of data collected, and in that aspect it is not 

speculative, it is quite rigid and defined. For example, Cullingford 

writes, that 

all the interviews were carried out using a tape-recorder (put 
to one side and quickly forgotten) and lasted about one hour. 
They were semi-structured in the sense of having certain 
topics that would always be brought up, but open enough to be 
able to explore points that the children wished to take further, 
and to pursue topics without any prearranged order. It is felt 
that a private interview with each child is far more useful, if 
more time-consuming, than a general group discussion and that 
the presence of a teacher could inhibit what they were saying. 
After a possible shyness lasting a minute or two all the 
children soon got into their stride. (p. 8) 

Further, one hundred and ten children were interviewed, divided 

equally amongst those in the final year of primary school and those 

in their first year of secondary school. There were four primary 

schools and three secondary schools involved. The schools were 

either located in the inner city (London) or its countryside. An equal 

number of boys and girls were selected at random, and an effort was 

made to represent "ethnic minorities, or disabled children, II making 

the selection semi-random (p. 9). 

As such, in his description of the research, Cullingford 

overlooks two methodological issues: he minimizes the intrusive 

presence of the tape recorder; and he does not account for the 

effects of the adult researcher's presence upon the children, though 
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he does acknowledge that the teacher's presence itself would be an 

inhibitor to the course of the conversation. Also, Cullingford makes 

an important point in that the type of interview, private versus 

group, has direct bearing on the course of the interview. He adds 

that there is a time factor involved, i.e. the private interview is 

. much more time consuming, but well worth the cost. Yet the private 

interviews that he describes, lasted "about one hour"; and there was 

no follow-up discussion with each child. This methodological 

decision (to opt for a private, though short interview) has come at a 

cost as well. For example, during the course of an hour, we can 

strike up a conversation with a child, we can certainly ask 

questions, but we cannot come to know the child, nor reach the 

levels of profundity which come only with time and vested 

emotional attachments between researcher and children, a point to 

which I will return. 

Though the book is concerned primarily with children's ideas 

about schools, Cullingford ventures to posit school and home as the 

extent of children's worlds. He states, for example, "but both home 

and school make up the complete world of children" (p. 27). In so 

stating, Cullingford demonstrates his failure to understand that 

children's worlds extend beyond the bounds of home and school, and 

reach into the community as well. 

Further, the inner world of the school which Cullingford is 

piecing together is just that; pieces from children here and there. 

Because the study concentrates on describing the school, not so 
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much the children, lacking are the connections amongst children 

within the school. Consequently, children's social worlds within the 

school are only glimpsed at in passing. This limitation may be in 

part due to the brevity of the interviews, but also in the omission of 

other disciplines to the study of children, resulting in a fractured 

understanding of the breadth of children's lives. 

The critique made of Goodnow and Burns (1985), on the 

representation of children's voices, applies here as well. Children's 

voices become muddled; wherein the only distinguishing 

characteristics being offered are 'primary,' 'secondary,' 'boy,' and 

'girl.' Sole reliance upon these defining characteristics, implies 

that it is not of great importance to know much more about each 

child, which is problematic to the integrity of the child. But the 

problem is twofold, the researcher, as well as the consumer of this 

type of research, runs the risk of assuming that children are all the 

same, and that therefore we can accept one child's account to be 

true for all others. Of course, children are not all the same. Each 

child is an individual and has her or his own history, experiences, 

beliefs, and knowledge. To then assume that one child's experiences 

are reliable indicators of all other children's experiences, is a 

fallacy (Goodnow & Burns, 1985). To appreciate the voices in 

Cullingford's research, it would be of greater benefit to know more 

of each child, from the child, than to generalize snippets from a 

child here and there, to children as a whole. Otherwise, it is all too 

easy to make inappropriately generalized assumptions about who 
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children are, and what it is they think, feel and know. As Cullingford 

writes, 

but the experience of school for all pupils, whatever their 
peculiar Circumstances, whether from a part of London where 
the majority of inhabitants come from ethnic minorities, or a 
part of the country where their parents are commonly farmers, 
is a homogeneous one. Each emotion experienced, whether 
dread or joy, disappointment or excitement, is both private and 
common. Out of this account of the actual experience of 
schools we build a picture of what schools are really like. (p. 
4; pp. 10-11) 

Yet school is a different place for each child, given that each child's 

experience within school is unique, as are the child's experiences 

out of school. Further, schools are not equal in kind nor sum. School 

is therefore not a homogeneous experience. Undoubtedly, "there are 

shared assumptions about school that are characteristic despite 

difference in background" (Cullingford, 1991, p. 11), but they do not 

constitute a homogeneous experience. Perhaps it is assumptions 

like these that become a homogeneous implication of the school, 

regardless of experiences. School itself, is a non-living entity, its 

livelihood is wholly dependent upon the relationships between 

children, teachers, school personnel, parents, and other adults 

(present or otherwise) (see Bronfenbrenner, 1979; 1980; 1981). In 

fact, it is the social milieu which comprises the inner world of the 

school. 

Another point which Cullingford makes and which proves to be 

an area of contention for me, follows. 
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Each book [in the Children, Teachers and Learning series] is 
based on the principle that the study of education is a 
discipline in its own right. There was a time when the study 
of the principles of learning and the individual's response to 
his or her environment was a collection of parts of other 
disciplines - history, philosophy, linguistics, sociology and 
psychology. That time is assumed to be over and the books 
address those who are interested in the study of children and 
how they respond to their environment. (Foreword, pp. i - ii) 

This point merits critique for various reasons. That education is a 

discipline in its own right cannot be argued. But if in its study, 

past, present, and future contributions from other disciplines are 

denied; then such study suffers not only from its own isolation 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Romero, 1973), but from delusionary origins 

as well. In light of this grounding, it would therefore be difficult to 

subscribe to such an ethic and assume that the study of children 

were properly served. It is interesting that Cullingford brings the 

isolation of educational theory to the fore, since it is an argument 

with which I disagree. In earlier discussions, I have made the 

argument for the inclusion of other disciplines in educational 

theory, as integral in understanding children's social worlds. 

Earlier in this section, I noted that contributions from other 

disciplines, notably absent from this research, may very well have 

led to limitations in understanding the breadth of children's lives by 

limiting the research concept of children's worlds to observable 

aspects of home and school, alone. 

The rationale behind Cullingford's research, though, is of 

greater significance in its recognition of myths and unexamined 
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assumptions. Despite the shortcomings found in Cullingford's work, 

his own reflections suggest an appreciation of children's voices; 

their clear and articulate views can give us insights into what 
it is like to be in school, and how well schools are 
working .... they have the articulateness and honesty to analyse 
what they experience. (p. 2) 

Further, in search of an understanding of what has prohibited those 

voices from being heard, he writes, 

one answer must lie in an ancient sense of egotism in adults. 
We know so much more than children and can explain so much 
more precisely that children are, in contrast, limited. (p. 6) 

And he points to the potential· inherent in those voices; 

the children who are in schools reveal their shared experiences 
in a way that has important implications. This is not only 
because of the insights children offer about their learning, or 
because they are revealing an area of their inner worlds which 
is rarely explored. It is because their statements have 
implications on policy, on how schools are organized, and how 
teachers manage their classrooms. (p. 2) 

It is at this level that the research stands at a plateau, in relation 

to its importance to those interested in the study of children. 

Unfortunately, like other research on children's lives, the delivery of 

the intended research goals has gone astray. For that reason, 

research on children's lives remains somewhat incoherent, in that, 

for example, the methodology does not complement the rationale of 

the research. The practice, itself, shortchanges the justification. 



The initial study that follows is an attempt following CLP, to 

remedy that shortcoming 

The focus of the initial study is on biliteracy in a social 

context. In the description and discussion of this study, I will 

attempt to establish the grounds for approaching and conducting 

research dealing with children, and how it affects the quality of 

data collected, as well as the integrity of children's social lives. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE INITIAL STUDY: LANGUAGE MINORITY CHILDREN'S BILITERACY 

Here I will share work conducted over the two years following 

the initial CLP study (Andrade & Moll, 1990). The project design 

remains much the same as it was in the earlier work, we are trying 

to study households, classrooms, and after-school settings to 

advance our understanding of home and school dynamics. Our work 

involves participant observations, collecting writing samples, 

conducting interviews and administering questionnaires. Within this 

design, however, I have been developing a novel methodology that 

will allow me to interact more frequently and fruitfully in 

children's lives; a methodology that allows for the active inclusion 

of the child and her or his social world. What I am going to discuss 

here are some of the insights gained by using dialogue or interactive 

journals. In my research I have used them and found that they 

complement and facilitate the goals and findings of that work, as 

well as m3intain the integrity of the child in its inclusion. 

As a result of our earlier auto-critique, I began to ask the 

following questions about the children we had met. What is the 

nature of the children's funds of knowledge? With whom do they 

associate and what information and knowledge is exchanged and 

transmitted? What is the relationship between the children's social 

worlds and literacy? What are the social and intellectual 

consequences of the children's social relations? As we shall see 

briefly, these questions are crucial, especially in the classroom 



context, because in addition to teacher and student interactions, 

peer relations mediate much of the learning that goes on in the 

classroom (Bronfenbrenner, 1981; D'Amato, 1988, 1993). 

5.1 Dialogue Journals. 
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It is hard, despite what all sorts of doctors and social 
scientists have discovered, it is hard to accept the fact 
that young boys and girls can be so awfully, brutally, 
precisely clear about themselves, their present and their 
future -- about the kind of lives they now live and the 
kind of lives they expect to live. (Coles, 1970, p. 29) 

I have been using interactive, dialogue journals to obtain 

children's perspectives on themselves and their social worlds. The 

dialogue journal falls into four central themes, similar to those 

originally outlined by Staton (1988): 1) the development of a mutual 

understanding among the participants; 2) the value of functional 

contexts for writing; 3) the cognitive demands of the dialogue on 

students' thinking; and 4) the way in which the dialogue 

personalizes education. Within the dialogue, the interaction is in its 

various aspects controlled by the child. The dialogue journals are 

further complemented by conversations with the children 

(individually, as well as in groups) and participant observations of 

the children within and outside the classroom, in the community, and 

in the home. The type of dialogue journal that I have maintained 

with these children, I believe, goes considerably beyond current 

applications. 
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Staton (1988), and Staton and Kreeft Peyton's (1988) use of 

the dialogue journal has focused prominently on promoting writing 

as authentic. I have ceded that and utilized that very aspect for 

purposes of including children as active participants in the research. 

Further, I have expanded the importance of the four central themes 

of the dialogue journal. Not only are they components of the 

dialogue journal, but they sustain the dialogue itself. That is, each 

dialogue is true to those themes, and therefore indicative of the 

correspondent child. The dialogue of the children in this study is not 

only authentic writing, but also an authentic representation of the 

children themselves, as each child represents herself or himself 

through their feelings, experiences, beliefs and knowledge. 

What follows is an elaboration of the four central themes 

guiding the dialogue communication. I will then show how these 

same themes allow access to the children's social world, and why 

these journals have become central to our methodology. It is no 

coincidence that these same themes have great bearing on research 

conducted with children, for together they respect the child, and 

allow for the representation of the child, as each child lives her or 

his life. 

5.1.1 Mutual Understanding. 

Children are wise; they will react with love to 
love, but with hate to hate. (Neill, 1939, pp. 41-42) 
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In the dialogue journal there evolves an obligation for the 

children (and adult) to think about their writing as dialogue. There 

is a preoccupation with presenting statements which are a true 

reflection of oneself as an individual, what Staton and Peyton 

(1988) refer to as rapport building and mutual understanding (p. 

314). Reciprocity is necessary to the development of the 

relationship. Interestingly, and not at all unusual, rapport building 

was a key aspect in obtaining ethnographic entry into households in 

the CLP project. 

In the dialogue journal, the mutual understanding takes the 

form of a reciprocal exchange in the sharing of personal experiences, 

knowledge and views between teacher and student. Thus melding to 

a form of "confianza " among its participants (see Moll et aI., 1989a, 

1989b; Velez-Ibanez, 1983). Velez-Ibanez (1983) defines confianza 

as "the Mexican cultural construct indicating the willingness to 

engage in generalized reciprocity" (p. 156), referring perhaps to 

more economic matters. As a rapport of mutual respect is 

established, that is, once students and teacher have begun to 

positively critique and share concerns, only then can the writing 

become a functional relationship (Staton, 1988). The teacher is 

transformed from an individual in the role of power, to a more 

egalitarian individual - one approximating a friend in the purest 

sense. Someone you can talk to, someone who respects you as you 

respect them. In the work of Neill (1939), this is referred to as a 

dynamic mutuality, "if the child obeys the teacher, the teacher ought 
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to obey the childll (p. 48). Unlike the notion of obedient behavior 

which is unpleasant, the notion of reciprocity is not; and I believe 

that it is this form of mutuality to which Neill refers. 

The issue of confianza was one which was very quickly 

addressed in my interactions with children. Again, this was an issue 

not openly discussed between the children and myself; but one that 

rested immediately below the surface, and set the tone for our 

discussions and interactions. One example of establishing 

confianza, or more aptly stated, the testing of it, took place in the 

initial stages of the journal writing with the students (see Fine & 

Sandstrom, 1988 for a similar discussion). Cristal, a 5th grade 

student at the time, wrote briefly about herself and ended with 

! , 

"f 

,I 

-----; 

Dear Rosie, 3/23/90 

Hello, Rosie my name 
is Cris 0 __ G ___ . Rosie, do 
you have a best friend? Well 
I do her name is Angelica 
C ___ . What is your best 
friend's name? Well me and 
Angelica are always 
together. We are always 
together because we like it 
and because we like each 
other. Rosie it gave me 
great pleasure when they 
[teacher] told us we could 
write to you. Well right now 
I am in great danger. But 
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first you have to promise me 
you won't tell anyone. And in 
the next letter I will tell 
you what it is. Okay, are you 
married? Is the inside of the 
university pretty? Okay, are 
you happy at the university? 
Where were you born? Okay, 
I will only ask questions up 
to here .. 

attentively, 
Cris 0 __ G __ _ 

Cristal:3/23/90 

In subsequent field notes I wrote my reactions. They read, 

Alarmed as I was, I proceeded cautiously. My response tq 
Cristal was simply that a child her age had no reason to live in 
such fear and that she should think about the situation and 
what would be the appropriate solution. I also confided that I 
would not betray her confidence, but that I could certainly not 
remain silent if her safety were in jeopardy, and that I hoped 
that she would understand. In reply, Cristal explained that 
there was no life threatening situation, she had simply put me 
to the test [by test, I mean to say that Cristal was assessing 
the depth of confianza between us], to see if I was worthy of 
her confidence. I, in turn told Crista I that I was relieved that 
she was in no imminent danger, however, what she had done 
was somewhat cruel. Therein and for several subsequent 
entries, Crista I apologized profusely even though no further 
mention of the initial incident was made by me. (Andrade, 
fieldnotes, 3/90) 

This feature of the dialogue journal, as it was in the households, 

was the more salient of all the features, in initiating the 

researcher-informant relationship. In other words, establishing 
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mutual understanding or confianza as it was termed in the 

households, is first and foremost. In the case at hand, my honesty 

and forthrightness were as critical to establishing confianza, as 

were Cristal's. Without it, the researcher-informant relationship is 

unstable and therefore unreliable and unproductive. 

5.1.2 Functional Contexts for Writing. Due to the personal 

nature of the dialogue journal, the children cannot rely upon external 

cues. They are not asked to edit and rewrite drafts. Their 

capabilities as able communicators are sufficient to ensure that the 

writing be clear and concise to their correspondent. Because the 

journal interaction presents an immediacy to the dialogue, and 

because that dialogue is personal, children have a vested interest in 

presenting themselves clearly, both in thought and language. 

Journal writing remains unedited, hence the content also 

remains unedited and an honest representation of the child, by the 

child. Each journal entry is a spontaneous and current update on 

what is happening in the mind of the child. The relationship between 

dialogue interactants depends heavily upon this. This vested human 

interest is much more valuable than grades are to the children. A 

fact witnessed in the quality of work turned in for a grade, versus 

the quality of the writing in the dialogue journal. In the journal, 

each child thereby becomes the owner of her or his writing. Thereon 

to decide what to write, how to write, and when to write, according 

to her or his particular needs. 
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Yet there are occasions when the researcher's own journal 

etiquette does not meet those requisites. For example, I wrote in 28 

dialogue journals twice weekly, and on occasion, when I hurriedly 

made entries in the dialogue journals, I would drop letters or leave 

words out. In fieldnotes, I wrote, 

No sooner had children read their journals, they would come 
directly to me and in a polite and discrete manner point out my 
indiscretions. When my writing was unclear, children would 
follow the same procedure in asking me to elaborate further. 
(Andrade, fieldnotes, 5/90) 

Thus, children demonstrate their growing expertise as writers 

and their increasing demands as readers. Within the interaction, the 

dialogue in its various aspect, is controlled by the child. 

In writing, the child is consistently deferred to. Children's 

ownership and control is demonstrated in their own decisions 

regarding not only content, but in whether or not to pursue a 

dialogue interaction. For example, a child may write, "I have nothing 

further to write today," "I don't want to discuss this anymore," or "I 

want to talk about.. .. " Topics range from personal experiences, 

points of view, classroom observations, to social and political 

statements. And children's writing easily varies from day to day in 

form as well as content, as they engage in personal narrative, story, 

fiction, persuasive argument, or poetry. 

5.1.3 Cognitive Demands of the Dialogue Journal. Con fia nza, 

as it affects the journal writing, places cognitive demands upon 
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children to produce clear and logical writing. Often this requires 

them to move from a self-centered recount, to a more 

comprehensive account of a situation. The dialogue journal reflects 

this change. Biased as children might be in another situation, by 

placing themselves in the journal interaction they attempt to be 

less centric. The struggle to be less centric leads to a 

concretization of those attempts. In the hands of the child and 

through the extension of a meaningful audience, dialogue journals 

often lead to a resolution of previous conflicts and/or an 

understanding of the clashes amongst peers and adults. 

The children do not always write the cause and effect of 

situations, but when they write they are instinctually aware of the 

demands which will later be placed on their statements, as when a 

statement might require elaboration or further substantiation if the 

correspondent requests it. In subsequent entries children begin to 

elaborate and reflect on their writing. These are unspoken demands 

placed on them as active participants in the journal writing activity. 

The vignette that follows exemplifies this point. 

Lena was one child who during her 5th grade class' weekly 

library period could without fail be found punished, standing near 

the library's exit door. The scenario in question can be depicted as 

follows: Lena standing feet spread apart, facing the wall, with both 

hands behind her back; while the rest of the class heard the librarian 

read stories. To say that the children were listening, would be too 

great a presumption. In fieldnotes, I wrote, 
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Several times, in passing, I asked Lena why she was always in 
the corner (punished), to which she would generally shrug her 
shoulders. In the dialogue journal I mentioned the library once 
again. (Andrade, fieldnotes, 3/90) 

The following was Lena's entry, in response to my journal entry. 

Also, it is of importance to note, that what I have asked of Lena, and 

what Lena is sharing with me, is feasible in light of the rapport 

(confianza) we share in common. 
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Dear Rosi 
Well you ask me that wy 
em I alway in the corner all 
the time because sometimes 
it is boring sometimes and I 
don't get along with the teacher 
[librarian] because once I had gum 
in my mouth and she told me 
to trow it away and I didint 
want to and she got my 
arm and just made me trow my 
gum and then just thruw 
me to the corner of the library 
and I got mad and every 
time I go I just cant belive 
that she looks at me like if 
she doen't want me in the library 
so I just cant stand it and 
that's wy I am alway in the 
corner. Rosi I would like to be in a 
sport team but every time I 
try I just don't make it. But 
I am sure that wen I go 
to jr. high I will be a member 
of a game. well I will see you 
later by. sorry so sloppy I 
promise I would change my hand 
writing. 



Love, 
Lena 

Lena: 3/27/90 
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P.S. 
I like 
you hand 
writing 

Lena had given the incident some thought and in her journal writing, 

concisely relayed her impressions of that scenario. In so doing, Lena 

describes her own transgressions and the subsequent reactions of 

the librarian, who gave her the impression she did not want her 

there; and her own rebellion and constant protest which, like 

clockwork, sent her (via the teacher) to stand in the corner every 

Friday afternoon. 

As often as this twisted scenario reenacted itself, it was 

never questioned by the teacher, who sent Lena to the corner and 

made her stand in disciplinarian military fashion in punishment. Nor 

was its contradiction to the expressed purpose of institutionalized 

education expressed. The librarian, who found Lena's presence and 

behavior annoying, simply complained to the teacher. And Lena, who 

played her part well, acted simply related to the adult's view and as 

only she knew how. In fact, on a weekly basis, the trip to the library 

resulted in a bizarre scene. Not only did the stares and sneering 

expressions between Lena and the librarian help to create it, but 

that the librarian, who was English monolingual, read in English to 

Spanish monolingual children, helped lend an even more bizarre 

twist. Once in the library, children were made to sit on the carpeted 

library floor (or stand in the corner) listening to the librarian's 
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ramblings. The library became part of the monotonous routine of the 

school. Everyone (teacher, librarian, and children) did what they 

were told to do (monitor the class, read to the class, listen to the 

librarian). Yet the original purpose of the trip to the library had long 

been lost, and the weekly trek to the library, despite its absurdness, 

became mechanistic and disciplinarian in nature. 

Also important to note is how in the writing, Lena succinctly 

describes the cause and effect of the library incident. To add to its 

insignificance, Lena shifts the conversation to her own interests in 

sports and future goals, she comments on her handwriting and 

throws in a compliment -- Lena is undeniably adept. 

As a part of the journal writing, each child intuitively knows 

that for it to be interesting for her or him, each must put forth some 

effort into their own writing. Naturally, the dialogue is not void of 

its own tediousness. There are times when the writing is 

insignificant or uninspired and the children often state so. However, 

they do not resort to writing incessant gibberish, which they 

themselves would find hard to tolerate. To maintain a dialogue, 

children simply make an entry stating "I can't write today, I'll write 

tomorrow," "I have nothing to say to you," or "I don't feel like 

writing." These are not attempts to avoid writing, but simply a 

courtesy to their correspondent, based upon a mutuality of 

confianza. 
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5.1.4 Dialogue Journals as Personalized Education. The 

dialogue journals are an individualized sharing and learning of 

information. Each child brings forth a unique domain of knowledge, 

experiences, feelings and beliefs (Staton, 1988, p. 320), often 

untapped, waiting to be shared and expanded even further. Each 

entry, in turn, brings forth a new topic or another aspect of the same 

topic. This feature of the dialogue journal was not common in the 

classroom, where such discussions were invariably viewed as 

disruptive and counterproductive to the planned course of the lesson. 

This being the case at hand, it is inevitable for the process not to be 

an individual pursuit of knowledge and questioning for each child. 

While corresponding in the journal, each child had an audience 

in me. An audience who interacted in every aspect of the dialogue. 

No question in a child's journal was left unanswered. It is the very 

nature of the dialogue to address issues of interest to the child, 

whatever the nature of those interests, be they academic or leisure. 

Without this aspect of the journal writing, the children and I would 

not have had what amounted to a meaningful dialogue. 

5.2 My Role as Researcher. 

There is a notable absence from the research 
literature of descriptions of their families from 
the children's point of view, which is the point of 
view that would be consistent with the rest of this 
book. That is to say, what knowledge there is ... is 
not knowledge about the experiences of .Iower
class children in their families. It is, rather, 
knowledge about how lower-class parents treat 
their children, often interpreted by the researcher 
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in terms of its theoretical impact on the child, but 
not described as the child experiences it. 
(Goldstein, 1967, p. 3) 

In the initial study, I maintained dialogue journals and had 

extensive conversations with 28 children regarding their lives, 

feelings and beliefs. Initially, the dialogues began when the children 

were in the 5th grade, following them into the 6th grade. I have to 

date, maintained dialogues with two of the children. Currently, 

these two children are in the 10th grade. The discussions I had with 

children were either in oral conversation or written dialogue. The 

dialogue journal could be viewed as a meta-conversation, a highly 

elevated discussion distinguishable by the thought and reflection 

which go into its production. 

Though the children with whom I spoke were members of 

families from the same socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds, their 

lives ran the gamut of childhood experiences. With regard to 

socioeconomic status these children, while in the 4th through 6th 

grades did not necessarily perceive themselves as impoverished or 

disadvantaged as the research literature would deem them to be (see 

Coles, 1970 for children's conversations about themselves and the 

world around them; see Goldstein, 1967 for a review of the 

literature on low income youth in urban areas; also Goodnow & 

Burns, 1985). It is a point worth mention, because it suggests that 

poverty and disadvantagedness are outward descriptors imposed by 

society at large. Descriptors which later become the ingrained 

acceptance of failure (Allport, 1954; van Dijk, 1987). 



In initiating the dialogue journals, I presented it to the 

children as follows: 
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I am very interested in knowing what children like yourselves 
think and know, what interests and preoccupies you. In the 
dialogue journal, I would like for us to begin individual 
dialogues. I would like you to initiate the dialogue journal 
with whatever interests you have, not what you think I want to 
hear. Always keep in mind that this is your journal, you decide 
what to discuss, what to write, and how to write it. (Andrade, 
fieldnotes, 3/90) 

Though I believe I was straightforward in the presentation of my 

research goals, these goals were not immediately clear to the 

children. Not that the children had difficulty understanding what I 

was saying to them, but that it seemed strange that I was interested 

in knowing what they really thought, felt, and knew. Similarly, Neill 

(1939) found that children new to his school, especially those with 

more experience with schools, had a difficult time adjusting to a 

new form of teacher and adult, as found in Summerhill. He writes, 

new children identify me for a long time with their former 
teachers, and if these teachers have been strict 
disciplinarians, I find it takes me weeks and often months to 
get into touch with the child. (p. 51) 

My presentation of the dialogue journal, for example, was 

followed by repeated questions from the children, such as, What do 

you mean? I don't know that. What do you want me to say [write]? I 

don't understand you? What do I write [answer]? I responded to the 

children's questions by giving examples which included an underlying 
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message stating that I wasn't interested in answers, because there 

were no 'right' answers. This was a difficult point to bring across 

to the children. During our initial discussion, they insisted on trying 

to give me patent responses. I recall their giving me examples, 

much like the following 

Can I write, My name is .... ; I like ... because .... 

to which I said, "No, no! That's not how you talk to each other, is it? 

I want you to be yourselves, okay?" Though, that was the extent of 

the discussion. It was repeated time and time again. The most 

difficult aspect was convincing children that I was sincere when 

said that I was interested in their respective experiences and ideas 

about such things as life, school, people, etc. Tapping the untapped 

(getting children to talk about their own knowledge and beliefs), 

was just as 'novel' to the children, as was what I was to find in my 

own study into their lives. 

Naturally, as an adult in the role as researcher, I did not 

expect the facility of tapping into children's worlds to come about 

immediately, I knew that eventually I would be tested, in one way or 

another, by all the children, as to my motives and goals (Fine & 

Sandstrom, 1988). 

On the first day of journal writing, many children raised their 

hands to ask questions. I recall that while the teacher was 

answering some of those questions, I was having to counteract his 

responses. At one point the teacher was asked, "How much do I 
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write?," to which he answered, "Two page minimum." My reaction 

was immediate, "No! There is no limit, each one writes whatever 

she or he feels like. There is no minimum." I gave no writing 

restrictions in terms of length, and journals could be written in 

Spanish, English, or both. 

Thereafter, once the journals were returned to them, the 

children began to write. Upon completing their writing, they would 

return the journals to me, I then took them home, where I read them, 

responded to them, and returned them upon the following visit to the 

classroom. The storage of the dialogue journals became a security 

concern which quickly resolved itself, all involved in the dialogue 

interaction held a high regard for their writing and that of their 

fellow classmates. The exchange of the dialogue journals became a 

sanctioned ritual based on confianza. 

In reading and responding to journal entries, I had to respect 

the privacy of the interactants and their respective journals as well. 

Confidentiality from fellow students, as well as from the classroom 

teacher was crucial. My responses were a continuation of each 

child's previous entry. I could question and follow specific interests 

that I had, but this was only possible if the child permitted it. The 

termination of content was a viable option, and was evidenced when 

the child chose to follow my line of questioning or change the 

subject altogether. During the course of the research, each child 

controlled the course and direction of her or his dialogue (Fine & 

Sandstrom, 1988). 
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In essence the dialogue journal was presented as a forum in 

which the children could openly discuss any topic. For the children, 

the journal became a vehicle by which to define their actions and 

their surroundings, this was tantamount to establishing the true 

dialogic nature of the interaction. 

The following is a brief description of the beginnings of the 

research, 

I initially began with a weekly visit to the school, this quickly 
became a twice weekly event lasting between 30 minutes to 1 
hour (whatever time the teacher would allow me) during class 
time. As I arrived at the school shortly before the lunch hour 
to observe interactions among and between the children, 
several children (ranging in number from 5 to 8) would join me 
for lunch and would then directly return to the classroom with 
me, thus skipping their lunch recess to begin. reading and 
writing in their journals. (Andrade, fieldnotes, 3/90) 

From these beginnings, I believe, we began to form a sincere 

relationship, because the children found in the researcher someone 

who was truly interested in understanding them on their terms and 

not interested in imposing her morals and values, as a disciplinarian 

(Fine & Sandstrom, 1988). "A moral attitude," writes Neill (1939), 

"judges and condemns" (p. 52). I presented myself to the children, as 

someone who had feelings and beliefs, which could be brought to the 

fore when children inquired of them, as they often did during peer 

mediation. But my feelings and beliefs were my own responsibility 

and were not put upon the children, as each child voiced her or his 

own. 
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The children's reaction was to actively seek out the 

researcher, by joining me during their lunch hour, inviting me to 

school functions, or to participate in classroom activities, as well 

as maintaining written dialogues. Additionally, children extended to 

me invitations to their homes. Some wrote letters to me during the 

school year, whereas others maintained correspondence with me 

during their summer vacations. And still others made it a practice 

to periodically call me at home. I include here a representative 

sampling of children's unsolicited reactions to the dialogue, 
;1 ~ 
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I like talking to you Miss 
Rosi because I can tell you 
all my secrets 
Romero:4/12/90 

I like to do the diary 
[dialogue journal] 
Mariano C.:4/27/90 

Did you know that whenever 
you come I feel much better 
and much happier because I 
feel more comfortable 
because I can write my 
feelings to you. 
Yasmina:S/16/91 

Hello m.s. how are you It 
gave me great pleasure out 
of talking to you 
Romero:6/1/90 

I tank you Rosi and I like you 
a lot and you are a best 
woman I like to be your 
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frend and I galld [glad] you 
tald [talked to] me 
Victor: 12/6/90 

::- I am very thankful for what 
you wrote no one has ever 
written to me like that 
because you have written to 
me so beautifully I am 
thankful because you and my 
sister have written to me so 
beautifully 

1. .,.. ... -:.. 
l.. ;.. 
JAI ... ... ... .. .. 

Juan David: 12/13/90 

5.3 Summary. In listening to children and what they have to say, 

one begins to gain an ever growing picture of them and their social 

worlds. A picture which is absent whe'n we treat children as 

research "objects" to prove or disprove our own research theories. 

What is found instead, are very complicated individuals who have 

thoughts, feelings and beliefs equally as complex as those of adults. 

Yet those are not necessarily the same thoughts, feelings and beliefs 

that adults attribute to children (Fine & Sandstrom, 1988). 

Children are individuals we cannot come to know by simply 

observing, or interviewing for an hour. To know children and begin 

to understand their views requires time and patience, just as it does 

when conducting earnest research with adults. Research conducted 

with children lacks a uniform rigor in terms of the researcher's role 

and theory; a rigor that could serve to ensure the integrity of our 

descriptions of children's social lives. 
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When we acquire layer upon layer of information from the child 

about the child, we gain a very complicated picture, one which 

requires time to divulge, if one is to give it the merit it deserves 

(see Cottle, 1973). For purposes of this preliminary inquiry, in what 

follows I wiJI therefore limit my discussion to one aspect of 

children's lives, in this case, the biliteracy of two children. I have 

selected these children on the basis of their representativeness to 

the group as a whole. 
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5.4 Biliteracy as a Social Practice. A profile which I am 

currently elaborating points to the interrelatedness of literacy and 

social life, how poorly we understand the social life of children, 

and, in turn, how that limits our general perception of children and 

their literacy. Similarly, Lukes (1991) has argued that 

it is only with a sense of what literacy as a historic and 
culture specific technology has achieved that we can begin to 
realize the possibilities for reshaping students' literacies as 
social practices. (p. 131) 

Literacy as a technological process holds very little promise if it is 

to encompass the breadth and possibilities of children's literacies. 

In light of technocratic shortcomings, discussions on literacy must 

necessarily begin to take an active and appreciative look at the 

social worlds which envelope the child. 

As expressed previously, the definition of biliteracy which I 

ascribe to is the use of reading and writing in two languages. This 

definition is deliberately understated, for to understand biliteracy 

it is important to know and understand the child's social realm both 

within and without the school (Lukes, 1991). That is, biliteracy 

neither begins nor ends in the classroom, it is a dynamic state, 

changing with every experience, and not particular to one 

environment, as we shall see. 

At the time of this inquiry, the study was in its third year. 

Initially the study began with a 5th grade bilingual classroom, 

following the group of 28 children through the 6th grade, however, 

to date I maintain dialogues (written and conversational) with two 
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of those children, Susana and Romero (pseudonyms), now (1994) that 

they are in the 10th grade. The promotion from 6th grade to 7th 

grade (middle school), has created several changes for these 

children. It has not only physically divided children amongst various 

middle schools, but it has further separated them by means of 

varying lunch and class schedules. Both seventh graders and eighth 

graders at the middle school, have first and second lunch periods 

which are decided by the school administration. This makes it that 

much more difficult to meet with children in the school. 

The following information is based on dialogue journal entries, 

taken from Susana and Romero's fifth and sixth grade journals, and 

interviews regarding biliteracy taken during their sixth grade school 

year. When discussing their reflections upon the nature of their 

biliteracy, the children provided their respective experiences. What 

follows is a description of what home, school and classroom life are 

like for Susana and Romero, in relation to their biliteracy. Before 

beginning, it may be beneficial to the reader to have a better sense 

of who these two children are. 

5.4.1 Susana. Susana is Mexican, born in Magdalena de Kino, 

Sonora, Mexico. Magdalena de Kino is 110 miles north of Hermosillo, 

and 50 miles south of Nogales, Arizona, and it is a relatively small 

town. Its economy relies on cattle and agricultural crops such as 

wheat, fruit, and chickpeas. The town is also the burial place of 

Father Eusebio Francisco Kino, who came to the area in the late 
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1690's. Father Kino, is well known for his teachings and 

contributions to the area. His fame extends westward into Arizona 

as well (see Udall, 1987). Magdalena de Kino is a few hours driving 

distance from Tucson, Arizona, and it is not an uncommon trip for 

Susana and her family to make, especially during holidays and 

summer vacations. 

At the time Susana was thirteen years old, the oldest of three 

children (2 girls and a boy). She has a twelve year old sister, and a 

seven year old brother. Susana and her family have been living in 

South Tucson since 1986. Her father, though, lived and worked in 

Tucson long before 1986, at which time he brought his family to live 

in South Tucson. Home for Susana and her family consists of a 

small, outdated trailer which the family rents for $100 a month. 

The home is crowded and modestly furnished, but clean by any 

standard. The trailer itself, sits behind another rental house, thus 

dividing the property into two residences. The same woman who 

rents the residences, rents the dilapidated home next door. While 

this otherwise abandoned home continues to be utilized as a storage 

facility by the landlady, the elderly man who rents it occupies but 

one room. His presence serves to give the impression that the house 

is inhabited despite its visible decay. The three neighbors share the 

same landlady and ironically very similar decrepit living conditions. 

Yet they have managed to form a special network amongst 

themselves; a network which aids in making their living situations 
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that much more superable. For example, they share in keeping an eye 

on each other's abodes, and care for each other during sickness. 

Susana's father, works as a gardener for the University of 

Arizona. Her mother is a homemaker who also does daycare and 

ironing out of the home, and occasionally helps her husband on 

weekend gardening jobs. 

Susana is Spanish/English bilingual, but prefers to speak 

Spanish; her mother is Spanish monolingual; her father is learning 

English, but at home he speaks Spanish exclusively; her sister is 

bilingual, but prefers to speak English; and her brother began 

learning English in first grade last year. This family's variety in 

language abilities is very common for Mexican families in the 

Southwest. Even in families who have been here for a number of 

generations, there may be family members who remain Spanish 

monolingual, while the young begin to learn English upon entering 

school. 

5.4.2 Romero. Romero is thirteen years old, he is the next to 

the youngest child from his parents' marriage. His mother passed 

away when Romero was about 10 years of age. Romero has several 

siblings, but one brother in particular, is especially close. This 

brother is a year older than Romero. Now that his father has 

remarried, Romero, his brother, and their younger sister have two 

younger half-siblings and a number of step-siblings. With the 

exception of his brother and his deceased mother, Romero remains 
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vague in his discussions about other family members. Romero was 

also born in Magdalena de Kino, and has been living in Tucson since 

1988. At that time, his father brought his first family to live in 

South Tucson. 

Romero and his family live in a small run-down duplex which 

houses several other step-family members and half-siblings. The 

family has in the past, as a source of income and survival, made it a 

practice to make flour tortillas on a wooden stove, located in their 

backyard; to sell throughout the neighborhood and at storefronts. 

This I have come to know from my frequent forays in the 

neighborhood. Romero never discussed this aspect of his family's 

economy. In light of our discussions, my impression is that for 

Romero, his internal life, the life of the mind, is much more relevant 

than the family's activities. 

In fact, Romero has not shared much more about his family, 

only that he is not happy without his mother; that his step-mother is 

not kind to him; but that his father still treats him well. Romero, it 

seems, is not very close to his new family, and spends much of his 

time out of the house or babysitting his younger sister and half

siblings at home, while the adults are away. 

Though Susana and Romero are both originally from Magdalena 

de Kino, they did not know each other until they were assigned to the 

same 5th grade class. During breaks in the school year, children like 

Susana and Romero, continue to visit or make brief stays in 

Magdalena, or other Mexican cities. Children generally stay with 
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grandparents or close relatives, being cared by them or caring for 

them. The adult-child relationship, though, is often a blurred 

relationship given that it is not so straightforward who cares for 

whom. 

5.4.3 South Tucson. The city where Susana and Romero now 

live, South Tucson, is a predominantly Mexican, Mexican-American 

community. It is a 1.2 square mile city within the city of Tucson, 

incorporated in 1938. The 1990 Census of the United States 

documents the population of South Tucson to be 5,093 and the 

"Hispanic origin" population to be 83.3% of that figure. According to 

a South Tucson Administrator and a Management Analyst, this 

number though, may not be correct, and actually smaller than the 

actual population. 1 Within South Tucson, this count continued to 

cause public concern. For example, if the count were as low as had 

been documented, it would entail a cutback in federal funds and the 

loss of other vital funds. Regarding the discrepancy in numbers, an 

Administrative Director explained to me, 

when the census numerators came, they were afraid to go away 
from the 6th Avenue area [main thoroughfare]. This was due to 
perceptions of South Tucson as high crime rate. The 1 989-
1990 crime rate has decreased. (Interview, 1/17/92) 

Further, that in South Tucson there is a large concentration of 

undocumented alien Mexican citizens who fear deportation would 

also diminish the census data collected. 
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South Tucson has gone the route of many inner· cities in the 

last few decades. The original luster of the city is long gone and has 

been tarnished by the economic and social depression of its dwellers 

(see C6rdova, 1993). Amenities often taken for granted by other 

communities in the United States, such as clean and well stocked 

grocery stores, manicured parks, and flourishing businesses, have 

long been absent from this community. Restaurants and bars do 

prevail and thrive, though, but they serve mainly as a tourist's haven 

for authentic Mexican food, and a getaway from the Tucson 

community. While these restaurants sit at the edge of the city and 

are generally overflowing with patrons, they are ironically, but a 

stone's throwaway from the local bar strip, and bordered by 

abandoned homes and businesses. These are abandoned structures 

frequently used as drug houses, makeshift homes for homeless boys 

and men, as well as sites where acts of prostitution take place. 

These are the social realities which envelop this community. 

The elementary school which Susana and Romero have attended 

during the fifth and sixth grades, was built in 1923, fifteen years 

before the actual incorporation of South Tucson. Like South Tucson's 

other elementary school, it is run by the Tucson Unified School 

District. This comes as a surprise for several reasons. First, the 

purpose of South Tucson's incorporation was to maintain autonomy. 

Mexican culture and the Spanish language were part and parcel of 

that self-contained body. And South Tucson moved towards 

autonomy by nominating its own mayor and city council, appointing 
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its own police chief, hiring its own police force and firefighters, 

and running its own sanitation department, and jail compound. Yet 

when it came to the education of its children, South Tucson became 

like so many well meaning adults, it stepped back and left the 

instruction of its children to the experts. 

Secondly, in a community which valued its Mexican heritage 

and Spanish language, formal education was a cruel and humbling 

experience (see Sheridan, 1986). In great part due to the 

sociopolitical climate in the United States towards minorities and 

their native languages, many Mexican children suffered the brunt of 

our society's dislike of, or distrust towards their language and 

culture. 

In South Tucson, Spanish speaking children entering school 

during the decades of the 30s, 40s, 50s and 60s, were not allowed to 

speak Spanish. They were penalized if they were caught speaking 

Spanish, by means of corporal punishment, if not ridicule. Those 

children speaking Spanish or speaking English with an accent were 

considered slow learners or worse yet, mentally retarded (see 

Camarillo, 1990). One adult, now in his mid-fifties, explains, 

they would flunk everyone in the second grade, and say that we 
were slow. They would send us to another [elementary school], 
to the Special Room. But at that school, they would say there 
was nothing wrong with us and send us back. We didn't know 
any better. We had never experienced or seen anything out of 
South Tucson. We thought that was the way it was. Not until I 
joined the army, did I understand what was going on. Our 
parents trusted the schools. They weren't going to argue with 
them. (M. Villegas, Summer, 1991) 
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My reaction to Mr. Villegas' experience is one of disbelief and anger 

at the injustice and inhumanity imposed upon unsuspecting children. 

Yet Mr. Villegas seems quite at peace with the past. Through this 

disparity in our respective reaction and attitude towards an 

infraction of human rights, a decisive generational difference is laid 

open. Mannheim (1982, 1927) writes that such a discrepancy in 

reactions is important, in that 

it is one of the indispensable guides to an understanding of the 
structure of social and intellectual movements. (p. 256) 

Outrage and anger, were not an option to be considered for Mr. 

Villegas' generation, a generation taught to defer to the experts, be 

they teachers, physicians, clergy, or other professionals. The 

deference can best be described as a blind trust and a suspension of 

reason. It is now a generation later, but the ability to demonstrate 

anger and outrage at such injustice cannot yet be characterized as 

an inalienable right, for it is still an option to be expressed, as it 

was in Mr. Villegas' youth. And as Mannheim's observation suggests, 

it may aid in our understandings of a new generation of children, by 

stirring critical questions: How does the present generation of 

children react to their experiences? Where do these children fit in? 

Which doors are open (or shut) to them? In this respect, we will 

hear from Susana and Romero. 

However, in any discussion about the characteristics of a 

generation, I must caution, there are no generalizations to be made 

(Mannheim, 1982). Each individual is unique, and the character of a 
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(1982), has stated that 
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the sociological phenomenon of generations is ultimately 
based on the biological rhythm of birth and death. But to be 
based on a factor does not necessarily mean to be deducible 
from it, or to be implied by it. (p. 260) 

It may be said, for example, that in a cyclical fashion, yesteryear's 

generation lives on today (Mackie, 1985). I believe we see the 

phenomenon of generations pointed out, time and time again, in the 

characterizations between Susana and Romero. Susana and Romero 

share many of the same defining characteristics, yet their 

respective lifecourses are taking on distinct dimensions. 

Dimensions which have been documented through the course of 

history. 

In the entries that follow, Susana and Romero's words will 

convey, much more eloquently than I, some of their feelings, beliefs, 

and experiences. For that reason, I will include a sampling of their 

dialogue entries, to give the reader an understanding and sense of 

who these children are, before going into the discussion of 

biliteracy. Please note that to the right I am providing English 

translations of these entries, Spanish originals are provided to the 

left. These journal entries are necessarily long, I have chosen to 

keep them as such, wherever feasible, to maintain the essence of 

each child's character. There is much more available in the journals, 

and even more to know. 
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Susana 
My name is Susana, my last 
name is 0 __ , the same as 
the 
school. Those that don't 
know me misspell my name. 
Some . 
write it with a Z others 
with 2 Ns. It upsets me 
when they misspell or 
mispronounce my name. I 
am ten years of age, I will 
be eleven years of age on 
July 16. They almost 
always make me a party at 
home. Not too long ago there 
was a spelling contest here 
at school. I participated in 
that contest, I won in that 
contest. On April 21 I have 
to go to the Community 
Center to participate with 
the other schools in Arizona. 
Two girls or boys are going 
from each school in Arizona. 
I must study the words alot 
to participate in that 
spelling contest. When I 
won the spelling contest 
they gave me 
two certificates. Last year 
I also participated but I did 
not win because I made a 
mistake in 'excitados' I 
forgot the 'c.' But that time 
I was a little nervous. 
My favorite food is 
Campbell's chicken soup. 
Also, I really like ice cream 
and frozen popsicles. When I 
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get home I watch cartoons 
or do my homework. Also, I 
play. 
First I say hello to the 
people and then I give my 
mother and my nana a kiss. 
My father arrives from work 
at four. My mother takes 
care of a little boy, the 
little boy's name is Arturo 
but we have nicknamed him 
Magu. I love Magu very much. 
Magu is playful, good, 
cute and pretty and 
furthermore he eats 
everything and he is not a 
crybaby. Now Rosi I would 
like to ask you some 
questions. What is your 
name? How old are you? You 
are pretty, nice you can 
really tell. You are like a 
star which is in the blue 
sky. You are like a flower 
that is planted in the fertile 
ground. That is all thank 
you . 
Susana:3/23/90 

. .. .1 have been at this school 
since the second grade. I am 
fed-up with everyone 
[fellow students] here. I am 
fed-up because I don't come 
to school to be insulted I 
come to school to study, nor 
do I come to school so that 
they can be asking me for 
answers. It seems that they 
think I am a calculator. 
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They should pay attention so 
that they don't have to ask 
me for answers and also so 
that they don't have to copy 
me [my work]. When I am 
distracted they take my 
paper and copy the answers 
- when I go to drink water, 
sharpen my pencil and when 
I go to pick up something 
that I've dropped. Also, they 
are always taking my 
pencils, and many other 
things 
Susana:S/8/90 

For me learning English is to 
be learning more. That way 
I understand more. I learn 
more. I speak more English. 
And I also better understand 
the peopre who speak to me 
in English ... .1 will continue 
with the Spanish because it 
is my language and no one 
will make me speak another 
language. I will speak 
another language when I 
please. Forgive me but it is 
true I don't tell you that 
because you are an adult .... 
Susana:S/17/90 

My father works at the 
University of Arizona as a 
gardener. My father knows 
alot about plants about 
trees about flowers and 
many more things. My father 
is very intelligent. He has 
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brought us home different 
animals. These are the 
animals my father has 
brought us - snakes, 
recently hatched birds, 
turtles, small rabbits and 
large rabbits, cats of all 
sizes and also dogs of all 
sizes. 

I think they [my parents] 
like Tucson. I don't like 
Tucson. I don't feel 
comfortable being here with 
the 'Gringos' [Anglos or 
anglicized people] and not 
with my people from over 
there in Mexico. I would like 
to go to Mexico with my own 
people ... 1 am not comfortable 
in foreign lands like for 
example the United States. 
Where I am comfortable is 
in my beautiful land of 
Mexico. And only in my land 
of Mexico will I always feel 

\ ~~c.\-\O .~ ~ "(J~ \'It'l-\(f';\\)<JS comfortable. Because the 
: i'n()~ \~~~\f\~ CS;J~ ~\\)1.~~;6· Gringos are full of 

__ !\-!JS Co())\:(\~":::, SE..c..P'~~J\) \{)~. __ themselves and they treat 
~ -~-: '¥(~~ _ tr~ 'C)\jJ'::. ,,()~ (T)~'f..1..c..~I\X~. Mexicans like animals. The 

Gringos think they are the 
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kings of all the Mexicans. 
Because they think they can 
go around bossing Mexicans . 
They have no right to 
mistreat in that way. They 
[Gringos] only take 
advantage of them 
[Mexicans] to make them 
suffer. I don't know why my 
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family decided to come to 
the United States. Unless I 
ask them. 
Susana:S/2S/90 

The following entries come from Romero's dialogue journal, 

Romero L 
1990 

March 23, 

I like wrestling and the 
bigfoots, and the race cars 
and all sports like basket 
ball and I also like to watch 
television. The wrestler I 
like the most is the 
Ultimate warrior and Hulk 
Hogan are my favorites. 
Also I like terror movies and 
books also and I like school 
and I like to paint and draw. 
One day I was with my 
friend and I had a glove and I 
told my friend I'm going now 
and I took the glove and on 
the following morning I had 
taken the glove and my 
friend told me here's the 
glove and I told him well I 
have it no he told me I have 
it and it had shown up in his 
bag and that was the 
strangest thing How did 
that happen if they say that 
phantoms don't exist? 

the glove 

Romero: 3/23/90 
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This is not a story it is 
reality 

When I was four years old 
we were very happy and at 
five years [of age] on we 
lived very frightened 
because of everything that 
was happening and we knew 
alot about phantoms and of 
other things that happened 
and everything that 
happened in the house and 
alot of bad things happened 
in the house and one time on 
the roof of the house we 
heard things or noises on the 
roof and really strange 
things would happen and 
later in the noises on the 
roof was my cat and we 
could hear noises in the 
house and later my mother 
heard them and she began to 
throw holy water and pray 
but things did not pacify and 
they got worse and she 
[mother] poured holy water 
in the tub and the thing that 
was above the roof spit 
green it was like a monster 
and very horrible and ever 
since then we began to hear 
things in the house and 
shadows and people who 
would appear 
we put things so that we 
would not be afraid of them 
and they would entangle 
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themselves when they 
wanted to do something the 
spirits were of an owl's 
heart and they would 
entangle themselves up in 
your hanq when you made a 
fist. 
Romero:4/6/90 

Hello rosi I'm going to talk 
to you about almost 
everything that happened to 
us [family] 

One day a long time ago I and 
my brothers were very happy 
because we were with my 
mother and my father all 
together in the house Now I 
am very unhappy because I 
am no longer with my 
mother 
BUT I PROMISE YOU TEACHER 
THAT I AM GOING TO 
DESTROY 
ALL THAT IS BAD AND GOOD 
WILL WIN 

Teacher I really believe in 
God and he will help me 
become aGHOST HUNTER. I 
tell you why I want to be a 
ghost hunter I want to be a 
ghost hunter because I was 
told that a witch (warlock) 
cast a spell on my mother 
and 

I WILL AVENGE HER 

I FIGHT 
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I was about ten [when my 
mother died]. I moved to 
Tucson about 2 years ago. 
My mother taught me how to 
behave well and to forgive. 
I want to avenge myself [of 
my mother's death] and save 
people. First I will make an 
apparatus to detect 
phantoms. 

My brothers and I are 
suffering. 

I am not happy Because 
my FATHER 
MARRIED ANOTHER 

WOMAN 
I am not happy because that 
woman treats me badly. My 
life is very SAD. My father 
treats me well but his wife 
does Not 
Romero:4/24/90 

Hello M.S. how are you I 
really enjoyed talking to you 
everything I talked about 
was true except for the 
stories I am reading a book 
on extrasensory powers to 
cope against witches and 
warlocks. One day I saw the 
moon with my mind. I 
believe that evil does exist. 
During the 'summer I am 
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going to go to Hermosillo, 
Mexico with my uncles that 
is what I am going to do. 

GOODBYE 
m.s. 

Alice #1 
Cooper 

Rock #1 
Romero:6/1/90 

La Raza is the song and that 
song represents the 
chicanos and the MEXICANOS 
that is why I like that song 
so much .... Now I will talk to 
you about what happened 
with the mind it is very 
important I did an 
experiment and I believe 
that it worked but I am not 
sure if it was my 
imagination or what the 
marble bounced off but it 
disappeared from my hand I 
say it was my imagination 
Mis [Miss] what I want to do 
is destroy evil like the devil 
I say that it exists because 
just like evil exists, good 
exists ... but you shouldn't 
think about it too much 
because yoU' go crazy. It is a 
pleasure for me to talk to 
you mis because with you I 
can unburden myself of my 
words. 
Romero:12/6/90 
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I like La Raza because I am 
of them I go with the 
Mexicanos and well the Raza 
the americanos want to 
fight us what do we do to 
them? but there is a war 
between MEXICANOS and the 
americanos they are 
fighting with bats and with 
guns with all those things 
and well there is a war 
between them. The chicanos 
are now going with the 
americanos ,before they 
would go with the 
MEXICANOS but now they go 
with the americanos. I am 
with LA RAZA #1 because I 
am MEXICANO that is why I 
go with the La Raza. They 
now call me ROCKY. I 
understood what you said 
about the song you haven't 
heard or seen the movie or 
the cassette of colors they 
are the Blood's and the Crips 
they are gangs I am not one 
of those I am BxL that is 
Barrio Libre [Free 
Neighborhood] A lot of 
them have been killed but I 
am not afraid I am a Libre 
and I will never turn traitor 
against them because they 
are my CAMARADAS 
[BUDDIES] I enjoy telling 
you about that so that you 
know everything about the 
gangs there are many more 
- mas [more] gangs like the 
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PI'S VISTA BARRIO VIEJO 
and many more. 
Romero:12/13/90 

I became a member of BxL 
because I have a lot of 
friends from this BARRIO 
and I joined them the color 
of thE: handkerchief that we 
use is =Black= Everyone 
who wears a =black= 
handkerchief is BxL. What I 
do with BxL we take care of 
the bARRIO.2 

I defend BARRIO LlBRE it is 
my favorite I don't know 
what I would do if I left the 
barrio because I love it alot 

, I don't go with PJ'S BL C 
VISTA all those bARRIOS 
don't sit well with me that 
is I am Libre 
Romero:12/19/90 

Hello Rosi, how are you? 
am very religious. 
Sometimes I go to mass. At 
the cathedral. You not only 
have to go to church to 
believe in Him He should be 
in your heart always I 
believe in Him very much 
and I have great affection 
for Him .... Psychokinesis or 
(PK) which is a shorter way 
of saying it, is a 
phenomenon ... that is a 
person can move objects 
like tables they can also 
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twist metal objects with 
the =MIND=. Do you believe 
in the supernatural that is 
phantoms and all of that? I 
say who knows because I 
have had so many 
supernatural experiences . 
Has anything like that ever 
happened to you? I believe in 
the mind alot. And you? I 
would like to be an expert on 
the mind. The mind and God 
are very powerful to me .... I 
want and desire to be a very 
good psychic and I want to 
study it. Do you know where 
there are books of this type 
like psychokinesis and of 
extra sensory perception? 
If you see any of these books 
please lend me some. I love 
to read those books in 
Spanish or English .... 1 believe 
that everyone can do things 
with their mind but they 
don't know how it functions 
nor how to make it function. 
Romero:4/18/91 

Knowing what we do just from these few dialogue journal 

entries, it is apparent that even young children have legitimate 

experiences which begin to form their interests and outlooks in life. 

Susana for example is very much concerned with race relations and 

language matters. She is a fluent bilingual, yet she refuses to be 

forced into English. Susana does well in school, she completes the 
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tasks at hand, yet she is not the socially and politically conscious 

Susana we come to know in the dialogue journal. 

Romero, on the other hand, is interested in understanding his 

mother's death, his is a much more philosophical bent; which he 

demonstrates in arguments over the mind's capabilities, while 

distinguishing between imagination and reality, or the scientific in 

his interest in research and invention. 

In terms of school, Romero has not done very well. In class, he 

does not always complete the work, nor does he mirror the 

inquisitive and avid reader he is when at home or on his own time. It 

is as if Romero has given up on learning in school. He attends school 

because it is required of him, not because he has any interest to do 

so. This is especially true in the middle school, where .Romero is 

frequently suspended and expelled from school for days or weeks at 

a time. On other days, Romero stays away from school to care for 

his sister and half-siblings, while his father and step-mother take 

care of matters outside of the home. 

Already Romero's mind life exists far beyond the school, he is 

well on his way to creating his own social parameters. Presently 

they are being shaped by his membership in the Barrio Libre gang. By 

being a member of Barrio Libre, Romero is contributing as a 

productive member to his community. Additionally, Romero and his 

brother voraciously pursue knowledge on the power of the mind and 

the hinterworld. It is between these pursuits (gang membership, the 
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quest for knowledge on the mind's powers, and religious faith) that 

Romero finds meaningfulness in his life. 

With respect to school activity, both children have become 

disconnected from their own knowledge resourcefulness and dreams. 

They act in ways that are expected, even if they do not consider it 

appropriate. They do not readily share their day to day concerns, nor 

their deepest ponderings. The school gives them at best a fac;ade; at 

worst, rejection. A traditional research view of these children 

would yield to inadequate and misleading conclusions. Any 

observation of Romero in the classroom can be but a pale shadow of 

him. His social (out of classroom) activities are more revealing, as 

are Susana's. 

5.5 The Biliteracy Study. In attempting to understand children's 

biliteracy, it became increasingly clear that it would require gaining 

an understanding of children's lives and how their lives flow back 

and forth into the realms of home, school, and community. This 

required the recognition that the most important aspects of literacy 

learning itself, may take place outside the classroom. In fact, it 

entailed acknowledging that what is often taken for literacy in the 

classroom is the more stagnant form its existence can take. The 

purpose of the biliteracy study, then, was to take a critical look at 

literacy; a view that affirmed the importance of children's social 

lives outside of the classroom. 
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The methodology employed in the biliteracy study was a 

continuation of the initial study, relying predominantly on the 

dialogue interaction and observations. For purposes of this study, 

though, four children were interviewed. They were asked to reflect 

on several written questions, as for example, when they first 

became bilingual; how they feel about their reading and writing in 

both languages; which language they prefer to speak, and why; and if 

they plan to continue speaking their mother tongue, and why. The 

children responded in writing, as to their experiences and beliefs 

based on those questions. The children wrote their responses with 

ease and were given no time limit on finishing. This was facilitated 

and made possible by the teacher's cooperation and absence for the 

morning. The activity took between 1 112 to 2 hours. This was also 

facilitated because the children and I had complete reign of the 

classroom for the morning. Upon review of children'S responses, a 

follow-up interview was conducted away from the classroom. That I 

had already established a rapport with these children through the 

CLP, and there was a mutual understanding as to my goals and their 

lives, and confianza between us, facilitated the biliteracy study. 

This study took place during year two of our journal interaction. 

One goal of the biliteracy study was to develop a more 

accurate portrait of children's uses of literacy in two languages: in 

their day to day activities, and in the various social contexts that 

encompass their lives. In what follows I present Susana and 

Romero, for the sole reason that they are key informants and guides 
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into my understandings of children's social worlds. The other two 

children are equally important, but in this document I limit my 

discussion to Susana and Romero. 

5.5.1 Home. We can gather from Table 5.1, below, that the 

mothers (stepmother in Romero's case) are not bilingual, which is 

very likely influenced by the restrictive nature of their childcare 

and household duties. Though some of the mothers take in additional 

work, such as outside childcare responsibilities, ironing, and making 

and selling flour tortillas, they do not have much opportunity to 

learn English. In general, the same can be said for fathers. For 

example, Susana's father is taking English as a Second Language 

courses at the university. Yet he depends on Susana for help in 

completing his lessons. Though Susana's father works as a 

groundskeeper at the university, he is not exposed to opportunities 

to learn English, as would be expected, so he takes the ESL courses 

during his free time. 

Also not mentioned as bilingual are younger siblings and older 

family members: restricted to the home by household and childcare 

duties, as well as age. Susana's younger brother, for example, did 

not formally begin learning English until entering the first grade. 

Romero's younger sister and half siblings, on the other hand, are 

becoming bilingual at a quicker rate, this may be because Romero 

and his brother are often relegated childcare responsibilities, and 

they read books in English to the younger children. 
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Table 5.5.1 Bilingual Family Members for Each Child. 3 

Child Age Bilingual family members (age) 

Romero 1 3 brother (14), sister (6) 
half-sisters (5) 

Susana 11 Father, sister (10) 

What occurs in the home for bilingual children therefore, is 

that they become language and/or cultural brokers to family 

members (see Hawes, Schulz, & Hiner, 1991). For example, when 

notes come home from the school it is the child who translates them 

to the parents. It is also the child who must first deal with any and 

all incoming requests as well as any outgoing correspondence from 

the home. Parents may often pause in a conversation, to ask a child 

to interpret or confirm what they have understood. If not 

completely entrusted with the task of communication, bilingual 

children are at least expected to review the family's outgoing 

correspondence. The following example serves to make this point. 

Recently, Susana's father, Mr. 0, engaged her assistance in 

writing a letter to the president of the University of Arizona. 

Previously, though, during the Winter of 1991, Mr. 0 had mentioned 

to me, during a visit to their home, that he felt he worked many long 

hours, did hard work, and had been with the university as a 

groundskeeper, for a very long time. Yet he had not received an 

increase in pay; while others, who did less and were newer, were 
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surpassing him in pay scale. Ongoing budget cuts had eliminated 

several groundskeeper positions, yet the work had been relegated to 

Mr. 0 and other fellow workers. Further, he felt that his wages were 

meager support, in this day and age, for a family of five. Mr. 0 told 

me he had been thinking of writing a letter to the new university 

president, in light of so many other university personnel taking the 

opportunity to do the same. Mr. 0 then asked me if I approved. My 

response was that if he felt that strongly and was justified in his 

cause, I could only encourage him to do so. Mr. 0 then asked me if I 

could help him with the English. I told him I could, adding that as 

soon as he wrote the letter in Spanish, I would translate it to 

English, and type it for him. Mr. 0 nodded and said he would probably 

write the letter. 

Three to four months passed with no further word on the 

progress of the letter. In the Spring of '992, though, Susana told me 

that her father had sent the letter to the president of the university, 

and gotten a positive response from the university. As a direct 

result of the letter, Mr. 0 would receive an upgrade in both, pay scale 

and job title, beginning on July', 1992 (the new fiscal year). I told 

Susana that I was very happy to hear about this and asked her for 

details. Our conversation went as follows: 

Rosi: 

Susana: 

Rosi: 

Did your father write the letter in Spanish, or 
English? 

No, he wrote it in English. 

What do you mean? Who wrote it? 



Susana: Well, I wrote it. My father would tell me in 
Spanish what he wanted to say, and I would find 
the best way to say it in English, and write it. 
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Not surprisingly, it is in instances like this, where we realize the 

importance of children's biliteracy skills in the well being of the 

family as a whole, how those skills are utilized by the parents, and 

further how unremarkably common are children's contributions to 

the home. 

5.5.2 School. 

The desire to learn and to understand begins so 
early that it must be considered natural, but this 
desire does not last undiminished through the years 
of schooling. This, in itself, should give pause for 
thought. (Cullingford, 1991, p. 1) 

Table 5.2 displays the children's years of residence in the 

United States, grade year in which they began to attend schools in 

the United States, as well as schools which they have attended 

while in the United States. 



Table 5.5.2 Schooling in the United States for Each Child 

Child Years in U.S. 

Romero 3 

Susana 5 

Grade year 
began in U. S. 

4th 

2nd 

Schools attended 

M. M. (4th) 

H. (4th, 5th) 

o. (5th, 6th) 

O. (2nd - 6th) 
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From this table we get a glimpse of what school attendance has been 

for these children since their arrival in the United States. Susana 

has attended the same elementary school for the past 5 years, 

whereas Romero has had, for the past 3 years, to change schools in 

the middle of the year on two occasions, as a result of family moves 

from one residence to another. 

Table 5.3 outlines the grade years in which the children began 

to study their second language, when they feel they became bilingual 

and their degrees of bilingualism (expressed competencies), 

respectively. 

Table 5.5.3 Biliteracy Development for Each Child 

Began study Became 

of second Lang. Bilingual 

Romero 4th 6th 

Susana 4th 6th 

Expressed 

Spanish 

Read Write 

Competencies 

English 

Read Write 

Good Good So, so So, so 

Good Good Good Good 
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When asked why they felt it was in the 6th grade that they 

became bilingual, Susana responded, "Because um, in 6th grade I 

speak more English and started more English than Spanish." In 

essence she feels she is now bilingual because she can communicate 

more fluently, can understand English speakers more clearly, and is 

able to read books which interest her personally. Romero, on the 

other hand, does not feel as confident with his English competencies. 

Not surprisingly, Romero is not exposed to very much English in the 

classroom, that is, he is not given sufficient opportunities, nor 

appropriate support to expand what he knows. His academic 

activities within the classroom have not included English to the 

extent they have for Susana. Recall from Table 5.2, that though 

Susana began her schooling in the U.S. in the second grade; it was not 

until the fourth grade that she began to study English. Whereas 

Romero began the study of English his first year of schooling, fourth 

grade, in the U.S. Also, Romero has been in the United States only 

three years, whereas Susana has been here five years. 

In the classroom, Susana is considered by the teacher to be 

more of a bilingual, that is, she is considered to have greater 

command of her second language than is Romero, yet she is given far 

greater opportunities to learn and practice English within the school 

environment. For the major part of the school year, Susana spent 

afternoons in the monolingual English 6th grade classroom, in order 

to receive her social studies and math lessons in English. In her own 

classroom, she was encouraged to write and read in English, as well. 
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Though the same textbooks are used in the classroom, some of the 

children, like Susana, are assigned English text versions while 

others, like Romero, are assigned Spanish text versions. 

Overall, both children interviewed voiced discomfort with 

reading in their second language. Their concerns bordered closely on 

fears of harassment and the ensuing embarrassment. Fear, not that 

they were incapable of reading in English, but fear that other 

students would make fun of their pronunciation. For children, these 

concerns interfere with academic learning, for the focus of 

children's energies is more readily directed in adapting to this type 

of stressful situation (Romero, 1973). Susana, for example, 

explains, 

Like if I, if I don't say the word good, or well or something, I 
don't say it that good, they start telling that, 'you know, you 
have to tell that, you have to put the tongue out,' I don't know, 
you have to pronounce with more I don't know ... Um, some things 
I don't know how to pronounce and then when you know them 
wrong, they start telling you funny things, well like you don't 
know how to read well, you know? .. 1 like to read my second 
language to myself, because if I make a mistake I know it, and 
not other people. (Susana, Biliteracy Interviews, 1991) 

Romero shared those same fears, but was able to see it as 

potentially helpful, 

Because they know more English than me and they can help me 
in everything, 

yet he repeatedly said he preferred to have a Spanish/English 

dictionary by his side and read alone, 



But in my opinion, well I like to read alone and have a 
dictionary to one side to understand better. 
(Romero, Biliteracy Interviews, 1991) 
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Why is the preoccupation with this emotive factor and with other's 

perceptions of oneself important to children's biliteracy? Romero 

(1973), for example, tells us that it is because, "the feedback 

received, whether verbal or nonverbal, can affect language attitudes 

and can alter subsequent use by the child" (pp 559-560). A common 

subsequent reaction is for children like Romero and Susana, to avoid 

the oral reading, which may be interpreted by the teacher as yet 

another sign of the children's inability to "read" in English. This 

was especially evident in. the case of Romero and some of the other 

children, who avoided "reading," and who were referred to as poor 

students by the teacher. 

It is unfortunate that so much emphasis continues to be placed 

on oral pronunciation. So much so, that it has become a sanctioned 

act of violence: children literally pounce upon classmates during any 

English oral language activity. The children, in this case, are 

internalizing a concept of oral reading ability based on a 

pronunciation void of other language inflections. Based on these 

criteria of reading, children are projecting their own shortcomings 

unto other children, compounding everyone's fears even further. 

Clearly, the message relayed to children is that there is one 

pronunciation and if one does not hold that, then she or he is unable 

to read. Further ramifications of such an ideology dictate that those 
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same children are not ready to study other content areas in English, 

or go beyond basic English. 

Rare were the occasions in which the children were heard 

speaking English in school. In fact, they were quite reserved about 

their intended audience. Only when they felt comfortable with their 

audience would they speak in English. During the school year, I 

witnessed monolingual teachers approaching the bilingual children, 

directly aiming a barrage of questions: 

Is your teacher in the classroom? Where did he go? When is 
he coming back? Is he taking your classroom to the party?, 

and expecting the children to answer immediately. Not only did the 

children not know where the teacher had gone, when he would return, 

nor whether they would be permitted to attend the party in question, 

they were also coy about speaking in English. The children still in 

thought, would not answer, and the teacher would have the final 

word with another series of questions 

Don't you understand? Don't you know English yet? 

and walk away. Meanwhile, the children, still standing in the same 

position, would continue to gaze at the teacher, shrug their 

shoulders and return to their activity, occasionally one would say, 

"she doesn't have to be so rude," to which the others would give a 

coalescing nod. It was on occasions such as these, that I, as an 

adult, felt the demeaning nature of schooling, and how very unfair it 

is for children in general, and minority children in particular. My 
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reaction was to turn inward in disgust, and reflect on the 

significance to children of such experiences, and in turn their 

visible reactions, their rebellion and submission. Unlike Taylor's 

(1990) earlier suggestion ~hat one 'imagine' children's lives, I 

reflected on what I had seen and heard, in order to appreciate what 

children were saying and doing in physical lives. Cullingford (1991) 

makes a pertinent point regarding these situations of 

embarrassment or threat, he writes, 

many of the pleasures of school, however, are not spectacular 
events that give an occasional contrast to the routine, but 
certain times of the day when the routine itself is peaceful. 
Children appreciate those quiet moments when they are not 
under threat. whether from the humiliation they receive from 
teachers or from the bullying of other children [italics added]. 
(p. 54) 

Interestingly, as Cullingford explains, while other children may 

bully, teachers have the uncanny ability to humiliate. Given this 

type of treatment within the school environment, one can 

understand children's coyness with anything related to second 

language speech. Yet, as we shall shortly see, within or without the 

classroom, that is whether it was legitimized or not, these children 

engaged their biliteracy when the situated necessitated it. 

During their 6th grade year, independent of the school 

curriculum, seven of the children undertook, under my tutelage, the 

study of a third language, Italian, during the second half of their 

lunch hour (20 minutes). In their study of Italian, the children were 

quick to ask questions about pronunciation (and differentiate it from 
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the similarities found in Spanish) and vocabulary. Further, they 

went beyond a memorization of sounds and words to using an 

analytical approach to the learning of a third language. Often they 

would relate their knowledge of Spanish and English to their 

learning of Italian, distinguishing all the while between each 

language, yet complementing the learning of Italian with the 

knowledge they already possessed. The idea of learning a third 

language was met with great excitement. During lessons, the 

children were truly enthusiastic. The children would practice their 

expanding vocabulary on the teachers and fellow classmates at 

school, and at home with family and friends. Unfortunately, because 

of the limitations of the school year and the brevity of the lesson 

time, the lessons became difficult to continue and lasted two 

months. During those two months, though, children reviewed their 

lessons at home and did extra school work to prepare for the 

following lesson. Not once did these children question their ability 

to learn a third language. In their view, the ability to speak three 

languages was nothing out of the ordinary and something which they 

felt fully capable of undertaking. The experience to do so, however, 

was quite out of the ordinary. 

5.5.3 Community. Within their community, the children 

maintain active profiles, visiting friends, neighbors and relatives, 

shopping for parents or with parents, going to the library and to the 

local youth center, as well as attending religious classes and trips. 
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Thus with every venture they find people who are either bilingual as 

they are, monolingual English or Spanish speakers, and even 

Chinese/English bilingual store keepers. In their dealings with 

these individuals, they take communication for granted when they 

relay messages, make requests, haggle over prices, and so on. Their 

bilingualism is an integral part of their daily existence. 

Despite the discouraging school experiences, some more overt 

than others, the children continue to read English language books to 

themselves. For example, as we learned from the dialogue journal 

entries, Romero is highly interested in psychokinesis and 

parapsychology. It is customary for him and his brother, who is a 

year older than him, to go to the local or main public libraries on a 

weekly basis. One could easily say that Romero and his brother are 

card carrying members of the public library system. More often than 

not, the books related to their personal interests are in English. 

Romero attempts to read them, but is frustrated when there are 

words he does not know, 

The bad part is that I don't understand one or another word 
well. That is why I sometimes get ticked off, because I don't 
know too well. 

Those words which Romero does not know, may not be the words 

themselves, but the highly technical concepts he is attempting to 

grasp. Discussing his reading in both languages, Romero explains, 

they are so many the books which I like to read in English and 
in Spanish I don't think I would be able to finish telling you 
which books I read. 
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But he does write about a few, among them The power of your 

subconcince mind [sic], in English, and in Spanish: Extrasensory 

perception, The magic of the psychic, and How to develop and 

augment your psychic powers. Other English language books these 

children read include romance novels, youth literature, science 

fiction, terror stories, as well as non-fiction. 

An important point must be made here: we must not equate the 

impetus to learn the second language with a desire to forego a first 

language. Quite the contrary, the children are adamant about 

maintaining their first language, the importance they relegate to it 

is visible in their oral and written language practices. Unless they 

are communicating with a monolingual English speaker, showing off 

their second language prowess, or simply rebuking a remark made in 

English, there is an unspoken preference to speak and write in 

Spanish. Following are some explicit entries regarding language, 

which you may recall were taken from Susana's fifth grade dialogue 

journal. 

o . ,,\~~ ~;. 
,~M\)... ~ -·0 

,~ ~K:,r~n ~. 
? ~ '£::.'Y\.~(!' . , 

.~~, 

:-:t ~~'::'('!"J<\ Ck <,<.i,~'~'J ('l'flC-'C 

,Q. ~_ ~~0~ f.~~~-<,:,. .-\"..;:;. ~.&0J.. 
:jf\' .. ~.~~ .. 

For me learning English is to 
be learning more. I learn 
and I can also better 
understand those people who 
speak to me in English. 
Susana:S/l 7/90 

Susana wants to learn English, but not be forced to do so, and 

certainly not at the cost of losing her mother tongue. These are her 
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views and sentiments, yet they are shared by many other students, 

as suggested by my. observations of their daily language practices, 

and what the children themselves have written in their journals, 

regarding language issues. Following this entry, Susana adds, 

: ~1l. ~1 ~~~\jl ~~ CD\\) £1,., 

:tS~~~\' ~~\N~~'~ cS \<\\ 

!1.\Si..(:)~IJ~ ~ \IJ\\\.J\:~ \I"i€'" \\ ~(f..9, -

~~\~ 'titlb\i (),% l.\,'\.CJ\"7 .f\._ .' 
\l~I?£I0\GQ\\fc ~WJ 0'_ 

~ C1~ WC'J " 'tt .~l 'i'J) 1[" ,i\G:) ~s:J _ . . 

:~(ft>~(.J~ f!..WS ~\l\J\'\J1 

I will continue with the 
Spanish because it is my 
language and nobody can 
make me speak another 
language. Forgive me but it 
is true I don't tell you that 
because you are an adult. 
Susana:S/17/90 

From Romero's dialogue journal, we come to know a boy who visits 

the public library weekly, searching for books dealing with the 

supernatural, a boy who is a prolific story writer and an avid 

pursuer of knowledge. Yet in the classroom, these same children do 

not voice strong sentiments nor opinions, nor do they do very much 

reading or writing in English or Spanish. Is it because, 

what social reinforcement such a child does receive in school 
is likely to be more contingent upon his label "as 
disadvantaged" than upon his actual behavior. (Bronfenbrenner, 
1981, p. 138) 

Children are becoming bilingual and literate with or without 

the classroom. Those becoming bilingual in spite of classroom 

practices which limit their second language experiences, are doing 

so of their own accord. Unfortunately, in the case of literacy 

development, what we find is that imposed classroom limitations 
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obstruct opportunities to speak and write in English, waste 

opportunities to capitalize on children's interests and motivations, 

and often the burden to learn both English and Spanish falls on the 

children and what home and peer resources they can access. 

5.6 Summary. I may conclude, based upon what this ongoing study 

into children's social worlds has taught, that 

1) The data are no more difficult to collect and analyze than it 

is when working with adults; essential data collection entails the 

establishment of trust and mutual respect (confianza). And it is 

this confianza that may be difficult to achieve, considering the 

imbalance of adult-child relations and the resulting 

misinterpretations of children. 

2) We must avoid imposing adult-centric views of who and 

what children are, for it is all too easy to minimize what children 

can do or believe. We as teachers and researchers know little or 

nothing about the children we teach or study. We never bother to 

find out about their lives, their strengths and weaknesses, or what 

aspirations they have; and 

3) Children's motivation to learn is often overshadowed by 

what is deemed to be of greater importance by adults. This has been 

a point made throughout this document. The imposition of an adult 

agenda leaves little hope for children's own interests and pursuits. 
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1 A subsequent recount proved the original numbers to be lower as previously voiced by 
South Tucson government officials. 

2 Many of the proper names used by Romero, are written in gang script. Also, the 
crossing out of other gangs' names is a ritual performed by gang members. Wherein 
they utilize paint or markers .in their respective gang colors, to cross out rival gang 
names and write their own. This is in a sense a territorial marking of space. 

3 Tables 5.1 - 5.3 are a reflection of data collected during the children's 6th grade 
school year. 
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PART II 

A SOCIOHISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE CITY OF SOUTH TUCSON: 
ETIC AND EMIC VIEWS 

A larger ecological environment that embodies the children of 

this study is South Tucson. South Tucson's function as an ecological 

system, and the significance of including an integrative portrait of 

that environment is twofold. For one, it allows for the social 

historical contexts in which these children's lives exist and are 

nourished to be a factor present in understanding those lives. 

Secondly, this integrative portrait, is one detailed from various 

sources, be they self-generated (micro) or imposed (macro), thus 

presenting varying, yet telling perspectives on this community. 

This integrative portrait will be comprised, for the most part, 

of the following sources: the 16th through 21 st Census of the United 

States; current administration of the city of South Tucson (city 

government and police); and lifelong residents of South Tucson. 

Through the respective perspectives brought by each entity, my 

intent is to cull out a holistic portrait of the city and its people. 

This section will begin with Chapter 6, a discussion of census 

data, the inclusion of which will lend numerical counts of the 

population, as well as population descriptors to the chapter. The 

Chapter following will be dedicated to the discussion of current 

administrative personnel vis-a-vis the community. Chapter 7 will 

be followed by community member's discussions on themselves and 

their community, past and present, in Chapter 8. Before continuing 
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the section discussions outlined above, though, it is indicated that I 

brief the reader on what will be the larger focus of this section of 

the dissertation, and subsequently its summarizing discussion. 

South Tucson is a minority community, a barrio, not unlike 

many others of its kind, with the exception of its incorporation. The 

barrio is a residential concentration of families within the urban 

context. If the sociohistoric truth be known, South Tucson is a 

barrio which has been marked by the discrimination and nescience of 

the larger non-minority community of Tucson, whose actions have 

effectively marginalized this barrio· and its people, as I will reveal 

in this section. Sheridan (1986) has aptly referred to this 

phenomena as "institutionalized subordination," and the "political, 

economic, and cultural subordination" outside of the barrios (pp. 

251-252). 

The barrio itself has been an attempted escape from that total 

subordination and yet, as apolitical and bucolic as life in the 

Mexican communities such as South Tucson may have appeared, 

confirms Sheridan( 1986), 

Tucson may have been a better place for Mexicans to live than 
the lower Rio Grande valley in Texas or East Los Angeles. But 
such comparisons often obscure as much as they illuminate, 
conveying the misleading impression that Tucsonenses 
[Mexican Tucsonans] somehow escaped the patterns of 
institutionalized subordination imposed upon Mexican 
populations in other areas of the United States .... One of the 
major conclusions of this book is that Mexicans in Tucson did 
not enjoy the same political, economic, or educational 
opportunities as Anglos. And even though Mexicans remained a 
majority of Tucson's population until the first decade of the 
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twentieth century, they rapidly lost political and economic 
control of their community .... most Tucsonenses lived in a world 
circumscribed by the barrios and blue-collar jobs. (1986, pp. 
250-251) 

Though present day institutional practices and views, it may 

be argued, have changed to reflect a more informed, if not tolerant 

approach to minority populations, they remain discriminatory. They 

have changed in that they have become more subtle in their 

subordination of those populations. The most damning evidence of 

continued institutional subordination lies in the overwhelmingly low 

levels of school attainment, high dropout rates, and unemployment in 

barrio communities for the Mexican populations thereof. If theories 

of Mexican's cultural and intellectual inferiority which prevailed 

especially in educational discourses, for example, have long been 

disproved and exposed for the ideological inconsistencies they 

represented, why then do Mexican communities like South Tucson 

continue to show signs of subordination by virtue of their failure to 

thrive? 

The approach to this chapter seeks to examine and understand 

the differing interpretations and experiences of South Tucson. To do 

so I have found that the theoretical work of Bronfenbrenner (1979) 

provides a framework for the inclusion and organization of those 

perspectives. The nexus of Bronfenbrenner's work on human . 

development lies in ecological systems and dyadic relationships. 

Bronfenbrenner (1979) postulated on the interaction and 

significance between ecological environments. Their importance as 
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significantly vital systems in the child's life, has not gone unheeded 

in this work. Additionally, my approach and definition of the 

ecological systems is that of a sociohistorical nature, given the 

unmitigated impact which institutional practices have held for 

South Tucson. The following chapters therefore, are organized to 

cull out what are varying systems' perspectives on the community of 

South Tucson. The Census data present a macro level interpretation, 

whereas a local government perspective lends that of an exosystem, 

and the community, itself, presents that of a mesosystem, as I will 

explain shortly. 

Bronfenbrenner (1979) generalized the ecosystem to several 

basic levels. Beginning with the inner most microsystem enclosing 

the child's direct participation; to mesosystems, linkages between 

these more immediate settings; to exosystems, those which the 

child mayor may not enter, but whose activities have a direct 

impact on the child's microsystem, concluding with the 

macrosystem, a larger system enveloping the ecological 

environment. The macrosystem refers to the "consistencies in the 

form and content of lower-order systems (micro-, meso-, and exo-) 

that exist, or could exist .... along with any belief systems or ideology 

underlying such consequences" (p.26). 

Though I address settings in particular, these ecological 

systems encompass patterns of activities, roles, and interpersonal 

relations within and between those systems (see Bronfenbrenner, 

1979, Chapter 2. Basic Concepts. Part One. An Ecological 
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Orientation), as experienced by the child, given that those systems 

take on meaning in individual ways. Those interpersonal structures 

will be discussed more concretely in following chapters in Part V, 

where children's respective activities, roles and interpersonal 

relationships will be the focus. This section is limited to a general 

discussion, with specifics of the ecological systems, on what South 

Tucson is from a Macro-, governmental census perspective; an Exo-, 

local governmental perspective; and a Meso-, community 

perspective. For the reader's familiarly, following is a map of 

South Tucson. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE 16TH THROUGH THE 21 ST CENSUS 
OF THE UNITED STATES: A MACRO PERSPECTIVE OF SOUTH TUCSON 

This Chapter is dedicated to the outermost system enveloping 

the children of South Tucson. To claim to understand South Tucson 

from a cursory point of departure would yield little understanding 

as to the social, political, and economic girders which underlie and 

bind the foundation of this community. 

There are 3 principle areas of interest to this chapter. They 

are social characteristics, educational levels of completion, and 

economic character of the population of South Tucson as found, for 

example, in published Census counts and tabulations. Specifically, 

there are factors within each of these 3 areas that I will examine. 

Within social characteristics of the population, I will review size of 

the popUlation, race, and age, where available. Under the rubric of 

education, I will focus on high school and college levels of 

completion. Within economic characteristics of the population, 

will analyze employment, unemployment, income, and poverty levels 

of the population, where available. Thus, by addressing these 3 

areas for each Census, I will compose a portrait of a population as 

conceived under the United States Government Census, and where 

appropriate, other government records and documents. To provide a 

ruler for comparison in terms of social characteristics, educational 

levels, and economic factors, where feasible, I will contrast South 

Tucson with the larger city of Tucson. 
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Arizona entered the Union in 1912 the same year as New 

Mexico, its bordering state to the East. The latter two were the 

penultimate States to enter the Union, followed by Alaska and 

Hawaii, which became part of the Union in 1959. Organization of 

Arizona as a Territory came forth in 1863, following the United 

States' Gadsden Purchase of 1854, of 29,640 square miles from 

Mexico, land now known as Arizona and New Mexico. The Gadsden 

Purchase effectively delivered Tucson into the geographic boundary 

of the United States. The area known as Tucson was originally 

founded in 1775, by the Spanish. Though those early settlers may 

not have all been from Spain, they represented that Empire by virtue 

of their presence in New Spain (Mexico). The site founded was the 

Presidio (garrison), the northernmost expansion of Mexico. The 

walls of the Presidio were built to protect Mexican and Spanish 

settlers against native Apaches who protected their own rights to 

the land by attacking the Presidio, which is altogether another topic 

Following the territorialization of Tucson, the working class 

Mexican population, especially, shifted from the original site 

towards the South and West of Tucson, forming pockets of 

population concentrations that eventually came to be known as 

barrios, for example, such as EI Hoyo, Barrio Libre, Barrio Anita, 

Barrio Sobaco, and Barrio EI Rio. These were enclaves that grew in 

population and size, and exist to this day. While the composition of 

some barrios may have changed as a result of gentrification, many 
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residents continue the linguistic and cultural barrio traditions of 

their antecedents. 

These migratory patterns of natives prior to territorialization, 

were unencumbered by the legalities of laying claims to property. 

For early settlers, original claims to land became void with the 

Gadsden Purchase. As such, when the new breed of settlers began 

arriving in the Tucson Territory, they were quick to lay claim to 

lands that had at one time or another been home to native 

populations (Native American, as well as Mexican). Traces of that 

history were all but erased, with few exceptions, for example, as in 

the naming of subdivisions, which in spite of their implicit honor 

are disparaging. Papagoville was one such addition to Tucson, 

subdivided in 1905. 

More and more, Native peoples of Tucson were displaced by the 

growing influx of Northerners and immigrants. As large 

concentrations of native people dispersed and formed new barrios, 

they generally landed to the South and West falling for the most 

part, after the arrival of the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1880, in 

the area west of the railroad tracks. The area that would eventually 

become South Tucson, for example, was not formally established, or 

subdivided into large parcels until 1903. The Pima County1 

Recorder's Office lists the following filed claims of ownership. 
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Table 6.1 Maps and Plats of South Tucson.2 

As found in 
Maps & Plats Name of Addition Owners Date 

2-2 Osborns Addition John Mets December 5, 1903 

2-20 Southern Heights Addition . DeGroff & Hughes May 4, 1905 

2-21 Papagoville L. W. Wakefield June 1, 1905 

2-22 Chattman's Addition Mose Drachman July 7, 1905 

2-39 Buckner's Addition 
L. Borton P. Contzen* February 1 3, 1907 

2-88 Unavailable 

3-21 Mission View Addition O.T. Richey December, 28, 1910 

3-66 Silver Lake Road County Board of 
Supervisors November 1, 1916 

3-92 Hughes Subdivision Sam Hughes 3rd December 31, 1 91 9 

4-68 Mission View Addition Julia Attix October 24, 1924 

4-93 Home Addition City of Tucson May 1926 

5-22 Mission View Addition Home Realty March 30, 1929 

5-71 Sunset Villa Addition Bess K. Thomas April 14, 1930 

6-15 Whitestone's Addition L.M. Payne 
to the City of Tucson Effie Payne February 13, 1931 

7-18 Southgate Evo DeConcini 
Ora DeConcini February 27, 1940 

7-31 Homeland Subdivision Sanders Home 
Builders May 6, 1941 

* P. Contzen was also the Civil Engineer and surveyor of several earlier additions to this 
area. 

Thus with the growing population came a gaping discrepancy in land 

ownership to non-Mexican newcomers to the area. 

South Tucson has from August 1936, the time of its initial 

incorporation, to the present been steeped in controversy. Prior to 

incorporation, an area of South Tucson was under consideration for 

proposed annexation by the City of Tucson. The impetus towards 
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incorporation was brought on by Tucson's interest in annexing South 

Sixth Avenue from Tucson city limits, onward to the Veteran's 

Memorial Hospital on South Sixth Avenue and Ajo. Tucson's goal in 

annexing was to both widen the street and repair sewer lines at the 

Veteran's Memorial Hospital ("South Siders Fight Annexing, II 1933). 

Newspaper accounts of the period described the proposed annexation 

area as "a thickly developed area" in need of sewage lines and the 

benefits only Tucson could offer (liThe Proposed Annexation, II 1935). 

Threatened by Tucson's looming deliberations and the 

possibility of taxation and regulation, business owners in South 

Tucson, especially, rallied towards incorporation. Thus the 

incorporation of South Tucson, itself, was a way of assuring 

autonomy. Property owners voted 52 to 35 for incorporation ("South 

Tucson Municipality Gets Underway, II 1936). The area incorporated 

in 1936 was at the time much smaller than the present 1.2 square 

mile perimeter of the city. 

Yet of those spearheading the incorporation, none were 

Mexican, and in fact, most were business owner's, as can be apprised 

by their names and associations, some of whom did not reside in 

South Tucson. Incorporation petition leaders, among them H. L. 

Shern, Whit Miller, jr., [sic] C. C. Martin, Myrtie D. Keyes, Jerry 

Martin, Frank Norton, T. A. Gregory, Sam Kipnis, and Harry O. Juliani, 

in time appointed themselves mayor, city council members, town 

marshall, and city attorney ("South Tucson Asks Election, II 1936). 
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The initial incorporation of South Tucson, though, was 

nullified and the city disincorporated by the Supreme Court on 

January 18, 1938. Despite the disincorporation, city officials 

continued to conduct business as usual ("Ghost Town is Planning to 

Fight," 1 938; "South Tucson Still Fighting," 1938; "South Tucson No 

More," 1 938; "Like Shakespearean Ghost South Tucson Enters Again," 

1938). The disincorporation was made on the basis of a law used to 

incorporate South Tucson, later declared unconstitutional by virtue 

of petition leaders reliance on incomplete records to prove 

residence of taxpayers ("Spanish-Americans Organize in South 

Tucson for Ballot," 1937). Further, there were allegations that 

resident taxpayers (overwhelmingly Mexican) not favoring the 

petition leaders, were denied voting privileges ("Crux of Legal Fight 

Seen in South Tucson," 1938). It was in the midst of such scandal 

and self serving practices of the acting government, that the 

Mexican community etched out its own existence within South 

Tucson. Eventually, in 1939, South Tucson was reincorporated by 

high court ruling. 3 

Not unlike larger cities, South Tucson has been afflicted with 

political scandal ending in recall elections and ousted elected 

officials. It has had economic hardships, falling near bankruptcy on 

more than one occasion. And the relationship between elected 

officials of government and the community has been strained by 

misunderstandings and conflicts of interest. Though these 

relationships have been remedied in part by the inclusion of 
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community government leaders, there remains a stigma of conflict. 

Additionally, South Tucson has throughout its incorporation suffered 

attacks from the City of Tucson. And the question of 

disincorporation and annexation to Tucson has always laid at the 

core of those attacks (e.g., "The Proposed Annexation," 1935; "South 

Tucson Should Join the Club," 1980). 

Moving on to the topic of this chapter, a brief overview of 

Census figures in terms of the Mexican population for the Census 

prior to 1940 are now in order. Population descriptors used (e.g., 

white, foreign) were generally vague, revealing little of ethnic 

diversity, or of true nativity. From 1870 to 1940, the largest 

percentage of foreign born white were from Mexico. As the 

following percentages from the 9th to 16th Census of the United 

States go to demonstrate. 

Table 6.2 Foreign Born Population (Arizona), 9th to 16th Census, 

Foreign Born Foreign Born Mexican 
Census Population Percent Population State Population 

1870 n/a 74.8% 4,348 9,658 

1880 n/a 58.1% 9,330 40,440 

1890 n/a 61.4% 11,534 88,243 

1900 n/a 58.5% 14,172 122,931 

1910 n/a 62.9% 29,452 204,354 

1920 n/a 77.2% 60,325 334,162 

1930 n/a 77.0% 48,824 435,573 

1940 n/a 67.6% 24,902 499,261 

(as found in 16th Census of the United States (1943), pp. 3, 14) 
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6.1.1 Social Characteristics. The 1 940 Census population of 

Tucson included in its numbers the 1,066 population of South Tucson 

city, separately incorporated in 1939. Yet South Tucson was not 

included in the 16th census among the population of incorporated 

places having, in 1940, from 1,000 to 2,500 inhabitants. No other 

figures or tabulations were made for South Tucson. The population 

size itself, was footnoted to that of Tucson, which was separately 

numbered at 36,818. 

In the 16th census, the population of the State itself was 

classified as being 34.8% urban (173,981) and 65.2% rural (325,280), 

to be further reclassified under urban-farm (426) and rural non

farm (211 ,258) or rural-farm (114,022), respectively. Yet though by 

the Census' own formulae, the average number of inhabitants per 

square mile for Arizona was 4.4, thereby making South Tucson's less 

than 1.2 square mile area at the time, populated by 1,066 

individuals, far from rural. 

Foreign-Born White were defined, based on the categories 

devised, as "non-Black." The greatest number of Foreign-Born White 

in Arizona, 67.6%, heralded from Mexico (24,902), almost half the 

number of the 1930 census (48,824), followed in size by 4.6% from 

England (1,687). Of the 24,902 Mexican population, 11,903 were 

male and 12,999 female. 
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In terms of race, descriptors used were Native White, Foreign

Born White, Negro, and Other Races (Indians, Chinese, and Japanese). 

The White population included Mexicans. The Native population, 

however, excluded Native American populations which were regarded 

to generally as Indians under the rubric of Other Races. The 

inclusion of a Japanese category in Other Races, is thought provoking 

in light of the small population size of only 11 in Tucson, and 

suggests if only ominously, the looming xenophobia of a pending 

World War II and the future establishment of Japanese internment 

camps in which to house those individuals. 

Tucson's population, including South Tucson, was racially 

described as 81.9% Native White (30,141); 11.4% Foreign-Born White 

(4,212); 4.6% Negro (1,678); and 2.1 % Other Races (787). 

6.1.2 Educational Characteristics. Tucson's rate of school 

attendance for the 1,126 population of 5 and 6 years was 38.2% 

(430); of the 4,398 seven to 13 year olds, it was 97.5%; for the 

1,389 fourteen and 15 year olds, it was 95.7%; of the 1,406 sixteen 

and 17 year olds, it was 72.3%; of the 2,091 eighteen to 20 years 

olds, it was 35.2% ; and o(the 2,690 twenty-one to 24 years olds, 

11.5% attended schools. 

Further, of the 20,791 population 25 years of age and older, 

5.5% (1,136) had no schooling, 19.1% (3,965) had 4 years of high 

school, and 11.4% (2,374) had 4 years or more of college, with the 

remaining 64% of that population having anywhere from 1 year of 
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schooling for Males was 9.6 years, and 10.5 years for females. 
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6.1.3 Economic Characteristics. The size of the 14 years and 

older labor market for Pima County was 26,222, with 22,503 of that 

population employed, and 2,376 seeking work. 

6.2 The 17th Census of the United States: 1950. 

6.2.1 Social Characteristics. Though the 1950 Census now 

included South Tucson as an incorporated area, very little else was 

disclosed about the city. The population of South Tucson was 

calculated to be 2,364, an increase of 1,298 from 1940, more than 

double the population a decade earlier, but it remained categorized 

as rural. Again, the Rural classification accounted for population 

size only, and did not take into consideration the land to person ratio 

which limits the size of small incorporated areas. 

The population of South Tucson was 1,160 male and 1,204 

female. Further, it was characterized as 84.9% (2,007) Native 

White; 10.4% (246) Foreign-Born White; 1.8% (42) Negro; and 2.9% 

(69) Other Races. Of the population, 6.1% (145) were classified over 

the age of 65; 67.3% (1,590) as 21 years of age and over; and 26.6% 

(629) as 20 years of age and under. Under defin.itions of the 17th 

Census, Pima County itself was 55.5% urban. 

Of the 45,594 size population of Foreign-Born individuals for 

the state, 54.6% (24,917) were from Mexico. The State's population 
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females. 
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6.2.2 Educational Characteristics. The educational levels of 

completion for the population 25 years of age and over was for the 

city of Tucson, which did not include S. Tucson, as foll.ows: 845 

with no schooling, 5,560 with 4 years or more of high school, and 

3,440 with 4 or more years of college. The median number of years 

of schooling for the Tucson population was as follows, for males 

11.5, and 12.0 for females. No other breakdown of these figures was 

available. 

6.2.3 Economic Characteristics. The size of the 14 years of 

age and over population for Tucson, in the labor market was 16,231, 

with 1 5,116 employed, and 1,115 unemployed. The family median 

income was $3,110. 

6.3 The 18th Census of the United States: 1 960. 

6.3.1 Social Characteristics. The 1960 census begins to 

provide a more comprehensive portrait of South Tucson. The 

population numbers had grown to 7,004, a dramatic increase of 

196.3%4 from the previous Census, now qualifying South Tucson, 

according to Census definitions, as urban. The population was 

divided between 3,561 male and 3,443 female. Further, it was 
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(589) Other Races. 
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Additional categories were devised which further detailed 

population characteristics. The White category (no longer solely 

Native) was described as follows, 13.2% (925) Foreign Born, and 

26.9% (1,885) Native of Foreign Born or Mixed Parentage (which did 

not necessarily indicate Mexican and Anglo parentage, for example, 

but more likely Mexican Native and Mexican Foreign Born parentage). 

Of the population, 11.6% (812) was considered Non-White, with a 

Negro population of 223, and other races numbering at 589. 

However, 6,079 of the population was characterized as Native. The 

population of 7,004 comprised 1,960 Households, with a calculated 

number of 3.53 persons per household. 

Tucson's population was 212,892, with 63,303 households, and 

an estimated 3.27 persons per household. 

Table 41 of the 18th Census titled, Language Characteristics 

of the State for Foreign Born and Foreign-Born White 1910-1940, 

provides language descriptors for the population. For Spanish 

mother tongue, 32,551 of the state's population of 70,318 Foreign 

Born and 35,940 Foreign-Born White, spoke Spanish as a mother 

tongue (excluding Native Born speakers of Spanish). 
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Table 6.3 Characteristics for the State: 1910 - 1960. 

Spanish Mother Tongue 

Foreign Born, 1960 

State 32,851 

Urban 21,298 

Rural non-farm 10,390 

Rural farm 1,163 

Foreign-Born White 

1940 24,140 

1930 49,296 

1920 61,233 

1910 30,261 

Percentage Distribution of Mother Tongue 

46.7% 

40.7% 

63.7% 

66.9% 

67.2% 

77.7% 

78.4% 

64.6% 

These figures are remiss, however, in regards to the ommission of 

mother tongue for Native Born. Subsequently, these stinted numbers 

give a static impression of language, and tell little of the actual 

language uses of the population and of the bilingualism of the State. 

The numbers do reveal, however, of the Foreign Born and Foreign

Born White population, Spanish was overwhelmingly the most 

frequently spoken mother tongue, and English was the 2nd most 

frequently spoken mother tongue, with only 13.5% (9,507) of that 

population speaking English as a mother tongue. 

The Census' Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs),5 

which include South Tucson, recorded 42.9% (24,932) of its 58,064 

Foreign Stock origin to be from Mexico. 

The age distribution for South Tucson's population was 41.5% 

under the age of 18 years; 51.2% between the ages of 1 8 to 64 years; 

and 7.4%* of the population as 65 years of age and older (*there is a 
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rounding error of .1 % in the census tabulations). Tucson's population 

was 37.1 % under the age of 18 years; 55.0% between the ages of 18 

and 64 years; and 7.9% sixty-five years of age and older. 

6.3.2 Educational Characteristics. Two-hundred and eighty 

four (284) of the population had no formal schooling (11%), with 

17.2% (445) of the population completing 4 years of high school or 

more, and 29.4% of South Tucson's population completing from 1 year 

of schooling to 3 years of high school. The median number of school 

years completed for the South Tucson population 25 years of age and 

older was calculated to be 8.1, a drastic difference when compared 

to Tucson's population of 212,892, completing a median number of 

12.0 school years for males, and 12.1 years for females. 

6.3.3 Economic Characteristics. South Tucson's population 

was 65.2% fourteen years of age and older. Of that population in the 

labor market, 89.8% (1,864) were employed, and 10.2% (212) were 

unemployed. Of the remaining population of 14 year olds and older, 

2,493 were not in the labor market. Tucson experienced a 5.8% 

(5,355) unemployment of its 14 years and older population in the 

labor market. 

The poverty level for a family of 4 was in 1959 calculated to 

be $2,973, with 33.5% of South Tucson families earning incomes 

under $3,000. Additionally, the 125% at poverty level6 rate was 

determined at $3,716. The median income for families in Tucson 
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was $6,226. The median family income for South Tucson was $3,776 

with 35% of the population earning under $3,000. 

6.4 The 19th Census of the United States: 1970. 

6.4.1 Social Characteristics. The 1970 Census reported a 

downward shift in the population size of South Tucson of -11.2% 

from 7,004 in 1960 to 6,220. An initial Census count had netted a 

6,1 84 population size. This figure was questioned as to its accuracy 

and a new count commissioned (Wippman, 1975). There were 1,925 

households with 3.18 persons per household. Also, though there 

were 1,925 households, they were -1.8% fewer than in 1960. There 

were several factors that may have attributed to the decline in 

South Tucson's population, there were social, political, and economic 

factors, such as the Vietnam War, a growing exodus moving outside 

of South Tucson and further to Los Angeles for reasons of 

employment and housing, for example, which may have impacted the 

population. The age distribution of the population for 1970, though, 

did not change drastically, but stayed within previous figures for 

1 960, suggesting that an exodus from South Tucson involved groups 

of families not individuals alone, nor anyone age group in particular. 

Age of the population of South Tucson was as follows, 38.8% 

(2,413) under 18 years of age; 51.4% (3,197) eighteen to 64 years of 

age; and 9.8% (610) sixty-five years of age and older. Tucson's own 

population of 262,933, which experienced an increase of 23.5%, was 

comprised of 84,226 households, with 3.3 persons per household. 
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Further, Tucson's population was 33.7% under 18 years of age; 55.9% 

eighteen to 64 years of age; and 10.4% sixty-five years of age and 

up. 

Race categories included for South Tucson, and their 

respective numbers were, 5,315 White; 129 Negro; 597 Indian; 3 

Japanese; 23 Chinese; ° Filipino; and 153 All Other. Chinese markets 

were common in South Tucson, as such the Chinese population 

numbers reflect those shopkeepers and their families. The South 

Tucson population was 3,097 male and 3,123 female. And yet no 

other distinction was made for the Mexican population, aside from 

the White category that it fell under. Of the population, 1,026 were 

Foreign Born, and 5,194 were Native, of whom 3,915 were born in 

Arizona. 

6.4.2 Educational Characteristics. The levels of school years 

completed for the South Tucson population 25 years and older, a 

population size of 3,177, were as follows: 8% (254) with no formal 

schooling; 18.1 % (575) with 4 years of high school or more; and 2.2% 

(70) with 4 years of college or more. The remaining 71.7% twenty

five years of age and older population of 2,278, completed between 1 

year of schooling and 3 years of high school. The median number of 

years of schooling for South Tucson, was 8.3 for th.e 25 years of age 

and older population. 

Tucson's 25 years of age and older population of 137,897 had 

only 1.1% (1,561) with no schooling, with 33.7% (46,404) of the 
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population completing 4 or more years of high school; and 12.1 % 

(16,724) completing 4 years or more of college. The remaining 25 

years of age and older population of 53.1 % completed between 1 year 

of schooling and 3 years of high school. The median number of years 

of schooling was 12.4 years for Tucson's 25 years of age and older 

population. 

6.4.3 Economic Characteristics. One thousand seven hundred 

and fifteen' (1,715) of South Tucson's population 16 years and older 

(91.4%) were employed, with 8.4% (158) of that population 

unemployed. Tucson's employment rate was 95.9% (19,019), with 

4.1 % (922) unemployment rate. 

The median household income for South Tucson was $3,736, 

and $5,285 for families. Tucson's median income for families was 

$8,759. The poverty level for 1969 was $3,743, with the 125% 

poverty level at $4,679. Of South Tucson's families, 33.2% fell 

below poverty level, whereas the percentage of Tucson families 

falling below the poverty level was 10.5%. 

6.5 The 20th Census of the United States: 1980. 

6.5.1 Social Characteristics. In the 1980 Census, South Tucson 

ranked 26th in size of incorporated areas with a population of 6,554, 

a slight increase from the previous 19th Census, yet still well 

below the 1960 Census population size of 7,004. There were 1,983 

households in South Tucson, an increase of 58 from the previous 



census, and 1,313 families. Tucson's population of 330,537 had 

125,266 households, and 82,098 families. 

New race categories were noted, among them Black and 

Spanish Origin, the following reflect those percentages for the 

South Tucson population: 

Population Total: 6.554 

Percentage of Population Actual Number 

Black 2.5% 10 

Spanish Origin 76.5% 5,011 
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The Spanish Origin population was further detailed to categories of 

Spanish Origin such as Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, and other 

Spanish. The population of South Tucson was described as 12.1 % 

(795) White; 2.3% (153) Black; 9.1 % (595) Other Races, and 76.5% 

(5,011) Spanish Origin, of which 4,765 were Mexican. Of Tucson's 

population 24.9% (82,189) were of Spanish origin, of which 74,441 

were Mexican. 

The age of South Tucson's population, was characterized as 

follows: 34.7% (2,274) under 18 years of age; 54.3% (3,559) 

eighteen to 64 years of age; and 11.0% (721) sixty-five years of age 

and older. Median age of the populations was 26.1. 

Tucson's population was 25.5% (84,287) under the age of 18, 

62.8% (207,577) eighteen to 64 years of age, and 11.7% (38,673) 

sixty-five years of age and older. 

The SMSA for Tucson, which included incorporated and other 

areas, characterized the population 5 years of age and older, of 



433,664, as speaking Spanish at home for 17.5% (86,281) of the 

population, and the country of birth for the 36,508 population of 

Foreign-Born persons to be 43.6% (15,919) from Mexico. 
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6.5.2 Educational Characteristics. High school and college 

levels of completion for the 3,420 population 25 years of age and 

older of South Tucson reflected the following: 28.2% (619) of the 

population held a high school diploma and 3.6% (123) held college 

diplomas, while 78.3% (2,678) of the population completed between 

1 year of schooling and 3 years of high school. Although the Census 

reports the percentage of high school graduates to be 28.2%. This 

figure, though, does not correspond to the 619 population of high 

school graduates 25 years of age and older, which this table 

purports to report (See Table 166. Social Characteristics for Places 

of 2,500 to 10,000: 1980). The correct percentage of high school 

graduates 25 years and older should be: 1 8.1 %. 

Tucson, on the other hand, had a 25 years of age and older 

population numbering 189,135, of which 72.7% (137,501) were high 

school graduates and 19.2% (36,314) completed 4 or more years of 

college, with only 8.1 % having completed between 1 year of 

schooling and 3 years of high school. 

6.5.3 Economic Characteristics. For the population 16 years 

and older in the labor market, South Tucson held an employment rate 

of 81.6% (1,735), and an unemployment rate of 18.4% (390). Of the 
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employed population, 93.1% (1,615) worked outside of South Tucson, 

thus South Tucson business and local government employed only 6.9% 

(120) of its residents. This point is made earlier, as well, in the 

Economic Organization and Community Analysis of South Tucson. 

Arizona (1978), where its authors direct that out of the 1,734.67 

full time equivalent (fte) employees of South Tucson in 1978, only 

285.27 (16.4%) were South Tucson residents. Thus Census figures as 

to the city of South Tucson's business and economic characteristics 

are somewhat misleading, in that the actual number of individuals in 

the labor market of the community (e.g., as found in statistics of the 

local business economy) are not a reflection of the population's 

employability, employment, or unemployment. 

The household median income for South Tucson was $7,265, 

with a family median income of $ 10,189. Tucson's household median 

income was $14,086, with a family median income of $17,395.7 The 

poverty level for 1979 was calculated at $7,412, with 125% at 

poverty level to be $9,265. The number of South Tucson families 

living at poverty level was 37.8% (496 families), with an additional 

567 (43.%) families living at the 125% poverty level. The number of 

Tucson families living at poverty level was 10.2% (8,398), with 

11,970 families (14.6%) living at the 125% poverty level. 

6.6 The 21st Census of the United States: 1990. 

6.6.1 Social Characteristics. The population size of South 

Tucson for 1989 was calculated to be 5,093. There was some 

dispute as to the actual population size, and a subsequent recount 
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was commissioned by South Tucson (Personal Communication, Zoning 

and Planning Director, January 17, 1992; see also Fimbres, 1992; 

Hanagan, 1993; Sigesmund, 1991). Though the recount netted an 

additional 353 residents and 196 housing units, the Arizona 

Department of Economic Security (December, 1992) issued its own 

figures in its 1990 Census Corrections and July 1, 1992 Census 

Estimates for Arizona, as follows, 

Revised 1990 Original Population Revised 1990 Original 
Population Population Change Housing Units Housing Units 

5,171 5,093 +78 1,870 1,861 

Housing 
Change 

+9 

These changes, however, were not reflected in the published volumes 

of the 1990 Census, as is commonly practiced. Subsequently, the 

1.5% increase in population and housing units, is not reflected in any 

census tabulations. Tucson's population size was 405,390. 

For persons 16 to 19 years of age, South Tucson had an 18.0% 

not enrolled in school and not high school graduate. Tucson's 

population of the same age group reflected 13.1 % of their own 

population numbers under this category. 

New race categories were devised, among them Hispanic Origin 

and American Indian. Race characteristics of the population for 

South Tucson were as follows, 942 Not of Hispanic Origin; 113 

Black; 510 American Indian; 24 Asian; 2,975 Other Race; and 81.5% 

(4,151) Hispanic (of which 76.% [3,873] were Mexican). There is 

some overlap in these figures as there are individuals falling within 
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more than one racial group. The median age for South Tucson was 

30.4, the oldest median age yet calculated for South Tucson. 

Tucson's population was 28.9% (1 17,267) Hispanic, with 26.6% 

(107,857) of that figure being Mexican. 

6.6.2 Educational Characteristics. For the South Tucson 

population 25 years of age and over, 28.6% (445) were high school 

graduates, with .9% (26) completing four or more years of college. 

Tucson's high school graduates of the same age group made up 78.6% 

of that population, with 20.7% completing 4 or more years of 

college. 

6.6.3 Economic Characteristics. Employment rates for 1990 

were presented in different format and expressed in percentages. 

For the population of persons 16 years and older, 48.7% of South 

Tucson's population were in the labor force, and 63.7% of Tucson's 

population were in the labor force. Of South Tucson's civilian labor 

force, 18.2% were unemployed, with 8.3% of Tucson's civilian labor 

force experiencing unemployment. And yet, the population at work 

35 hours or more, was slightly higher for South Tucson at 73.6%, 

compared to Tucson's 72.3%. 

The median household income level for South Tucson was 

$9,869, with family median income level at $12,931. Tucson's 

median household income level was $21,748, and its median family 

income level $27,208. Additionally, individual income levels were 
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equally disparate. South Tucson's individual income was $5,071, 

while Tucson's individual income was $11,184. Per capita income 

levels revealed that while the South Tucson per capita income was 

$5,468, Tucson's per capita income was that of $12,560. 

The 1989 poverty level was calculated to be $12,674 and a 

poverty level at 125% of that estimated to be $15,843 .. Poverty 

Status was determined for 50.9% of South Tucson's families (1,078), 

with an additional 43.% (464) at 125% of poverty level. Poverty 

level status was determined for 14.4% of Tucson's families. 

6.7 Summary and Discussion. Because complete figures are 

lacking or inconsistently reported in earlier Census, this summary 

discussion will for the most part be limited to the 19th to 21 st 

Census. As brief and controlled as the Census information may be, 

marked distinctions and even wider disparities between South 

Tucson and Tucson become evident. These disparities are 

overwhelming when examined within the contexts of, for example, 

poverty levels and rates of high school completion. 

Earlier in this chapter I noted that there has been a tradition 

of marginalization and subordination in South Tucson. From a macro 

perspective, Census data clearly point to what are the anomalies of 

that subordination: high poverty rates and low levels of school 

completion. This summary discussion will be limited to those 

manifestations via numerical representation and census tabulations. 



The remaining chapters in this section will be dedicated to 

elucidating the topic of this section even further. 
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In terms of social characteristics, in particular of race, the 

1 970 Census continues to define the Mexican population as White 

Native and White Foreign Born, and as such tells little of the 

population. What these descriptors do tell is that Mexican people 

had little say in how they have been perceived or described by 

others. Eventually, however, through other somewhat surreptitious 

descriptors (e.g., Spanish Origin, Hispanic), the 1980 and 1990 

Census do reveal large Mexican populations. South Tucson's 

population in 1980 was calculated to be 6,554, with 76.5% of it 

described as Spanish Origin, while the 1990 population of 5,093 

reflected 81.5% as Hispanic. Tucson, similarly, showed high 

numbers of Spanish Origin and Hispanic amongst the population, 

though not a majority as in South Tucson. These figures do 

demonstrate the high concentration of Mexican people in South 

Tucson and Tucson. 

Educational levels of completion are an interesting 

consequence of institutional relationships. Rates of high school 

completion for populations 25 years and older, for South Tucson and 

Tucson, in 1970,1980, and 1990 are, 
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Table 6.4 Rates of High School Completion for South Tucson and Tucson: 1970-1990. 

South Tucson 

1970 18.1% (575) 

1980 18.1% (619) 

1990 28.6% (445) 

and for college, are 

South Tucson 

1970 2.2% (70) 

1980 3.6% (123) 

1990 .9% (n/a) 

Tucson 

33.7% (46,404) 

72.7% (137,501) 

78.6% (n/a) 

Tucson 

12.1% (16,724) 

19.2% (36,314) 

20.7% (n/a) 

South Tucson has experienced a downhill trend in the 25 years and 

older population's already slim number of individuals with high 

school and college completion degrees. Additionally, the college 

educated population does not remain in South Tucson, as 

demonstrated in 1990 by the .9% population figure of 25 year olds 

and older with college degrees. Though some percentages may 

appear higher, they either reflect a constant level of school 

completion in a dwindling population size, or give the illusion of 

higher numbers within a much smaller population. 

Tucson's levels of high school and college degrees for the 

population 25 years and older, on the other hand, are comparatively 

robust. They reflect not only an increase in the 25 years and older 

population, but higher rates of high school completion and constant 

levels of college completion. 
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Economic characteristics are the most profound in 

demonstrating the disparities between South Tucson and Tucson. 

The following are 1970, 1980, and 1990 income levels and poverty 

rates for South Tucson and Tucson. 

Table 6.5 Household/Family Median Incomes for South Tucson and Tucson: 1970-1990. 

At 125% of 
Household/Family Poverty Poverty 
Median Incomes Level Level 

.JJW! ~3,743 ~4,6 79 

South Tucson $3,736/$5,284 33.2% 

Tucson $ - /$8,759 10.5% 

ll!!.Q. ~7,412 ~9,265 

South Tucson $7,265/$10,189 37.8% 43.% 

Tucson $14,086/$17,395 10.2% 14.6% 

ill.Q. ~12,674 ~15,843 

South Tucson $9,869/$12,931 50.9% 43.% 

Tucson $21,748/$27,208 14.4% 

South Tucson has inured consistently high percentages of families 

living at poverty level, and those numbers have grown steadily. 

Additionally, the high number of families at 125% of the poverty 

level add considerably to those figures. The percentage of Tucson 

families living at poverty levels have remained well below the high 

percentage of South Tucson's families at poverty level. The gap 

between family incomes for South Tucson and those of Tucson is 

nearly doubled in 1970, and continues in 1980 until 1990, where 

they are more than doubled. Interestingly, as was noted earlier in 

this chapter, it is not that South Tucson jobs, for example, are lower 
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paying, but that most South Tucsonans are employe,d outside of South 

Tucson, where they are earning much lower wages than their cohorts 

in Tucson. 

In all, South Tucson has continually lagged behind Tucson in 

population levels of high school and college completion, in 

employment rates, and income levels. There is an undeniable 

correlation between these areas of education and economics. It is a 

correlation nonetheless, which cannot be linked directly to 

attributes of intelligence or culture, as has often been attempted. 

But, one which is weighed heavily by the ecological environment. 

The Macro influence on the ecological environment of South Tucson 

has been one of subordination, in the quashing of the Mexican 

community's viability and the imposition of intellectually, 

culturally, and morally inferior perceptions of them by the non

Mexican community at large. It has been the non-Mexican community 

which has enforced policies and maintained perceptions which have 

retarded Mexican children in schools. This form of retardation has 

gone from the extremes of disdain to benevolence, and everywhere in 

between, as I elaborate next. 

The disdain inured by Mexican children has ranged from the 

physical punishments and ridicule doled out in classrooms and 

playgrounds for speaking Spanish, for example, to overwhelmingly 

high numbers of placement in classrooms for the slow or retarded 

(see Camarillo, 1990; Sheridan, 1986). That disdain was evidenced 
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not only in public classrooms and playgrounds, but fomented in 

institutions of higher learning. "Nowhere," writes Sheridan (1986), 

do these attitudes emerge more clearly than in a series of 
master's theses prepared for the University of Arizona's 
College of Education. At least four such theses written 
between 1929 and 1946 directly concerned either the 
socialization of Mexicans in the United States or the problems 
of Mexican children in the Tucson public schools. The cultural 
stereotypes permeating these works undoubtedly reflected 
attitudes that were widespread throughout Arizona 
educational circles, since they all were approved by the 
College of Education itself. (pp. 227-228) 

Sheridan goes on to synthesize the research conducted and views 

posited in the 4 aforementioned theses by Eric W. Allstrom in 1929, 

Esther Calloway in 1931, George Peak in 1931, and Rachel Riggins in 

1946. 

Allstrom's (1929) thesis, A Program of Social Education for a 

Mexican Community in the United States, writes Sheridan, 

"concluded that Mexicans are 'exceedingly individualistic,' lacking in 

'formal play,' preoccupied with 'sex thoughts' (at least the young 

males), and 'ignorant of the most fundamental social concepts.' (p. 

228)." In his own words, Allstrom wrote, 

Play among Mexicans in the normal Mexican atmosphere is 
chiefly gambling with cards and dice and on the holidays and 
Sundays cock fighting and bull fighting, at which gambling is a 
major element. Playas it is known among Anglo-Saxon people 
is virtually unknown among the Latins. Small children are 
given over to the care and supervision of servants who come 
from the lowest classes both socially and economically, and 
who are utterly unfit because of lack of knowledge to have the 
care of any children. These servants fill the minds of the 
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children with filthy stories and with warped ideas of sex, and 
when the children arrive at the free-play age of Anglo-Saxon 
childhood they loaf about with nothing to do but discuss sex 
(pp. 17-18). (Sheridan, 1986, p. 228) 

The second thesis was that of Esther Calloway (1931), A 

Proposed Program of Moral Instruction for Mexican Children in the 

Intermediate Grades. Sheridan (1986) found that Calloway's work 

was not as blatant as Allstrom's, though it did use the same sources 

as authorities. As the title of her thesis suggests, Calloway was 

concerned with the moral traits of Mexican children, more 

specifically those which should be overcome and those that should 

be inculcated, as well as the training of Mexican children in the 

English language. Calloway's writing takes on a cloak of 

paternalism towards the Mexican. 

English speaking is one of the important matters for careful 
consideration. It is not regarded as wrong conduct when 
Spanish is spoken, only as it shows a lack of responsibility on 
the part of the individual in taking care of himself. Anyone 
who desires to improve himself, removes all handicaps as soon 
as possible. No one admires a second base-man who does not 
by practice attempt to make himself the best second base-man 
that he is capable of becoming .... This is also true of those who 
practice speaking English to overcome their language 
difficulties. Mexican boys and girls who conscientiously try to 
speak English, are more advanced in character growth than 
those who do not, the reason for this being, no doubt, due to 
the possession of such traits as obedience, courtesy, 
cooperation, industry or loyalty. Mexican children who speak 
English almost constantly are becoming assimilated. 
Language, then, should be one of the first elements to consider 
in character building since it seems to be rather closely linked 
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with desirable traits (pp. 115-116). (Sheridan, 1986, pp. 229-
230) 

The next thesis is that of George Peak (1931) and titled 

Relative Achievement of English-Speaking and Spanish-Speaking 

Children. According to Sheridan, Peak's thesis avoided the 

"sweeping pejorative stereotypes found in the first two" (p. 230). 

And further, confirmed the findings of earlier teachers in Tucson's 

"Americanization program, that intelligence tests administered in 

English were of little or no value when applied to non-English

speaking students (p. 231). Yet Spanish was considered a "language 

handicap (pp. 48-49)," and according to Peak, "the 

findings ... substantiate the findings previously outlined by grade and 

by age; that is, the English race is superior in general achievement 

to the Spanish race (p.42)" (Sheridan, 1986, pp 230-231). Mr. Peak's 

conclusions reflect common misconceptions often made by the non

Mexican population. For one, Spanish and Mexican are used 

interchangeably, demonstrating a lack of historical, social, and 

geographical knowledge. Secondly, Mr. Peak's generalization to the 

Spanish race as a whole as inferior in general achievement to the 

"English race," casts great doubt on the reliability of his data and 

method of analysis. But lends credence to the prevalence of 

stereotypes and unsubstantiated claims of inferiority and 

superiority of races. 

The final thesis was that of Rachel Riggins (1946), titled 

Factors in Social Background Which Influence the Mexican Child in 
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School. Writes Sheridan (1986) of Riggins' work, "her observations 

reflect a rather schizophrenic perception of Mexican society in 

Tucson at a time when that society was experiencing considerable 

social and economic change" (p. 231). Further, writes Sheridan, 

Riggins also argued that poverty created a cultural milieu as 
well as a particular cast of mind that prevented many Mexican 
children from progressing in school.. .. The danger in such a 
viewpoint, which at first glance seemed eminently reasonable, 
was that it made attitudes rather than external conditions the 
major locus of social change. Furthermore, it implicitly 
blamed the Mexicans themselves for their own poverty and 
discrimination. If Mexicans--or any other subordinate 
minority group in the United States--could just alter the way 
they thought, or their child-raising practices, or their patterns 
of family life, then the rewards of the American Dream would 
soon be theirs. ( p. 232) 

More benevolent attitudes have yielded special programs in 

schools for Mexican children, in particular. For example the "1 C" 

programs in Tucson, were created for Mexican children in 

predominantly barrio schools, who it was felt lacked sufficient 

academic preparation. Writes Sheridan (1986) about 1920 

superintendent of schools, C. E. Rose, 

Many non-Anglo students lagged behind their Anglo 
counterparts from the very beginning of their academic lives. 
To rectify this situation, Rose and his colleagues developed a 
number of programs aimed at narrowing the gap between the 
district's Anglo and non-Anglo children. (p. 223) 
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These 1 C programs developed by Rose and his colleagues continued 

until 1965. What in effect these programs were, explains Sheridan 

(1986), 

These 'beginning English classes' were the famous j or 
infamous, 1 C courses that gave so many Mexican children their 
first taste of public education in Tucson. Such classes were 
mandated by Arizona State law, which asserted that, 'All 
schools shall be conducted in English,' except for districts 
with large numbers of non-English-speaking children, who 
were to be provided with 'special programs of bilingual 
instruction.' (p. 223) 

These programs were by no means bilingual, and for many Mexican 

children, public education and English were not synonymous, that is, 

public education was not a first experience wit_h English. Thus, the 

charitable efforts of Mr. Rose and his colleagues to prepare Mexican 

children academically, again served to indiscriminately retain 

Mexican children in school grades, for example, first in 1 C and then 

in 1 st grade, before moving on to 2nd grade. What these programs 

gave young Mexican children, were indoctrination and subordination 

to the non-Mexican community. Report Cards used in the 1 C program, 

for example, emphasized obedience in the form of listening and 

following instructions, as standards by which a good student was 

measured. As such, any argument that these programs were for 

academic preparation, therefore, is unsubstantiated by the very 

standards of measurement used. 
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, Pima County is the county enveloping Tucson, South Tucson, and neighboring outlying 
areas. 

2 As found in archives of the Pima County Recorder's Office, Tucson, Arizona. 
3 Not surprising, in light of the controversy and turmoil involved in incorporating 
South Tucson, the year of incorporation has been recalled by some as 1938, and by 
others as 1939. 

4 The increase in population was not explained further, however, it is very likely a 
consequence of an increase in family size. Additionally, because of the proximity of the 
Veteran's Administration Hospital on South 6th Avenue and Veteran's Boulevard, there 
was a large concentration of war veteran's residing in South Tucson, many of whom 
resided in the numerous motels along the South 6th Avenue strip. 

5 As the name indicates, SMSAs are metropolitan areas, for example, Tucson's SMSA 
includes Tucson, South Tucson, and other metropolitan areas near its perimeters. 

6 A poverty level of 125% indicates that one is only 25% above the indicated poverty 
level, and as thus remains critically near poverty. 
7 The median family income is a characterization of the income generated by a related 
single family unit, alone. The median household income, on the other hand, reflects the 
income generated by related and unrelated members of a household, in toto. 
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CHAPTER 7 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: EXOSYSTEM PERSPECTIVES 

This chapter is dedicated to a discussion on the local 

government of South Tucson, as an ecological system. More 

specifically, as an exosystem governing and overseeing the day to 

day decisions influencing the community of South Tucson. The 

respective perceptions that individuals in local government hold 

towards the community of South Tucson influence greatly how those 

individuals interpret their own roles vis-a-vis the community. The 

format of this chapter will be of a series of dialogues from 

respective respondents. It is in this fashion that I hope to secure a 

respect for the views and discussions presented therein. The word 

respondents, though, must be clarified as to its reference here. The 

public servants informing me, do so of their own accord in response 

to my voiced interest, to know respective (local government) 

perspectives regarding the community and the people of South 

Tucson. Additionally, even as these public servants respond to me 

from official capacities, their interpretations cannot escape from 

being individual and personal. Thus, as impersonal as local 

government may be perceived, its duties are governed by the 

personal convictions of its public servants. 

My ability to interview local government officials has been 

facilitated by the City Prosecutor for South Tucson, a long standing 

acquaintance, who literally opened the doors to local government for 



me. My own familiarity with South Tucson served further to 

facilitate the discussions with public officials. 
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The data for this chapter were collected between January 17 

to February 14, 1992, and involved from 1 to 8 hours per interview 

session. While conversations with some local government officials 

involved little over 1 hour, those with polic~ officers in connection 

with a "Ride Along Program," involved from 4 to 8 hours, the partial 

or full duration of an 8 hour shift. The Ride Along is a Department of 

Public Safety program offered to individuals interested in 

accompanying police officers while in the pursuit of their duties. 

Interest to participate is expressed in the completion of a Ride 

Along form (Appendix 7.1) and subsequent agreement to relinquish 

any legal rights of recourse against South Tucson in the event of 

injury. Ride Along forms are submitted to the Department of Public 

Safety office for consideration and are reviewed on an individual 

basis. There is additionally a limit on the number of Ride Alongs a 

citizen is permitted. 

The interview conversations for this chapter took place over 

the course of a month. This was a calculated decision on my part, in 

order to capture events over a 24 hour period in the life of South 

Tucson. Additionally, all 3 Ride Alongs were conducted on 3 

consecutive Fridays, generally considered one of the more active 

days of the week. 

My presence during this period of observation was one of 

privilege, as I was allowed access to observe daily undertakings of 
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South Tucson city government, into restricted areas. I was privy as 

well to confidential conversations that do not form part of this 

chapter given their sensitive content. This privilege, however, was 

for me not without its awkwardness nor discomfort, and 

consequently came at a price. Whether I was prepared for it or not, 

the affect of certain experiences proved traumatic to my senses, 

physically and emotionally, as will be evidenced in this chapter. 

Those impressions remain indelible. PartiCipation in the Ride Along 

program can best be described as a voyeuristic journey into the 

trials and tribulations in the lives others. There is no escaping 

uncomfortable or tragic situations, and there is no place within the 

scope of that journey for one's own reactions or sensibilities. 

Within the guise of public servant, there are differences to be 

recognized. For example, there are individuals who have been raised 

in South Tucson, and who are Mexican. Their views, and 

consequently, their interpreted roles, are markedly different, as are 

their relationships and their hopes and thoughts for the people of the 

community, than are those of their non-Mexican counterparts. 

There is without question a great deal of stigma related to 

being from South Tucson. The scope of discussions on South Tucson 

tends to center on one key theme: the problem with South Tucson. 

The views, however, on what ails South Tucson are not centered on 

one issue alone. For example, there are those who envision the 

population of South Tucson as the problem, whereas others see the 
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problem as imposed upon the predominantly minority population of 

South Tucson. 

To protect the identities of the respondents I have chosen to 

use neither names nor pseudonyms, but instead to refer to a general 

rank of their respective position, followed by an alphabetic initial. 

Those individuals, their ranks, as well as their gender and ethnicity 

are as follows: Public Servant A (Male, Mexican); Sergeant B (Male, 

Anglo); Sergeant C (Male, Anglo); Officer D (Male, Anglo); Officer E 

(Male, Anglo); and Officer F (Female, Mexican). 

As I have alluded to previously, a recurrent theme in the 

perceptions offered on South Tucson has been that of problem. The 

contributing definitions of problem, however, are not in agreement, 

as are the respective solutions offered as remedy to the problem. 

Rather than discredit the varying perspectives of South Tucson, the 

inclusion of the same in this chapter offers a larger panoramic of 

what are intricate components of the actualities of South Tucson, 

which will be addressed in the summary discussion of this chapter. 

A note to the reader is in order. The dialogue of respondents is 

minimally edited. The purpose of which is to allow for the true 

nature of the running dialogue. For the reader, as it was for me, 

there will be questions. Those questions, however, will be answered 

in time, as all dialogues are allowed to run their course. I will, 

though, provide a brief discussion after each respondent's dialogue, 

of the key themes raised on South Tucson as problem, to be 

addressed further in the summary discussion to this chapter. 
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7.1 Public Servant A (Male. Mexican). Friday January 17. 1992. 

These are the impressions of Public Servant A, an Administrative 

Director for South Tucson (hereinafter referred to as the Director). 

Born and raised in this community, and though he no longer lives in 

the City of South Tucson, the Director continues to be a part of the 

community by means of his public service. The Director is in his mid 

50s. 

Quickly assessing the dynamics of the community the Director 

concludes that 

there is discrimination in the system and yet "there are minorities 

in the system who have been anglicized." As for the poor, his belief 

is that "welfare punishes people to better themselves [sic], they are 

better off not working." Consequently, "welfare fraud, it's survival 

created by the system." South Tucson is like most inner cities, he 

says, "the young are without any education." 

The Director describes the population of South Tucson as 50% 

renter and 50% owner-occupied. Consequently, he adds, there is no 

pride of ownership. In response to the situation, the Director 

describes how "the Housing Authority is trying to get more owner 

occupied residences." In spite of that, much assistance is refused 

because "there is a lot of pride, though, even if community residents 

are just getting by economically, they don't feel comfortable 

dealing with bureaucracies." 

"You rarely hear about how well the police are doing their 

work, it's always negative. For example, City Hall and others meet 
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people as they come in to receive services. They want to get them 

involved. Then there was the Neighborhood Watch, people had false 

expectations of what would be accomplished. People are normally 

joiners. But again their fear prevents their participation. You see 

how concerned families are. You find that both parents are willing 

to set their priorities and provide for their children. You'll find a 

mother who will be making burritos for sale, ironing and babysitting 

while the father works in order to provide for their family. As hard 

as people work, for many families there is no money the larger part 

of the time." 

"On my own experience and history in South Tucson," relates 

the Director, "looking back when I went to the service, I never felt 

discriminated I didn't sense it. I had good grades. I liked school. I 

went to Borton [Elementary School], Safford [Junior High School], 

Tucson High [School]. At home by the end of the month we would 

make ends meet, making burros with whatever was left. It was a 

family event." 

"There was one incident, though, back in the South, in 

Louisiana. Six or 7 of us, 4 Hispanics, 2 Anglos, and 2 Blacks in St. 

Charles [sic]. That was the first situation of blatant discrimination. 

Maybe I didn't see it before that. I probably didn't see it. I feel that 

I may have been less aware of it because I had good grades. I was 

almost a straight A student. We did have a problem with one 

teacher, Mr. Quail. He would hit us on the knuckles, on the head. 

That made my father very angry. He went to the school and talked to 
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Mr. Quail, threatened to hit him if he ever touched us. He never hit 

us again. For my own daughter, in the 2nd grade I requested extra 

assignments [for her]. I did not feel challenged in the system, I felt 

the same was happening to my daughter so I put her in Catholic 

schools. Schools are lacking in dedication. Now teaching is viewed 

as a job. Before, teaching, was a dedication. As for Bilingual 

Education, it has come from minorities, schools are doing it because 

of the pressure. It used to be that in school you were not allowed to 

speak Spanish. If you did, you would get detention, paddled, sit in 

the corner, or wait in the hall. A lot of parents were afraid that 

they were going to get in trouble if they spoke out. There has 

always been that fear of authority and power. II 

IIWhat has happened in this community? There was a period of 

change in South Tucson, when a few families left to California, we 

[our family] almost left in 1954. There was more opportunity in 

California, it was booming. Fifty percent of the population of South 

Tucson has been here 1 5 years or more. Back in the 30s, 40s 

downtown Tucson was South Tucson. South Tucson incorporated in 

1 938 1 so that they would not be annexed. There was a fear that the 

City of Tucson would eventually engulf South Tucson. South Tucson 

wanted to maintain its sovereignty. The Hispanic community 

continued to concentrate in this area. II 

IIResidents with a complaint can still come in and discuss it 

with the police chief. In the past, though, the level of service was 

hurt because of personnel and things that were going on. We are 
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looking at changing our philosophy to that of community policing. 

The whole idea goes back to contacts with the public. For example, 

we will stop by and talk with people. We want to get people 

involved in the community." 

"There are difficult issues to deal with in South Tucson, among 

them for example, the lack of Magnet sc.hools, the politics with 

principals, and the people del barrio [of the neighborhood]. Is it 

frustration? we try to do the right thing for la gente [the people] but 

you find that you are a token within the larger system, you have no 

clout. We have a Hispanic principal, but it is going to take a lot 

more to bring change. It could take a community of people like 

ourselves, at least a core committee of 5, 6, 7 people who will take 

the lever, to mobilize, to force some changes, something. Me enfada 

[It angers me] when I see the east side schools, that don't fear the 

system and who continually try to motivate the people who live here. 

We need representation of committees to represent the community, 

this community." 

"In my opinion, the success of South Tucson City Hall as an 

employer is based on a good relationship with our employees. For 

example, on the staff, females, working mothers, they have their 

needs and we try to allow for them in adjusting hours and time off. 

Unlike the City of Tucson, we have kept our employees from being 

unionized by keeping those things in place." 
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7.1.1 Discussion. Director A speaks of the community and local 

government within the scope of 'the system.' The system as he 

alludes to it is the operating status quo, in the form of a larger 

macrosystem. As such, he examines the fit of the system to the 

body of the community and finds numerous incongruencies. Thus the 

problem is not only that of a lack of fit, but the imposition of the 

system upon the community, and the community's own continuing 

adaptations in its own attempts at survival within it. 

Briefly, Director A cites poverty and a lack of education as 

constraints within which community members must work from and 

survive. Additionally, he cites the pride of the community to decline 

assistance, and a lack of comfort, fear, and distrust in dealing with 

the system as explanations for the community's seeming appearance 

of apathy and disinterest, and further points to examples of that in 

the Neighborhood Watch Program, in education, and a move toward 

community policing. 

The system it seems, is a place for getting lost or losing 

oneself. And even as the community withdraws from falling under 

the direct grasp of the system, indirectly it has fallen prey in its 

own inability to organize and protect its own interests, be they 

educational or political. And as such, much of the community 

remains an enigma. 

7.2. Sergeant B (Male, Anglo), Friday, January 17, 1992. Sergeant 

B is a veteran police officer of South Tucson. His own background is 
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middle class, from Oro Valley in Arizona, "WASP, White Anglo Saxon 

Protestant," as he himself described it. Sergeant B is in his mid 

40s. Our conversation took place in Department of Public Safety 

Offices, and lasted well over an hour. I was personally introduced to 

Sgt. B by the City Prosecutor, and was immediately welcomed to 

begin the interview conversation by Sgt. B. What follow are Sgt. B's, 

reflections and perceptions of the community of South Tucson. 

"A bunch of Dead End Kids. That's what we have here, we don't 

have the social services or the support from government. When you 

see how the thousands of thousands of dollars go to make the roads 

look pretty and then we have hundreds of kids who have trouble 

getting clothes and jackets [sic). Kids from other areas have sports 

figures, not here. Dysfunctional families are the problems. A lot of 

kids are 1 st generation in the United States with parents raised 

with traditional values, Mexican, Salvadoran, Guatemalan. These 

kids are taught one thing and are out of sync with what is going on. 

We really don't relate with the kids. Most cops are upper middle 

class, it takes them years to understand. We try to get kids from 

getting into trouble by patrolling, intimidation, and arrest. They 

commit the crimes and [so do] other people that come into the 

community to commit criminal acts." 

"For example, people who have lived here 2 or 3 generations 

now have moved, but they come back to the social functions. These 

people come in to South Tucson to do drugs and burglary. We don't 

have that much contact with people unless they're victims or 
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involved in domestic violence. Domestic violence is more open and 

reported here. It is influenced by the cultural differences here. Like 

the week or week before, we had a couple in their 60s, who 

immigrated years and years ago. The kids and grandparents are 

living together. The old man beats the woman and keeps her in the 

house. This is a combination of the cultural, generational, and 

ethnic. In Mexico, women are property, that is in rural Mexico. As 

you move up it goes away, with education and money. We don't have 

that here. The values of their country come into conflict with this 

society, causing a dysfunction in the family, for example, [with] the 

problems kids are facing in school, learning their places, there is 

more conflict." 

"Here, everyone is involved with street gang activity at one 

time or another. The only difference between South Tucson [gang 

activity] and elsewhere is that in the White community it is not 

called a street gang, but vandalism, shoplifting, theft, or auto theft. 

Anything any kid gets involved in, they get involved in here too. 

When we did it, there's [sic] no difference, but most of us kids didn't 

have a dysfunctional family. The system probably works better 

down here than in upper levels of community. People here have a 

more developed value system. You don't get into problems. For 

example, an officer arrested 2 kids for siphoning gas. One father is 

wealthy. This father denies it and protects his son. One father is 

Black. He worked his way up. This father admits guilt. The system 

was effective in dealing with the Black family. Whereas the White 
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system works better down here." 
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"But we can't help get them into substance abuse programs. We 

have to bust the kid and put him into the system to get help. Another 

example, a junior high kid, his parents are poor. He is first 

generation. The kid was an A student, with awards. He was a bright 

child, but got involved in selling coke [cocaine] and picked up a habit 

[addiction]. To treat the kid, the parents went to the City Council, to 

police, and to others for help. Because it would take $10,000 to 

$20,000 to rehabilitate him, there was no other way, so we busted 

the kid in writing for his past drug records. We busted the kid and 

got him in with the help he needed." 

"Gangs and drugs are all over, they scare the kids of 

dysfunctional families. A large percentage of these kids aren't even 

related to the families they live with. Many times, street gangs 

take the place of the family. That is a problem, the kid is being 

raised with criminal values - sex, drugs, and rock and roll. There 

has been an increase in devil worshipping in the predominantly 

Hispanic, Catholic community. The philosophy of the cult group is 

immediate gratification. These kids are totally and absolutely out 

of control. With the values of this community and the Catholic 

church, you would think that that is an absolute taboo, yet it 

happens." 

"A kid raised in a dysfunctional family doesn't know any 

better, and the system is broken. We need to get the kid out of the 
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dysfunctional setting and begin addressing the problem the child has 

and train the parents, teach them how to be parents. It is a problem 

of education and training. The DES [Department of Economic 

Services] intervention in family settings sometimes works. For 

example, there were two kids dropped off by a woman, plus 2 of her 

own. The woman may have been on the street [prostituting] at some 

time, to make money, but she wasn't heavily involved in narcotics or 

prostitution. DES took all 4 kids. She wasn't a person who didn't 

care. She was given parenting classes. Eventually she got the kids 

back. This was a woman in her 20s." 

"Drugs is [sic] a recent problem. Gangs were traditionally 

concerned with turf. Now the Crips and the Bloods are strictly about 

drugs and money. There were traditional values to the street gang, 

the best example was found in the Dead End Kids, it was turf, it was 

family. This is our community, this was Barrio Libre, police 

recognize the street gang and its lines, and respect them, telling 

other gangs to leave, demonstrating a form of support for the barrio. 

Law enforcement has to accept the presence of street gangs and 

come up with a workable compromise. Barrio Libre is South 

Tucson." 

"With the Bloods and the Crips that all went away. Kids 

fluctuate between traditional gang val~es and the new gang values. 

The money to be made is good. It is money which sometimes 

supports the family. For example, Silverlake is a park. When it was 

announced that funding was cut to the elderly breakfast and lunch 
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program there, a kid came back with $ 10,000 to maintain funding of 

the facility. We have entrepreneurs at age 14 and 16. We have no 

idea of their income. They are never without $20, $30 in their 

pocket. We cannot address those issues as we have been, it is not 

about right or wrong, but of want of money." 

"Abuse, you see it more with Hispan,ic females. There is 

conflict between the mother and the daughter caused by differences 

in society. There is a negative ness towards the child. Physical 

abuse is also a problem. Child abuse is a problem within this 

community. The parents are losing control to hit kids. And any 

money or support problems blow up on the children. The pattern 

becomes that of gang bangers, the kids are bangers. It is an ongoing 

cycle. When you have an abused child, you find that the mom and the 

dad were abused also. Who knows how much denial there is by 

children. It's not a cultural thing. We have a mixed community. 

Across the board it's the same stuff going, economics, education or 

some sort of dysfunction within the family." 

"For males there is a different type of abuse. For example, a 

kid growing up in the street, is streetwise and cocky, later he will 

confront his father for dominance of the household. There are kids 

abusing parents. It is not just the father beating the child. As for 

boys running with a street gang, there is a lot of it going on. I don't 

want to think its cultural, but economics or education. But I wonder 

sometimes. People are basically honest here, even if they're a crook, 

they're honest. There is a fine line, governmental intervention in 
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the family often causes dysfunctions in the family. This police 

department is so small that you can't deal with all the problems. We 

don't have the speCialists, yet we handle all sorts of things." 

"When there is a problem with kids, the choice of routes to 

take are [sic] to turn the kid over to the parents; ticket the parents 

to take the kid in; or take the kid into the detention center. Juvenile 

delinquents start at grade 4 to grade 7, where they bullshit their 

way. They learn to work the system. They're real manipulators. As 

you move up, they become better manipulators. Then there are the 

runaways coming to South Tucson, committing robberies, pulling 

hammers in armed robberies. These are RAJs, runaway juveniles. 

Threatening here, is not a threat, kids know that the system is 

broken. It is a reflection of the larger community, to an extent of 

the population." 

"Narcotics is a large industry at all levels of the community. 

blame the businessmen. The crook is a crook. The businessman is, "I 

didn't do anything wrong." Narcotics has changed. To front money, 

1 5 years ago, you'd go to the bank. Now, it's not that way. It's small 

drug running and drug sales. You need just a few thousand dollars 

and you get a big return. You see it in the best schools, where for 

example, you see a kid with his own Mercedes. Here you see a kid 

with his own Camaro. They stand out like a sore thumb." 

"The only difference between a terrorist and a street gang, is 

that the street gang doesn't have a political cause. This community 

is apolitical. If it were political, it would have the support of 
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elected officials in this community. To demonstrate this, this town 

has never had a leader. There is no Martin Luther King. There aren't 

any activities. There is a lack of political leaders and a lack of 

organization." 

"Slumlords, there are a lot of them out there. There are no 

laws to bring them to code. There is no legislation. It would be 

different if we could get the landlords to clean up, and also teach 

the people to maintain their community. That is the problem." 

"I wanted to help people, but I can't help people unless I arrest 

them. We have nothing but victims out here. Everyone burns out, out 

here. We are not solving the community problem. We can try to 

move the population away from the cheap housing. But Habitat for 

Community, Section 8 Housing, and Public Housing, for example, 

doesn't [sic] work. Look at the gangs all over these places. Why 

don't they set the Public and Subsidized Housing up in the East side, 

instead of here? The only thing that's going to save this community 

is political action. Law enforcement is an extension of the 

establishment. These people give up too easily. And political action 

has gone nowhere. In the meantime, street gangs are becoming more 

educated, better organized, more intelligent, and are able to 

manipulate the press." 

7.2.1 Discussion. Sergeant B encapsulates the problem of 

South Tucson as dysfunctional families, and outlines the framework 

of family in South Tucson as that of conflicting cultural views, 
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abusive relationships, and negligence. However, like Director A, Sgt 

B makes frequent reference to the system, stating at one point, that 

the system works better in South Tucson because of the honesty of 

the community, even as he says, "if they're crooks." Yet he quickly 

returns to the system as a topic, and deliberates on it saying that 

the system is broken. Though he adds, one can get help from the 

system indirectly, for example, via arrest. However, as Sgt. B 

warns, "kids know that the system is broken." Governmental 

intervention, another pseudonym for system, additionally, can work, 

but Sgt. B explains, it can cause "dysfunction in the family." 

As for the community, Sgt. B calls it "nothing but victims" and 

apolitical. Clearly, there is little community contact with police 

and only when dire situations necessitate it. Sgt. B paints a grim 

portrait of the community of South Tucson, and while the portrait 

may mirror certain individuals, it is not a reflection of the many so 

called apolitical individuals who have yet to be heard. 

The Police Beat 

The typical duties of law enforcement range in nature from 

answering incoming calls, assisting in investigations, patrolling the 

community, and issuing vehicular citations, to transporting 

prisoners. Additionally, the focus of each officer is unique in the 

manifestation of those duties. The following are discussions of 

Police Officers while in the pursuit of their duties. These 

discussions are consequently directed and influenced by the 

immediacy of surroundings. 
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7.3 Sergeant C (Male. Anglo), Friday. January 31. 1992. 7:00 a.m. -

3:00 p.m. The sun is still breaking and there are few cars moving 

along South 6th Avenue, the main thoroughfare, when I arrive at 

South Tucson's Department of Public Safety offices. I check in and 

am asked to sign the Ride Along waiver before proceeding. I am 

assigned to ride with Sgt. C, whom I had met briefly two weeks 

earlier on January 17, 1992. Sergeant C is Anglo and in his early to 

mid 40s. He is originally from the South, though he has lived in 

Tucson now for a considerable number of years. 

7:10a.m. Sgt. C examines the car's equipment (Le., lights, 

sirens) and the interior of the car in search of weapons or drugs. 

This is standard procedure at the inception and completion of each 

shift. Once the search is complete, he starts the car's ignition. As 

we are leaving the station, we receive the first call of the shift: 

Suspicious Circumstances at the local Valley National Bank, down 

the street. The Bank Manager has made the 911 call. He called after 

entering the building and noticing that doors which should be kept 

open were closed. He suggests that there is a possibility that a new 

janitorial employee closed them. Another patrol officer (Officer D) 

pulls up to investigate. As they prepare to enter the bank, I am 

instructed by Sgt. C to get behind the driver's wheel and "get the hell 

out of here," if any shots are heard. 

7:25 a.m. Sgt. C and Officer D proceed into the building. 

Shortly thereafter, the Manager and I are allowed into the building. 
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The Manager investigates further by placing a call to an employee. 

The call discloses that another employee had her child there the 

prior evening, which would explain the closed safety deposit viewing 

booth doors (half doors exposing the lower half of each booth). 

Several more calls are made by the Bank Manager, to confirm this. 

7:45 a.m. We leave the bank and return to the station. While 

Sgt. C is attending to other matters, the Chief of Police stops by to 

speak with me. We had also met previously on January 17, 1992. 

The Police Chief relays an incident from the previous evening. He 

describes a 3 year old who was picked up at his home, he had been 

abused and abandoned by his mother, who would frequently lock the 

child in the trailer while she left on drinking binges. The first 

words out of the child's mouth to the officer on the scene, he 

explains, were, "Fuck You!" Officers were shocked, they did not 

expect to hear those words coming from such a young child. The 

Police Chief comments, "What to do, What answers can we give? 

These are problems which deal with the educational system." 

8:05 a.m. We are back in the squad car, preparing to patrol the 

city. We drive towards the Pima County Reentry Program (Adult 

Learning Center on South 3rd Avenue. It is a program designed to 

grant GEDs (General Equivalency Degree), learn a skill, and earn some 

money while doing so. As he de?cribes it, Sgt. C calls it "cheap labor 

for employers, and experience for potential employees." 

We go by the Our Lady of Guadalupe Soup Kitchen on 31 st 

Street and 3rd Avenue. There are many young men in line, outside of 
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the building, waiting for a meal. Many of these men are transients, 

and do not live in South Tucson proper, but in nearby Santa Rita Park 

in Tucson city limits. Sgt. C states that "they just don't have the 

drive to work, it's easier just to wait in line for meals." Sgt. C 

drives us to the alleyway of a nearby building, where we get out. 

The building is abandoned. Sgt. C explains that he has brought me to 

this place to show me where "wets" come. "Call them what you 

want, these guys that come across the border with no money and 

nowhere to stay breaking into vacant buildings. This is one of those 

buildings." This building sits prominently on South 4th Avenue, near 

some of the most popular Mexican restaurants in South Tucson. To 

the rear of the building, on the outside are layers of trash on the 

ground. Most prominent, however, are the spray paint cans, empty 

plastic soda liter bottles, and the amber bottles of King Cobra Malt 

liquor visible everywhere. The plastic liter bottles resemble failed 

craft projects as they are painted from the inside with metallic 

paints. They are, however, the vestiges left behind by paint sniffers. 

Explains Sgt. C, "gold and silver metallic paints, are more chemically 

potent than other colors, and are sprayed into the liter bottles and 

inhaled. " 

Once inside the building, light comes in through boarded 

windows, the sight is horrendous. It is an assault on the senses. As 

I closely follow Sgt. C, I close my mouth tightly and do all I can not 

to inhale. The place is infested with roaches, feces, and tattered 

clothing that lays strewn about on top of, and under boards, doors 
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and cardboard which serve as makeshift beds over most of the floor 

space in the several rooms in this structure. The stench is 

unbearable. There is room upon room of filth, amidst the general 

destruction of the interior of the building. 

Once out of the building we return to the squad car and to 

patrolling South Tucson's streets. Sgt. C talks about the large 

numbers of grandparents raiSing children's children. These are 

situations where, he explains, "the parents are involved in drugs and 

'hooking' [prostitution]." The ravages of which, comments Sgt. C, 

leave their mark on people, "after 10 years on the street, you start 

looking like your 40." 

There is a great deal of graffitti behind United Market (an 

alleyway adjoining drainage tunnels) on South 6th Avenue. There Sgt 

C explains that "a lot of Indians off the res [reservation] come down 

here into the tunnels and do whatever they want, there are more 

stabbings than 'Carter's got bills,' in that tunnel." 

Other problems, for example, are the Mejia family who has 

claimed aggravated assault. There was an incident recently, 

explains Sgt. C, "where Barrio Libre got into a fight with the Tenth 

Street Projects. They [gangs] came with clubs, knives, and a gun (a 

38 revolver). There were some thirteen people involved in the fight 

and I was alone waiting for help. And they get pissed when I pulled a 

gun and I took one to the ground [sic]. I arrested the family for 

aggravated assault. One of those arrested was a 17 year old female 

[who was holding the gun]. But there is a Rule 11 that says that if 
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she is mentally incompetent, with a low IQ, she gets off. They are 

claiming Rule 11. Are courts going to do anything to confirm her IQ? 

No. Maybe she gets probation, but Rule 11 says she gets off." 

"As for juries, when it comes to court we have juries that have 

an idea of what is fair, reasonable doubt. But people are walking, 

because you can't mention the fact that, for example, he's out on 

burglary. What are these prosecutors doing? I can give, I understand 

they are overworked. We have another case of two homicides and a 

stabbing at a bar on 27th and 28th Streets, where you can't mention 

everything. It gets frustrating. But you know, if we can't get 

convictions in court it's always going to bring up the crime rate. 

There was a time when you couldn't shoot a cop or touch him. I'm 

playing a betting game. I'm betting I can go 20 [years], they're 

saying I can't." 

Driving near Interstate 1 0 there is graffitti underneath its 

trusses and supporting columns near 36th Street, it is Bloods 

[territory] and clearly marked as such. 

8:30 a.m. We are en route to the Pima County Adult Detention 

Center on West 29th Street, past Interstate 10. Before entering the 

jail, Sgt. C. goes to the trunk of the squad car, where he must secure 

his "tools" (i.e., gun, baton, etc.). 

8:40 a.m. We are told that I am not allowed to go beyond the 

receiving area into the jail compound itself, so I wait outside near 

the car. Sgt. C goes in to pick up a prisoner. We will be transporting 
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the prisoner to a court date this morning. As we drive to the South 

Tucson City Court, Sgt. C and I speak with the prisoner. 

John is African American and Mexican and/or Native American. 

He is tall and frail looking. The most striking aspect of his 

appearance, though, is his jaw, which is wired shut. John was 

arrested last night for among other things, driving on a suspended 

license. John is 23 years old, though he looks to be in his 30s. He is 

more recently from Santa Barbara, California. Before being arrested 

the evening prior, he had been out of prison only a few months, 

where he had been serving a 2 to 3 year sentence for auto theft and 

other charges. Explains John, his "dumb ass cousins" got him 

involved in driving stolen cars from California to Arizona. For 

which, to the charge of Theft By Control, a charge of Fleeing From An 

Officer was added. In all, John has been institutionalized at Ft. 

Grant (a detention center for youths) and the State Prison in 

Florence, Arizona. 

John attended military and other boarding schools. His parents 

are both deceased. When he was 9 years of age, he tells us, his 

mother had his father killed. She was killed shortly thereafter. 

While John spoke, one could see that many of his teeth were missing, 

top and bottom, and left side, and an odor of rotting, infected flesh 

emanated from his mouth. John broke his jaw in a motorcycle 

accident a few months ago, not too long after being released from 

prison. Sgt. C is also conversing with John, and asks, 

• Sgt. C. - Were you drinking last night? 
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• John - Yeah. 

(John had been drinking last night and got into a fight with his 
girlfriend. He was then arrested. Thus adding to the present charges 
against him.) 

• Sgt. C - I'm going to give you some advice, it's free - go to AA 
[Alcoholics Anonymous]. You have a problem. You need to do 
something about it. You went to high school, huh? 

• John - Yes, and college. 

John has 2 to 3 years of studies at the University of Arizona he 

informs us, and when funds ran out he dropped out of college. John's 

studies were in Criminology. This said, we looked at each other and 

in spite of the tragedy of the situation, we could not but all 3 laugh 

at the irony of it. Having arrived at the South Tucson City Hall 

compound, John is escorted, handcuffed and shackled, to his court 

appointment. 

Sgt. C. describes the population of South Tucson, in general, as 

"low income, low education, mostly Hispanic and Indian." 

Additionally, he feels, "they don't believe in calling the police. They 

believe in finding them [perpetrators] and kicking their ass." He 

cites a case in point of "an Indian [who] gets beat up by his 3 

drinking buddies. They broke his leg. He refuses to report it, says he 

will take care of it." There was another incident with "2 [Mexican] 

brothers fighting. It ends in a stabbing and an axing. One brother 

takes an ax to the head. The other brother receives a stab to an 
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artery. They both go to the hospital and survive, but neither files 

charges." 

9:40 a.m. John will not be getting out of jail today. Needless 

to say, there is little conversation on our ride back to the Pima 

County Adult Detention Center. We obtain John's paperwork at 

pretrial services and return to patrolling the city shortly thereafter. 

"Between here and the east side," explains Sgt. C, "kids wave to 

you. When they are 5, 6, and 7 they're friends. Then they're 13 and 

14, they've seen us come take their father and take him to jail and 

the mother doesn't tell them that [why we took him]. Or [we take] 

the brother for drugs. They grow up too quick and they don't have 

anyone around. Who has time or money? There are a lot of single 

parent [mother] children from different fathers. They don't see their 

fathers very much. AFDC (Aid For Dependent Children) gives $63 for 

each kid. No one seems to stop and ask questions. Who's responsible 

for this kid? How did he get here? You find in the Arizona 

Children's Home [on South 8th Avenue], crimes, sexual offenses, 

troubled students, and some [children] who have been abused or raped 

by their fathers. Then there are the young juveniles we find on 

swing shift (Friday, Saturday, Sundays), with $6,000 - $8,000. They 

don't work, they live at home. It's a mystery until you notice the 

digital pager on his hip, and all the kids hanging around him." Digital 

pagers are commonly used on the street by individuals in gangs and, 

or involved in selling drugs. 
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9:50 a.m. There are 5 people (Native Americans) congregated 

in the alleyway between 29th and 30th Streets. As they see us 

approaching, they start walking and pouring out the contents of the 

amber bottles they are holding. Sgt. C gets out of the car and goes 

up to one individual who he immediately recognizes as Bennett. 

Bennett is attempting to hide his 2 quart bottle of King Cobra inside 

his jacket, and refuses to dispose of it. Sgt. C runs a search on 

Bennett, but finds that there are no warrants out on him. After 

considerable coaxing, Sgt. C eventually succeeds in having Bennett 

throw his bottle into the garbage dumpster in the alleyway, while 

the other 4 disperse and move away from the area. 

In discussing the housing situation, slumlords and hapless 

tenants become the topic. One slumlord, Sgt. C tells me, "takes his 

renters to the bank to cash their monthly checks. He charges $1 00 

to $120 a week rent. For people getting SSI (Supplemental Social 

Security Income), food stamps and welfare, working would mean 

they would be taking a pay cut. Why should they work? The 

slumlords, like those at Green Trailers [off of South 4th Avenue], 

Bordon's Trailers [on East 33rd Street], and Paradise Motel [on South 

6th Avenue], are everywhere. They rent to them when they have 

money. Then they want them out as soon as they are out of money. 

Rather than waiting to evict them [legally], or for the money, they 

write their own rules and want the police to kick them out. Some 

people try to make these places halfway decent. Some are retired 

vets on disability. They [places] are roach infested. More recently a 
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dead body was found in one of the rooms of one such motel, the 

worst, in fact." The details of which Sgt. C shares, and are far too 

graphic and morbid to recount here. Incidentally, the motel in 

question is immediately to the south of the South Tucson City 

government complex. Sgt. C escorts me to other slum housing 

currently being occupied by paying tenants. The slumlord housing, in 

question, it cannot be argued, is unfit for human habitat, yet tenants 

abound. Ironically enough, one major slumlord is a pillar of the 

Chinese community, whose unscrupulous business practices in South 

Tucson have been equally inconsequential to his past membership 

standing in Tucson's educational governing board. 

We see an Anglo woman erratically flinging her arms about her 

as she walks down South 6th Avenue. Sgt. C describes her as crazy, 

and says that is "all she does, walks up and down the street." 

Driving by side streets between 4th and 6th Avenues, Sgt. C spots 

another woman, Juanita, he describes her as a local prostitute. She 

is African American. As the squad car nears her she exclaims, "Man, 

I don't want anyone seeing me talk to no cop." In response to a 

question asked by Sgt. C about a missing individual, she responds as 

she walks away, "I know a lot of people. I don't know." Sgt. C 

comments, "she's a full blown alcoholic. You name it, she does it. 

Whatever it takes to get by." We drive on. 

As we approach 4th Avenue, Sgt. C points out to what he calls 

a nice old woman. The woman is walking out the back door of the 

Brown Derby Bar. "She owns the bar," explains Sgt. C "we just served 
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her a 21 day Suspension." The Brown Derby Bar, long an infamous 

Icmdmark, is frequently cited for serving alcohol to minors, and drug 

and other alcohol infractions. It is as well, noted for being a hotbed 

for violence. The "nice old woman," described by Sgt. C, is the 

longtime owner of the bar. The woman is an Anglo woman in her 60s 

or 70s, and is suffering from Alzheimer's. Officers hope soon to 

have her business shut down, as they expect her to be placed in a 

nursing home. As we move on, Sgt. C spots Deb, another woman 

known as a local prostitute. Deb is Anglo and 33 years of age. Her 

physical aspect does not appear healthy. Sgt C drives alongside her 

and asks how she is doing. Somewhat rattled, Deb responds. 

• Deb: I'm getting old, baby. 

• Sgt C: Keeping clean [off drugs]? 

• Deb: I'm trying. 

Yet as she answers questions and talks to Sgt. C, Deb shakes 

uncontrollably. As we drive away, Sgt. C voices his suspicion that 

she is coming off a high, and out looking for another. 

10:15 a.m. A call comes in on a Harassment at the corner of 

the T & T Market on 6th Avenue. When we get there, Sgt. C finds 

what he describes as "a 26 year old Papago male," who vaguely 

explains that he is being harassed by a friend or relative of someone 

who was robbed. It appears that this individual is accused by his 

persecutor, who is Mexican, of shoplifting at another market. The 

incident prompting this call to police had just occurred in broad 

daylight and in front of other people. This time the individual was 
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pushed around and physically threatened, before the harasser and 

others drove off, knowing the police had been called. The individual 

has been physically attacked by this same person before, outside of 

South Tucson city limits. The individual is visibly shaken and tells 

us he is scared. He is looking all around, yet also trying to hide his 

face. Sergeant C informs me that he is looking for a witness to a 

homicide, an acquaintance to some of the men present, and he 

proceeds to follow up on a lead. Sgt C takes down the information on 

the averted assault, but is unable to obtain concrete details. 

Looking around the T & T Market, there are amber quart bottles 

of the King Cobra Malt Liquor strewn about. From the number of 

bottles thrown about, and the patrons purchases, it appears that this 

liquor is a mainstay item for the grocer. T & T Market is a Chinese 

owned and run business, long a presence in South Tucson. 

After leaving this call, we continue driving along South 6th 

Avenue, past another slumlord's property. Sgt. C describes typical 

tenants like "the woman with her boyfriend and 3 kids. He beats her, 

she goes to the hospital. It goes to court, she doesn't pursue it. She 

does get an Order of Protection that keeps him away. But when the 

rent is due, she calls him back." 

On another note, Sgt. C advises me that the cost to South 

Tucson for housing a prisoner in the Pima County Adult Detention 

Center is from $47.00 to $50.00 a night. The cost of which can at 

times be prohibitive to small budgets, like that of South Tucson's. 
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10:50 a.m. We return to the station, to pickup paperwork to 

serve warrants. 

11 :05 a.m. We are back out on the street. 

11: 15 a.m. En route to business outside of South Tucson, there 

is an accident in the opposite direction. Sgt. C does a Code 3 

response and turns back around the 22nd Street overpass as he 

rushes to the scene of the accident. We are the first to arrive on the 

scene. Sgt. C calls both an ambulance and the Tucson City Police to 

the scene. At this call I am required to stay in the car. Only two 

vehicles are involved. An elderly female driver has driven her luxury 

vehicle in front of a large truck coming off the overpass. She is 

fortunate in that though the driver's side of her vehicle is crushed 

inward, well past the driver's seat, she sustained only a minor cut to 

her finger. Sgt C diverts traffic from the area until Tucson City 

Police and an ambulance arrive and take over. 

11 :35 a.m. We are back at the station, gathering information 

on a stolen vehicle. Sgt. C is interviewing a witness, the owner of 

the vehicle, who has come in to provide needed details and 

descriptions. The vehicle was stolen from his front yard. The 

interview concluded, we are quickly back out on the street. 

Sgt. C informs me that this is the 16th day he has worked 

without a day off. His 2 days off were spent in Court testifying and 

running necessary paperwork. Money, he explains, is tight for 

officers. "So much of it is taken by the Government." To supplement 
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jobs providing security at ballgames. 
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12:15 p.m. A shoplifting call comes in over the radio. We drive 

to the scene, and are advised by other officers there, that the matter 

has been taken care of. 

12:20 p.m. A Code 7 call comes in. Another Officer takes it. 

We continue driving around. Sgt. C describes a recent scene at 

another local bar, The Wagon Wheel, as we drive by it on South 6th 

Avenue. The Wagon Wheel is a few doors south of T & T Market. 

Officers were called to the bar to subdue and arrest a patron named 

Shamu. At the time Shamu, an extremely large individual known 

previously to police, was intoxicated and causing a disturbance. 

While attempting to cuff Shamu, several officers were thrown and 

some hurt. It took most available officers to control Shamu and 

place him under arrest. The physical strength and size of Shamu 

were no match for police. This scene, explains Sgt. C, could have 

easily escalated into a much more violent one, and resulted in 

possible death for Shamu, had it not been for their patience in 

arresting Shamu. We break for lunch. 

1 :20 p.m. A call comes in on a seriously ill female at the 

Cashway Market on 29th Street. We arrive at the scene, but other 

officers already the.re have it under control. We continue driving. 

1 :23 p.m. We are back at the T & T Market, for a call on a 

transient who is intoxicated. The individual is easily spotted, he is 

Anglo and visibly not from South Tucson. He is falling and having 
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great difficulty walking when he is standing up. Other officers 

arrive and take over. Within moments we receive another call on a 

second transient 'down' at T & T Market. We look around for him but 

there is no sign of him in the area. 

After a search we leave the area and drive southward, towards 
\ 

a mobile home park off of 6th Avenue. Sgt. C is looking for Becky, a 

witness to another crime. He has been unable to locate her. Sgt. C 

questions a resident of the mobile home park, who is familiar with 

Becky. He describes her as "that little girl who wanders a lot at 

night." Becky is a prostitute. Though the neighbor knows of her, it 

quickly becomes apparent that he suffers from disorders which 

impair his thought. Finding no trace of Becky, Sgt. C and I return to 

the squad car. 

Sgt. C cites the number of calls, and a lack of manpower and 

equipment as producing a snowball effect. "Such a small agency," he 

says, "like South Tucson has only 2 detectives. Officers have all 

other responsibilities to care for. Making officers [like himself] a 

jack-of-all-trades, master of none." Responsibilities that Sgt. C 

describes as ranging from being a psychologist to a gopher. 

We continue driving, checking the tunnels along the Interstate 

for any activity (e.g., glue sniffing, graffitti), until we reach 30th 

Street. On 30th Street, Sgt. C describes a murder in the area as he 

drives by the scenes of the crime. The murder was committed a few 

years earlier by 2 [Mexican] brothers, now both in prison. And none 

of which is talking. Explains Sgt. C, "the brothers were known glue 
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sniffing addicts who stabbed a man to death as revenge for an attack 

on their stepfather." 

2:16 p.m. We are called to the scene of an intoxicated juvenile 

on the edge of South Tucson city limits. City of Tucson police are 

also called. It is determined by the officers that the crime has 

taken place in Tucson city limits. We remain for awhile, long enough 

to see the small boy, 10 to 12 years of age, carried out by the arms 

to the squad car. Once in the squad car he remains on his back, in a 

hallucinatory state. From what little coherent information they can 

obtain from the boy, it is determined by the officers that the boy is 

an illegal alien, in Tucson alone. He has been sniffing paint in the 

shed of a home, where he was found. Numerous calls are made by the 

officers in determining what to do with the boy. It is a problem, 

because in the physical state that the boy is in, there is nowhere to 

take him, INS (Immigration and Naturalization Services) will not 

take him if he is intoxicated, and Juvenile Detention has no services 

for illegal alien juveniles. We are summoned to yet another call at T 

& T Market. 

Sergeant C describes T & T Market as a place where families 

come or send their kids shopping, but where transients and local 

drunks buy their alcohol and cigarettes. Upon arriving at T & T 

Market, we find that it is the same transient we had seen at 1 :23 

p.m. He is back again. Sgt. C warns him and sends him off. Yet 

looking at the traffic coming in and out of the market, as I had 
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earlier, I notice that many more people continue stumbling past its 

doors carrying their quart bottles in brown paper sacks. 

7.3.1 Discussion. Sergeant C, like Director A and Sgt. B earlier, 

discusses the problems in South Tucson. He does so more concretely 

without alluding vaguely to the system. He points to components of 

the system as malfunctioning, specifically juries, courts and 

prosecutors, because of the limitations placed on what can and 

cannot be divulged as evidence. Thus for police, there is frustration 

as a result of a lack of convictions, and consequently a lack of 

support on the street. For Sgt. C, his presence on the streets is 

tenUOlJs. His belief that there is a conscientious effort to diminish 

his capacity as an officer is a constant reminder of order gone awry. 

In terms of Sgt. CiS views of the community, they remain at 

the level of socioeconomic descriptors of "low income, low 

education, mostly Hispanic and Indian." With the exception of his 

contacts with prostitutes and local drunks, and individuals in any 

other emergencies, Sgt. C has no substantial contact with the 

community of South Tucson. His deliberations are based on his 

tangible experiences alone. 

7.4 Officer D (Male, Anglo), Friday, February 7, 1992, 3:00 p.m. -

7:00 p.m. Before initiating the Ride Along, I am required to complete 

and sign another waiver form, it is standard procedure before each 

Ride Along. Officer D is Anglo and in his mid 30s, like his fellow 
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officers, he lives in Tucson. Officer D is loading his equipment into 

the squad car and checking for proper function of lights, sirens, etc., 

as well as searching the car for any contraband or weapons. Before 

leaving the station, he prepares paperwork that he will take along, 

the bulk of which concerns leads in reports and cases pending. 

3:30 p.m. The first order of business is to follow up on a 

graffitti tagger who has been spray painting graffitti on local 

buildings. This, explains Officer D, is "Intentional Vandalism, and 

will be prosecuted with the accumulation of evidence (e.g., 

witnesses and photographs of the self-incriminating graffitti) and 

the cooperation of property owners." The graffitti tagger in 

question is one named Cricket. Cricket turned 17 years of age last 

October. It is hoped by Officer D that with the mounting evidence, 

Cricket can be prosecuted as an adult. Officer D explains to me that 

he will dedicate the afternoon, between calls, to contact affected 

business owners to inquire if they plan to press charges and 

photograph or re photograph the graffitti. There are four businesses, 

that Officer D knows of, affected. They are Beach Furniture, T & T 

Market, Charlie Chicken, all three on South 6th Avenue, and Ray and 

Son's Tires on 29th Street. Our first stop is made at Charlie 

Chicken. To Officer D's surprise, Charlie Chicken is no longer in 

business and the graffitti has been painted over very recently. There 

is consequently one less piece of evidence. At Beach Furniture, the 

graffitti has also been painted. Additionally, there was no 

photograph taken previously. 
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We drive on looking for fresh graffitti. We find a massive wall 

of graffitti which Officer D estimates was painted in a span of 2 to 

3 days, at the back of an abandoned structure which long ago housed 

South Tucson's only large chain supermarket, on the corner of South 

6th Avenue and 29th Street. There are writings reading Barrio Ubre, 

marking the gang's territory. There are also phrases like, "BK all the 

way." Officer D explains that by the script and the color of the spray 

paint he can tell that the authors are Crips. Crips are known as 

Bloods Killers, hence the BK acronym. Officer D and other officers 

are familiar with the 12 year old authoring some of the graffitti. 

They have found his work in his own backyard and alleyway, and have 

thus linked him to graffitti around the city. In light of this, in the 

future, officers will know who is responsible when it turns up, as 

they do now. There is also a great deal of crossing out with colored 

Xs. X-ing is an indication that a rival gang has come and reclaimed 

the area, by marking or re-marking their territory. Other street 

gangs, for example, are fledglings and not as organized as the Crips 

and Bloods. The 8th Avenue Posse was one such group of 8 to 14 

year old boys wanting to form their own gang. South Tucson Police 

have managed to play a more positive influence in the development 

of the 8th Avenue Posse by legitimizing it as a positive social group, 

promoting basketball and other sports activities with the members 

of the Posse. Continuing down 34th Street and 5th Avenue, there are 

signs of more recent graffitti along the sidewalk. 
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In the crime dealt with by South Tucson police, prostitution 

and drugs are prominent aspects. Officer D explains that, for 

example, prostitution is one issue; then there is the issue with 

"johns [those that procure prostitutes] that come here who are drunk 

and they drive to South Tucson;" and thirdly, you have "johns who 

seek a prostitute to buy drugs." Thus creating any number of 

infractions of the law, ranging from DUI (Driving Under the 

Influence) to Soliciting. 

Drugs are another serious instigator of crimes in this city. 

There are numerous local drug dealers. Alberto Caiia is one such 

individual. He is seen today wearing a black sleeveless t-shirt, 

prominently displaying tattoos on his arms. Caiia lives in a trailer 

at the South end of 5th Avenue. Though his case is pending, explains 

Officer D, he continues to conduct business out of another trailer, 

where we see him sending people scurrying about and shutting his 

doors as the squad car approaches. There are similarly 3 or 4 other 

trailers at this park selling drugs. Appropriately enough, the trailer 

park on South 4th Avenue, is named Shady Tree Trailer Park, and not 

for its grounds, for there is nothing but a barren lot of land with a 

few insignificant trees and rows of trailers all suffering from 

neglect, scattered about in disarray. 

Offic~r D explains that not until police can get enough evidence 

can they move ahead on arresting those selling drugs. For example, 

after collecting evidence of narcotics activity, police must enlist 

the services of a confidential informant who will make a buy. Police 
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must then obtain a second warrant in order to make arrests. Officer 

D succinctly adds that "the potential for arrest is the narcotics 

dealers price of doing business." 

As for Mr. Cana, Officer D believes "he was doing a good 

business, bringing in $300 - $400 a day. He wasn't using that much. 

When police entered his trailer with a warrant in hand, they found 

that there was little or no furniture in the trailer and there was 

trash everywhere. For all the money that was going through, who 

knows what he was doing with the money. He was dealing mostly 

heroin and cocaine." 

Officer D estimates that there are between 20 to 25 drug 

dealers in South Tucson. Additionally, he adds, that "on one bust one 

of the people at the house had just come in with little money but 

lots of supply. These are people working hard at it. And many of 

them have a habit to support. There are still others who work part

time at drug dealing. A paper of cocaine costs $20.00. A dose of 

heroin costs $20.00. At these prices, these can be $100.00 a day 

habits." 

There is a City Ordinance against prostitution, carrying with it 

a $1,400 fine. Yet prostitution flourishes. Officer D explains the 

services rendered by prostitutes and the charges for those services. 

"A blow job, oral intercourse, is $20.00. And is very quickly done in 

5 minutes. $30.00 for straight. And $50.00 for getting dressed up. 

On a daily basis they [prostitutes] may do 10 jobs." He goes on to 
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cite the desperation of a 36 year old prostitute who can only get 1 

or 2 jobs a day, yet has a habit which requires up to 12 doses. 

A call comes in on a Domestic Violence, another officer takes 

the call. Within minutes we see 2 prostitutes, according to Officer 

D, one is Anglo (37 years old) whose teeth have been knocked out, 

and the other is Black. As we drive by another officer who is at the 

traffic stop, he gives a 4 finger sign, indicating that the situation is 

under control. Officer D continues to describe "a local prostitute 

that's been here 10 or 1 5 years. She was once found in the desert 

where she had been attacked and raped. Though she lost an eye, 6 

months later she was back on the street." Comments Officer D, 

"putting my values on them, I don't understand it." 

As we patrol north on South 6th Avenue, Officer D spots a man 

and a child on a motorcycle, wearing no helmets. He decides to pull 

them over and check the driver's record. The driver, a Mexican male, 

has an outstanding warrant for Criminal Shoplifting. Officer D must 

decide what to do, whether to arrest him on the outstanding warrant 

or cite him and have him resolve the warrant on his own 

recognizance at a later date. Another Officer arrives and takes over 

for Officer D, the decision will be up to him as to arresting or citing 

the man. Warns Officer 0, "people lie about the date and name of 

birth, in order not to be traced. This is Giving False Information, for 

lying about name and date of birth." 

While waiting for officers to make a determination on the 

outstanding warrant, to the right of us is a man who looks to be in 
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his 30s, sitting on the curb of the Auto Zone parking lot. He is 

visibly intoxicated. He is attempting to look alert and interested in 

all that is going on, at this point there are several officers and 3 

squad cars in the area. But he is having difficulty keeping his body 

in an upright position. He is sitting with his arms embracing his 

legs for balance and support. But to no avail. Once officers turn 

their attention to him, they quickly conclude that he is homeless. 

The man is Anglo and looks out of context in South Tucson. One of 

the officers decides to transport the man to LARC (Gateway Local 

Alcoholism Reception Center) on South 4th Avenue, where he can 

wait out the intoxication in lieu of being arrested. 

A 10.27 rescue call comes in, a subject is passed out in his 

trailer court. We return to the mobile home court off of South Sixth 

Avenue where Sgt. C was looking for Becky, a week earlier. As we 

arrive, there is already a paramedic unit and a fire truck at the 

scene. After a brief period we are free to return to patrolling the 

area. We drive to 10th Avenue and 39th Street, to the "Indian 

Village," as Officer D calls it. The Indian Village is more 

appropriately known as Old Pascua Village. Officer D points to the 

religious center, an open church with no front entrance, and adds, 

"they are very superstitious. They may be Papago. This is a very 

depressed area." The Old Pascua Village is in actuality Yaqui, or 

Yoeme. During religious festivities, police occasionally must be 

called in response to tourists who come into the area and insist on 

taking photographs, causing altercations when their film is 
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confiscated. Yet there are signs prominently posted warning 

tourists that photographing of religious ceremonies is not 

permitted. As much as these tourists may enjoy the ritual 

ceremonies, there are those who do not respect the sanctity of it. 

4:05 p.m. Near the Old Pascua Village, there is an abandoned 

vehicle. It is suspiciously parked on a dirt shoulder, and Officer D 

decides to investigate. He calls in the license plate number and the 

vehicle identification number searching for any possible leads. None 

are found and we move on. Driving by an alleyway, Officer D spots 2 

men near a dumpster, and drives towards them. They are both 

drinking from an amber colored bottle. Officer D parks the car, 

walks up to the men, and takes the 2 quart bottle of King Cobra Malt 

Liquor from one of the men and pours it out on the ground. He 

proceeds to ask for identification. One of the men is 28 year old 

Ortiz; he is Mexican. Ortiz is wearing clean denim jeans and jacket. 

The other man is 29 year old Salcido. Salcido is Native American. 

He is wearing soiled blue jeans and a plaid long sleeved flannel shirt 

over a t-shirt, he is notably disheveled in appearance. The men 

stand waiting while Officer D runs a search on them. The search 

finds that Salcido has outstanding warrants for 1) Disobeying an 

Officer, and 2) Failure to Appear on a Shoplifting charge with a $265 

Bond. 

Ortiz is free to go, and joins other men now hanging out in the 

alley. Salcido is told he is being arrested. He graciously tucks in 

his t-shirt and turns around to have the cuffs placed on his hands. 
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Officer D reads Salcido his rights and then proceeds to search him, 

removing all valuables and other items and placing them in a brown 

paper lunch bag. Salcido is then directed to get into the car. Officer 

D drives on to the Pima County Adult Detention Center. As he drives, 

Officer D comments to the effect that the alleyway (behind the 

Cashway Market) on West 29 112 Street is a "local hangout." 

Salcido's presence in the car, imbues the air with a strong odor of 

alcohol. Officer D asks Salcido how much he has had to drink. 

Salcido explains that he had begun drinking that morning, over a case 

of beer, conversing with others, at about 6:00 a.m.2 They later got 3 

quarts of beer at Circle K, and went on to purchase beer an 

additional 3 times, at T & T Market. When asked by Officer D, how he 

manages so much alcohol, Salcido explains that he eats. Officer D 

goes on to warn Salcido that the drinking is going to kill him, just as 

it recently did another man known both to Salcido and Officer D. 

They continue to converse. 

• Officer D - How do you pay for it? 

• Salcido - Anyway we can. We spent about $5.00 for 3 quarts. 

Though Salcido is visibly intoxicated, he maintains a dialogue well, 

frequently pausing and closing his eyes. I ask Salcido about his 

schooling and how long he has been drinking. Salcido informs me 

that he was 2 to 3 weeks shy of completing high school at Mesa High. 

He began drinking when he was in the 6th grade. Additionally, he 

attended 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades at Elizabeth Borton Elementary 



School, in the Tucson Unified School District. Other school 

experiences have been as follows. Salcido attended elementary 

school at Santa Rosa village on the reservation, then went to 

Brigham High School in Utah, ending at Mesa High School. 
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For the most part, Salcido confides, he lives on the street, 

with the exception of periodic forages to his aunts' and 

grandmother's homes in South Tucson, where they feed him, provide 

a change of clothing and temporarily house him. His parents live on 

the San Xavier Reservation. 

We have now arrived at the Pima County Adult Detention 

Center. Officer D proceeds to exit the car and open the trunk, where 

he removes his weapons and places them in the trunk, before 

escorting Salcido to Pretrial Services Intake. Salcido's pockets are 

checked once again, his shoelaces are removed, and his flannel shirt 

is taken before he is placed in a glass front holding cell. One of the 

intake workers prepares to question him. Salcido is asked, for 

example, the following questions. 'Are you under any medication?' 

To which Salcido responds, "a couple of years ago I used intravenous 

needles. I will get sick in the morning, for sure." The questions 

continue as follows. 'Are you under mental health care? Are you or 

have you been considering suicide?' To which Salcido responds in 

the neg!)tive. 

As the paperwork is completed, Officer D prepares to now 

escort Salcido across the compound where the jails cells are housed. 

As we walk towards this larger, pink colored multilevel structure, 
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mockingly referred to by officers as the 'Tucson Hilton,' my 

attention is caught by a line of people standing in a fenced hallway 

leading to another side entrance to the jail. Officer D informs me 

that it is the Weekend/After Work Incarceration Program, wherein 

individuals serving a sentence are allowed to work during the day or 

week, under the condition that they return to the jail in the evenings 

or on weekends, according to the individual sentence. 

7:00 p.m. Officer D's shift is over, I will now join Officer E for 

the duration of his shift. It is now dark and has been so for at least 

the last hour. Unlike my previous Ride Alongs, there is a greater 

urgency to be aware of surroundings, and additionally it is no longer 

feasible, because of the darkness, to maintain notes as before. 

7.4.1 Discussion. Officer D's perception of the community is 

guided by the focus of his work: gangs, graffitti, prostitution, and 

drugs, with the presence of drugs and prostitution serving as 

instigators of other crimes. Additionally, Officer D's approach to 

policing is much more reserved and impersonal. Unlike Sgt. C, or Sgt. 

B for that matter, Officer D does not have a rapport with those he 

comes into contact on a regular basis. Little else can be said about 

Officer D's perceptions, for they go no further than the limits he 

imposes on them. As Officer D himself has commented on 

prostitutes and violence, "putting my own values on them, I don't 

understand it." This is most notable in his discussion of the "Indian 

Village." Officer D not only generalizes from Old Pascua Village to 
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Indian Village, but neglects to know further about the Native 

American people inhabiting the area. Officer D by his own volition, 

remains a stranger to this community. 

7.5 Officer E (Male, Anglo), February 7, 1992, 7:00 p.m. -12:00 

p.m. Like Officer D, Officer E began his shift at 3:00 p.m., thus he 

has already answered numerous calls this evening. Officer E is 

Anglo and in his late 30s. He is also an Arizona native. For the most 

part, Officer E patrols the streets aggressively, making his presence 

known by pausing and investigating the slightest suspicious activity. 

As he drives up and down streets and alleyways, he comments on the 

criminal history of areas and or individuals. For example, at one 

site he points to a significant drug raid. The apartment in question 

was the site of a thriving narcotics business. The business, explains 

Officer E, was run by a woman. It was "basically an 8 to 5" job for 

the woman who came to the apartment to work in the morning and 

left it in the afternoon, for her foothills home. Police estimate she 

was netting $5,000 daily. 

Elsewhere, in an area of trailer courts known for their drug 

activity, Officer E spots Raul, a 17 year old "kid" he had arrested the 

previous night. Raul is tall and looks much older than his 1 7 years. 

Officer E holds a certain concern for Raul, as he pulls the car up to 

where he is standing and begins to question him. Warning Raul not to 

get himself into trouble, Officer E does so not in a threatening 

manner, but in a concerned fashion. Officer E explains to me Raul's 
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precarious situation. Raul is a "kid" quickly plummeting, he dropped 

out of school in 8th grade. When he was picked up last night, Raul 

was drunk and driving a stolen vehicle. The car was stolen under 

strange circumstances, from Grande Avenue and Speedway 

Boulevard, in Tucson City limits. From there, Raul was to drive the 

car to an address in South Tucson, in exchange for $500. At the time 

of his arrest, Raul informed officers that his cousin was also 

involved in the trafficking of stolen vehicles. The cars, he 

explained, are being driven from Tucson to Mexico. Officer E 

believes it was through the Douglas, Arizona Port of Entry, that cars 

were entering Mexico. Detectives are in the process of investigating 

the stolen car ring operating out of South Tucson. We later drive by 

houses suspected of forming that ring. 

The owner of the car stolen by Raul, however, refused to press 

charges. Officer E believes the owner feared investigation into his 

own activities. Before taking this man's car, Raul had been picked up 

by him, in what officers' believe was leading to illicit Sexual 

Conduct with a Minor. As we continue along the streets, Officer E 

points to what are "about 7 to 10 pretty busy drug houses," adding 

that "there are also the dealers' houses." And there is yet another, 

for example, "working out of an auto body shop." So insidious are the 

narcotics operations, that even the no longer operational South 

Tucson Jail Compound on East 29th Street, was being used as a front 

under the guise of a tire and door retail shop, until its discovery a 

few years ago. 
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Officer E points to a woman he identifies as a prostitute, as 

we watch, she can be seen walking up and down a side street. It is 

Deb. Officer E informs me that "Deb probably has a $' 50 a day habit 

doing cocaine and heroin. She is more heavily a heroin addict. She 

has tracks [needle marks] all the way up and down her arms. II Not too 

far from where Deb is seen, are the city's housing projects on South 

3rd Avenue. Of the housing projects' residents, Officer E explains, 

"there are no victims here. We have people wanting to take care of 

their own problems. Even children exhibit this attitude. There are 

no victims in South Tucson." 

We are stopped at a stop sign between 5th and 6th Avenues, on 

32nd Street. There are street lights, but they are few and far 

between, and it has been raining steadily, making it that much more 

difficult to see. Before I observe anything, Officer E warns me to be 

careful. Instinctively, I react to the screaming women coming 

towards us by locking my door. The woman reaches the car and 

attempts to open my door. Officer E has placed a call to the station 

and gets out of the car, motioning the woman, who it now appears is 

wearing only 1 shoe and bleeding from the forehead, to come around 

to his side of the vehicle, get in and calm down, enough so that she 

can speak less belligerently. The woman continues screaming and 

mumbling limy cat, God please, God please let him be alright. 

Officer, what happened to my cat?" Officer E asks her repeatedly to 

calm down and tell him what has happened. Within minutes, her 

incoherence is pieced together. There has been an attack and 
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attempted rape on her in her own car, on 32 112 Street, the alleyway 

between 32nd and 33rd Streets. Officer E drives over to the 

alleyway while alerting paramedics and other officers to the scene. 

The alleyway is dark and desolate. The woman is calmer now. She is 

a tall thin Anglo woman in her late 40s. From what she tells us, it 

appears she is in the custom of coming to South Tucson at night and 

setting cages with food in alleyways to capture stray cats, which 

she adopts. She does so she says, because she loves animals and 

cannot bear to see them suffer. Some of the other officers that 

arrive recognize her immediately and claim that they have spoken to 

her before and warned her that what she is doing is potentially 

dangerous. At this point she continues to ask about a cat she had in 

a cage in the back seat of her car. Officer E and I examine the car 

and are overcome by the stench of cat urine. The cat in the 

meantime, remains in the cage where he was left. Paramedics 

arrive and are examining the victim. She, however, refuses to seek 

further medical help or counseling. 

The attack, relates the victim, now more composed, happened 

while she was sitting in her car. She had already set her cages and 

caught one cat, which she placed cage and all in her backseat. While 

she was sitting there a young Mexican male came along and 

shattered the rear left passenger door window directly behind her, 

opened her door, and forced himself on top of her, attempting to rape 

her. He got as far as tearing some of her clothing, while beating her 

about the head, and putting his hand up her leg, before she managed 
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to escape and run down the alley to the stop sign where she 

approached us. Officers get a vague physical description of the 

attacker and begin a search in the area. The woman is now 

somewhat more coherent, and continues to refuse further medical 

attention. She says she does not have insurance, she recently 

started working and does not have medical coverage. Officer E asks 

if there is someone he can call for her, she declines. She collects 

her cages and returns them to the car. We have found her shoe and 

return it to her. After getting all the necessary information for his 

report Officer E asks again, if there is something further which he 

can do. He also warns her that what she has been doing is very 

dangerous and that she is very fortunate that it was not more 

serious. The woman declines any assistance and leaves in her car. 

There is a 10-31 call, a Family Disturbance. The location of 

the disturbance causes great alarm, however, because it is the home 

of a drug dealer on 31st Street. There are additionally other related 

households and family members involved in narcotics on this same 

street. Police estimate that this extended family, none of whom are 

legitimately employed, are making 1 million dollars annually. In 

that respect, the late car models in the driveway and the newly built 

home demonstrate an affluence not frequently seen in South Tucson . 

. Additionally, warns Officer E, "these individuals have a history of 

violence and criminal activity." The woman who has made the call is 

Veronica Ortiz. "She is 4 to 5 months pregnant," Officer E informs 

me, "with her 7th child." Once at the scene, all other available 
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officers have been called in and park at both ends of the street. 

While several officers cautiously approach the residence, I remain 

behind the vehicle with other officers. As these officers observe 

the area, they notice other family members holding their flashlights, 

observing the scene behind trees and bushes. Veronica Ortiz and her 

boyfriend have been arguing. He apparently broke a window when he 

hit an object on a table. The house is in her name and she wishes for 

him to be arrested for domestic violence. He is a Resident Alien, and 

has been in the United States 8 to 9 years. Additionally, she is a 

much older woman, in her 40s perhaps, while he is in his early 20s. 

Officer E transports the handcuffed prisoner to the South Tucson 

Department of Public Safety Offices to process paperwork on the 

arrest. While there, the individual, who speaks only Spanish, 

repeatedly claims that he is not at fault. It is her fault and her 

family's he says, it is her behavior and the family's threats of 

violence that are the culprits. He says he is afraid of them, but 

refuses to tell officers anything further. Upon completion of 

paperwork, he is transported by other officers to the Pima County 

Adult Detention Center. It is well past '12:00 p.m. when the shift 

ends. Officer E, however, remains to complete paperwork. 

7.5.1 Discussion. Officer E's style of policing is much more 

aggressive, however, it differs from that of Sgt. B, whose philosophy 

of the community is prohibitive of action. Officer E's discussion 

maintains the thread of South Tucson as nothing more than victims 
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who take care of their own matters. So prevalent is this view that 

it merits serious consideration and will be thusly addressed in the 

summary discussion. 

Officer E does, however, demonstrate a natural ability to reach 

out and create bonds within the community, similar to Sgt. B, and 

with the same people he comes into daily contact with, be they 

prostitutes, drug dealers and victims of other crimes. Yet, like 

other officers, Officer E cannot speak of what he does not know, the 

larger part of the community. 

7.6 Interim Shift. Friday, February 14, 1992, 7:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. 

Upon the suggestion of several officers, I ride along on the Interim 

Shift today. The Interim Shift falls between the 3:00 p.m. to 11:00 

p.m. shift and the 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. shift. I am told that from 

the hours between 3:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m., very little activity goes 

on. Hence the Interim Shift is created to have more officers on duty 

during the peak hours of activity. Additionally, because of the lull in 

activity during that period, 3:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., I am advised that 

it is not worth my losing sleep. 

Upon my arrival to the Department of Public Safety (DPS) 

office this evening, a Sgt. comes to greet me and advises me that 

other officers are interviewing individuals under custody, and asks 

that I remain in the waiting area to the DPS offices. 
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7.6.1 Officer D (Male. Anglo). 7:00 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m.. Last 

week I had the opportunity to ride with Officer D. I am assigned to 

ride with him again today, for the duration of his shift. His shift, 

however, began at 3:00 p.m. As we drive along the streets it quickly 

becomes dark and the activity on the street appears that much more 

chaotic. Riding in a squad car lends a different eye into the 

surrounding environment, one is expected to be intrusive. This 

evening we are driving in search of any suspicious activity, 

additionally, Officer D is on the lookout for any recent graffitti. He 

explains as we look around, that "graffitti is the symbol of the 

Mexican gangster." 

A 10.41 call comes in over the radio. A store owner has called 

to report individuals causing a disturbance. Upon our arrival to 

Valencia Market on 29th Street, other officers arrive and assist in 

assessing the situation. The Chinese store owner speaks to Officer 

D. Other officers simultaneously speak to the individuals in 

question. One of the men complains that the store owner is "ripping 

them off," by selling them cigarettes individually, and that he will 

not sell to them now. In the background can be heard the store 

owner, who speaks little English, saying "No, you go now, go." 

Officer D, having assessed the situation (e.g., called in a search on 

the 3 men) relates to me that there is one individual with 

outstanding warrants, pointing to the one "standing outside the 

storefront with the 2 other Indians." 
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Officers quickly cuff the individual in question, who despite 

his extreme intoxication, appears lucid. The store owner comes out 

of the store again, this time chasing the other 2 men standing at the 

storefront. While the officers are searching the detainee for 

weapons, his eyes are literally closing shut. Meanwhile, the two 

men described earlier, have gone back into the store and now leave 

with a quart of beer wrapped inside a small paper bag. The detainee 

is Joe Aros, better known, as Officer D explains, "Jo Welcome." Joe 

is Native American, and wears his hair gathered in a long ponytail. 

Joe has a General Delivery Address, his date of birth is January 

1954. Once Joe's personal effects are removed and placed in a paper 

sack, he is asked to get into the squad car, which he refuses to do. 

Instead, says Joe to the officers, "Enjoy, enjoy. I hope you enjoy 

your job." As I am standing nearby observing, Joe talks to me, the 

alcohol on Joe's breath proves overwhelming. Officer D informs Joe 

that he is being charged with 2 counts of Trespassing, 2 counts of 

Disorderly Conduct, and 1 count of Outstanding Warrants. He then 

tells Joe that if he signs the citations for South Tucson, Pre-Trial 

Services will decide on the matter of the warrant. Joe responds, 

"What's the world coming to now, anyway? You guys Gestapo?" As 

can be evidenced by the conversation, Joe is not only vocal, but 

shrewd in his speech. 

8: 10 p.m. We have arrived at the Pre-Trial Services at the 

Pima County Adult Detention Center. Joe has been placed in one of 

the glass front holding celis, while Officer D completes the 
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necessary paperwork. From where he is, Joe is making bird calls. 

Joe's humor, in his allegorical allusion to a jailbird, does not go 

unnoticed. Officer D asks Joe to sign the citations, to which Joe 

responds that he is "going to check it out," and that he has "to read 

them." As he does so, he places the citations directly on his face 

and claims that he "can't see." Looking at Joe, Officer D notices that 

his temples are abnormally swollen and asks Joe if he has been hurt 

in a fight. Joe does not respond. 

8:30 p.m. Joe has signed the citations and has been released on 

them by South Tucson. However, he is booked on the city warrant for 

Failure to Pay a fine on Narcotics Paraphernalia. In this way, Joe's 

stay in the jail comes at the expense of the City of Tucson, not 

South Tucson who has released Joe in lieu of the signed citations. 

While Joe is being booked in the building across the grounds 

from pre-trial services, there are 3 other individuals, 2 men and 1 

woman, waiting to be incarcerated. Beyond steel doors and glass 

windows, screams and shouts can be heard coming from within the 

jail. From across the room, Joe continues to speak and begins to 

make hand signals. He asks me, "Don't you know what that means? 

It means I love you." With that, Joe is taken in to another holding 

area, to await a jail cell. A notation has been made on his booking 

sheet, to have his temples examined. 

Officer 0 returns us to the street. We are on 4th Avenue, 

where he describes the street level drug dealing going on, where one 

has "the retailer that sells to the consumer." Shortly thereafter, 
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along with 2 other squad cars we arrive at Antonio's Lounge on South 

4th Avenue. The officers present are all male. As we prepare to 

enter the establishment, one of the officers cracks a remark to the 

effect that this is "a place to bring the entire family." Antonio's 

Lounge is a smoked filled den, outdone only by its thick, rank smell 

of stale alcohol and outward seediness, amidst its blaring din. As 

we enter, all eyes fall briefly on the officers, before they are 

quickly diverted to ignore their presence, and still others quickly 

scurry out of the bar to avoid any contact. Despite their show of 

force, these 5 officers feel threatened and sense potential danger. 

As they move about, they are careful not to turn their backs on the 

bar's patrons, nor to be isolated from one another. One of the 

officers' explains and points to drug dealers and prostitutes among 

the throng of alcoholics and drug addicts. We leave not a moment to 

soon. I have stayed closely by the officers, as they had requested I 

do, and am relieved to be safely out of the bar and away from this 

hellish experience. Most of the patrons at Antonio's Lounge are 

described by the officers as not from South Tucson. Additionally, by 

officers' accounts, the clientele is generally "50% Black, there are 

alot of Indians, and a few Mexican, and social women, prostitutes." 

Most of the women are middle aged, with a few older women well 

past their 60s. The bar itself houses 2 pool tables, 4 to 5 small 

tables, a juke box, and a long bar. The place is busy. Surprisingly, 

the same 2 quart size bottles of King Cobra Malt Liquor sold 

throughout the City of South Tucson, are sold at the bar. 
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We move on to another call, this time it is an alarm ringing at 

Whitthorne's Glass on South 4th Avenue, directly behind the South 

Tucson City Government Complex. There are broken windows on the 

building's side facing the alleyway, but it is difficult to determine 

when they were broken. I remain in the vehicle while Officer D looks 

around the a.lleyway, to the side of the store, on foot. When he 

returns, confident that the business is secure he allows me to leave 

the car. On a nearby wall, Officer D points to more graffitti. Most 

prominent are the letters "PJs," which Officer explains, "stand for 

the Projects [Housing Projects] nearby." "This," Officer D explains, 

pointing to more elaborate artwork, "is artistry exhibited by some 

graffiti artist. It is admirable under graffitti artists." Having 

informed the alarm company of the alarm and finding no evidence of 

forced entry, Officer D drives on. On a side street he follows from a 

distance a "black prostitute out of DOC [Depart of Corrections] for 

Armed Robbery, [released] 3 or 4 months ago." She is 31 years of 

age, he explains, "and a heroin addict." 

Towards the western boundary of South Tucson, near the Old 

Pascua Village, Officer D makes a traffic stop of a vehicle driving 

without lights. He warns me that these are suspicious stops, in that 

individuals may be deliberately driving without lights to hide. One 

never knows and must approach with caution. As it turns out, the 

occupants of the car are both deaf and mute. As they communicate 

with Officer D with pen and paper, he is informed that they had just 
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left a home in the area and had neglected to switch the car's lights 

on. 

9:35 p.m. Near a dumpster in an alleyway between South 6th 

and 8th Avenues, are 4 men drinking. As Officer D shines a light on 

them, they disperse. Two of the men we recognize, they are the two 

who were with Joe at the Valencia Market earlier this evening. 

Driving down another street, Officer D spots a man responsible for 

numerous drug offenses and the rape of 2 or 3 women. Officers have 

been unable to bring him to court for lack of substantial evidence. It 

seems, says Officer 0, "his victims fear him enough not to want to 

testify against him." Near the South Tucson - Tucson boundary on 

the north, there is a prostitute which Officer D is following. As we 

watch, she gets into a truck and is driven away in it. Officer D 

makes no arrest, because they are out of South Tucson's jurisdiction 

by the time she gets into the vehicle. 

As we drive west on 32nd Street, Officer D points to the 

general vicinity of the 8th Street Posse which lives on 32nd Street 

between 8th and 9th Avenues. On 12th Avenue, Officer D assists on 

a traffic stop, a possible DUI. The driver, a Mexican male in his late 

30s, appears agitated and is aggressive. He quickly gets out of his 

truck and asks, "Can I just leave the truck here and walk? What's 

wrong with that? Can't I say that? My, my aunt's house is just over 

there [pointing]." Officers initiate a Field Sobriety Test to which 

the man says, "I'm not going to bet you anything." He is unable to 

stand upright yet insists on walking to his aunt's home. Officers 
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advise him that he cannot, and that he would be hurt crossing busy 

streets if he did so. The officers continue asking him questions and 

ask for his address. The man is belligerent. Finally, they are able to 

ascertain who the aunt is. They make a call to his aunt, and ask that 

someone come and pick him up. Another officer has meanwhile 

looked through the truck and found a knife hidden under the seat. 

Family members arrive on foot and remove the man with them. 

10:30 p.m. A call is received from someone near the House of 

Neighborly Services, a non-profit social service community center, 

on West 33rd Street, where 3 female and 2 male juveniles are 

reported to be breaking curfew. The juveniles range in age from 15 

to 17 years. They are divided into 2 squad cars and taken to their 

respective homes, though, not without a lecture and a talk with their 

parents or guardian before their release. The females, especially, 

are warned to stay away from the 17 year old male, who will only 

bring them trouble. The 17 year old has a juvenile record for 

numerous violations, which police suspect will continue in the form 

of an adult criminal record as soon as he turns 1 8. 

7.6.2 Officer F (Female, Mexican), 11 :00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. 

Officer F is Mexican and she grew up in South Tucson, attending 

Ochoa Elementary School, Safford Middle School, and Pueblo High 

School. She is 34 years of age. Officer F is the only bilingual 

officer among the officers I have ridden with. There are, though, a 

few other bilingual officers like her. She is additionally, the only 
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woman on the South Tucson Police Force. On patrol, because, 

explains Officer F, situations can turn dangerous, she prefers I 

remain in the car. She cites as an example, for her concern, a 

memorable fight at the Wagon Wheel bar, that Sgt. C had alluded to 

earlier, with Shamu. At this scene Officer F was one of the officers 

injured. Explains Officer F, that in spite of a show of force, not 

until spraying pepper spray in the assailant's face, were they able to 

subdue him. In the scuffle, she explains, she suffered minor 

injuries. 

Officer F quickly informs me that her approach to law 

enforcement, however, differs from that of her colleagues. And that 

she does not agree with overused stereotypical portrayals of the 

community. Unlike other officers, Officer F speaks little. Her 

concentration is wholly given over to patrolling South Tucson, in a 

style similar to that of Officer E. Officer F is defensive and 

aggressive in her driving, using the siren, bullhorn, and lights 

frequently. She is also quick to follow on suspicious activity. South 

of 29th Street on 8th Avenue, for example, a car is speeding along 

with its lights off. Officer F recognizes the vehicle and follows it 

closely to its destination, using the bullhorn to warn the driver as 

he quickly parks and runs out of the car. Upon recognizing Officer F, 

however, the driver, a Mexican male in his 30s, acknowledges her 

presence and returns. Officer F warns him not to speed down the 

streets and to stay out of trouble. Additionally, she warns him, his 

antics could have brought him a great deal of trouble had another 
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officer witnessed them. He concedes and bids her a good night 

before entering the home, where he lives with his parents. In the 

car, Officer F explains that she knows the individual. She went to 

school with his brother, a Federal Deputy. Unfortunately, she adds it 

is not uncommon to find respectable and responsible Mexican 

families with a family member who easily gets into trouble. 

Further, she says, these individuals are not necessarily bad. Simply, 

she explains, they are always at the wrong place at the wrong time, 

and demonstrate poor decision making abilities. 

Throughout the evening Officer F warns individuals drinking 

publicly or loitering to move on lest they be cited and, or arrested. 

Among those she warns are drunks walking the street and 

individuals urinating in public. Shortly before 1 :00 a.m. a call 

comes in on a Fight in Progress, at the Latin American Social Club on 

East 26th Street. Several squad cars arrive simultaneously, though 

the altercation has dispersed, there is a congestion of pedestrian 

and vehicular traffic. The crowd continues to move slowly towards 

the parking lot, and their vehicles. Officer F suggests I wait in the 

car, while she joins other officers in investigating. Though few 

details are offered to them, officers remain long enough to send 

drivers on their way and clear the area of crowds. 

A final stop of the morning is a DUI. A Mexican woman in her 

late 50s is pulled off the road on 4th Avenue, by Officer F and other 

officers. The woman is visibly inebriated. The officers talk 

amongst themselves and choose to take her home, rather than arrest 
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her. The woman, as it turns out, is not a South Tucson resident. She 

is sternly spoken to by several of the officers and placed in the 

backseat, behind me, in the squad car. Her vehicle is taken off the 

road and parked in a nearby lot and she is driven home, outside of 

South Tucson. This final Ride Along ends shortly after 3:00 a.m. 

7.6.3 Discussion. While Officer E's goal of law enforcement is 

shared by her fellow officers, her view of the community, however, 

is not. Of the officers responding to my interest on this community, 

Officer E is additionally, the only one with roots in the community 

and currently maintaining strong ties to it, even though she is no 

longer a South Tucson resident. Director A's statement that the 

local government was moving towards a philosophy of community 

policing, is a description of Officer E's personal style of policing. 

Views of the community as held by her peers prove disappointing to 

her in that they are not realistic portrayals of the community. As 

long as her peer officers maintain that distance from the 

community, their views and by consequence their actions are 

justified. Yet it is a point of contention for Officer E who must live 

a double professional life, one the reality of her peers and the other 

her own experiential reality. 

There is a genuine concern on behalf of the 2 Mexican public 

servants in this chapter, in "protecting, II and "sheltering" the 

population from unwarranted assailment. For example, whereas it is 

marked by a compassion with Officer F and Director A, the non-
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native officer tends to generalize and stereotype, forming 

prejudices in order to characterize and understand the community. 

7.7 Summary Discussion. The community of South Tucson is 

well aware of perceptions held of it. Those perceptions, however, 

are neither recent nor new. For the minority community of South 

Tucson, the incongruence between who they themselves are and how 

they are perceived and are consequently treated as a sociocultural 

history. It is documented as I have pointed in Chapter 6, in 

educational traditions and other research inquiries, as well as 

governmental archives. The most glaring failure of these accounts 

has been the obscurity of the population in question. An absence 

that is substantiated given its characterization as apolitical and 

unmotivated in demeanor. Within that framework, the problem of 

South Tucson is another such account. Clearly there are grave 

issues to be dealt with in South Tucson. Notwithstanding, those 

issues have not been addressed directly nor introspectively. Instead 

of questioning the conditioning by education, of beliefs and 

practices, local government in the manifestation of its public 

servants continues to replicate the myth of the problem with the 

community of South Tucson. 

The problem and the themes raised herein are not with the 

community of South Tucson as a whole, but with isolated elements 

of the community. I offer to the reader, in fact, that myths 

perpetuated by local government soon envelop individuals of South 
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Tucson, not because it is the natural order of things, but because it 

is the expected progression of them. Examined under scrutiny, the 

precepts of these myths are not logical but charged emotionally, and 

thereby preclude the actuality of their meaning. In other words, that 

beliefs and perceptions espoused are charged with the emotional 

aspects of the experience (e.g., the beliefs that there are no victims 

in South Tucson, or that there are nothing but victims in South 

Tucson, or that 'Hispanics' returning to South Tucson for social 

functions do so only to do drugs and commit crimes) and overlook the 

logical reasoning in the formation of conclusions. Sergeant B made 

the point clearly, when he said that there is no difference between 

the children of South Tucson and others, in saying that "anything any 

kid gets involved in, they get involved in here too." It is the 

socioeconomic wrapping that is given to children that is different. 

Thus it is the illusion of low income versus middle class, that 

covets the eye from seeing judiciously. 

There are 3 major elements of crime in South Tucson. They are 

prostitution, drugs, and alcohol. Prostitution is prevalent on the 

major streets of Tucson and South Tucson, on South 6th Avenue, 

South 4th Avenue and to the immediate side streets, where most 

businesses are located. There are 3 issues of prostitution in need of 

clarification. For one, most women plying the trade of prostitution 

do so to support crippling drug and alcohol addictions. Second, 

though these women board and ply their trade in South Tucson, they 

are not traditional community residents. And third, prostitution is 



not about women committing crimes, but of the solicitation of 

women for those purposes. And yet, prostitution is an act which 

continues to weigh heavily against women, not men. 
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Drugs are overwhelming the nation as a whole, and South 

Tucson is no exception to the rule. The flourishing drug trade is 

more appropriately a consequence of the fluid shape of the law. 

Drugs are consented to, to a degree, a cost which Officer D defines 

accordingly, "the potential for arrest is the narcotics dealer's price 

of doing business." And like other more legitimate businesses in 

South Tucson, narcotics dealers also conduct their businesses out of 

South Tucson, though they may be neither residents of South Tucson, 

nor traditional community members. 

Alcoholism seriously affects certain individuals of South 

Tucson. And unlike alcoholics not from South Tucson, these 

individuals have family and homes to fall back on between drinking 

binges. Alcoholism, however, is a profitable enterprise for all the 

local markets in South Tucson, who stock heavily on supplies of beer 

and malt liquor, especially the King Cobra Malt quart bottles which 

come in 22 ounce and 40 ounce sizes for the cost, in 1994, of $1.09 

and $1.67, respectively. Though referred to locally as 1 quart and 2 

quart bottles, the bottles are in actuality 10 ounces short of a quart 

for the smaller size, and 8 ounces over a quart for the larger size. 

King Cobra Malt liquor is not sold everywhere despite claims by its 

distributor that the product can be found everywhere. It, like other 

malt liquors of its kind, tends to be popularized in poor minority 
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communities. Additionally, this form of malt liquor distinguishes 

itself from beer and other hard forms of liquor, in that it is cheaper 

than both and much more potent than beer. Malt liquors are not as 

highly regulated as beer. Consequently, their alcohol content can go 

much higher than the 5% alcohol by volume maximum allowed for 

beer. King Cobra Malt liquor is 5.9% alcohol by volume. A higher 

alcohol content is not feasible given that it would prove too bitter 

for consumption. Packaging of this product has proven most popular 

in Tucson, volume-wise, for the 22 ounce and 40 ounce bottles. The 

22 ounce and 40 ounce sizes of this malt liquor, further indicate its 

consumption to be for the heavy drinker, not the social drinker, and 

for the sole purpose of intoxication. This form of addictive liquor is 

known to ravage the body and mental capacities of those addicted to 

it. 

While prostitution, drugs, and alcohol related crimes occupy 

the police, there are, however, other white collar crimes which go 

untouched. Among those criminals are the slumlords who capitalize 

on the poorest of the poor, those without homes, living off of federal 

assistance. The relationship between slumlord and renter is 

insidious and clearly of the most parasitic. Laws, however, as 

pointed to by several officers, offer little recourse to renters and 

allow slumlords that margin of impropriety. 

In closing, I return to the discussion of perceptions of the 

community of South Tucson as apolitical and apathetic. To do so I 

must revisit the topic of its sociocultural history. The tradition of 
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minority contact with governmental entities has been one of 

justified distrust. Historically, minority populations have been 

discriminated and an aura of inferiority promulgated about them. 

Community members of South Tucson, therefore, distrust local 

government to act in its best interests. While public servants 

promote views of Mexican families as dysfunctional, all involved in 

gang activity at one time or another, and low income and low 

education, community members react by jealously guarding their 

privacy. They will continue to do so, as they have in the past, until 

such time that local government and public servants, alike, become 

responsive and respectful of the community as individuals not 

stereotypes. 

1 Recall that the formal approved incorporation of South Tucson's present incorporation 
came in 1939. 

2 The State Liquor Licenses and Control office regulates and limits the sale of alcoholic 
beverages to the hours between 6:00 a.m. to 1 :00 a.m. on weekdays and Saturdays, and 
10:00 a.m. to 1 :00 a.m. on Sundays. 
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CHAPTER 8 

INDIVIDUAL COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES: THE MESOSYSTEM 

Community members' discussions about themselves past and 

present have imbued the dissertation throughout. In this chapter, I 

will present similar discussions of community level experiences and 

perspectives of the community. There are 2 respondents to this 

chapter, Mr. J. Navarro and Mr. M. Villegas. Their dialogues are the 

focus of this chapter, with a summary discussion following. In the 

summary discussion I will address the themes raised by Mr. Navarro 

and Mr. Villegas. These themes belong to respective Microsystems, 

and are representative of the Mesosystem, itself a composite of 

microsystems, and further situate themselves within the larger 

ecological context amidst the Macrosystem and Exosystem. 

Mr. Navarro was born and raised in a South Tucson barrio, long 

before South Tucson's incorporation. Mr. Navarro's parents originally 

came to South Tucson from Sinaloa, Mexico. He served in the 

military before joining the South Tucson Police Department in the 

mid 40s, where he rose in rank to Police Lieutenant. Mr. Navarro was 

in his late 70s years at the time of his dialogue. 

Mr. Villegas was born in EI Hoyo, a barrio near South Tucson, 

and raised in South Tucson. He was born in 1937. His mother was 

born in EI Paso, Texas, and his father in Calabazas, Arizona. Mr. 

Villegas also served in the military, returning to South Tucson upon 

his discharge. His livelihood was made primarily repairing 

machinery in self-employment. 
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The dialogues which follow are microsystem accounts of 

growing and living in South Tucson. Together they serve to reveal a 

photograph of the mesosystem in the form of microsystem accounts 

and personal experiences, as they are shared in common, to one 

degree or another, for the community of South Tucson. For the 

reader's ease, English translations of discourse will be presented 

immediately following the section dialogue and preceded by the 

following notation •. The dialogue emanates in response to my 

interest on community member's experiences. The dialogues took 

place in the respective homes of the respondents and lasted in 

duration of between 1 112 to 2 hours. Entry into the homes of the 

respondents was facilitated by a confidant who served as a liaison 

between myself and the respondent. The dialogues were audio taped 

and allowed for a conversational ease in the interview. The initial 

inquiry on my part, as I have stated previously, was to know what 

the experience of growing up and living in South Tucson has been 

like. Follow up questions were limited as follows, What was school 

like? What was the community like? The saliency of themes raised 

remains particular to the respective microsystem, as will be 

evidenced in the categories below. 

8.1 Mr. Navarro. Yo estaba en el servicio cuando se incorpor6 

South Tucson. Vine del servicio en el 1944. Estuve 1 6 arios aqui 

[South Tucson] y 4 arios y medio en el Sheriff's Department. Nomas 



que en el Sheriff's Department trabajaba yo de jailer y despues 

[trabaje] en la corte y me sail ya, ya no segui mas. 

• I was in the service when South Tucson was incorporated. 
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returned from the service in 1944. I was here [South Tucson] 16 
years and 4 and a half years in the Sheriff's Department. Only 
that in the Sheriff's Department I worked as a jailer and later [I 
worked] in the court and then I got out, I did not continue. 

8.1 .1 Community. Creci6 mucho. Creci6 mucho desde que 

comenz6. Habia mucha gente que se cambiaban del pueblo para aca si 

les gustaba algo, 0 venian gente de afuera. Se cambiaban alia a South 

Tucson. Todo [barrios] estaba igual alii, Barrio Anita, eh y todos 

esos lugares, same thing. Y luego despues que, despues que hicieron 

South Tucson 0 aqui de alia, a lot of people moved out this way 

tambien, sabes. Away from the city, tu sabes. They thought it was 

cheaper living in South Tucson than it was in the city. Well era un 

poquito mas diferente que viviendo en la ciudad, okay. En la ciudad 

tenian I don't know, probably they picked up on the taxes and uh, I 

don't know, estaban mas agusto viviendo aca que alia. 

• It grew a lot. It grew a lot since it began. There were a lot of 
people that moved from the pueblo over here if they liked 
something, or people would come from the outside. They would 
move over there to South Tucson. Everything [barrios] was the 
same there, Barrio Anita, huh and all those places, same thing. 
And later after, after they made South Tucson or from here or 
there, a lot of people moved out this way, you know. Away from 
the city, you know. They thought it was cheaper living in South 
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Tucson than it was in the city. Well!t was a little different than 
living in the city, okay. In the city they had I donlt know, probably 
they picked up on the taxes, and uh, I donlt know, they were more 
comfortable living over here than over there. 

8.1.2 Language Use in the Community. Se hablaba mas espanol 

que ingles, porque casi la mayoria de la gente alii no hablaba ingles. 

Y 10 que la mayoria hablaba, pues era pUro espanol. Como te digo yo, 

pues toda la gente alii era casi toda mexicana, no habia mucha gente 

americana, la mayoria era gente mexicana. 

• More Spanish was spoken than English, because almost the 
majority of the people there did not speak English. And what the 
majority spoke, well was all Spanish. Like I tell you, well all the 
people there were almost all Mexican, there were not many 
American people, the majority was Mexican people. 1 

8.1.3 Vis-c)-vis Police. Todo era mas calmado entonces, todito. 

No estaba la gente como esta ahora. La gente era mas, convenia mas 

y cooperaba mas que ahora. Naturalmente ahorita pues yo, hace anos 

que deje de trabajar de policia, y pero todo era mas diferente. No, no 

esta igual. La gente cooperaba mas con uno. Y los chamacos, pues 

los muchachos no estaban tan de atiro como estan ahora. Ahora esta 

de atiro muy perdido todito, por eso ya tienen muchos problemas con 

la juventud de ahora. Hay mucho trabajo, hay much os padres [que] no 

cooperan con ellos [policia] tambien. Y es mucho trabajo. Es muy 

duro ahora. Porque parece que ahora tienen la vida muy dura, es muy 

dura para ellos [policia]. Por eso, porque la gente no coopera y los 
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muchachos son mas barrejieros [callejeros], mas valientes ahora que 

en aquel tiempo. No habia nada, una que otra muerte. Pero outside de 

pleitos, alii la pasaba. 

Cooperaban, cooperaban muy bien. Toda la gente. Bueno, 

conmigo cooperaba la gente muy bien, ves. Yo sabia lIevar a la gente 

y a mi- me protegian, me seguian ami, porque me saHa yo a explicar 

lno? Y asi a ver las cosas. If they were wrong I could see what's 

wrong or what's right, ves. No, I never had any problem. With the 

people I never had no problem. Oh, just a few kids, probably I had 

trouble with just a few kids, pero se calma ban. 

• Everything was much calmer then, everything. The people were 
not like they are now. The people were more, they were more 
agreeable and they cooperated more than now. Naturally well now 
I, it has been years that I stopped working as a policeman, and yet 
everything was much different. No, it is not the same. The people 
cooperated more with one. And the kids, well the boys weren't so 
far gone as they are now. Now everything is far gone and very 
lost, that is why the youth of today already has so many problems. 
There is a lot of work, there are many parents that do not 
cooperate with them [police] also. And it is a lot of work. It is 
very difficult now. Because it seems that now they have a rough 
life, it is very rough for them [police]. For that reason, because 
the people do not cooperate and many boys are more street
loiterers, braver now than at that time. But outside of fights, 
that was it. 

They cooperated, they cooperated very well. All the people. 
Well, the people cooperated very well with me, they followed me, 
because I would get out and explain, no? And that way I could see 
things. If they were wrong I could see what's wrong or what's 
right, you see. No, I never had any problem. With the people I 
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never had no problem. Oh, just a few kids, probably I had trouble 
with just a few kids, but they would calm down. 

8.1.4 A Changing Community. Then, debe de haber sido ahora 

despues del 40, tu sabes. Ahora despues del 40, porque ya la gente 

esta un poquito mas, como se dice, mas utilizada, mas, entendian 

mas porque podian un poquito mas que en aquel tiempo, tu sabes. Ya 

toda esa gente ya, pues ya son gentes que fueron a la escuela, 

estudiaron y, y ya tenian un poquito mas de precauci6n. Sabian un 

poquito mas, tu sabes, porque casi la mayoria de la gente que estaba 

alii pues muy poquitos fueron los que tuvieron escuela. Y pues, tu 

sabes que para una gente que no tiene escuela, pues it's kind of 

rough. So luego pues sus hijos crecieron y ya fue cambiando todito, 

tu sabes. 

Pues, sabes que hay mucha diferencia que cambia, cambio la 

gente. Ahora es gente mas diferente, ahora la gente no, no, uh 

there's more hate now than there was at that time. Why? Because 

in the old days with a parent and a child, if the child would not 

abide, the parents could whip and correct him, punish them in 

certain ways y todo eso. And, of course the kid, the kid was calm, he 

was afraid. But then, when the laws came and the parents could not 

use abuse with the kid, spank him and beat the kid. Those kids 

turned the parents in, because they abused them, they spanked them. 

So what? From there on, things changed around. It, they weren't 

the same. If they would lock up the parents for reckless kids, it 

would have been a different world, to me, that's the way I see it. 
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Because I was brought up one way and you could see that most of the 

people had corrected these children, but they were growing, they 

were right. Los pegaban, los castigaban. Or they wouldn't let them 

out, or some way. But they knew that they had to obey the parents. 

And everything was fine. But like I said, when the laws came and a 

parent couldn't correct his children and so forth, that's the way it is. 

When you hear, I don't know if you've heard it before, but you know 

when a priest go [sic] and says, 'Can't you cut those trees?' Tienes 

un arbol y Ie pones unos palitos y 10 enderezes y se ve derechito 

lno? Well that's the way the parents used to be. They corrected 

kids, vayan chuecos they corrected, and everything was fine. But 

then when, I don't know, ya todo, va el mundo en un cacahuate. 

The laws, the laws that they cut. De alii venfan las leyes que 

no podfas corregir a un hijo. It's the law! It was the law! It wasn't 

the people. The people wanted to correct their children and they 

couldn't. I don't mean for a parent to go and abuse a child or, or 

mistreat him or anything like that, it's just correct him to grow up 

derecho and straighten out. Y, ya es todo, todito comenz6 a cambiar. 

The world changed. Est{m tan wild ahora. That's why the kids are so 

wild right now. You know? Yeah. It's a different world now. It isn't 

the world it used to be. Nothing can be done now, it's too late. 

Nothing can be done, unless they change the laws and probably they 

will, but it's too late now. No way they can correct it now. If they 

force the laws, possibly, but I doubt it very much. 
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If you talk, if you talk to an elder, and the elder people, and all, 

maybe they can tell you the same thing. And they will tell you the 

same thing! Because they couldn't correct their kids, they just grew 

up the way they wanted and that's why they are having the problems 

they are having right now. Did you get me now? EI, el, this cuando 

cambio la ley, this changed things. So the kids started growing up 

the way they wanted to. They go out. They steal, or even spank their 

parents or, or no falta lno? Those kids grew up the manera que ellos 

decided, que ellos quisieron crecer. So what happened to those kids? 

They grew up. They got married and all their kids grew the same as . 

the father, not like the parents, ah, the grandparents. But like the 

father because the father se crio solo. He did whatever he pleased 

then. So the other kids are growing just the same. That's what 

happened. 

Oh no, the laws, it doesn't come from people. They come from 

higher authorities. That's the way they put it in, how they have to 

put it in. Of course, the policeman is, nothing that they can do. 

Well, it's not just the Mexican people. It's the generation, period! 

There were no gangs when I was a policeman. Like I said, like I told 

you, that these last generations, they just grew up the way they 

wanted, thought they were right. The parents couldn't correct them. 

Like these, the cholos, where did they come from? Cholos son de 

California lno? From the pachucos from California, they call them 

cholos. No these people are machos, they can do what they please, 

you know? They knew the laws. The Law's had quite a bit of 
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problems with them. What could they do? The policeman can't do 

very much. The policemen go by rules. 

Nowadays, you can see, you can see nowadays como esta 

ahorita, everyday you have somebody murdering somebody. It's all 

over. It's terrible. Tucson tambiem. And, ah, it's getting worse and 

worse all the time, unless they find a way that they can correct 

them. That they stop them from doing that. I doubt it very much. 

These people are, they're part of the ... And you have to be very 

careful who you go with, who you meet, tu sabes. It seems people 

are crazy. And it's hard, you, becaus(~ you never know. You can't even 

go out on the porch and sit there like I used to, because of some 

person who will go by with a gun and see you and start shooting. 

That's life ahora. 

I myself, I thank my parents for being rough with me. I grew 

up and I thank them, because if it hadn't been for them, what would I 

be? Huh? My 4 brothers say the same thing. They say that if they 

hadn't been so hard, rough with them while they were growing up, 

they could have gone to the other side. Huh? LNo? 

Well you just have to be very careful, very careful when you 

are outside because you never can tell. One night they'll go by and 

shoot at you. You don't have to show them that you are afraid. Don't 

show them that you're afraid. It's just that uh, its your porch, you 

have to watch where you're standing, you know? That's all. You 

don't have to show them that you're afraid. If you show that you're 

afraid, well then it gets worse. 
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• Then, it must have been now after the 40s, you know. Now 
after 1940, because by now the people were a little more, how 
would you say, more resourceful, more, they understood more 
because they could a little more than at that time, you know. By 
that time all those people, well they are now people who have 
gone to school, studied, and they already had a little more 
precaution. They knew a little more, you know, because almost 
the majority of the people that were there well very few were 
those who had any schooling. And well, you know that for some 
people who have no schooling, well it's kind of rough. So later 
well their children grew and everything began to change, you 
know. 

Well, you know that there is much difference that changes, 
changed the people. Now the people are more different. Now the 
people don't, don't, uh there's more hate now than there was at 
that time. Why? Because in the old days, with a parent and a 
child, if the child would not abide, the parents could whip and 
correct him, punish them in certain ways and all that. And of 
course, the kid, the kid was calm, he was afraid. But then, when 
the laws came and the parents could not use abuse with the kid, 
spank him and beat the kid. Those kids turned the parents in 
because they abused them, they spanked them. So what? From 
there on, things changed around. It, they weren't the same. If 
they would lock up the parents for reckless kids, it would have 
been a different world, to me, that's the way I see it. Because I 
was brought up one way and you could see that most of the people 
had corrected these children, but they were growing, they were 
right. They would spank them, punish them. Or they wouldn't let 
them out, or some way. But they knew that they had to obey the 
parents. And everything was fine. But like I said, when the laws 
came and a parent couldn't correct his children and so forth, 
that's the way it is. When you hear, I don't know if you've heard it 
before, but you know when a priest go[sic] and says, 'Can't you cut 
those trees?' You have a tree and you place little sticks on it and 
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you straighten it out and you see it upright, no? Well that's the 
way the parents used to be. They corrected kids, if they were 
going crooked they corrected, and everything was fine. But then 
when, I don't know, now everything, the world is going in a peanut. 

The laws, the laws that they cut. From there came the laws 
that you could not correct a child. It's the law! It was the law! 
It wasn't the people. The people wanted to correct their children 
and they couldn't. I don't mean for a parent to go and abuse a child 
or, or mistreat him or anything like that, it's just correct him to 
grow up right and straighten out. And, that is it, every little 
thing began to change. The world changed. They are so wild now. 
That's why the kids are so wild right now. You know? Yeah. It's a 
different world now. It isn't the world it used to be. Nothing can 
be done now, it's too late. Nothing can be done, unless they 
change the laws and probably they will, but it's too late now. No 
way they can correct it now. If they force the laws, possibly, but 
I doubt it very much. 

If you talk, if you talk to an elder, and the elder people, and all, 
maybe they can tell you the same thing. And they will tell you the 
same thing! Because they couldn't correct their kids, they just 
grew up the way they wanted and that's why they are having the 
problems they are having right now. Did you get me now? The, 
the, this when the law changed, this changed things. So the kids 
started growing up the way they wanted to. They go out. They 
steal, or even spank their parents or, or whatever else, no? Those 
kids grew up the way that they decided, that they wanted to grow 
up. So what happened to those kids? They grew up. They got 
married and all their kids grew the same as the father, not like 
the parents, ah, the grandparents. But like the father because the 
father raised himself. He did whatever he pleased then. So the 
other kids are growing just the same. That's what happened. 

Oh no, the laws, it doesn't come from people. They come from 
higher authorities. That's the way they put it in, how they have to 
put it in. Of course, the policeman is, nothing that they can do. 
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Well, it's not just the Mexican people. It's the generation, period. 
There were no gangs when I was a policeman. Like I said, like I 
told you, that these last generations, they just grew up the way 
they wanted, thought they were right. The parents couldn't 
correct them. Like these, the cholos, where did they come from? 
Cholos are from California, no? From the pachucos from 
California, they call them cholos. No these people are machos 
[tough guys], they can do what they please, you know? They knew 
the laws. The Law's had quite a bit of problems with them. What 
could they do? The policeman can't do very much. The policemen 
go by rules. 

Nowadays, you can see, you can see nowadays how it is this 
very minute, everyday you have somebody murdering somebody. 
It's all over. It's terrible. Tucson also. And, ah, it's getting 
worse and worse all the time, unless they find a way that they 
can correct them. That they stop them from doing that. I doubt it 
very much. These people are, they're part of the... And you have to 
be very careful who you go with, who you meet, you know. It 
seems people are crazy. And it's hard, you, because you never 
know. You can't even go out on the porch and sit there like I used 
to, because of some person who will go by with a gun and see you 
and start shooting. That's life now. 

I myself, I thank my parents for being rough with me. I grew 
up and I thank them, because if it hadn't been for them, What 
would I be? Huh? My 4 brothers say the same thing. They say 
that if they hadn't been so hard, rough with them while they were 
growing up, they could have gone to the other side. Huh? No? 

Well you just have to be very careful, very careful when you 
are outside because you never can tell. One night they'll go by and 
shoot at you. You don't have to show them that you are afraid. 
Don't show them that you're afraid. It's just that uh, its your 
porch, you have to watch where you're standing, you know? That's 
all. You don't have to show them that you're afraid. If you show 
that you're afraid, well then it gets worse. 
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8.1.5 Schooling. Yo fui a la Ochoa [elementary school]. Fui a la 

Safford [Junior high school]. Me sali de la Safford. Ochoa en esa 

epoca era muy callado, muy aparte, pues muy aparte. Muy aparte digo 

yo, porque todos eran una familia. Todo era una familia, no habia 

discusiones, no habia nada. Los maestros eran buenos maestros, 

cooperaban mucho con las criaturas. Los maestros eran de por alia, 

del centro par alia vivian. 

En Ochoa se ensenaba puro ingles. No, pues como los chamacos 

que no sabian ingles, pues los comenzaban en 1 C. Pues ya les 

comienzan a ensenar el ingles 0 10 que sea y de alii ya va graduando 

segun. En ese tiempo no, no se castigaba. No hablas el lengua, y no 

hablas el lengua y total, no habia diferencia. Pero no, alii no habia 

diferencias, si no aprendias te quedabas en el cuarto hasta que 

aprendias. Es todo. No te mandaban a otra escuela. Eso fue de ahora, 

de despues. No, este tiempo alii no, si no aprendias te quedabas, 

hasta que te hacias viejo, si no aprendias no sabias. Alii te 

quedabas. Si querias progresar, tenias que apurarte a aprender en 

ingles, a escribir, 0 a 10 que sea. 

• I went to Ochoa [elementary school]. I went to Safford [junior 
high school]. I got out of Safford. Ochoa at that time was very 
quiet, very removed, well very removed. I say very removed, 
because everyone was one family. It was all one family, there 
were no discussions [arguments], there was nothing. The teachers 
were good teachers, they cooperated a great deal with the 
children. The teachers were from over there, from downtown 
around there they lived. 
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At Ochoa they taught just English. No, well like the kids who 
did not know English, well they started them out in 1 C. Well they 
start to teach them English or whatever and from there they begin 
to graduate accordingly. At that time, they did not punish. You 
did not speak the tongue, and you did not speak the tongue and 
period, there was no difference. But no, there were no 
differences there, if you did not learn you would stay back in the 
room until you would learn. They did not send you to another 
school. That was from now, from later. No, that time there no, if 
you did not learn you would stay back until you got old, if you did 
not learn you did not know. 

8.1.6 Local Government. Ha habido mucho mas cambio. I 

think they're doing pretty good. They've progressed a lot and they're 

doing very good. In the past, they have worked for the people. There 

are problems. Lately, they lost the City Manager and the Police 

Chief. They're having the same problems alii in the County, in Pima, 

they're having the same problems. Son cosas que pasan. 
• There has been a lot more change. I think they're doing pretty 

good. They've progressed a lot and they're doing very good. In the 
past, they have worked for the people. There are problems. 
Lately, they lost the City Manager and the Police Chief. They're 
having the same problems there in the County, in Pima, they're 
having the same problems. They are things that happen. 

8.1.7 Discrimination. It's always been, it's always, there 

has always been discrimination. In those days it was worse. It was 

worse than it is [now]. But now it's changing. It isn't so bad. 

Because, well of course now, no se deja la gente, tu sabes. They go 

right back to them and say' lPorque? ldiscriminaci6n?' And en 
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aquel tiempo, no. The people didn't know that they could turn around 

and sue them or, or complain about it. So the people just se tragaban 

todito. Hmm, yeah, hay lugares. Still, hay lugares where you go and 

they look at you, like you don't belong there. Uh huh, no still it isn't 

as bad as it used to be. Because people now, they complain ... ahora, 

tu sabes, estan mas, mas abusados. 

• It's always been, it's always, there has always been 
discrimination. In those days it was worse. It was worse than it 
is [now]. But now it's changing. It isn't so bad. Because, well of 
course now, people do not tolerate it, you know. They go right 
back to them and say, 'Why? Discrimination?' And at that time, 
they did not. The people didn't know that they could turn around 
and sue them or, or complain about it. So the people just 
swallowed it all 'up. Hmm, yeah, there are places. Still, there are 
places where you go and they look at you, like you don't belong 
there. Uh huh, no still it isn't as bad as it used to be. Because 
people now, they complain ... now, you know, they are more aware. 

8.1.8 Social Life. Habia en aquellos tiempos, traian gente de 

afuera a tocar, c6micos or whatever, you know, to call the attention 

of the people. Ya no, cambio todito. Gente son diferente ahora, no es 

igual. Right now, you get most of the younger people with the 

Norteiio. The old people, the older people aren't interested in it. 

They don't, they don't call, pues no les trae la atenci6n, sabes. In the 

old days, in the old, people used to go out a los fandangos esos, iban 

y les traia chiste, tu sabes. Nowadays, people, ya est{m mas viejos. 

No les interesa mucho pues, sabes. Now they stay home, watch TV, 

they don't even go to the movies like they used to, como al Teatro 
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Carmen que estaba en la Calle Meyer, y luego el Cine Plaza, donde 

daban en espanol tambien, vistas mexicanas. Se la pasan en la casa, 

they go with the families, to sabes. Pasan tiempo con las familias. 

They go out on a picnic or reunion in a park, asi se la pasan ahora. 

Pues es life ahora. 

Antes habia mas alegria. Habia de todo. Ya no, ya se acabo 

todito eso. Ya no puedes irte en los dias de fiesta, Mexican dias de 

fiesta, cuando toda la gente, toda la gente andaba alborotada. La 

fiesta del 1 6 [septiembre] and so forth. They used to be, tenian 

carros, vestidos todos los carros, like they do in the parades in Los 

Angeles. Ah, they had cars aqui tambiEln, compuestos y las gentes 

salian toda alborotada. At Armory Park [downtown Tucson] alii 

todas las gentes tenian su lumbrita a un lado, asi comian y vendian, y 

todo eso. No es como ahora, verdad, ahora ya no pueden. In those 

days iba gente y si querian vender algo, hacian su lumbrita, se hacian 

su comidita y la vendian. Ev-:crybody [was] very happy, no problem. 

They used to block the streets, porque te digo toda the people, 

everybody, young and old toditos se alborrotaban. It would be the 

16th of September, or the 15th of September, or cualquier dia de 

fiesta. Eh, y fijate, que tanto a cambiado ahora. Ahora el 16th 0 

15th of septiembre, apenas se oye. There used to be queens, hacian 

bailes grandes para las reinas y nada pues, ya acabo. 

• There was in those times, they would bring people from the 
outside to play, comics or whatever, you know, to call the 
attention of the people. No more, every little thing changed. 
People are different now, it is not the same. Right now, you get 
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most of the younger people with the Norteno.2 The old people, the 
older people aren't interested in it. They don't, they don't call, 
well it does not catch their attention, you know. In the old days, 
in the old, people used to go out to those fandangos, they would go 
and they would get a kick out of it, you know. Nowadays, people, 
they are older. It does not interest them very much. Now they 
stay home, watch TV, they don't even go to the movies like they 
used to, like to the Teatro Carmen that was on Meyer Street, and 
later the Cine Plaza, they also showed in Spanish, Mexican 
movies. They pass the time at home, they go with the families, 
you know. They pass time with the families. They go out on a 
picnic or reunion in a park, that is how they pass the time now. 
Well that is life now. 

There was more joy before. There was some of everything. 
Not anymore, all of that has ended. You can no longer go on the 
holidays, Mexican holidays, when all the people, all the people 
were excited. The holiday of the 16th [of September] and so forth. 
They used to be, they had cars, decorated all the cars, like they do 
in the parades in Los Angeles. Ah, they had cars here too, fixed up 
and the people would all come out excitedly. At Armory Park 
[downtown Tucson] there all the people had their little fires to 
one side, that way they ate and sold, and all that. It is not like 
now, true, now they cannot. In those days the people would go and 
if they wanted to sell something, they would make their little 
fire, they would make their food and sell it. Everybody [was] very 
happy, no problem. They used to block the streets, because I tell 
you all the people, everybody, young and old every single one of 
them was excited. It could be the 16th of September or the 15th 
of September or any other holiday. Huh, and take note, how much 
it has changed now. Now the 16th or 15th of September, you 
hardly hear anything. There used to be queens, they made large 
dances for the queens and nothing well, it has ended. 
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8.2 Summary. Mr. Navarro's experiences of living in South Tucson 

are imbued by his own adult experience of serving as a police officer 

in the community. Chapter 7's discussion on community policing 

comes to mind. It would appear that by Mr. Navarro's account, that 

his success as an officer was attributable to his willingness to 

respect individuals and to listen, in order to understand and project 

the instrument of the law judiciously. On the other hand, based on 

his experiences, both personal and professional, Mr. Navarro 

pinpoints the demise of parental control to the legislation of laws. 

These were laws that successfully undermined the parent and 

created a legacy of unruliness and disorder that to this date 

continue to destroy the inner sanctum of family and community. The 

same point was reiterated earlier by Sergeant B in Chapter 7, when 

he stated that "there is a fine line, governmental intervention in the 

family often causes dysfunctions in the family." And as Mr. Navarro 

indicates, "the policeman can't do very much. The policemen go by 

the laws." 

On a more personal note, Mr. Navarro submits that the 

community was passive to the discrimination that weighed heavily 

on it. Having no recourse, or perhaps not having the instruments of 

recourse at arm's reach, all that could be done was to "swallow it 

all up." And thus, survival as a Mexican community required the 

submission to subordination, to all forms of discrimination. Hence 

the silence of the population of South Tucson is not apathy as it has 

been suggested earlier, but the conditioning by subul"dination. 
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8.3 Mr. Villegas. No me acuerdo de mucho porque no habia nada 

excepcional, nomas una vez yo creo que era como en el 3rd 0 4th 

grade tuvieron un, un carnaval. Todos estabamos vendiendo boletos y 

yo fui el que vendi6 mas boletos. Habia vendido mas boletos que 

ninguno, que todos los boletos que habian vendido. Y la Miss Mayo, 

me quedaban un montonazo, y me dijo, 'quedate con ellos.' De manera 

que yo tenia para todos los juegos. Un Jeep ride tenian. Tenian un 

Jeep ride tambien. Un Jeep de World War II, era el ultimo grito darte 

un ride en un Jeep. Era el thrill, era el thrill de la juventud un ride 

en el Jeep. 
• I do not remember very much because there was nothing 

exceptional, only one time I believe that it was in like the 3rd or 
4th grade they had a, a carnival. We were all selling tickets and I 
was the one who sold the most tickets. I had sold more tickets 
than anyone, than all the tickets that had been sold. And Miss 
Mayo, I had a whole bunch left, and she told me, 'keep them.' So 
that I had for all the games. They had a Jeep ride. They also had a 
Jeep ride. A Jeep from World War II, it was the latest scream 
[rage] to give yourself a ride on a Jeep. It was a thrill, a ride on 
a Jeep was the thrill of the youth. 

8.3.1 Language Use in the Community. Ingles, hablaba un poco 

cuando entre a la escuela, si, bueno, si 10 hablaba. Si hablaba ingles. 

Mi madre hablaba muy bien el ingles, y no tenia acento. Si hablaba 

ingles, 10 que no podia es leer y escribir ingles. No entendia como 

leerlo. 
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• English, I spoke a little when I entered school, yes, well, I did 
speak it. I did speak English. My mother spoke English very well, 
and she had no accent. I did speak English, what I could not do 
was read and write English. I did not understand how to read it. 

8.3.2 Schooling. Los estudios, no te trataban de ayudar. Nomas 

que si if you don't catch up te dejaban atras. Comenzaban a separar 

grupos. No, no ayudaban. No te ayudaban, nomas te separaban, en un 

grupo en la clase. Y alii te dejaban. Ya no molestaban contigo. Y 

luego si no te espabilabas, te mandaban a la Carrillo en un Special 

Room, y alii te quedabas sin aprender, nomas pintando monos con 

crayolas y water crayons. Y luego esta maestra dijo that I didn't 

belong there. De manera que me mandaron alii porque dijieron que no 

podia aprender. Y luego la maestra, cuando lIegue alii a la Carrillo, 

me dijo 'you don't belong here.' Dice, 'I'm going to talk to them 

again.' Fue y hablo, y me mandaron otra vez para la Ochoa en donde 

comence. Perdi un ano, dos. Y luego perdi como 3, 4 anos. Me 

mandaban para un sitio y luego para otro. Y luego el Mr. Lupo dijo que 

los podia recuperar, que el me ayudaria hacerme double promote 

para, to reach my grade. Y dijo que Ie hablaria a la Bullfinch 

[principal]. La Bullfinch no quiso. Dijo que no. Luego el siguiente 

ano se fue el Mr. Lupo de la Ochoa. 

Era, los maestros parece que no, no tenian interes. Nomas te 

trataban bien para que no les dieras problemas. Habia el Estrada, un 

viejo. No Ie importaba, criticaba como eramos, pero no, no te ... 

Hablaba de sus hijos, de su familia, de su vida. Se creia superior el 
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viejo mocho. Tenia, Ie faltaba el brazo izquierdo. Y yo no se, era, 

era el capitan de los patrols yo, y una vez porque un chico andaba en 

bicicleta, no habia ni cerco ni nada, alii me quito el deste de capitan 

y todo, en el playground. Le gustaba al viejo avergonzarte, hacerte 

sentir rebajado. Yeah. Y, yo no se. La Miss Mayo era muy buena 

maestra. Nos leia, ensenaba interes. Los otros, no. Habia un 

maestro de la universidad, de la banda, que decia, 'When you, cuando 

lIegues a la universidad Manuel, vas a tocar por mi.' Es todo 10 que 

me acuerdo. 

En Ochoa no sabian mas que pegarte. Ponian lineas por todo el 

hallway. Se ponlan lineas por todo el hallway. Se ponia lIeno de 

lineas para, para paddling. Todo el rato. Pegaban, el maestro, el 

Estrada, 0 uno de los hombres que tenian alii. Te daban tortazos, el 

viejo Estrada. Parecia que eso era normal. Asi era la cosa. No, 

nadie, nadie se quejaba. Una vez nomas, lIeve una pistolita que nos 

regal6, compr6 mi madre, de esas de cap guns, y me la quito la 

Bullfinch y mi madre fue muy enojada y Ie dijo que vale mas que la 

regresara. Se la di6 a mi madre y Ie dijo que no las trajera a la 

escuela otra vez, ya no las lIeve a la escuela. 

Los maestros no enseiiaban mucho interes para tu futuro, 

nomas como un compromiso que no, no era necesario cumplir. Pues 

no me sentia confortable pero no, no sabia que esperar, no sabia que 

oportunidades, que eran los beneficios, las perdidas. Como yo no era 

el unico, eran todos los demas, pensaba que ese era el norm, que asi 

era la vida como la escuela, sin nada de playground, ni nada, ni cerco, 
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entraban los caballos alii, venia gente con caballo a la yarda de la 

escuela, era normal. 

La opinion de los maestros no se, es dificil decir porque cuando 

tocabamos musica, venian padres y se portaban muy bien los 

maestros. No iban los padres, nom as cuando tocabamos musica. 

La Safford era muy diferente. Bueno pues, conmigo era muy 

diferente. Hacian todo 10 mejor para ayudarme la Miss, la Nan Moore, 

y todos, el deste el Mr. Hall, Ie decian el Rata Blanca, era muy bueno 

conmigo. Y los counselors eran muy buenos conmigo. Era muy 

diferente en la Safford. Querian, hacian por donde prepararte para el 

futuro. Era como de la noche al dia de la Ochoa a la Safford. 

Ensenaban interes en tu futuro. 

Cuando fuimos ai, gradue del 7th grade y luego fuimos al 8th 

grade, y cuando las vacaciones en Navidad, ya no volvi para atras. EI 

January the 4th me meti al servicio, en el 55. Tenia 17 anos, en el 

8th grade! De manera que I was behind, que 3 years? 4 years? Pues 

cuando lIegue con el Mr. Lupo comence a agarrar 1 sand 2s 

[equivalent of As and Bs on the grade scale]. Y luego alia entre en la 

Safford, el 7th grade honor roll todo el ano, y en la parte del ano que 

fui al 8th grade fue honor roll. Puros 1 sand 2s. 

• The studies, they did not attempt to help you. Only that if you 
don't catch up they leave you behind. They would begin to separate 
groups. No, they did not help. They did not help you, they would 
just separate you, in a group in the class. And that is where they 
would leave you. They would not bother with you again. And 
later, if you did not wake up, they would send you to Carrillo in a 
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Special Room. There you would remain without learning, only 
painting figures with crayolas and water crayons. And later this 
teacher said that I didn't belong there. So that they sent me there 
because they said I could not learn. And later the teacher, when I 
arrived there at Carrillo, told me, 'you don't belong here.' She 
said, 'I'm going to talk to them again.' She went and spoke, and 
they sent me again to Ochoa where I had begun. I lost a year or 
two. And later I lost 3, 4 years. They would send me to one place 
and then to another. And later Mr. Lupo said that I could 
recuperate, that he would help me to double promote me to, to 
reach my grade. And he said he would speak with Bullfinch 
[principal]. Bullfinch did not want to. She said no. Later the 
following year Mr. Lupo left Ochoa. It was, the teachers it 
appeared did not, did not have an interest. They just treated you 
well so that you would not give them problems. There was 
Estrada, an old man. He did not care, he criticized how we were, 
but he did not, would not... He would speak of his children, of his 
family, of his life. He believed himself superior the old maimed 
man. He had, he was missing his left arm. And I don't know, I 
~as, I was the captain of the patrols, and one time because a boy 
was riding his bike, there was no fence or anything, right there he 
took away my captain's whatnot and everything, on the 
playground. The old man he liked to embarrass you, make you feel 
belittled. Yeah. And, I don't know. Miss Mayo was a very good 
teacher. She read to us, she showed interest. The others, did not. 
There was one teacher from the university, from the band, who 
would say, 'When you, when you get to the university Manuel, you 
are going to play for me. I That is all I remember. 

At Ochoa they did not know anything but to hit you. They filled 
the hallway with lines. Lines formed all over the hallway. It 
filled with lines, for paddling. All the time. The teacher, 
Estrada, would hit, or one of the men they had there. They would 
give you slaps, the old man Estrada. It seemed that that was 
normal. That is how the thing was. No, nobody, nobody 
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complained. One time only, I took a small pistol that was given to 
us, that my mother bought, those that are cap guns, and Bullfinch 
took it away from me and my mother went to the school very 
angry and told her that she had better return it. She gave it to my 
mother and told her that I not bring them to the school. again, I did 
not take them to the school again. 

The teachers did not show much interest for your future, just 
like a compromise that was not, it was not necessary to fulfill. 
Well I was not comfortable but I did not, I did not know what to 
expect, I did not know what opportunities, what were the 
benefits, the losses. Since I was not the only one, it was 
everyone else, I thought that was the norm, that that was how 
life was like school, with no playground, no nothing, no fence, 
horses came in there, people came with their horse into the 
schoolyard, it was normal. 

The teachers' opinions I do not know, it is difficult to say 
because when we played music, the parents came and the teachers 
would behave very well. The parents did not go, only when we 
played music. 

Safford was very different. Well, with me it was very 
different. They did all the best to help me Miss, Nan Moore, and 
everyone, what's his name Mr. Hall, they called him the White Rat, 
he was very good with me. And the counselors were very good 
with me. It was very different at Safford. They wanted, they 
tried to prepare you for the future. It was like night and day from 
Ochoa to Safford. They showed an interest in your future. 

When we went to, I graduated from 7th grade and then we went 
to the 8th grade, and during the Christmas vacation, I did not 
return. On January the 4th I joined the service, in 1955. I was 17 
years old, and in the 8th grade! So that I was behind, what 3 
years? 4 years? Well when I got to Mr. Lupo I began to get 1 sand 
2s [equivalent of As and Bs on the grade scale]. And later over 
there I entered Safford, the 7th grade honor roll the entire year, 
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8.3.3 The Community and Crime. Vis-c)-vis the Police. La gente 

no molestaba ni nada. No robaban ni nada. No habia robos ni nada. 

Habra borrachitos, los indios. Se miraban tirados por el caJlej6n. 

Era contra la ley que tomaran, pero habia bootleggers que vendian 

alcohol ilegalmente, ahora ya cambio la ley ya pueden tomar. 

• The people did not bother nor anything. They did not steal nor 
anything. There were not robberies nor anything. There were 
drunks, the Indians.3 You could see them laying throughout the 
alleyway. It was against the law for them to drink, but there 
were bootleggers that sold alcohol illegaJly, the law has changed 
now, they can now drink.4 

8.3.5 A Changing Community. En esos tiempos todos se 

conocian. La [Avenida] 6 estaba mucho mejor. Habia mas comercio. 

Pero en ese tiempo tambien, el State RouteS pasaba por alii. Cuando 

venias de EI Paso, tenias que pasar por la 6 y luego por la Main y 

sallas por la Oracle. Ese era el main street, entrabas por la 6 por 

alia por donde esta Nogales, el Benson Highway. Agarraban el Benson 

y pasaba por toda la 6 y pasaba por downtown, la Main, old Main 

Street, y agarraban para la Oracle y la Oracle te lIevaba para 

Phoenix. No habia el 1-10 entonces. No era mas que Oracle Road por 

alii pasaba parte del State Route. Y la gente lIegaba a los motels 

alii [en la 6], y habia farmacia, coffee shops, farmacias con 

restaurante dentro, like in the old days. Habia un soda fountain y 
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habia un Kreskge en el, enfrente del South Tucson donde esta la 

Ochoa, alii enfrente. Y el Le Cave's vendia ice cream, tenian un ice 

cream cone grandote, un neon sign arriba. Habia peluquerias, beauty 

shops, un Safeway. Alii donde esta el Pep Boys, fue el ultimo 

.Safeway. 

• In those times everyone knew each other. Sixth [Avenue] was 
much better. There was much more commerce. But at that time 
also, the State Route passed by there. When you came from EI 
Paso, you had to go by 6th and then by Main and you came out on 
Oracle. That was the main street, you would enter on 6th over 
there by where Nogales is, Benson Highway. They would take 
Benson and pass by all of 6th and pass by downtown, Main, old 
Main Street, and take it towards Oracle and Oracle would take you 
to Phoenix. There was no 1-1 0 then. There was nothing but Oracle 
Road, part of the State Route passed by there. And the people 
would stop by the motels there [on 6th], and there was a 
pharmacy, coffee shops, pharmacies with restaurants inside, like 
in the old days. There was a soda fountain and there was a 
Kresgke6 in it, in front of South Tucson where Ochoa is, there in 
front. And Le Cave's sold ice cream, they had a giant ice cream 
cone, a neon sign on top. There were barbershops, beauty shops, a 
Safeway. There where Pep Boys is, was the last Safeway. 

8.3.5 Local Government. Frank Benitez era Jefe de Policia y 

Juan Navarro era policia, y la Miss Martini era la secretaria. No, no 

habia conflictos con ellos. No, en la carcel no tenia mas que 2 

celdas, nada mas. Cuando Ernesto Mejia corri6 para alcalde, ya mi 

padre ya hacia arios que estaba envuelto en la politica pero luego se 

comenz6 a envolver con los de South Tucson. Y Ernesto Mejia corri6 
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para alcalde y gan6 y luego de alia mas, nos envolvimos mas. No, no 

mucho, nomas un poco interes mas en 10 que estaba pasando. Los 

Santa Cruces eran councilmen y los conociamos. Luego ya despues 

comenz6 a entrar gente y mas problemas. Luego ya no, no, en el 55 

no habia much os problemas. Eh, la Driver's License no tenia tu foto 

ni nada. Cualquiera podia usarla, una driver's license del otro. No se 

daba como, no habia mucha vigilancia. Luego ya despues del 58 

cuando vine cambio, ya era el City de Tucson ya en Gilkenson, creo 

los amigos de Malloy, eran 'Malloy and the boys,' la clica de ellos. 

• Frank Benitez was Chief of Police and Juan Navarro was a 
policeman, and Miss Martini was the secretary. No, there were no 
conflicts with them. No, in the jail they had but 2 cells, nothing 
more. When Ernesto Mejia ran for mayor, already my father for 
years had been involved in politics but then he became more 
involved with those in South Tucson. And Ernesto Mejia ran for 
Mayor and won and then from there on we became more involved. 
No, not a lot, just a little more interest in what was happening. 
The Santa Cruz's were councilmen and we knew them. Then later 
on people and more problems began to come in. Then there were 
no, no, in 1955 there were not many problems. Eh, the Driver's 
License had no photo nor anything. Anyone could use it, a driver's 
license from someone else. It was not given, there was not a lot 
of vigilance. Then later after 1958 when I came it changed, it 
was then the City of Tucson already in Gilkenson, I believe the 
friends of Malloy, they were 'Malloy and the boys,' their clique. 

8.3.6 Discrimination: EI racismo, ya habia racismo. Pero no, yo 

no se, mi padre me decia que no, que dejar que, dejarles. 'Deja que 

ruede,' decia, 'deja que ruede.' Se perdian oportunidades de 
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posiciones en trabajo. Si querrias venderle algo a... Por un tiempo 

estuve vendiendo de esas qui micas petroleras, eso que usan ahora 

para curar las calles, y no me querian comprar y me decian que no. Y 

luego cuando volvi del servicio, fui ai, querian policias. Fui y hice 

una aplicaci6n. Tenia yo 21 alios ya y habia venido de overseas. Me 

dijieron que estaba muy joven, que viniera en 3 alios. Y Ie dije pues, 

't(J estas, tu tienes la misma edad que yo. Tienes casi la misma edad 

que yo y estas trabajando en la oficina.' Me dijo, 'eso es diferente.' 

Si te metias en problemas con el unemployment y el hombre 

con que trabajabas, no les importaba de ti. Entre ellos mismos se 

arreglaban las cosas y a ti te dejaban afuera. No, no habia mucha 

justicia. Ahora parece que esta cambiando el racismo y la justicia 

pero yo no se. No me ha tocado tener que confrontarme con esas 

situaciones. Ahora hay jueces de habla hispana y son mas 

considerados. Y antes los jueces eran anglos y no les importaba 

nada. La multa y la carcel es todo. Como en la escuela, si no te 

ponias a la corriente te ponian al lado y cada alio alii estabas en el 

lado, no progresabas y no hacian por donde darte una mano para saber 

que es 10 que necesitabas. 

De los maestro yo no se, la unica que... EI Mr. Lupo queria 

ayudar, la Miss Mayo era buena. Yo no se, la Bullfinch, asi eran las 

cosas yo creo, 0 pensaria que no tenia la necesidad de avanzar mi 

educaci6n porque no habia ningun beneficio que ganar yo creo. 

Bueno, no dejaban hablar espaliol, te decian que te iban a pegar, 

que te iban a hacer paddle. Pero creo que hubo un jaleo y se 
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calmaron. Una queja. Hubo una queja. Uno de los chicos. Vinieron 

los padres y dijieron que en la clase estaba bien que no hablaremos 

en espanol, pero afuera en la yarda si andabamos jugando podrfamos 

hablar 10 que quisieramos. Y ellos [los maestros] querfan que 

hablaremos [ingles] todo el tiempo. 

Yo no se, esa, esa ha sido, 0 sera la mentalidad de las escuelas 

anglosajonas. Que no sepas. Como, por ejemplo, la bandera espanola 

en San Xavier, por anos no sabia 10 que era. No nos enseflaban. 

Vienen aqui y no saben nada de nosotros, s610 10 que han oldo y aSI 

nos ven. Vienen de otros sitios donde no valen nada yaqui tratan de 

poner orden. Es la ley del embudo, 10 ancho para uno y 10 estrecho 

para otros.7 

• Racism, there was already racism. But no, I do not know, my 
father would tell me not to, to let go, to let them. "Let things 
roll,' he would say, 'let it roll.' Opportunities for positions in 
jobs would be lost. If you wanted to sell something to... For a 
while I was selling those petroleum chemicals, that they use now 
to seal the streets, and they did not want to buy from me and they 
would say no. And then when I returned from the service, I went 
to, they wanted policemen. I went and made an application. I was 
21 years old already and I had come from overseas. They told me 
I was too young, to come back in 3 years. And I told him, 'well 
you are, you have the same age as I do. You are almost the same 
age that I am and you are working in the office.' He told me, 'that 
is different.' 

If you got into probler:ns with the unemployment and the man 
with whom you worked, they did not care about you. Between 
themselves they would fix things and they would leave you out. 
No, there was not much justice. Now it appears that racism and 
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justice are changing but I do not know. I have not had to confront 
myself to any of these situations. There are Spanish speaking 
judges now and they are more considerate. And before the judges 
were Anglos and they not care about anything. The fine and jail is 
all. Like in the school, if you did not keep current they would set 
you aside and every year you would be there to the side, you would 
not progress and they would not do not anything to give you a hand 
to know what it was you needed. 

Of the teachers I do not know, the only one that... Mr. Lupo 
wanted to help, Miss Mayo was good. I do not know, Bullfinch, I 
believe that is how things were, or I believe she might have 
thought she had no necessity to advance my education because 
there was no benefit to be gained. 

Well, they did not allow us to speak Spanish, they would tell 
you that they were going to hit you, that they were going to 
paddle you. But I believe that there was a ruckus and they calmed 
down. A complaint. There was complaint. One of the boys. The 
parents came and said that it was okay that we not speak in 
Spanish in the class, but outside in the yard if we were playing 
we could speak whatever we wanted. And they [the teachers] 
wanted us to speak [English] all the time. 

I do not know, that, that has been, or it must be the mentality 
of anglosaxon schools. That you not know. Like, for example, the 
Spanish flag at San Xavier, for years I did not know what it was. 
They did not teach us. They come here and they know nothing 
about us, only what they have heard and that is how they see us. 
They come from other places where they are not worth anything 
and here they try to create order. It is the law of the funnel, the 
wide for oneself and the narrow for the others. 8 

8.3.7 Social Life. Y'luego, iba y tenia como cuatro casas. A la 

Chalita Ie partia la lena, cuerdas de mezquite que compraba. Pero la 

Chalita no me pagaba. Me decia que si queria comer y luego una vez 
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Ie dije que si y me cobraba por el tamal 25 centavos y me pagaba 

como 50 centavos por partirle lena todo el dia. Ya no quise trabajar 

con la Chalita. Y trabajaba con la Mary y con los otros dos. Me 

pagaban bien. Iba una vez a la semana con cada uno y hacia yardwork 

y echarle fertilizer a las plantas y rastrillar. Luego ya despues la 

Mary se cambio de don de vive la Stella [al lado], se cambiaron y luego 

iba a por mi para ensenarme donde vivian, alii donde esta Le Cave's 

Bakery. Alii se cambio y alii iba y trabajaba pero luego ya despues 

no iba porque, I don't know, me consigui6 un trabajo mi padre con el 

Mr. Goodwin, matando gallinas. Me pagaba, no me pagaba mas de 20 0 

25 d61ares a la semana y luego trajo a un hombre que Ie pagaba mas 

que a mi y el hombre no hacia nada de trabajo. Le pare al Goodwin y 

ya no iba, que ria que fuera para atras, pero me decia mi apa que no, 

que no. Estaba alii en la 4, Freeman's Eggs, alii estaban el Freeman y 

el Goodwin. EI Freeman vendia huevos y el Goodwin vendia gallinas. 

Luego trabaje con el Jerry Lee Ho Market. En el Grand Grocer, 

era package, esos que meten comida en las bolsas, bag boy y les 

lIevaba la comida a los carros. Y en el Jerry Lee Ho Market tambien 

era bag boy, y lIevaba comida a los carros, y mapeaba. En el Jerry's 

el mapa era mas pesado que yo, no podia ni, no podia sacar el mapa 

del bote. Y en el Grand Grocer alii el chino hacia chorizo y 10 tendia 

en unas bandejas tan hondas [6 pulgadas]. Y luego las sacaba y les 

quitaba todo 10 verde, tanto asi [1 pulgada] de encima del chorizo. Yo . 
creo que asi 10 curaba, yo no se. Pero 10 de abajo se miraba bien. La 

gente se 10 comia. 
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Luego ya depues agarre un trabajo en el Tucson Inn de busboy. 

Alii trabaje un tiempo luego ya no. Luego trabaje en el Santa Rita 

de busboy tambien. Le daba todo el dinero a mi madre. Le traia 

postres cuando me daban en la noche. Se los traia·a mi madre. Me 

acuerdo una vez me compre un BB gun, se enoj6 mucho mi madre. 

Tenia los tips, las propinas guardadas. Era como, yo creo, costo 

como 1 6 d61ares el rifle. Se enoj6 mucho mi madre. Y se 10 preste al 

Bobby Bojorquez, su tio habia estado en el Army y practicaban con el 

BB gun. Me 10 estropellaron los desgraciados. Lo mande a componer 

pero ya no servia, ya no quedo igual. Es todo. 

EI Barrio no, habia una, alii donde venden las gallinas ahora en 

la 29 y 7. Alii era La Pasadita, habia bailes en el verano. La gente 

iba y los chicos de la escuela iban alii a veces. Te cobraban, que 10 

centavos el baile. Y luego habra el Westside tambien. Era un baile 

afuera en el verano, un piso de cemento donde se sienta la gente 

alrededor y compras tickets 0 pagabas dinero por bailar. 

La gente no se oia mucho de drogas. Habia chicos como el 

Pedro Blanco y los Balc6nes, los Cebadas, eran los que causa ban 

problemas, pero era las tres familias que siempre tenian jaleo, 

robaban y se metian en broncas. Una vez en, estabamos en la escuela 

y ya vienen los Sherifes y sale el Pedro Blanco corriendo. Lo andaban 

corretiendo par los hallways en la Ochoa. Estaba pequeno yo 

entonces. Estaba en el 3rd grade, 4th grade. Pas6 casi toda su vida 

en la prisi6n el Pedro. Se' cas6. Ya sali6, esta vez sali6. Dicen que 

esta muy calmado. Esta hablando contra las gangas y la mafia 
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mexicana. Pero no, se cas6 con una mujer que tenia una casa y 

parece que ya no sale mucho, nunca sabe uno. EI Polo Balc6n, 10 

balaziaron hace muchos anos. EI parece que ya se calm6, no se oye 

mucho de el. Los Cebadas creo que se lIamaba Henry Cebada, ya, ya 

no, no se si murio 0 que. Y luego habia estos 2 hermanos que se 

juntaban con los Cebadas. Era Jaime y su hermano. A su hermano 10 

mataron. No eran mas de como 4 familias que causa ban problemas. 

No se metian con la gente, tenian problemas con tiendas y negocios, 

y no se, los policias. 

Pero habia siempre habia conflictos 0 pleitos. Como una vez al 

mes habia un pleito. Yo casi cada ano me tenia que pelear con el 

Gordo. Confrontaci6nes para, no se. EI Gordo, Jose Carretas, no se 

que tenia el. Se muri6 su madre, la Rosa, y vendi6 al chino alii en 29, 

en la 22 alia abajo cerca de los traques del freeway. Tenian 2 casas. 

Se las regal6 al chino por una baba, nada. Ahora anda de mendigo, de 

trampa. Dicen que va y come alia en la 4, una iglesia que les da 

comida. No se, el no sabe nada. Sabe leer muy poco. No sabe como 

leer una cinta de medir. No se, no progres6 el Gordo. 

Los Gastelum, los Islavas, los Mejias, los Macias, no se 

frecuentaban, no se visitaban, pero se sabia uno del otro. Pasaba la 

mama del Mari y saludaba. Todos se conocian pero no, no teniamos 

fiestas ni sociales, juntas. Nomas en la escuela 0 cuando pasaba por 

la calle. La viejita, aquella que vivia en la esquina, al pasar se 

para ban alii y platicaban alii en la calle pasando. Uegaban y 

platicaban. 
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Salia en las tardes cuando iba a la Safford. Iba al parque Santa 

Rita con el negro, basketball player, el coach de la Safford. Pero no 

nos daba mucha oportunidad a nosotros. EI nomas queria a los negros 

que practicaran mas que nosotros, de manera que pare deir a 

practice games. Ensenaba mas interes en los negros para basket que 

para otra persona. 

Jugabamos, ibamos y jugabamos baseball en el Santa Rita. 

Ibamos a la Carrillo a nadar, pero ya cuando se muri6 la abuela, no 

saliamos la familia junta. EI cine, no, no teniamos dinero para el 

cine. Ya comence a trabajat, no habia tenido interes, no desarolle 

interes para el cine. Fuimos, mi padre y mi madre, fueron los 

primeros padres que compraron TV en el barrio. Venian todos los 

chicos, fue en el 50, 1950. Venian todos los chicos y chicas a mirar 

TV. Estaba la casa lIena. 

No estuvo, No me siento que tuve mala vida. Ya no es como 

antes. Um, hay muchos hijos que no tienen padres y las madres no 

los cuidan, se van con otros tios. Es 10 que me he dado cuenta. 

Parece que dondequiera que miras ah, estan lIenos de vicios, sin 

educarse, sin planes de mejorarse, ni inspiran de tener mejor dia en 

su vida. Ya no es el mismo South Tucson. Esos chicos que se juntan 

asi para hacer dano nunca existian. Como dije, la cosa mas 

fantastica era como cuando yo era pequeno, era darte un ride en el 

Jeep. Eso era una gran ilusi6n. Hoy en dia, los chicos, yo no se. 

• And then, I went and had about four houses. At Chalita's I 
would split wood, cords of mesquite that she bought. But Chalita 
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would not pay me. She would ask me if I wanted to eat and then 
one time I told her yes and she was charging me 25 cents for the 
tamale and she would pay me about 50 cents to split wood for her 
the entire day. I did not want to work with Chalita anymore. And 
I worked for Mary and the other two. They paid me well. I went 
once a week with each one and I would do yard work and throw 
fertilizer on the plants and rake. Then later on Mary moved from 
where Stella lives [next door], they moved and then she would 
come for me to show me where she lived, over there by Le Cave's 
Bakery. She moved there and I would go there and I would work 
but then afterwards I did not go, I don't know, my father got me a 
job with Mr. Goodwin, slaughtering chickens. He paid me, he did 
not pay me more than 20 or 25 dollars a week and later he brought 
a man who he paid more than me and the man did not do any work. 
I quit Goodwin and did not return, he wanted me to go back, but 
my dad would say not to, not to. It was over there on 4th, 
Freeman's Eggs, that is where Freeman and Goodwin were. 
Freeman sold eggs and Goodwin sold chickens. 

Then I worked with Jerry Lee Ho Market. At the Grand Grocer, I 
was a package, those that put food in bags, bag boy and I would 
carry the food out to the cars. And at Jerry Lee Ho Market I was 
also a bag boy, and I carried food out to the cars, and I mopped. 
At Jerry's, the mop was heavier than me, I could not even, I could 
not take the mop out of the bucket. And at the Grand Grocer the 
Chinese man there would make chorizo. And he would spread it in 
pans so deep [6 inches] and then he would remove the green on it, 
so much [1 inch] from the top of the chorizo. I believe that is how 
he cured it, I do not know. But what was on the bottom looked 
good. People ate it. 

Then later on I got a job as a busboy at the Tucson Inn. There I 
worked for a while then I did not. Next I worked at the Santa Rita 
also as a busboy. I gave my mother all the money. I would bring 
her desserts when they gave them to me at night. I would bring 
them to my mother. I remember one time I bought a BB gun, my 
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mother got very mad. I had the tips, the tips saved. It was about, 
I believe, the rifle cost about 16 dollars. My mother was very 
angry. And I lent it to Bobby Bojorquez, his uncle had been in the 
army and they practiced with the BB gun. They ruined it the 
wretches. I sent it to be fixed but it did not work anymore, it 
was never the same. That is all. 

The barrio was not, there was, over there where they sell the 
chickens now on 29th and 7th. That is where the Pasadita was, 
there were dances in the summer. The people would go and the 
boys from the school would go there sometimes. They charged 
you, what 10 cents the dance. And then there was the Westside 
also. It was an outdoor dance in the summer, a cement floor 
where people sat around it and you buy tickets or paid money to 
dance. 

The people, you did not hear a lot about drugs. There were kids 
like Pedro Blanco and the Balc6nes, the Cebadas, they were the 
ones causing problems, but it was the three families that always 
had a ruckus, they would steal and they got into quarrels. One 
time in, we were in the school and here come the Sheriffs and 
Pedro Blanco comes out running. They were chasing him along the 
hallways at Ochoa. I was young then. I was in the 3rd grade, 4th 
grade. He spent almost his entire life in prison, Pedro. He got 
married. He is out already, this time he did get out. They say he 
is very calm. He is speaking against gangs and the Mexican mafia. 
But no, he married a woman who had a house and it appears that 
he does not go out much now, one never knows. Polo Balc6n, they 
shot him many years ago. He seems to have calmed down now, you 
do not hear very much about him. The Cebadas, I believe his name 
was Henry Cebada, now, presently I do not, I do not know if he 
died or what. And then there were these 2 brothers that used to 
hang out with the Ceb,adas. It was Jaime and his brother. They 
killed his brother. They were but only 4 families that caused 
problems. They did not bother the people, they had problems with 
stores and businesses. 
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But there were always conflicts or fights. About once a month 
there was a fight. Almost every year I had to fight with Gordo. 
Confrontations for, I do not know. Gordo, Jose Carretas, I do not 
know what was with him. His mother died, Rosa, and he sold to 
the Chinese man over there on 29th, on 22nd down there near the 
freeway tracks. They had 2 houses. He gave them away to the 
Chinese man for a trifle. Now he goes around like a beggar, a 
tramp. They say he goes and eats over there on 4th, a church that 
gives them meals. I do not know, he does not know anything. He 
knows how to read very little. He does not know how to read a 
measuring tape. I do not know, Gordo did not progress. 

The Gastelums, the Islavas, the Mejias, the Macias, they did 
not frequent each other, they did not visit, but one knew about one 
another. Mari's mother would go by and greet. Everyone knew one 
another but no, we did not have parties nor socials, reunions. 
Only at the school or when passing on the street. The old lady, 
the one that lived on the corner, when she passed she would stop 
there and they would talk there on the street in passing. They 
would stop by and talk. 

I used to go out in the afternoons when I went to Safford. 
used to go to the Santa Rita park with the Black, basketball 
player, coach from Safford. But no, he did not give us much 
opportunity. He just wanted the Blacks to practice more than us, 
so that I quit going to the practice games. He showed more 
interest in the Blacks for basket than for any other person. 

We used to play, we would go and play baseball at Santa Rita. 
We would go to Carrillo to swim, but when my grandmother died, 
we no longer went out as a family. The cinema, no, we did not 
have money to go to the cinema. I began to work , I had not had an 
interest, I did not develop interest for the cinema. We were, my 
father and my mother. were the first parents to purchase a TV in 
the barrio. All the kids came, it was in 50, 1950. All the boys 
and girls came to watch TV. The house was full. 
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It was not, I do not feel I had a bad life. It is not like it used 
to be. Um, there are many children that do not have fathers and 
the mothers do not care for them, they leave with other men. 
That is what I have come to realize. It looks like everywhere you 
look ah, they are full of vices, without educating themselves, 
without plans to better themselves, nor inspire to have a better 
day in their lives. It is no longer the same South Tucson. Those 
boys that get together like f,at to cause harm, they never existed. 
Like I said, the most fantastic thing was like when I was young, 
it was to give yourself a ride on a Jeep. That was a great 
illusion. Nowadays the kids, I do not know. 

8.4 Summary. Schooling for Mr. Villegas and his cohorts was 

indeed a bittersweet experience. Lodged between a rock and a hard 

place, Mexican children quickly learned that they were unable to 

learn in a system that not only denied their intellectual capabilities, 

but chose to shun them as well in the denial of an academic agenda. 

Supposed parental abuses were closely checked by legislation. Yet 

in the classroom and school grounds, where adult abuses reigned, the 

emotional and physical safety of the child were absent. Corporal 

punishment and emotional belittling were the legacy given to 

children, with caring and supportive teachers falling few and far 

between on the road through the educational system. Mr. Villegas' 

accounts are not novel nor limited to his experience alone. They 

were shared by overwhelmingly large numbers of Mexican students 

across the United States., The relics of which, have never been 

addressed fully nor reparation been made for generations of these 

children. 
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Popular portraits of Mexican children and their families that 

portray them as lazy and unmotivated shine poorly in the light of 

lived accounts. Like his parents and many of their cohorts, Mr. 

Villegas' life was humble working class, yet respect, 

thoughtfulness, and morality were wholly features of those lives. 

Ironically, in spite of hardships and early disappointments, both Mr. 

Villegas, like Mr. Navarro share that theirs was, respectively, "I 

myself, I thank my parents for being rough with me, I grew up and I 

thank them, because if it hadn't been for them, what would I be?" and 

"No estuvo, no me siento que tuve mala vida [It was not, I do not feel 

I had a bad life]." 

8.5 Summary Discussion of Part II. Chapters 6, 7, and 8. Chapters 

6, 7, and 8 have brought an awareness of the community of South 

Tucson and its sociocultural history, from differing vantage points. 

The intersection between ecological systems, has been noteworthy 

as well. Demonstrating that no ecological system is an island unto 

itself, that no action is without its repercussions even in the 

deepest recess of the community. From macrosystem to 

microsystem, the ripples of legislation, for example, affect the 

individual. In the middle however, the exo- and mesosystem are left 

to ineptly deal with those impacts. For example, having no control 

over the influences and consequences of the macrosystem upon the 

individual microsystem, e'xo- and mesosystem, in the form of local 

government and community, are left to address those repercussions, 
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even when the acknowledgment is that, as officers and community 

members have alleged, the system is broken. Thus, in the final 

analysis, it can be said that individuals representing ecological 

systems, futilely go about their duties in light of. their own 

perceived inadequacies. The ecological system it therefore appears, 

functions mechanistically, with few exceptions, never deducing 

from its mistakes, but instead continually replicating those 

mistakes. The cost of those mistakes has come at a great human 

loss, and manifested itself in the increased hatred and violence 

evidenced in society in general, and the community of South Tucson 

in particular. 

The community of South Tucson thrives not as a whole, but 

individually, here and there. Wherever glimpses of hope light. Yet 

those hopes are quashed by the problems affecting other members of 

the population. As those members of the population are indirectly 

influenced by the macro- and exosystem institutions of legislation 

and enforcement of laws, for example, divesting the population at 

the level of micro- and mesosystem of its own cultural antecedents 

in raising its children, and implementing them with more popular 

antecedents of laissez-faire. Thusly has been the impact of 

institutional practices on South Tucson. 

On another note, the lure of South Tucson to the City of Tucson 

was not fully clear until facts absent in macro- and exosystem 

dialogues became available in the mesosystem discussion. The 

substantial revenue generated along the State Routes on South 6th 
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Avenue, as well as other Tucson streets, was not made evident in 

discussions against South Tucson's incorporation. However, lest we 

believe the arguments for and against incorporation of South Tucson, 

the underlying impetus both for and against incorporation was 

economic, not the betterment of the lives of the South Tucson 

community. Consequently, South Tucson, and by implication the 

community, has never ceased to be looked upon as the bastard child 

of Tucson, who should never have been conceived, and whose 

presence remains a point of contention ( e.g., "South Tucson Should 

Join the Club," 1980; DuporTt, 1982a, "Joyner says S. Tucson Should 

Disincorporate," 1982b "South Tucson's Problems Unite Determined 

Residents"). This status has added considerably to the already 

negative standing of the Mexican community in the Southwest, and 

proves immensely revealing as to the political, economic, and 

cultural subordination of South Tucson. Revealing as such, the 

relationship between the macro- and exosystems to the meso- and 

microsystem to have been one of self serving interests and 

corruption in the discrimination and exploitation of the community. 

1 Though as Mr. Navarro indicates, most individuals living in South Tucson were not 
American, but Mexican, their citizenship, however, did not necessarily belong to 
Mexico, but the United States. The category American was often reserved for the Anglo 
population, and Mexican for any individual of Mexican descent. 
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2 Norteiio refers to a form of Mexican music equivalent to North American Country 
music. Norterio music enjoys a wide popularity among segments of the Mexican 
population. Originally enjoying its greatest popularity among the more recent rural 
Mexican immigrants to the United States. 

3 A Native American population coexisted with the Mexican population in South Tucson. 
Whereas there were Native American households in the community, there was also a 
government boarding school, and periodic influxes from local reservations which 
vitalized that population. Native Americans kept an even lower profile in the community 
than their Mexican neighbors. During a period, there was a cultural and social services 
center, the Traditional Indian Alliance, on 29th Street, which served as a meeting place 
for not only Native American youth, but Mexican youth as well, where afternoon meals 
were available and social activities were organized. 

4 Alcoholism continues to afflict members of the Native American population in South 
Tucson, as well as the Mexican population. 

5 Before the construction of Interstate 10, the major interstate thoroughfare through 
Tucson, built in 1965, 1966, and 1967, State Routes 89 and 80 were the interstate 
passageways through Tucson. State Routes 89 and 80 led to the South from Nogales, and 
to the North into Florence, then Phoenix. Often leading through city streets, the State 
Routes attracted many businesses, that were geared to capitalize on the booming travel 
and tourist industry, providing lodging, meals, entertainment, and other services. Thus 
businesses located along the State Route benefited greatly from its flow of traffic, until 
the construction of the interstate, which proved economically disastrous to them. The 
completion of 1-10 led travelers away from South Tucson and Tucson streets to the west 
along the Santa Cruz River, and no longer necessitated the traveler to venture onto the 
city's streets. 

The coincidence of the State Route along South 6th Avenue, explains, for example, the 
overabundance of hotels, motels, restaurants and bars along the mile strip of South 
Tucson. 

6 Kresgke was among the original dime store chains found throughout the United States. 

7 La ley del embudo: 10 que se emplea con desigualdad. 

8 The law of the funnel: what is applied inequitably. 
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PART III 

PROFILES OF THE INNER WORLD 

A category of the meta theme biography is the inner world. 

What then is the inner world? The inner world is that inner most 

sanctum of one's being. It is that world where children are freed 

from physical barriers and imposed limitations. A place where a 

child thinks freely and imagines the possibilities and potentialities 

of her or his life as she or he would like it to be. The inner world 

takes on any number of manifestations. For example, the inner world 

may sometimes be framed within a religion, a belief system, or 

inquisitive thought of one's own. As there are beliefs, religions, and 

schools of thought abounding in the world, they abound in children's 

social worlds. These inner worlds nourish children's perspectives 

and views, which form the larger social world. 

Taking Romero as a point of departure, in his dialogue he 

discusses both the inner and outer life of his world. His outer life 

includes friendships and activities in the community and home, with 

siblings and peers. His inner life, though, his thinking and inner 

most beliefs, involve a spirituality which pervades his views of the 

world at large. To varying degrees spirituality is another aspect of 

children's social worlds. The degree to which children are alerted to 

that otherness and the depths to which it is explored are but another 

indication of children's uniqueness in the world. The questions 

children pose of themselves and their existence versus the 



acceptance of the world and their life as in situ, influences the 

depth of the inner life. 
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Spirituality in this sense calls for clarification, for it is not 

in a religiose capacity that it is used. Though children like Romero 

may attach their belief in God to their inner life, spirituality is a 

much more pervasive state of mind having to do with one's 

connection to the essence of one's being, not the dogma of a faith. 

Spirituality is the deep deliberation of being in the world in 

the non-physical sense of existence. It is an incorporeality, a 

freedom from the physical trappings of the body and the social, 

political, and economic limitations placed upon it. It is the freedom 

to wish, hope, imagine, and most importantly to think. Langeveld 

(1983a) has written of this inner sanctum, 

During all the stages leading to adulthood, the secret place 
[inner life] remains an asylum in which the personality can 
mature; this self-creating process of this standing apart from 
others, this experiment, this growing in self-awareness, this 
creative peace and absolute intimacy demand it-for they are 
only possible in alone-ness. (p. 17) (see also Langeveld, 1983b) 

The following chapters are dedicated to a discussion of the forms of 

inner life led by Cristal, Alberto, Lena, Daniel, Susana, and Romero, 

and an awareness of not only children's inner lives, but also the 

multiplicities of those interiorizations. 

Children's inner sanctums are private places for thought, 

reflection, and action. Cristal, Alberto, Lena, Daniel, Susana, and 

Romero alike lead private inner lives. The inner lives they lead 
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though, are vastly different and as such go to create equally distinct 

physical representations. While there are shared commonalities in 

the inner life, as for example, in the significance of power. Power, 

itself,. is given disparate interpretations as physical, spiritual, 

superficial, or indepth, as are the depths of the inner lives of 

children's worlds. The inner life is tied closely to the questions 

children pose of themselves and the significance of their being to 

such questions. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CRISTAL O. "YOU WHAT ARE YOU CATHOLIC OR CHRISTIAN": 
THE INNER WORLD AS RELIGIOUS RITES OF PASSAGE AND GENDER 

Cristal was born in July of 1 979, in Tucson, Arizona. She was 

1 0 years of age at the initiation of the journal interaction.1 

4., 
;'~L 

.'1 

3/23/90 
dear Rosie, 

Hello. Rosie my name is 
Cristal O. G. Rosie do you 
have a best friend? Well I 
do her name is Angelica C. 
What is your best friend's 
name? Well me and 
Angelica get along together 
all the time. We get along 
together all the time 
because we like to and 
because we like one another. 
Rosi it gave me a lot of 
pleasure when they told me 
that we could write to you. 
Well right now I am in a lot 
of danger. Well first you 
have to promise that you 
will not tell anyone. And in 
the next letter I will tell 

0" you what it is. Well are you 
__________ ~;i married? Is the university 

pretty from the inside? 
Well are you happy at the 
university? Where were you 
born? Well I ask questions 
up to here. 

attentively, 
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Cristal O. G. 
Cristal:3/23/90 

3/23 
Hello Cristal? 

How are you? Did you have a good weekend? 

I am glad that you liked the idea of a dialogue journal. Well 
I felt that it was not right to do the journal with only a small 
few if not the entire class. 

I am concerned with your situation. I hope that it is 
something that can be resolved. Cristal, I promise you that I 
will not tell anyone uniess it is something that can harm you. 
You know that there are some things that we cannot take care 
of alone. And like you are thinking of doing, it is best to 
discuss it with someone who will be faithful and help you find 
a remedy to the situation. Okay? 

My husband's name is Ricardo. The university is pretty. 
Have you gone to it some time? Yes, I am happy because I am 
very interested in what I am studying. 

Andrade:3/23/90 

Your friend, 
Rosi 

Curiosity and openness are qualities that exude from Cristal's 

writing. The questions that Cristal poses are not limited to others 

alone, but concern her own ponderings. 
3/28/90 

Rosi, 

How are you? I am really 
fine. 
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~~ __ ...,_._ .. _ -----:-.-;-:- .. -:--. --~=;-{11 Rosi I only told you to 
+~~~--:---'~'-'-. _-::::~----:--,,--- promise me that to have 

~~~=~':=~~~~ ' .. '~~~.-'tl~f~:· .-"- . ~!'-' ~ confidence in you. But do not 
~ ~--'-'----7.:!~, I worry nothing will happen to 
~~'C><"'--"-7110 •.• Mr1\Qsi..-\'L-d..~",. ~.~<iOL-lY\l" 7' 

.. c:\gesQ.:!...:L<\"a~a._:±~4\'€.d_-e_CO~.Li:!llt.Q' me. Rosi where are you 
..J(I\D."'c:.'''''-"·· r<?()!.~(l.~_I\Clc\(dl\~.!,.S~l.f:q,\ ~ ~--:-..: from. . I Was born in Arizona 

.~e~dol)d1? -l?s.,,::,!J()-r'J<!C:/c?-- h h 't I f h T 
eL:~~spi·laL.d.eI.._~~(1.med,c.,"<I. .. , t e OSpl a 0 t e ucson 

. 'ff\> .. U<\;.::.N\~Or-I~-I<ld0·;·'r---}.' Medical Center. Do you have 
.. 51 eS -:LJallit •. 'fil~~OS\:<l. m~\\CYlC .. _.- .',i;," a better state? I do it is 

f.a:I~ ... iura. f}() 5~ . pO (?/r'-e., •. -'Re51 .' "'-" .... --.~ . 
, (e-e n .q0" .. o.So. ...... -<'''o,.s ... \'.'o .. Qs. __ ._-~ Italy. I like Italy very much 

.I..'I"-e es~._.'fIe\'.ric9S4 •.. " ....-.• - .. --~!t!' but I do not know why. Rosi 
J.' ... ' .. ::-.~.~~~ .. _~ .. _'.:' --:=~.: ... :=--==:..-.~ I am sorry I make errors but 
L .... ... -.... "-... - l'--r '-7 --_ ..... -._. -~~ it is that I am nervous . . 1.. .-_ ... . --.!Jf-fY tfl)VeIlJ::'7,/f ..... --... .~ 

1--=~_ -•. . :_~~~la-L =~: __ ~~=. ..~ 

4/5/90 

Attentively. 

Cristal O. 
M. 

Cristal:3/28/90 

Cristal - How mischievous you are - you pulled a fast one on 
me! I have missed you. I have returned several times and I have 
not seen you. Have you been well? 

I was born in Tucson. I was raised in this barrio. My father 
is Mexican and my mother is Spanish. I have 2 sisters and 3 
brothers. I am married. 

Why are you so nervous child? Calm down and tell me what 
is worrying you and causing those nerves? Okay dear? 

Rosi 
Andrade:4/5/90 

As the interaction suggests, something did happen. The details, 

however, revealed much later, were vague, but involved a shoplifting . 
incident with a group of girls, among them Lena, Pura, and Carlota. 

Rosi thank you very much for 
your advice. They are going 



to serve me a lot, I am 
grateful to you for them. 
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Rosi forgive me for the trick 
that I gave you. Rosi forgive 
me for the question that I 
am going to ask of you. How 
old are you? I am ten years 
of age. Rosi do you have 
boys or girls? My aunt is 1 9 
years of age and she is going 
to have a baby. She got 
married in May 5 of 89. She 
is very happy. And I have 
another aunt whose name is 
Lydya and she has a boy who 
is a year of age. But he does 
not know how to walk it is 
that he was born premature 
at seven months (seven 
months of pregnancy) Rosi I 
am telling you about my 
family and I do not know if 
it interests you. I have nine 
uncles and aunts. But in all 
they are ten uncles and 
aunts. Rosi now if you want 
you can tell me about your 
family. Rosi do you like 
dogs. Do you have in your 
house? Rosi I have a dog a 
cat who is named Blacky and 
the dog is named Pancho he 
is a Dachshund. He is very 
cute. Rosi for whenever you 
want to call me at 623-XXXX 
it does not matter to me 
what hour. 

Your friend, 
Cristal o. 

Cristal:4/6/90 



4/9/90 
Crista I-
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I am very happy to hear from you. I am very interested in 
what you write. Yes, that trick you played on me was 
somewhat annoying because you worried me. 

I am 32 years old, I am married and I have no children. I like 
animals very much. I have 5 dogs (Dali, Luna, Nikki, Pepino, and 
MiIIi). Pepino is part Dachshund. At my parents' house I have 
another Dachshund whose name is Aldo. Also, I have 3 cats, 1 
rabbit, 2 roosters, and 2 chickens. 

Do you have siblings Cristal? 
. 

I am very appreciative of your friendship and I hope that 
with time we will have a great friendship. 

Tell me more about your family. 

Your friend, 
Rosi 

Andrade:4/9/90 

The advice Cristal refers to, was more a casual comment on my part. 

Noting that something inexplicable was awry, I suggested that there 

are things that one cannot resolve alone. In those situations, the 

best thing to do is to discuss it with someone trustworthy, in order 

to find a solution to the situation. 

While Cristal is a middle child and the only girl, she is 

surrounded by family members, uncles, aunts, and cousins. As she 

shares of herself in the j,ournal, Cristal brings to light the family 

that includes her in their social activity, and the family that is in 

turn included in her social world. 
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Rosi, 
I do have two brothers and 

me. 11m the only girl. I like 
being the only girl, because 
they buy me anything I want. 
Rosi I have 7 days that have 
been very happy. Rosi I have 
3 uncles and 7 aunts one of 
my aunts is Arcadia E. who 
is going to have one boys. 
Gloria E. who has 2 boys and 
one girl. Lydia M. has 1 boys 
Madoria M. has two boys. 
And many more but I have 
already tired of writing 
about my family. Rosi I 
have my brother who is 1 3 
years of age and the 
smallest is 5 years of age 
and is going to have a 
birthday on april 24 the 29 
my uncle is going to have a 
birthday. My mother is going 
to reach 32 years today. 

Your friend 
Cristal O. 

Cristal:4/10/90 

Rosi 
jHi! How are you! 11m fine. 

Rosi I do have very much 
--=----~. ---/ W-dr..e_.·-i!P girl friends they are Lena, 
-- -- .Plo~,_':1'._do_'· ~,<"e- ') C I I' =:= ___ ,-\-n.-e.~-'_Cl.t~lt.1'4.1.Q\)~I· ".' C~nI.u. ",:,'''q~,,·\''''l'v\''IN\~:-:- Pura, ar ota, Ange Ica, Ana, 
.- -- -- I YQ.~"I4Iv\Q.)_\"'.\':1~~ .. )~~~ , Yasmina, Lisa, Susana, Gilda. 

il.vfSo .,. mi;:,:_p-\'I\isO Ros'l then my frl'ends 
i Pi. Iq ,t::a.\t~-t\.21\_(\"\e~ 
, , . [boys]are LoLo, Freddo, 

Romero, Pilo, Aleman. Do 
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. --u(Y\i3·o~sJ~~ ... ~~ you have friends? My 
i..t.o -~. _~:,.~_l1t~:"Jq~-.-'flD~,-:-.tTJ'l.e~8us~-=lu--.·~ birthday is July the 6 the 
; <:ora.c..1-e,·, ~oo·(D"_~tl,,,._l!:..b:f. .. _1:>poS~_+_d>9~~ ___ ,. 
! ~o"l k'.M)or:\s-·~'!'·'!·l)o(,c.,\::;16W.\~L,[~:)-!-:" .. -----. 79th. Rosi I like your 
:e:.~~,~:~~';~~t~f~~\-_~~~~~k_~-.: character. Rosi lDo ,you like 
-rO +..Jt :...~o~,1-o6Q _ . - -- .. _-" .. e-_____ ._. ____ • sports I do my favonte 
I -- -'. - --,' .--:j).---- =-T~.jd~:_.--. --------- -. sports are soccer, swiming, 

~.~:~~_ . -~ .. _ ._-~.~ __ ~ __ ~q=~~---:~----u: -~~-:::~::. =: baseketball and bas~ball. 
'. .-- -- ........ ..::. "'))~--PWU~I-------' -'-e What are your favonte 

,-: .. =:- i:-~~'.: .-- ~-~.~·~.-.i!;,,;:rJ... .~===~ .. ~=:~'-~'~_.:C sports? Rosi I don't have 
t- -----..: . . - .. ' p.... .----~ .. ~ .. ~-~-~~~.. .--=~-~~: much to tell you today 

__ I' ... -- -~~. - £/"- -_ .. _--' ---GI __ I. .. . --- -" .. -.. --- ---: .. -.. -.---.... -.----.~ Love a IIways 
---- ..... - -. -- - .. -... - - .. --------. --------.. ----8 your friend 

-~_~~~:- :--~:- -::;__- .~: :-.::- ~ C r i s t a I • 
0. 
G. 

Cristal:4/18/90 

Crista I - I'm fine, too. How are you? Did you have a good 
weekend? 

Yes, you do have many girlfriends. I think all the girls in the 
class are your friends. And the boys too. Are Daniel and 
Romero your neighbors? What day in July is your birthday? So 
in just a couple of months you will be twelve! Are you 
excited? 

What do you like about my character? 

I like some sports too, but I'm not very athletic. Are you? 

You had a lot to say. Thank you for writing. I always like to 
hear from you. 

Love you too, 
Rosi 

YQur friend. 

P. S. Your stickers make me hungry! 
Andrade:4/20/94 
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As she surrounds herself with family outside of the school, 

within the school, Crista I is surrounded by many friends, generally 

speaking, most children in the classroom. Crista I. is the fulcrum in 

the classroom's relationships. She is between both extremes of 

children, those who may in fact like each other and others who 

detest each other. Crista I is generally not taken to side with 

friends and allow them to color her views. A lapse in judgment, 

however, is momentary. Choosing to ignore what is right, Cristal 

all too quickly finds herself "nervous," or "in a lot of danger." 

Eventually, Cristal's conscience and continued prodding from caring 

adults, force her to act according to what she knows is right, in 

spite of what friends may tell her. 
Dear Rosi, 

Hi. Rosi how are you? 
Well I am very well. Well I 
Rosi I write these few 
letters to tell you that you 
suit me well. What I like 
about your character is that 
you are very kind and 
because you suited me well 
when we met. Rosi what do 

'c.--~1IIIio! 

~~..,;--.,----'~!.2 you like about my character . 
. l!!..N\1AJJfV<G~\p.,-~""--~5i.d Rosi I donot know what more 

to tell you. Well it may be 
-!-~,,---"---.--~rn;;:r;~ that on Monday I will have 

much more to say. 

.. --------_._----+-:::: 
- - .. - ... - - .. ~--
. ______ ,:\,oS _tva O_.JClOS.~V£l,-C.J~1J;~~tq~ 

P.S When is MC Hamer going 
to answer us. 
Cristal:4/2 7/90 .. = ___ ~_-==~ ____ i:rL .I-\a.\f.\~~-. -----------: 

T 
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Cristal's inner life is influenced by her religious spirituality and 

affiliation and is marked by the tradition of ceremony. The 

communion, the quinceariera,2 ~nd the wedding are all important 

religious events and rites of passage in the life of young girls whose 

families are steeped in these catholic traditions of celebration. 

Each of these events are both a marker of one's religious faith and a 

guide for the trajectory of one's life. For Crista I they are 

underpinnings of her inner world, and also personal standards from 

which to compare others. 

4/30 

Rosi you what are you 
Catholic or Christian. Well 
I'm Catholic. My grandma is 
christian and my mom is 
Catholic like me well I 
allready did my firt 
communion. 

Love 
Your friend 
Crista I 

Cristal:4/27/90 

Cristal - Hello! I am fine thank you, and you? 

Thank you, you are very kind. From what I have seen, I like 
your character. I remember when I was your age and I see a lot 
of similarities between you and I. 

I'm Catholic also. I did my first communion in the Santa 
Cruz church. My paternal grandmother was Baptist. 

I hope that M.C. Hammer responds to us in a couple of 
weeks. 3 We will see. 
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What will you do during the summer? 

Affectionately 
your friend, 

Rosi 
Andrade:4/30/90 

. ../"" ~ " \. 
-r' . " _ 

5/1/90 
Dear Rosi, 

Rosi how are YO'u? I'm 
fine thank god. Rosi I did 
also my first communion in 
Santa Cruz. My grandma is a 
Christian. Well I still love 
her anyways. Rosi your 
lucky because you already 

-:~tO:!U..:!.~~J\-:;-'~~·~~~uAl...~~$'l.t-41':t finish school. Well Rosi all 
----?Jp--\.----}'~-~:l;J.j~-~.:.:1891 I got to tell you to say. Rosi 

-A{)--·..w""lbO\f-_.....:. .. ~ I hate coming to school, 
because I don't know. Rosi 
Today I had to come in for 

------""'-'J lunch, but I did not. Well I 
)--.----_-1 don't care if they call my 

~J:.{.-~~__;.o...,!YYllJ:ll1---------~ mother if Mr, M. wants to 
take Lenas friendsihp away 
from me he can't because, 
one time me and my mom 
had a fight because that and 
I told my mom if she said 
that again or if she take 
Lenas friendship again she 
will never see me again. So 
he cannot do anything at all. 

Love 
your friend, 

Cris 
Cristal:S/l/90 
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These are strong sentiments Crista I is voicing. Where she has 

formulated this defiance, is easy enough to pinpoint, as Cristal has 

been following Lena's lead. There has been a clash with Teacher RM 

already, and with Cristal's mother in the past, over this same issue. 

How the present scenario will unravel remains to be seen. 

5/3/90 

Cris -

I'm fine, how are you? 
I hope you love your grandmother. 

I haven't finished yet, I'm still studying. I like going to 
school. 

What don't you know? 
Why does Mr. RM want to take your friendship away? 

Why would you want to run away? Does Lena approve of you 
getting in trouble and upsetting you and your family? 

What would you do if you ran away? Why do people run 
away? What does running away prove? Do you know anyone 
who has run away? 

Andrade:5/3/90 

With love, 
Rosi 

your friend 

Dear Rosi 

Hi how are you 1m fine. 
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Well I DON'T KNOW means I 
DON'T KNOW. Well Rosi right 
know 1m doing, sitting In 
Ana's Desk because my mom 
told me to try to stay away 
from her [Lena] because she 
all ways get me in trouble. 
Well I think she Has a very 
good reasen. Well I just 
think I will have to try my 
best without lena by me 
because my mom just don't 
want me to get in trouble 
with no one. OH well I just 
don't care anymore if she 
takes of lenas friedship 
away from me. Well Rosi 
sometimes it seems to me 
that Lena just don't care if 
they take her friend ship 
away from me. Rosi I just 
hope I wont get in trouble 
any more. Rosi Sunday I 
went to the movies and I got 
in trouble, because I did not 
see the Phone that was right 
their in side and I went to 
my dad's house. and I forgot 
that my mom will get mad. 
Well my mom did not get 
mad, but my aunt did get 
mad because she did not 
whant me to see my dad. 

Love your friend, 

Cris 
Cristal: 5/3/90 
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Both Teacher RM and Cristal's mother can be commended, for they 

have because of their insistence succeeded in relaying to Cristal 

the inappropriateness of Lena's friendship. This has been a small, 

but significant battle in the fight to keep Cristal. away from 

harmful alliances. 

... _.--_ .... --e.i-
.~.-.-.-~ _. -- ._._----_ .. _--- - .. . -. -- _ ... -... -.. -. .-e+ 

J.a---f-------------.-----.---...... ---- .. _ 

5/11/90 

Rosi 

Hi, how are you? 1m 
fine well Rosi I was going to 
ask you for a favor. And 
that is that if you could 
write more to me. because I 
finish reading your story's 
fast 

Love 
Crista I 

Cristal:S/ll/90 

mayo/1S/90 

Rosi, 

Who was your teachear at 
Ochoa? I went to Mary lynn 
and Manzo and to other 
school, but I don't remember. 
Well At Ochoa my teacher 
was Mrs. B., Mrs. F., Mrs. T., 
Mrs. J. (mrs r.), Mrs D., Mr. G. 
and Mr. M. Well are their at 
Manzo it was Mrs O. In Mary 
lynn it was Mrs, C. Well I 
just wish that I will be a 
boy, because the boy's can go 



1-""!"'----I-\:.�\<..,~_u.:I_~_W:;)\J--"'<:.---:t.--I-'-'L'\.'-L'-'--l-'Y.J-· .. 
~b-.... . 

,_01_0 __ .. . 
.n.<;erc..DJ)u:L_ ---

~,-_db_ ~Du._ _ __ 
!.G---+[k.J-1W-I,'-;)(J-.rP--fb'--'(-'i."-'I-U;;~/W (G- L ____ .. __ 

w.---I-----/--\-.---------- ---.--.-.-- .. 
!oCl--:::---I-------/-'I"r'f>;c-,-"--·-,-------------.. -.-. -

;vv-~:------- -- .- .. ----------. 
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any where they wan't. Rosi 
what was your name of the 
Escuelita. that you used to 
go. Rosi do you like school. 
I don't. Rosi I am so happy, 
because my aunt had a baby 
girl. She is 1 9 years old. 
Her name is Sandy Vanessa 
well she is so cute. Rosi did 
you get married in Church or 
in a court I wish I'll get 
married in Church. did you 
do your quinceriera. Did they 
make a party. Rosi do you 
whant to go to a quiceiiera . 

Love 

Cristal 0 
Cristal:5/15/90 

As consequential as adult participation is in the formation of 

children's friendships, children deal with many other relationships 

and are often called to make equally important decisions without the 

awareness or help of others. 

5/25/90 

Rosi 
I mean I wish to be a 

boy, because girls don't 
invite me to no were. And 

.. _/. boy's invite my brother 
everywhere they go. Yes 
sometimes I like school. 
Sometime I WOUld, but 
sometimes would not like 
[to get married] because I 
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" . .f would not see my mom, I 
~ would when I visit her but I 

... first whant to finish school 
, ... 

• and get a good work. I don't 
--a., know if they are going to 

make me ·a qunsenera. 

These are important rituals to Cristal, they are events of her past 

and projected life course within her religious faith, and form part of 

a girl and woman's life in many Mexican catholic communities. In 

the case of Cristal, religion forms not so much a deep inner sanctum 

of spirituality and essence of ,being, but a potentiality of life events 

in the integration of one with the church. 

"-'- .. -- ._-

. , ... - .. ~ 

.~c::;~ e.n,\o..O' ~<::D..<;\ 

. EI. e::,\o... 6.\/, u:<:. ~ O'r-) .. ' . 

Angelica ust to be my best 
friend, but we fought 
because she said I wanted to 
take her boyfriend away 
from her but that was not 
true He was asking me, but 
I said no because he was my 
best friend boyfriend. 

Love 

Cris 

P.S Rosi These vacations 
write to me at this address 
S 9th Ave 85713 
Cristal: 5/2 5/90 

Rosi 

I wish you A happy 
summer and good luck. Well 
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Rosi I still feel happy for 
what I am. You maid me feel 
what I feel right know. 

Love 
Allways 

Cris 

P.S write to me in my 
address 
Cristal:6/6/90 

What did I say to cause Cristal to be happy? I wanted to leave 

Cristal a glimpse into what a girl's life can become. In response to 

her wishing to be a boy, I wrote that, "I sometimes wanted to be a 

boy to also have the liberty that they seem to have. But I'm happier 

being what I am. What eventually happens is - the more responsible 

you become, the more liberty parents give to you. And eventually you 

do much more than the boys and you have much more fun" 

(Andrade:6/1/90). Crista I did not return to Ochoa for the 6th grade. 

She very likely went to stay with her father in another barrio to the 

northwest, returning to a school she had attended previously. 

9.1 Summary. Another aspect of Cristal's inner life is her role 

within her family, as the only girl, and how she manages within that 

corporeality. The situation of being the only girl in the family, is 

not without its drawbacks, as Cristal realizes and points out: there 

are social limitations to being a girl. 

This issue of privilege differences between genders has 

stirred in Cristal's mind for a while, she sees not only that her 
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brother gets to do things she does not, but that he is also treated 

differently outside of the home. Boys can invite other boys to do any 

number of things. Girls, on the other hand, not only cannot extend 

such invitations, but they cannot accept them. This is an awakening 

preoccupation for Cristal, she is beginning to notice discrepancies in 

what she would like to do and what she is allowed to do. 

Interestingly, though, Cristal has already been indoctrinated 

into a religion which relegates a minor role to women's activities 

and rights, especially outside of the home. If and how Cristal will 

balance this discrepancy will- have a great deal to do with the depth 

of her own inner world. 

Crista I actively seeks to know the possibilities and 

potentialities of her own future. She does so by asking questions 

which continually compare with her own experiences, beginning first 

with religious affiliation, and continuing with favorite states 

[countries], school, education, and concluding with gender. These are 

the mental deliberations which occupy Cristal. The search for 

identity takes Cristal through precarious situations, back and forth. 

Cristal is an explorer in her social and material activities, scaling 

treacherous heights and retreating when it becomes necessary and 

appropriate. 
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1 In this chapter and the chapters that follow, I will sporadically include my own 
dialogue in the journal, thereby sharing the nature of the written interaction between 
each child and myself. 

2 Quinceaiiera is the religious celebration of girls fifteenth birthday. Where celebrated, 
the quinceaiiera involves religious training leading to the celebration of a mass followed 
by a social gathering approximating the "sweet sixteen" or coming of age party. The 
quinceaiiera denotes the transition from girl to young woman, with an emphasis on the 
moral obligations of womanhood and eventual marriage within the catholic tradition. 

3 The children in the classroom voiced an interest in many popular artists, among them 
M.C. Hammer, aka Louis Burruel, who was at the time at the peak of his 
rap/singing/dancing career. Through my husband, the children sent a letter to M. C. 
Hammer's manager. In response the children received a letter (Appendix 14.1), 
recorded audio tape, and a life size autographed poster. 
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CHAPTER 10 

ALBERTO N.: "I AM LIBRA AND YOU": 
THE INNER WORLD AS CONTEMPLATION OF SPORTS, THE 
ASTROLOGICAL, AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ONE'S NAME 

Alberto was born in October 1978, in Agua Prieta, Mexico, and 

has been living in the United States for 2 years. At the time of this 

first journal interaction, Alberto was 11 years of age. Alberto's 

first journal entry begins as follows. 

, A).u"It,' .'/IV 

J-ac..Q.._,?O~-j 0 _r-u" _ ,q WI\ 

do~ .. _d:Q";' • . -.-... . ... -.- .. - .. 
C"'CV1"Jd,, __ Se ... -t.«. .... rn'r,arll.,.-.Los ~ .cL...u1 

I .d< ~, 11<9·' ... , I •• ~,,~,"' .. ..2..s)·...:.--<1 

Cl ~ ~.4. .,<2..v~ :"~I.;'-'~ LD. 

~ _c.&~ :t ;.O..'.~I..;~ ... ':;. '-(:~ :~~..., :!I 'hu--lJ;'::: 
. ~ --;.JL. ,J...u-::-o....,,- '.~"'_d.;.adc --'-

~::~'- ~,'- . f1 ~t..\·'-.o" ...-;: .L'Yr ........... 
r ~ j~.:.... '":.v.i..:l.. _~t~ ... ~ _.~ ~~ 

-.-,,--c ... d~"L ..,~ ....-v.~~. J"~" (~~.:.:... 
.................. :- _&,_ ~h~d .. O- :.',' .-JO,,'-~ ... ·,C-- .":'-'1'-

_1/ .... _ - ~ -,~.:~.,..~ .. 'cL~~. 

Alberto n. 3/23/90 
Not too long ago I went for a 
trip for two days. 
When the two days of the 
trip came to an end. I 
arrived at the house I 
waited for my mama to 
come home from work. And 
she arrived and she told me 
that the house in Mexico had 
incendiated. And we went 
and the house was all burned 
and my nana burned her hand 
and it came out in the 
newspaper. 
Alberto:3/23/90 

Alberto n. 3/27/90 
Now the entire house is fine 
and my nana is fine with the 
hand and the house they 
painted and moved some 
things and painted the fence 
everything that was burned. 

Attentively, 
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Alberto n. 
Alberto:3/27/90 

Alberto's activities revolve around a preoccupation with family, 

friends, and acquaintances. Far from being a curiosity, this 

preoccupation is for Alberto a genuine interest and sensitivity to 

the feelings of others. 

In his dialogue, Alberto speaks matter-of-factly, frequently 

pointing to antecedent events and consequences, or potential 

consequences. 

.-

- CuD-<>do y" ", .. _Yo"'\!. ~ '" (a.' "-~ c:.udQ 
-Y .. 0 •. ~<. e."r-ra,- a.\Q. C.\o ~ "'- . 'i ~ 0;;. 

T",bQ '-C"'''QdO ... .Y--""d ~ 
e.", dDnol ... d<-JQ.clo';, Y. -4s,d-<...J~ """'-

. 10 I'v,-,-iQ ."""" < l='v' Q.) v Qa.r 

: y eu....,uk, o..-,L.tu)""'''''~ Yo' -,)0 ' .• Q.<;:' Tn '00. 
, ~. '1 "-s -0"... Q.So 9uQ.. /0 -vv-a<s+'o 

'Yf\(.. ,I-,ac.;a -mUc.haS \-l'-rj v .lIaS. 

-CL""t...~,v.!l.---,'~ 
. A r0 

Alberto N. 3/29/90 

When I came to the school 
and wanted to enter the 
classroom and it was closed 
and I did not know where to 
leave them [glasses] and I 
left them at the door and I 
went to play and when we 
entered there was nothing . 
And that is why the teacher 
was asking me so many 
questions. 

Attentively, 

A. n. 
Alberto:3/29/90 

Alberto's spiritualness, his mental deliberations, as well as 

his social and material productions are grounded in the here and 

now, and the mundaness of daily life. Possibilities and 
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potentialities are considered within the practicality of everyday 

experience. 

I 1_ -'-
.C\..M..,\J,..C'_ ,:',~, _'.:" 

u.({Jf/l1J _', .4·" 

4/10/90 

A. N. April 6, 1990 

hello how is your health. 
I have not told you much 
about my family. 
I have one big brother who is 
named Carlos and he is 18 
years of age. 
And on Saturday we are 
going to go to 
Agua Prieta Sonora. 
We are going to see an aunt 
who is going to have a child 
and the entire family lives 
over there in agua prieta. 
lhey how old are you. 

Attentively 

alberto N. 
Alberto:4/6/90 

Alberto I am fine thank you. And you? 

Did you go to Agua Prieta? How was it? How was your 
aunt? When is she going to have the baby? 

I am 32 years old. And you? How old are you Alberto? 

Attentively, 
Rosi Andrade 

Andrade:4/10/90 . 
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Alberto's location in the family is very much that of an only 

child, as his only sibling is a young adult. Alberto's mother is a 

single parent, working as a housekeeper at a local hotel. Alberto is 

thus afforded much time alone, to contemplate at length, and to care 

for himself while his mother is away at work. 
4/18/90 

hello How is your health 
I am eleven years old hey do 
you have a mama what is 
her name do you have a papa 
what is his name my mama 
is named Micaela N. 

att. 
Alberto N. 

Alberto:4/18/90 

The casualness of Alberto's conversations extends beyond the 

practicalities of everyday life to his manner of speech and his own 

demeanor. His relationships are those of frankness and open 

friendliness, taking others for what they are without passing 

judgments. 

Alberto makes a similar inquiry about sports, which is 

important to take notice of. Sports are not only Alberto's preferred 

physical activity, but they are also integral to his inner life. 

Physically removed from his soccer team in Agua Prieta, Mexico, 

Alberto remains abreast of the team by keeping tabs on it via his . 
cousin. Alberto knows how "The Buffalos" have done in their last 

game, who they will play next, and what the outlook is for winning 
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the championship. He makes these deliberations a daily part of his 

inner life. 

-J----'-' A,..~. 

4/24/90 
Hello How are you well me 
fine thank you I have hardly 
conversed much. to you about 
my family, 
well all of my family is fine 
Me it has been a long that I 
have had a soccer team and 
whenever I go they tie my 
cousin is on that team that I 
have in agua Prieta and they 
are fighting for a really big 
trophy and very little is 
left for my team THE 
BUFFALOS to reach the 
championship and this 
saturday they are going to 
fight against the RAILROAD 
NEIGHBORHOOD. 

attentively 
alberto n. 

Alberto:4/24/90 

A. N. 4/26/90 

hello how are you well I am 
fine 
well I believe mine [team] is 
going to win because my 
cousin is very good at 
playing soccer and a friend 
of mine that they call 
Cristobal has scored 38 
goals and that is why we are 
going to win this saturday. 
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Well my mama works in a 
hotel which is called 
Viscount Suit hotel and I 
have been here 2 years at 
this school and what music 
do you like Rosi well I like 
the music in spanish and in 
english. 

attentively 

alberto n. 
Alberto:4/26/90 

Alberto's persona requires one to be frank as well. Prior to the 

following entry, I had been unable to come to the school on a 

scheduled day, due to my grandfather's hospitalization. Upon my 

return to the classroom I was asked about my absence by some of 

the children. I explained my whereabouts to Alberto and those that 

asked. 

Though the dialogue journal documents only one form of 

dialogue between us, I maintained spoken dialogues with Alberto and 

other children. Alberto and I maintained these dialogues while I was 

at the school, or when he called me at home. These dialogues were 

often conducted in conjunction with other activities. For example, 

frequently had lunch with Alberto and other children. After lunch we 

would initially return to the classroom to talk (mostly I listened and 

asked questions of what I did not understand), or initiate the journal . 
writing, and later to begin a study of Italian. 
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Alberto makes no mention of religion or spirituality per se, 

which is not to say that he does not attend to them, but that they are 

not sufficiently significant in his day to day living. Alberto is 

grounded in the here and now, the actual and palpable. Alberto, for 

example, attends to the astrological significance of his birth and the 

significance of his name; and like Crista I looks to others in those 

terms. 

---------'---- --- --_. -- - -- -- --- _.- - --
__ . ___ . ___ A~_("\l.., .. _ . _____ . __ . 

ltill Q C 
-----.----- .. 1',,"1\ .. - ~D-r0·,r~-~- II-~- -

______________ ~ . .ll\J,\.\N ~. A~~ . 

A. N. 5/1/90 

I was born the 16th of 
october of 1978 and you 
when were you born in what 
year were you born Sign are 
you I am libra and you. well I 
really like soccer and 
wrestling and you do you 
like soccer. hey do you know 
what my name signifies my 
name signifies Conqueror. 
well I know what to say to 
you okay friday I will tell 
you more about my life well 
that your abuelito alleviate 
from the operation 

attentively 

a. n. 

UL TxliMA WARRiOR 
Alberto:5/1/90 

Alberto regularly inquired. of my grandfather's condition and health, 

referring to my grandfather as abuelo or abuelito, a diminutive of 

abuelo. 
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While Alberto told me about himself in terms of childhood 

accidents, he also shared the topic in discussions outside the 

journal writing, and in vivid detail. 

5/8/90 

Alberto -

alberto n. 5/4/90 
well I have had many accidents 
since I was about 7 years old and 
they have taken me many times to 
the hospital and they have sewn 
my head. 
Well that is all I am going to tell 
you I wait for you to respond. 

att. 
A. N. 

Alberto:5/4/90 

And have those accidents served you in anything? What have 
you learned? 

So that you could also speak in English if you wanted to 
speak it? (That's what you told the girls) 

You know, you have not told me where you were born. 

What do you want to be when you are older? And where do 
you want to live? 
Andrade:5/8/90 

This dialogue in the journal was more an extension of the more 

concrete dialogue we had in our other conversations. 

A. N. 5/10/90 
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hello how are you well 
I was born in Agua Prieta 
and my team is also from 
over there well we lost the 
chance to win the 
championship. But we 
stayed in second or third 
place. 
Well yesterday I went to old 
tucson studios and it was 
really nice the entrance was 
free and we saw action 
movies. and we ate free and 
we ate ice cream we rode 
around in the bandwagons, 
and in the little train well 
that is all for today may 
your abuelito be alleviated. 

attentively 

A. N. 
Alberto:5/10/90 

Even when he finds himself not feeling like writing, a brief greeting 

is in order. 

• __ .... ,l....._ ..•. -- ." ,"1-----.. -
_ ... ~ ~ . ..iUo.J..'._'::::. C __ 'C-"-?I'-: 

. --.:..:.!. . ,- -,-:- . ---_ .. - ... 

5/22/90 

5/17/90 

hello how are you 
Alberto:5/17/90 

Alberto How are you? I hope you find yourself in better 
health and spirit today. 

What is new? 

What are you planning to do this summer? 
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Alberto, who is your best friend here at Ochoa? 

Andrade:s/22/90 

Until soon, 
Rosi 

r 0 ~ ~~~, Co.--, c IS -Jq , :~~ j-cJ,y.J -4.....",. 

i ~oo~ ~.lL-n.~I. 
I -?2~ #Q' ~~ /)"'o"\L , .. t.!u:..,,~ .~ 
o .J;. ~ ;Jr:-Ck ~o,~tv 
i 2~ s.v -"',,""'-"" ,...::'<..o..l _~ ~p.l.u..d. ~ --eJ..J... 

_~.f".s~Lo I~ -<--- ~Ih.. ~ 
I 

hello Rosi how are you well 
they are all my friends here 
at Ochoa well for the time 
being I feel good of health 
and spirit and you how are 

1

0 0 --0' __ -'-'l-' ---:- -~ you of health and spirit. 
~-l: _ ~ ~~~ , ,._o ___ ( •• o(~ well in this summer I am 

I ' ,0:_ -.-=-_-=-__ ~: going to go to agua Prieta 
: e,;jl ~ ----i~ and you. to have a good time 
! r;\kAh> _ 0 --r1 

I, \ \ \ 'Jil 

_C~~~---"o., 
_-\ku>~ .~.~.~~:~ 
~-.Aa-~.dJ."7lM. ' 
~4,~-~.u.l 
~\'C... ~'\(j\~'\o. A'-ll:;I'I',Do. ~o(,o~<'('i\ 

"-1\)""";..\0 \\)S" ..e..t....~ ~ 
-m.L-.~ 

~ 
...oJbvvfu ---Yl 

\Z.O~ 

att. 

alberto N. 
Alberto:S/2s/90 

6/1/90 
hello how are you 
How is your abuelito 
Well I think that I will 
write to you 
Well the address of my 
house in agua prieta is 
Calle Primera Avenida 
Ferrocarril 
Numero 105 I hope that you 
will write to me 

attentively 

alberto n. 

ROSY 
Alberto:6/1/90 
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Returning to the 6th grade classroom, the dialogue continues, 

not noting the time transpired. 
Alberto 11/28/90 

Well I had a really nice 
summer and you how did you 

_-_i .. ~\\.t.\'\1> _. ____ .. _\\~1\'ic':l.---·-: ~-' .. :_'J)__ pass the summer Rosy Well 
: I . me and sometimes I was 

=_~. -;;~<?:~.~~ ··~c:~:-·~_~--;,-~~~"o _.~ bored and the cassettes that 
--·-·",I'<."-·-03u..do,--· .. 't ... ~ -_ ...... Como (Coc;rC>1L__ you gave me I have already 
-.. - .. -~--~a- ... 000,," .... ~"::> .'k> .... _. '1 .. ___ .... _. lost them and the posters of 
-_Q.'C\ \It..C.<a ~ .. _._ \,..0 • ~ bo. : .. a.b.1.4 r Pc'o ... _ . 
-.-- ... 'l .. -\..c~, .. -~ ... ~ 71",",,-~ Janet Jackson I have already 
.---_1fO<._.-&-.. _7nL..~. ;r k--.-.. stuck them to the wall and 
_ .. __ ~~.--.dt.. .. - ,J.Ort.eA-Jacfso.-.. _.... ... one on the door of my house 
___ "la......:..\o?_.:.R.egi~_ .. k p;urzd}j-::-- and the paula abdul cassette 
---... ~ . .e.rr>- .. . ~--:~i::aL ~ 7nI' ..... _.... that you gave me I still 
,- ... -~ . ''Y .. 4 -- ca;c. .. c .. )A.'(' ~ '7n..(! have it and the letter that I 
__ ..... _~_ :dP... .. ~ ~..,~ 
_. _~ .. __ k ~ .... '-/ .... );.a. <:.aJt.h:t... sent to you about a month 
-- --.$U-.k --m~ ..... -cam.o .. -Acu:.e ~ _ ago that I wrote did you 
----_-rwA-... __ .. ~ . ..h.- .. ~ .. _.k. r~Pbf5~ receive it, and did you read 
---~ .-~~-.. -~~~st-'S - -.'Lio. 1"O.e.. -("e.<3\l'o!jC\o ... it. And I have not received 
__ -WCl:li:\:o. .. '1_ ~U> 9:I..'/'tL_ .'f"I)L-.~EJ 0 'q~_ .. 
-_ ... _~-lCl..-90(L ...... ..\e.._..esc.'(:P.bl?.erOl_'1 ... _.. . your letter and Susana told 
_. __ '{'(\Q.._~'CX:6D _ . ...a.. 4CVL ... ~ .... ~'l.O-. me that until I wrote to you 
--~~.-7: ..... ~ ... ~.~'b&.--..... you would give me your 
___ /"tt-. ___ ...tl~~_ ... CLJru.~So.. y--- .' telephone number and me 
-_. ~v.A-.~Qqb~_'-{ ~-\-~-').\~oo that I was calling you at 
-_Q_\o..._ .. o.ffF.t.?r-,a._Y:"'fiO P-9t.5abat1l . ..... 
~-Lo...-)I.qrnc<do~_~ro .. ~., O-~o..._nu .. _... .. your house and it would ring 
--__ \.h..":l>..~M __ :_tL..'0U'«l_Q.fO.de . .\.. .. a busy signal and I would 
.. - -.. ~e.\Q. ~ o<\.o . ..:-dL.----tv. .' ~ .. -:~ ...... d call you at work and they 

would not transfer the call. 
But now you are going to 
give me the telephone 
number to your house -> 
Alberto: 11 /28/90 

12/3/90 

Alberto - The summer flew by for me. 

I am glad that you liked the tapes. I will find tapes and. 
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posters when I can. 

How are you enjoying your last year at Ochoa? 

I am not giving out my number, because the truth is that it 
is not easy to find me at home. 

You know that I called you in June - at the number you had 
given me. The man that answered was not very happy and he 
told me that there was no such Alberto N. 

Rosi 
Andrade:' 2/3/90 

Children often pick up' the dialogue where we last left off, 

shortly before the summer vacation. The dialogue and relationships 

established, have not gone unnoticed nor been forgotten. In terms of 

the letter, haplessly, the postal office has yet to deliver the letter. 

-----_._----
r. 
\ .. , ...... .. .... -. .,' '." -,"' ."", ., 

~·~~~g..~_h.~.'3~S\a.("'('\qClS ~'-:' .. 
_~s..\_i~,dz..~~~>~'C\.::..s..-.-. _. __ 
_~e~o_~m..::..:=_'!~e;,:Id~:-: mu:L_'" _ .. _. __ _ 
~LJe.~~Q.ut5~::UIQei\:.:.G.:o.nz:b __ ..... . 
_S\ljO:L1'1ll~-'-. de-C) i::.~~~c...'o-.S._~_ 
312.-.~~~ __ ~_"<~\S_~.~c.~~_._ 
-~~ .. -- -:..-..: ....... .:.:...--~ :~-------=.::..~-.:.-' .. ~: .. :.:.-.--. 

@ 

-.~~~. L' --.- .... -.--I.)~~J(Q.?9S~ 
.. _!-~· ... :....;.:.. ___ ~ ... :.:..:..-~~.:-.( ...... _. __ ..:.: .. ~~: ___ ... ~·=f_;;..~ .. :~:... .. ____ _ 

'.,' . 
_. ~l'-.\?LJ~~:_ ('i10:~":'-·/.':~o_""':"\"._ t..2:ecn.\adO:,,"\'\\\C.no_ 
__ . __ dL,.:.dO.::c...~L~"}.~-:..:j_ ~ ~.k..~ 
...... ~~~::..:. ~:I':s _.,a.'rdCl.;:""kn~rno~ __ \.li6 ... , __ 
- .c:):!x'-Cic..:..qve:: _-:'c~~a.t<'\o._.~ \)ol to . ~._e\: ___ ,. 

Well I liked the 
posters of janet jacson and 
aerosmith and they are 
really cool and I would like 
to know when we get out of 
Ochoa are you going to 
present us with more 
Posters and cassettes 
Alberto:' 2/4/90 

ALBERTO 
'2/6/90 

Well I have not told you very 
much about what I have done 
at ochoa school Well now 
we have a gentleman whose 
name is Adolfo and he i~ the 
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one who trains us for the 
soccer and he is an exsoccer 
player but now is training us 
and Mis F's class well I 
believe that this week he is 
going to pick all the ones 
that are going to play on the 
soccer team but now we 
have to practice hard if we 
are going to play against 
schools and they put me as 
goa lee and I think it is the 
best position that I have 
taken But Romero and Julio 
are the ones who know least 
to play the forward but I 
think that we can win all 
the schools. 

Well that is all lill be seeing 
you next Thursday to write 
to you more in the diary. 
And how is 'Your abuelo's 
health and I hope that he 
continues with better 
health until the next 
thursday. 
Alberto:12/6/90 

What resulted following this entry, and our conversation is not 

included in the dialogue journal, but worthy of explication. The team 

appointments were made, but Alberto was not among those selected. 

For someone who talked about the sport more than anyone and looked 

forward to playing on a t~am once again, this news dealt Alberto a 

devastating blow. 
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On the day following player selections, I found Alberto sitting 

at his desk, despondent and motionless. Though he tried, he was 

unable to speak to me. Not yet knowing the cause of his anguish, I 

approached Alberto again and suggested we have lunch together, as 

we often did. Once in the lunchroom, the atmosphere at our end of 

the table continued to be solemn, little was spoken. Sitting at the 

long dining tables, though, amidst the rambunctious chatter, the 

silence of our conversation was drowned. When those eating at our 

table had finished their meals and left, Alberto suddenly let down 

his defenses. As tears poured down his face he blurted out how the 

coach had not selected him to play on the soccer team. I realized 

there was nothing I could say to eradicate that event, except to 

listen, allowing for Alberto to unleash his emotions and thoughts. 

By the time the bell signaled the end of the lunch period, Alberto 

was at least talking. The worst was over, now he could move on. 

The disillusionment of not being selected had literally 

paralyzed Alberto. And with so many individuals, both adults and 

children, around him not realizing Alberto's state of mind, he was 

that much more isolated. The simple act of listening and mutual 

respect which Alberto himself fostered in his relationships was 

lacking when he most needed it. In the face of his classmates, 

Alberto had to maintain a modicum of control. Though the anguish 

was gnawing away at him, he could not let it show. As for the 

teacher and the coach, both were far too preoccupied to take notice 

of Alberto. 
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12/13/90 , 
_1:;l~~: ___ . __ .... ". ___ . . - - - -.-~.--.-- Hello How are you I hope 

that you are in good health 
Well my uncles and my 
cousins are in good health . 
Rosy when you gona bring 
casetes to the clasroom 

"-- - --_.- -- .. 
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12/19/90 

A. N. -

when you bring more I 
want Like one or tree rap 
casetes and (Chendy) Romero 
want one of Kid Frost 
and I want of Vanilla 
ice and one poster of 
M.C. Hamer and Romero want 
one of milli vanilli Well 
that it for today I see 
you next week. 

attentively A. n. 
Alberto: 12/13/90 

Hello! What a list you gave me, is there anything else you 
can think of? 

Thinking about it, I believe you can understand that it is 
difficult to please everyone. I do what I can. 

Your English writing is very good. This is really the first 
time I have read your English writing. Congratulations! Keep 
up the writing. 

We will see each oth~r in January. Hap'py new year. 

Rosi 
Andrade: 12/19/90 
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Alberto acknowledges that materially, there is a force behind 

his motivation, and is appreciative of it, even catching himself 

asking for things when he should not. The posters and tapes referred 

to were promotional items donated by my husband, and an end-of

year gift to the children. As in the case at present, the dialogue can 

become an entity for testing not only limits of behavior, but 

language usage and writing. Though journal writing takes place 

within the confines of the school, it does not fall within the school 

curriculum. The context of the writing is therefore free of imposed 

grammatical constraints. 
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12/20/90 

Hay rosy I hope that you 
have a new year and we gona 
see you in January doing the 
dialog Journals and I'm not 
gona give you no more lists 
of things that I give you last 
week and thank for saying 
that my English writting is 
very good and I'm gona keep 
traing to do my best I could 
in mi English Writting and 
were are you are going 
somewhere in this vacation . 

See I can write in english 
now and I want you to speak 
to me in all the languages 
that you know and translate 
them to spanish for me. 
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-_._-.- - - _., .,. ---- . 

===~=-~-:.~=- __ .)<J. . .:Trrc&.-.. __ .. Well then that is all for 
---~~.~ _._.a~.-r-<- .. ...A.-A-.-.- today greetings to your 
-··-~-~~~--~~:~~-~6~e.~-~ _ abuelito. And no~ th~t you 
___ ~da(--IU.-f)U(Yl~YtL--_c:l-Q..-.~\-.·~\e._- are o~t of the university you 
1._. __ ~~o--_cl.Q.._~--~---·-···----· can give me your number at 
.--.-.------.------.---"\..1···· . -' ... _... the house. 

, • ~. .- .--•• ,.. ----'-" .--.~ p. .-

1/8/91 

att. 
A. N. 

Alberto: 12/20/90 

Hello Alberto. How are you? Did you have a nice vacation? 
What did you do? 

11m really happy to see that you can write in Spanish and 
English. Keep up the good work. Let me know if I can help you. 
Okay? 

No I didnlt go anywhere on vacation. I worked and stayed 
home. 

Now I see it - you write very well - I am very proud of you. 
Well if you want we can later study other languages, if you 
want we can begin with the Italian. What do you think? 

My grandfather had a birthday on the 5th of January. Thank 
you. 

I have not gotten out of the university. I still go. I have 
classes Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday afternoons. 

Rosi 
Andrade:1/8/91 

Alberto has frequently asked for my home number. At one 

point he had the number and called once or twice weekly, adding 

another dimension to our dialogue. On the phone Alberto was very 
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formal. When he called, it was to ask how I was, how the family 

was, and to chat briefly about his day. When he could not reach me, 

he spoke to others like Romero and Susana, who had their own 

suggestions on how to reach me. 
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1/10/91 pg. 3 

Rosy 

Hello Rosi how are you it 
seems very good to me that 
you are going to teach me 
the third language But your 
sister Julia it seems to me 
that it is a little dangerous 
that she be over there in the 
Persian Gulf fighting and it 
appears that everyone is a 
little scared and I know that 
the training is very hard. 
Alberto:1 /1 0/91 

From previously inquiring of my family, Alberto knows that 

prior to the beginning of the Persian Gulf encounter, my sister was 

stationed in Saudi Arabia months earlier. 

1 ·14·91 

Alberto - I am fine, thank you. And you? Yes, I also think the 
same about teaching you Italian. 

It is dangerous. Are you current with the situation in the 
Persian Golf? What ·is your opinion on what has been 
developing? What will happen? 

Your friend, 



Rosi 
Andrade:l/14/91 
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A. N. 1 /1 7/91 

Hello Rosy How are you 

And over there in the 
Persian Gulf it is a littl.e 
difficult and the United 
States has a better chance 
of winning this war and over 
there in the Persian Gulf 
there are more than 60% of 
just mexicans and the 40% 
per cent of americans and 
the reporters say that they 
are only 30% percent of 
mexicans and she is very 
wrong but i never cant see 
your sister Julia on te 
television well I hope the 
situation chanched a little 
bit on the Persian Golf well 
that sit for today and until 
next week 

attentively 
A. n. 

Alberto: 1/17/94 

Having reflected on the goings on prior to and subsequent to the first 

day of the outbreak of the Persian Gulf War, Alberto brings several 

points to bear, typical of his curious reflection. The war has for 

Alberto become personalized in several ways, given the number of 

Mexican U.S. soldiers and my sister's presence there. The high 

number of Mexican U.S. soldiers enlisted in the war effort puzzles 
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Alberto, as does the fact that those numbers are on occasion 

distorted by the media. Thus, deflating the involvement and 

contribution of those soldiers. A similar point was raised by the 

media following the outbreak of war, more puzzling though, was the 

high number of minorities represented in the Gulf War given the 

actual number of minority enlistments. In keeping abreast of the 

unraveling war, Alberto is also given to keep a lookout for my sister 

in televised footage of the war. 

1·28·91 

Alberto - How are you? 

What is wrong? I notice you are very quiet and very serious. 
Are you upset? 

How are things going in school? 
Are you still reading and writing in English? 

What does your brother Carlos do? Is he still in school? Is 
he working? 

Andrade: 1/28/91 

Your friend, 
Rosi 

\-\ow ';.o::,\j Cc\ro ~"ta.co Pt.R.s 
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Hello Rosy How are you well 
I am very well and it 
appears that I am going to 
change schools and well I do 
not know what to do because 
Mr. M. is a tuff teacher but I 
don't know if in that other 
school there a more teacher 
like Mr. M. I tink that other 
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school is (italian) tutto 
questo e facile Bene? And I 
thik that we going to move 
in to other houses and 
there's a school across the 
street. And were waiting to 
the person to gives the call 
and then to move to the 
other house. 
but I tink that I'm not going 
to see you again 

well if you give me your 
fone number 

attentively you 
friend A. N. 

Alberto: 1/31/91 

It is with sadness that Alberto relays his forthcoming move, 

and is especially notable in our final conversations during this time. 

While Alberto announces the pending move from the neighborhood, he 

considers the consequences of that move, how it will affect his 

schooling, what type of teacher will await him, how the teacher will 

compare to this present teacher who is tough, and in typical Alberto 

fashion, he interjects a few Italian phrases he had been practicing. 

Previously, Alberto had used the dialogue journal to practice and 

sound his English writing. 
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A. N. 

Hello how are you and it 
seems that you no longer use 
the glasses you had before 
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well I have to use them for 
the rest of the year and I do 
not know when they are 
going to take them away. 
And I would like to know 
what your husband's name is. 
And ask him which song is in 
first place Bene <-(Italian) 
and ask him how old he is 
Bene I already know what is 
(tutto questo e facile Bene) 
<- italiano. 

Well that is all for today 
if you see your sister tell 
me and I hope she is in good 
health. 

attentively 
A. N. 

Alberto:2/7/91 

Keenness is another appropriate attribute of Alberto's 

character. If he is not reflecting on the potentialities and 

possibilities of practicalities, he is ever aware of his physical 

world. 
2/11/91 

Hello Rosy how are you well 
I forget to write the letter 
to your sister well monday 
without further delay. And I 
would like to know when 
they are going to operate 
your abuelito and today he 
was and today my youngest 
cousin came to my house 
because he lives in agua 
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Prieta and my aunt brought 
him under cover and over 
there in aguag prieta my 
aunt the one that is daughter 
of my cousin is very angry 
and the boy is delighted here 
in my house but it has been a 
long time since I have seen 
him since we came back 
from the vacations 

Well that is all for 
today send my greetings to 
your abuelito 

Att. 
A. N. 

Alberto:2/1 1/91 

SHORTLY AFTER THIS LAST ENTRY ALBERTO MOVED AWAY FROM 
THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
Andrade:2/91 

10.1 Summary. Soccer is of importance to Alberto. It pervades 

his inner thoughts and his discussions. Much of Alberto's time is 

spent ruminating the present state of the team and the possibilities 

for the team on the basis of its players' skills. The inner life which 

Alberto leads is rich in detail about the actuality of his life and the 

possibilities of those actualities. 

Thoughtfulness and a sage like attention to detail also 

characterize Alberto's presence of mind to look to the other without 

bringing himself to the center of attention. Alberto's inner 

tranquillity was the source of his demureness. So calm and quiet 

was he, that in the classroom he was easily overlooked. Yet Alberto 
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was ever-present in the classroom's activities. Like Susana, in 

Chapter 13, Alberto was categorized by the teacher as immature. 

Sensitive and thoughtful are more appropriately the descriptors of 

Alberto's character, which are obscured by the use of the label 

immature. 
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CHAPTER 11 

LENA M. "SHES THE BEST I GOT SHE THE CLOSEST THING TO ME": 
THE INNER WORLD OF FRIENDS AND RELATIONSHIPS 

AS GUIDING RELIGION 

Lena was born in the United States, in September of 1978. She 

was 11 years old when we initiated the dialogue journal. . This is 

how our first dialogue interaction began. 

. . -6/0;';0 
-l...:.,. ..:'_ .... ·t;,-",~l7~,. -=- ~~ ... ;:... 

3/23/90 
Hi My name is Lena M. I am 
11 years old my vavorite 
sports are Basketball, 
football, and volly ball My 
favorite foods are pizza 
hamburgers tacos and 
Enchiladas 
Lena:3/13/90 

This first journal entry is typical of children's writing in school, or 

children's biography, for that matter, as we generally know it, 

containing a very brief and limited summation of identity and likes. 

Thus, raising a question in regards to the detail and sophistication 

of children's own writing and deliberations. Is this then the extent 

of children's social lives? Hardly, this is more likely the 

consequence of a conditioned response to writing. 

Do children speak frankly about themselves? For example, 

what happens when children are embroiled in situations at school? , 

How does it carry into their mental activity and social production? 
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How do children reflect on their unwillingness to stop themselves 

from falling into conflict? 

In the case of Lena, she openly discusses the conflictive 

relationship between herself and the teacher, and others. These are 

situations which have often turned into vile shouting matches, 

resulted in threats, and ended in slamming doors. 

", ... . _------

3/27/90 
Dear Rosi 
Well you ask me that wy 
em I alway in the corner all 
the time because sometimes 
it is boring sometimes and I 
don't get along with the 
teacher [librarian] because 
once I had gum in my mouth 
and she told me to trow it 
away and I didint want to 
and she got my arm and just 
made me trow my gum and 
then just thruw me to the 
corner of the library and I 
got mad and every time I go 
I just cant belive that she 
looks at me like if she 
doen't want me in the 
library so I just cant stand 
it and that's wy I am alway 
in the corner. 
Rosi I would "like to be in a 
sport team but every time I 
try I just don't make it. But 
I am sure that wen I go 
to jr. high I will be a 
member of a game. well I 
will see you later by. sorry 
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so sloppy I promise I would 
change my hand writing. 

Love, P.S. 
Lena I like 

you hand 
writing 

Lena:3/27/90 

Interspersed into the dialogue are the day to day activities 

which comprise one's existence between more dramatic life events. 

'I! 21'~u 
.. -~.~;. 

Dear Rosi 

Hi how are you well I am 
fine what did you do over 
this weend well I didin't do 
much well today it's my 
sisters Birthday she turnd 5 
years old my mom brout a 
cake to my sisters class. 
Lena:4/6/90 

Dear Rosi 

HI how are yo doing well I 
Am fine and you I Am sorry 
that I DIDiNt write to you 
last week But I was very 
busy helping my mom I have 
been helping her work and 
when your in class I have to 
do other things well I 
couldent find my Diolog 
journal well that's all I have 
to say. see you later. 
Lena:4/27/90 
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Events which break the monotony of the routine have the propensity 

to explode in the mental and material activities and artifacts of 

children's productive lives, and are especially evidenced in 

emotional outbursts. After Lena's April 27, 1990 journal entry, 

above, and an explosive classroom incident, the following dialogue 

was exchanged between us. 

4/30/90 

Lena -

It is unfortunate that you haven't written. But of course 
when you're so busy you can't bother. I understand completely. 

Well when you have a chance maybe you can write 

Rosi 

P. S. Are you upset with me? I think that your behavior was 
totally unwarranted, but that is your prerogative. But you 
should remember that what goes around comes around. 
Andrade:4/30/90 

Dear Rosi 
5/1/90 

I Can't stand being in this 
class any longer because I 
can't get my act together. 
because I just cant stop 
talking back to Mr. M. or 
Alma. I just wish that this 
year is over because I 
started off school very good 
I was an A student but know 
I Am nothing but A trouble 
maker. I cant pay any 
attention wen we are 
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reading or when we are 
doing science or history. 
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well as you know now that I 
can't go to breakers because 
I didin't come in lunch but to 
bad that's my problem I just 
don't know what to do any 
more. I just wish that I was 
in six grade alrready. 

Love, 
Lena 

Lena:5/1/90 

The deterioration of Lena's 5th grade year is not coincidental nor the 

result of a year-end lack of enthusiasm. The year has been marred 

by the turmoil of personal relationships and student-teacher 

conflicts. .Lena's resolution is to begin anew, but some insight might 

prove that a change of scenery is not the solution to Lena's 

pred ica me nts. 

On record, Lena is an "A" student. How she achieved that, 

however, is a consequence of her cunning and threatening manner. 

Lena invested little time in her schoolwork, which is not to say that 

she was not fully capable of completing it. But instead, that she 

dedicated herself to copying assignments and physically changing 

the grades of her efforts, or coercing student graders to give her As. 

Additionally, Lena had earlier in the school year torn out the 

"answer" pages to the Teacher's Copy of the mathematics text book. 

Thereby assuring herself ,of the correct answers to mathematics 

assignments during the course of the 5th grade academic year. 
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As for a change in Lena's attitude, it was never forthcoming 

from within Lena's own actions. The onus was typically on others to 

act first, thus allowing Lena the opportunity to change her stanc~ 

without losing face. 1 A confrontation with Lena inevitably resulted 

in a downhill spiral into an abyss of incomprehensibility. 

5/14/90 

Lena (Dear Lena) -

How are you? Your behavior has been so erratic -> 
Do you foresee things getting better any time soon? 

Is there something that set your behavior and attitude on 
such a negative course? What would make it stable? 

Rosi 
Andrade:5/14/90 

DEAR ROSI 
5/15/90 

Yesterday Mr. M. told 
me that my atitud was 
getting better and I was 
very happy about it because 
I didin't her him say that in 
Dayus. And I was very happy 
about it. I DIDINT NOTICE 
THAT I WAS ACTING LIKE A 
YOUNG LADY UNTIL MY 
TEACHER TOLD ME 
YESTURDA Y. r THINK I AM 
GOING TO STAY THAT WAY 
BECAUSE IT'S ALMOST THE 
END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR 
AND I THINK MR. M DOSENT 
DESERVE TO BE TRETED THAT 
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WAY BECAUSE HE'S HAD A 
ROUGHT YEAR WITH RAUL 
AND MARIANO G. ROSI 
THANKS FOR WRITING TO ME 
I LIKE WHEN YOU WRITE TOME 
BECAUSE I COULD TELL YOU 
MY STORY'S BUT WhEN I 
DON'T WRITE TO YOU I DON'T 
FEEL WELL. ROSI I DON'T 
HAVE MUCH TO SAY KNOW OK 
SO I AM GOING TO STOP 

LOVE 
LENA 

P.S. 
THANKS 
FOR GETING 
US THE M.C. 
HAMMER'S 
LETL TERS! BY 

Lena:S/lS/90 

In spite of the volatile relationships, Lena does have allies, and she 

frequently seeks solace in those friends. 

Rosi Carlota is my best 
friend because she has been 
a nice friend. for years 
already. 
Lena:S/2S/90 

It is the Spring of the following year, Lena is now in the 6th 

grade, with a new teacher- and thus far she summarizes this teacher 

as great and a nice person. Problems encountered previously are 

seen as the other person's fault, not her own doing. Teacher EM, not 
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unlike Teacher RM the year prior, has dealt with Lena using a number 

of strategies, thus far they seem to have kept him on Lena's better 

side, in spite of serious brushes earlier in the school year. 

//-:2J'-1~ 

11-28-90 
Dear Rosi . 

Hi What's up? Well for me 
not much just right here 
doing my work in school. 
Rosi this year is a great one 
because Mr. M. is a nice 
person And by the way he 
act's I like this year because 
I don't have many problems I 
did at first but know I don't. 
Hey I think you are a very 
pretty nice lady I am sorry I 
was acting like that this 
afternoon but It's just that I 
was hipper I guess I don't 
know really why I was 
acting that way but I am 
really not like that I hope 
you understand My hand 
Writing I can't write every 
good because my finger 
hurt's well not much more to 
say. 

Lena 
Lena: 11/28/90 

Yet the c;onflict evidenced earlier continues to simmer in the 

classroom. And it continues at home as well, or perhaps is an 

extension of the home, always shrouding Lena's mental, social, and 

material productions with conflictive, reactionary views. 
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Thursday 
, 2-6-90 

Dear Rosy 

Hi How are you? Well I am 
fine just right her writing 
to you. Rosy I am sorry that 
I didn't give you the 
nootebook so you can write 
back to me but I didn't know 
if I should give you your 
nootebook or not. but know I 
understand I have to give it 
to you. Rosi I have six 
brothers's three boy's and 
three girls. And my mother 
is having another creature. 
You know what that means 
It' means she's having 
another baby they told her It 
was going to be a boy. I 
wanted a girl but when we 
went to the doctor they told 
her It was going to be a boy. 
She's 5 month's they say It's 
going to be born on April the 
4th or the' Oth but I don't 
know for real when It's 
going to be born. Well that's 
all for know writ back soon. 
Love Lena. 
Lena:' 2/6/90 

Dear Rosi 

thank you I hate my hand 
writting I don't know why 
but I do. yes my Mom will 
have 4 boys and 4 girls I am 
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the Oldes of the girls. These· 
are my brother names and 
Ages. 

Name Age 
Tobias 16 
Juan 15 
Jose 14 
Lena 12 
Eva 10 
Claudette 6 

Well those are My brothers 
and sisters. And of course 
theres another one coming. 

Love 
Lena 

Lena:12/13/90 

With 3 older brothers, and 3 younger siblings (the youngest not yet 

born), Lena is literally in the middle. There is mixed rejoicing at the 

future of a new sibling. 

While Lena's mother appears to wield an authoritarian role as 

the head of their household, there are accounts from fellow 

classmates and teachers, and infrequent but memorable encounters 

with her, which go to establish that Lena's mother is more 

importantly dedicated to the industry of establishing and 

maintaining other forms of relationships. There are, most notably, 

material artifacts to that industry. Lena and her siblings stand as 

testaments to the motheY's previous adult relationships, as the 

children are the offspring of different fathers, and subsequently 

distinguishable by their surnames. Alone, though, these factors are 
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not significant, but considered with other elements, they bring great 

bearing to understanding Lena. 

The mother's industry and the influence of the significance of 

relationships have.not gone unheeded by Lena. The mother's 

bitterness and resentment at others who do not hold her values and 

morals have also played an important role in Lena's upbringing, as 

well as that of her siblings. Lena and several of her siblings, boys 

as well as girls, are besieged by juvenile delinquency and truancy. 

The school's contact with Lena's mother is strained. While 

Lena's mother resents hearing from the school, she does so for her 

own commingled reasons. She reprimands Lena for bringing her into 

the picture, yet is angered at the school for reprimanding her 

daughter. This is repeated for Lena's siblings as well. Lena's mother 

is by no means an approachable woman, her opus of being is her own, 

and her life and her children revolve around that. The influence of 

the mother shines in Lena's attitudes and comportment. As 

reflected, for example, in Lena's own sense of injustice and due 

perquisite. 

, 2-20-90 
Dear Rosi, 

I am very mad because I 
mean It's A Christmas 
holiday and were right here 
working I hate that. 
Yesterday we had a 
Christmas party with Miss 
CiS Class and It was like for 
45 minutes. It was suposto 
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Start at 1 :30 but NO! It 
started At 1 :50 And It was 
suposeto be At 1 :30 that got 
all of very mad. It was a 
dum party. I donlt have much 
to say. Know later. 
Something Else Merry 
Christmas. 

Love, 

Lena. 
Lena: 12/20/90 

While striving to break the limits of imposed taboos within the 

presentness of her dialogue, Lena surprises by sharing a notion of 

the hopes for her own future. 

1"\ 11.1 -;) f\'- -
. " J./J.<.'~ J w_v .. _ 

1-10-90 
Dear Rosi 

During the Christmast 
break All I did was eat eat 
and eat. Because I was 
bored but a week before 
Christmas we went to 
Mexico and we spend 
Christmas and New Years 
over there I really enjoyed 
pasing those holidays over 
in Mexico because we party 
and we get to throw cuetes 
[firecrackers] I donlt think 
you know what cuetes are 
there fire crakers. On 
Christmas we just brokt a 
pinata and ate candy and 
drank soda. But on new 
years we danced all night 
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and we drank wine I wasn't 
allowed to but I still drank 
some. we went to bed at 
6:00 AM in the morning and 
we started dancing at 
6:00PM. Well I really had 
fun over there and I really 
enjoyed being over there. 
We usually. go every year but 
this year was the best. Well 
see you next time. 

Your friend 
Lena 
Mercedes 
M. 

Lena:1 11 0/91 

Dear Rosi 

I hardly understand your 
letter [writing] but I don't 
know what to write. I know 
I will write about what I am 
going to do when I get out of 
highschool well axsualy 
college I want to be a 
teacher. I though about that 
scence I was in third grade. 

Love 
Lena 

Lena:1 117/91 

The following entry came on the heels of changes in sedentary 

classroom testing and grading practices. 
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1-24-91 

Rosi ':".-. .2$.&a(l; fi~z' ~ /!Aqi' 
.. ~~~~a-~ 

.. : ,~,.~~ .1!~;1;%:,,"'f:, ~ I am really not like that but 
... ' tft. i?/..d?"~-d .?d~~ , I just payaround with my 
. ___ ~a::-.~, ~.? ~ ~'c' - classmates I really don't 
_~.L ~~~$Li../fftJj/ think I am beatifull or 

---.-:' ,~.UL:.:~~~~~ wonderful I just play around 
· ?// JJ&;z:6 J .dk.~~1:;/C~.J-C everybody in this class 

~~ dff-.d ....6.d:/~{-<.-L now's that I play like that so 
that's why_ I don't really 
care what they think I am 
fine just as long as I know 

. . /7cL ft ~ (G4ZL that I am just playing 

- ~.x;:~~2if around. 

· ~~~~'m:/f%;.#f I Rosi I really don't 
· ~&-~~A . $'£"rC . care!!! what other people 

, JII - '- ~ 
· ,$"(.bUf:.., '0 . , ~~ kz. J' think about me or say about 
· v:?/tL- .#an{~9 #- V'b/a:~ me because It's my life and 
,d ~~0'i:.~~~'C}7u( my attitude and if anyone 

J anyone doen't like the way I : .... .- . ' . ~- ... \ . 3 am well that's their problem 
~s. >:;~~_ '. __ . : ___ ~:.~ not mine!!! The reasson for 
-h-;J41fiJW~~~~tiJ·dZ?!Eit,' ~: me not caring is because I 
7/'.~·- ::tit: :i:..)L{)JoC. . ----., never tell other people to 
---'::..-~ dfit£/..A.tJ~· ~_~. ~.=-.: change there attitude just 
?;;.:<,j ~d. ~/~ ~!I! _ : ~ecause. I ~on't like. it so 
-~- --- '1' .. ~. t-"'L~l"L -- -",,/ ._-_ ..• like I saId If you gUls any of 

- :: .... ~ -

'". II-. 

,W~ r~ ~ u:.-. ..-vtfl ---: you guis don't like it too 
--I . vCP/rt· 'CLta-- /1...--___ • Badlll 
.~ -..tUJ0u:2- ,~CJrl1 /l'd )._---. .., 

. '" . 
, '/i ~ -~ ..• 

'V#-dl'u •• 
/~ .. . 

(/t..<:~""a 00 . .. .. ". 
. __ .. Because that's the way I am 

that's the way I was born 
and you don't like tuff!!! 

3~~~-t~~,·~ 
~:.k .. ~,~&~ ~.~ ;--: 

I am going to be like I want 
not like you people want me 
to 
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" Ai' ~/J. . -- - - - _____ _ 

:..\~.: ~..4a~ ~ I 
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~\':-- ~J!§ . ~<L-= 
-.<~s. . - -' _.' ' .. ~ -- . .~=--=: Well thats all I have to say . 

. ~=':;'-f"d6n4~""" --'-' .~-. .. •.... ,n" ',' 
. - ' .. / .. - ", ,P.S . .... -~ .....vv. , , 

. ~~~ .~r~.i Idontcare 
_:..... .... ... .. -_. -. . - . 'r-, if you show it to anyone 
-. 4I/.k .. ~~i: -.d/.""d/-·h " . -::a;;;/(- Because I don't really care 
--.... -- - /:. --. --r.-~."-'-" - __ _ __ what you people think 

·:----#d~·d .. 
. ~~dif1 

. ---;z5 .... 
~~ •.. /7. 

~~ 
Sorry 00"SpY _ .. 

Well that s what 
you wanted well 
you got it!!! 

By 
Lena 

Sorry so sloppy 
Lena:1/24/91 

After unwittingly presiding over organized cheating during weekly 

tests, without naming names, I commented to the teacher about 

implementing changes to eliminate the blatant cheating 

(conversations and Fieldnotes). Though the teacher was partly 

aware of the extent of the cheating, he had not previously fathomed 

putting an end to the cheating. My perceived meddlesome ways were 

not taken kindly by those cheating, who were incidentally the only 

protesters. 

"You guis" above, refers to the teacher and myself. While the 

journal interaction was private, between the child and myself, my 

participation in the classroom included working with the teacher , 

and child on another level (e.g., tutoring, substitute teaching, and 

giving literature lessons). In fairness to all children I had to act 
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according to my role in the classroom. For Lena, this marked my 

refusal to be a member of her consenting group. Lena wanted all or 

nothing. Subsequent dialogue entries denote that tension. 

Additionally, during this turmoil, whenever she was among her 

group of friends, Lena would attempt to subvert my presence, as she 

did the teacher's. Yet she wOllld approach me, as I continued 

greeting her and inquiring of her generally, which I did of all 

children. Not saying very much, Lena demonstrated that 

emotionally, as tears welled from her eyes, she was desirous of 

belonging. Like many, if not most of the adults in Lena's life, I was 

thrown into the throes of her tumultuous being, between the 

extremes of hate and love. 

1 -31 -91 
Rosi 

I really didn't understand 
what you said. I can't read 
your handwriting at all and 
don't know what's your 
point. I really don't know 
what your trying to tell me. 
Because I can't read your 
handwriting. 

By Lena M. 
Lena:1/31/91 

Between January 31,1991 and February 7,1991 the Teacher 

EM continues to have prol,'>lems with Lena; Aside from the cheating, 

"she was mouthy the other day [I] had to take her home to her 

mother," explains the Teacher. Lena counters by continuing on a 
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daily basis, to stretch the limits of tolerance. Even her journal 

writing holds vestiges of this belligerence. 

'I ;z.o 
----~ . aJ-- ,Jk-"- -I( 

~ ...... ~~~ 
Yes I read it and I didnlt 
understand and any ways 
how do you know I didnt read 
It, I did and If you donlt 

l~o~:.y. ~,j~rIr" .. 
. . '<J-.....(JLWG Q.Md.- ..ut tfctJ _o11 t Believe that I did well then 

. pI/d:>ve ?'/;leU-' ~: d otic donlt I am not going to 
'W.&t'L ~/?' 'd:,;~;4 d ..a.?~v sweat It because I really 
~¢ ~~;tp ~. de ~, donlt think It Matters 
..1 (f'QliyC/6lorlt ~ ..)..h\n~ ~+- Na.~k"· anymore: I dont know why I 

. 0."'/ fl\(:;.", ~ .J-~~ r--~ 1J Iny ~ , I 

!Q .J.. ~WvJu +\"Q l,u::o.i~, bo+ ;l Co.ti-l- F,·f\.L t~mk that way but I c~n t, 
~lntL- t'vly (l~u.l<'.re. -\\:0(' \'rI\V\\~\~ -\.\-n.\- .:::Ay. fmd my answre for thmkmg 
: ,1.- 'WtH .. ~ oJJ .. , . .. that way. Well thats all 
'-l ~ . By 

. ~~ Lena 
\vI M. 

Lena:2/7 191 

2·7,91 

Lena -

What happened to all your friends from Mr. Mis [5th grade] 
class? Do you get together with any of them? 

Do you have much liberty at home? 
Andrade:2/7 191 

Rosi I really donlt know 
what friends your talking 
aobut I have never had 
friends in Mr. Mis class. No I 
donlt have much liberty at 
home only sometimes when I 
get lucky. 



Happy 

Valentines 
Day!! 

By 
Lena 

Lena:2/14/91 

Dear Rosi 

Love 

Lena I 

3-7-91 
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yes, I have friends at 
home there names are Alma, 
Judith, Yesenia and janet. 
Also I have a friend next 
door his name is Gaby he 
teaches me how to play 
soccer every day we play. 
Rosi the real friend I have is 
pura2 she is Very 
Interesting to be with She 
has everything I want in a 
friend. I Love her very much 
and I never want to loose 
her like I did with Carlota 
and Cris. I hope pura feels 
the same way for me. Which 
I think she does. Rosi pura 
is more Important to me 
than anything Else in this 
World I mean It Shes the 
best I got she the closest 
thing to me. Pura is closer 
to me than what my mom is. 
I say that because I can't 
comunicate with My mother 
I comunicate better with 
pura then anything Else in 
this World. Rosi Yes I would 
like you to be my friend I 
hope you want to be mine. 



. . . 

.. 'uilt #k4.4Z1:. ~dd.A=~·~: 
7A!£6 ~f ;&d«~ ... ...... : 

. . ..._ .... 
. . 

£?~#~ .... -. 
. ~// • 

Well thats all thanks for 
your friendShip 

Youre friend 

Lena M. 
Lena:3/7/91 
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Relationships and friendships continue to be the cornerstone of 

the day. And how Lena perceives me, though, in spite of the 

shortcomings in our own relationship, is appreciated based on her 

perceptions of my friendships. 

.," -/-<~,:,- -~-:~5~ ~ .. ~ 
~_ .. __ ._ ... 3:..,(;',:/.0 ~ 

.... . S;:?!-.'; 

. ·Y/;(.: ....:::~y.~ .... .... '- .... . 
_ .. ",(j/c..f://.-1.. __ ..... _ ..... __ .. ". 

J ...,..' // 
.- .... _ .... - .. -.-- '---'" -- _ ....... -... . .-.-~.~ <-----

3-21-91 

Rosi 

Your a very lucky 
person I don't know why I am 
saying this but Its the truth 
your very lucky. Rosi I know 
pura 8 years allready and I 
can't believe we have lasted 
this long but the sad part 
about our friend Ship is that 
this year is my last year 
around pura because Shes 
leaving to another School 
and I am leaving to another 
School and then I cant get in 
contact with her. I really 
think I am going to miss her 
a lot a lot because Shes the 
best that I got well thats 
what I think I dont know if I 
Am the best thing Shes got 
but I can a sure you that she 
mine. I would Love to tell 
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her how much I Love her but 
I cant say It in person only 
in a letter. Well thats all 
thanks. 

Your friend 
Always 

Lena M. 
Lena:3/21/91 

4-4-91 

Dear Rosi, 

I am Very happy 
because my mom is having 
the baby she says by 
saturday shes supposeto 
have her baby. his name is 
Victor Roberto L. J.R. my 
mom already put his crib up 
and also She put up his 
clothes. Rosi I really don't 
know why I said you were 
lucky I guess because you 
have lots of good friends 
thats why. Rosi the reason I 
am going to miss pura is 
because see when I have a 
sad face she makes me get a 
happy face and she always 
makes me laught and you 
hardly ever see me sad when 
I am around her. Right know 
I am not very happy but 
the res no need to worry 
because she will cheer me 
up one way or another. 
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Love, 

Lena M. 
Lena:4/4/91 

April 11, 1991 

Rosi, 

Yes my mother and baby 
brother are okay. Rosi I dont 
see pura on weekends 
because she has other plans 
for the week days. I really 
miss her on weekdays. I 
wish I can be with her all 
the time. Rosi I moved to a 
biger place Its Very big it 
has 4 bedrooms the living 
room kitchen and laundry 
room and two bathrooms. 
then it has a big back and 
front yard. Rosi there is a 
park close two my house its 
like tree houses and then 
theres a park I wish pura 
would come and play with us 
like Soccer or ride in the 
swings. Well not much more 
too say. 

P.S. 
I really don't 
have a friend 
to talk to. 
Lena:4/11/91 

Love 

Lena. 
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How well does Lena know the source and extent of her 

dilemmas? In the same breath that Lena professes not to know, she 

just as quickly sums up the extent of her activities and the artifacts 

of her production: friends (e.g., relationships). Friends are what 

matter, everything else for Lena is inconsequential. 

4·18·91 

Lena -

I'm glad to hear that your family is doing fine. I wish you 
were as happy. 

What is at the base of your unhappiness? 
Isn't there something that can be done? For example - talking 
and listening to clear up misunderstandings. 

Rosi 
Andrade:4/18/91 

. . 

~. 

.. 'l-/f-,?/ __ _ 

4X,}/ ~ . ~ ~at ../' d.5 ~a. 
d A4L .-d- -/uL4<£ ~ ~l.. ~ 
Ae --==:I..44L ~ d ~.::.C' -da- h<. -4A-. 

.. --4?".d#- .df! ~ -£aoG ....d... ""w.~ ~~ 

.. --C.. -w~.-d/(",..dU 

4-18-91 

Rosi 

I really don't know 
whats my unhappines and I 
really don't think you can do 
anything about it. their my 
Secrets . 

Lena 

my unhappiness is friends 
it's because I had a friend 
and Someone took her away 
and know I don't see her she 
was all I had she was my 
computer I would tell her 
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every thing and she finally 
found another fried I really 
miss her. And there's 
nothing I can do about it 
because I can't get in 
contact with her. 

Lena:4/18/91 

Love 
Lena 

Sorry to hear that you lost your friend. But don't you 
think you can find a new friend like she did? 

She probably felt the same way you did, but understood 
that it was important to find someone new. 

Was that friend by any chance Crista I O.? 

You want everything to be the way it used to be. But 
things change, they always change. 

Andrade:4/22/91 

----.-- .4 ..... 
_. _ .:.t'db ~..k 

Rosi 

4-25-91 
Dear Rosi 

I really appreciate you 
writing to me. I really think 
your a nice friend. Rosi the 
girl was not cris [Cristal] it 
was someone else. I really 
don't know what I want 
anymore I wish I didnt have 
to live. because of to much 
trouble. 

Love, 
Lena. 

Lena:4/25/91 
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4.30.91 

Lena. Hello! How are you? 

Thank you, I would like to be your friend as well as have you 
as a friend. Is it possible? 

What trouble? You need to look at things differently. Be 
more positive - it's the only way. Maybe you can change things 
little by little that way. 

I think that at any age, especially yours, it's hard to know 
what you want. Sometimes I don't know what I want, too. We 
have to be patient and think things out. 

Andrade:4/30/91 

Con carino, 
Rosi 

____ _.5:)'-?/ 

5-2-91 
Dear Rosi, 

Thanks for your advice I 
really Like writing to you 
because your the only one I 
think I like to write to you. 
Rosi pura is not my best 
friend not even my friend 
like she says she dosent like 
me anymore well I don't care 
if she likes me or not 
because all year long I help 
her and I tried to get her 
everything she wanted but I 
see she was just using me. 

: -.. _-=-- . ~-~:---~~;~ --~-~--.~ --~~ ~-- ~--~~=---
/' 

Love 

.. _ .... -.. --. -~---.,,------~ .. - .. ~../~ - -,-_ .. Lena . 
Lena:5/2/91 
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Lena 

I like writing to you as well. 
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You are different when you write to me. You're not the 
same person I see in class. 

I wish you better luck with your friendships. 
Rosi 

Andrade:5/10/91 
5-10-91 

Thank you but when I see you 
I really don't know what 
gets into me. I really don't 
know what happens., 

Lena:5/10/91 

Love, 
Lena. 

This swing in the love-hate pendulum came again after another 

bout of organized cheating, this time during the annual IOWA and La 

Prueba standardized achievement testing. The cheating is done with 

such finesse and casualness, that it is difficult to pinpoint, much 

less curb. 

5-16-91 

I am Sorry you d 

I Really don't care what 
you think of me or what you 
say about me to me you 
opinions really dont matter 
if you dont like how I am 

well then too bad! I never 
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said I didnt like you. I keept 
my opinions to myself and I 
didnt share them with 
anybody like you did. Well 
thats all. And I hope you 
have a nice Summer. 

Lena M. 
Lena:S/16/91 

While respecting Lena's reactions, it is important to shed some 

light on her classmates' impressions. These are comments voiced 

and repeated by her peers over the years, and are here succinctly 

stated by Susana in an undated note which does not form part of her 

own dialogue journal. It is important that I include Susana's note 

given that she and her classmates have not been unscathed by Lena's 

erratic temperament. Lena's classmates fear her. They know that 

her joking can quickly turn to abuse. As for the notes, they have not 

been uncommon. Children have often slipped notes to me to 

elucidate the tone of the classroom environment or ongoing 

predicaments. 

Hello Rosi, 

These that I am 'going to mention are the one's that do not 
sit well with me. Lena, Pura, Lisa, Lupita, and every now and 
then Gilda and Vanessa. Lena sits badly with me because she 
is very stuck up she thinks that she can beat everyone in the 
school. -If you only knew She has only As and Bs in the just by 
copying. She hides the answers she gets from the book and she 
copies them and gets an A or B. If she did not do the homework 
she tells you to give her and A or a B in the folder. But if you 
do not give it to her she gets mad and says that she is going to 
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tell Pura to beat us or that she is going to beat us. Pura also 
is the same as Lena. Lisa has become rude with everyone, 
unmindful, disobedient, foul-mouthed and many other things. 
Lupita because she is very stuck up and she does not sit well 
with me. Gilda because she is a gossip. Vanessa because she 
is at times very dirty. I will tell you more later because the 
annoying ones have arrived. 
Susana: Spring, 1991 

Lisa and Lupita were Lena's latest conquests. Unlike with Carlota 

and Cristal before, Lena wrangled both Lisa and Lupita out of the 

teacher's dominion. 

Boys, though, rarely spoke out against Lena and her group 

(some of whom were also boys). Instead, they tried not to attract 

their attention. Girls, on the other hand, were frequently victimized 

by Lena and her group. Pushing, hitting, stealing money and personal 

items, and physical threats were not uncommon acts of 

victimization, which required teacher and principal intervention, and 

in extreme cases, police intervention. 

On a final note, Lena ends her last correspondence as if nothing 

had transpired between us, her hatred has shifted once again. 

.• __ ' _____ . ___________ ~7__, -~--

_. __ . __ . ________ . ___ . _____ ..d~ .• 

---------------~ ------

Dear Rosi, 

Well sense this is the last 
time I write to you I just 
wanted to say that I really 
enjoyed writing to you well 
Sometimes I just wanted to 
say thanks. 

Love, 
Lena 
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Lena:S/21/91 

11.1 Summary. Religion is a cause or system of beliefs adhered 

to. For Lena, friendships and relationships are her religion. The 

fervor with which she seeks to establish friendships and 

relationships, an~ the faith that she instills in them are no less a 

religion than other organized faiths. Lena's religion is an alliance 

for the establishment of friends and support. Lena must not only 

form the dogma of her religion, but the faith and practice as well, if 

she is to reach out to and keep her congregation of friends. And as in 

other religions, she must vie with the word of others who compete 

with her or stand in opposition to her, be they parents, teacher, 

other adults or peers. The discourse that follows allows a glimpse 

into Lena's inner world and the feelings of hope, fear, and happiness 

that pervade Lena's thinking. 

Lena's inner world expresses itself in her lived world. When 

Lena is not working at establishing and maintaining a friendship she 

is thinking of how to do so. This inner force which drives Lena's 

actions will be discussed in detail in Chapter 1 5 Friendships and 

Relationships and Chapter 16 Activities and Artifacts of Children's 

Production. 

There were two Lenas that I came to know. One the volatile 

perpetrator desperate for allies. The other, the emotionally fragile 

child yearning for true friendship. The fragile child, though was all 

but consumed in the truculence of the other. Most telling and 

disturbing are Lena's own frustrations, "I really don't know what I 
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want anymore I wish I didnt have to live. because of to much 

trouble." Though my relationship with Lena came to a close on May 

21, 1991, my thoughts frequently turn to the turmoil of her inner 

and social life. I wonder about the twists and turns in Lena's life, 

foreseeing the inevitable clashes yet to take place and the 

incomprehensibility of it all, for Lena. 

1 Most children require a familial temporal and spatial distance in order to rationalize 
and adjust perspectives. Lena, however, acted out her frustrations with everyone, 
regardless of familiarity. 

2 On September 24, 1994, Pura along with 5 other teenage girls ranging in age from 13 
to 1 8, were in a car involved in the fatal shooting of an 1 8 year old female. From media 
reports, it appears that only two of the girls, aged 14 and 1 8, will be prosecuted for the 
murder. The inciting cause of the altercation, as the teenage girls have suggested, was 
the flashing of gang signs. The 6 teenage girls in question are thought to be members of a 
female gang. (Meyer, 1994, 6 Teens Arrested in Fatal Shooting) 
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CHAPTER 12 

DANIEL H. "I'VE CHENG A LlTAlL. .. .I'M MORE PAWER FOll": 
THE INNER WORLD AS A PLACE OF POWER AND ROLE PLAY 

Daniel was born in Phoenix, Arizona in June of 1977. Daniel 

begins the dialogue with a discussion of his after school sports 

activities. Within that context he also points to the matter of his 

character, as he sees himself. At the time of this initial dialogue 

interaction, Daniel was twelve years of age. 

~ -,:' ... ,.' . 
----------- ----- --- -- --- - -- -- -. ..:....-: :":':;'-' --

My name is Daniel and I am a good 
- boy. I got in soff ball [softball] 

and today is the first day that I go 
to practice and I also got in 
pascitball [basketball] and monday 
is the first game that we are 
going to play and I am the 
smallest of the team but we are 
very good at pascitball and I 
believe that I we are going to win 
and the next time that I write to 
you I will tell you if we won and 
another thing I do not know your 
name is. 
Oaniel:3/23/90 

My team is called the toros and I 
am the only one that comes from 
Ochoa and I am the smallest and I 
practice at a school that is near 
than safer [Safford] and I have to 
play with boys from saver 
[Safford] and I had a game on 
monday and we played well and I 
got out of pesball [baseball] 
because I could not go to 
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bascitball and pasball [baseball] 
but I am happy in pasictball 
[basketball] . 
Daniel:3/27/90 

I am very fast that is why they 
picked me. And my parents do not 
go with me to pesball [baseball] 
practice. I live next door to 
Romero and what he wrote you is 
true. 
Daniel:3/28/90 

In the discussion of his participation in organized sports. Daniel 

continues to define himself as he distinguishes himself from his 

team mates. For example, Daniel has told me that he is a good boy, 

he is the smallest of the team, and he is very fast. It is by way of 

this contrast and comparison that Daniel gives life to the 

multidimensionality of his persona. 

And though the journal is a private interaction, it is used to 

relay other information as well. For example, Daniel takes the 

opportunity to verify the legitimacy of Romero's written account of 

March 23, 1990, and confirm the veracity of the account. 

Quickly enough, this sharing by Daniel spills into his own 

personal relationships and social networks, and the complexity of 

respective roles. 

. I am going to change the subject. 

I am not Romero's friend because 
he said some things about me if he 
behaves well with me I might be 
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• 
})r..£k-;:J ?CbI1'N L' ~~'Y.U.; -b. vutt S",' be his friend and if not I am going 
~ ,If,"1D-\..J~ . -mt.. :T! ~ t,.e.e1ptM:> '.~ to leave .him 2 black eyes and in 
Y.1, '~,~ _ 0. ,""'J: :!L::Y' -v-£fJ~ the hospital he was my best 

'. . ~,.:. .... ,. o:;.;;;J~~J ~friend but he told my other 
~t~ t'eI)..... ~o J.f ;:-:::; -It(! 7;/}_, neighbor whose name is Cristal 
I . J " . .' many things about me and I did not 

Cl rr 4-,1:0"-0.. -/,1 ( .' '. :t like that and for that I am going 

TO KILL HIM!!! 
Daniel:4/6/90 

Daniel - Are you still very upset. Have you gotten over being 
upset with Romero? 

Did he upset you so much that you fought with him? 
Did you speak to Romero before coming to blows? 

I donlt know Daniel, but it appears to me that beating each 
other wonlt resolve very much. It will only cause more 
problems. 

When someone gets so heated the best thing to do is to calm 
down before confronting the situation. 

What do you think? What will you do next? 
Andrade:4/10/90 

The multiplicity of roles which are played out in daily life 

become problematic at times, specifically when close friends, 

neighbors, classmates, and confidants are rolled into one person. 

And as Daniel points out, lines can be crossed all too easily when the 

confidant plays out other roles, and betrays confidences. 

I made friends with him [Romero]. 
He did not continue saying things 
to me now and I got mad with him 
for only a day and he said he is not 
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going to say things to me anymore. 
And I forgave him. And I became 
his friend forever. 
Daniel:4/10/90 

I have another problem Julio told 
'i I . • rO . <., everybody who my girlfriend is 
7~ -..h.r:-r.,,·:I.r~a fd"..ur.'u~'.(1 ,,) ,,~),~ and I am going to kill him and and 
(10 ,,;t..:F' , jC'd,~ ({I"'!-;) ,'" 1 .. <', I ' h' b f' d d I 
• 'i-_~-_!:" I ,'., -'~I.C ,.0 "~~(' Gl,', :', ~~.i· e IS not my est nen an am 
-. .v' ("<: d ')">'U, mel" r 0-?'7,;[,_' not going to forgive him ever I am 

/.) ::. ,-'I:C k .n~7.Ll' '" ,,'::.L T" -:;:..c,; h ff f 
, yo.!., ~'-<C:t;'. C(J ",--,;..1/ co --l :'-"-'-c

r
.. going to make im su er orever 

/,-'" ." :""':""I!( ') JJ-:. '~l /Ln./: ~ and I am going to kill him now and 
, '-' '" ""'-Go,. A. ('-"'1..<:\, C', .avu::-, VU b th t t' th t I 't t /7,:'~ l.t .2'::~ll'o,!.L ..f:A( ,- .·L;,,-, Y e nex Ime a wn e 0 

, ... /"'.': "-'i-""l.o,.1 ~:.""'. you I will tell you what hospital 
he is in. 

is..,, j, ,''-<:;:~ .L l..;, :"c~,; ,,-,:)« Yes I have siblings. 
Daniel:4/12/90 

What situation constitutes a confidant? In the following 

excerpt, Daniel shares personal information in exchange for 

potential gratification (e.g., if I speak to his girlfriend I can put in a 

good word for him). Like Romero and Julio before me, I am made a 

confidante by the nature of the information Daniel has shared. Clear 

boundaries to this relationship are demarcated - I must not tell 

anyone. 

4/12/90 

David - And what importance does it have that they know you 
have a girlfriend? 

Why did you get mad? Are you embarrassed? How did Julio 
find out you had a girlfriend? 
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What do you think you will accomplish by beating Julio? 
Reread what I wrote to you on 4/10/90. 

Did you check a book out? Did you like it? 
What is your brother's name? What is his age? 

Rosi 
Andrade:4/12/90 

My girlfriend goes to miss S's 
class and my girlfriend's name is 
Suci Montanes G. but do not tell 
anyone only to Suci and if she also 
writes to you in the diary tell her 
something about me please and 
the thing with Julio I fought with 
him but we are still friends. 
I have 3 brothers and 1 sister. My 

'sister's name is Venesa brothers 
Ronal, Duait 
Daniel:4/18/90 

Duait 
A 

no 

Dwittgh 
A 

yes 

0'.'0,1- D\.0 \ t + ~ J My siblings are good like all 
l' ,d ,siblings Ronald is 3, Dwittgh is 7 

: ho ~I-, ~~--- .- and venessa is 10. I am the 
:lJ'l..0 -'- I~~}'."~ t} L~ ... ' eLi .' C ~ ~I:':<:.: ~ /:~ biggest of all. 
i.v.: /I ':: ;:;,-' ~l)\.u:I'W';r "\.TI.';;':;~2 ~! 'yv ~~ c;5:~ fiI,. • , 

: -;q~:_~ ,.!It:< J).~U 3 -<-: . Tl!..C-) ::: :,-,' '-'''': Rosl do yo~ have siblings 
-(::>- .', '-.... . .. - --. • and what are their names and how 

R-d.J. j;,~: 1;_L;'-0I<"~ L.)I'L<:'-7jt old are they and where do they 
.U -<'C-I1"!c:.'...t.u. )J CL'}') la .• " \ ,(I _ ~~.r\.:,-<>.J S Ii v e ? 
~;:;;~, t~i'-~" :; .<:.--1' () _dn:.cL: . -: Daniel:4/24/90 

.' '-

•• 
I was born in Phoenix in the 
Maricopa hospital in 1977 June 
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." 20. I speak english but at home I 
. } ~ . , I' .3 I • i speak spanish my family comes 

: Zlo --n..o-C ' ~II Pn..()"Vll
L'l .c~1 ~ Itc-'~ CII f M' b f 'bl' .1J.w.1..G-=-P,0- ~Il . n? 7. ::ru.,-,.(., 10, fo rom eXlco ut 0 my slIngs, 

~ ~~jb.;:; fV'-a. -'-)~ =.~ ..<:-LJ..o.,k : cousins, uncles and my nana were 
.':'2;j:;_-",,·TW!·.. mI. 1.<=1..-1":'.01.<.\ ./,...f.I/Y1.JI..' i born in Toucon my parents were 

,jTiV.J.c-o FLC>. ~ __ y(/).lJ fvv!itnJllo-:J, 
· fl. ~'. ;'e('.;~ .~ILo-J . ..{~ f'1.~" r1."'->'-"'~} • born in Nogales . 

..M'l ~",.I./ /)l).jJ ~ • ..-,..v;::, ~C)) .11 

'-') I } ~~.J.J:,. . . : I am going to ask you about each 
· 7-'~7I_ .4.,}. YJLvrI-v.::'~ ,.,~,. CC\.d;J • of your siblings each time I write 
L~~~.~~-; _,~,,: l. ~ !.;.~) .. -=: . (~.'(" ~(.~?.)".~ to you to know them better now I 
"l.:"j n· '. 0.6'.(,.,. ~U c.I :-,)y~. F:~1;j~ II am going to ask you some 
· Lc.- ; ,)J..u:.\ :,.-,.k c-(;'_;..r-.c! }'.:-y((. L/,<'9 • II questions about Julia Is she 

::...~ 1.J...cJ.'·c c..c,1 ~C' ~J .t..11 «I 
-=.1.cIC~I(' /·'-(.t.~i.c ~ ·:J..,.,}llJi r>1.C'.C ~ «I married does she have children is 

c.lt _de:. , • she good to you and where was she 
born and tell me more things 
about her. 
Daniel:4/27/90 

I am the biggest of my siblings I 
J am the one who suffered most 

• 1- '" • ··'-C·~ caring for them when they cried 
• I I .: '. - . ': b.ut. when I was not ~aring for ~y 
tic ~ ~. .!' ~ .. 1"-("Y;-d 0.0 n u..o . - • SIblings I pass the tIme watching 

'''~;'IH<L0-a'~ /~c • 1.~I!.." +' 0_;': -'.4~'Z.(..~ I television and my ama just had a 
~ .c~(Jrt.'~a:,...(_,--,.' .""LeV> tda... .( ~ "''-'' ~?'I I 

· .(IJ·~<:> ..,':.L.\..~" ieU . 7-U5 .• t~.:b. ':..c·_,-~ ... c; .':'0: boy he is already 5 months his 
et, "1';. '"'-" >}C<" • .'""" ~ •• 1./~"L.'C1.J!'-{,.'· ~l(_ •• name is Cristobal and I have to 

.~.LC)~~!I 1~.m\A. 1t.~ t'!-I~9''?"J1c!;l£1 : struggle with him. 

· f:t <f6.~-='.-c~?:r>:\' oj ).;,).) : When I grow up I want to be a 

~., ~ c...L..t./\o9 .A.-UL r ...... J..u:.i..a • policeman but I am too dumb and 
f-M'o .,r..c,fj rI!.Wf twlJtJ -:1 ~ 1Jt1jI C will not be able to and if I am not 
0. ..p, ~ -J'~l .,-.\.:.1 -<)'1' ~(} .' til );~i-.o!..J... A, c..vn;.r.,..-tv ... w.·~-Y1..l C I want to work in construction. 

. c 
C' .c~c, '7.JJ.tJ..'1...u -eMV. .n!.<. .. 't'j./:"') ::.~ J; t Now I want you to tell me about 
(}~Cl.J)~n :'-ccl~)o' ~ pl~:C·'c...:. Q.,c,',tIlH'.: Manolin all that you can tell me 

de -AIL . about him. 
Daniel:S/2/90 
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Daniel's curiosity and his quest for understanding cause him to ask 

questions as well. As Daniel talks about his family, in exchange he 

wants to know about my own siblings. Not only does he want to 

know names and ages, but personalities and forms of relationships. 

As in his own situation, Daniel recognizes that siblings are 

different as are their respective roles and responsibilities. In his 

own family, Daniel is the oldest sibling, and in that capacity he has 

had to care for his 3 younger siblings ranging in age from 1 0 to 5 

months. And as Daniel phrased it, when they cry he is "the one who 

suffered most caring for them." What Daniel is intimating, is that 

his responsibility as older brother is to look out for the well being 

of his siblings. To put up with the toil of childcare is to suffer if 

one cares. And Daniel is going through this rearing process once 

again with his 5 month old brother. Daniel's siblings are half

siblings fathered by his stepfather, yet to Daniel they are brothers 

and sister. 

Though Daniel entertains hopes of becoming a policeman when 

he grows up, those hopes are dashed because Daniel is "too dumb and 

will not be able to," instead, as an alternative he will look to manual 

labor in the form of construction. Daniel's perception is not 

surprising, in light of his position in the imposed academic echelon 

in the classroom. paniel was categorized by the teacher as a 

member of the "low" group. Subsequent school instruction and 

academic work were also geared to that low group status. 
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In current trends and dialogue, such attitudes about oneself 

are deemed the result of low self-esteem. I would like to dispute 

such dubious categorization given that the issue here is not one of 

low self-esteem, but the lived reality of the classroom with all its 

prejudices and unabashed ignorance. It has been relayed to Daniel, in 

any number of ways that he is dumb. Daniel's response is to 

therefore adjust his aspirations. Within the confines of classroom 

definitions of success and knowledge, Daniel is neither a successful 

pupil, nor knowledgeable. 

. t:.r ~ I l:I :",,{l.t. ," L e 
t-orl, dele 

~;r'(;!),"c. je (I (\+c; .. ' 

(\.\(,,\1/ G ~...,.;''':...)I'''' .... ),,";.-

:.J 

They [siblings] are so so and they 
are real troublemakers and I 
cannot do anything because they 
are already telling everything to 
my mama but they are very good. 

I want you to write to me about 
Nato write everything since he 
was a boy and when he is big and 
everything about his life. 
Daniel:S/l1/90 

My parents are very good my 
mother is 28 and my father 26 and 
they are very good with me and 
they do not beat me I do not know 
what to write. 

You write to me about Melissa 
everything that you can like Nato. 
Daniel:S/1S/90 
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Daniel's mother and step-father are both very young, they have 

both borne children by age sixteen. What relevance, jf any, this has 

to Daniel may be more social in its consequences, than biological. 

Daniel - How are you? 

It looks like you have changed friendships. What has 
happened? I know something has happened, I'm not aware of 
the details. 

Who are your friends now? Who aren't your friends? 

Rosi 
Andrade:5/Z5/90 

'~!m._~~~(D~~-;:~~~" ;;;~-'~1J.:'-- My best friend is Romero and Julio 
.:.£vz.q.:.o . ..!lcn, __ ~._"!_~/~4.Ja_.-k<J"e..~dJ..."-·· . they are very good with me and 
1-::- iY:._ J>:!-', __ .. ~, _J..,:~. ~~.-. h d I k I 'h ·":'J.i;,"Mr; .. .. .A~l:/.c, _.47~._"-'nup7_.kfl_-. "t ey 0 not 00, to ,quarre Wit 

. :.9./;,. . r':l-UJ.;;0 -'1""'Lr)I..,·.kn~-./:l~.5il.-: me becau,se I will wl,lI beat them 
.. ; 'CO" ! ·~U4/.1;. ~7.~1t'--r-.:.._. ___ . all my fnends at thiS school the 
·:;CJ;i.·.~. -=-'~~-~.~~-=~.l:>,;o-".J)<'-= ot~er fri~nds are Roman, Geraldo, 
r~ '~~~'"(j~. ~ ... -~ .. _~~ Jaime, ISidro M. 

And those that are not my friends 
are Lolo, Mariano C" Freddo G, and 
Aleman, 
Daniel:5/Z5/90 

The summer following the 5th grade year has been one of 

transition for Daniel. He has made new acquaintances and 

established new networks of social support, Even Daniel's style of 

conversation has changed, Daniel switches from English, to Spanish, 

and back to English, as if trying out his newfound identity. 

DAVID 
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ROSI I now todo de tu 
=,.J:~":-:---" -r" ...J. ,'- familia because you me dijestes 

1'10uJ IOCIJ·_ 

V~"':"':"--"-7'-"-"" - - fc..v\'\[ I,C-. - 6.:CC.u.Sf' Xav., el ano pasado so Rose to tolled me 
.<v.>."._-,,''--':'IJ;':fc:oS ..;.. .J c:'ft~e c.:: c 0_ that you tener hermanos and 

'10"'
tI'.\ ~n 

J~V~("''S , 

O~~, ," -rol,J )1,_ ,_, 

VUe... -Levlel' !-e,rVlltc\V\ "s . " hermanas 5. Rose you no me 
kir/1'>'Yl'l~ 56" ~"Se. I - - dijistes how men herl'l"1nos you 

Y\ i) I'""e J, i I $ {-", ~ GJUJ_ 
k. e'r tV\ Co- ~\ C\ S ~I () IA h:XJ ~ have pues. 

[ ROSI I know eve ·thing 

L.\ • ...' I .j,;\ -

l~JI 
~1C'" e ' 

about your family beca ;e you 
told me last year so Rl e you told 
me that you had brothe~ and 
sisters 5. Rose you did ot tell 
me how many brothers y I have 
well] 
Daniel: 11/28/90 

Rose I have not changed and my 
family is o.k. Rose Vanessa toled 
me that you hae 5 dogs and 
chicends [chickens] Rose. I want 
to now how did you get the casset 
that you gave us. 

P.S I'm doing go [good] with 
Romero 0 [oh], about Juan I 
don't now what hapened with Juan. 
Do you have eny more pet's. 
Daniel: 12/6/90 

Daniel's unique style of conversation is just that, an additional form 

of speech which he manipulates at will, a material and social 

artifact of his production. 

Daniel lives in two physical worlds, the home where he cares 

for his younger siblings and he is a "good boy," and the neighborhood, 

where he seeks to be "pawer foil [sic]." As a consequence of this 

juxtaposition, Daniel's inner world is a meshing of the two. He 
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continues minding his parents and caring for his siblings at home, 

but he is moving towards the other end of the continuum in 

establishing gang ties and support. This move, though remains 

obscure in his home life, but integral to his inner life. 

Rosey I've cheng a 
litall I'm betor en last 

---;5~--:----:---=~-,-:----r------'~--- time we soeach other 
'f=--!."-:;,A-!u.:.--~:..Ll4--'-r----,·~.!..--I' m mo re pa w e r fo II 

"'-W.-f.\-fL---'---!-"J,.:..l:l4--~,¥=-~=l,-r-"--14:s..:r:..--like if I beit some one 
~~~.!..LIl7+-~~~~-....:x;a1L-.l-"":'-"--- up and he calls some 
~CU::-----,.I-,-,+'--,-!...:....!,-_~.!.CIJ..";:"";"~=:::"'::""~~ frie nds I h ave my frie nds . 
...g:.~.ls----*~~;oa,.,.l..e----'-:"':.'f:Y-j.'~c:....J)::nE:lC~'-= Ferst I call tata, and he 

'.,-J-L-~4+-CJ:l.lJ.~.:;p:l~~I~~T--4, G- has a gan of street 
~~~L..,...,...:.~L-J.""'4'-"---4~- boys of 39 that can halpe me. 

'---_----""'-LLL--_ A nd the n I ca n c a II 
:--f...l.I:-.-LJ,<I.i-_ 0+5- Jery and he has a gan 

V-------<___ . I too, but he has 45 boys 
uu::-----.:I.-L--,..fU.4--L~~ I:...c..OL.,;~..1;,-~!-.,",_ and I can call this 

~~-.4l::---~lLLL-~)..I:..Ln..q..--f'.L..f..,- man name el mafioso 
1-'4-L~~--;-j_-lL..,--"'!""'--:t-'~~,--:(A.l.L-- and he is in the mafia 

~-I---'1,..JfIL--~L---r-'.J.J--""';"'!"'---~ and he will bring 59 mafiosos 
JPL-='t--'-..:..1...I<.~-.L.-..-~IL--=cr-U-~ 0, I ca n ca II 

-.-'-"7">;"'-_-'-U..J::-._-bWL-.-m~-U>¥-J-----:f.,r::::.Lll.._' vampiro this man that has 
Aa.f11,1--r;...-.1..!...v.:.:..----+,t-----'---- a gan to of 30 
--------+r1------ and then I have my 

friends they are 20 
so we are all 239 boys to 
halpe me. 45 

59 
+30 

20 
193 

Daniel: 12/20/90 

Within that newfound relationship, there are other social and 

material avenues of expression for Daniel. 
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1/8/91 

Well Daniel, that's quite a list. 

Before I forget, congratulations! on your presentation to the 
class. I am always glad to hear your ideas. You are a very good 
speaker. Has anyone ever told you that? It's true. Keep up the 
good work. I know you can do a lot more. 

Daniel, how do you know the gangs? How important is it to 
become a part of the gang? Why? 

What do you do when you are in a gang? Are you planning to 
join a gang? Why? 

Who are your friends? How would you describe yourself to 
someone who didn't know you? What makes you different ·from 
someone like Lolo? 

Rosi 
Andrade:1/8/91 

Rosy I made a song for me. It goes 
like this I'm a varon ese like 

. (jl--05'-I,--l'~-_-tn-tVL4-f---:-"-:-J :'-'-5;'-0-9Q ---Alcapon ese yo controlo todo por 

7/;; r 0::L-L.-J~9 0 e " -~ fr.~ d I f' I -!:hLS--:r;m-o"-va'C~ 0 es..·e ), (--:c::- q~e soy e a rna la ese y yo es 
~,~a.f'-U "''-----~?+c~ dlgo a mes home my hame my 
-p~X--7-~=-l:::'J---f'iJ· .~~~'- camaradas que de den unas . 
~!hoY1'1L~lru'(~J;.rrL~tn'l-Cq-Ntctyo~ts- patadas para tener una carcaJadas. 
; __ q0.L_c.L~ . dl~~IA-~~~ 
'-f.3f..-"'---_te.t::\-~J\cctS-.-~<LLC.~...a.ca~r--- [Rosy I made a song for me. It goes 

. like this 
I'm a man you like AI Capon you I 
control everything because I am 
from the mafia you and I tell by 
home my homies my comrades to 
give you a few kicks to have a few 
laughs.] 
Daniel: 1/10/91 
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The gang life experience is typified in rap song and graffiti, 

its visual counterpart. There is a sense of immortality via song and 

graphic expression. Daniel is not influenced by gang members alone. 

Though gangs now become the focus of his dialogue, for example, it 

is but one aspect of his everyday experience. 

Rosi 

[Rosi 
I will try to keep up the 

good work if you want me to. I 
know my gang with my friends 
because, they show me their 
friends or, like EI Cholo. I was 
with my friends when one of my 
friends we he came to my house, 
because this other gang stabbed 
him in the stomach 7 [times] and, 
I helped him and, now he is my 
friend and when I need him he 
helps me.] 

[on joining a gang] I'm not 
because, I have one. but, if you 
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~, (.;0>//(, "0C'~+ -I-~ '1-" !'!f'''r 

'-"Inn; '.:v: :-4 ld~I'>-L"~~c,---..ulfJl--/(_""~ want to you need friend and, be 
b-" (: I C' ' popular in your barrio. 

!..Me Qol.; .-+ J ~., _ "----.-:- [20 friends] I have alot of friends 
;..t l'r,,;,<,,~u :tl..,.o>r;, , I ,'"II I~p;:>cl if I name them I will need to 
-r"D pc- 'I 'ts ' payges. 

~ r"f~p-:;J.-;--_O:lr.ll.\..I'.cc.L/)"---.lJbcJ.L' +:f;,L1 _.J,,\"~"":"- c',- ~ I'r -I, [How are you different from kids 
rJ,A 1'0; "5 it I" 0 GG:, like Lolo?] not much but, we are 

not that ming [mean] like Lolo. 

A budding gang affiliation has found an inconspicuous place to 

flourish in Daniel's inner world. In this way, Daniel can calculate 

the power he amasses through the association and he' can foresee 

potential snags and the resolution of the same without involving his 

parents. 

If I need help like if some 
~--LJ.=p-_,---u-11 lie=. one likes to beet me up that I 

- ~ hee.-1 __ cann't beet I can call EI Cholo so 
~c..~~ CI , -he can help me or if I go to the 
1:£e'" o~!JdjJ~ , r- J~--tcJc,.;s juveniol he takes me out or thing 
- CJ.--f. __ ~ - 'rLj--.:iLkE_.i,6,u...i.-like that. 

I Ll§' ~"f ~s hIt--~{$-±i~: Yl~it~ It is not Lo~os fait it i~ his 
0- ___ ~rr!us--cJ.£~ ~mama for not takmg ker of him 

_~u wc."-u-J()..O.~. Q-;;ctt:ey~'CL- and his brothers felt to because 
.~~ I.ld!~ 1m. -&,yg, Y' ~ his brother are mariguanos and 
~:*f( e oo.~O-l\-t-, -.IX> h . h h -~r.-. -=I:-e~i¥\es. ~1 J,\ r t ey are meen Wit 0 ever gous 
-+' ~tc-c O~{= ~~ in there barrio. Bu~ my gang all 
R~c" ~Jl7coZJ~4;JAc-;:;;::;-- redy mes them up more the one 

1f41: __ W;~, k~ time. If LoLa gets in trobol The 
~Cill~~~el" :a(CI~Ya.nt Chac6nes could help him. But 
-- there is a trobal I'm a chac6n to 

because my Dad is sister of LoLos 
ant. 
Daniel:l/17/91 
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Daniel -

Of course I want you to keep up the good work. Don't you? 

Don't get so nervous when you give your presentations - you 
are also a very good speaker. 

Take all the pages you need to tell me about your friends. 
find it very interesting. 

What trouble or situations can you get into that you need 
help from EI Cholo and his gang? 

What gives Lolo the right to be mean? Who defends him? 

Rosi 
Andrade:1 /17/91 

Returning to the confines of the classroom, what would it 

entail to consider Daniel an active, successful and knowledgeable 

child? Based in part on actual observation and written dialogue, it 

appears it would take one key element to bring Daniel into the folds 

of the classroom. It is not coincidentally, the same element 

featured in Daniel's own gang network, support. It is support that 

has entrenched the gang entity in Daniel's inner life, but it is also a 

lack of support which has left Daniel to become lost in the school's 

abyss. This point is evidenced in our dialogue interactions. 

Having congratulated Daniel on a classroom presentation and a 

written response to literature, he writes "I will keep up the good 

work if you want me to." Am I the only one who wants Daniel to do 

well? Sadly I am by all accounts the only one who has taken the 
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opportunity to appreciate his efforts and to encourage Daniel's 

thinking and expression. And yet, in trying to understand who Daniel 

is, I am reminded that what I do know via Daniel, must be understood 

within its proper context. 

Rosi 

You don't now nothing about 
~O~.L- me my freinds the big ones are 

----~t:+-tlP}V~h,~a.flou...Lme. very smart one of them made a 
2lLy ~~~~-t/:lf!-b$-Z'A~~ fake I,d that says the he is a 
j).e:tJ;Ic::(1Ci~ -r; ¥if ,~~~Ae- ralitive yt say my last name on it, 
');L-_~_~\Ca d:.LJe--#-So.l-- it say his a part of my famoliy and 
-=-~~~S~Cl!M~~~rv.' o..:~ he ant. And he can say that my 
lj-~ r:~i~--- perents can come for me and he --' 1-r:xcx~ec.~d.~'-c.c;:.e-ciJ:.c- will take me out of ther~ do you g.) Zer~'lO:- Y-9~Ufj;J; ~b.'CI.t under stand now. My fnends are 

~J. ~~. ifer1df); .. ::.c.e-Si'rJ-ad smart I'm pertectit the 24 owers. 
-:f. ~_ __ c - 1~4-0VJ.e.Y:,~~--- ) 

~~-F-;cl:u.=ar~~ What alth do you want to now 
J:lQ1l} ~~~.. IC;: about me. 
--r L.J ~r= -el)~~ I will anser every thing. 

-- Daniel:1/24/91 

1-28-91 

Daniel - Hi! 

That sounds like a fool-proof plan, but how can you be so 
sure it will work. Does your friend have a record? 

Why do you say I don't know anything about you? What is it 
that I don't know? 

I'm trying to get to know you. That's why we do the Dialogue 
Journal. Maybe you should tell me about yourself so that I do 
know you. 

What does your 24-hour protection cost you? What do you 



do in return for that protection? 

Rosi 
Andrade:1/28/91 

~AS~/ ________________________ _ Rosi 
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~ :;t U.-r / diL:t:- ., My friend is allways in a car 
lQLh:C~£ -Ai $.-ti~~ ;;,,;"so the police cann't kach him the 

},r, ('If'>' Mrn !iO. I~f) P, t1k:IW k1w police never kached him so up to 
/ . I I I I' I : r y;t'l ,r C2Q now my p an IS coo. 

~J I ~Y\,~~t _~ :C:-~~~v:- I say that you donn't now me 
~Y\ \M?t;: S\~~L-~~-~OO5-U~t),-because I got power in my sieded 
! t~~~t:.d ';-t \)<..0 j.. lAC. 11- but I'm a good boy I donn't us it 
! bad I us it when I need it. 

Daniel has actively engaged his inner world to the maintenance of 

his gang association and the acquisition of power, yet seeks to 

balance that affiliation and power with his home life. For Daniel, 

the inner life he constructs offers him the opportunity to engage in a 

more active role within the gang. Whatever he experiences or learns 

from the gang, he brings back with him, not into his home life, but 

into his inner world. 

My 24-hour protecks me 

~
' ='1t:J-holl)(' r.ll'o±~because I give them some thing 

. 

. ec:cL\)'~~~~~ . .s:~ but It's a long store maeby I can 
_.:. ~k-r~~;.1~~~6ii_ tell 'y~u necks time I writ to you 

r;i~e..-'"I-"'-W!~t.o £! \.:.1 '" OK It IS adout my dad. 
rl1~--~o.U\.t-)'h.'r <t=:i:'f-___ _ 

P.S I don't like raeding a 
lCI--.:1~'~--rr.-Z1rt----(}---- storey and the writing about it I 

-rp. ~ ~;te r.a:~,-,-~"1-"""hllUJ hope You make us do something 
\.:-G- I v-e.ijbQP~~_ 1&,), 4S- alth!! Pless 

o or SOJ£!li.:::f:iu:!JJ~ Daniel: 1/31/91 



Daniel has his own ideas about school, he does not care for the 

reading and summarizing of stories. Instead, his suggestion is to 

have school activities that while fun, "you can lern from." 
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75!= Rosi 
dY . _!lId Up· SOYl"-~~&h.~ I would like some thing thats fun -;3 ~-f'u"-&""-"'--j::,O±-:Y=U. and that you can lern from it. so 

~\1.1 ~E -:d~TJ:;;z~ about my Dad. My Dad is a mafioso 
~ S--~L/)SO_,_s:.a.5_ b:J_ and that is why my mom left him 
~ r I r;:rG7tL\~e le~~ when I whas one but I see. him alot 
--S-e.~ h\\':1 0 Irk Qnd bq_ and I'm his febret so that IS you 
__ bs_-:tebcgf-S..o_-tbP.f IS Y_CM.._ he tacks cer of me he gives 
_~~±:'-'CL-c~f---Of_me y ~~fJ-- f' d d h 
-QLU~S_~W~pi?JJ>_~_l'Y.L -r;rClL wepons to my nen s an t ay get 
_0.iI_J_-::bQ.'f_rye. t- . C1e.f'_e.ICJS~_M wepens and I get peteckchen do 
-I-,OP:t p-ttec1< eh do ¥ D<..L , 

_~r~ nhc.:; be 11- ..D.r;.C you understand now he IS not her 
.-.!;~~~o.uJ:.e~"'S",,"- now. be~ause a othier mafia want 
f~~1&t ~~I , to kill him so he, left for now. I 
~ P- . CQ..m.e. CJ, Iff. hopp he come alive, 

. Daniel:2/7/91 

There is a link between Daniel's inner world deliberations and 

his father's industry, which clarifies the disparity of Daniel's 

persona as a good boy at home with his mother and family, and the 

mental deliberations of gang membership and activities tied to his 

biological father, the mafioso. 

JlQS.~-lf-r---,l2:l.L~.5-11<1 gr 1 c/ Rosi my mom is marid agen but it 
-E-9_eu.L-bHp I (Fii¢.-bes:-Ct.u..r.~ OK because my stap dad is OK. 
j}Y~ 5~~_'i< _/~ h2*bLc Mafia is like a big big gang but 
~ris tt----;-+-J12.y~o-v~X~ thay aer, drug dilers thay pass . 
Jh~b..o;:&er FL-~+~ ~ drugs thler the border to sail thlm 
~~_u S' t!- f..La.._:L __ JS __ ~ in the USA that is the mafia ..... 
-J'Y-Lo..:rtCl..O-H _. , Daniel:2/14/91 
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~OS/- Rosi 

~~ ~r-,l.f L-fn 6e..;..a I don't wont to be a mafioso 
m ,i:" 6c~ seT dbd.L because I don't want to die its is 

-LiJan t TQ_ z('_ I t IS 1-0 .. 
de.bJeC.~' Q'2-~D.1o.. to dengeres to be a mafioso, but If 
~1s I~ ~_>-. l!tla.fz£~ a othere mafia kills my Dad I'm 

~
. , ~.'. dO I1¥= going to get riveng for my Dad. 

, cl.- LL.+~~ But if nothing happens to him I'm 
the ~ ~ h'~ .. l not going to be a mafioso. But I 

~=t/t~i~~ think that he can tack car of 
~ __ ~ _____ ~~hlmself. But If he dies I'm next! 

--Uei'-r. Daniel:3/7/91 

3/7/91 

Daniel - You're very right about it being dangerous - people 
die and it's like nothing, you know what I mean? Human life 
means nothing. And it's a vicious cycle. You do wisely in 
saying that you don't want t get involved, and you shouldn't, no 
matter what. Live your own life! 

I see people who are involved in what you describe. And I 
feel badly for them because nothing can stop the terrible 
things that are going to happen. Nothing at all! If they survive, 
they will have to go through hell and back before they can even 
try to live "normal" lives. 

Rosi 
Andrade:3/7/91 

~------- But his good. 
L~--~--------Daniel:3/21 191 
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4-11-91 

I'm sure your Dad is good in your eyes. What does he tell you 
about himself? 

When was the last time you spoke to your Dad? 

Daniel - How old is your Dad? 

Rosi 
P.S. How are you doing? 
Andrade:4/11/91 

Rosi 

: 35/ ,r 7:' It a long time sins I have 
; ;"Tt J!'!}2JLa,~~S ~~: spoakend to my dad about a year. 
t-S~ -;1;;;;/'~'-'7: ' _ And I don't now how old he is. 
, - L- _ u& u:. When we tock I never tall about 
j~: - ~tJ ~~?-t~are personall live. Rosi I wont to , "r-~g' I not !~~ __ ChenQ subjet I don't wo~t to fill 
~ ;& ~.J.h up this book on my dad life I'm not 
,.:1:, _6(. , ~QI!l.~~~ ~y~~o..~mad or nothing but I jess won't to 
~y~ xn.e_':&ilj--<- tock something alse. Mybe about 
; - r---;7 ':-:-~ rJLZ1LYou .. Or something. 
~Wrs~fttP§E?1 y-=-Lt'.. Damel:4/1 8/91 

While Daniel is his biological father's favorite (febret), the 

relationship revolves around the gang, the mafia, and protection. 

Key elements of the father's industry. Daniel summarizes the focus 

of that relationship. It is a lack concern for the son's emotional 

well being, writes Daniel, "when we tock I never tall about are 

persona" live." There is nothing personal about the father's bravado 

and the relationship with his son, Daniel. 
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A change in topic comes after an extended discussion. A 

transition can be subtle, occurring without warning, or announced as 

in Daniel's case. 

4-22-91 

Daniel. Okay! we can change subject - 1'm sorry, I did nit 
mean to ask you questions which make you uncomfortable. Why 
don't we talk about ourselves? You tell me about yourself and 
I'll tell you about myself. 

Do you like David Lee Roth? What do you think about his 
costumes? 

Rosi 
Andrade:4/22/91 

Rosi 

f%"?nSf/· , I don't fial.1 unco.mfortable with 
I ,. k\f ]Q[unc.;mforlabk ~ your questions I Jest wont to 
~b~!J.);t t: (..~~rL-cheng subject. The school is 
~~~:k<lU.tt:-~r:;t:t_Wl-Y°t):.~ almoust over and I don't wont to 
t£adO[;.'L_WD~L--{:~ <-,S~~c.d:-~so.tnd.61.tock jest about my Dad. I wont to 
~---,' t.; tack about something als O.K. 
~WL~~~-,.---------

I like D. Lee Roth. 
Oaniel:4/2S/91 

The focus of the conversation switches to more palpable 

matters, the upcoming promotion to the middle school. As middle 

schools begin to welcome incoming students, the pending change 

also signals a new distance, both physical and emotional. 

Rosi 

tEo-.k:""--- _ 1'm not goin to Safford next year t.,bn --1jrp'_D~d:o'1!fil ~i~"m gOing to Wayfield and the trip 
~~~t1J~£~-;). _:=aa:=to Safford was O.K, but I'm not 
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~ ~t- ~(S9 z7W=Jitifry ,,?Si9ln, if :: ~~I ~'39 ~e go~ng there I thing Isidro M. is 
~> dd~'-J-M-y':::-::~cgomg there. 
: ~--Ca~ Alexy- .~n~ 

I'm the oldest in my family it O.K. 
I can boss every one als. 
Daniel:S/2/91 

Rosi 

p::&L---_________ 1 have not goen to that school 
~ [Wakefield] I don't even now 

~~~-.-r::z:....-~fL~/J2:.tL...,-;;;;;~..----_ -I- were it is, I don't have friends I 
~~-;l..Z.-.r·.....-b~:nL~trlh--il~::Cr- jest have enymiss there losts of 

eL~ . h - WEt! enymlss tats 
tzf"~=r:.,,--~ill.L---?-:n-.---;.~--.:...:>-{ -,f- why I don't wont to go there but I 

;:--}t~--1.--;-:-tP~rr'-rSfL---:J.'(Rl].d5- have so frie nds the re tha t will 
Help me. 

I'm not bossy ..... 
Daniel:S/10/91 

Rosi 

~(~ I told my mom about it and she 

~ 
(1 ~ said that she mit move so I can go 

!:1~+-/22Q Z'7 .sh~ -'1 Jnlf!~._ to Saffer. So I em not goint tow 
3 lL~ ;;J/_o--.f:p-SdEe;-- Watefeold. I got all my enimis 

p..;~. Tlf;t _r~lJ~er:fk" makeing trobol and when I went to 
-i$ke..~i~~~b" c3t0_u.J&L.~e.o...f_ 3th grade I made alot alot of 
:~tj 1r~~[~-;-~~~9y-aJQt-- enyimis and thaye are going to rr(. ~,!CLC:'J 'f} M..le~ '(;/~At __ Watefiold but I'm not.. ........ 
p=.12:::Ll'LlLr-;.'-' ... '-L<. • Daniel: 5/15/91 

12.1 Summary. Daniel's dialogue journal is unique like all the 

others. The uniqueness of Daniel's journal, though, is that in it 

Daniel exploits the limits and ramifications of his gang affiliation. 
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Daniel, is literally angst ridden to speak about this affiliation, and 

while he appears to be in the throes of gang life, the reader must 

remember that this activity is for the most part limited to his inner 

life and contrasts greatly to his athletic activities, and duties and 

responsibilities as caretaker sibling; which contrast in turn to his 

"low" group status in the classroom. 

The discussion around multiplicities has arisen more than 

once, and again resurfaces. The multiplicity of life courses that 

Daniel speaks of indirectly, are active manifestations of Daniel's 

persona. The possibility of Daniel's turn from one life course to 

another is more than real, it hangs in the balance. 
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CHAPTER 13 

SUSANA O. "SUSANA. "GIVE YOURSELF TIME TO THINK": 
THE INNER WORLD AS THOUGHT AND REFLECTION 

Susana is ten years of age, she was born in Magdalena, Sonora 

Kino, Mexico, in July of 1979. She has lived in Tucson four years, 

since the 2nd grade. The following is Susana's initiating entry in the 

journal. 

!.: 
8-4'l::1l.30------- ... 

r 

Susana 
My name is Susana, my last name 

~.=~ -=-~=.~~.~~~ is 0 __ , the same as the school. 
~o __ m'-.\\C>mo_.~"q.,.m~_o..~~\~o-e~.<0I_'<>;'''<>'\ Those that don't know me misspell 
.o..u~~,,"-~~\l"\<:>'..:\~<l_\:,,:"~~\\.\~I.l~-"O <n".~0::1<::e .~~S\~ my name. Some write it with a Z 
1....:~ooro\,'.e_=c..\.._~"o:.._~<!.~~''oe<L...=''. "::l.c't<"<:i". ~<';A=. 
l\o .. e~<:'("-"'=t"l .. ~n .. cc5_n._';>.rr .... _m •. 'Q."l;.O:Io.. c:.\lQ.r:-.c~ c~c.t:,,, others with 2 Ns. It upsets me 
Ie. .~,~ .. ",-c";",,om~<e..:<r.O.\ .. ~~._'t""':f>-c, .. ~.o.o""~"--<!..O(l(j \_ .. when they misspell or 
~c.I.l<'l'\'l\c":-,c.:,,_,,,<\c.~_~"l'\O~~". Q..OOtl_"-1"\-o,,,\\c· .. \\o .. ~':>\. \-.<:lee. . 
h.,,,-,,,,,,,~,,_,,,,,<:.o.n_.~\~~'o.~"-..n\~<:.,,,-!>c. .. >Ao.c.~ ",=_~nd= mispronounce my name. I am ten 
ll.l~~n';:u.<."o.....c ... _o<:\O%<o."\" .. ,,,~";\.I!." .\"'. e=u,,-\<:L.._~"_yc.<\,·, years of age I will be eleven 
l"-o_ .. , .. ,,e..-con<::\l(!:>C\. ~o.... .. O'\"~~Q,~~"'-~'" ~"-"Q...'G'"'-''''-~I!.. "-"'<)<: '. 
b.<-.o''''''''''<:..t;:-a. .. e..C\ .. c.'o\,\ .. 'l\_." .... ~o.<:>.,,"-,\ ,,~\"'-"-\._'-."'m~~ years of age on July 16. They 
ko.C\\<.,_';",c.._'i'''>;'''\.'c:.:, yO'-_U:>"'~<:>"" com?:..!. ~""-,,"-\"'.,,. 0,,-. almost always make me a party at 
!"'::,,,-ut"\~.~~<::ClOCl.~"'-I.lQ.\o.-~ ..... I~\;=:,,,('A ..... '<:.n'" '<'. 00-., ~., home. Not too long ago there was 
:n,,,c..~ 0 "\,,o-"-.\~t\c~,o ~1.l"' .. ~':>'.:lQ\o.("_ n"\\.'),-no .~c.", ~.CI • 

. ~'l:c.._~O(\\~\ Yo.~_e.\"\..E!>'<..Q:)I'I<:'U~!:N. c.,,-. ~;:\Q~~<:.,~\(l. c.\.l~r. a spelling contest here at school. 
Rf.""-. "'_<::OC\Co"c'::>o .6 .... ~O'c~~"-<;.\"'-"""- .c.,,<~<:>n.~c<> ~"'.\\.o I participated in that contest I 
:..::.\._ o.no. .. -:'c:.",,,,,6,, ._':-Qm'o.~\)_~~,-"\.,~\..~·<!. _'(,<so_.",o..~<:>"C\'!.'C-·~~' • • ' 

i«'l .. _<a<;~'Il~"e..-"-,,_.<a~C:\~Q~ .. ~"-~o.~-~ c...'2~<c>.",-~c....~~ won m that contest. On ~prll 21 
le.~'\r~Qu-":'("\_~<:l'-'::> .C\~u.c~.:~.'-':'<>l\~_~~'OlL.>"'-:~;"".:', have to go to the Community 
16..·,;;.::_ .. ~cr-!o<,\\~-_Q"- .,,::..\\, "':::. •.. ·.<."'0, ... '0_ <nL.~~";\C\. <"Iv ~ "'- C . . . h h 
:.<"o"..,.,.~ __ ~.c..:...-v:.:.~';::~.'r:).0.6.~""'c."",-,,~o .• \\Q.C!C- ,,:_~o.. .. o. <"<"', enter to participate Wit t e 
hQD<:>.f'_.;,_..,,,,_o;:..\,<:.c.,,-~.so."'_.Q_\-(.lc:.·~~_\<>.~C\....·"\llr,,'o'~\\-.<""\11. other schools in Arizona. Two 
}o<,.::o.._"'-_':::--~":.l...\..,.~<~\"",\~-_~c..~~~<.....\"'. o.~<i\« ."'! ~::"'~". girls or boys are going from each 
l~~~~~~SlQ.~C_.o.. tr'l\ m:lmc...-:=-o.. _C'I"\l- ('\c.~o:.. ~ .\~? c:,..-.:.t),.\ \ •• 

I= __ "?c..~~",~.,,,-~~,,, .. _~,"«\<:.,I<\~- C"\~<:l.. , ..... r'.!~c, '!.'. ..... school In Arizona. I must study. 
!"'''--\~I>.<~,-"c'''_-:;'G!.,~.<> .... ='c'Qt>:(\')'n\E..'.'''-- Oqo.\~<:'<:'. ",.~~. the words alot to participate in 
!~~_f:l.....~,e,o...._.t\'\~".o. __ ~"---~~....:l.-~\..... ~~\.!. ~a~. \,,)~...:l~C \\) ~-.)o~,:. ::. .... (.. • 

f~".:'o_l)....".i~c<:.::"'_Q,c.rril.._dL"""Q.c... ...... "..,_Q.,",-<::'n'\\"fL.I:<-.·<"'\"' that spellmg contest. When I won 
~<....~.;..o,a::..~\."'.;,:"-\<~_,:"\":,,,.=._'C,"":.I.l.D~>""'~o.<:..om::.-"\L.~\"'o,,,,,'" -: the spelling contest they gave me 
f-~"":'"\ "~3~,~~ .. q::~:~~,:~~::.,\\~:.'.c_~.~::"~:~:C\~:~~~~<..~:\~ two certificates. Last year I also 
.m\.;.c..... ....... ~ ..... _'\\.,;o •• 't\~~. _'-~\'I'-' ,...,''04 '-J\.. _ ....... 

l'\)'2.'..l~~E., .. ~_<=.<nC-<l~"'_C~\C( "' •• ~.""'c;.",Q\':.'1 'i!.n \.<..-.",,-\\Q -;.0.,' participated but I did not win 
I • 

r~~ccla_"::,~Ouc..:._- .. --.---.- because I made a mistake in 
'excitados' I forgot the 'c.' But 
that time I was a little nervous. 
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My favorite food is Campbell's 
chicken soup. Also, I really like 
ice cream and frozen popsicles. 
When I get home I watch cartoons 
or do my homework. Also, I play. 
First I say hello to the people and 
then I give my mother and ·my nana 
a kiss. My father arrives from 
work at four. My mother takes 
care of a little boy, the little 
boy's name is Arturo but we have 
nicknamed him Magu. I love Magu 
very much. Magu is playful, good, 
cute and pretty and furthermore 
he eats everything and he is not a 
crybaby. Now Rosi I would like to 
ask you some questions. What is 
your name? How old are you? You 
are pretty, nice you can really 
tell. You are like a star which is 
in the blue sky. You are like a 
flower that is planted in the 
fertile ground. That is all thank 
you. 
Susana: 3/23/90 

Susana is quick to share insight into her personal life. While 

her activities appear to be those typical of a child her age, they are 

not in Susana's response to them. For example, Susana warns about 

her defensiveness with regards to the incorrect spelling of her 

name. A foreboding that Susana is a stickler to detail. We will later 

find that Susana exacts the same correctness of her work, and of 

others in the world around her. 

Dear Rosi the spelling contest is 
only in Spanish. I only 
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participated with fourth, fifth, 
1 . 'Ii" and sixth grades. Yes Rosi I have 
I '------. . ..),,1.;:. ~~ one sister whose name is Giselle 
1C;/~~,:-,LeLo:Jnc:..u~o-:-,qC-O~~~i'-_~:_:SQ\a_~ she is 9 years old and is in fourth 

f.
e~£"~~.~~\"':"SO\~,rr:\Q.~~-\l,,,,C'\\ ... \~q._ol>" ...... ,,,,,<,,<>,a,u',I)"i<>_'t--' . 
e..v~';)~6-s\~_s\::.l~"'\ :.~~<:> .. u=-"<!.~.m:>.no. .0,,-.)<1.. .. , '_ with MISS D. My other younger 

.~6~\\QI'X>._Q.."'~ "'1Jc..:_.i' .. l!.n!O!... . .=L."~_.."._I!..;:;~.:_~c.~t:1~._ brother is in Head Start and his 
. -.\~ •• <!.:t:\Qm....\>; .... ..); .... I!\';-C:l\\'c:)_ ...... ('~I"O-'\la:..\I~no_ . C I d h . 5 

1e.·\~·-'-""':..~~.-~'C).0.-~::,.o~.:.~C).~ .c.:;.~~_~:_'i\~(\I?. __ name IS ar os an e IS years 
t~Q.~ •. 5,<2:.\\Q.m:l·:y~,q.\,:d.:.:.~ue.·('C\, __ ~~ .. l\bm~~ ... ~oao_ old. He is named the same as my 
~ 0"0 -r.~r~()es.:.£.LmQ.'Oll ... 't1Q.ne..:::lJf'\....:.cil=.o~_<,'I\~\o,.~ .. father. I only have 2 siblings. 

Magu is a year and a half old. Yes 
I like to compose poems because I 
entertain myself a lot by thinking. 
Some of the poems is 

5~ me ~1),>~C!._c:.Q<T\ ~O!\~r. ~emQ'~ ·fO r9\)1!. ('tle. The Black Panther 
<!,",'~'i<?I)9° m<.lcl,o._~c:n::Q()OC3, \..lee:> ~ ~ ~em~ ~")"I Id I'k t b bl k th 
. ." -CSn.. 'O."'\<:'\O-~\Q- . __ . ______ .. _ _ _. WOU leo e a ac pan er 
~ _bnJ\._u..-IIn .~. ~~-~ ~.~ ~ . to roar and growl in the large and 

.<VT\ Il..o. ~ .. ~-~ ~-. brilliant jungle. 

"Of time and life" a poem written by Susana, is demonstrative 

of her inner reflections and elucidates her penchant for 

contemplation. 

Of time and of life 
Give yourself time to work; the 

..... ~ _\I~tI\~.~._Ic .. ~.,jo. . price is success. 
,"to.'\.:. ~,~"'~ 'jO-1q tl1l'oa~ar,~ .. ,,\ 1r~<:.'o e",~o. r ~Give yourself time to think; it is 
,~"'- """'~ •. ~~o.. ~~.::<>t.)e",.q.\.ol"':,<!.(\._o.. ... \ ~ .',.- ......... -. -·th o(g' of po r 
.\.;). ... \',o.",\" 1"'tQ..o.",o. •. -.; ."..., .. Q.~Jo i~ ct-. ~'.;,\~c>.o .. 'a, .. ~'C):,a~.. • e I In . we . 
'~<>'l."", ...... ~_~<o.:~~t\<.~"-\.~~<i.\:,.~<!.. \o..~~~·~,,~(1()I~._.Glve yourself time to love and be 
:b>\~_".' .. ~.~n...~~·l"'-:'_~·~\lr60."'~o. .:.. .... ..., -::s:..,Oic),,,t;'o. •... -: loved; it is the privilege of the 

. :\1l\.<z.. ',~o ... ~. ~t·i·."· co"'" e"'iP(\C't-x:..r~ "" co.~(c.c...~. ~? ,,~\~ 
. :~\Q. ~:'I!m'f>' ~';C, '.o.=o..""~=~<",, e.\.='T"ro.~ .... \o.", ... \,,,-~~.-:; gods. 
~':\Q"'..\"''\'''-''''':~\<tI.r .. o..), ... o.\t ... ~~eti.<:.\o.7o....~ ~ ~0r"'\ll- Give yourself time to play; it is 
'~~~:~Il..~:.-~~)~:~~.~~.;~~~~-~~~~.,-~~.~~"" . the secret of eternal youth. 
! .. ---..... ---! Give yourself time to read; it is 

the foundation of knowledge. 
Give yourself time to dream; it is 
like hooking your car to a star. 
Give yourself time to make 
friends; it is the path of 
happiness. 
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Give yourself time to look around 
you; the day is too short to be 
selfish. 
Give yourself time to laugh; it is 
the music of the soul. 
Susana:3/27/90 

Susana's inner world is given to "thinking." It is how she 

passes time, does her work, and reflects on her life. Because of her 

thinking, her corporeal actions and behavior are calculated. Susana 

is the person she is because she reflects inwardly on her behavior 

and actions towards others. 

Susana's mental activities and artifacts are evident in her 

first journal entry. Where she ends with an impromptu composition, 

"you are pretty, nice you can tell. You are like a star which is in the 

blue sky. You are like a flower that is planted in the fertile ground." 

Later entries reveal Susana's affinity for thoughtful reflection and 

her penchant for poetry. This material production of writing is not 

forced, it is wholly a part of who Susana is in daily practice. 

3/28/90 

Susana - Are these poems composed by you? They are very 
pretty. I would like to read more of your poems. Aside from 
being pretty they are very well written. Have you been writing 
poetry for a very long time? 

Do you promise to share your poems with me? I also like 
poetry very much. 

I believe that I have had the pleasure of meeting Giselle. I 
went to Mrs. D's class and collected writing samples. I believe 
that Giselle would like to be a veterinarian, no? 



Until soon, 
Rosi 

Andrade:3/28/90 
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Rosi these poems are composed by 
me it took me about an hour and a 
half. I really like to think. A long 

~:"'- "<>'="i""'~ ~-" .. ,,\"''' <:a<"l1(,e\C',~' "'-. 0"'''" "-0..-0 time ago I wrote a few one of 
.]..-0_"""0_ ~'- NIdi",. ~.- n-<1 -.~\I:>'ro.'<T)"<:''no '''''\'':lq~. ',l,,,,,,,,,, h . II d I W' h Y I 

1

'""",,--...0 .. ."",,,'0 :_Q).C:,,,<,>o",, ",,,<:);;"0.,«\\0:> _ -:, .. \'c~ s:. ~,.,,\ t em IS ca e IS. es 
~ , ~""IO"''''''_''''.:Ji!.,_=,",<:<<:",\\,'<.""\,,, _ 1lO"-~ COr'. t-\~c>. promise you that I will share my 
Q=~o_.., .. ""'1<:6.. __ 't .. \0"";"'''';). ~n."er-.Qr_ s~ <!..\\", ~".<.r<:. poems with you. When you come I 
!c,,\l\'l..('t ~qt" .. ..,)'t..\~Ii;\ffir,~ '?~~ CUlC,r 0...\0-:::, o.(\\rcQ\~~. 
F -\<:0,:, f:\o,;:-"._ - ,-- , . -'--" will show them to you. Yes she 

[Giselle]wants to she wants to be 
a veterinarian to heal animals. 
That is all Goodbye. 
Susana:3/28/90 

Power as a topic of the inner world surfaced earlier in Daniel's 

dialogue, yet Susana's use of power differs. The power which Susana 

adumbrates is an inner control of self, a manifest destiny of sorts, 

not the physical control over others which Daniel's gang seeks. The 

fruits of Susana's inner world deliberations are her poetry and her 

persona. 
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not they are dry without water, 
there are many small newborn 
animals that is what spring is 
like. 
This one is called Summer. 
In the summer it is very hot and 
you can go swimming with your 
friends, you can travel and visit 
your dearest family members. We 
go on vacation. We can go to the 
beach or to different cities. We 
can have parties and go to 
restaurants, to stores, you can go 
with your friends and that is all. 
Susana:4/8/90 

- 0':ll.:-"""-~":'\""-<>"l""-""'-_\<.._~!>6;o,.,_b:,.,, _~"'c:.\Y\",:o._ I really like poetry. Those poems 
_ ~"::.:--~~~~~t~~:~\;~:~:~~~~:~:=~.~: were composed by me. I really 

"'oO'''-·H_'a.":>-~''';'<:.=_")_\o.'>-''~m<G-~'a.,,\<:>.~,_~<>.~-_ like nature. I like the trees, the 
· ",,~'na.:.._.).o.""'~I!-'<\."'''\'''~-''-''-'''-'''~''_ .. \_<:'\\lC\.".Q~_ fl d h h I 
· !\'o.o."'_"\"'~'\06_~-9..\.-'ffiC.L.,!>_"",_\"" __ ,,, .. ~~.:'i~m"\':\)- owers an t e ot er pants. 

_='1">""".::>_""."'<> _'m~<:>,3o.0\<:.."._;p.n_\<>- "''''~~''''''-:--- There are many types of plants in 
· ~ .... ~"."_.t\..~,,,,,.,.'., .. _-,.,,-c:.<:"~r=-_'''--c:.<>:,_,, .... ~~,,,,~'-'-'''' all the world. There are plants in 
tt=uc.""-":-'~""_Q.",,,,<;:(l~ __ tl."-.).<:>.s·_ """'''-"''' '" - .... ". '---

· ~",-,\>\o.~'!.<>-... __ " ... " .. 'C\..~t\..?_-I;I;'\l~_):-.o."'-_.~~~"Q"_. the sea and on the land. The 
.r_~c!.-:~\~"">._\)<L..~"!,,,,,,o."'_"I\o.,,,\c:.~._,\)~en .. "-'_ animals are also important for the 
~"""c... ... ~,~t~~ __ Q.\le. __ ,:>~C\l~~_~C:t..(t::..-.~~o.\c:..\_"o. ..... ___ I h' I h 

· :::\.\.~~_o. . .J\"t<\'Qca.~_ c),o.~"<l.,,_o. .. _<2.\'."''.:> •... "-'-.\l'.-... -. peop e. From t e anima s t ey 
c.,,;'o.-c-. "'''-c....,,~_ \0. .. m:::"w.n~a., :0"<0.0."=>\)<» <:>.~C>.'<' .. _. gather meat. They also gather the 
ru.. .. ...:, .. r.'c"'n\l .. ""---.<:!.:"""'>-="'----.l"'::l..,.-~\"-,'o<...,, .• -.. _- k' f h ' I F h 

_ " ... ~""·.'c.Il."-"'._c.'<.-.,,~,.O:\.<'\Cl... •. ~"__."'<L<:"\iS.;_.~ ... ~--- S inS rom t e anima s. rom t e 
.. '<'<>-"" .... _=\l .. ,OO_"-O'(·M __ -""--\\"'«"Q.t'\ .. !\.mL.tT.\ .... ____ . plants come the fruits, the 
_~"'<>"""--.. .,,\.<Ri<:.(-:-o ... --\o"'-"'a:~mc.\'<'>.y.l!'>~\,--.. ~~C>.."-\~-\- legumes and the vegetables. From 
_ ~"--::;"'-"'''~c:l--'r'~ _\cr,._<"C.\:M~ ~ 

, . some plants come herbs which 
serve as medicine. I am going to 
name a few of them here they are 
one is chamomile, wolfsbane, 
azar[orange or lemon blossom], 
and spearmint those are some 
herbs which serve as medicine. 
know more but I don't remember 
what they are called. I like to 
study about the animals, about 
space, about earth, about maps, 
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about rivers, about plants. I have 
n.0.cr....o.O"'>-)-o,<a- a book about space on thursday I 

.. ~ .. _"'I.~o..<;\"Cl.."-'_~"-t\. q,c .. ..l,,_\,,<:>,"-~~_~~~C:\O_ .. !2..'-- will bring it so that you can see 
_ ·""<L~~~.9_-:ls:>.-\_~"-='~'_v"-"~~.·\l"'-·~--.:l~~·- . 
·'\\~!l.o:.=._"W..-.\,~(~~/;),."'~ClS':""<a.,'\.......~~\'<.~- ... - It. Do you have books about 

_'D<:_<>:,=~"'~S!2-.9!'.~~ ... ,,-,_.fu.<1-~=\-""-~""-"'''''.- sports? I also like sports. I really 
_ r \le~c;:~~~~~~~:~:~~~=:-s~~ like school I adore it. Because if I 
_ ~~<L-~~a......c.::Jj"-I"'_~"c.-<:p.m:·ro..·r-··----- go to school I can learn. And when 

I am grown I can choose a career. 
Susana:4/10/94 

Susana's love and interest of nature, a respect for the flora 

and the fauna, is revealed in her poetic deliberations and her 

perceptions. How and from whom does Susana gain this knowledge 

and appreciation? 

I have learned alot about plants 
and herbs because my mama 
makes it for us or gives us 

_\ C_o(le.nd.:..J"--,,,ucno-d .. ~p/QntQ"'-:l_h~~'~.?()<'1U<-- something .else when we have 
_."~",,"m"._n.~_h,,,c.,,_=()_ .. <:)._"C"_<$..~o.<:.:,-o\<,,-____ · stomach ailments, when we 
_l=---"-"C>.(\60_ .. ."'tc....,o,,,'-, ... <'i ... '-(..,o-•. -~c.\--;='-"mc.~().,- cannot sleep she gives us some .of 
_~uo.o<!>"--"~~~ .. mc:o..:.oc"""<_ .. -"="-'O''''!..cO''~\.l~<:.,.,,--- h I AI II b 
_ "' .... _ .... .,.c.",_~\.<:..C\\.'>.."._<:.". ~iL~~()~_ .. = ..... _~,a._"c&. "-t_ t ose p ants. most a an~ to e 
_l><:. • .sn'-l:: • .Y\~=c......:""""'c:.-=>-'o.",:..~()"'<--"' ...... -:c.."':>"'''.- able to sleep. My mother simply 
:t:~~::-~::\::'-~;..-,::~~~:~~:;,,::~:~'~.- puts them in hot water for a while 

~
>""':>o_Clc-.~.":....."':,<a:<.'nc.'!:>._':l"._,.-o_" .. rt~P.\.,,ro.<:!l'--. and it becomes just water but the 
4~tl.. .... ..,-,-",. O':::....~~ .. ....9.\\.l • .,).cL'<""'e-c-_'~ .. 7\.\,'.<:>,"<:. .. herbs remain there You drink the 
~<-~~~~~c."._~\<:.,,"-,,~.Jo~ "-=\ ._"1. 0 <:, :-,c..._. :.. ..... , , • 

_ .\"nc......:\C>."''c'~I) __ '-'.-...O:''M.<"'--'''c..=. .. c:.''''''''''?-~f\ . '1ti"l« JUice of the herbs. I do not have a 
_~'<>ciL"'''--O'''~''-<OuO'''''..3<>.'o\<>6~ C'-. "'..,\".~\..~c ... r:l- .• book about sports. I forgot to 

... ~.\t..«..< ... "'-O'.0J,,"'''''. ':> '" ."-:le:.""" •. 'tc><c:,,"<" . <. .. ,,\o::..":H.. , ._I ... ~ __ ~ .. I',<:.o-'-_e,c. .. ,.... .. ~~.,).o::..\<:.~ . .s.,,,,,,c.. •. €-n. __ bnng the book I told you about the 
_\""-,_ .. .,<-"~a ..... ~ .. <,~"._.,,c"' __ ... .,"'l. ~!....,:,-,,-';o."'. planets, of the sun and of the 

.:,:" o.,e:.<::>. ~<\"'-i.'",\c..'oto. .,.',<,\ .. ,<-'''''.,.0.'''' Oth th' I _. - moon. er mgs are a so 
included. In first grade I learned 
the multiplication tables, to read, 
to draw, to write. Because I was 
in Mexico. It was in Magdalena, 
Sonora. In the schools in Mexico 
they are very strict. If you say 
one word without permission they 
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Susana's parents, through their own productive activities, 

present a world view of nature not only compatible with humankind, 

but also sustaining the development and healing of the same. 

Susana's father is a gardener by profession. Far beyond the 

practicalities of this labor intensive job, he respects the flora and 

fauna, and is keen to the uniqueness of each. Susana's mother, as 

well, incorporates the flora in her own household activities, for the 

many health benefits they may provide. 

My mama sometimes has some of 
those medicaments. It seems to 

----- ----- --- ------.- me that she only has spearmint 
~ t!\~_cnQ.rno.._\\~'('\.e......q:C'\ __ \J_q,c.c.~_o.'~-..)'("I.~ .. O~_c:.~~. d h ['t bl ] It 
_,""6.-, .. c.",.",~"~._-"'''_'''''-'a"-«."-\",-_",,,,,,,,,~_.\.,,,,,. an azar CI rus ossoms. 
"-.. ~_\o.oJu:o~_ ... _'<-<>=.<,_~~_",,...,,,o.,,,,,,-,",-o_.,,,,,,~ has been so long since I· last went 
:~::::t:::·::~:~:.:.~~:~~~t:~~~~c-~: to Magdalena. Magdalena is very 
"""j'-o-<_o.._~''''=-_~~\!t.''''-_'''''_''<O ~,,,-,,.<.o, far from Tucson. It takes about 
~ __ ">",.""-n::. . .,.,.<"_:o-,, ",;_~~",,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,_'»,,,>~c..,,-.~ .. _ three hours and a half to reach 

. ",oJ~"._'Q,~_c.o.r..·,,~,tS.,_~ __ ~ _ Q..,4~""o...,,-_ ..... -a....~ "Oq, .... O-.... ___ • 

_,= _...:.."",-'-.._~c'''''''''_'';_'''''-_''-''':''''''''''-'"'~_'''';'<To'''\b __ . Magdalena. Magdalena is in 
I->fl--"'----""''c>'·",,,,,,,,,,,'' . Mexico. We [Giselle and I] would 

like to be the same because we 
like animals very much. And we 
would like to care for animals. 
Because if the animals did not 
exist we would no longer exist 
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and we would be dead. Over there 
in Magdalena it is different 

_ ... _'<., .... ,,"" .... ,c.\Yl""" __ "'.'-,~~ _______ because there are neighbors 

I_~~"-_~~«>.'"-<'>-e..:'-.,.:~'<."-' ... _~~:~:::-~~~~ everywhere. At -my nana's they set 
""'''~''---''''''-.~---'''-'-'>-~-''-'~-.'''~ . ~ up a secondhand shop and they sell 
1.-.J...'t'o.C..._~1IL.~~'t'>..~~~'t-..~"'~5c)~C-. <:"',-\C,c... b. ... Q....~, -- -""<I,,.N;,;- I 

..... -;~.'-....... _ ...... ...\"-!._e.~<."Q.C._M ). .... ~"._~, .. <>....<o--- ••. - clothes. Near my Nana s there are 
«.<'"<'-",o .. ~<.",-",~, .... r ... v''->-;''''''''''W6 ~'- a.'\"'c, ,,,\.~"-"- •.. a lot of shops. When I do not have 
-'. ----------.--.. .... ... ........ . homework I study the spelling 

words. 
Susana:4/24/90 

Another significant aspect of Susana's life are family 

members, especially her paternal grandmother and maternal 

grandfather. Like Cristal, whose presence was imbued by family, so 

is Susana's, with one exception. Susana's familial influence is for 

the most part unidirectional. It is Susana's immediate family that 

is available for the extended family, not vice versa. There is little 

reciprocity towards Susana, her siblings, and her parents. Though 

family ties are open, they are distanced by an unspoken 

unwillingness on the part of extended family to reciprocate, 

especially for Susana, her siblings, and her mother. For example, 

while extended family is quick to join in family celebrations, they 

are reluctant, if not unavailable during emergencies or for daily 

necessities in the care of their own mother, Susana's paternal 

grandmother. 

Throughout the journal Susana shares insight into the activity 

of family and her point of intersection in those activities. 
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took them out. If animals did not 
exist where would we get food, 
meat, clothes and a few other 

~
<:''''=r.-J_~~"o __ -<'''''':>:''i...:(",,,_,.,,,,,", __ ,,,,,,,,:-mo.\.~-- things. If plants did not .e~ist 

~"_"'C"--\)a:.a-c", __ ~ __ ~-,,~:o.S-~<'c"-"'->~a. ,----- where would we get medicine. In 
_<:OC"""-l_~_O"o.., __ ') __ "=,,, __ "-"c..,,"'\c> .. _,,,o~C\~ __ ,,:,s:~~_ the secondhand shop my Nana sells 
,:,;~"",_"""_,:,,,,=,,, ___ \O-,,,--,;\,,,,o'-",,,,,-~-~<;:'-'\:."'''"P5--- I h f d'ff . d 

~
="' ... <'. __ -"" ",<-b:,C:'_"""_~\' ___ "'C"'''----''-'' __ ''''' ___ ~~"<~,. - cot es 0 I erent sizes an 

=O-"'::<"'~""---"'-~ ~,~"---,~,,~,,," _~o;:..~""~~ ::>-_<o,,,~;"'-I\\OS different colors. She sets it up 
:~::::~~~:-~~~:_:':~~~;.;~~~:::~~~~'~~~~: _ every now and then. She sets it up 
'i'0cq_",-~~\l':._~'V~ e',_I"\,,"-~Cl.\,!<oC,,-i' ';':>.-"'''-~''r:----when she has a lot of clothes. I 
a.y-"---",'--\l'-~_ -~"'- ~-:>a\"-"",, ~""c'- "c..c..,,, _ ---- cannot help her because she lives 

1~..:Rt~- ",::,\~,,_,_ .c.r. ""'C::\C~~9-"\~~' . ';.:...c.\ .... ~ <\,.\\ \"" ro_\ 1 __ • __ _ 

1~~ __ Ocs_!>"C:c..}c. ... q~",_"~' "- ~-c".,,- -: .--''"'' Uc__ - in Magdalena. I might go live in 
!_c', '<, -:..)C"~"· Magdalena where I was born. I 

want to live in Magdalena because 
I was born there. I have two 
secrets which nobody knows and 
nobody will ever know. 
Susana:4/27/90 

Susana's mental and social productions return time and time 

again to her homeland, Magdalena de Kino Sonora. She makes these 

points often and extensively. 

Hello Rosi! How have you been? 
Magdalena is very pretty. It is 

. . :<. ,that if I tell those secrets they 
~_~..3-..~ ... ~tc..c.C"'\o __ "'o.<. __ "-"'~o ,-- - --. -------- will tell me silly things. In the 
~_Ql:,_~_~_.€J:._ ~ _, ___ _ 
b>..-~-~. ~-~-~ _0.. o.ruun spelling contest I participated 
. ..E.ro._e&_~ __ ~ ___ ~ with all the schools in Tucson. 
~'t).pi~9_ ~~,_~_®<::>'-Q~h~--__ , • 
,'::\.~_~_~~~-~-~-,On the word un/co I began to 
C'>..._~~_~ __ ~ __ <>~. - -- ---wonder whether it had an accent 
~~ml:>~_.~ __ ~_~-_"-';:,___ h d'd h 
. _~~_~. L~--- _____ or not. T en I I not put t e 

~
~.~'l'C~_ -''T-''-~. --accent on and I lost on that word. 
c~ 1\W\:)Q.fn.~~-~. --- - - -H 'bl' d h? 
_c_~_~"'.<.~ ~ ~'), __ ow many Sl mgs 0 you ave. 

-"-~ ~~":.;..~ -~What are their names? Where do 
~'l..'X~ they live? How old are they? How 

many sisters do you have? How 
many brothers do you have? Ask 
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~ ~ ~ me more things because I do not 
I """ lU-._~ ~_.' ::)\~o..,",e.... know what to writse to you . 

.. - .... - usana 
Susana:4/2 7/90 

Susana -

What a shame! Well next time you will do a lot better and you 
will win. 

Who is going to tell you silly things? 
Andrade: 4/27/90 

Returning to Susana's penchant for detail, the following entry 

relays Susana's sense of frustration with her peers' lack of scrutiny 

in their own school behavior and lives. Susana's journal writing is 

at times reminiscent of an internal soliloquy, whereby she reflects 

on a situation and airs out her grievances to herself. Much like her 

inner world, they remain interiorized. ar" rnllcm:GS3?~~')E.:15\IDS:·.·.Il:~:.':::: THE BOYS ARE GOING TO TELL ME 
.. -D_~. ~\"~l'S~5-=~%.t~~\\\flCI\~ SILLY THINGS. THE GIRLS ARE 
:=Rt\~\ (\\S-""'C"\Tri\"\' -·m-·i'\-c-c.."\ \) .-- ALSO GOING TO TELL ME SILLY 

_ - ------. _C1.~~_,~_\..)~ .l.D._ .. THINGS. I WAS BORN ON JUNE 
]:~~~~~-:~'?C;~- ·%~~"'C".(\t.-~·~\\)-\6 16th, of 1979. THE 16th OF JUNE 
t\~&€ :SSJS. __ e.\::':j~_ tl}U.-\\)S(j·-· . IS THE DAY OF CARMEN [SAINT'S 
·1;;3L<:'~~-·\':("--CB(~Y"r\,. ~ DAY] .... THE SHOPS ARE NOT FAR 
-1<:"'- -- -. ---." " .... _I'_~C.._," FROM THE HOUSES. I BEGAN 

\.~."\\~~~~.-"'-:-------. SCHOOL HERE IN THE UNITED 
-n? .... 1\J\\'j~a. -.--.. STATES IN THE YEAR 1987. MY 

C'5\~~·~E...:'C/S·\~(_\"~{j~.c..~'S\\"S·:.=.--=~ MOTHER PUT ME IN THE SCHOOL 
: 'iG C\"}xI ~( \S\~('Jc.iJ[~;'~-~_-.~:.= OCHOA IN THE SECOND GRADE. 
1".(.\:\ ·'''''·\··r.,'· cc..\[\''('·'-1'·'-\1--'':f52- SINCE THE SECOND GRADE I HAVE 

:\..),v .. '-.\\) 0)) c...J\l-\\)\J::;' I.J,.' '\ EN N HIS SC 00 . - ...• - .. -.---- .. v... .-.. BE I T H L. NOW 
tru lL~;\\)G·-·\~~'\-~ \'f~-'~\"'R< EVERYONE HAS ME PRETTY MAD. 

THEY ALL HAVE ME PRETTY MAD 
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· . .. '" - - . - .-,..- -..... CI'~--rr-\:i- .. ---- BECAUSE I DO NOT COME TO 
G~\\\,I) -~,:)\Cfj.t\\:d: .. ~\~_(~..}.,~_~\\-, __ ._. ___ SCHOOL TO BE INSULTED I COME TO 

~~"\ t\,'t,'?"-~(\\l.~..-:.t)=-..§\.<t...~._~\()~1: SCHOOL TO STUDY. NEITHER DO I 
"'~".~. ~t '\ . - . -::-~le'l ,,-- "ri"'A K1'Ii\~'-- COME TO SCHOOL SO THAT THEY · \ ~C). . \.t....~t\t _ ..cc:...\G. QyJ~_v~ _ .. _ 

l~ D ~~ ~t. ~C;·~6·"·.d~~\r~=tL~\~t~\)~\\-r~~~~~~~t.S~~N~E~~;~~;~~EY 
R~?.;~r~-Ij,-\)~.:: ~t-~'l..\\J'~\~~i(\\.I-~t;J=-.;q~~~CL-THINK I AM A CALCULATOR. THEY 
1'.6:-, 1'\-·r~e.:~t~~-o~"K~-C;S\IS~~t\.K"'1K~\}troSHOULD PAY ATIENTION SO THAT !,,,-'-...,,,n,,L- .. _ .. ID..,} ____ ._ --- .. , . .LeTHEY ARE NOT ASKING ME FOR THE 

i~~\\S§,~~r\\~~-(d\)_C-~f~~::~~Ji,.\j~~~ANSWERS AND ALSO SO THAT THEY 
1t\.'5'-~c~90t:s\ R:'S. y?~f(~·_,~<d.\y; . -aARE NOT COPYING ME. WHEN I AM 
_ .. r..:~E..~-- .. C6.\,)'L-~ -.I:..~~\.)""~~'=>Q,~ ". . NOT CAREFUL THEY GRAB MY 

~~l .~.~.~~:_~~~~~:~l-~~'<..~~ \,~S . 

_~'t.~~e..'S\Ii¥;-~ ~~~~\l~ ~~ ... :~"I~ (b.~~_J'0:i 

PAPER AND THEY COpy MY 
ANSWERS. WHEN I GO TO DRINK 
WATER, TO SHARPEN MY PENCIL 
AND WHEN I GET UP TO GET 

~~.-e.~~~ _~~~~~~~, ~~t\~~ ~~.. - SOMETHING THAT I DROPPED. ALSO 
THEY ARE ALWAYS GRABBING MY 

~~i~Q .~l \\\oIl\Q..,~,\\~ ~\" __ ~\\~cU.. 

:S -~t' c.~~E...~~\~~'O~\j~~~S , 

~ \)~~~~~~_-\®~~ ~Co~,,~

~~~~~C_~~~\~'~~\,~~~""L_:-~_ ~. 

'(G\\~~('L ~t_ \-J".~~\<:Y:.~- -~~~~~~ 

PENCILS, AND MANY OTHER THINGS. 
THEY START TO PLAY AND TO 
CONVERSE AND DO NOT PAY ANY 
ATIENTION. AND LATER WHEN THE 
TEACHER FINISHES EXPLAINING 
THEY START TO TELL ME HOW DO 
YOU DO IT GIVE ME THE ANSWERS. 

G~~S"tf$~ ~\JC5't~~tt'-(~~(j""_- AND I TELL THEM WHAT DID YOU 
"~~~~\(\\)~-~~~~.~\\';()~(-~<:;S\~~~ NOT PAY ATIENTION WHY WERE 

,,_. _..." YOU PLAYING AND CONVERSING FOR 
\..~":)-... 'r.~~~~<::'"s ,,~- C:i''V-,~~:_ ~ ~ --\'\ ~~, INSTEAD OF PAYING A TIENTION 
~.r.._~~_~%tt0·--~-:S~~~~~·_~-j\~~\"'~\lC:\\~ YOU START TO PLAY AND 

CONVERSE. WHY DID YOU NOT PAY 
-·~:\\):5..:'i\)~t\\5=\:\\<t%c..\t\~--,.~ .\.,~-f&,()'- A TIENTION. INSTEAD OF PLAYING 

. C.~~~~()--'-\~~~~~,\\_(''n ~\1t"J1~\l ~\. AND CONVERSING YOU SHOULD 

. -~~_\., '{ ~~'\L.::_ S~ t.10\~_I..~'--\\\\ \-\\)e..c.,\-~ 
c.\)~<5- ~~.\-\ /i(€,. \)~~C~~h;"".L 

~€.t>~(}~_:~:5\~~,.~-5- _"~CJ' ~~::'~--5)\@. :,:_ . 
\?\i~~. ~\.)L·.roo.~-'~~~"\~%S1S"\-\\t~~~_ 

\>Q..~~: (j.~~" G~\SW§ct\\S ._-~~~~%\)~_.~. 

~\-'\(\~~~\Y0_t% -_~\fo~~·"\:l~\J~!.R .. -~. 

HAVE PAID ATIENTION WHEN THE 
TEACHER WAS EXPLAINING. WHEN 
I TELL THEM THAT THEY COME UP 
WITH EXCUSES. I ALSO TELL THEM 
THAT I DO NOT COME TO SCHOOL 
TO GIVE ANSWERS THAT I COME TO 
SCHOOL TO STUDY AND THEY GET 
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Susana -

It seems to me that you are pretty tired. I agree with you, 
that no one has the right to do the things that they do to you. 

How do you react when they ask you for things, etc.? 

I will tell you something - when I went to the elementary 
schools and high school, the students (my classmates) would 
do the same to me. They would also threaten me whenever I 
did not give them the answers. 

Rosi 
Andrade:S/9/90 

THEY DON'T PAY ANY ATTENTION 
SO THAT THEY CAN LATER BE 
ASKING ME FOR THE ANSWERS. 
Susana:S/l1/90 

What is it like to li\i'e in a foreign country, where you must 

learn the host country's language? For Susana, it is both an 

opportunity and a point of contention. It is an opportunity to learn 
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much more, and language brings with it new understandings. But it 

is also a misfortune of time and place. It is immensely disturbing to 

find yourself as the wrong embodiment of language and culture in a 

society, as it is for Susana to live in the United States. 

Susana's discussion is terse, yet at times restrained, at one 

'point, reminding me that she does not otherwise tell me these things 

because I am, after all, an adult. The following is a journal 

interaction between us. 

What does writing and speaking English signify to you? 
• 

: ~ m-U. ~ .~~ ~:L For me learning English is to be 
: ~~ ~ ~ .~ learning more. That way I 
:~. ~ ~~. understand more. I learn more. I 
.:-:). ~ ~ ~ ~ speak more English. And I also 
_~ 00.. ~~ ~ ~ ~ _ understand more the people that 
Jdl~ . speak to me in English. 

Is it important to you, why? 

?·~Wl~_M1~~t>~\\\~C.~~~-
\\'.\/I-'-C--t;"\f,JH\\'\t:'----- ---Ch\ii<;;n~A"""::-' FOR ME IT IS IMPORTANT TO LEARN 

,_\Uo\..E:.,S .. ~\Jno.~_~S~_L\\l\~\\UJ_ .. _ ENGLISH. BECAUSE THAT WAY I 
~ ~ . 

:n\b~-j-\~'0'JS~~3.;3~~~\~\Q_._~-~-=- UNDERSTAND MORE SPEAK AND I 
: 1\ ~l\?)l\\J~-~ "''\~. 'jj\1:) .. \S'\S~S ... ALSO LEARN MORE THERE ARE A 
:CC:6~ ~~ .\t)O .. ·C-~~~(~IW-~~O: FEW THINGS THAT I HAVE NOT 
:l£~lro.2S:~<J .NCJ~~~~=.-_'-=.. LEARNED OF THE ENGLISH. AS 
. , (\,.' -('""'{\ .. ··-"11"\ ('\;"0"'-'--· LONG AS I CAN CONTINUE 
. (\J\\) ~\j~_S\~D. ~ca\\"J.~\"=I\JO-__ . -' STUDYING MORE I WILL LEARN 
: ~f\~ .11~\ti\5..~-·_\Q)tro-=~ft:_-=_= ENGLISH WELL. AS LONG AS I 
.'l\\fJ~ts,'t\XJ \'\~~0i.£:~~S~~: DEDICATE MYSELF MORE TO THE 
nf"c., -~ 'n~s I\\D.,\Y.-;\ \\"I\'-'-~- ~be- - ENGLISH I WILL LEARN THE THINGS 
~I: .~- ~G -~\~~~='v~~=~~D-:r._.~7~ THAT I pO NOT KNOW OF THE 
:G t .~.~ ~- I,. #.to ... '--'--"'- -- .... ENGLISH. 

Do you believe you will continue with the Spanish? 
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!~.~1. ~1~ axu e\.. 
~~~~. ~()~~~ 5 m\ I WILL CONTINUE WITH THE 

- :\~tf1:\ '1 ~\:)\'C.. (Y'f.. 't\~ SPANISH BECAUSE IT IS MY 
-.~-iG.~\-\~\i O\~. "l.~~f\: ~--- LANGUAGE AND NO ONE CAN MAKE 
-=~_~O~.--~· "'~~~~---. ME SPEAK ANOTHER LANGUAGE. I 

• -- __ !~~~~- .~ ~. 'V£ ~::: WILL SPEAK ANOTHER LANGUAGE 
_- -~IVO~.~~~~<t.:. ~ 5--:- WHEN I FEEL LIKE IT. FORGIVE ME 
.~_t<l~~·-_~",,1®\t:..~~ ~_ BUT IT IS TRUE I DO NOT SAY THAT 
-'~c~ ~\)~\r.\Ol1i - TO YOU BECAUSE YOU ARE AN 

. ADULT 

What does your father work in that he finds so many animals? 
Do your parents like Tucson? 
Andrade:5/14/90 

~r\l ~V~ ~ \ ?-.\\~~E\ E:S~ \,.\\. 

.\)rj1.\K~':j\.\J~0 ~ ~~·;S}6~t\ 

.~ ~®\~~C. 1;\\ 1.t\~ ~ 
· ~(.(VC - t£. ~~::, \:t ~~W;k)\-''O 
: 'Ut ~~\')\~.~ ~\KHF6 ~._ 

:C.CSft'S(Y)RS, ~T\:\ .~~ ~~ . - . 

~- ~e.."::J I"IIJY 1.f1J\.t~~t\\}\t. @':l . 

-:·::.r-C \~Pt!.~ () t:) . \.it C.lfYd-"I _- .. , __ 

-.:. : \JL ~~~'t.\\)\'t':::>t:\I\)IfYilh\.. ";:), 

:c~\~~ "O:l~_ \.os fll\)I ~~V<..S 
· ().(J~ /\)OSF\ \~l-l-\ \:.<l ~I 

· 9f\yB '::i\.~?'~)Qfi~lW;t\~~ 
·~~l\.i~ ~r-t\-\JJ~ ,~"9)\l)(,~6, 
.(an:tt~\f,::> C'.{.LQ.)TIas ~ 
<..~ ~~ <O~~\l:> \ CCY\\\l~ ~ 

MY FATHER WORKS AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA AS A 
GARDENER. MY FATHER KNOWS 
ALOT ABOUT PLANTS AND TREES 
ABOUT FLOWERS AND MANY OTHER 
THINGS, MY FATHER IS VERY 
INTELLIGENT. HE HAS BROUGHT US 
HOME DIFFERENT ANIMALS. THESE 
ARE THE ANIMALS THAT MY 
FATHER HAS BROUGHT US SNAKES, 
RECENTLY HATCHED BIRDS, 
TURTLES, SMALL RABBITS AND 
LARGE RABBITS, CATS OF ALL 
SIZES AND ALSO DOGS OF ALL 
SIZES. 

1O\)(B ~~~(i}O.S j \F\~ IT SEEMS TO ME THAT THEY 
?~~oc:, tL""\O\bS '\ ~Mfibs. [PARENTS]· DO LIKE TUCSON. I DO 

~
_~~-'i?;~==~\)~ .-S"\. _ \-,~'S ___ .. NOT LIKE TUCSON. BECAUSE THE 

- -----~-1r\('c.--,a~y-\-t--f'r\\' r'\\(j .. --. GRINGOS [ANGLOS] ARE CONCEITED 
=~~~~(JS~- ~ --- -'~~~u -':-::::.:::--- AND THEY TREAT MEXICANS LIKE 
~,~~ __ -~lf.db(jb~·\J)G:(~- ~\Jt --. ANIMALS THE GRINGOS THINK 
-]~0~CJ::\O~_'i:~~~hQS~r!_a~~(\)(£; THEMSELVES THE KINGS OF ALL 
·jllf~s~.-,J~\~W~- ~~()·-·~\\J1.~~~~ ___ ~_THE MEXICANS. I DO NOT KNOW 
--.r:t-J _~~'"H-~_\l&J';::>._SE.._ C. ~ t~1\) _~(J'S~. _ WHY MY FAMILY WANTED TO COME 

· . . 
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Gringos means the families that 
were born here in the United 
States. Some who live in the 
United States. They are born here 
in the United States. Some 
become gringos. 

Why do you hold the opinion that gringos are so self-
important? . 

~ -- . . Because they make fun of the 
_.~U~SIL_\>ur.\cu-._.~"'o d~_\O'!. . \11nc,I<'\CA.rn£. mexicans. They tell them that 
.~.d.Ic.e..n-a..u.~_sQ\"\ __ rno~CS _.\ ~~\e:._ '/ ____ _ 
T1111.~bo..S·-~.-<Y\~I?J~nctS-~S.c.t)CLS. __ . __ they are illegal wetbacks and 

. nCL.sot\-.-\o.n-~~.e-?<l.to. --\ll.\~~\L-Q.L'(\"C.5~<t'l-o._ .. many other things.' Some people 
. are not so whatnot as to be 

lacking in respect. 

The gringos, how do they treat Mexicans like animals? What 
things do they do to them? 

How can the Mexicans be obliged? 

Because some gringos are really 
dogs. I suppose you know what 
dogs means. 
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How do you know this? Has someone told this to you? or have 
you witnessed it? 

-.~i<:.-."'bI!. __ \;,orq\lC (T\'~ _~ .. dre.'>_Tn'i!_.\. "._\-'~"._ I know because my parents have 
-IQ~'"''''·'Xl.'IfIXJ;:'''-..!\_._~9~ __ I::l.\~. ____ . __ told me. Also because I have seen 

it. 

Why do you believe that gringos treat Mexicans like animals? 

.. ________ . .. _ I believe that the gringos treat 
--~Q.-.,.'(~.o_~'-:l ... -\c:.<;'-~<'\"o.:\Ct>~-\.~a.\;o...tI __ . mexicans like animals because 
o..-~""·-""" .. ·'I-\~~c.~' .. "" ...... C>-.--c...,,,,=o..\lS .. _ • • 
~t",,~.,-=.-<n"'_~~a."::,._<;,~t"'\ .'«\~')_ since some of them [gnngos] are 

.~WoCl\"\I!> .• -~o<"A.~ •• C>...,~ .. ~<::t>.<\cfu_ '\~~ _ very lazy they make mexicans 
"I~e.'n_\~o."'~CL. ':l \a. . ..-rp.'<\ c:. ua.",o.. .. '0 ... -.-- h d . f h d h 
~d.o-\~-o.~c::.'-\.'n{QS\.,\_\<Z...~er..."<'a'('\. .__ plant t e rugs or t em an t e 
··'A-,I:J..\\~"'-,-\!)s.--'<n~'p:.a.-r..ClS ._. __ .. ___ marijuana and when they are 

discovered they blame the 
mexicans. 

In what have you seen that the gringos believe themselves to 
be the kings of all the Mexicans? 

'I~~~:::,;~;:~~~-~:~~s~~;~~:= ~:~~u~~int~:~e:r:r~e;~ed~~r~eering 
.,.-..ct..-.do.~ck-=_o.. .. \OS-. ,.,...e~ka.r.c&- ,. . ._._ and they want to be ruling the 

mexicans. 

Can you give me more examples? . 

f

· (~"'-:. "-'. ~,\"." <:.. ..... ......., - .<:...." "- . 
· .""~"'-- C>. ... ~~" ._"'""c....C\~o...",.~~. 

'.9>- ......... ""«. -~"",.\~\'O..".,. ~''''~ .. -__ .. ~
- .... """ .. -~'."-""~.--""~~,, ... ,--

· -~~<:"-"-""-... -.~"" __ ~_"'-:>\-<-o.'"" ~ 
.,-.<!>."-,.c.."b ..... -c:-:><h"' __ .<\... _.:'~ ~.~ 
· __ ~O~ _ ... .c:-QA'~~, 

Because they believe that they are 
going to be domineering the 
mexicans. They have no right to 
mistreat mexicans in that way. 
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_I_~_o..~~",~"~'" ~;..~~~-=-= They just take advantage of them 
- _ ~"'Q_.~",-".--~_.4N~~'.,-, .. __ .____ to make them suffer. 

Susana - How do you feel being Mexican in Tucson, knowing 
how gringos are? 

Ii-='::--~--",e;-._",,\~~~~~1'o_ I do not feel comfortable here 

t
~--:~~~~~-:=~~~:l;--== w~th the gringos and not being 

t!.o:.--a;\\O::'-d.«---t<)...,...,c..O •. _:\'I\o?______ with my people from over there in 
-o..":'S\e.ro.._:~"-.O"-.ll:\/UC.\=.-CJO~--- Mexico. I would like to go to 

'"'" _1?'CO~"C1o.-'2Ie.r\\"Q..._-----.--.- . . 
. . __ .' _ _... MeXICO with my own people. 

Do you believe that when you are older, you will return to 
Mexico? 

Do you believe that all gringos are alike? Do you believe that 
in the rest of the United States it is the same as in Tucson? 
That is, is the same scenario between gringos and Mexicans 
repeated? 

No some of them [gringos] are 
. lt~.-~~\~~~~si~ .. ~~~~~I~~:-=-""' .. "'=e$;os.-, honest not like ~ome who are 

{'O c.omo~uV)at:. -:l.""" _ 4.n~_ ~=-,'O,c1~. ___ . wretched. Forgive me for my 
%-O>"'ra.\'l'i~ __ ~t'_. m\ - ~\lA~ '1I,,'l(o. \'" 0".......... ..... language what I tell you is true. 

- -\... d''W- czs_ c:..le<'I"c. .. \.\;::..- ~""CIS\" Q'Ie. 'U.I1'tl<'~ _ .. _ . 
. q~ ",,\, .. -- . do not know Rosi [that the same is 

to be found throughout the U.S.]. I 
suppose so. 

Give me examples of which ones are wretched. 
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. __ ""~,,~\\,,Q.,"'Il~ ___ mexicans that they are going to 
~-::.::::::~~:;;':':.:;;-~:,;:..:::"":"-= cross them int? the United States 

'-<:>""_. ~<>-""~-c::...~""-""- ,-..,,~o<;;._ ~,,'.~~"3. ____ and they [mexlcans] believe them 
~_",,~Q._~..:'''''''-''':'Q,..~<l_ ~- .'\<:>.. - ~~Goa","_ and they bring them to the United 
_~a. .. _ .... ~:"'~". __ C>-_'-".",._""~~"Q~ __ ._ States to plant drugs and care for 

them. They just deceive the 
mexicans. 

Also, how do you believe that Mexicans feel in Tucson? Do you 
think that they are aware of what you describe? 

_0.,...0'\. __ cc.r>\~~ __ ::; __ dr.-a.~ __ .lrr,"!.\eS .. _ 
.. ,?,c:t1:O .. '\vt._. ~\ ... ":.>e. .. clo.'r. _ c.u e.nw,·· ____ . 
-~--.~-.~.-Tt>n'tos --co-rno .----. __ 
i~o.:r'O. _'<"'0 ~tie.-c do-tSl!. - c..~~'Io.. __ 
r--\O">-'?:,~"~<;..· \0._ -C\..:<L.\<;!" _\ja.c~ ..... --
.~':.<.\\O~o-'\- -

Some [are] happy and others sad 
[to be in Tucson]. I think that they 
are aware. They are not so dumb 
so as to not be aware of the 
gringos what they do to them. I 
suppose ... 

But why do they permit themselves to be treated in that way? 

Because they threaten them with 

\
------- killing their families or that they 
-~~,,~~~~~~::-=~~.~"~I!. __ are going to harm them. Or also 

I ",::~~.:::: .. :;:-;::"::a.~"::-~.: _ -. that t~ey a~e going to regret it or 
~<>..""'. _"'- "-""_ .... ~ _ ~~ ~"'~ __ bad thmgs Just to make the 
_«:"-,,,,--.,=-,,,,,,--<:- ..,.,~" r __ <>,._. __ \.o~ . "",,':\~C\\oIl~. mexicalls suffer. Or just to scare 
_.a __ ~o-«'Q.",_""",C\. ~""""'''''''~\='---.- ... - them. 
----------------- .. --.- -- - .. _- - .-. Susana:S/2S/90 

Susana - I appreciate your friendship and your knowledge. 

Affectionately, 
Rosi 

Andrade:S/24/90 

Susana's discussion brings to the fore the prevalent drug trade . 
in this border state. It is not uncommon to find Anglo and Mexican 

working together in this illegal industry. Susana makes an 
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important point, not generally parlayed, that of the Mexican as a 

pawn in the drug trade in exchange for passage to the United States. 

Facing dismal prospects in Mexico, it is often as a final recourse 

that Mexican citizens attempt to cross the unyielding and harsh 

Sonoran desert to arrive in the United States. In the face of 

insuperable prospects in Mexico, these Mexican citizens make for 

both desperate individuals willing to risk their lives in hopes of a 

better life, and easily targeted victims for unsavory ventures. 

Though Susana has written to me throughout the summer and 

called me on the phone freqtlently, the return to the journal group 

during the 6th grade brings with it renewed acquaintances as well 

as the latest classroom news. 

Teachers can make lasting impressions in the child's mind 

based on intellectual stimulation. But as role models, they can also 

leave other less flattering impressions, especially when their habits 

go unchecked. 

Rosi how are you? I am doing 
__ Jl-;2B~ well health wise. You should see 

~~" /~-:;:!~":: --::;-,-':':':;:~:~~- ;';Aru~':,~~-~ how dirty the teacher. is ~ecause 
:~r.;L!.~,,-_CJ:Oil"~.L.IJJl.l.UJI,:-~.~ ~~ ~ he goes and eats sardine In t~e 
.Qg.~~~~~~~~ class and th~ class re~lIy stinks. 
:}JL~~~.ful..~~E9~ QA_~ The teacher IS really dirty. I do 
.:_~;Q'rrhl'.(l\.(!);rf(\Q .. :~~~ not like it that the teacher eat 
_";~c.Q.. ~.-~ .. ~.~ sardine because the class really 
~cSnu~p...l&.ilrumu, ts.L _ ~'\,~..9.h ~rr1 stinks of sardine. The teacher is 
~ <lf1\ ~ p.crL~_.~ .. ~ .:.~. really annoyed in class for any 
~ ~ 1J-.G.. ~ ~~. ~ 'l.IL NT\£t.. Q!<.lWJJ 
.~':, ~ _~ ~ ~~_~ little thing. For one silly thing he 
~\. 0'lQ~@..-~~~~ gets angry. I have already 
~l 1& ~ ~ ~.~ ~~' forgotten how many languages you 
.~. ~ou..(i'i'lQ.. ~ ~ . . an\l.Iffi speak and how many animals you 
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have. I would like you to tell me 
through the dialogue because I 
have already forgotten them all. 
Rosi can you tell me how many 
animals you have. I remember the 
chinese chicken' that you told me 
the other day. I want to ask you 
has she had any chicks. I also 
remember the cat that you have. 
Did you not tell me that she had 
had 4 kittens. I also remember 
you told me that you wanted a 
turtle. I am going to tell my papa 
to bring you a turtle. First I well 

.~';~ tel! him to bring me a turtle and 

.~ later I will tell him that it is for 
'f 

:-~ \9.. ~ Q 1.i.. b;. ~ rrnu.~ ~ -_'~) you. Then I will tell him to take 
.om)Jrr~.A rrn..L~')'LC'<Y\Q.~"Il me to your house so that I can 
~ 0&:~l9.b.,,&N-~ .~~ take the turtle to you. I know that 
-~ ~j,~I.f.C-.~ ~¥-lyou really like animals. Me too I 
~~.~~~=~~~ . really like animals. The animals 
~ ~.~ ~ c1 ~ .. ~d..La are like our siblings me that is 
utrlA ~l~ii\"tcc t,}.~ ~I..o.. r1d what I say. I love animals like I 
~ ~ ~~m,\.O-.~~.. ". :.- . . do my own siblings. A lady who 

. . .._', broke her arm gave me a small, 
pretty and really furry one and the 
cat is very pretty. 
Susana:ll/28/90 

Renewing acquaintances calls for reestablishing ties and advancing 

the relationship. Susana has decided she would like to visit my 

home and family. She has fabricated a plan of action and has now 

begun to put it into effect. 

The teacher's eating, habits have become not only a nuisance, 

they have also become the butt of classroom folly and pranks. In 
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telling the events leading to the prank, Susana remains a stickler to 

detail. 

Rosi I am sorry I cut off the sheet 
because I was writing with pen 
and I made alot of errors and it 
looked very ugly. 

Hello Rosi! How are you? Well I 
am very well. You see me very 
serious because I am worried 
about my nana who is over there 
in Magdalena Sonora De Kino. My 
nana worries me because she has 
a son who is was very grave in the 
hospital. The doctor said that if 
in three days he had not been 
brought in he would have died. My 
nan a loves her children very much. 
She loves my padre very, very 
much. She has many reasons for 
loving my padre so much. She 
says that my papa has a heart of 
gold. I know why he my padre has 
a heart of gold because my mama 
and my nana told me all his 
history since he was little. My 
padre still has a heart of gold. I 
will continue telling you about my 
uncle. My uncle is fine now and 
has now recuperated his mind 
perfectly. He only needs to learn 
to walk again. He is in my nana's 
house. That is what was 
bothering me-but now I am okay. I 
liked the novel you lent me at 
school very much because it says 
there that the sentiments, the 
soul is what matters. Not the 
ugly or the pretty. The soul, 
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peace, sentiments, the love that 
one has for other persons or their 
personality is what matters in 
persons not if they are pretty or 

:.:G., ,. " .:~.":";'\ . ".~. ugly that does not matter. I will 
..,. .. ." ".:: ........ -.. ~ tell you we played a trick on the 
:~ccfro.yG'5 ~~Ilo. d ~~~ndJ2d .. ~~,·IO. ~,1? teacher with sardines in the 
~~~~~Cl3~;,~' .. ~,,?~ e:~~~;~~~,~~~~".Q) '-: school. Do not even think of 
I! -'--:(~ Q)J.Rfl.WJ.\QJiLc:Lcr19.Sl .. u.nQ;~~oo. eroffiQ Qf...... telling him that we played this 
.'(D:le.~tr.Q .(;QI(l~~Qi~; 11,(\..b.:~\Q.!':i~. ~ 1L joke on him. Lisa, Berta and I 
.CUL(ro.dQ~ld~ .¥l~'hiQ'I~ e!!.tu.Ior<lmQI.S,' ~to_ played this joke on him. This is a 
·bfl:l<l1Q:M_\~ h.1Q1!'1103~~\t~. ~to...~,.~Cl,e:,+~ e;-:, secret. The teacher did not know 
oD,~QR,{fl.,W.C\.~-\-(Cl·~~\:)\QQ}.l-t-e\.hf\(Q..o< h h h d . f d' . 
:clO6 kltQ~ dR.~~c\I(lQJ; en· ~ Q.~'6.\!.+. o.~.rde, t,ene .. t at e a two tinS 0 sar Ines In 
\el::,nm.\UiClI~,Cf;u.R- \l.~ih03.~Q\().;:..e •.. 61fur:tC<i'S the closet where he stores the 
_,ClCi~ G1.~iQ..rnos .<eue. ·'<lte.rtIQ ~~. klro;> d'1. '. m~terials that we use in class . . 

.. .::.3rQ/Q.Q. ~11 .. OJ"M.d() !a.;<C.\.Q.:=.e..~e.d.QS(XUdo So we knew that he had those tinS 
~,~ Q..t mQ.esf'to ~o.l~no 0;. ~r nC;:C~of sardines there. When the class 
Q~Qfi''<:hTlO,s ... Ic:ts sord,nQ~,. Lo.-:'. jlU<ll.fhO::> en ,11..11 , • 

CG.~cir'- de.\ ~r d-e,ri~ d.e.\rro..~1(c~- Gn :~<;!..: co&Cf) , was not watching and the teacher 
,-m~.LiJ\~~':1";iQ;:' ~if'rO.S ~~t:) e.2' ha'Jo '-j -- had gone to the basement t~ 

;;, k?J,-:" =.tcllnQ:, ~ ~ ~K!lrJ_Q.v\ e.l .. ca~on ,c;k.dorot -' smoke we grabbed the sardines . 
. ~.,,'h~1t;,e,tl.hb{O dLb5~lefGS.(}J~{'(p: ~o..-"'- We put them in a drawer in the 
.:3~),bi~ ~.JR,.~~"i(j() a.1J,._~.~~rrrD~ c.J1I .. ,- teacher's desk. There is a hole in 
.:. ~qu..t Q(oI.flU..(Ie,Q. el .o.brt.: Q~ .Q.0.Jon .. Qu.of'do --~, 

•. ~e~i\C\'o(IJT)C'J~ hlClW00 lc,ll!cf-ufQ.H, (.l~~ltnto.m~ (11-.: that. dra~er and we put the 
_~:rY'tlq,:\tto."C(y.L,<:>\ (X:JfqUf (b·h<l.bfo..~,\lJrn'clc1.~rdl()Q:;:~ sardmes m that hole and they fell 
,~e[ dl}(l,e.&. qu.e.fl1i \J:e~ ~ (l()l'11<. 'nQ)(f;YY\(J( c.ldo .. ~·I. into the drawer where he has the 
,j!9:l\'{}ih.Qs.;~ol\deL~el.ma.e"'/1b ~QI:xt.de.S~L:!dQ.cb,.· grade book. We already knew they 
'T~~o.IJ~'~! ~~~I~S' ;\'1.Q..ugQ..f.'1 u: ~'10-~,: .. :~-\-~.\) had fallen there. We put them 
~'51~M.& eaeJi'O,b,~~~ro ,1ifL·&.~ 
. . there because he hardly opens that 

drawer. When we were done 
reading we asked the teacher why 
he had not eaten sardines. He said 
it is that myoid lady has not 
bought me sardines. When the 
teacher was distracted we went 
and got the tins of sardines that 
we had put in the grade book 
drawer. We put the tins of 
sardines in Berta's desk. When 
everyone lined up outside to go 
eat the three of us stayed in the 
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~().\'~il!.a.C~Cl\"\e~, La::> \~\-G.~ de. ~Qf\iif\Q.3 I~ ~;1Yl class and the teacher said go to 
~ V. e~klrio de.. ~eltl1o.., Cu.Q.ncl~ -I-G<lCl.:!. ':be k' 

f'n ',-"'IX flCl;:,~+r(" ~~e' lunch. Berta too out the sardmes 
t\)(",<:l(~\, Cl~\.I!<lCl.. .. ("a_f<:~J ,( c:.. ce,,· . ",' 
no~ ~&::!.mc:s U\ ~e..~ c;ll~()' Ql, m~t(Q, ~Cl -tu and we we.nt to the t~actler and 

_ lUI{]<:n.1-o. Q:)l.dM. dLCIl .1a:; ~ir)Cl~ ~ -fU.'-(YlO~ cOn we gave him the sardmes and told 
.Q\ ma.e\)~ro ~ Ie. ~iIY1G;:) \0.:, :!A.r~If\Cl:; "\ l~cI-\jimo~ \ him that since his old lady did not 
q~ .:J.l. \j,~ no Ie <!ompro. ~dl'nQ~ r.o~trc~ ~e.. buy him sardines we bought them 
1<>.:> cornfJ(Qmo~ .'.1 erQf\ \ttl, e.t d'Jo r~(~ ~Ol..l. f . d' h . . 

,-hne. ().(t. ~oin.9 1-0, ~r ClJ\ R._Ue~~e."" . ~,"::::, ,or him an t ey were ~IS. He said 
\-U-im(J~ nc.. 1lJ.f1lhO ,fud't oobiQC{u;'I, Ie 'jIClmo;:) e;:,t really you three are gomg to get 
tlromQ oj mQ~tm· an A. Later we went to lunch. No 

fT1e gillitnx,Qj ?re_~_L.nt:nfie. ~na.5 one knew we had played this joke 
f:>(~n-t~ <e}JJ!. \'Ie Gl\fcl:ado. on the teacher. 

I would like to ask you a few 
questions that I have forgotten. 

Susana makes mention of the possibility of receiving an A for non

academic work. The topic of grades, already a problematic and 

unresolved is.sue in the classroom, was complicated further by the 

teacher. It was a frequent practice by the teacher, to award letter 

grades 'of A for any number of miscellaneous favors, unrelated to 

academic work. 
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The previous entry is suggestive of those of other children, and 

reminds me that as interested as I am in the lives of these children, 

they are equally curious about me. A reciprocity of information is 

therefore warranted in these dialogue conversations. 

Susana discusses several issues of concern to her, family and 

education among them. The significance of these issues to Susana 

becomes evident in their repetition and elaboration. The remaining 

entries speak the tone of those concerns and preoccupations. 
"\' ~"f\..t....r... ~'; .• ".':':...:";'::ft.. 

; (Ill... ~-u;~~ (Y\wx~ ClJ..~hl·' ~'I would like to have a lot of 
~ ~ ~.\.).. V1\..1. I'I\.\.. .Q.Jn,u).A'~\'(Ul •. - animals J'ust like you because I 
tl.Q~ ::"'\.J...\'l\.C.k,~. ~\..t,\.0 'l.'\. +:\c~'\. ~ .. . 
\...~~~ ~~ \;'\ff, '\\JL. >-.~\)-~\, 'W..C>;\..o.. . love animals. I want to go and see 
c...:~ Q..;,,;,J:.:. \::" ,,,-~ "@ l'\\... c..is..Y.~'1 ~~\. your house but they do not take me 
Q..J.""\'~\:;.,') ~.-¥' M -~ ~<J,J.S.. .''-~ ~~ . over there Rosi. They will not let 
~~"\-}.;.>.~",,\ c .... ,"-'-, ... ,""\.'-:l ~ \..X ...... %~" me have animals and I don't know 
l,SA..-\ \u'\J.\.~~~ ~ '\~ , .... , ~~. h h . I h 
. .:-.:.... ~ 'JO-~,\~:'~ LI.. •. ~~ '.-~\\f-4c:,,~~. W ,y t ey will not et me ave 
,0,;.'-:-, x,,- 0--\\.'-'. c.<::.---...;';""'" Q.\'-'-'"\\JJ..IV" animals here at the house. What 
\-,,~\..>..~.~.\ :fi.I.!, ._~/2:;. '-'<.... -'c- c~ you told me about the chicken was 
"k, :...v . ...I,§~-<>.\.O:" ..... "-,,:::'~."'~ =~~ c.,,~ ~ 'funny. About when you are upset 
~ ~~~ J.- ~c.)..LC (l:,-'--0 l.\P c~:u~ you just go and converse with the 
;)~\i"'. animals and the anger/frustration 

goes away. But what luck the cat 
that I loved so much died on me. 

\) .. c..... ,-" -" ''i.u:,'Q, "'.~..;,.:,.. ~" .•• _ . \,,; ~ .~'\...~- , ~) ~ -
. ~'....I... ,-~ ... ~~-.\l:.1.. ~ :...~'-e \'\i...~~ .~~~ Well I think that it is very good 

-~ C-,,\..,-ij\\!)..\;..\ .1,..>.. ~ ,~ . ~~~\ that you take care of them like 
<:";""" ~~~ ......,\.~'-"--~\ , ....... ' \,,-<-"-"\..4:-...;..1.. Co.-\i..<!-'.:. children the animals deserve to be 

'l»--\'\.I.l.;......\ '\ \~ '\.....",..~-'~~\ ~ .o£~.<....~~1...\, .. 

, .,. ~=''''1 ~~v:..-c '-<>"" .. .GV'\ G \"q::u...., _. treated well because ~hey also , 
'::::--'- ,\.W_,v......,...,v..~\ "t:---"-"-,..... ,~\.0.::\."'-.I C!N..,"'-lc. respect us. I agree with you ROSI. 

->-, "'\.c_ ~:..P--~ c.~;-'k.\.'-""-'-\ ~,0""'" " If you do not understand my 
writing tell me and I will write 
better. 

. 
0-,->- ,\.I..,-.~.~ 1"J:c" ~ ,,'->.J,\0o..:, ~ . .>J....:.:.'.; 

6C'cC,' ~ i::>..- ;,.<:,J...L<S, ~\;C l..J.. \'-I..v.).L ._. " 

0\.. c:..... _~~.\.. '-....... x,c... ..... \~-.;..~ ,~'\5-~~ 

My nana is so so because she fell 
down the other day. I could not go 
and visit her during the christmas 
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\',).C'""\.'\-:r.....u. ""\.-L \:,,~ -'I-lu.;~ ~ i .. :, (\, ...... 

)."~~~,, ~.) ,\.Q) ~-"~ '>--\..~ .. ;~(:',J\J(~ "-<-- _ holiday because my papa had to go 
\<\'>"'~~'-.>..J. ;;..... ~"\.....~ , ...... ....;,....~"\.i..... - work and he could not take us to 
~ \.\..1:.'"-:....... ,~~ J..:.,..G."'"~ 'u:.- ~.......;..... 
x"'-'..;,...;'-- . ~ ~~~ ""-'- o.:.y c~~ Magdalena to see my nana. Not 
'0.>- \'-!:-~ ~....>---c.'--O '~1.."'-- '\...'-L'::,. until very recently was I able to 

go see her. That is when she told 

) .'. .,': " " 3·~ .. <=t/ 
--'--~-'---"--'" ~ ..... - _ .. -_ ...... ,._- .... -" 

me she had fallen. 
Susana: 1 /91 

My parents are very well. My 
siblings are also very well. Yes 
she [Giselle] has grown. That is 
fine I will tell her that you send 
her greetings. Let us see when I go 
to your house. Yes I would like to 
go to your house someday. That is 
if my papa can take me because he 
is always busy working. I would 
like to meet your husband and your 
animals too. Well the 
presentation was so so because 
they did not properly learn the 
science part and when they were 
in front of the class they would 
burst out laughing. That is what I 
did not like. What I did like is 
that I learned a Httle about 
biomes. Well changing the subject 
well I am going to write you 
another poem. I still have not 
been able to find for you the paper 

~.\' . ~., C.U ... UMJO ltN-. ~Qc..~Q vCJ~ with the poem Lights of Love. 

e ' . . ... ..:~.::i I Cultivate a White Rose 
- ·.u..L~ .... u.n·.c.~o...-~·;.Jo.l.w\IlA-I···_"-'_ I cultivate a white rose, 
~~ ~".~,"," .~~. in july as in january, 
.~-CN. ~~ -.I"'C>...\'\\!J~<l.K\<!...O-.,-. _. _ for th~ sincere. friend. 'Lh -.-- ," --- .... ': .... -.. :... who gives me hiS candid hand. 
~ ~ .~ . ..nJ-U...,..JIYU aJtflh.\'1U\...., . " ~ , 

U .~ Mi.~on QAn.,~ ~--c,... And for the cruel one who rips the 
~ ~ ~" j: .... u.A.bJG'U.',. .'-- .. " heart with which I live, 
~ J.A. .:.t\.A{.Q ...o~ Q..-a.... , .. ,., ' 



neither thistle nor cole is 
cultivated: 
I cultivate the white rose. 
Susana:3/7/91 

Hello Rosi, 
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I do not remember if I had told you 
that I won the spelling contest 

~!{O.le... .... O,erU..1 3 -ll-<7 here at the school. I won first 
place and I have to go to Tempe, 

J.j-D -<Vb ........... ~ ..J<;J:. -"-'- -:'\~ Arizona this saturday 23 of march 
::::~ ~.>J.-~~~. to parti~ipat~ with all the others 
G'-"-<. ......... ~"'-''\ ~ -O--"U.-<.""'Y" 't:;'- schools In Anzona. The State 
...:..,.... "- I"" ~ F.~"'""""-' ~ ~,<>":::'..)...6 Sp~lIing Tournament I believe 

.~;, --. _'-'I..c..-~a ",'i''''''''- P"-~ ~ -4> fills up. I tell you because I do 
, .......... , • ,,,,;\,, " ""-'-r AJ-'-':.:."""c.....~ .\ """-''-'..0 cJ-.-o...- not remember if I told you about 

C) ;J.c. '0"-"'-i:l J!.. "-",,,~-ca..A.- ~ J G:> .A...o uP "C~ h . 
. -tw- JJ-~cu. \-L ~~ "L':'<~ ~,,-CJ tiS. .'. 

_"''-'- ,c...~~ ~ x.... ~ ,:,...-~ -'-"-0::. And I tell you that I might dunng 
~ :\....... L~" 'Z..~ c... ~~;""- the vacation go to the Federal 

-:::- ~ A'Q.c'U'$"'?l -/:><.0..'\.«... J-i..Lf'.<.-to:-c .ilAt" District of Mexico, to Magdalena, 
/.<.dL.~) ~F""l.CJ-··U~~o.-! -fJ="":l-JL'{:).~~ to Hermosillo, to Nogales and 
. i~ '-G.- ~\.,; "'j-oJ......\ ...y- c;{.,'UU" "'\ ":> ... ,-"-W. ..... '\oYC..-\ • 

..Jfj~ ......t. ~o...u..tA..<> ..... "-~ ~ ... '-.........~ many other places. W~II the. 
'''f>c.-...o ~Lf'''-> -<pc-'1.a... ....u..<UV-lv./\. . P-U-fl.J.-U teacher gave us very little time to 

.. .,u ~,,~ .. o.. ~ -.""~ .,M·\.6 c '1-J'hc-<-<o.n write. Later I will give you more 
~~I-....,,-,- .u... ~~ ~U:u. ~. information about the state 
~ ...... -.Jr\ ~ :~~ ~ J~"-4.~ con~est that I told you ~bout . 
~~_. earlier. Well later I Will continue 

~ -iD: _'-~ writing to you. 

4-4-91 
Susana -

How are you? 

Susana 0 .... 
Susana:3/21/91 

Next time you will win - do you see how each time you do 
even better. 
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Did you go visit your grandmother? 
Do you believe you will be in Tucson this summer? 

Susana I appreciate so much the written conversations (we 
have). You are a very intelligent and astute young lady - you 
are aware of so much. . 

Rosi 
Andrade:4/4/91 

/-(Cla .. kQ.~ .. , ... .. .......... :+.~y. .. '1 I 

C C ... "'f'Y\C ..u..J.<5-\? J;fJ ...LJ..~ ~ ~". 
· C,1...J.-C .It.-......-.. j\,,"""1 .. ....hp...:...r. '- ,1\ ....... ~"-' 

. .rl~~ ;- .......,u...,~. T ~<......, ............ r.c..~ 
.. ~ ~ 

'6 ~ _ ........... "-. 1 .... .........::. _V"~ .4...s-Y"') 

.'6~ ...pLl\,.01o -""'"'~'\' J...."...<_ 

t,"""""""'~<A c...<J-vv\Q i:.",-~..<...)., -I)~....u:. 
J~ c... ~ .. t:ar....{,~ ~~. Y.,.o...U-\ ..urn 

~ """"-'- 9c...p':' .~ ~ .Ji~;,)..I:;....'-"-"('\.(,. 
L.;.r.... ~ ~C ~ ~u",'\;.:\..,\C ~L~.l 

'j ....... ~~. ~....L.>..A ~ ~f\-i~:....C0 
......t. ~~ .. <.....UV:.a... GI...L.. J"(.;O"\-G,....\....c..l... JJ~\ 

· """"'-' -,\:'<-;:'0:. ~\..o-:, ~'ILlP .4;... ...u..~ "'::;~G 

-'{JCo.A.-~ c..c...:.... D~ ................ ~c... .. " 

-flOJ\A.... '\ ~"', .. c.L ..\....4'"", ~ .,..on;..... -.!::....~ 
..... '<-.. ........... ...x-';_Ar,",~'"\.c:..· Y ~ ..u..... -<=\,~~-
.. .re ... U,.r1..A~ .. V·\ ~\...;.... ~ p.............., . .u:... ~~ '. 

-'-'- L .......... ~~ --'rJ"\ ....L....- '-\::. .............. .cx.. ............. ""-... 
f0(.~ -:.v.......... '-'.H"', ~v-o-.\, ,L~ C0 JJ.c... ,. . 
iL\..:;u.c.c -"Yw , .. '''''c....~-, C"'~"-'.\ -:'''~'d. 
~""'-\o. p..........,.... ....... c... ..s....:.. .....v-i:...~ ~~ 

.~~. P..u..L.\ ~ -/:J"l..M,:,a.JJ,J..o..rt).uz.tJ,. 

• ~C>- ..,JI~ f!..uuJ;C<Q..i..lL o , o-/u.g..;Wt/)C-L " "c!:9'j' '. 
JtjC0cdc.i .. .J-.;~ ,~PC,<!.C LL~ /",..,., <l---c........ro..J. 
... <.\t....n;J. " ... ~f' ~ ...(",., J'-"'CJ-....; ........ ,-,o.J..;~~ .. ru-<-

~ .. " .... ",,_ .. , .e~~",~"V ~~ c. 

Hello Rosi, 

How are you? I am really fine. 
believe that I will go to the 
Federal District of Mexico. We 
have some relatives over there . 
Well they are not relatives but we 
care for them like relatives. Well 
I am going to tell you the story. 
Well one day my papa was coming 
from Magdalena. On the road he 
found these people. Their car had 
broken down. near Nogales. Well 
my papa helped them he brought 
them over here. They said they 
were going to Texas. The 
gentleman was going to go visit 
his brother. Well they stayed to 
sleep at the house. Well he his 
mother and his family stayed. 
They gave us many things. From 
Mexico they send us very nice 
things. Well that is the story I 
told you. Well also I will probably 
go to Hermosillo, Magdalena, and 
Nogales. Well not too long ago I 
saw my nana. Well I am going to 
see her again. 



Attentively 

Susana O. 
Susana:4/4/91 

Hello Rosi, 
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~Q.~ ~7 How are you? 
· ') . When I go to Magdalena I stay with 
.~ .J\.lt:J<.f. 0.- 'fYl ~Q.. ...¥"\.A). ~-L, my papa's mama. I really do not 
.Con ...l..<!.. -.JIV"\~Q. oL. ~ JPc.r->a:::. Coi1 like to stay there with my nana. I 
. ..fIe .J(Y\J-~ '%~ ~ like to stay with my tata. What I 
.ccs-n ~-"'~"'"-~ ~~ I'k b . h h . k 
· ~ ~ Cl.r....to....-. 'f.-o qy..u... '"""-'"-~ ~ I e a out my tata IS t at e JO es 
.~ _~~ ~ ~ Y:. ~ _~ around and he does everything so 
'4' Ut'IC<A..J... d..<J1::l...() ..uH\ ~ ~ ..J.)..:t ..... -'/..... th~t we will be happy and content. 
--b~ "'t c.o-.~, J\J~ M~ He gives us money so that we can 
· ~ ~ ~~ ...0c.. ~LOH go buy candies, ice cream and well 
~~~~ ~~ so that we can buy whatever we 
.D- ~.c..Vl ...J-U'\ -.J!YlotU., ~ <.0(+ want. He works in the motel in 
.C~ ~\ ..fXVW- -.J..L <..ffYlohl ~ -~ Magdalena. When we go to the 
.u{\.D Jia~~ ~ ,(.L~..il\-..t motel my tata gives us whatever 
· ~,..J.-...... ..J;;:,eVr,..Lzl. OCi-ulIc.- 7 we want. He works in the 
· ).o...v~, cf ~ ~ .~'\.Cl{) Jr.~ restaurant, the bar, the office and 
.~ ..M ~ <{l(0(.(l.. c.~'VV\J.. '-"'-'" 

.. ~, Q~ Q..&v" -...\...e. ~ ~< in the kitchen. Well I am thinking 
-:-':Tc.. ... ~ ~ ~~ ~.~ about talking to the principal to 
.~.-'41..."-C)~ "",,,,,,-~ ~~ -'c switch class. Switch with Miss C. 
}5.~";:~ ~~~- I ,am fed up with this class. They 
.~-=.. --.. m~ .~. give me many problems and 
----- ~ worries. A lot of annoyances. Not 

one day have they left me alone. 
It is too much. 
Attentively. 
Susana 0 ... 
Susana:4/1 1/91 

4-1 1 -91 Susana 

Hello! 

I understand your dissatisfaction with the class. I do not 
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blame you for wanting to change classes. I wish you the best, 
but from what I gather it would be difficult to change because 
we are already at the end of the year. If you cannot change, 
take the fact that next year you are changing schools and there 
you will not have to pass the entire day with the same group, 
as your consolation. 

Enjoy yourself in Magdalena. 

Andrade:41 11/91 

Affectionately, 
Rosi 

Hello Rosi, 

How have you been? 

~---'- ,.,. -- .... '~ ..... - -- ,,- -.. ' I want to ask you a few questions. 
-.-:..~ .'-O'<Y-<l. ~ -~)~ ...., ...• . . . How many languages do you know? 
:~:.-_:;;:"~:~-~.-~~'~~ It is that I have already forgotten 
.. ..J;;?~~ .. ~~ ~ b~ everything. Which languages do 
.15. ~. ~ .... J.:..;...., ...>-IV0-. <:>)...~. ~~. you know? What do you plan to do 
:c.~~~~"-"._..,,~ ~~. '( in the summer? Do you not think 
:~~~'~.--::;::"'""~' about studying other languages? I 
,~""""".~ .. <:::::l_~_:""""""' ... ,,,-.~. would like to go to your house to 
.~. ~ ,<...."'"""~, ~.~ c..c.J>-. know your house over there. But 
,'-I?~ . . ~.-",~~ • ..0---'V-~ my papa arrives too tired in the 
~~.~ ~'-'-"-;..:""'''''''''~ '. afternoons and he cannot take me 
~~.:,,~~~c~·to your house. Weill do not have 
.~~ .~ __ ~ .. _~.~~.~ anyone to take me to your house. 
, ~. ~ .. ..0-.... .. "",. ~.,c..~ And so much that I want to go to 
.~o-<:....>- -..b...L, .~. ~.~.~, your house meet your husband and 
~':o. •. ~ -~~.~ ,your charming animals. I think 
.~ ;~~~::: -""-,,, they will let me go to your house 
~~.~ '~~""l'<,.).->.I .. }::~<:.A.. . bu~ they ca~not take me. You. are 
"~'~~'~"7~:gomg to thmk I am very obstmate 
.~.~-~.~~-~~ . ...;:o...... I know but oh well. I do not know 
~~~ ~~<>-.M.."- if someday you would like to take 

'" .~.~. ,.<...c.-r-.~ ~~ me to your house someday with 
you after school and you could 
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• possibly bring me back to my 
~ -'-':,.",,0 l 0.. ~ ~ ...w.... .. ~ house later on. When is your 
~ ~"'C1.J..eJ. ~ ~ -'\~ C>-<..C- _~ 
~ ~ ~cU... :~~ .c.u, ~ birthday Rosi7 My birthday is in 
~ ..J2o,u.~ ~ ~o\ July 16, 1981 (7). I am always 
. ~ ......x--. ~~ \'<>'Y~~~'-.~~ telling my mama and my papa that 
0-0-~ --- ~ .............. ~"-.,(. ~.c:..- for my birthday I want a real male 
~ ~ ~ .. ~~~ rabbit and female rabbit. And I 
~~. ~.~~ also want a real Bronco cassette. 
~~ ,,-~.,... O-<l-~,~ 
~~ ~ JJ.:>"- c::.W.-~ I am thinking about going to 
~ ~ ~. ~~~ Magdalena this saturday. My tata 
' .. "-'" ..J->-<..N..... c....,~.~ ~~. ~ is thinking about retiring from 
'--'~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 0 work to come and live with us. He 
~<:.-~ ~.~'~<..L.~.-,,!~.j~ • 

Q. ~. ~ ~~ ,0-~~ says they do not want him there. 
~ ~.J.,Q, ~. 'U- ~.~ He says it seriously. He feels 
~ ~5:-~~.~~··~ more comfortable here than over 
.~ ~-~ .~~~. ~ ~ there with them. It made me 
~ ~ .. ~ ~~a.:::_ really laugh when my father told 
v.........~.~.~~~ 
--'l\.tY;.&'<:.H~. -o- . .:u.... ~.~ ~ ~ __ him to stay with us and he said 
~<.r'> '\ C>.-- -"-~ J..~",,- ~ ~- "Oh my children" He only misses 
,-\~ .• -~ .... "\.ll)~~~~- my cousins. Since they do not 
~. ~-_~ .. 9.s>.... ~ -'''<9--' have a papa who knows what 
~'~.,~.~:~ happened to him and my tata has 
~~_"~"'- ~...:.-... ~~..;;t1.t raised them since they were very 

little. They Ii\(e in Magdalena 

..s~.~ ~ ~ ""1- ~ . 

.• ~~<:> .~"-- QU...~ ~~.A,.>... 
~c.... ~ --;r- ..... ~ a~~--0... 

.Ju>,. ~<:... 'L.~<"CL· ~ ~ 
~ .J-.>-~ .... <:.... ~ ~"'{'..~, 

0-.. ~ "\~ ~ ...w>-~~"('I 
~(J 0->-~~~. 0 ~~ 
t.~o.A.. ---'-'- Cl)....1...J>..'--""".CJ'- C\.~~ 0-SL 

.A~o--<f\~ ~D-t~ ~ ~~ • 

~~ ~ ""-"- -ItS- ... , .. ,:, ...... '-9JV<-. ~'U ~ 

...0--- _1...:"'):,~~. ~ ~ ~'>. 
~'-'- ~ ~. '-h."'-'-~~ 
c~<O.,.,.~~o....~-->....\'-'-'-->--' --:r- . 
-Nt>...>(\f0... ~ ...f\'o-..~ ~ 

~ ~ --v-S- ,-,\"'c.xD-~,~~ .... 
~~ Q)~~~~,"-

Sonora De Kino. They are my two 
[female] cousins and my [male] 
cousin. One of my cousins is 
named Cynthia and my other 
cousin is named Ericka. My cousin 
is named Oscar Armando. We call 
my cousin Cynthia titino as a 
nickname. We call my cousin 
Ericka gelatin a as a nickname 

. because since she is plump and 
her stomach moves alot. My 
cousin Cynthia is seven years old. 
My cousin Ericka is 9 years. I do 
not remember anymore because it 
has been so long that I went to 
Magdalena. My cousin Oscar I think 



\d-..~~. ~~~~ ..J~ 

"'~~~~~~ 
~. 

_,l:t!\..lll.;~J .. ' .. ' . --~. 
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he is 1 2 years. I will tell you 
more later because the teacher is 
rushing me. 
Ciao, 

. Rosi 

Attentively,' 
Susana 
Susana:4/18/91 

Hello Rosi, 

Well I tell you my abuelo has 
already left for Magdalena on 
Saturday. My padre.took him to 
Magdalena. I went to Magdalena I 
had a very good time. I just 
remembered that we went to 
Magdalena on Sunday. I spent 
almost the entire day at my 
nana's. My papa's mama. 



>";:?--u&/U?:i.dV.4=! # ~ S.LY/, 7'lZttLU:t4 -, 

A7.JdI ~ ~ ~ .(J~w.., ..ubu.LLLoJ.., ": 
4,4dW .z&v;~, £~ ... 7-.LVZt?i,SM.Ati ./1t1R/b'W&1v,: 
/~~~- ;~,~tl/lUlltUM,,~ '-', 
P/Nuu/ ,~_~ ,cy~~C<r7"" 
..a..'-'~ ,.t1-,,~,~~, "",_ 1 

~ ~,#~:dad:L ~~~ j. 5L. __ : 

7'lZ4UI ~,~.Ai;f,~,~.A!dn - ,f 

~/" '~f"~:...u,.&~7.' .~-..uM .. ____ 1 

...-p.an ::fo~ ~.,~;YA.Jn..a~~,~_; 
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that they let loose the birds of my 
cousin William V. Now I will tell 
you that since they had a cat in 
their house. Well that cat had 4 
newborn kittens. Well take a 
guess at what they did with those 
4 newborn kittens. They took 
them away from the cat and they 
threw them in the toilet then they 
pushed the lever and the poor cats 
went down the drain. The other 
day says my nana that she was 
having a coffee and one of them 
pulled her hair and that they 
pulled her head all the way back. 
She said she was getting a lot of 
headaches. There are many things 
I have to tell you about them. 
They hardly are 2 and 3 years. 
They are three males no females. 
They are like wild animals. They 
look like when you are just 
beginning to train wild horses. 
They spank them a lot since they 
were 3 or 4 months after being 
born. They spanked them alot 
with the belt and that 'is how they 
were raised. Now they are really 
rude with them. Their mother 
even gets sick from how 
mischievous they are. 
Susana:4/25/91 

I just got the news that my nana 
is very sick. They just called 
from Magdalena that my nan a is 
too sick. Last Sunday when I went 
she told me she felt ill but now 
she cannot get out of bed and she 
had told me that it hurt her very 
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much under her right rib. They 
said that she had a bulge under her 
right rib and that her diabetes 
was very high that I think that 
they have to take her to the 
hospital. 
Susana:4/28/91 

I think that today monday in the 
evening my papa is going to 
Magdalena in an emergency for my 
nana. Well I am writing to you at 
night already my papa has arrived 
from Magdalena with my nana well 
my nana has just arrived very ill. 
She looks sick my nana. She felt 
better after a while . 

I will change the topic. You know 
what I told you about going to 

. ".: your house my papa told me that 
.{J.JJ..J.J, -.KC/k.~)a '-<1.0 ~(j~, ~-_-_--~_: my sister would have to go with 
. ..Jl.U(U ~01. i-'~-~ ~ ~ ---: me to your house. I do not know if 

.~ ---4 you agree with that. You can tell 
- -- ... ~ C ! me and I can tell my papa. Well 

\ -
\.~ .:...l~,l. :'~n..tJ:..t1L (J~~ 

~.: n-". ,u.r:c( -'4W-' ,.,'.u.:Ch.. '-11"'''-\'.)-) 

.:':.'.:;.. _,'~ ~ ....!..-UJ'..t;:. '''\.!-U-l J~n 
li.\ '" .-...:.... 1.-'- '.l u..ili;., >.2.U.D.J-J;:' ·k:;.., -,-,-",--

.~:(~ ,:-,~"-~, :~}~~ ~~~\,.:-~}jf:~~~~J-~ 
"' __ L~ _ .. ::J..L __ ~ ...:_n}-D-I-'~ ".:'..-- '-;-(_1-

I- - L , T.Q.. ctrU ,llf0...0-

'. 

Rosi I do not think that you are 
old. I think you are young. 

Attentively 
Susana O. 

Susana:4/29/91 

Hello Rosi! 

Well I am happy, because my nana 
is much better. She says she 
feels very good now. I like it 
when my nana is well because she 
passes the time telling jokes and 
funny thing. We will see if you 
understand my writing. I wanted 
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to tell you that they selected me 
for student of the year. I have to 
give a speech for the graduation 
ceremony. Aldolfo is helping 
prepare the speech. Thank you 
Rosi for having 'helped me in my 
work. Like my madre says, "He 
who studies he who sacrifices for 
his studies will be compensated 
with something." I am very happy 
that I am the pupil of the year. I 
send your sister many greetings. I 
would like to meet her. The sister 
that you told me that was with 
yo~ when I talked to you. What did 
you tell that me she had the 
things for hamsters. Later I will 
write to you again. 

Atte. 

Susana O. 
Susana: 5/ 1 0/91 

13.1 Summary. Because Susana does not make it a point to speak 

about herself more than casually mentioning 5th and 6th grade 

spelling contests, and humbly informing me that she has been 

selected student of the year and class valedictorian for the 

graduating 6th grade classes, I take the liberty of sharing Susana's 

more private life to give insight into her journal. Typical of 

Susana's outward demeanor, she thanks everyone and relies on her 

mother's humble teaching,· "He who studies he who sacrifices for his 

studies will be compensated with something." Susana maintains 

that same humble air in her deliberations, mental, social, and 
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material. She does things for others, unselfishly and she does them 

because they are called for in the act of being in the world with 

others. 

As for her own academic and intellectual growth, Susana's 

work goes far beyond the realms of school. Susana reads and studies 

daily at home, and it is not uncommon for her to stay up past 

midnight doing so. Susana receives tutoring from an elderly English 

monolingual neighbor, in exchange her family has made a place for 

their neighbor at their dinner table and family gatherings. While 

Susana's siblings are also afforded the tutoring, Carlos is too young, 

and Giselle is not interested in studying. As a consequence of 

Susana's investment in her studies and tutoring, she has excelled in 

school, receiving very high, if not the highest marks in her classes. 

Susana remains reserved and formal in her public appearance, with 

few exceptions. At home, she occasionally gives way to long phone 

conversations and visits with the few close friends she has made 

following elementary and middle school. 
'. 
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CHAPTER 14 

ROMERO L. "THE MIND AND GOD ARE VERY POWERFUL FOR ME": 
THE INNER WORLD OF SPIRITUALITY AND THE MIND 

Romero, like Susana, was born in Magdalena de Kino Sonora, 

Mexico. Romero is twelve years old, he was born in August of 1977. 

He has lived in Tucson since 1 988. During the 2 years following his 

move to Tucson, changing schools on 3 different occasions. 

Romero's mother passed away in 1987, prior to his move to Tucson. 

Romero now lives with his father, step-mother, 2 siblings, and . 
several half and step-siblings. 

Romero's first entry begins much like that found typical of 

assigned classroom writing. When Romero ends the formulaic "I 

like ____ , and ____ is my favorite." writing in his first entry, the 

writing becomes much more personal in the sharing of an earlier 

incident. The phantasmic aura of this recount is not incidental, it is 

symbolic of what is to come. 

Romero L March 23, 1990 

I like wrestling and the 
big foots, and the race cars 
and all sports like' basket 
ball and I also like to watch 
television. The wrestler I 
like the most is the 
Ultimate warrior and Hulk 
Hogan are my favorites. 
Also I like terror movies and 
books also and I like school 
and I like to paint and draw. 
One day I was with my . 
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friend and I had a glove and I 
told my friend I'm going now 
and I took the glove and on 
the following morning I had 
taken the glove and my 
friend told me here's the 
glove 'and I told him well I 
have it no he told me I have 
it and it had shown up in his 
bag and that was the 
strangest thing How did 
that happen if they say that 
phantoms don't exist? 

the glove 

Romero:3/23/90 

Your experience is very interesting to me. Has that 
happened to you on any other occasion? How do you explain it, 
do you think that is has to do with phantoms? 

I have had similar experiences. For example, from one 
minute to the next I lose things or they disappear. And the 
only conclusion that I have reached is that somebody or 
something has moved it, but in the end I realize that I do 
things without being conscious of them. 

Tell me a little more about your experience. What does your 
friend say about it? 

It has been a pl~asure writing to you. Until next time. 

Rosi 
Andrade:3/26/90 
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March 27, 1990 
Teacher' the other day I 

dreamed a nightmare where 
two dead people were going 
by my house and one was 
dressed like a grasshopper 
he was very ugly and the 

fie !c.,c{ _,;:,'~~q.o,-- other one was eating a ~and 
--: 1!..L_;.;d:~- __ .>!-l. ~_ .. ~ _ ,~. and they wanted to get Into 
~~--~--d.tn.." .-~ my house since the window 
'~~ ;~~,~~ faces the street through 
= JJ1A.~ ___ ~_q __ ~~~.~:i1Z!c.;:{M:.-~ there they wanted to get in 
~-. ~_.~'~"j--;---.L.- , and as for'me my heart 
~~~:~-~~2 almost stopped. An? since 
--~-~--~~~ _,..J they wanted t~ get In 
--- "j-- ~-,-;U----:~--.+-A-::"""<--, through the window I 

~Yb:rl __ ~:"~ ___ c..=-M:r-,- 4-L" ~ ~ '--'-

~--_-_~_'~O:~-1p".t\..-~~~~~~::-:-'-/~-'vomited or bled and when I 
----&..;--:--~-'-":"ir-c,-~--~~'--' awoke there was the blood. 
_~,_~_~ __ ~~'LL-,--- -- H d'd h' h ? 
:,~,-i6~--1uL/Mr--~~-.!.--------- ,ow I t IS appen, 

• '. Y·. 

t------,--,-~";9'"=::=C~~::::;:::::::=======::;_: -------------------------
t4.----~ -- -'l"'\..ll.-" , Questions that you 

_~ _:~~~~;4_;:rAq":". ~~_>L _ _ c...~=::;./ __ ~-.~:-::,;C'-,--'\:..-~v::i.~~~~~--,-- .asked me 

,-~,~ ~ ____ rw: __ ...rJ-.i.-rp:--;-~-.-:..~------4-Q... ~'yes on another occasion it 
........a~..q..p::, • .;..A~~..,___.,~""""-,--,.-";..~.-.4. [missing glove] happened to 

l-4~~..pL~~;Q---,.2,.-'- - - __ , _ _ _ me I cannot explain it. 
_. __ .• -' ....•. ' \,-:r ~ ... •• 

____ ~_- -'+-;r ----::---(J-- ---'----- Ifl,;_.~_ :-'-:-~ I do nOL know I believe It 
-:../ --, .(,:-1-~~--~-~-------- -~---' -~- . has to do 

'c:~i@-..:~\t-} :~:f:::r;~ ~ ---~- =w..:.:it:.:..:.h--'a~sp=i"_'ri.!::_t _____ _ 
" ,- '$" ii, f' d' d h' " -; fr ' -i-- - ---- ----- -- my nen IS very scare. IS 

' .. -- . - --- - - names is Daniel H. 

The dead 

the one that the one 
who dressed 
ate an arm like a 

grasshopper 
Romero:3/27/90 
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Thus far, Romero has had a "strange" experience followed by a 

nightmare, both having to do with the unexplainable. Even Daniel H., 

Romero's friend and neighbor, writes in his journal, that "what he 

[Romero] wrote," me, "is true" (Daniel:3/28/90). The aura of mystery 

is growing. What is it leading to? What is Romero sharing? These 

are the questions I begin to ask of myself. 

At this point I feel it is important to listen carefully to 

Romero, to allow him to speak out and share what are his mental and 

spiritual deliberations, and subsequently social and material 

deliberations. In doing so, I anticipate the possibility of being 

transported into Romero's world. 

3/28/90 
Romero - Do you watch many terror movies? 

How do you sleep at night with these nightmares? Do you 
wake up? 

When you are not preoccupied with phantoms and spirits 
what do you like to do? 

Your drawings frighten me - you could write terror stories. 

Rosi 
Andrade:3/28/90 . 

_.:!.;;-... -Cl..~ltc .~~; .. H· ... I.'(Ltfrd.~ 

. -k' . _ At.; Lt;;, ~~ 
4-y-C "t..2.--?L.~CL (.,/ _t:V1'.~ I ..!.'l.lL-)oLC").,. 

"':f ~a.. c&.... ~ CV7~. \',b:,-..,o-a t~llJr 

I",,;' ,.:, 9'J,."P ..... -,." 

This is not a story it is 
reality 

Abril 6, 90 
When I was four years old 
we were very happy and 
already at five years [of age] 
on we lived very frightened 
because of everything that 
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was happening and we knew 
alot about ghosts and of 
other things that happened 
and everything that 
happened in the house and 
alot of bad things happened 
in the 'house and one time on 
the roof We heard things or 

f 0.~ .. o~"" noises on the roof and really 
~"".:.ho_.-/,"-.~~\...:;-~ .y . ..I.. 0(''':; -~· ... -"---··f 0," strange th'lngs happened and 
'_, I' / I ut.. f"U'':s-o::>-. c........ /-::.,. _0..--", 1,_5 ____ - ;.-- - Q.J.Q - .. -" • 

I". __ -"_,,,,",-, -....... ~~---.< <--... ...s ~_\'-'"", L..... later in the noises on the 
:<..-~..:... -/ .. ~'"'--I..... .~~ ~\ )~~""'h' ~ oy~'o~ ~n:"~'; roof was my cat and we 
: .... ~ ...... "Jo:>_ C-o"'\._ «.\ j·~c...",",-_.Y ,:J .... s_L..II:I."" c.. ... ,.=>_.5. ............ y 1"q" •• 

:.v_j<!~",,,., . ~~.,-<" _~";:'oS .1 .. \-\ ... <-"-" .... ,,\,,""<.,.,.. ,,,,', could hear nOises In the 
~J-l"-Y- ';'~-oy .. I" ..... v";j.,~ .. " \~ .:..~-'" house and later my mama 
I t ,,~u ,...,' ""0 ,-.._ .. % / .. [~",,-"-..,. h d h d h b 
j/ ~'-::"-L_~3-~o...·-~""J:~ .... " "'-,,-'_1. ,.'<:.../~"" -: ear t em an s e egan to 
~-c ~_'-_ .... ~JO~ .. \~~ ,,-.s~ :/ s~_ '<."".;.O'7 •• ·~,, throw holy water and pray 
, , t, 

~
y ,.-"''- '.~.- a-' ",I b~.r.:o "'-':i~o.. .~"_",n:.' '" " but things did not calm and 
y_ ...... tu_v..,.:...c ___ .b ..... (_dc.. 10 . .pwl. a.....,...~o..hQ)"".O"{,QO'" '>"', 

hc..h _________ ._<..0 "","<>---v,-.,. - "'" <> ... "0... .Y ... ~'J / • they got worse and she 
.: •. 1,. ,-", .. _-:/ ... ...{..<.J. -",-""_4,,, "'-W' .,o<e _ <:"-':,":<e>_~'" [mother] poured holy water 
_o·~/ __ c...~.s-:.-. .J._ .• _"'-o..r--S---~. __ .-./.:>- :;:",.0.- - -. • 

E:::o~'~<.Q--;.-.;>"- 0"'-''''~J''-.''' 9-" _""4",.tLo-r~,-,f.'~ In the tub and the thing that 
G~~~-.-I"<>"· 4.;~pl_ -~"-"--" c.o~\I ... r ,,,n,r,'" 9 ~." t~..,-. was above the roof spit 
17O"j; ... , ...... "- .• ~.s~ " __ ,,,,..._c:...._,,_ .... ~Soo\{ef ie'l\.o..T'\o$.- \..,lo.J • I'k 
I """'<>.>-,: .... _.J.~\,~ .Y \D ... ~on/~J. ," r.~~"'--5~,o-.: green It was I e a monster 
~_ o{ ..... ""_ ................ .I; r~: <....-,) k 4.- ~-, ~ y a, .J and very horrible and ever 
\Y ""'" -",,-""<.~"'-~. "'.'---' ..... "''''Jo n~-' ;-<'·-....·since then we began to hear 

l
oO-!..oC...f -0-'---9° \::., L.,-_ v~{, \V( Io!...'~ ~<. ..... 0.'1."l.. •• 

JoL. \~c..._\.,."..? __ ',~,,-- ~..--Jt"''o:-'\ sc\ ... J = ..... ,\.- strange things In the house 
~_~oJ. <-- 0."'.0 ~. 'rL".",,- = ~ - and shadows and gentlemen 

1 '_. --~----:~- -t' who would appear like for 
1 example some beads so that 
! ~\ . things not happen in the 

It"J, house we had some beads for --=- this and the monsters and 
ghosts so as not to have 
difficulty with them and 
they would entangle 
themselves when they 
wanted to do something the 
spirits were of an owl's 
heart and they would 
entangle themselves up in 
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your hand when you made a 
fist. 

[drawing] 
Romero:4/6/90 

4/10/90 
Questions that you asked me 

No one knows if it is good or 
bad 

P'hnA~+t\.s ~A:S ~dL'~ ~ Teacher I would like to be a 
.v-~. ~ . "-"-"-'" ~v.Jw- J«-N:r "J. «. Ghost Hunter to hunt all of 
-~, ...u!...~. _~ . • ~r:-t ...A\ them because they cause a 

....u.. "'--:1, ""j-'''L -<.-L; -:-" .. ~ .. ~ lot of damage and they did a . ::z ~~'C4J) o.~~Ul.Jh;:: f: lot to me because at my 
;:t.....1A..n1 ~ •• '/.&...L.o. . ~ ..(""""''''1.' house over there is in 

... -~ . ~~ -'-""\ ..£0... .<.<'-4-0\ r 4-t. • 

-J0';" .~ ~ .. _~~.~ ''J. r MexIco that house there .. ::t -.- r-u:. '>"-<"". ..J.I!4 _ .. -r..o...f.... ~-"'-'-- •. nobody wanted to enter at 
:.:_.~ =- .. "'-'J".;::;;: -::~~ -,-':~,i:''..<0.. night because they would 
. ~~"t "J- r.yr _k:fi: "- :.L"1-. frig~ten a lot everybo?y was 
~ .J:. -~ ~ ". "}-:£...t.. afraid. One day my fnend 

. _-'l-l..,. ~ ~ .• "-~"':~ r-'>'v stayed in the house and 
.. -~';;"l:'~tv.. d...... ~<:..~ ''}-e<>-n.~'" . noises could be heard 

-~ . 1- ~- ~"'- .re..:::',,-c.. everywhere and I would say 
~ . ~ e~G'. -~ cJU.~ ".v1l that it was nothing because 
~. ... before I did not believe in 

any of those things and well 
my friend was praying and I 
told the noises I am not 
afraid and I told it if you 
harmed my mama let the 
windows move and there 
was no wind and the 
windows opened with a 
strong wind and then I got 
scared a lot and since there 
I believed in that. 



J 

. -=1-" _ .... -. Ir '.'-J;.. - '--' .- . -I···· .,1 
-.:l.v:rLv:- ____ J..L. .~~).\~ ____ ,-"",;ncLr I' f ,.- "----.,'-"1 .. 

. ~~-~--~ -=-.-L.;;;.. -~ . ...::.~~~~.~- .. 
-- - ---- -.-- ----- - ------- - -- - -'- - _ .... 

How do you explain this 
Teacher? 
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[drawing]<-- the window 

Romero:4/10/94 

Questions that you 
made to me 

[What does your family say 
about the house?] everyone 
is afraid of the house. 

[Does anyone live in it?] yes 
living now is my nana 

... --·:.:·~.-- .. -~.-~ .. ~ __ lL __ .&.. :·,·L .. :_iicQ A little of the history [of 

-£~.c--.=?:i .--;;;;~-:'~J:.. __ ':D~ . ?_..J . the house] 
~ ~ ..• ---"'-"'- .. -. .L...c..-.-(.~ C.h 

-"-,,,,-,,- .. -~ "--y--'-_._.i.:..c..:..,...., __ ~ .. w.r.......t.a.. . 
"J'- --.'''';''--' ~--~ . . _yr .. ,,)-.. ~ ._~ Smce they were saymg to 
~ .. "~I~:\""'-\.~- '';J--+ b.r..<-OI my mama that they had her 
~~. =\.(J~~.~ .. ~.\..._~t harmed one day we went to a 
~-;t;......&~_~.~ o-u.-'-f-'l' - -~--. - .J.....- .. ):.-;-: _ "- lady that they said healed 
";,\.V .. -~,t.Gt __ .~. ___ ~_.~ ~'\.- and my mama and me and my 
~-.-!-?.' 00 __ -f-"-f\C(... .-~ CO(. ......... \ • 

. ~ ... ,'f- c... ...... \.V -,>,\A.OVU>: .A lv:. ,'I..U..JC-l brother went with my mama 
~.; . ...:. -~. ~. "~'-";- -&l ~-.\A and she said things to my 
~_---...Jr..(.. •. ~'l.""'\ .... u.' •.. !'),. :..0-1.......0-'\-. ?--........ ,'" 
~.-.~. ~ '"~_ --"trek ... k .t._ Xo... U\..~ mama. And then she began 
-tt-,'"\.M.(: ~;::~>..o.. .-"~-Jn.,. ..• L Y....... -4-J.0~ to massage us with some 

. ?M.A.-" 1. t~ -_C.u.r...o..kl ._c\.. ....u. ~.~ plants that were all over the 
body and she told my mama 
you come at night at 1 2:00 
to speak to a spirit and it 
frightened my mama a great 
deal and she did not go about 
the following week more 
things than before were 
seen and me and everyone at 
the house saw a shadow of 
the woman they said was 
healing my mama but she 
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-~ .- ~'W A.. WJuc .. b-<t .. ~ a..c,':", .~\.. . 
_r:Lo..-;--I:' .. ")-... ~. -,,~-~~""14- .L.., .. was not healing her she was 
_~~~~~:~=~-'-~~">Ut.A';:' bringing her more harm and 
__ .1; --r-;-l..o.-~ --'Y- -- r --p-<YL ~ : they say that an indian had 
-~ ~ .. L~ _£~~.,.-u<4- '). my mama harmed nobody 
_ .e~ _ 'r 'Y~c. __ .MTrlj- .:4~. ~as able to heal her and she 
_. _J.£ __ . -AI" fl / _ .. . _. _ died I loved her very much 

and because of that I am 
going to be a ghost hunter 
and I like to read books on 
sorcery and I am against 
EVIL because I believe in my 
god and he will help me to 
destroy all EVIL. When I 
was about 11 or 1 0 I do not 
remember but something 
really strange was 
happening to my mama she 

6 would speak as if she were 
possessed and she told my 
sister give me coffee and 
my sister put holy water in 
the coffee and my mama 
drank it and spit it out. 
They used to say that my 
house was a cemetery 
before and that is why 
ghosts haunt it. 

____________ ~ ·--~-·--------.......... -1IiiIIiaI 

Teacher I loved My 
MAMA Very Much. 

I will avenge myself of all 
the EVIL I 

swear it to you Miss. 

I like to CONVERSE 
with YOU Miss 
Rosi Because I tell you all 
my secrets 
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The supernatural pervades Romero's being, and there is a close 

relationship between his inner world fears and faith, to converting 

those fears and utilizing them in his physical world. 

-f 
.:t'..a.... _ .G6'vh.Q. 

- - JJ\..o.- .. -'~L.raxuCt.c-

CCY"'"C cs, ('s+o 
As~cc _ .'=' )-ll..t Q'y-+'c's 

/LI/SS 

One day I was in the bath 
Since in mexico there are 
outdoor baths 
and I came out it was 
covered with a piece of 
sheet metal and I was angry 
with the devil like I am all 
the time and I told him devil 
if you exist knock the sheet 
metal. And there was no 
wind and a strong wind came 
along and I never told the 
devil anything 

Also my mama conversed 
about this with me 
Teacher she told me that she 
dreamed that a dead person 
was walking in the kitchen 
and she was asleep in the 
kitchen and worms dropped 
off of the dead person's 
face. And on the following 
day she saw the worms in 
the kitchen and swept them 

Our house was a cemetery 
before 

How is this possible 

Until next Tuesday 
MiSS 

Romero:4/12/90 
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4/12/90 

Romero - It is a real tragedy that your mother died. I have 
no doubt that you loved your mother a great deal and that you 
will always love her. Well I sympathize with you. 

I 
I~}:d Questions that you made of 

me 

Hold old were you when your mama died? 
1----- -
! ,ytr ___ -~ __ c-'--C" /0 __ 
I I was about 10 , . 

When did you move to :rucson? 

MoL .~ C\ ~ )\b.U.. - -C<Ho'" .~\ ~ I moved to tuczon about 2 
years ago 

I also enjoy speaking with you and I am glad to hear that you 
feel comfortable speaking to me. 

What things did your mama teach you? 
, 
L'......... ____ W>~ .".,,-,i;.JvY>'-'..f..v.\ 'i-' _ ~..,IAI\. she taught me how to behave 

--_.- - - - well and forgive 

Do you think it is possible to avenge oneself? 

yes it is possible to avenge 
myself 

How would you become a ghost hunter? 

I~-?a::~-~-~ ::~~~~vl~l-_- 1~ ~i~~~~a~~ ~~i~~t~~tm;~~sts 

In reality, do you want to avenge yourself or do you want to 
save others from this EVIL? 
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: ."~ . . . . ~ U I want to avenge myself and 
! ~ ~ p;:;e. ~c;~'" en l£I.'9 YO sav~ all people Because they 

are m DAnger 

Are those ghosts still pursuing you? 

. ...... . yes they continue following 
~.~ .~~~ ~:vJ'() ~~ but they are not ghosts 
_~ "'r-'-- .-u>-._ . .Jo'-'" ~ _ _ It IS a sorcerer they say he 

. is an indian 

Your situation interests me very much. Can we continue 
talking? 

.. 0 : - vL .::.t.... - .. .. -; -t / II' / Yes Teacher we can continue 
~ ....... )'1 ~ . ...,...,....,~._.~·~.ru Ik' b Il'k 
.. ~- .. ""'-L .~~..r1. '-...-r\ ~ ta mg ecause I e 

talking to you 

Romero, But tell me, how are you and your siblings now? Are 
you happy? 

Rosi 
Andrade:4/12/90 

Ylo' .~'.~._~ ... ~;. '. ~r~v~ 
-[,Ic .. p;J:-/J;t:. Lu.... --

CASO LC,V 

521\..0 yQ 

. --- ......... __ . -----. - .. -_ .. 

~ ._~. _l[,~.~L·_. ~.~-,~~~ ... "}-<T-/"j..' 

.. .'l'w,.. ·lUJ~ -<.J\.o-"w->-...-v..v;- -(~ 
-I"~ ..... ,:j:;.i.CJrv<>0- <..Y'l ••• Y';' .. ~ 

. _ /'1- ... c...Mi ............... - ~a,_ 

thus we are suffering 
Teacher 
I am Not happy Because 
my PAPA got married with 
another Lady 

Hello rosi I am going to 
converse with you about 
Almost everything that 
Happened to us 

One day a long time ago me 
and my brothers were very 
happy because we were with 
my mama and my papa 
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altogether in the house Now 
I am very unhappy because I 
am no longer with my mama 
But I Swear to you TEACHER 
That I am going to DESTROY 
all that is· EVIL and Good 
Will win 

Teacher I really believe a 
lot in God 
and he will help me become 
a 
GHOST HUNTER. I will tell 
you why 
I want to be a ghosthunter 
I want to be because I was 
told that a sorcerer 
bewitched my mama and 

I WILL AVENGE HER 

FIGHT 
against 
EVIL and GHOSTS 

A Story 

The Magdalena Cemetery 

One day two boys were 
singing by the cemetery and 
they saw a hooded man and 
he was speaking strangely 
and they went behind a tomb 
and they were watching him 
the man was praying to the 
devil and the boy said lets 
leave because he is a 
sorcerer and the other boy 
tripped and the old man saw 
them and chased them 
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throughout the entire 
cemetery and he said some 
magical words and all the 
dead came out from their 
tombs and they were very 
frightened because of all the 

-p-"\' ±.k _ ~ ~~ dead that had come out and 
'1- ~ ~ ~ ~~. the boy grabbed a book that 
'"j- .......... ~ -~ .. .1"~ ~. the sorcerer had and he told 
-:!:;:_ ~_-;!:!:.~ him some other words and 
~.--.,....... ~ .... ';l--.,..L·--~all the dead burned. 
~ . .......-n -- ~--y--LL-~---
-<-L ~. - "J-' J+>--_ ... 0iA ....... ~ 
"J---~ ~-~ -....... ~ [DRAWING] 

<-- THE SORCERER 

Romero:4/18/90 

Hello teacher my friend 
daniel bought a OUA and you 
ask it things and it tells 
them to you it is a board 
with an alphabet and from 1 
to 9. I do not know but like 
it gives me the chills and 
they say that when you get 
chills there is a spirit 
about. 

Questions that you 
told me 

Were you in Mr. GIS (4th grade teacher) class last year? 
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How many siblings do you have? What are their ages? 

I have one brother and 2 
I - -- - " -- ----.--~.-;::_. sisters. -
I £'4,<r ::L .-:'UJVr-'-D./''-<- Or' 2 ~ -,,-,-,-,,~F.V~_ My brother is 1 4 years old 

_ rrt. _ ~ ___ ~:;I.{ (l.,~0"--_ ~ -Ku~. my sister 20 and another 
~o -"a--.~/'JG.. G - -. one 6 

But are you also unhappy because your father remarried? 

tlli ~=~~~J- ~: ~-.~~-~:---~p~~ -- -.l!A.q I am not happy because the 
·1·~\'I}-'lOl.- Y\..0"l-----~-- .. f-'I AL--.----- lady treats us BADLY 

How is your life now? 

-r)ii~=~~;-:=:=;l.-~-~::;.-~~~-TR:t.C; .. .t E=--My life is very SAD 

Who says that the sorcerer is an Indian? How do you know 
that he follows you? 

Do you have any proof that has convinced you that he follows 
you? 

i-.~~=~~=--=~::=~=::-CLJ-y-ct.-Y\.d;ye( 
~Df1.<,...-----o/--- -~.--"'\A..- -~/.:::: ~-. --- - A lady that was a Healer 

:(-~l~t-~~_=.=~~L~~~-· -~~~a~:e t~~:~~:~~s a;~~~~~~ 
as if the indian follows me 

iJr;;~=~~--=-~.-:~-;'<--'--\':-'~S-/ -.1 do not have any proof of it 
1--;1I£---S:3 u e - --_.. - but he DOES Follow ME 

I imagine that to hunt ghosts you must study the science 
that occupies itself with the identification of phantoms. Do 
you know anything about that (the science that concerns itself 
with identifying ghpsts)? 
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Romero - Can you talk to me more of your daily life? For 
example, what you do during the day? What you do at home? 
What responsibilities you have? How you behave? How your 
father and his wife treat you? 

. tS'--'TCP'J' d'c; -. JlAbl-I\/{_./V) ~5 
~;· ... ~=~_~-=d~~. .. . ......_ -:::: ~;i~~ ~~:ak MORE about 

-I -.:.-- .- -_._- .- -'.:....-. -- --._ . .::.. 

.b\--y;~·-~~.~~~'~:~-~~.·~~-t;.- I do experiments throughout 
..... __ ..-.. - . ___ , the day 

I behave well 

.'-. ,'-' ----., .. - .. . --."-f---t- .- - IJ. -. My father treats me well but 
•. ~ ~._-M..L_ ~- ~ ~ 
. -ML-.-~a'\.o .. - -. ...... his wife does not 

Thank you. I hope that little by little you can be happy. You 
are much too young to be so bitter. 

From what you tell me your mama loved you very much and I 
don't think she would have liked to see you suffer. 

Andrade:4/23/90 

Hello Romero! 

Your friend, 
Rosi 

So that you like the OIJA board. 

I like 
Conversing 

with 
You 

Romero:4/24/90 

Questions that you posed to 
me 
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When you say that the woman treats you badly, in what 
sense? What does she do to you? 

In what sense? I DO NOT 
~: Cr.. . ~ -~) 'no Sc" KNOW but she treats us 
. -f1-~ .7\.t:-J.-.~._ ,~-- - badly . 
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: It ~ __ ~ Gct:k ~tiit. -
. . ..... - She is reprimanding us every 

moment 

What types of experiments do you do? How do you do them? 

cQ-UJ.... _ -~/.~'f~A !}~ > ~~"~? What type of experiments? 
:.~ -.~. ~VJ.y.- OG.. ~~..,C!.~ I make I make ghost 

detectors 

(, C ~ {J:-l.. '",-,>.0-7 . 
1m. . ;. . . . a.. , . 

l'U! ,,-1''''':'''' -p..r::...n--v~ How do I make them? I do 
not know but I make them 

The important thing is that your father treat you well. 

Thank you, I enjoy chatting with you too. 

Rosi 
P. S. How is the book coming along? What is it about? 
Andrade:4/27/90 

Until Later 

Look on the 
following page 

--> 



writers: [Gerald Romero] 
THE CEMETERY 

OF 
TERROR 
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4 boys entered a cemetery it 
was Halloween day. That 
cemetery was very ugly 
there were tombs 
everywhere one boy said I 
am afraid it was 12:00 then 
a can of chemical substance 
fell from a helicopter and it 
had a lot of smoke and all 
the DEAD came out of their 
tombs. Blood was coming 
out of all the tombs and 
until the DEAD had risen 
and first they got one of the 
boys and then two more 

But one remained 
alive! 

[DRAWING] 
Luna "No Open" 

--: . )-n~··o-., ".j . '. Family A 

.. __ ~_ . .• ~SIlS~CC"C.IC< I 
.L?0-l_ - - . 'fv;,,,,;Lq. Chemical Substance 

Romero:4/27/90 

Reality and story, Romero has written both, but the two are 

not synonymous. Romero fantasizes, creates and co-creates stories 

of ghastly dimensions and terror, yet the line between story and 

experience is not blurred. The line is demarcated by an awareness of 

his own surroundings and' a conscious effort to test its boundaries 

and limitations. Romero seeks to push the limits of daily 

experience. Is there a force, he asks himself, that alone defines my 
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experience? or am I able to influence it by understanding the 

powers of the mind and harnessing that energy? And it is indeed 

with great energy and determination that Romero seeks answers of 

his mind. 

Romero's spiritual and religious background go far beyond him. 

The spiritual mysticism, especially, has pervaded his way of 

experiencing, believing, and seeing the world. This world view was 

shared by his mother, and other family members. Elsewhere, it is 

also a world view shared by some, yet absent in the lives of others. 

It is therefore necessary, in 'order to .appreciate Romero's way of 

being in the world, not to compromise that understanding by 

discounting or disparaging these beliefs in any way. 

Romero's melding of God, Catholicism, and supernatural is not 

unfathomable. Mexican folk culture is infused with the spiritualism 

of an indigenous past and the iconolatry of the religious conversion 

of indigenous populations in the Americas, during the period of the 

Spanish conquest in the 15th century. Religiosity and spiritualism 

are neither to be mocked or dismissed, for they are a reality which 

is part and parcel of the essence of those who practice it. This 

spiritual juxtaposition exists in varying degrees within Mexican 

culture, whereas it may be nonexistent in some populations within 

the culture, it is wholly a part of others, and is to be respected as 

such. 

In his journey and q'uest for knowledge, Romero takes me along, 

guiding me through the thought process and terminology. He 
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frequently pauses to ask me about my beliefs, reactions, and 

experiences, offering explanations and providing definitions of his 

own volition. In this respect, Romero's inner world, like those of the 

other children, takes on physical properties. To adyance my 

understanding of his inner world, Romero goes as far as to seek 

books to share with me, but also wants me to find other books for 

him. 

Romero's mother died a painful death from cancer. The 

manifestation of the disease embodied an evil spirit invading her 

body. Medical diagnosis and explanations aside, t~ere are spiritual 

diagnosis and explanations to contend with in the present case. 

Where physical harm has many explanations, to be possessed 

physically and emotionally, is to fall prey to the evil incantations of 

another. In the case of Romero's mother, that source of evil is an 

Indian, whose presence Romero senses even now. The Indian which 

Romero alludes to is one with great powers of mysticism and 

spiritualness, and heralds from a tradition steeped in deep-seeded 

superstition. Romero's own superstition, though, has been honed by 

the mind's deliberations into a sixth sense, as the mind intuitively 

at work. 

Romero strives to rationalize mysticism in concrete terms. He 

knows of the great harm done to his mother and her consequential 

death. In light of her beliefs and the manifestations of the harm 

caused to her, Romero has set for himself two very important goals: 

to fight against evil and to become a ghost hunter. In approximating 
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those goals, Romero employs not only the incorporeal mind, but the 

corporeal in the form of tools (e.g., Ouija Boards, experiments with 

objects, and extensive reading). 

;~-=-~='~::--j. ~ . -_,.F l:' S S .. ~ .. -:~.'l~- ,'- LG"-Wl .-u. 1'\, . 

.--_.-1 (.;.-..v>Jc-. -,...w..;... . ·~:<.:Cc _ ~)J:. -.~ . 
,_ . . - .. .wr.. _ c.t-r~ •. 
1----· 

I----~~~~~~~~~ 

fI....o- -4ilL 

(J,. ~.~\.LJ~-, ...... 
-'-"' ..... ~, 

I 

. I "J... . 1" t'-f'- <\ 

" 
.~ r-.l..,.· '.:,.. '3'~~ 

-..\. ,d-;'r -f- .l..C-'l:~, ... '\ .. ~ 
.-::.~ ';'.r '\ 

---~. ~.-----------------------

MISS . today we read a 
very pretty story where 
there was a rabbit. 

A movie I saw 

#1 

Questions that you posed to 
me 

What is T.R they are gang 
members 

It means triter 

[Are you planning to move?] 
I do not know my father 

[Are you going to continue at 
Ochoa next year?] I do not 
know if I will stay at Ochoa 
next year 

hello miss I like to write 
stories with Geraldo 
because he puts in lots of 
neat things. I like how Alex 
[Alice] Cooper plays he is my 
favorite. 

[Drawing] <-- Alex Cooper 
Romero: 5/9/90 
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5/12/90 

Romero -

Hello! How do you describe the music of Alice Cooper, as 
well as Alice Cooper the musician? 

What do you think Alice Cooper's private life is like? 
Andrade:5/12/90 

Hello Mess how are you has 
a ghost ever appeared before 
you. How would you feel if 
the world were to fill with 
ghosts and the dead? And 
what would you do? I 
believe that in 2000 the 
world will come to an end I 

,!

',; ) C J <1 M ',' II, " --~'-, j\ read that in the bible and 
L UU -/ t:- also 2 incurable diseases 

'I and they are here they are 
I' 7£' ;V~. r=r J A-1 , ,cancer and aids 

',- ' w-a-~ ,"\ , /7 _,'~) (\]',\. 1\ HOW WOULD YOU 
: ,'I '/ - "S~\ FEEL? 

, 
I 

i 
I 

, ' 

-t 
i 

j 

J-=--~ ---- ,-

_ J\ _, __ - ,W-/~~!-~ <- A dead person 

- ! \ 

U 
<-AGHOST 

i .. Romero:5/25/90 

Hello M.S. how are you it 
.J;;,' gave me great pleasure 
~ conversing with you 

everything I talked about 
was true except for the 
stories I am reading a book 
on extrasensory powers to 
cope against sorcerers. One 

, day I saw the moon with the 
sheer mind. I believe that 
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evil does exist. In the 
summer I am going to go to 
hermosio with my uncles 
that is what I am going to 
do. 

GOODBYE 
m.s. 

Alice #1 
Cooper 

Rock #1 
Romero: 6/1/90 

Renewing the journal interaction six months later, this is how 

Romero reinitiates our dialoQue. 

laflip6! ;1..- . 
11/28/90 ROMERO L 

I like it that you have 
returned over here Rosy I 
like to converse with you 
because like you are a 
fortuneteller because I 
enjoy how we converse I 
like to talk to you a lot 
because like you know many 
things that I like in that I 
can converse with you 
everything that happens to 
me. I like to converse with 
you because you know many 
things. I really like to 
write for you because it is 
very cool because you 
answer everything I spoke to 

. you about everything that 
happened to me at my house 
and to my mama and I 
believe that I will now tell 
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you a lot about the mind 
because many strange things 
of the mind have happened to 
me it is very but very 
strange I will tell you about 
it and it is very strange. 
Romero:11/28/90 

How far has Romero progressed in his study and control of the 

mind's powers? what byways has he traveled since we last spoke? 

and what findings has he made? These are the questions I keep in 

mind as I prepare myself to listen. 

I am not mad Rosi I like 
conversing with you alot. 
much mis not for anything 
but it is that yesterday I 
was out my finger hurt that 
is why I hardly wrote but it 
is not because I did not want 
to converse with you. Now I 
will converse with you what 

I happened with the mind it is 
very important I did an 
experiment and I believe 
that it worked but I do not 
know if it was my 
imagination or that the 
marble bounced but my hand 
disappeared but I say that it 
was my imagination. 

Mis what I want is to 
destroy evil like the devil I 
say that he exists because 
as evil exists good exists as 
white exists evil exists 
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.. 01...: --·kU..-·-r"·~ ~ Do you this is in serious 
~ ... ~., -~ ... ~ . believe in the devil I do but 
. ...1 :-~ .. ~~ JQJ~ " h Id b r I ~_ .. ~ ... ...J-. d. . ~ you s ou not e leve a ot 

.. .l.-..J. ... .......i.J..·~~,~i ~........... ,~, because you can become 
. __ .C/'AL, --""",. .J .. ~_. o/-.~, crazy. For me it is a 
_._.pMt,',"_'N<" -~~. J..... ~ pleasure to converse with 
_.r-No.J-J..-.,-- .. ,_~ . . -~ ... - '.' you mis because I unburden 
-.~ ... ~-.~.--.... - .. ~ ...........,... d . h 
._~;_ .'~ .. ___ ~ ... ~ my wor s Wit you. 

::;:: '.~~~:: ¥~ ..-I-;J;l~ Romero:12/6/90 

12-7-90 
Romero - Hello! 

I like the song La Raza. I also like the cassette - some of 
the songs are a little strong and somewhat negative, I would 
like them not to be - so negative. Do you understand me? 
Because the chicanos are the ones that end up looking poorly. 

What do you know about the Chicano movement? Does it 
interest you? 

It appears to be an interesting experiment - that you did 
with the marble. But you have a point in terms of the 
conclusion. How can one know? 

The dialogue is precisely for that, to talk and unburden 
oneself -- and since it is your dialogue, you direct the stage. 

Rosi 
Andrade: 12/7/90 

~, .-oJ- 7~ G k 'f1 I like LA RAZA because I am 
. Il-k'-l ~ "/',' -~ L.. one of them I go with the 

yrr .t-)- W"" -b N. MEXICANOS and well la RAZA 
\ ~ O~1.~ )...,-,.' ~~~~ y r~ ~ -, \, I ±-.... the americans want to 

~.v-U-U-> ~<N\ G"~ 'Y""- - 'k h h d . l .. .....,." ~ . - ~<A~" . stn e w at ave we one to 
~~~~ ~~ ~ r- ~---_., 

_" -:tu' k I'\EX~C.t\\'JtJ S / _ I~t.· them? but there is a war 
~_, .. < .... "o, --'- ~~ ~. '.:: between the MEXICANOS and 

L-->""o1. ·kt.. ')-- ''-'''''''' . the americans they are 
fighting with bats and with 
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guns with all those things 
and well there is a ware ~.........__ ~ -:-t- .--

.... -, ~ ,~-'" ~ 4 between them. The chicanos 
J-C. C c.k"..,""".... J.~ -~ now go with the americans 
'-"'" J'M... ~:"~, ~L ~ before they would go with 
<A""' k· NEX\ \:"\JB~ '1'-'--~\- the MEXICANOS1 but now 
.~ ~--fr-.-." ,,",, L"G/\ ~' they g.o with the americanos. 
\:""'O--""J'~ 7"':-\' ~" .. M~X;t:p.-<tJlO, -- I go wIth LA RAZA #1 
~Oy .. ~s0tl . 60y ~ ~f\ \'(t(L1\.- because I am MEXICANO that 
~ _.~::~ ~ 8[. ~ is why I go with LA RAZA .. 
if .JM J..,. . h. . ~ .. ~_ They now call me ROCK. I dId ,7 0... ...:.L ~ ... ".;. .•. J:.. _.Lh.----- understand you what I say of 
~ a J .~ -. L ~ ___ -,.~1.- the song you ha~e not heard 
~ .L-t.. I?:,loo~s y·~ __ lo;.._, .. c~,·ps -' or seen the movIe or the 
"-yo':' !;o 1'\ • ro.",J; \\~YO';' ... '-'/° ': o~.-.\.~y -.. - casset of colors they are the 
d.< ~ s~ ~ ; ,0'· SOl .l$ xk ..... ~<::;eo.... BLood's and the Crips they 

are gangsters I am not one 
of those I am BxL that is 
Barrio Libre. They have 
killed many of them but I am 
not afraid I am a Libre and I 
will never betray them 
because they are my 
CAMARADAS[COMRADES] I 
enjoy telling all of that to 
you so that you know 
everything about gangs there 
is much more=mas gangs 
like the PI'S VISTA BARRIO 
viejo and many others. 
Romero:12/13/90 

DOWN BARRIO 
WITH OTHER L #1 PJS 
BARRIOS Libre 

VISTA BL 
BXL#1 A viejo 

The way I found out about 
the things that happen [with 
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the gangs] it's that my 
t>..1-\'C1\~~t\tJR ,. 'I ' brother fought with the 
~ ., ,It: ~. .k RAZA AMERICANA and he 
t. ~.-,. ~ .. ~ called the head of the RAZA 
.k-,... '" ~ ~ ... 4 k_~ : __ '. MEXICANA a~d that ~s how it 

. ~<..o....~"fero .~~o.".o....~ .. ~ ...• _. was. What IS the difference 
~ ~: ~ - .. ~",:-,-o..: .• ~ .. .-(..., ~ .-~ between chicanos and 
~ n1?\';(l "T ~~. ~".: .~~ mexica.nos it's that before 
~~:£. . ... k .1Pl 1,52; ". __ .. __ the chicanos were of the 

ck.~ =: .. 'JL . .~ .. <Yl.. raza mexicana but now they 'X =\:J~y,~~ ~ r. ~- .. g? with the other,~aza, How 

00·-= ~~ .~.'SOri .' Eli. L ~~\II:I.~ did I become ,BxL It s tha~ I 
,b.), \. ~~~fc: .. :"-~ 'Ei'~~ -' ....... ~.. hav~ many fnend~ of ,thiS 

. , .__ Barno and I got In with 
/" ~ _ .t:?X--:-,--r-.-o\.-::::.~-:-:~--:-~"""~~~"r-'--'. 'T""1\l-t-~-.. '(t _. ,'_ them the ~olor of the , 

..>A- ~ _~",Ml.; . ...J..J...r""'---~. handkerchief that we use IS 
..h-.\ ~ w-;t. _".LA ~;. ~- =BLack= BxL, wall those 
~ k- .'t~-- rl{)c.h'O ---.rQ~· ...... that carry a =black= 
yt.ir. W;!>L - o-r-t _._~ ~...:_~ _~v. . .. _'--, 
~ ... ~ __ ::b1;.~o~~-.;~~~-·. handkerchief are BxL. What I 

1--...0.... .c.oln -.~-.-"y'z-.. ; •. l:i:;¥~'~~~~'~ do with BXL is to look after 
~ \-,t:\ .... e... ... the baRRiO. 

Gf\5 
JIL1E -rS 

VI\\t f\ 
5~btJ 
~ 

') 

I defend BARRI LlBRE it is 
my favorite I do not know 
what to do if I leave the 
barrio because I love it very 
much I do not go with PJS 
BL C VISTA all those 
baRRiOs they do not suit me 
that is I am Libre. 

Thank you 

That all 
go 

well for you 
Romero: 12/20/90 
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1-17-91 
QUESTIONS 

My brother's name is Martin 
he is 1 4 years old. The 
other Raz·a of the chicanos 
they go with the americanos 
that is their Raza they 
betrayed the MEXIANOS. How 
do the BXLibRE watch over 
the barrio they do not allow 
other gangs to enter like 
PJS PJAS VISTA or Viejo. 
Yes it is dangerous because 
sometimes they even kill 
themselves. Well the gangs 
are bad but I go with LlBRE. 
I am ROCK because my name 
is Romero and I put ROCK. 

look on the 
other page 
following 

1-17-91 
What I want to ask you 

is in what barrio do you 
live? I do not want there to 
be war [Persian Gulf War] 
but there will be I will tell 
you why I do not want there 
to be it's that there are a lot 
of people over there and 
they will die. I will always 
go with the MEXIANOS 
because they are my RAZA. 
am not afraid of dying 
because I am a street 
rambler. Where are you 
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from? I am from Magdalena 
Sonora MEXICO. That all go 
well for you from your 
friend ROCK. 
Romero:ll /17/91 

There has been a change in Romero's life this past year. 

Through his brother's affiliations, he has become a loose knit 

member of the neighborhood gang, Bx Libre. Romero explains that his 

own affiliation is to protect the neighborhood from intruders. There 

is a ritual to the gang, and there are rules of camaraderie, and an 

established graphic system 'which together demarcate it. 

Additionally, the gang justifies itself by being true to its Mexican 

past, by not going against itself and thus fighting the American 

gang, a Mexican American gang, whose Mexican alliance has been 

warped. 

Yet this foray into the gang is not implicit for Romero, and 

though linked closely to this brother's own affiliation with it, 

Romero does not partake of all its ritual. These sensibilities lead 

Romero to contemplate on other matters. 

P. 1-24-91 

Rosi Hello how are you? I am 
fine. Gangs do not attract 
me I go with them I like to 
go about all my BARRIO. I am 
not afraid to die because I 
say that everyone has to die 
that is why I am not afraid 
to die. I say that some 
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.. ~ .. ...:.-n • __ soldiers in Saudi Arabia are 
S~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ worried about their families 

k ~ ~ -r ..L:"". ~ fiJl ... I say that they feel badly. I 
~ ~ .. - -ljv ''Jw.~\--\,-,~ 6) would how would I be among 
~~~~r" hid' h h' ~ ~ . ..,--..o .ft-L _~._"""", .dwyo ... t e so lers t e trut IS 

V"" v::::=.- ~ •. ~ • ~ -r-o-'-'j'--< ..• that I do not know but I do 
. -:Ie CNUVJ. ~ ~ ~. _' - -.. '- not say that I would not be 
~ ~ ~ .~ .. - afraid because I believe that 
poc.c. , all of them are afraid I 

would also be a little. 

The rationale which Romero's mind has pursued prevails and 

serves to keep his activities in check. For example, even though he 

states that he is "not afraid'to die, II in gang activity, "because 

everyone has to die, II he adds lithe truth is that I do not know [about 

dying] but I do not say that I would not be afraid" (Romero:1 /24/91). 

Continuing with Romero's quest for knowledge, I find that he 

has refined his understanding and expanded his knowledge of the 

same. The quest to be a ghost hunter has been narrowed and made 

more concrete. 

Do you believe in the powers 
of the mind? I do believe 
because I am reading a book 
called The magic of psychic 
power it is really cool. It 
is true that a person can 
travel from one city to 
another without their feet 
without car and without 
nothing in the pure soul Do 
you believe that? I think 
that who knows but I want 
to discover how you make 
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those powers how they 
develop is what I want to 
know. I like to investigate 
about those powers of the 
MIND but do you really 
believe in- these powers. Do 
you believe in telepathy that 
is to communicate oneself 
to another person with the 
mind. Do you believe people 
can move tables or things 
with the sheer MIND Yes or 
no. I believe in all of that 
yes Sir 

That all go very 

Well. 
Romero: 1/24/91 

Questions 1-31-91 

Rosi I- am very well and 
you? I do understand what 
you told me about dying. The 
psychic power is not that it 
teaches me in one word but I 
like it and I believe that the 
mind is powerful because 
God gave it to us. I say that 
nothing is impossible 
because everything has its 
own solution. 

Look behind the 
following page 

--> 
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1-31-91 

Yes well I am reading a book 
/-31-11 that is titled The 

Extrasensory Perception. It 
~ ~. 

JM\ -.C.:f1 JJ. ~ .. __ . :~ ~~~~~ ~~~Ik~f. ~O~o b~!il~::e 
Lit (]e.s'!.p c(on. e.,":-~t,eo..~Q'C; c... \... because I believe in god and 

~ ~~ 4 ..PJ. .-=-~== in.the MIND because the 
~ (J\S...Q..O '.J41. J'w-t._.-;j. V/rl ~. . __ mind and God are #1 for me 
M12tJ'\C - ~/'oAQ --=_~ __ I'lI.A1./Tz '. ;t . .J. , What do you believe about 
D:o S J-M' '#1. ~ --~ .,: ,PAM._ the mind? Those that move 
l\>JJ..Jl CJ\ll.A- .k k ~7 k b' d th 'F ~( ~.J-t -~ 0 .. 0 ~ects are name or ey 

J<-" ~ i 1"'7; ~"'!~i S . D ~-J. 0/"'-' call them PsychoKinesis or 
...... ;... ~ ~'1tl.'.~ .c.¥\I\"'. «PK which is another shorter 
:.'.LJrJ, (,~ U ll ) ;4 --#. ij; ---~ way Do you believe in PK? I 
~J.-O t:L ~ ~ ~ -_. -- do. I think that everyone has 
~ ~ ~b, ~.~. :~ these wonderful powers 
k ~ ~ ~ c:,Y' us-ted ?._ only that they need to .know 
'Va r't.NJ ,!t-lL ~L ~"'-<J ~. _____ ' __ more about them that IS 
f~ fy,wJ f~ ~-. t.b . __ what I think and you? I 

lk ~ .t<lo ~ .t & '---' think that it is good to be 
~rD. ~ (\) U f Lf V I\LLt\ __ == bilingual just lik~ you. 1 

'\ tell you everything because I 

. V I E'N '~'_-hi:;o'~=~_--'~ trust you. 

1ft.'~ . ",bI.c.!. . .. -. .. --.-- - That all go well for you 
until later 

Romero L. 
Romero: 1/31/91 

Even religious rites have been made profound beyond ritual. 

Questions 

Hello Rosi are you okay? 
am very religious. I 
sometimes go to mass. At 
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the cathedral. Not only do 
you have to go to church to 
believe in him in your heart 
he should be always I 
believe very much in him and 
I have great affection for 
him. Where I found of those 
books I found them in the 
library from there that is on 
=6= street that is on 6th 
street and the library is 
called Sam Elena. I do have 
many opportunities [to go to 
the library. yes I can bring 
you one [a book on PK] but as 
soon as I check it out next 
thursday I will bring it to 
you. PK is phenomenon that 
is a person can move objects 
like tables, he can also 
twist things like metal with 
the =MIND=. 

Do you believe in the 
supernatural that is in 
ghosts and all that? I say 
that who knows because 
supernatural experiences 
have happened to me. Has 
anything like that ever 
happened to you? I believe in 
the mind a lot. And you? I 
would like to be an expert in 
the mind. The mind and God 
are very powerful for me 
and they give me whatever I 
want. 
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That all go well for 
you and you believe a lot in 
God and in the MIND. 
Romero:2/7/91 

Romero's discussion of the mind and God being very powerful for him 

and giving him whatever he wants, alludes to the inner strength and 

control over mind and subsequently over matter as power. Similarly, 

Susana's use of power is that of knowledge as power. 

Questions 
Well yes Psychology does 
interest me 
I go daily to the library. 
I do not have a collection of 
my own books but of the 
library I do. Yes I have gone 
to the [main] library 
everything is possible like 
you say 

well then what I would like 
to know if evil exists that 
is sorcery. Do you believe in 
that I say who knows 
because I went through an 
experience at the house 

Rosi Pardon 
Because I did not bring you 
the book that I told you but 
by the next thursday that 
you come I will lend it to 
you. 

My words are FEE 
FELizidad [Happiness] 

Romero:2/14/91 
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Mis what book are you 
studying what is it called? 
studied many books about 
some fifteen but I did not 
finish reading ~hem did you 
like that book? Tell Alberto 
N. to give me his phone 
number to call him a few 
times. Mis do you like all 
the Rappers my favorite is 
Kid FROST he is and 
VANILLA ICE have you seen 
him mis do you like vanilla 
Ice. I want to study more to 
know more about the 
psychics did you like your 
book =e= Is it not true that 
you amuse yourself when 
you read a book reading is 
beautiful is it not. Did you 
like my presentation [on 
weather changes] yes or no. 
I like the school. Do you not 
like it. Thecrazy Lee RoTh 
[Daniel] is my camarada 
[comrade] he is also 
=Libre=. I like my BARRIO 
you no. 
Romero:3/21/91 

Like Daniel, Romero is also in the gang, they are camrades, but 

their views and involvement differ. 

I would take out many books 
out but I lost my card with 
which to take out books and 
because of that I have not 
been able to take out any of 
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~_~_.~.~ about the mind and of God. 
~'-".- ~~~- ~ k ~ Please give the letter to 
-:J .k. O~O~ Vo. ... -$-aN.{)I\ k ~ Alberto N. Have you seen 
~ ~ ~ . .- tJ~c.,rW • C \)~ fA. Alberto? ·1 fight with 
it ~ ~r.~1~;~~~~~~ everyone around my Barrio 
.AJ..O,.. '# ou .. I"\.D .6 3= _~~.J">..<..f') be they who they may you no. 
\?""i uN. . tlPu. ~ ... f6W)'u.JL tH""-O , Would you like to be a 
h o~ r""\J.. ~. ~ psychic? I would because -:::. t_ t~ like I have told you I love to 
~ CM~ ~>-..{!. ___ ~ •• Q. ~~ know all the unknown like 
~ . ~ o/-'"?- ~ <4.. ~ things about the 
~ 'do ~ .:Jo/t_ IN. -v-V) ... supernatural. And how tell 
~ ... ",,-. c.oJ'I..o.. ~ '"V"v .'t~. ~'O.. --. me how did that experience 
~ .~~ ~~ wU1 .~-= happen to you that you had 
..vN!J? ~ <JtUL s~ ~ ~_ of the supernatu~al. I saw 
~ ~\U-L ~. CfrtT-O. ~ . ____ on another occasion face to 
~ ll"<l ~. 10... :~~? ~<:.NJ.\L._. face and I saw that a lady 
~ .. 5(' J ~]; II ~ -jj. ~_._.I was possessed she said by 
~ -f1ML ~ ~- ··CU'~r;~U-·-.. - Satan do you believe in 

. -=-. - ... -. that? that Satan had 
possesed himself in other 
bodies. Like the exorcist did 
you not see the movie? do 
you believe in that? Goodbye 
and good luck Rosi from your 
friend THECrazy one 

Chendy. 
Romero:4/4/91 

Questions 
Well yes I am going to get a 
card. I am catholic. My 
opinion is that god is 
goodness but here on earth 
there is badness that is why 
everyone fights one another 
and there are others that do 
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~;,..:...~' ~~~~,,~. not even believe in him. 
~ . -: .M-.p, .. ~ ... :~~e.n . -~?- .. Well I want to be a psychic 
·.iAti'!' flyP:),··;,}'tJ)1r. t~ -~ ~: ..•. and I want to study all of 
vG~._'.~-T.~., .. ' .. :.~' ..... -. - . that but where? I fight 
~ . ~ . :~~-:£erl.:.... .. -. I h I 
1~7o..(\f::l. -4.:.:::~-~-.: .. ,_ on y w en someone e se 

"1); - -, --- ]'.:- - -. - _. .-- -.- --_. starts it but I am also very 
11))-f}nnl~--riJ:IJ."·o110' ··-fL,,--··--:pl.ay!ul. By fighting weill 

'f01-~ - .... ' .. .. -V~~ --.JLlC .- t~ Win In that they calm down. 

L· -'~~ =-. ()-0-r-:~~-=t~\ ~h \\.CDl1( Alb N f t r~ , r::. r erto . says or you 0 _ .' :~ :-tD~-fiii!.--oj ___ H~ call him on the telephone 

··.··;2=~~~.:6r~lG4~:~?~~ TyoHuErROfrcieKn.d 
+' _" ... .;.~ .. ( ,~/) k":' < - ..... ~., 

4-11-91 
Well Romero! 

Well yes, you can study it -

Thank you for all the ideas 
and all the advice that you 
have given me Rosi. I would 
also like to study like you 
many languages and please 
Alberto N. says for you to 
call him he told me its that 
he lost your number. 

your friend The 
Romero 
Romero:4/11/91 

for example in the college of psychology, no? There are many 
types of psychology, you can find there something that you 
like. 

The important thing is to continue with your studies and not 
get off track. I know that you are capable of studying and 
getting out of it a good career. 
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I thank you for sharing in the dialogue a little of your life 
with me. 

Your friend, Rosi 
Andrade:4/11/91 

I believe that tomorrow we 
are going to go to the library 
and I am going to get a card. 
Lets see if I can get you a 
good book on psychology for 
you and another one for me 
to study much more better 
and know everything about a 
psychic Right? Also the 
sport that I like is Karate 
and I was studying it and I 
got out and no longer 
continued going to schools 
of Karate because we came 
over here. Before I used to 
live in Magdalena. Mexico is 
beautiful is it not? I want 
and desire to be a very good 
psychic and I want to study 
it. Do you not know where 
there are many books of this 
kind like psychokinesis and 
of the extra-sensory
perception. And how to make 
experiments of that kind at 
home. Have you not seen 
that kind of books please if 
you can lend me a book like 
of those kinds. I love to 
read those books in Spanish 
or English. And did you not 
know about the human comes 
from his physical believes 
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in that and he believes in 
Reincarnation. He believes 
in the" powers of his mind 
that there is no incurable 
disease for her. I think that 
everyone ·can do many things 
with the MIND but they do 
not know how it functions 
and how to make it function 
right not every everyone of 
us can use it right? Well 
that is about the body 
Romero:4/18/91 

The following entry is' telling of Romero's learning of English. 

Though he wishes to learn languages, he is limited access to English 

instruction. And thus, as he says, he learns by chance. 

p.g 1 

Well then thank you for 
everything Rosi. Well like 
was telling you I want to 
study that and I also want to 
be a detective of the . 
Supernatural. Do you think 
that there are that kind of 
detectives. I want and 
would like to be a detective. 
I do not know much english 
but I have been learning a 
little with my friends. Like 
the proverb says there is a 
young man and he says I 
speak English alld I answer 
to myself yes. Well that is 
about it by chance I learn. 
Later we will see if I get 
the card and I check out a 
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.- book and I lend you one so 
that you read it I know I am 
going to get the card. 

THANK You Your Friend 
Rosi. 
Romero L. 

P.g 2 I will lend you that 
book God willing. 

How do I study that like the 
Karate tell me. I do not 
know what type of sport it 
is but do you know I do not 
know. I was just going to 
begin. I was going on a 
yellow belt it was barely 
very little mis. I did not 
last long but I really liked 
this sport because they do a 
lot of neat things. And what 
did they teach you? Was that 
sport neat? Did you not like 
it? I loved that sport the 
KARATE. well then I am not 
going to write more because 
I cannot because I am 
standing here in the corner. 
They told me in Karate not 
to use it for evil but for 
good. And that only when I 
needed it to use it. 

Your friend Romero 

ROCK 
#1 

Romero:4/22/91 
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Questions 
Why was I asleep? I did not 
get the card after all. 
Things at my house are going 
half fair. 

I think that that sport 
[fencing] is cool right? I 
like to do a lot of exercise 
and I like it with all my 
heart. What do you think 
abmlt that exercise is 
harmful? I say it is not 
because it helps transport 
you to health. One time my 
uncle Pablo was going up a 
hill running and was doing a 
lot of exercise and he 
recovered from a serious 
cold that not even the 
doctors can cure. Then what 
do you think that it is bad or 
good. I really like exercise 
it must be because I used to 
do a lot before and now I am 
beginning to do a lot of 
exercise 
thank you Rosi for 
everything. 

Your Friend TheCrazy Rock 
from Libre. 

BARRIO 
LIBRE 
LA RAZA 
Romero:5/Z/91 
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I say that things at home are 
fair because I quarrel with 
those ... and well my Step
Mother gets mad with me 
and all that happens and that 
is it.X 
And if in the exercises that 
I am now I do karate 
exercises and all that. I 
really like the Karate they 
do not know what it 
signifies that is why people 
hardly like it. The rules 
that I had in Karate are 
respect the people while 
they do not harm us I do not 
harm them. Well it is very 
pretty that sport. Rosi I 
hope to see you again and 
again write to you thank you 
for all the advice and all the 
things that you told me 
Well thank you for 
everything and I hope to see 
you again. 

Until soon is all that I can 
say to you but well destiny 
will tell if we see each 
other again. And if you have 
a problem resolve it with 
God and with the mind. Well 
I give you much luck and 
wish all the best for you and 
a million thanks to you. 
Well I give you the best of 
luck and until soon I do not 
say goodbye because I hope 
to see you again thank you. 
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Your Friend 

Romero Lxxxx 

Thank you 

Romero: 5/9/91 

TheCrazy 

Rock 
h 
e 
nd~. 

14.1 Summary. Earlier in this section, Romero was selected as 

an example for the discussic;m of the inner world and spirituality. 

Romero's inner world is an examination of life events as phenomena 

in daily life. He asks of himself, How did this happen? How do you 

explain? Do you believe? And like Crista I, Alberto, Lena, Daniel, and 

Susana earlier, he considers me in terms of his questions. My ability 

to respond appropriately allows for my continuation in this 

extension of Romero's inner world. 

This foray into Romero's social world has been facilitated, in 

great part, by the expansion of Romero's mental and spiritual 

deliberations. My own mind's portrait of Romero is one of 

inconsistencies, and as thus it is troubling because in it, Romero 

remains an enigma. Romero is little understood. At home, he is not 

wanted; at school, no one knows him as the thinker he really is; in 

the neighborhood, he is manipulated into participating in a gang. 

Romero's shining mdments are those when he is left to think, 

read, and explore the mind's limits. And these are the moments 

during which Romero can be himself, unburdened by his step-
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mother's wrath, free from his teacher's disdain, and unencumbered 

by the indoctrination of the gang. We glimpse at those indelible 

moments in Romero's writing. Writing that he visibly relishes, 

thanking me for listening and conversing with him, and for letting 

him "unburden himself of his words." 
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PART IV 

CHILDREN'S WORLDS: GENERALIZATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

Who a child is and how she or he presents her or himself to 

others has a great deal to do with what is of importance to that 

individual child and what forms and roles friendships and 

relationships have taken in the life of a child. That which is of 

importance influences how the child perceives her or his 

experiences and in turn how she or he struggles day to day to make 

sense of life within that framework of relevance. 

Biography is a metatheme in the analysis of data because of 

its preeminence in the writing of children. Yet these children's 

biographies are not structured within traditional biographical lines, 

but embodied in children's own dialogue about themselves via their 

friendships and relationships with others, their activities and 

productive lives, and their inner lives. These are categories of 

biography because of their defining ability to differentiate 

individual children from their peers and because they outline a 

potential life course. Hence from this stance, who a child is in 

biographical terms permeates the dialogue interaction as it does the 

child's views and actions. 

Following chapters 9 through 14, focusing on the inner worlds 

of the 6 children of the dissertation study, this section of the thesis 

is dedicated to a discussibn of the generalizations and 

interpretations of those inner worlds. Chapter 15 is dedicated to an 

understanding of the forms of friendships and relationships in the 
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lives of these children and the roles which they occupy. Chapter 16 

will present what are the activities and artifacts of children's 

production. And Chapter 17 will be dedicated to what are the 

cultural antecedents of children's social worlds, be they familial, 

folk, or popular culture, and how they become relevant to some 

children and not to others. Copies of children's writings will not 

be included to the right of their typed versions in the following 

discussions, given that they have been provided elsewhere in the 

dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 15 

FRIENDSHIPS AND RELATIONSHIPS 

Childhood is fraught with trials and tribulat.ions. Defining 

oneself by means of one's friends and relationships is no exception, 

for it requires coming to terms with what are the limits and 

boundaries of each. Good friends, best friends, not so perfect 

friends, family as friends, lost friends, not friends, pseudo friends, 

and enemies are among the myriad of relationships which many a 

child manages, helps to define, and maintains as a consequence of 

who she or he is. 

15.1 Good Friends. Best Friends. and Not so Perfect Friends. As a 

sub category of friends, good friends, best friends, and not so 

perfect friends may be one in the same, the difference being the 

dynamics of situation and action at play. A good friend can be a best 

friend, but can just as quickly become a not so perfect friend, given 

the action and responses between friends. A friend, in other words, 

is not someone a child holds blind faith in. A friend must work on 

being responsive to one's needs to be supported morally, to be 

protected, and not to be betrayed. A lapse in judgment or a 

misunderstanding can bring harsh consequences as Daniel and 

Cristal, respectively, explain. 

I am not Romero's friend 
because he said some things 
about me if he behaves well 
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with me I might be be his 
friend and if not I am going 
to leave him 2 black eyes 
and in the hospital he was 
my best friend but he told 
my other 'neighbor whose 
name is Cristal many things 
about me and I did not like 
that and for that I am going 

TO KILL HIM!!! 
Daniel:4/6/90 

Angelica ust to be my best 
friend, but we fought 
because she said I wanted to 
take her boyfriend away 
from her but that was not 
true He was asking me, but 
I said no because he was my 
best friend boyfriend. 
Cristal:5/25/90 

Daniel's use of kill, here, is employed in the rhetorical sense, 

emphasizing the exasperation and aggravation felt as a consequence 

of a friend's betrayal. Quick action can remedy a transgression and 

salvage a friendship, as is Daniel's case, he explains 

I made friends with him 
[Romero]. He did not 
continue saying things to me 
now and I got mad with him 
for only a day and he said he 
is not going to say things to 
me anymore. And I forgave 
him. And I became his 
friend forever. 
Daniel:4/10/90 
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Then there are the friends by default. Friends who cannot live up to 

the codes of friendship, but who persevere as the tenuous friends 

that they are. 

I have another problem 
Julio told everybody who my 
girlfriend is and I am going 
to kill him and and he is not 
my best friend and I am not 
going to forgive him ever I 
am going to make him suffer 
forever and I am going to 
kill him now and by the next 
time that I write to you I 
will tell you what hospital 
he is in. 
Daniel:4/12/90 

Daniel continues his use of the rhetorical by telling me that he will 

let me know just what hospital Julio is in when he gets done with 

him. In spite of their shortcomings, children like Julio remain 

within the backdrop of friends and relationships. 

My best friend is Romero and 
Julio they are very good 
with me and they do not look 
to quarrel with me because I 
will beat all of my friends 
at this school the other 
friends are Roman, Geraldo, 
Jaime, Isidro M. 
Daniel:5/25/90 
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and the thing with Julio I 
fought with him but we are 
still friends 
Daniel:4/18/90 

Within the variation of friends are the fiercely guarded best friends. 

Friends who literally breathe the same air and 'drink the same water. 

Such strong alliances can at times be unhealthy, especially when . 
they are based on unscrupulous grounds, that is when the need and 

desire for a friend or ally is based not on mutual respect and 

reciprocity established in the toil of a friendship, but a mutual 

respect and reciprocity of ar:l ephemeral nature. Such alliances are 

frequently grounded in occult need and desperation. The friendships 

to be found between Lena and her best friends fall within the fatal 

limits of this spectrum. These are friendships which one by one 

come to a dramatic halt, with Cristal, then Carlota, then Pura. 

Lena's urgent need for a best friend and acceptance is never 

fully satisfied. Lena is willing to give everything she has and more, 

at the risk of losing the same, in return for that one best friend who 

will listen to her, love her, make her laugh, join her in her 

escapades, and advise her. Qualities she cannot find in anyone, not 

even in her mother. Lena's technique for gaining a best friend, 

though, has in the past proven detrimental to potential best friends. 

It requires of them to risk alienating family, friends and other 

relationships for the sake of Lena. In the end, though, it is too high a 

price to pay, and one whiCh most parents and teachers will not 

knowingly condone. 
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It is the very essence of what is important to Lena which 

undergirds her relationships with family, school staff, and fellow 

students, many of whom fear Lena's predictable unpredictability and 

wrath. Yet for all the urgency of Lena's need to . profess a friend, 

most are afraid and find it difficult to reach out to the child within 

her, who yearns for acceptance and guidance. Lena has long since 

learned to harness other's fears to navigate the waters of her own 

discontent. Following are excerpts taken from Lena's dialogue 

journals. I have selected them because I feel that they give the 

essence of Lena's tumultuous relationships, and give insight into the 

upheaval behind Lena's hardened attitudes. 

Dear Rosi 5/1/90 

I Can't stand being in this 
class any longer because I 
can't get my act together. 
because I just cant stop 
talking back to Mr. Mxxxx or 
Alma [teacher's aide]. I just 
wish that this year is over 
because I started off school 
very good I was an A student 
but know I Am nothing but A 
trouble maker. I cant pay 
any attention wen we are 
reading or when we are 
doing science or history. 
well as you know now that I 
can't go to breakers [for end 
of year party] because I 
didin't come in lunch but to 
bad that's my problem I just 
don't know what to do any 
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more. I just wish that I was 
in six grade alrready. 

Love, 
Lena 

Lena:5/1/90 

DEAR ROSI 5/15/90 

Yesterday Mr. Mxxxx 
told me that my atitud was 
getting better and I was 
very happy about it because 
I didin't her him say that in 
Dayus. And I was very happy 
about it. I DIDINT NOTICE 
THAT I WAS ACTING LIKE A 
YOUNG LADY UNTIL MY 
TEACHER TOLD ME 
YESTURDA Y. I THINK I AM 
GOING TO STAY THAT WAY 
BECAUSE IT'S ALMOST THE 
END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR 
AND I THINK MR. MXXX 
DOSENT DESERVE TO BE 
TRETED THAT WAY BECAUSE 
HE'S HAD A ROUGHT YEAR 
WITH RAUL AND MARIANO 
GXXXX. ROSI THANKS FOR 
WRITING TO ME I LIKE WHEN 
YOU WRITE TOME BECAUSE I 
COULD TELL YOU MY STORY'S 
BUT WhEN I DON'T WRITE TO 
YOU I DON'T FEEL WELL. ROSI 
I DON'T HAVE MUCH TO SAY 
KNOW OK SO I AM GOING TO 
STOP 

LOVE 
LENA 

Lena:5/15/90 
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Rosi Carlota is my best 
friend because she has been 
a nice friend .. for years 
already. 
Lena: 5/2 5/90 

Rosi I really don't know 
what friends your talking 
aobut I have never had 
friends in Mr. M's class. No I 
don't have much liberty at 
home only sometimes when I 
get lucky. 

Happy Love 
Valentines Lena 
Day!! 

By 
Lena 

Lena:2/14/91 

Dear Rosi 
3-7-91 

yes, I have friends at 
home there names are Alma, 
Judith, Yesenia and janet. 
Also I have a friend next 
door his name is Gaby he 
teaches me how to play 
soccer every day we play. 
Rosi the real friend I have is 
pura she is Very Interesting 
to be with She has 
everything I want in a 
friend. I Love her very much 
and I never want to loose 
her like I did with Carlota 
and Cris. I hope pura feels 
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the same way for me. Which 
I think she does. Rosi pura 
is more Important to me 
than anything Else in this 
World I mean It Shes the 
best I got she the closest 
thing to me. Pura is closer 
to me than what my mom is. 
I say that because I can't 
comunicate with My mother 
I comunicate better with 
pura then anything Else in 
this World. Rosi Yes I would 
like you to be my friend I 
hope you want to be mine. 
Well thats all thanks for 
your friendShip 

Youre friend 

Lena Mxxxx 
Lena:3/7/91 

3-21-91 
Rosi 

Your a very lucky 
person I don't know why I am 
saying this but Its the truth 
your very lucky. Rosi I know 
pura 8 years allready and I 
can't believe we have lasted 
this long but the sad part 
about our friend Ship is that 
this year is my last year 
a'round pura because Shes 
leaving to another School 
and I am leaving to another 
School and then I cant get in 
contact with her. I really 
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think I am going to miss her 
a lot a lot because Shes the 
best that I got well thats 
what I think I dont know if I 
Am the best thing Shes got 
but I can a sure you that she 
mine. . I would Love to tell 
her how much I Love her but 
I cant say It in person only 
in a letter. Well thats all 
thanks. 

Your friend 
Always 

Lena M. 
Lena:3/21/91 

4-4-91 

Dear Rosi, 

I am Very happy 
because my mom is having 
the baby she says by 
saturday shes supposeto 
have her baby. his name is 
Victor Roman Lxxxx J.R. my 
mom already put his crib up 
and also She put up his 
clothes. Rosi I really don't 
know why I said you were 
lucky I guess because you 
have lots of good friends 
thats why. Rosi the reason I 
am going to miss pura is 
because see when I have a 
sad face she makes me get a 
happy face and she always 
makes me laught and you 
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hardly ever see me sad when 
I am around her. Right know 
I am not very happy but 
the res no need to worry 
because she will cheer me 
up one way or another. 

Love, 

Lena Mxxxx 
Lena:4/4/91 

Rosi I dont see pura on 
weekends because she has 
other plans for the week 
days. I really miss her on 
weekdays. I wish I can be 
with her all the time .... 1 
wish pura would come and 
play with us like Soccer or 
ride in the swings. Well not 
much more too say. 

Love 

Lena. 

P.S. 
I really don't 
have a friend 
to talk to. 
Lena:4/11/91 

Rosi 
4-18-91 

I really don't know 
whats my unhappines and I 
really don't think you can do 
anything about it. their my 
Secrets. 

Lena 
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my unhappiness is friends 
it's because I had a friend 
and Someone took her away 
and know I don't see her she 
was all I had she was my 
computer I would tell her 
every thing and she finally 
found another fried I really 
miss her. And there's 
nothing I can do about it 
because I can't get in 
contact with her. 

Love 

Lena 
Lena:4/18/91 

4-25-91 
Dear Rosi 

I really appreciate you 
writing to me. I really think 
your a nice friend. Rosi the 
girl was not cris [Cristal] it 
was someone else. I really 
don't know what I want 
anymore I wish I didnt have 
to live. because of to much 
trouble. 

Love, 

Lena. 
Lena:4/25/91 
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5-2-91 
Dear Rosi, 

Thanks for your advice I 
really Like writing to you 
because your the only one I 
think I like to write to you. 
Rosi pura is not my best 
friend not even my friend 
like she says she dosent like 
me anymore well I don't care 
if she likes me or not 
because all year long I help 
her and I tried to get her 
everything she wanted but I 
see she was just using me. 

Love 

Lena. 
Lena:5/2/91 

5-10-91 

Thank you but when I see you 
I really don't know what 
gets into me. I really don't 
know what happens. 

Lena:5/10/91 

Love, 
Lena. 

Many of Lena's lost friends, like Cristal, have in the past taken the 

bait and moved to sacrifice the relationships which nurture them, 

for the sake of Lena's. 
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Rosi I hate coming to school, 
because I don't know. Rosi 
Today I had to come in for 
lunch, but I did not. Well I 
don't care if they call my 
1TI0ther if· Mr, Mxxxx wants 
to take Lenas friendsihp 
away from me he can't 
because, one time me and my 
mom had a fight because 
that and I told my mom if 
she said that again or if she 
take Lenas friendship again 
she will never see me again. 
So he cannot do anything at 
all. 

Love 
your friend, 

Cris 
Cristal: 5/1/90 

On May 1, 1 990, Lena staged a coup to divest the teacher of his 

authority. She has asked Cristal and others to join her in a show of 

solidarity and force. But both Lena and Cristal's refusal to return to 

the classroom after lunch, to complete their punishment was 

thwarted by the teacher. Lena loses her privilege to attend the end 

of year swimming party, and Crista I is advised by the teacher and 

her mother to cease her budding friendship with Lena. In the end it 

is Lena's friendship which again proves to be self destructive. In 

much the same manner, one by one Lena has lost her best friends . . 
Fortunately for Cristal, she is given an opportunity by both her 

mother and the teacher to decline Lena's friendship gracefully while 
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who care for her. 
Dear Rosi 

Hi how are you 1m fine. 
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Well I DON'T KNOW means I 
DON'T· KNOW. Well Rosi right 
know 1m doing, sitting In 
Ana's Desk because my mom 
told me to try to stay away 
from her [Lena] because she 
all ways get me in trouble. 
Well I think she Has a very 
good reasen. Well I just 
think I will have to try my 
best without lena by me 
because my mom just don't 
want me to get in trouble 
with no one. OH well I just 
don't care anymore if she 
takes of lenas friedship 
away from me. Well Rosi 
sometimes it seems to me 
that Lena just don't care if 
they take her friend ship 
away from me. Rosi I just 
hope I wont get in troub!r 
any more. Rosi Sunday I 
went to the movies and I got 
in trouble, because I did not 
see the Phone that was right 
their in side and I went to 
my dad's house. and I forgot 
that my mom will get mad. 
Well my mom did not get 
mad, but my aunt did get 
mad because she did not 
whant me to see my dad. 

Love your friend, 
Cris 

Crista I: 5/3/90 
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The lass af friends proves even mare difficult far Lena when thase 

friends remain in the same classroam and are nat anly no. langer 

allawed to. sit near her, but decide far themselves to. farsake her and 

refrain from speaking to. her. Lena was willing to' risk everything as 

she was to. giving whatever wauld make her friends happy, which 

aver the caurse af time resulted in juvenile referrals for same 

(Crista I and Carlata) and probatian for anather (Pura) far infractians 

ranging fram shaplifting to. assault af yaunger children. Pura's 

friendship, thaugh, was reestablished, as bath Lena and Pura share a 

great deal in camman. The lapse in friendship between the twa came 

nat because af their activities per se, but because they were 

discavered and caught. 

15.2 Family and Sibling Friendships. Far same children, family 

and siblings remain at the care af who. they are. Family and sibling 

are first and faremast in their relatianships. In such relatianships, 

family members serve as campanians, and they are saurces af 

knawledge and inspiratian. These relatianships sustain children in 

day to. day life. Far Ramero, far example, it is the relatianship he 

has with his brother, and the memary af the relatianship he had with 

his naw deceased mather that befriend him. These twa 

relatianships allaw Ramera to. grapple with his present day living. 

Ramero's father has remarried and has established a secand family 

with his secand wife. Within this new family, Ramero and his 
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siblings are alienated from their stepmother without the benefit of 

their father's presence. 

I am Not happy Because my 
PAPA got, married with 
another lady 
Romero:4/1 8/90 

I am not happy because the 
lady treats us BADLY 

My life is very SAD 

My papa treats me well but 
his wife does not 
Romero:4/24/90 

Romero's stepmother demonstrates her disdain of Romero and his 

siblings, 14 year old Martin, and their 10 year old sister, by refusing 

to care for them in the manner she does for her own children, some 

of whom are from a previous marriage and two of which are from her 

present marriage to Romero's father. Romero has taken it upon 

himself to care for his younger sister, to cook and feed her, and to 

wash her clothing whenever the stepmother refuses to do so. 

Romero explains, that he does not want his sister to feel unwanted. 

This situation as is continues in this house because Romero and his 

siblings are unwanted guests. As soon as they are able or forced to 

do so they will leave.' 

Instead of dwelling ?n the hostility and disattachment he 

faces at home, Romero remains positive by returning to a period of 

less strife, a period when his mother was living. 
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One day a long time ago me 
and my brothers were very 
happy because we were with 
my mama and my papa all 
together in the house Now I 
am very unhappy because I 
am no longer with my mama 
But I Swear to you TEACHER 
That I am going to DESTROY 
all that is EVIL and Good 
Will win 

Teacher I really believe a 
lot in God and he will help 
me become a GHOST HUNTER. 
I will tell you why I want to 
be a ghosthunter I want to 
be because I was told that a 
sorcerer bewitched my 
mama and 

I WILL AVENGE HER 

FIGHT 
against 
EVIL and GHOSTS 

Romero:4/18/90 

It is his mother's death and his love for her, that have influenced 

Romero's desire to be a ghost hunter, a detective of the supernatural. 

Additionally, Romero and his brother share a common bond in that 

they support each other in childhood activities outside of the home, 

they go to the library frequently, and play and talk together. Though 

their outward endeavors ~re stifled at home, their inward life is 

rich with discussions of the mind, and their life outside of their 

dwelling. It might well be that the stifling atmosphere at home, 
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where Romero cannot even have books of his own, foments a return 

time and time again to an inner life. 

Cristal's as well as Alberto's relationships revolve around 

family in yet another form. Cristal shares knowledge of her 

extended family, aunts, uncles, and cousins. Marriage and children, 

especially, are given significance as is evidenced in the details of 

marriage, birth, and younger family members. 

My aunt is 1 9 years of age 
and she is going to have a 
baby. She got married in 
May 5 of 89. She is very 
happy. And I have another 
aunt whose name is Lydya 
and she has a boy who is a 
year of age. But he does not 
know how to walk it is that 
he was born premature at 
seven months (seven months 
of pregnancy) Rosi I am 
telling you about my family 
a nd I do not know if it 
interests you. I have nine 
uncles and aunts. But in all 
they are ten uncles and 
aunts. 
Cristal:4/6/90 

Rosi I have 3 uncles and 7 
aunts one of my aunts is 
Arcadia Exxxx who is going 
to have one boys. Gloria 
Exxxx who has 2 boys and 
one girl. Lydia MXXXX has 1 
boys Madoria Mxxxx has two 
boys. And many more but I 
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have already tired of 
writing about my family. 
Rosi I have my brother who 
is 13 years of age and the 
smallest is 5 years of age 
and is going to have a 
birthday on april 24 the 29 
my uncle is going to have a 
birthday. My mother is going 
to reach 32 years today. 

Your friend 
Cristal Oxxxx 

Cristal:4/10/90 

Rosi I am so happy, because 
my aunt had a baby girl. She 
is 1 9 years old. Her name is 
Sandy Vanessa well she is 
so cute. Rosi did you get 
married in Church or in a 
court I wish I'll get married 
in Church. did you do your 
quinceiiera. Did they make a 
party. Rosi do you whant to 
go to a quiceiiera. 

Love 

Cristal 0 
Cristal:5/15/90 

And family is closely involved in Cristal's own upbringing. It is not 

only her mother that cares and disciplines Crista I, but other 

members like her aunt, who reprimand her . . 
Rosi Sunday I went to the 
movies and I got in trouble, 
because I did not see the 
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Phone that was right their 
in side and I went to my 
dad's house. and I forgot 
that my mom will get mad. 
Well my mom did not get 
mad, but my aunt did get 
mad because she did not 
whant me to see my dad. 

Love your friend, 

Cris 
Cristal:5/3/90 

Cristal is linked in many ways to her own community of family. She 

shares in the communal joy of a new family member, delights in 

family events and keeps abreast of those important dates, and 

suffers the scorn of family as well. 

Alberto also holds family events and relationships at the core 

of his being, and keeps all other relationships on an even keel. 

Alberto claims that in terms of school friendships, 

well they are all my friends 
here at Ochoa 
Alberto: 5/25/90 

and those that know Alberto, know that that is not an aberration of 

the truth. Alberto is thoughtful and polite in all situations. Even 

when they prove devastating to him. But Alberto, like Crista I, 

remains grounded to family and family periods of crises, be they . 
births, health of family members, celebrations, or accidents. 
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Susana shares a deep rooted relationship with her parents. 2 

Though her sibling relationship may be at times competitive, the 

love, respect and interest she holds for her parents, and 

grandparents, influences greatly her friendships and day to day 

activities, which revolve around her family. Something as common 

as her return home from school is steeped in a tradition. 

When I get home I watch 
cartoons or do my 
homework. Also, I play. 
First I say hello to the 
people [at home] and then I 
give my mother and my nana 
a kiss. My papa arrives from 
work at four. 
Susana:3/23/90 

Susana's father is a groundskeeper at the University and holds other 

outside gardening jobs to supplement the family income. Susana's 

mother cares for other children at home, irons to earn extra income, 

and occasionally assists her husband in his gardening jobs. The 

knowledge Susana's parents share with their children, influence her 

greatly. Susana's respect for nature and her knowledge of medicinal 

herbs come from her parents. Her views about work and sacrifice, 

are taken from her parents as well. Upon being nominated as student 

of the year and on the cusp of elementary school graduation, Susana 

wrote, 
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Hello Rosi! 

Well I am happy because my 
nana is much better. She 
says she feels very good 
now. I like it when my nana 
is well because she paSSE.5 
the time telling jokes and 
funny thing. We will see if 
you understand my writing. 
I wanted to tell you that 
they selected me for student 
of the year. I have to give a 
speech for the graduation 
ceremony. Aldolfo is 
helping prepare the speech. 
Thank you Rosi for having 
helped me in my work. Like 
my madre says, "He who 
studies he who sacrifices 
for his studies will be 
compensated with 
something. II I am very happy 
that I am the pupil of the 
year. I send your sister 
many greetings. I would like 
to meet her. The sister that 
you told me that was with 
you when I talked to you. 
What did you tell that me 
that she had the things for 
hamsters. Later I will write 
to you again. 

Atte. 

Susana 0 .... 
Susana:S/10/91 
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Typical of her dialogue, Susana's entry mentions family, their 

health, their thoughts. Susana's weaves family sageness, folly, 

tragedy, triumph, and adversity into her own life. But unlike other 

children who may mention family events and experiences, Susana 

talks of her family in terms of relevance and importance to who she 

is and what she does. This may have great bearing on Susana's own 

attitude towards fellow students, who frustrate her with their lack 

of seriousness. 

I BEGAN SCHOOL HERE IN THE 
UNITED STATES IN THE YEAR 
, 987. MY MOTHER PUT ME IN 
THE SCHOOL OCHOA IN THE 
SECOND GRADE. SINCE THE 
SECOND GRADE I HAVE BEEN 
IN THIS SCHOOL. NOW 
EVERYONE HAS ME PRETIY 
MAD. THEY ALL HAVE ME 
PRETIY MAD BECAUSE I DO 
NOT COME TO SCHOOL TO BE 
INSULTED I COME TO SCHOOL 
TO STUDY. NEITHER DO I 
COME TO SCHOOL SO THAT 
THEY WILL BE ASKING ME FOR 
THE ANSWERS. 
Susana:5/6/90 

HELLO ROS!! 
I REALLY GET MAD 

WHEN THEY ASK ME FOR THE 
ANSWERS. THEY NEVER PAY 
ATIENTION. THESE ARE THE 
ONES WHO DO NOT PAY 
A TIENTION GILDA, LISA, 
JAIME, JULIO, DANIEL AND A 
FEW MORE OTHERS. 
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SOMETIMES THEY ARE REALLY 
ANNOYING. 
Susana:5/9/90 

THEY DON'T PAY ANY 
ATTENTION SO THAT THEY 
CAN LATER BE ASKING ME 
FOR THE ANSWERS. 
Susana:5/11/90 

Susana cannot justify her peers' lack of consciousness and purpose 

with her own deep seeded convictions and controlled behavior. 

Almost a year later, Susana'? views have not yielded. 

Well I am thinking about 
talking to the principal to 
switch class. Switch with 
Miss Cilano. I am fed up 
with this class. They give 
me many problems and 
worries. A lot of 
annoyances. Not one day 
have they left me alone. It 
is too much. 
Attentively. 
Susana 0 ... 
Susana:4/11/91 

Philosophically, Susana is at great odds with the majority of her 

peers. She gets along with most keeping them at arms length, and 

she does not voice her disillusion with anyone. She reaches a point 

on April 11, 1 991, where she can take no more, but in the end 

refrains from taking actio'n outside of her own inner life. 
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Other friendships and relationships formed, serve to 

complement existing family and sibling relationships, the nature of 

familial relationships tends to influence the friendships made 

outside the home. 

1 5.3 Pseudo-Family Relationships. Pseudo-family relationships 

are like familial relationships in that they also nurture and guide, 

while supplanting familial mores and values. The industry of the 

family to support the healthy development of children, changes and 

takes on other goals, dependent upon the industry of the new pseudo

family. Gangs, for example, are common guardian/pseudo-family 

models. They care for children's well being, guide and influence 

them, and provide supportive environments for the nurturance of 

stronger more powerful children. These are the terms I choose to 

address the gang in, given that this is how children have relayed it 

to me. 

Children are for different reasons attracted to the gang. 

Daniel has his reasons for joining a gang and his own vision of gang 

life, whereas Romero has another, and the two visions are not 

wholly synonymous. In order to elucidate this interpretation of the 

gang as pseudo-family, Daniel and Romero will be our guides. 

An initial brush with the gang may result from a need for 

protection or guidance in extenuating circumstances, or an 

affiliation may flourish from initial acquaintances with the gang. 

Rosi 
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I will try to keep up 
the good work [at school] if 
you want me to. I now my 
gang with me friends 
because, they chow me there 
friends 0," like EI Cholo one 
of my "friends I was with my 
friends we he came to my 
howe, because this other 
gang stabt him in the stumik 
7 and, I helped him and, now 
he is my friend and when I 
need him he helps me. 

[Rosi 
I will try to keep up 

the good work if you want 
me to. I know my gang with 
my friends because, they 
show me their friends or, 
like EI Cholo one of my 
friends I was with my 
friends when he came to my 
house, because this other 
gang stabbed him in the 
stomach 7 [times] and, I 
helped him and, now he is 
my friend and when I need 
him he helps me.] 
Daniel:1 110/91 

The way I found out about 
the things that happen [with 
gangs] it's that my brother 
fought with the RAZA 
AMERICANA and he called 
the head of the RAZA 
MEXICANA and that is how it 
was. 
Romero:12/20/91 
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What is the difference 
between chicanos and 
mexicanos it's that before 
the chicanos were of the 
raza mexicana but now they 
go with the other Raza. How 
did I become BxL it's that I 
have many friends of this 
Barrio and I got in with 
them 
Romero:12/20/91 

1-17-91 
QUESTIONS 

My brother's name is Martin 
he is 1 4 years old. The 
other Raza of the chicanos 
they go with the americanos 
that is their Raza they 
betrayed the MEXIANOS. How 
do the BXLibRE watch over 
the barrio they do not allow 
other gangs to enter like 
P JS P JAS VISTA or Viejo. 
Yes it is dangerous because 
sometimes they even kill 
themselves. Well the gangs 
are bad but I go with LlBRE. 
I am ROCK because my name 
is Romero and I put ROCK. 

look on the 
other page 
following 

1-17-91 
What I want to ask you 

is in what barrio do you 
Iive? .. 1 will always go with 
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the MEXIA NOS because they 
are my RAZA. I am not 
afraid of Qylng because I am 
a street rambler. ... That all 
go well for you from your 
friend ROCK. 
Romero: 11/17/91 

P. 1-24-91 

Rosi Hello how are you? I am 
fine. Gangs do not attract 
me I go with them I like to 
go about all my BARRIO. I am 
not afraid to die because I 
say that everyone has to die 
that is why I am not afraid 
to die. 
Romero: 1 /24/91 

Among the artifacts of gang membership are language, both 

oral and written, music, vestment, and conduct. In fact, belonging to 

a gang means being enveloped and embraced within its cultural 

milieu. 

Rosy I made a song for me. 
It goes like this I'm a varon 
ese like Alcapon ese yo 
controlo todo por que soy de 
la mafia ese y yo les digo a 
mes home my hame my 
camaradas que de den unas 
patadas para tener una 
carcajadas. 

[Rosy I made a song for me. 
It goes like this I'm a man 
you like AI Capon you I 
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control everything because I 
am from the mafia you and I 
tell my homies my homie my 
comrades to give you a few 
kicks to have a few laughs.] 
Daniel:1 11 0/91 

I did understand you what I 
say of the song you have not 
heard or seen the movie or 
the casset of colors they are 
the BLood's and the Crips 
they are gangsters I am not 
one of those I am BxL that 
is Barrio Libre. 
Romero: 1 2/1 3/90 

DOWN BARRIO 
WITH OTHER L #1 P JS 
BARRIOS Libre 

VISTA BL 
BXL#1 A 
viejo 

the color of the 
handkerchief that we use is 
=BLack= all those that 
carry a =black= 
handkerchief are BxL . 
Romero:12/20/91 

The gang begins to supplant generally ascribed parental roles 

of protectors and role m?dels (mediators) in children's life crises, 

where events reach influencing turning points. The absence of 

appropriate mediators can quickly lead to gang membership. By 
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appropriate mediators, I refer to EI'konin's use of mediators as 

potential role models of what a child may like to be, what she or he 

can be (Venger et aI., 1990), in a positive developmental sense. By 

positive developmental sense, I mean a role model which will lead to 

a child's free will and self-determination, not an unhealthy reliance 

on others. 

You don't now nothing 
about me my freinds the big 
ones are very smart one of 
them made a fake I,d the he 
is a ralitive yt say my last 
name on it, it say his a part 
of my famoliy and he ant. 
And he can say that my 
perents can come for me and 
he will take me out of ther 
do you under stand now. My 
friends are smart I'm 
pertectit the 24 owers. 
Daniel: 1/24/91 

An overarching theme in gang participation is protection. 

Protection, though, has more than one significance. Protection can 

be for self-preservation, or it can be the protection of one's barrio 

from encroaching harm or threat. 

If I need help like if 
some one likes to beet me up 
that I cann't beet I can call 
EI Cholo so he can help me or 
if I go to the juveniol he 
takes me out or thing like 
that. 
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[On joining a gang] I'm not 
because, I have one. but, if 
you want to you need friend 
and, be popular in your 
barrio. 

[20 friends] I have alot of 
friends if I name them I will 
need to payges. 
Daniel:l /17/91 

Rosi 

You don't now nothing 
about me my freinds the big 
ones are very smart one of 
them made a fake I,d that 
says the he is a ralitive yt 
say my last name on it, it 
say his a part of my famoliy 
and he ant. And he can say 
that my perents can come 
for me and he will take me 
out of there do you under 
stand now. My friends are 
smart I'm pertectit the 24 
owers. 
Daniel: 1/24/91 

I say that you donn't 
now me because I got power 
in my sieded'but I'm a good 
boy I donn't us it bad I us it 
when I need it. 

My 24-hour protecks 
me because I give them 
some thing but It's a long 
store maeby I can tell you 
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necks time I writ to you OK 
it is adout my dad. 
Daniel: 1/31/91 

What I do with BXL is to 
look after the baRRiO. 

I defend BARRI LlBRE it is 
my favorite I do not know 
what to do if I leave the 
barrio because I love it ve ry 
much I do not go with PJS 
BL C VISTA all those 
baRRiOs they do not suit 
me that is I am Libre. 

Thank you 

That all 
go 

well for you 
Romero:12/20/90 

Biological ties can become pseudo-family ones for children, as 

in the case of Daniel. 
so about my Dad. My 

Dad is a mafioso and that is 
why my mom left him when I 
whas one but I see him alot 
and I'm his febret so that is 
you he tacks cer of me he 
gives wepons to my friends 
and htay get wepens and I 
get peteckchen do you 
understand now he is not her 
now because a othier mafia 
want to kill him so he left 
for now. I hopp he come 
alive. 
Daniel:2/7/91 
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Daniel's relationship with his biological father is oriented around 

his father's industry. Even Daniel states that he and his father do 

not talk about their personal lives. The relationship between father 

and son is an association more than it is a friendship between father 

and son, and revolves around the father's industry. 

Rosi my mom is marid agen 
but it OK because my stap 
dad is OK. Mafia is like a big 
big gang but thay aer drug 
dilers thay pass drugs thier 
the border to sal thim in the 
USA that is the mafia .... 
Daniel:2/14/91 

Rosi 
It a long time sins I 

have spoakend to my dad 
about a year. And I don't 
now how old he is. When we 
tock I never tall about are 
personall live. 
Daniel:4/18/91 

Romero and Daniel describe their gangs from within their unique 

vantage points. While there may be overlap in gang activities, the 

orientation of each gang runs along separate, possibly parallel lines. 

In the case of Romero it is along racial conservation, and in Daniel's 

case it is self-preservation and illicit drug activity of older and . 
expert gang members. 
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Daniel's insight is influenced by his father's mafioso 

perspective. His father as pseudo-parent has a different set of 

mores and values than his mother who left him and married Daniel's 

stepfather. 

Rosi 

I don't wont to be a mafioso 
because I don't want to die 
it is to dengeres to be a 
mafioso, but if a othere 
mafia kills my Dad I'm going 
to get riveng for my Dad. 
But if nothing happens to 
him I'm not going to be a 
mafioso. But I think that he 
can tack car of himself. But 
if he dies I'm next! 
Daniel:3/7/91 

Rosi 
Rosi your verry riet about 
that people thing [think] 
killing is good but there are 
rong about that. My dad does 
not kill people jest because 
he kills tham because that 
person is going to kill him .... 

But his [he's] good. 
Daniel:3/21/91 

Romero's affiliation with the gang came about through his own 

brother's involvement. I-\is gang affiliation is oriented towards 

racial preservation of the Mexicanos and their barrio. Romero 
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explains the intricacies of his affiliation and the loyalty he accords 

to his barrio and the gang. 

I like LA RAZA because I am 
one of them I go with the 
MEXICANOS and well la RAZA 
the americans want to 
strike what have we done to 
them? but there is a war 
between the MEXICANOS and 
the americans they are 
fighting with bats and with 
guns with all those things 
and well there is a ware 
between them. The chicanos 
now go with the americans 
before they would go with 
the MEXICANOS1 but now 
they go with the americanos. 
I go with LA RAZA #1 
because I am MEXICANO that 
is why I go with LA RAZA. 
They now call me ROCK.They 
have killed many of them but 
I am not afraid I am a Libre 
and I will never betray them 
because they are my 
CAMARADAS [COMRADES] 
Romero:12/13/90 

Romero and Daniel's sharing of their gang affiliation is not 

boisterous nor an intent to intimidate, but are attempts on their 

part to share aspects of their life in the manner in which they 

respectively experience th.em. Given that I have demonstrated my 

interest in their interpretations of their lived experiences, by the 

second year of the research, Romero and Daniel are willing to 
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disclose more private aspects of their lives in order to educate me 

on the matter. 

I enjoy telling all of that to 
you so that you know 
everything about gangs there 
is much more=mas gangs 
like the PI'S VISTA BARRIO 
viejo and many others. 
Romero:12/13/90 

What alth do you want to 
now about me. I will anser 
every thing. 
Daniel: 1/24/91 

15.4 Not-Friends and Enemies. Two remaining categories of 

relationships are those of not-friends and enemies. Not-friends are 

those peers who are simply not friends, be it because of how they 

act, what they do, or what they think. By virtue of the 

aforementioned characteristics, peers are not-friends. Whereas 

there may be other peers who are neither here nor there, not-friends 

are a class apart. Daniel explains, for example, who his not-friends 

are and why. 

And those that are not my 
friends are Lolo, Mariano C., 
Freddo G. and Aleman. 
Daniel:S/2S/90 

I do not like Lolo because he 
is always fighting and he is 
stuck up and Freddo also and 
Aleman. 
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Daniel:5/31/90 

[How are you different from 
kids like Lolo?] not much 
but, we are not that ming 
[mean] like Lolo. 
Daniel:1 117/91 

It is not just a matter of attitude as Daniel explains, but also a 

matter of how parents have brought up their children, as in the case 

of Lolo. 

It is not Lolos fait it is his 
mama for not taking ker of 
him and his brothers felt to 
because his brother are 
mariguanos and they are 
meen with ho ever gous in 
ther barrio. But my gang all 
redy mes them up more the 
one time. If LoLo gets in 
trobol The Chaves could help 
him. But there is a trobal 
I'm a chave to because my 
dad is sister of LoLos ant. 
Daniel:1 117/91 

Daniel's denouncement is to not to be taken lightly, for Lolo's 

family, as is Daniel's father, is indeed involved in drug trafficking. 

With family members in prison, others on the lam, and still others 

maintaining the family's industry, it is not easy to overlook the 

family's cross border dru~ involvement. There is not only a gang 

brush between Lolo and Daniel, but a familial tie as well, which 
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dealt with at some point and time. 
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More importantly, though, it is Daniel's summation that Lolo is 

not at fault for his behavior, but it is his family that is responsible. 

Thus reaffirming the pseudo-family contention discussed earlier, 

which in this case overrides any familial ties, but reiterates the 

pseudo-family as imposing the mores and values of its own 

productive efforts. Lolo's family is not concerned with the healthy 

development of its children, Lolo and cousin Pura among them,3 but 

the productive development- of its industry in the drug trade and 

related violence. 

Enemies are in a category shrouded by grave seriousness. 

Enemies are transgressors who have crossed a fine line of what is 

acceptable behavior. Enemies are not to be trusted and must be kept 

at bay. To do so requires great resources, even gang membership, if 

push comes to shove. 

Rosi 

I told my mom about it 
[enemies at the middle 
school] and she said that she 
mit move so I can go to 
Saffer. So I em not goint 
tow Watefeold. I got all my 
enimis makeing trobol and 
when I went to 3th grade I 
made alot alot of enyimis 
and thaye are going to 
Watefiold but I'm not ......... . 
Daniel: 5/ 1 5/91 
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Children as young as those in 5th and 6th grades, and even 

younger, are already pressured by relationships of fear and 

intimidation. They are worried about enemies and other children 

who will harm them emotionally or physically, and it is a real 

threat to many. These relationships begin to limit children's 

activity, but also to coerce children into unsavory protective 

relationships. The lure of protection by the gang becomes important 

to children who wish to protect themselves from their enemies. 

1 5.5 Summary. The knowledge generated about children's 

friendships and relationships amplifies what are the underpinnings 

of children's uniqueness of character and viewpoints. The term 

friends can no longer be seen as a general category of relationship, 

but a vague term for very specific relationships. 

The form and shape that relationships take, have a foreboding 

quality in that they foretell who children will become and what will 

be of importance to them as individuals. The significance of this 

awareness comes in the present adult activity to the quality of 

mediators we provide for children. 
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1 Martin, Romero's brother, was "kicked out" of the house by late 1993. Martin had 
begun to rebel against the stepmother and was fighting back. Martin was also getting in 
trouble outside of the home and had already spent time in juvenile detention. By the end 
of the year, after being kicked out of the house, Martin was arrested for auto theft. He 
presently faces deportation for his crime, given that his immigration papers are not in 
order. 

Romero's loss (his brother) has made it that much more important for him to keep out 
reach of his stepmother's wrath, and continue caring for his younger sister, who he feels 
has no one else but him. On a good note, Romero was happy to add that his family had 
received an appointment to put their immigration papers in order. 

2 And yet this same relationship is not established with sister Giselle and parents. 
Unlike her sister, Susana, Giselle seeks the best friend and pseudo-family relationship, 
with Lena's sister and a group of girls forming a loose knit gang. Already by the 8th 
grade, 1993 - 1994 academic year, Giselle has under the guidance of her friends 
brought a knife to school, been suspended, been referred to Juvenile Court, and attended 
counseling and educational sessions or the dangers of weapons. 

How has the pseudo-family influenced Giselle? 'Once at school, Giselle changes into 
more 'appropriate' clothing, she puts on heavy makeup, she skips classes, and she 
establishes a boyfriend relationship. All of which were deemed inappropriate and hence 
taboo at home. 

It was not until after a school suspension, that news of Giselle's alter life reached the 
family. To the shock of her parents, this was not the daughter the family had been 
sending to school. 

More recently, Giselle, who turned 14 on June 16, 1994, took the family's vehicle 
while mother and grandmother were at a medical appointment and older sister Susana 
was at school. Giselle took the vehicle without permission, without insurance, and 
without driving experience, on a short joyride. Upon her return home, she plowed down 
the fence surrounding the family's home. Additionally she took her younger brother and 
toddler cousin along, while both were left temporarily under her care. 

For the parents especially, this has been and continues to be a difficult time. They try 
not to show preference to their other children who are far removed from Giselle's 
activities, and demonstrate support for Giselle's own unique identity. In spite of endless 
talks with Giselle and eventual punishment for her continuing transgressions, they 
remain on pins and needles as they attempt to pull their daughter back in to the 
immediate family's fold. 

Giselle is pleasant and charismatic. But her desire to please her friends, who she 
considers far more important than her parents, or her own well being, leads her to act 
differently, doing things which she no longer perceives as inappropriate or wrong. 

The pain and frustration is visible in her parents eyes, actions, and the manner in 
which they speak to Giselle. They know who they are pitted against, and that they are the 
underdog. All they can do is to continue talking to their daughter, loving her, and 
watching her closely. They are afraid of alienating Giselle, with any stronger reactions, 
for fear of losing her completely. 

More recently, however, the strain has proven overwhelming to the family. As Susana 
explains 
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Par otra parte mi papDas que se ponen a alegar por cualquier tonteria y al rato los 
dos tienen unas alegatas y yo les digo que parecen perros y gatos los dos peleandose 
y mas se enojen conmigo. 

Quisiera platicar con mis padres a veces sabre tantas casas pero no se puede 
porque hay mamDa, van hacer una tormenta en un vasa de agua. 

[On the other hand my parents that are arguing about any silly thing. And later the 
2 have these huge arguments and I tell them that they look like dogs and cats the two 
fighting and they get angrier with me. 

I would like to chat with my parents sometimes about so many things but it cannot 
be done because oh mother, they are going to make a storm out of a glass of water.] 
(Susana: Letter dated 10/4/94) 

The tragedy of this already tragic situation is that the relationships that Susana had 
established with her parents as friends and confidants has changed. Susana can no longer 
share her problems with them. 

3During the fifth grade Lola had several brushes with school suspension. In the sixth 
grade, while attending another elementary school he was asked not to return after an 
undisclosed incident with a female teacher. Lola's questionable behavior generally 
involved physical threats and lewd acts directed at female peers. In the years since 
elementary school, Lola has be~n remanded to Juvenile Detention for undisclosed 
infractions. 
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CHAPTER 16 

ACTIVITIES AND ARTIFACTS OF CHILDREN'S PRODUCTION 

The physicalities of children's lives, the result of inner life 

reflections and daily toil, are found in the activities and artifacts of 

children's own production. Complementing the inner world and the 

friendships and relationships in the lives of children, are the more 

concrete activities which occupy children's public lives. By public 

lives, I mean to encor:npass the physical aspects of children's lives, 

both private and public, given that for all their appreciable 

distinctions, there remains a publicness about both the private and 

public life, as they are both commonly shared with others. What is 

unique in looking at children's public lives is the enigma of children 

themselves. Children who are popular, loud, and boisterous, children 

who are reserved, shy, and withdrawn, and children who are 

defensive, or volatile are all under the physical cover of those 

defenses very complicated children indeed. 

The activities and artifacts of children's production can be 

spiritual, mental, social, or material goods. Children's productive 

activities are not limited to one form alone, but evidenced across a 

myriad of forms. I have deliberately selected these 4 forms in 

characterizing children's activities and artifacts in order to 

emphasize the degrees of separateness in children's production, but 

also to intimate the complexity of children's productive lives. 

While mental and spiritual forms may appear similar in the 

production of some children, it is not for others. And while the 
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activities and artifacts of the mind, for example, may appear too 

physical in their production, they remain tied to the mind's 

production, and therefore distinguishable from social and material 

forms of children's production. Additionally, mental and spiritual 

activities and artifacts are linked more closely to children's inner 

lives, whereas social and material activities are tied to children's 

more public lives. 

Children's dialogue on their activities is actively guided by 

verbs in the construction of questions and statements. The 

following verbs, for example,' are frequently used to denote the 

corresp'onding form of the activity. Spiritual: believe and feel. 

Mental: think, wish, would like and know. Social: make and get. 

Material: do (e.g., participate, learn, study, write) and be. These 

verbs are among the verbs more prominently used by children to 

describe the activities and resultant artifacts of their productive 

lives. 

This chapter is organized by a discussion of these 4 forms of 

activities and artifacts of children's active production: spiritual, 

mental, social, and material, and will be followed by children's 

respective dialogues, in chapter form, as they pertain to their 

productive lives. The discussion of forms of activity and artifacts 

will adumbrate what are the distinctions of each by pointing to the 

unique use of verbs. Children's dialogue, then, will highlight chapter 

by chapter the activities 'and artifacts of each child, beginning with 

Lena, followed by Alberto, Cristal, Daniel, Susana, and Romero. 
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16.1 Spiritual Deliberations: Activities and Artifacts. Along 

with children's mental activities and artifacts, children's spiritual 

production forms part of the core of children's inner most being. 

Beyond religiosity, the adherence to ritual, the physical 

manifestation of spiritualness is evidenced in thought, act, and 

word. While religion and spirituality may co-exist, they are not 

synonymous. More importantly, children's spiritualness permeates 

and influences all forms of children's production. 

Unlike other deliberations, spir~tual deliberations are not 

forthright. They require of the listener a keenness of intuition and 

sensibility. Children who voluntarily discuss their spiritual 

activities and the artifacts of its production, do so with confidence 

and a great control, guiding the listener throughout. What 

statements or questions guide children's spiritual activities and 

produce its artifacts? Statements and questions infused by the 

verbs believe and feel give insight into that spiritualness. For 

example, "I believe," or "I feel." 

16.2 Deliberations of the Mind: Activities and Artifacts. The 

activity of the mind when harnessed by children to focus their 

thoughts on possibilities and potentialities lies at the core of the 

essence of being. Such private thoughts, rarely evidenced in the 

more visible aspects of children's lives, flourish nonetheless. 
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Like spirituality, its counterpart in children's way of being in 

the world, mental deliberations, when attended to and fomented by 

the child, pervade not only the child's mind, but corporeal existence, 

as well. 

How is it that children speak about the activity and artifacts 

of the mind's production? When an established relationship. of 

rapport and mutual respect is founded, the talk is casual, yet deeply 

charged. It is guided by verbs in the form of questions and 

statements such as, "What if?," "I think," "I wish," "I would like," 

and "I don't know" (e.g., "I know," "Who knows"). 

1 6.3 Social Deliberations: Activities and Artifacts. Children's 

social activities and artifacts are marked by the suggestion of the 

verbs make and gain. In their social production, children seek to 

make and gain friendships and other relationships, as well as to 

engage themselves in activities with others. 

Social activities and artifacts are as important to some 

children as spiritual and mental activities and artifacts are to other 

children. In fact, for some children, social and material activities 

and artifacts remain at the core of their being, it is wholly who they 

are, and what they strive for in life. 

Children's dialogue regarding their social productions 

materializes, especially, during periods of crises in a relationship 

or acquisition of the same. There is a fervor in the discussion and 

notable distress at such points in children's lives, as they reflect on 
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the potential social gain or loss. Yet other productions of children's 

social activities and artifacts, though, are complementary to 

children's spiritual and mental life. 

16.4 Material Deliberations: Activities and Artifacts. Along with 

social activities and artifacts, children's material productions 

dominate aspects of children's more public lives. Statements and 

questions guided by the verbs read, participate, study, learn, and be 

infuse material productions, and demonstrate the activity and 

artifacts of this more tangible aspect of children's corporealness. 

Far beyond the limitations of physical observations, children's 

own dialogue attests to their material production. Of particular 

Significance, are children's professed activity with reading, 

studying, and learning as discussed not within school contexts, but 

beyond, as characteristic of children's own material meanderings 

and subsequent production. 

16.5 Children's Productive Lives. Children's dialogue, in the 

chapters that follow, will be presented such that the reader will be 

facilitated a greater sense of the initial dialogue interaction, its 

evolution in the journal process, and the course of its many 

directions in the lives of its authors, as these children share their 

thoughts, beliefs, and feelings. I believe that I foment this 

awareness by extensively showcasing each child's written discourse. 
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These dialogues begin in the Spring of 1 990, during the latter 

part of the 5th grade school year. My initial acquaintance with 

most of these children, however, began in the Fall of 1989, when 

they were 4th grade students. That relationship remained at an 

observational level in the classroom, with very little dialogue 

between the children and myself. 
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CHAPTER 17 

CULTURAL ANTECEDENTS: FAMILIAL, FOLK, AND POPULAR 

Thus not only is history being made without self
awareness on the part of those supposedly 
committed to the child, but the social reality 
depicted by contemporary history is both 
inaccurate and inauthentic. there is gross 
misinformation and distortion presented to 
researchers and "expert" educators alike, precisely 
because only the topmost observable level of 
reality is considered, from the perspective of a 
fact-gathering 'scientific' linear, research 
paradigm. (Suransky,.1977, p. 293) 

Cultural antecedents to present day children's social worlds 

are found in familial, folk, and popular cultural elements. 

Antecedents are in the traditional sense all those that have gone 

before. Yet, antecedents also embody all that which is manifesting 

itself in the present. The present, after all, is quickly fodder for the 

past. The social world as it develops, takes from here and there, 

commingling analogous and dissimilar parts to the whole. The 'mix,' 

therefore, of cultural elements is unique for each child. For the 

children who are the study of this dissertation, for example, there 

are well established antecedents available, to be found in home, 

community, and school. Those antecedents, however, do not find a 

particular niche in the social world of each child, nor are they in it, 

marked by the same degree of relevance. 

The child appropriates to each of these cultural elements an 

importance or significance that consequently breathes life into 

respective antecedents, as they become a part of the child's social 
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world. While select cultural antecedents become engrained in the 

life of a child, others do not, or they remain at the periphery of who 

the child is. An influential aspect of the cultural antecedent is its 

social constructive na~ure in larger society. That is, what cultural 

antecedents are made available to children, have been made so 

through social processes which have facilitated their prominence in 

the life of the child. 

The discussion in this chapter is organized to begin with what 

are familial, folk, and popular cultural antecedents in the lives of 

children in South Tucson, more specifically as they materialize in 

the lives of Lena, Alberto, Crista I, Daniel, Susana, and Romero. A 

subsequent discussion will be especially marked by the ideas of D. B. 

EI'konin as found in Venger et al. (1990) and B. D. EI'konin (1994) on 

mediators as messengers of children's potential futures. For it is in 

the embodiment, I believe, of these mediators, that cultural 

antecedents are to be found. Subsequently, a discussion on the 

consequences of available and absent mediators to children's 

potential futures concludes the chapter. 

17.1 Familial Antecedents. Familial antecedents are those 

cultural elements nurtured by the family over time, as found in 

knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors. The significance of the family in 

the development of the child notwithstanding, the family culture 

may be embraced, altogetner shunned, or co-opted, by the child, as I 

will explain shortly. 
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Family knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors though they may 

originate in the past, are renewed in their contact with new family 

ties, experiences, and contexts. The relevance of that cultural body, 

however, is not always evident. In contrast, for example, to more 

urbanized surroundings, the cultural body may no longer be 

compatible with the lives of children. Subsequently, children must 

counter the cultural b9dy of the family within the immediate 

framework of their lives--all the while incorporating, adapting, and 

rejecting the precedents set before them, in order to allow for those 

precedents to fit within the'ir own flourishing cultural body. 

17.1.1 Material and Moral Definitions of the Family. The family 

ethic, the rules and standards of comportment, and its material 

representations are the foundation of family relations, and 

consequently children's relationships with others. The relevance, 

however, that each child places on those foundations, influences 

greatly the nature of relationships and the child's own vision of the 

world. If we were to conceptually examine the ethics of the 

families of the children in this dissertation, we would find that they 

all hold a concern for the well being of their respective children, and 

that there is a strong sense of morals and values. The individual 

manifestations of those concerns and mores, however, would be 

notably disparate. 

The purpose of this 'chapter is not to pit right and wrong 

against each other, for without proper context there is no right or 



wrong. Instead, the goal of the discussion in this chapter is to 

understand the child's actions within the cultural milieus which 

embody the child. 

The standards of right and wrong, or good and bad, by which 

morals and values are held, though, tell little of the choices 
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families and children, alike, make. More appropriately, the questions 

to ask are Why this? and Why not that? Why is there not agreement 

on what is good or bad, right or wrong? and Why not consider 

alternatives to ascribed definitions? The answers lie in the 

cultural antecedent of family, as well· as the folk and popular 

cultural antecedents to be discussed following this section. 

Susana's family lives the theme of work and sacrifice. To get 

ahead in life, one must work. Susana has embraced this ethic in her 

own philosophy and action. In accord, she respects her parent's 

knowledge and beliefs, and has allowed them to inform her own. 

Susana's sister, Giselle, on the other hand, remains aloof to that 

cultural body, they take a backseat to her own cultural antecedents. 

Giselle's ethic conflicts with that of the family, as does, 

consequently, Giselle's vision of her own future. 

Lena does not embrace her mother's cultural antecedents, she 

co-opts them as her own. And there is an incongruence between 

what Lena's mother teaches and what she practices. Lena's co

optation, creates a great deal of conflict between daughter and 

mother, and subsequently' daughter and society at large. Lena's 

ethics are based on her mother's adaptations to her own pursuits. 



Her mother's knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors are tinged by her 

unique approach to life, which hinges on relationships. 

Cristal is surrounded by the cultural antecedents of family. 
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Family members pervade her knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors. This 

cultural body, though, is not steeped in labor practices, but in the 

relationships between family members, and the family cycle of 

ritual: birth, childcare, celebrations, and development to adulthood. 

Alberto, like Cristal, follows the family's cultural antecedents of 

family unity and life. 

Daniel has divergent familial antecedents. His mother and 

stepfather to one side, and his biological father to the other. More 

specifically, there are the folk antecedents of family unity and life 

to one side, and the popular cultural antecedent of gang life to the 

other. Both of which coexist and reside in Daniel's cultural body, yet 

they are at polar extremes. Daniel's cultural constructions remain 

at the crossroads to his own future. 

Romero follows his deceased mother's cultural antecedents 

and supplements them with those of his own making. His father and 

stepmother remain at the periphery. While the stepmother has 

directly brushed Romero aside, his father has done so indirectly by 

virtue of his lethargic response. Romero has simultaneously created 

his own distance from this family's knowledge, beliefs, and 

behaviors. Neither embracing nor co-opting those familial 

antecedents, Romero has 'chosen to be inconscient of them, for his 

own well being. It is Romero's strategy for survival in the family. 
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17.1.2 Children in the Family Culture. The family unit's 

construction of childhood is as unique as its cultural antecedents. 

The manner in which families raise their children, whether it is a 

deliberate endeavor or a seemingly haphazard effort, reflects on the 

culture of children in the family. Standard definitions of childhood 

lose meaning within the confines of family life, if they lack the 

essential elements of daily human experience which render 

childhood as diverse as the individuals who live it. 

Notions of childhood which espouse views of innocence and 

leisure as qualities of life of the child do exist in part, for Crista I 

and Alberto. Cristal and Alberto, respectively, live surrounded by 

adults, both physically and in mental presence, and are afforded 

more time to dwell on the pleasures of play and friends, and 

consequently the disappointments of the same. While Cristal is a 

middle child, she is also the only girl, conversely, Alberto has only 

one older sibling, thus isolating him from typical sibling cohorts. 

Coincidentally, both Cristal and Alberto are being raised in female 

head of household homes. 

Susana and Daniel are also benefactors of the family's 

benevolence towards child's play and friends, but perhaps because of 

their older sibling status, Susana and Daniel are required to assume 

greater responsibilities in the physical and emotional care of 

younger siblings, and other duties in the household. Yet Romero, like 

Susana and Daniel, is also a caregiver sibling. The penultimate 
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sibling in his family, with 2 older siblings, Romero cares for his 

younger sister. A second stepfamily and half sibling family envelops 

them as well. It is predominantly to his biological sister's physical 

and emotional care that Romero has appointed himself. Yet he also 

periodically watches over both his half siblings and step siblings. 

The care Romero provides for his sister, though, is more comparable 

to what their own mother had previously provided (e.g., cooking, 

washing and ironing clothing, and emotional support). 

In more traditional Spanish speaking families, it is customary 

to refer to children who lose· one parent as orphaned, more so than 

typically done in the United States. Romero is an orphan. He has 

been deprived by his mother's death. The deprivation has placed 

Romero and his 2 minor siblings in another class of childhood 

citizenry, that of a childhood denied. Not only do these children no 

longer enjoy the love and nurturance of their mother, they are now 

displaced and unwanted burdens, and must bear the consequences of 

that status in their new family unit. 

Other important roles played by children in the family unit, are 

those of language and cultural brokers. Susana, for example, as does 

Romero to a certain degree, plays a pivotal role in the family as a 

language broker, translator and interpreter, for her parents and 

herself, and even for extended family, to and from the school, and 

social and private agencies. It is noteworthy to emphasize that as 

language and cultural brokers, for example, children not only assist 

and further parents~ causes, but that they also perform duties for 
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themselves which parents would otherwise effect, were it not for 

the language and cultural barriers, and in many instances the added 

cultural barriers experienced from rural to urban communities. 

Lena, unlike ~omero who is orphaned, has no father to speak of. 

But it is also the case with her siblings and their biological fathers. 

Lena's childhood is one haphazardly marked by consistent 

inconsistencies. The visible absence of a father and the augmenting 

sibling pool have created a void in Lena's childhood. Additionally, 

Lena's mother focuses her energies and interests on the latest 

relationship and most recent offspring. Similarly, Lena's childhood 

activities, and that of her siblings, have been dedicated to seeking 

out friendships which will provide them unflinching attention, love, 

and loyalty, that they futilely compete for at home. Though still a 

child, Lena's actions are far from innocent. The innocence and 

leisure of being a child has been lost on Lena, who has had to 

compete and conspire to secure the nurturance and love of friends. 

Though Susana's family is the only one with both biological 

parents, and both Daniel and Romero live in stepfamily households, 

the presence of a father or absence thereof, is no guarantee of 

securing the benefits of a childhood that foments the healthy 

development of its children. Single female head of households are to 

be found in the families of Cristal, Alberto, and Lena. Yet these 

households are by no means similar, nor are they any the worse by 

virtue of the family's composition. The nature of relationships 
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formed within the family, though, strongly implies the propensity 

for healthy childhoods or troubled ones. 

17.2 Folk Antecedents. Folk antecedents are those cultural 

antecedents originating in the tradition of a people, typically 

reflecting the lifestyle of a majority of those people. More 

specifically, folk antecedents for the children of this dissertation, 

are to be found in the Mexican community of South Tucson. The 

material and moral definitions of family, for example, and the 

location of the child in the family cu~ture, are what define the folk 

antecedent. And while those folk antecedents may not be readily 

evident to the observer, they are practiced in the daily routines of 

the community of South Tucson. They are evidenced in the collective 

of homes and families forming in each neighborhood of the 

community, in the recesses of the same. 

17.2.1 Material and Moral Definitions of Folk Culture. Material 

and moral definitions of the folk tradition are concerned with the 

righteous development of the child and the continual correction of 

the child in the event of errant behavior. Within those material and 

moral definitions, respect, thoughtfulness, and morality are 

foremost. In an earlier chapter on the mesosystem and its 

composite microsystems, material and moral definitions of the folk 

culture were alluded to in the discussion. 
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For the Mexican community of South Tucson, the folk culture's 

moral and material definitions have remained at the backdrop of 

other cultural antecedents, be they familial or popular. Folk culture 

has effused itself in the community's day to day undertakings of, for 

example, child rearing, gastronomy, celebration, and interactions 

between individuals and institutions. Interactions between 

individuals and institutions, are especially marked by the silence 

afforded to representatives of institutions, most notable in schools 

with teachers and administrators, and with local government and 

public officials. This silence, elsewhere interpreted as apathy and 

disinterest is the folk cultural respect for institutions and 

individuals. However, the knowledge gained through those 

interactions has not gone unheeded in the folk culture. The folk 

culture represented in the mesosystem readily details what are and 

have been the discrimination of the Mexican population in South 

Tucson and Tucson. The folk culture has chosen, in light of the 

subordination of their community and themselves as a people, to live 

on their cultural traditions in the shadow of that oppression. 

17.2.2 Children in Folk Culture. The location of children in the 

folk culture has been a position of subservience to the adult. 

Whether for good or for bad, children have been expected to yield to 

the adult. As in the case of Mr. Navarro and Mr. Villegas in and 

earlier chapter, there were good features and bad features alike in 

the subservience of children to the adult. Neither of which merits 
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full replication. For one, parental severity, tempered with a 

compassion for the child's overall well being, was indicated in the 

discipline of the child out of fear of losing the child to popular 

mores. 

Severity was also exercised outside of the folk culture, in the 

popular culture, for example, of the school and classroom. The 

severity with which children in school were dealt with by adult 

teachers and staff, however, was not for the benefit of the child, but 

as a retort to the child's cultural milieu. This in effect resulted in a 

supplanting of the folk culttJral antecedent, with popular cultural 

antecedents, which allowed for certain forms of discipline in the 

school and classroom yet prohibited them in the home. 

Folk antecedents of respect, thoughtfulness, and morality, 

overarchingly serve as the backbone of a community. They establish 

and maintain the location of the child within the community, and the 

expectations of the community vis-a-vis the child. They also lend a 

socio-historical significance to the community as a mesosystem, in 

relationship to the exosystem of local government and the 

macrosystem in the form of policies and traditions of the larger 

system of government. These antecedents are what link the child to 

her or his community, socially and historically. 

17.3 Popular Antecedents. Popular antecedents abound in the 

cultural milieu emanating' from entertainment, be it periodicals, 

music, television, or motion pictures, for example, as well as in 
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popular treatments of children in society, be it schooling or in local 

government, as found in the exosystem. Schooling practices and 

those effected by local governmental practices, as found for 

example, in the discipline and education of children, and the location 

of children within local government, in loco parentis, are popular 

antecedents. As such, these popular cultural antecedents serve ~o 

reinforce commonalities and characteristics in generations of 

children, as do those promulgated in the mass media. Among the 

cultural icons popularized amongst the children of this dissertation 

during the years of 1990 to'1991, for example, were music, 

entertainers, wrestlers, and toys. Among them 

• Music/Television/Motion Pictures: 'La Raza' [song], Rock, and 
Rap/The Simpsons, Saved by the Bell, and Spanish language 
Telenovelas [Daytime dramas, also shown in the evening]/Ghost 
Busters, Child's Play. 

• Entertainers: David Lee Roth, Young M.C., Milli Vanilli, Paula 
Abdul, Alice Cooper, Eazy E, Janet Jackson, Aerosmith, Vanilla 
Ice, and Metallica. 

• Wrestlers: Ultimate Warrior, Hulk Hogan 
• Electronic Toys: Game Boy, Nintendo, Genesis 

to name but a few. With few exceptions, these popular icons all 

belong to English monolingual culture, and are constituents of the 

latest vogue. 

17.3.1 Material and Moral Definitions of Popular Culture. 
i 

However depressed the economy of the community may be, its 

children quickly adopt the material and moral definitions of popular 
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culture, and strive to remain at the forefront of the latest consumer 

trends. Few children, indeed, do not sport the latest trend in 

footwear, clothing and hair accoutrements. Additionally, many 

children are quick to mimic the poses, jargon, and attitude of the 

latest video and motion picture releases. For these children, the 

closer the approximation to the original, the more accomplished they 

become. Thus the ultimate goal of the consumerist child is 

iconolatry, to emulate as fully as possible the images, symbols, and 

idols of popular culture. 

Entertainment and marketing imaging, however amusing their 

representations, are industrial manifestations, nonetheless. And 

yet, children, youth, and adults, alike, quickly co-opt the images 

portrayed therein. However extravagant the influence may be, it 

becomes absorbed into daily reality, and takes on a living form in 

the popular culture. 

One example of popular cultural antecedents is found in rock 

musician, Alice Cooper. Alice Cooper's music can be typified along 

the lines of hard rock. In the presentation of his concerts, Alice 

Cooper gives his fans a theatrical stage show. Clad in leather and 

chains, and donning heavy surrealist makeup, Alice Cooper performs 

his music in a horror show atmosphere of violence, with whips, 

chains and beheadings. Although not a new artist, Alice Cooper has a 

faithful following of fans. Among those fans are children in South 

Tucson. And while these 'children espouse the images of Alice 

Cooper the artist, and strive to emulate him, unbeknownst to them is 
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the individual behind the image of Alice Cooper. Alice Cooper is in 

actuality, Vince Furnier, the middle-aged son of a minister. 

Additionally, Mr. Furnier lives in Paradise Valley, an exclusive area 

in Phoenix, .Arizona. A neighbor of Mr. Furnier's is former Senator 

Barry Goldwater. These facts are all lost on the children who look 

upon Alice Cooper the icon. Instead, they foment the shallow 

marketing image presented as the sum of the whole. While, 

ironically Mr. Furnier shares the social life of his Paradise Valley 

neighbors, such as Senator Goldwater, children are basing their 

social lives on marketed images like those of Alice Cooper. 

More recently, this same phenomena is repeated in other 

marketed forms of entertainment, such as Barney the Dinosaur, The 

Lion King, the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, and the X-Men, to name 

but a few. Such popular icons are created and promoted for material 

purposes. As I have suggested above, many living icons, themselves, 

do not espouse the images they promote, unless of course they 

themselves are also taken in by those images. Thus material and 

moral definitions of popular culture, generally remain at the level of 

superficiality, to which mythical proportions are often embellished, 

giving the impression of depth and substance. 

Elsewhere, in the confines of school and under the guidance of 

the exosystem, children are adapted to adhere to other material and 

moral definitions of popular cultural antecedents. These 

definitions, however, often clash with those of popular media. 

However, children are subjected to this other form of cultural 
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antecedent during their educational careers. Whether children 

accept these cultural antecedents and flourish within the 

institutional body of school, or whether they reject them and 

become party to them in loco parentis, in the form of local 

governmental intervention (Le., juvenile court system), children do 

not escape these educational and social popular antecedents. These 

forms of popular antecedent are highly influenced by social, 

economic, and political motivators, than they are by pedagogical 

concerns for children. Recall, for example, the education of Mexican 

children in South Tucson and- the popular antecedents of schooling, 

much more concerned with the socialization, via subordination, of 

the children of South Tucson, rather than the academic preparation, 

used as a guise by representatives of the exosystem in place, of 

those same children. 

17.3.2 Children in Popular Culture. The location of children in 

popular culture is one of exploitation. The child exists in the 

popular culture as a mass consumer and a malleable subject for the 

reproduction of social and economic classes. The material artifacts 

of children's culture, those not produced by children themselves, are 

linked directly, for example, to the marketing and entertainment 

industries, as well as prevailing social theories and practices. As 

such, these industries offer an abundance of prepackaged superficial 

mindsets. As found, for example, in the clothing, music, video, toys, 

and accessories linked to one popular image. This same approach is 
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utilized elsewhere, for example, in schools and on the streets, in 

gangs, where children are encouraged to become one with the 

prevailing mindset (e.g., be they educational approaches or antisocial 

activities). Lest they be scorned, children are encouraged to join the 

repertoire of these popular cultural antecedents, be they in the 

formal institutions of schooling or the informal manifestations of 

the gang. Independent thinking and decision making, in the popular 

culture is highly discouraged and is considered dissension, in fact. 

17.4 Mediators to Potential Futures. In Chapter 3, I presented the 

theoretical premise of EI'konin. Recall that in it, EI'konin argued 

that adult society has not been experienced by the child as a place of 

habitat. This point was made in the work of Venger et aI., (1990) in 

discussing EI'konin's theoretical approach to child psychology. As 

such, the suggestion was that the adult surmise of the child's 

existence as an adaptation to the adult community did not reflect 

the reality of children's lives. But instead, that the child's 

existence should be examined as a constructive approach to the adult 

community, as well as to the child's own development. Additionally, 

this would require of the adult to form new attitudes and 

relationships with the child. Attitudes and relationships that 

encompass the child as an active agent in their formation. Thus, the 

child and the child's life are to be considered as far from static. But 

dynamic, in perpetual motion and change, as the child comes in 

contact with environments and individuals. 
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Which brings us to the topic of this section, mediators to 

potential futures. As individuals in children's environments, adults 

wittingly or unwittingly serve as mediators to children's potential 

futures. How the adult acknowledges and accepts her or his role in 

relation to the child follows in the discussion of available and 

absent mediators. 

17.4.1 Available Mediators. Adults or older children in adult

child relationships have a potential role to serve in the form of 

mediators. As mediators they present a vision of the future for the 

child. More specifically, they present a vision of what the future for 

the child mayor may not be. The representation of the child's 

potential is proffered in personal features and qualities of the 

mediator. These relationships between child and mediator are, in 

Bronfenbrenner's (1979) seminal work, termed dyads. Dyads are 

sociologically significant relationships between 2 individuals. 

Dyadic relationships between the child and the mediator have been 

evidenced throughout this work. Further, they have been evidenced 

in positively contributing dyads, which is the goal of the mediator, 

and malfunctioning dyads, the equivalent of absent mediators. For 

example, as mediators, Susana's parents do not offer themselves as 

static representations of her potential future, but pos~t the 

possibilities and potentialities of a future in the investment made 

in her studies. 
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17.4.2 Absent Mediators. Mediators are to be considered 

absent by virtue of their failure to offer positive features and 

qualities of the child's potential future. Absent mediators present 

negative or malfunctioning representations of the child's potential 

future. Often those dyads are not concerned with the child, but the 

adult's activities and relationships. More specifically, abs.ent 

mediators in this work, have been personified in individuals (e.g., 

parents, teachers, and peers) who failed to meet the child's needs to 

actively form her or his own attitudes and relationships to others in 

a process of progressively changing roles and ongoing development. 

Instead of allowing for the constructiveness of the child's role in 

society, absent mediators have forced the adaptation of the child to 

more intrinsic stereotypes of, for example, minority, low income or 

childlike. Malfunctioning dyads, are initially found in absent or 

preoccupied parents or adults, for example, as in Romero or Lena's 

situations, and more recently in Susana's family, and are 

compounded by the indifference found in other dyads. Those are 

dyads that replicate the failure to move beyond stagnant 

representations of children as adaptive to the adult community, to 

responsive perceptions of the child and the child's development as 

dynamic. In her own work, Suransky (1977) has found similar 

circumstances to children's non-adaptiveness, and written that 

the child that breaks the residual rules, that emerges as 
incompletely socialized is ascribed labels of deviance viz. 
'troublemaker,' 'non-worker,' 'problematical,' 'learning 
disabled,' and 'hyperactive' -- where the failure to confirm to 
object, spatial and temporal norms is translated into a 



medical model disease paradigm of metal pathology and 
deviance. (p. 265) 
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17.5 Conclusion. The elaboration of the ecological system 

enveloping the lives of the children of this study is a substantial 

contribution to understanding the social, political, and economic 

conditions which often elude scrutiny in discussions of these 

children and their community, as well as other minority 

communities. Often, discussions on South Tucson revolve about the 

notion of problem, as discussed earlier. Yet the problem of South 

Tucson is not one inherent in' the population per se, but the 

imposition of stereotypes and the subordination of the population. 

In the ecological system of macro-, exo-, meso-, and microsystem 

this conclusion was revealed. 

For example, contentions of South Tucson's lower income 

levels and years of educational attainment, become disturbing in 

light of several factors revealed in the discussion of the 

macrosystem. Discrepancies were discussed in earlier chapters 

when educational and economic characteristics were contrasted 

between South Tucson and Tucson, and the added revelation was 

made that South Tucson's employed citizens do not for the most part 

work in South Tucson. These discrepancies cannot be explained by 

so-called cultural "deficiencies" as they have in the past, but in 

regards to social, political, and economic factors at work . . 
In the exosystem, local government perspectives lend a 

revealing portraiture of the perceptions held of South Tucson 
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community members. This portrait was revealing due to the many 

often contradictory interpretations offered. And while the portrait 

was less a composite of the community as a whole, it served to 

expl~in the misconceptions perpetrated and maintained of South 

Tucson as apathetic, immoral, and criminal. While those perceptions 

may have validity in the description of a few certain individuals, 

they fail to encompass the community of South Tucson as a whole. 

As such, the perceptions reveal a much more disturbing revelation, 

the continued subordination of South Tucson. 

The mesosystem revealed a community and population unlike 

that shared by the other systems. It revealed a population aware of 

its subordination under dominant culture and society, while 

discrediting many of the stereotypes and conceptions held of it. Yet 

it also revealed a population determined to survive in spite of that 

subordination. As expressed in its attempts to achieve its own 

modicum of autonomy; socially, culturally, and economically in the 

face of impinging constraints. 

Thus the contribution of the ecological system is one that 

presents the complexity of systems and sociohistorical facts about 

the community of South Tucson and the antecedents, past and 

present, circumscribing the lives of the children of this dissertation 

in particular, and the children of South Tucson in general. 

With so much to turn to in this segment of the dissertation, 

other questions have been raised. To begin, which if any of these 

antecedents are of children's own production? A return to the 
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chapter's opening quotation cited from the work of Suransky (1977), 

reminds us of the significance of the child's life world and the ease 

with which it has been overlooked in studies of children's lives. 

Though we may speak of child's play and talk, for example, are we 

aware of that play and talk as it is real for children, or are we 

assuming that popular antecedents, for example, are the culmination 

of children's activity? By questioning which are imposed 

antecedents, and which are more importantly self-generated by the 

child with the mediating guidance of the adult, the potential of 

children's own generated productive activities to their potential 

futures is revelational. This conclusion is not written to answer 

fully any of these questions, but to pique ideas which are maintained 

about children's activities, the activities which lead to being an 

adult, and the adults which those activities foment, as is evidenced 

in the replication of social classes, for example. 



PART V 

CONCLUSION 
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An underlying issue has surfaced throughout the dissertation. 

That issue is concerned with how we perceive" our relationships to 

children pedagogically as adults, and as researchers. Based on the 

finding that children's social worlds are not only complex and 

significant, but also lacking in discussions on the lives of children, 

this issue has materialized. Additionally, it has been made more 

relevant as a consequence o.f more informed perceptions of 

children's habitat in adult environments as constructive in not only 

the child's relationship to individuals, but to the child's' 

development as well. In light of these revelations, Chapter 18, the 

final chapter of this dissertation, Pedagogical Implications for the 

Role of Researcher and Research in Children's Lives, is dedicated to 

a discussion of those ramifications. 



CHAPTER 18 

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ROLE OF 
RESEARCH AND RESEARCHER IN CHILDREN'S LIVES 
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The influence of the inner life to children's being is quite 

astounding, as is its actuality. And yet children's imagination and 

private inner lives are not sufficiently significant in the child's 

public life (e.g., school, home, and community). How and when does 

such a schism wedge itself in the social life of children, and what is 

its impact? It would appear that when adult pedagogues (parents, . 
teachers and relevant adult others) regard children's inner lives as 

insignificant and detrimental to children's learning, and they 

organize and restrict children's activities to adult norms and 

expectations, the inner life of the child closes upon itself and fails 

to thrive and influence accordingly the child's quest for possibilities 

and potentialities in the social life. The effect is one of closing 

doors, one after another. As an unspoken declaration of the 

intentions, motives and views of children's education, these acts are 

indeed a manifesto. After all, children who attend to their 

imagination are deemed problematic and immature, for in 

assessment they are said to dilly dally and waste away 

opportunities to complete the more important assigned tasks. The 

impact of this manifesto impinges early on in the life' of the child. 

The school and public life ,dictated by the adult become the hypocrisy 

of a double standard. Children who learn to jump the hoops and set 

off the bells created by the adult, indeed manage well this 
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hypocrisy. Those who do not, those who cannot justify the lie of 

maintaining dual identities do not fair as well. Some children are 

adept actors able to play the roles delegated to them as children or 

students. As they manage the responsibilities of the part, they come 

to enjoy the 'challenge' of their multiplicities. Other children are 

unable to act, it is not within them to playa part other than. their 

own. And as such, school becomes a little understood act and period 

of their day. These children never quite get the gist of school's 

surrealism, and as an existential consequence are moved to inaction. 

18.1 Pedagogical Implications. The following ideas are 

cultivated in Van Manen's work (viz., 1986, 1990, 1991), particularly 

in his most recent publication, The Tact of Teaching: The Meaning of 

Pedagogical Thoughtfulness (1991). The germaneness of Van Manen's 

ideas to my own body of work is that they aptly characterize the 

adult-child relationships advocated for theoretically, and 

practically ascribed to in my own relationship as researcher to 

children as informants. Van Manen's pedagogical thoughtfulness is 

not novel in its practice, as much as it is in its presentation as a 

pedagogy. An awareness of one's relationship in the world, to 

others in general and children in particular, has been suggested by 

numerous researchers throughout this dissertation. 

And yet, there is a seeming normalcy that imbues adult-child 

scenarios void of this awareness. Those forms of adult-child 

relationships, however, remain problematic in light of three 
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pedagogical points. These points, as suggested by the work of Van 

Manen (1991), are 1) the theory of pedagogy, 2) the practice of 

pedagogy, and 3) pedagogical knowledge and reflection, and will 

permeate the discussion of this section. 

1 8.1.1 The Theory of Pedagogy. Pedagogy is defined as the art, 

science, or profession of teaching. More than teaching, pedagogy is 

the act of being in the world. It is a sharing of knowledge and the 

responsive behavior to others. Beyond any theory of education, 

pedagogy is more importantly a way of being in the world, 

compassionately and responsively. It is the act of being, more 

importantly, a mediator to children and others alike. 

A discussion of pedagogy guided by strategies and desired 

outcomes is hypocritical, in that it is an unnatural, imposed 

structure upon adults' interactions with children. It is not sincere 

nor authentic in its delivery if it is not lived within and out of the 

classroom, and does not stem more from a philosophical practical 

stance than an administrative one. To this end, Van Manen (1991) 

has suggested, 

So a new pedagogy of the theory and practice of living with 
children must know how to stand in a relationship of 
thoughtfulness and openness to children and young people 
rather than being governed by traditional beliefs, discarded 
values, old rules, and fixed impositions. The pedagogy of living 
with children is an Qngoing project of renewal in a world that 
is constantly changing around us and that is continually 
changed by us .... Even as a theoretical discipline pedagogy is a 
practical endeavor. In living with children every situation 



requires a response from us. We cannot help but act. Every 
action (even non-action, negation, or withdrawal) must 
inadvertently be a pedagogical response. (pp. 3, 15) 
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. 1 8.1.2 The Practice of Pedagogy. The practice of pedagogy is 

to be conscious of the self in respect to others. It is an awareness 

and sensibility of the world of the other, not a self-absorption in 

the task of teaching. By practicing pedagogy as an extension of the 

self, the act of pedagogy is itself pedagogical. What does this 

practice of pedagogy involve? Van Manen (1991) has written that, 

"there is also always an ethical-moral' aspect to pedagogy [beyond 

the factual]. Pedagogical action assumes that one tries to 

distinguish between what is good and what is not good for the child." 

For which, he suggests, "the study and practice of pedagogy can 

never be 'objective' in a scientific sense. Parenting or teaching 

children," and by virtue studying children, he adds, "always involves 

value judgments" (p. 43). 

Instances of what Van Manen (1991) has termed "pedagogically 

charged, because something is expected of the adult, the parent, or 

the teacher" (p. 40), are found in situations arising daily in 

children's lives. These are situations which are not in the context of 

the teacher's lesson plan, or routine schedule of the household, yet 

are essential moments that require action in a pedagogical sense. 

Such moments, writes Van Manen (1991), require an "active 

encounter," thereby transforming the situation into the "pedagogical 

moment" (p. 40). Thus situations themselves, make a call for 



pedagogical practice. Adult-child relationships are replete with 

pedagogical moments. 
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18.1.3 Pedagogical Knowledge and Reflection. Van Manen 

(1991) summates that to one extent or another, "factual knowledge, 

norms, knowledge of teaching methods, and philosophical orientation 

all are implicated in pedagogical acting" (p. 42). Though, he adds, in 

the moment of truth, neither methods nor a program of instruction 

can guide the pedagogical moment. More importantly, he finds that 

the "knowledge necessary for pedagogical action needs to be 

situation-specific and oriented to the particular child with whom 

we are concerned. In other words, pedagogy is context sensitive" 

(pp. 46-47). Further suggesting, that in "our daily living with 

children, our practice, is the starting point for our reflecting and 

theorizing about pedagogy" (p. 191), from children's experience. 

Having shared the implications of the theory, practice and 

reflection of pedagogy on adult-child relationships, I now move on to 

the pedagogical implications of the same on the themes of research 

and researcher, as a consequence of the act of reflecting on this 

dissertation. 

18.2 Pedagogical Implications in Research. Silvers (1976) 

proposed to "explore a sociology of children's culture," by means of 

an inquiry into the child's' "life world," preserving and maintaining 

the experiences and beliefs of the individual, as is the goal of the 
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life history (p. 47) (See Langness & Frank, 1986; Watson, 1976). 

This focus, though, was no easy task, for it required the adult to 

conceive of a life world other than her or his own (see Bolton, 1982; 

Langeveld, 1983a, 1983b; Smith, 1985), and to relinquish the 

hierarchical role of the adult (Silvers, 1976, p. 48). In essence, it 

questioned the theoretical and methodological groundings of 

research on children's lives. Not surprisingly, this discrepancy has 

surfaced in other areas of child study. Osorina (1986), for example, 

has found that in the study of children's folklore, 

• 
subjective difficulties that noticeably distort objectivity and 
impartiality ... have been linked both to the specific attitudes, 
even the bias, of adult researchers and to the specific traits of 
the object of study. (p. 57) 

Further implications were that it would no longer be valid to 

compare the child to the adult, and delineate the differences as 

insufficiencies on the part of the child, this is also a critique made, 

among others, by Jenks (1982). In this regard, both Jenks (1982) and 

Silvers (1976), for example, criticize Piaget's (e.g. 1970) studies of 

children for their treatment of childhood as natural phenomena (also 

see EI'konin, 1980; Schmidt, 1983; Vygotsky, 1987). Jenks writes 

that lithe 'fact' of natural process overcomes the 'value' of real 

social worlds" (p. 21). When this occurs, we lose sight of the child 

and are more concerned with the child's approximations 

(development) to adult norms (Skolnick, 1976), a period referred to . 
as childhood (see also Wallon, 1973). 
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Additionally, delineation of stage-like processes are analyzed 

from adult perspectives. Jenks (1982) writes that Piaget considers 

play to be a diversionary act, and in so doing he (Piaget) sees play 

from the "perspective of the rational 'serious' adult," where "Piaget 

is specifically undervaluing what might stand as an important 

aspect of the expressive practice of the child and his world" (p. 22). 

Whereas EI'konin postulates that a historical approach would lead to 

the conclusion that "children's activities (play, activity with 

objects, schooling), are societal in origin, content, and form," thus 

invalidating "all the different versions of a theory of development as 

maturation, all preformist and two-factor theories" (Venger et aI., 

1990, p. 29), to the "acceptance of a new view of the child as an 

active social being" (Osorina, 1986, p. 56) (see also Kessen, 1979). 

Silvers (1976) claims that Piaget violates the very lives he 

seeks to understand.' Further, both Silvers and Jenks refer to such 

works as 'violent' in nature. They write that "real historically 

located children are subjected to the violence of contemporary mode 

of scientific rationality [adult view] which reproduces itself, at the 

expense of their difference, beyond the context of situated social 

life" (Jenks, 1982, p. 21), and that such work "creates a violent 

science for understanding children" (Silvers, 1976, p. 48), a similar 

point made by Polakow Suransky (1977) and Erickson. and Shultz 

(1992). 

These same authors allude to the finding that this adult

centric practice of evaluating others to the adult norm (as defined 
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by the Western world) is found, especially in Anthropology, in 

studies of "uncivilized cultures," as well as those relating to 

deviant individuals within our own society (EI'konin, 1980; Jenks, 

1982; La Fontaine, 1986; Silvers, 1976). Deviance though, is more 

appropriately the individuality which goes against the norm. 

The view that children are not "complete" is shared and 

accepted in our society. This stance presupposes that children are 

incomplete, lacking, fragile, weak, limited, and unstable, as 

discussed, for example, in Jenks (1982) and La Fontaine (1986), and 

described by Durkheim (198£). What guides such descriptions of 

children is an onslaught of stereotypes. That the pre-teen and teen 

years are, for example, characterized by moodiness, rebelliousness, 

peer pressure, instability, insecurity, are descriptors that without 

fail, become rulers by which we measure children (Bakan, 1971; 

Skolnick, 1976). Rarely does it occur to the adult to question these 

stereotypes. Why are children moody, rebellious, unstable, 

insecure, or prone to follow peers? It certainly cannot be denied 

that it may in part be due to monumental biological and physical 

changes occurring, but that is certainly not the cause (see also 

Benedict, 1976). Romero (1973) writes that children 

regulate or adjust their activities in ways appropriate to the 
situation. In brief, what children have is an unspoken plan of 
habits, coping mechanisms, knowledge, problem-solving skills, 
and role repertoires which are carried by children as potential 
programs to be used when the situation calls for them. (p. 545) 

Yet our society has framed those biological changes in such a 

manner that they have become truly mechanistic in that they forego 
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any and all human individuality or purpose. Additionally, blame 

directed at the peer group is ludicrous given that the peer group is 

itself an adult invention (Valsiner, 1989). If there is doubt as to 

this claim, recall that it is the adult who organizes and maintains 

the same age group clustering in schools and other organized 

activities (see Skolnick, 1976). 

In obtaining the children's point of view it is of primary 

importance to forego labels of second language learner, minority, 

low SES, at-risk, low self-esteem, and so forth, and begin to look 

and listen to children as individuals, each capable of discussing her 

or his life as each has lived it. For many, the possibility arises that 

it may be difficult to accept children's lives as they tell them. At 

such a point, one must ask, "Why? The answer will reveal the degree 

to which we are prisoners of labels, with their implicit and explicit 

meanings" (Sarason, 1982, p. vii; see also Flores et aI., 1991). To 

this end, writes Kessen (1979), "once a descriptive norm has been 

established, it is an antigone cultural principle to urge adherence to 

it" (p. 32). In this context, we realize the insidiousness of labels. 

We attempt to wrap children within the confines of labels and 

definitions, a "pedagogializing consciousness of the researcher 

unable to relinquish his position as an adult" (Osorina, 1986, p. 58). 

Thus doing children a great injustice, and further limiting our own 

view of them and creating fictitious characters, that operate (are 

manageable) only within bur own confines. After all, writes 



Cullingford (1991), "the ultimate reality is that which is 

experienced by each individual" ( p. 13). 
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Through the use of life histories, and the case study method, 

. for example presenting children's lives as they experience and 

perceive them, one gains a much more complete portrait of children. 

A portrait that stands in great contrast to children presented by 

test scores or observations made as part of an official assessment 

(May, 1958; Watson, 1978). To understand children's social lives, we 

must accept that their actions have social meaning based on human 

interaction, not on models of behavior. "When we abandon labels we 

are forced to listen to those whose perspectives we have ignored 

and to take what they have to say seriously" (Bogdan & Taylor, 1982, 

p.225). 

What a fresh perspective such an approach would lend to our 

understanding of children. Take for example what children might 

tell us about the classroom, as they perceive and thereby experience 

it. Would they take notice of the prefabricated visuals adorning 

their classroom, the mounds of untouched books, the bulging shelves 

of ready made materials? Is their experience that which was 

intended by teachers, administrators, and school boards? What 

utility do they give the day to day schooling they receive (see 

Cullingford, 1991)? 

In this discussion, it may no longer be of value to find out, at 

what point our society decided to accept these stereotypes and why, 

but to question why it continues to accept them. The literature on 
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race relations informs us that this type of behavior is typical of in

group, out-group relations (Allport, 1954; Marsh et aI., 1978; van 

Dijk, 1987). When an in-group (dominant group) feels a sense of 

insecurity and is threatened by a minority (out-group), the tendency 

is to accept set definitions of these individuals and their behavior in 

an effort to explain away fears. This is done as a rule of thumb, 

even if the behavior has not been witnessed to be true, the 

stereotypes are maintained. Following this line of thought, we 

therefore do not hear children's voices, aside from the laughter and 

crying of their everyday play, which we accept as the extent of their 

vocal repertoire. 

18.2.1 Re-examining the Goal of Research. 

Yet, when anger never appears, when day to day 
heartache and anguish and personal responses to 
them are deemed inappropriate for intellectuals, 
researchers and legislators, then that transcendent 
situation of mutual recognition, as subjective as it 
must be, is never approached, and the traditional 
distances and inequalities between people are 
reiterated and affirmed. (Cottle, 1973, p. 351) 

If we accept the idea that children are knowledgeable about 

their worlds and that those worlds are special and noteworthy, then 

we must question the authoritative relationship of adult-child 

social roles; unlike what Fine and Sandstrom (1988) suggest, that 

the 'normal' [emphasis aaded] relationships between adult and child 

in American society must be taken into account in planning research" 
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(p. 14). These practices may have become normalized, but they are 

by no means natural (see Skolnick, 1976, Introduction). Research 

based upon this etic of normalcy is misrepresentative of the real 

child. In this respect, the call for phenomenology, in this instance 

of life histories or dialogue journals, as personal documents, in 

procuring the emic view in the documentation of children's social 

worlds, is much more endemic to the integrity of the child. For, "a 

life history in general enables us to see in a focused way, through 

its content, how an individual in any given society passes through 

the life cycle" (Angrosino, 1976, p. 136; 1989). 

Further, this theoretical and methodological choice is 

essential to researching the social world of the child. This is of 

Significance, because "the study of individuals for the purpose of 

understanding their specific and unique features has either been 

ignored, relegated to a secondary role" (Watson, 1978, p. 4). In 

psychology, for example, this would mean a "study of individuals qua 

individuals" (Watson, 1978, p. 4), and "individuals unique way of 

being-in-the-world" (Watson, 1978, p. 8); descriptions of more 

humanistic currents. Any other form of research, I argue, represents 

schisms of the child's social worlds. 

Further, given the nature of this research interest, for 

example, the appropriate means by which to approximate it would be 

found as follows: in a qualitative approach breaking with social 

roles dictating the maintenance of the hierarchical power relation 

between child and adult (La Fontaine, 1986); in the phenomenological 
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perspective (Watson, 1978); and the ecological concern for human 

development (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), and its relation to time and 

place (EI'konin, 1980; Venger et aI., 1990). To attempt to reduce 

this research interest to a testing of a hypothesis as its purpose, is 

inappropriate (Cottle, 1973; Watson, 1976, 1978). Quite the 

contrary, its purpose is the discovery of behaviors, settings and 

development or change in the child, discoveries which lead to the 

documentation of the child's social world (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; 

EI'konin, 1980; Venger et aI., 1990). Bronfenbrenner (1979) argues 

as follows, 

I deliberately eschew the term quasi-experiment, typically 
employed in the research literature, because it suggests a 
lower level of methodological rigor, an implication I regard as 
unwarranted on strictly scientific grounds. There are 
instances in which a design exploiting an experiment of nature 
provides a more critical contrast, insures greater objectivity, 
and permits more precise and theoretically significant 
inferences [emphasis added]-in short, is more elegant and 
constitutes "harder" science-than the best possible contrived 
experiment addressed to the same research question. (p. 36) 

1 8.2.2 Researcher Roles. Regarding the forms or roles a 

researcher can take, Fine and Sandstrom (1988) have outlined those 

of supervisor, leader, observer and, friend. And they have outlined 

the type of 'cover' the researcher can take, be it 'explicit,' 

objectively representing the researcher; 'shallow,' a vague 

representation of the research; and 'deep,' covert research (pp. 13-

21). Naturally, each comes at a price, for example, role changing, 
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not only by the researcher, as Fine and Sandstrom (1988) suggest, 

but as shaped by informants, affects researcher's roles, as well. 

Before we conduct research with children, therefore, it would 

be beneficial to examine various roles adults may. play in dealing 

with children and the subsequent course of those roles. Cottle 

(1973) in no uncertain terms, calls for "long term friendships and 

conversations which may take place at any time and in any setting" 

(p. 344), as the foundation of his work. Cottle's discussion of 

research with families, is of the transformative nature of the 

experience for both researcher and informant; where a part of the 

researcher is naturally implicit, without which, as in the case of the 

structured interview, 

while yielding valuable information, purposely acts as a 
constraint on personal reaction ... [it] becomes a barrier between 
people, albeit a porous one, as well as a means of keeping 
responses of all kinds under control. Whereas the content 
yielded through the structured interview is unpredictable, the 
interaction describing the interview is more or less 
prearranged. (Cottle, 1973, p. 355) 

Consequently, according to Cottle (1973), an accusation made of his 

work and that of others like him, is that they "work out their 

identities through the lives of those we [they] interview, teach, or 

simply observe" (p. 356). To which Cottle rebukes any encounter as a 

means of working out one's identity, but as a reacquaintance, 

and that this happeQs is not necessarily a sign that one is 
'insecure,' but rather that the capacity to become reacquainted 
with one's history and imagined destiny endures. (Cottle, 1973, 
p.357) 
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This points out a vitally important issue in doing research with 

children because, as adults, we must 'alter' our identity to create a 

balance in the adult-child relationship, which if left unexamined, 

remains dictated by the adult. Also, this raises yet another concern 

as far as the identity of children is considered. What identities are 

formed are done so by the adult. Adults perceive children in terms 

of adult-centric views (Cullingford, 1991). A child's individual 

traits, for example, may be perceived as child-like. This conclusion 

is facilitated by a comparison to adult characteristics (Jenks, 1982; 

Silvers, 1976). 

In conducting research with children, therefore, the first 

requirement is that children be accepted as any other cultural group 

might be in conducting ethnographic or qualitative work. Beginning 

with for example, knowing and understanding children, we must 

accept their lives as they live them, not as we as adults think they 

do. Because the goal of this research, as relayed by Cottle (1973), 

is to 

establish and preserve human rights, rights sanctified by law, 
culture and psychology, that honor human beings and safeguard 
the time upon which they walk upon the earth. (p. 358) 

The friend role, which I believe is the most productive, takes 

time to develop, and it entails respect and a building of trust. Both 

of which come by action and example, not by word of mouth, as in 

the concept of confianza,' as discussed in this work. The 'cover' 

aspect as referred to by Fine and Sandstrom (1988), is somewhat 
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puzzling. For though researchers attempt to reach for these fa9ades 

it would appear that regardless of the impression the researcher 

thinks she or he is giving, it is the child's interpretation that is of 

significance (Watson, 1978). 

Children are indeed quite perceptive of, and able to apprise of 

the adult role thus including or excluding it in her or his social 

realm (Coles, 1970, 1986, 1990). The principal point being, that the 

concern or issue here should instead be of a mutual understanding in 

the role to be established; a role which takes many shades and 

covers during the course of a'study (Cottle, 1973). And not, I must 

note, covers necessarily deemed by the researcher. 

In attempting to gain entry into children's social worlds, going 

'native' is not an option to be considered (Fine & Sandstrom, 1988). 

Unless, of course, one is a child, but even then it is neither feasible 

nor appropriate for children to carry out such roles in their 

community. But one can become a member in a role created by the 

child-adult interactions. It would seem absurd then to assume being 

a native, in fact, it is perhaps another of the self-delusionary myths 

created by dominant culture adult members, to think that no one 

(informants) but she or he knows of the 'native' cover (La Fontaine, 

1986). 

18.2.3 Reciprocity. Reciprocity, or what Fine and Sandstrom 

(1988) term "awards and gifts," though not necessarily material, 

are fodder for the researcher's role. They go to establish mutual 



respect and further confidentiality. As a result, the presence of 

researchers begins to take many shapes, as remarked earlier. 
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Additionally, the significance of presenting research goals and 

objectives honestly, and informing subjects of any changes is vital 

(Blum, 1970)< It serves to demonstrate respect for the informants 

(Bruyn, 1970b), which further serves as a first step in establishing 

confidentiality; what Blum (1970) refers to as a 'human bond'; and 

what CLP has referred to as confianza. In the type of research I have 

outlined, because there is no struggle for power, if not struggle for 

balance; the researcher is dependent on the subject for information. 

Is it necessarily a problem to have the subject in the role of 

knowledgeable informant? No, on the contrary, I believe it leads to 

a more genuine relationship, especially with children, mutual 

respect opens many doors into their lives. 

In furthering confianza there is also a give and take of 

information involved, where the researcher becomes an object of 

interest to the informant as well. This willingness to be placed in 

the same role as the informant creates a special mutuality between 

the interactants (Andrade & Moll, 1 990; Blum, 1970; Corsaro & Eder, 

1990). Rapport, of course, does not mean imposing one's opinions and 

views (Blum, 1970), not unless they are asked of the researcher, and 

in response framed by the researcher as something she or he feels, 

but knows is very different for others (Andrade & Moll, 1990). 
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18.2.4 Building Rapport. The value of being an outsider is that 

often subjects will confide in you because of your disconnectedness 

to their immediate situation, as in the school (Trice, 1970). With 

children, as with any group under study, rapport building is a key 

element, often the subject will test the researcher, test her or his 

trustworthiness as a confidant, as well as the goals of the research 

(Andrade & Moll, 1990; Trice, 1970). Children seem to ask 

the~selves if the information being collected will carry with it 

repercussions. Is the researcher to be trusted with personal 

information? These are questions which present a problem to the 

researcher who strives for balance in the relationship, not to 

mention the researcher who does not acknowledge their significance 

(see Trice, 1970 discussing a point made by Merton 1947). Inherent 

in the role of outside observer is the need to be aware of others' 

needs as well as one's own (Trice, 1970). This is a basic function of 

human relationships and must not be sidestepped by the researcher, 

lest it become evident in the data collection. 

A discussion of what happens to the observer when the 

subjects no longer see the researcher in a neutral role (which is 

immediate, both children and adults want the researcher to take 

sides, they want to know where she or he stands). In a role of some 

authority, be it because of age, size, experience, education, for 

example, one is expected to take a side. In the classroom 

particularly, relationships 'with teacher and children must be 

balanced in order to facilitate the observer role. Information 
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obtained from each informant must be held as sacred, otherwise the 

researcher can lose the confidentiality which was worked so hard 

for. A testing of the confidentiality informants have with the 

researcher is omnipresent (Andrade & Moll, 1990; Trice, 1970). 

Further, the issue of rapport between researcher and subjects is one 

which must not be taken lightly, regardless of whether one is simply 

an outside observer or participant observer. Overlooking the 

significance of rapport can cut short the relationship and 

subsequently the data collected. I argue with Trice (1970) that even 

to pursue research in the role as outs~der, there must be rapport, 

otherwise this avenue of investigation might not be available. Yet, I 

disagree with Trice's statement that to maintain objectivity, the 

researcher must be an outsider (p. 81). Again, to be less removed is 

not to be more objective. One can just as easily be outsider and 

unobjective, it is not an issue of distance, but a check of bias which 

is of greater concern. This touches upon the unfounded 

misunderstanding that to be humanistic and a part of the 

observation, is to be lacking in objectivity. Objectivity, is not cold 

separateness between researcher and subject. 

Fine and Sandstrom (1988), though, experience difficulty in 

relinquishing the authoritarian adult role, for fear that the 

researcher lose control of the sitLJation and immediately fall into 

unfavorable situations. Yet a role of equality or balance in the 

informant/researcher relationship, does not invite reckless abandon, 

quite the contrary, one has still to deal with the 'other' less 
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liberated adult society. For example, the relationship between adult 

and child may approximate a balance, but one has to continually 

receive permission from parents, teachers, and the child, to meet 

and speak with the child. The moral obligation to .respect and 

protect the child is not lost in relinquishing power. However, as 

Fine and Sandstrom ('988) suggest, ingr.ained in the 'adult 

responsibility' to maintain control, is the suppression of the child, 

and a dubious attitude towards the children's behavior. 

My presence in the classroom, for example, was reciprocally 

beneficial to both adults and children.. And it was manifested in 

many ways. The following examples attest to that. Taking a sick 

child home at the request of teacher, office, and child. Paying a 

child's way to the 6th grade swimming party when the child's family 

could not afford to do so. Buying a child's lunch when she or he had 

lost a meal ticket and the office refused to take action by not 

looking for the lost ticket, nor reissuing a temporary ticket. 

Escorting children to the lunchroom and obliging the cafeteria 

personnel to serve them lunch. 2 

, 8.2.5 Neutrality of the Researcher. So long as it did not 

require me to betray my alliances to anyone, I was not neutral. In 

fact, I could not be neutral. Had I acted in a neutral fashion, my 

guess is that the children would soon have tired of me, abandoning 

both the journal and my presence to the doldrums of the classroom. 

On occasions when I found that the children were behaving 
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inappropriately by being cruel to others, acting recklessly, or being 

destructive, I let the children know that for my part, I disapproved. 

Adding that it was up to the individual child to respect others and 

that it was not I who would reprimand them, but their teacher when 

he found out from others. I fought any impulses to impose my own 

morals. But I did contribute a conscientious objection to children, 

as well as teacher. With the teacher, for example, I would relay that 

the choice was his, but that perhaps his views were not necessarily 

appropriate or fair. Ultimately though, the choice was an individual 

one. 

In the classroom, for example, some children break rules 

and/or cheat, whereas others do not. The classroom researcher must 

make a choice in light of these activities. By electing to say nothing 

she or he offends the honest faction and encourages others to do the 

same; if something is said the transgressors are offended. Placed in 

such a situation, I chose to address blatant classroom cheating, 

without pOinting fingers. I asked the class a not so hypothetical 

question, 

How would you feel if I cheated on tests and you had to do your 
own work, and I always got A's, but you didn't? No matter how 
hard you tried, I always came out looking better. 

The class welcomed the opportunity to discuss this long

standing point of contention. Though some children (those cheating) 

said they would not care,. those not cheating voiced their long 

silenced disgrunt with the situation. Thereafter, this type of 

cheating became less evident. Even the teacher, chose to change the 
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format of tests taken. Prior to that discussion, however, the 

teacher had been well aware of the cheating, but had chosen not to 

address it. His rationale was that he knew who was cheating, and 

would adjust grades accordingly. Yet he never considered the 

effects upon the class morale and conduct, in light of that cheating. 

A researcher does not have to be 'stupid' to be non-committal 

(as I described earlier) and fair to everyone. I deliberately make use 

of the word stupid, because it is a term frequently used by children. 

Someone who is stupid is someone who cannot do what is right, what 

is expected. In children's own use of -the word, an adult in the 

classroom, for example, who sees a transgression committed and 

chooses to ignore it, is. 'stupid.' Further implications are that that 

adult is respected less and less by the children. Children don't like 

the blind spots indiscriminately employed by adults. Children, 

especially, don't respect people who allow injustices to go 

unnoticed, even if they are themselves the perpetrators of that 

injustice. 

18.2.6 Key Informants. In the dissertation, a number of 

children surfaced as 'key informants,' helping me to navigate the 

waters in the classroom by suggesting ways in which I should 

conduct myself in response to the classroom ambience (Fine & 

Sandstrom, 1988). They would, for example, give the following 

advice: "don't be shocked," "don't let them push you around," "so and 
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so didn't tell you the truth." This unsolicited advice was given to me 

from children, out of concern for my survival in the classroom. 

There were pulls as well, to take sides with the various 

classroom factions. Lena, for example, pushed me. to side with her 

bullying of fellow classmates, and cheating during classroom 

lessons. Her insistence was met with reluctance on my part. 

discussed with Lena the fact that though I liked her, I disapproved of 

her behavior. Further, I emphasized that she shOUld not take my 

disdain for her atrocities as any indication of my feelings for her as 

a person, because I liked her as an individual. Lena's activities did 

not change for the most part, but my confrontation had some affect. 

Lena's actions and attitude were meanness and hatefulness 

incarnate. At school, girls as well as boys, and even teachers 

feared her wrath. Yet when Lena and I spoke, in the journal or vis-a

vis, her attitude softened. Our discussions did not center on her 

transgressions, but on her feelings and views. Sincere inquiries 

such as, "How are you today?," "How are things going?," and "Are you 

okay?" formed the basis of every interaction. As it was for other 

children, this was an opportunity to let down defenses, to show 

emotion, to release frustrations. For Lena, this translated as 

follows: on occasion, tears would well from her eyes, or she would 

incline her head towards me so that I could discretely (so as not to 

discredit her cover of toughness) hug her or touch her head in a 

gesture of kindness. In these instances, words were not spoken, 

actions spoke clearly for themselves. 
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18.2.7 Categories for Analysi~. Categories for analysis, for 

the most part, are to be devised after the data are collected, when 

they become meaningful. The ability to forego established 

categories, "into which directly observed actions can be classified," 

allows the researcher the ability to document the social dynamics in 

progress, rather than reducing that dynamic to isolated events. 

Also, fieldnotes themselves can be used in the comparison of change 

over time (Vidich, 1970, pp. 170-171). In this respect, the dialogue 

lends itself to such comparison within each child, from one year to 

the next. 

As adults, we assume that because we were once children, we 

have a grasp on W~lat children think, feel, and know (Cottle, 1973; 

Fine & Glassner, 1979; Fine & Sandstrom, 1988; Mandell, 1 988; 

Silvers, 1976). And yet, on that basis, it is unbelievably arrogant 

and self deceiving, to assume that we know children better than they 

know themselves. Somehow, we have forgotten the essence of our 

own childhoods. Jenks (1982) describes the 'rational adult world' as 

one which 

is not only assumed to be complete and static, but also 
desirable. It is a benevolent totality which extends welcome 
to the child, it invites him to cast off the quality that ensures 
his difference and it encourages his acquiescence to the 
preponderance of the induction procedures that will guarantee 
his corporate identity. (p. 13) . 

The assumption being, as Jenks suggests, that the child awaits this 

indelible impression upon his person, without it she or he is 
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incomplete, elsewhere described by Venger et al. (1990) and EI'konin 

(1980), as the myth of the adaptive child. 

18.2.8 Confidentiality. Information which is prefaced as "this 

is off the record, " "Don't write this down," or "Don't tell anyone" 

must be safeguarded and respected by the researcher. This, though, 

does not result from the "deterrent nature" of recording (Blum, 

1 970, p. 87), but an eventuality, especially when informants begin to 

share more confidential information. These are not as Blum (1970) 

refers to them, "elements of mistrust" (p. 85), but legitimate 

concerns expressed by the informant. 

The need for the researcher to be non-committal arises and 

must be met by the researcher on an individual basis. To present 

information in a color free vein, Blum (1970) writes, 

there are certain general principles which must be emphasized. 
(1) The researcher must have the trust and confidence of the 
persons who give the information. (2) He must not only speak 
their language but he must have a human understanding and 
ability to penetrate a 'world' different from his own. (3) He 
must be highly conscious of psychological dynamics ... These 
qualities are necessary preconditions for securing 
scientifically valid information .... The outsider has to overcome 
distrust. But if he has given evidence that he does keep all 
information secret and is trusted as a human being he can get 
more information than an insider. (p. 90) 

18.2.9 Validity: or the "Concern for Understanding" (Cronbach. 

1971; Wolcott. 1990). A discussion in Bruyn (1970b) of the social 

role of the participant observer calls for a participant who is both 
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detached and personally involved, which allows the participant a 

role "which can function within the culture of the observed" (p. 306). 

Yet Vidich (1970) states that, "to achieve the experience of the 

subject, along with the baggage of perceptions, is .to deny a chance 

for objectivity" (pp. 166-167). Vidich's statement is disturbing, in 

light of the fact that it is the 'subject as informant' which he is 

describing, and he purports to be subjective about that individual on 

the basis of ignoring personal, human characteristics (personal 

baggage of perceptions) of the informant. This is indeed 

problematic, for how can we- be objective about something we do not 

know? This stance ascribes to the less is more etic, which simply 

does not fit the bill of objectivity, as ascribed to in a 

phenomenological perspective (Watson, 1978). Vidich (1970) writes 

about the participant observer, that 

he never completely enters their world, and, by definition, if 
he did, he would assume the values, premises and standards of 
his subjects. (p. 170) 

Where then does phenomenology come in? Is that not the means by 

which we make sense of and therefore understand that life, by 

entering that world? Of course, we cannot assume those same 

values, premises, and standards of our informants, but we can begin 

to understand them as they are true to the informant, when a 

deliberate attempt to do so is made. 

Interest is in people. as they are, not as one thinks they should 

be based on one's own standards (Bruyn, 1970b), hence the need for 

the socia-cultural, historical role. In the active role of participant 
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observer, it is the interest in the informants as persons that 

prevents distortion in research and findings. For "he [partldpcmt 

observer] believes that valuing his subjects as persons increases the 

likelihood that he will come to understand them in their true state" 

(Bruyn, 1970b, p. 307). Further, the inclusion of the social realm is 

vital in controlling that distortion, as Vidich (1970) explains, 

a valid evaluation of data must necessarily include a 
reasonably thorough comprehension of the major social 
dimensions of the situation in which data were collected. The 
social pOSitions of the observer and the observed and the 
relationship between tt)em at the time must be taken into 
account when the data are inter"preted. To fail to take account 
of these conditions is to assume an equivalence of situations 
which does not exist and leads to distortion. (p. 172) 

Oddly enough, it is here that Vidich (1970) answers his 

preoccupation with objectivity (informant's personal baggage), 

though it does not seem to be meant as that, but as another concern 

with participant observation (Vidich, pp. 166-167). 

The search for a 'central unifying principle,' becomes the 

search for the "essence" of the informant's life. That is, the central 

unifying principle becomes apparent once a life has been collected 

and documented, not the interconnected parts but the "whole" (Bruyn, 

1970b, p. 316). Though all data are subject to measurement in one 

form or another, to do so with the 'essence' of individual beings, 

reduces the data to a level which no longer retains the same 

meanings and valor; 

through practical experience, there is developing a know-how, 
and a set of principles which guide the observer around the 
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pitfalls which are peculiar to his kind of work. (Bruyn, 1970b, 
p.320) 

The problem of over-rapport, a too close a relationship 

between informant and researcher, does not become one if the 

researcher continues to strive for a balance (Bruyn, 1970b, p. 320). 

That is the researcher must continually strive for a balance in the 

relationship, not losing perspective of that unique relationship. In 

relation to my own work, children with whom I have close ties are 

interestingly children whom I know better. They become that much 

more individual to me. A dose rapport with children and families 

has fomented a greater sharing of their lives with my own. This has 

been a learning experience for me of the how and why of things in 

these children's lives; not from my vantage point, but from their 

own. This is after all, my goal: to come to know and understand 

these children as best I can. This goal has no end, for I am 

continually learning from the children. 

In conducting research, the issue as to the researcher's stance 

is often not addressed (Becker, 1970), which leads to concerns as to 

the author'S bias in conducting the research. In preparing my own 

res~arch, I do take a stance. Yet that is not to say that because I am 

interested in the child, I will ignore that which is relevant and 

beneficial to the study of children's social worlds, but that I will 

take a very critical look at both that which I find in the literature, . 
and how I conduct and conclude my own research. Likewise, 

Wolcott (1990) writes, "in fieldwork, I am guided by the maxim that 
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you do not have to be neutral to try to be objective" (p. 145). After 

all, as a participant in a research relationship, one is by implication 

not neutral. 

I believe it important to address the issue of sympathizing 

with the research topic. Although it may not be clearly stated in any 

research, all researchers take a stance regarding their topic. To 

deny this fact is a shortcoming of any and all research because it 

conveys a false impression of a 'balanced picture' (Becker, 1970). 

That is, it leads the consumer of research to accept research 

findings as value-free, and therefore .acceptable on their own 

merits. This I may add, is a frequent problem with research on 

children's lives. Namely because researchers impose adult-centric 

views and interpretations of children, leading to conclusions which 

are in themselves framed within those views, and therefore are not 

indicative of children's social lives (Cullingford, 1991; Goodnow & 

Burns, 1985; Taylor, 1990). This being the case, reports of bias are 

more frequently made when the research stance is on the side of the 

minority (deviant from the norm) group, which defiles the 

hierarchical order of the superordinate in our society (Becker, 

1970). The overrepresentation of bias, indicates that as consumers 

of research we are not very critical and do not question research 

which supports the stereotyping of those who deviate from the 

norm, as in minority and economically disadvantaged groups. As 

stated earlier, children fall within this deviant norm in that they 

are considered a counter group to adult society. 
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In this research I advocated a "holistic" approach. According 

to EI'konin in Venger et al. (1990), the methodological means by 

which a child's world view can be studied, is "by means of the 

activity through which an integral conception [emphasis added] of 

the object, in this case childhood, is constructed" (p. 27). EI'konin's 

work suggests that childhood needs to be studied dynamically and 

always in relation to social and historical specifics. 

This "integral conception" was attempted through a series of 

case studies which capture children's activities and thinking in 

home, classroom, and community settings. In a departure from 

traditional methods of study that advocate "objectivity" by 

distancing the researcher from those studied, an approach that 

facilitates the development of prolonged, peer-like relationships 

with the children was developed. The relation is one of continuous 

reciprocity. This "researcher as peer" role is not necessarily the 

same as the relationship of children with like-age peers, but is 

similar in other respects, particularly in the development of a long

term friendship based on mutual trust and visitations. It is through 

the exchanges of knowledge and information that this relationship 

fosters, that "data" on children's social worlds was obtained, 

including children's concerns and opinions. 

Bronfenbrenner's (1979) discussion of ecological validity has 

implications for both theoretical framework and methodology. His 

definition follows, 

ecological validity refers to the extent to which the 
environment experienced by the subjects in a scientific 
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investigation has the properties it is supposed or assumed to 
have by the investigator. (p. 29) 

If the researcher has made assumptions about the environment in 

which her or his informants exist, and those assumptions do not 

reflect the environment as experienced by the' child, the research 

fails validity. One way in which to overcome this pitfall, is to 

ensure that the environment under observation be familiar to, or a 

reality of the observer. This according to Bronfenbrenner (1979) 

citing the work of Cole and Scribner (1974) and Cole, Gay, Glick, and 

Sharp (1971) who developeq this sta~ce in light of the ecological 

invalidity inherent in observations, is a 'proviso,' though it still 

leaves much room for misinterpretation. Bronfenbrenner (1979) 

adds that it is of benefit to be, in a sense, a native. Adding that one 

must also be adept in research and theory. But warns, 

Bronfenbrenner, even then, one cannot fully approximate the 

informant's perspective. In simpler terms, ecological validity can 

be established as such, but never fully approximated, which is not to 

say that it should not be the goal. With closer approximation comes 

greater insight and understanding as to the relation of the child to 

the environment, which is the intent of the research itself. (pp. 29-

35). A similar point is made elsewhere by Wolcott (1983, 1990). 

18.3 Summary. 

What chHdren do and say and believe is a 
consequence of the way they perceive the world 
and the events that make it live. This truth is one 
of the hardest for parents and teachers to 
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comprehend and act upon. We are almost perverse 
in our insistence that boys and girls see as we see, 
and believe as we do, and act as we would. This 
perversity is nowhere more evident than in the 
recommendations adults make about school 
curriculum. (Corey, 1959, pp. vii-viii) 

I began the dissertation with a discussion of our research in 

the Community Literacy Project, discussing our own shortcomings in 

obtaining children's perspectives. This was followed by a 

discussion, based on my initial study (which used the Community 

Literacy research project as a springboard), of research related to 

children's lives. In research; it therefore becomes necessary to 

make distinctions, distinctions between what the research goal is, 

and what has been and what has not been achieved in the research 

findings. Based on my analysis, 1 believe that 1 am justified in 

stating that, in terms of power struggle, with the exception of the 

majority group's dealings with minorities, is the adult world's 

dealings with children rivaled. 1 am describing here relationships 

where adults frequently take liberties with, and make assumptions 

regarding children, resulting in the dismissal of the real child, as 

when adults replace children's experiences, knowledge, and culture 

with their own interpretations (Fine & Sandstrom, 1988; Silvers. 

1976), interpretations which in themselves are "discrepant" 

(Kessen, 1979, p. 27). French (1991) refers to children in the 

premodern world as lithe lives of another important group of silent 

people" (p. 24). To date, 'I believe, children continue to be a silent 

(or silenced?) people. 
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Similarly, Goldstein (1967) makes reference to the work of 

Parsons and Bales (1955), and what he calls 'denial of reciprocity,' 

which Goldstein defines as "refusal by the socializing agent to 

accept the socializee's definition of the situation"(p. 9). In this 

reference, though, Goldstein is referring to the family as the 

socializing agent, a point overlooked in adult-child interactions, not 

only in the home, but especially in the school, where, the denial of 

reciprocity is commonplace. And yet the irony is that reciprocity is, 

in a sense, the key to productivity. Without mutual respect or 

confianza there is no cooperation, and without cooperation there 

can be no meaningful sharing and learning experiences between adult 

and child. 

The realization that children's experiences and knowledge are 

of importance and have great bearing in research which purports to 

represent children's lives, in or out of classrooms, was evident in 

one form or another in the work of Moll et al. (1989a, 1989b), Moll 

and Greenberg (1990), Goodnow and Burns (1985), Taylor (1990), and 

Cullingford (1991). Whereas Moll et al. (1989a, 1989b) looked to the 

community and household in the documentation of 'funds of 

knowledge,' Goodnow and Burns (1985), Taylor (1990), and 

Cullingford (1991) looked to children for the same; though in limited 

scope and depth. Goodnow and Burns, for example, limited the 

quality of the data by the type of interview and its format, as did 

Cullingford. Taylor, on the' other hand, all too quickly replaced the 

child's experiences and knowledge with adult interpretations. 
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In terms of bringing forth children's lives and knowledge, 

these studies fell short. Nevertheless, they remain important for 

two reasons. For one, they serve to reinforce the importance of 

understanding the child from an emic point of view. Secondly they 

demonstrate the sparcity of theory and methods for accomplishing 

research on children's lives. Thus pointing to the need for 

multidisciplinary inquiries tailored to obtaining the child's 

perspective. 

If we allow for other disciplines, specifically ethnographic 

oriented disciplines, to inform our research, we allow for an 

inclusion of children's lives which extends far beyond the spectrum 

of school, or home. Only then can we begin to look at a more 

realistic portrait of children's education, which, as I have 

emphasized, neither begins nor ends in the classroom. 

This dissertation has emphasized the importance of obtaining 

and maintaining an emic perspective. The use of the dialogue journal 

allowed for the emic perspective by becoming a vehicle by which the 

child could represent herself or himself. In it, there were no time 

restrictions per se, though daily entries were limited to thirty 

minutes to an hour, whatever time the teacher would allow. The 

flow of the dialogue, though, continued over space and time. 

The topic of dialogue conversation was entirely up to the 

individual child, not adult, nor group, nor questionnaire. The 

researcher could pose questions within the dialogue, but it was the 

child who determined the topic of conversation. Unlike a 
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questionnaire format where questions posed already have a 

generalized set of expected responses, or a structured format for 

placing those responses, the dialogue is much more interactive and 

detailed. This interactive ness is important because it distinguishes 

the dialogue journal from other forms of inquiry. The questionnaire 

is not interactive, though it is much more common in the classroom, 

through many forms of measurement. It was for the purpose of 

avoiding contrived relationships, that the use of questionnaires was 

avoided. 

Further the inclusion of children's social worlds within home, 

community, and school was somewhat novel. Though Moll et al. 

(1989a, 1989b) focused on the home, community and school, it was 

not based upon the children's social world, but the adults'. Goodnow 

and Burns (1985) and Cullingford (1991) looked solely to home and 

school as the extent of children's worlds, though they did not 

intentionally delve into the aspect of social worlds. In Taylor's 

(1990) study, we do not see children beyond what teachers describe 

in the classroom, and a few writing samples. Note that there is a 

distinction to be made between a writing sample and a dialogue 

journal entry. The former is simply that: a sample of writing, 

whereas the latter is much more profound, and may also be used as a 

sample of a child's writing. 

The issue of the adult role was an ever present concern in the 

initial study. The struggle for a balanced relationship, between 

adult and child was continual. A striving for equality in the 
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researcher - informant relationship is a concern, especially in 

research concerned with children's lives (Fine & Glassner, 1979; 

Fine & Sandstrom, 1988). The issue of power and whether one 

minimizes, ignores or capitalizes upon it, is central to the 

relationship and data to be collected in this type of research 

(Osorina, 1986). Goodnow and Burns (1985) make reference to this 

relationship, not in terms of themselves as researchers in relation 

to their informants, but in terms of adults', such as parents, 

teachers, and others' relationships with children. They write, 

it is wise to remember' that children do have less power than 
adults [emphasis added]. Parents, teachers and other adults 
are often children's gatekeepers. They 'make' children do some 
things, and 'let' them do others .... They [children] cannot go on 
strike (except mentally). They can seldom argue safely that 
parents or teachers have no right to control them. In the face 
of such differences in power, we might well soften our own 
use of it, respect their need for input, and take seriously their 
suggestions, not for the abdication of adult power but for its 
reasonable and shared used. (Goodnow & Burns, 1985, pp. 1 59 -
160) 

In retrospect, how hauntingly reminiscent of Lena's (pp. 78-79) and 

the other children's actions, is this quote. Recall, for example, the 

constant struggle between the teacher, the librarian, and Lena. 

Further, as a consequence of CLP's experiences, we realized 

that we were not alone in terms of overlooking the real child. There 

is research which much like ours has reiterated the same 

experiences and concerns (see Cottle, 1973; Silvers, 1976). 

Unfortunately, there is so much more research which has yet to 

point to these same shortcomings. We find that historically, 
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children have not been acknowledged as individuals, what is written 

about them is often taken from observations of them as subjects. 

Subsequently, much of the history of childhood has been gleaned 

from the writings of adults in diaries, biographies, letters, and 

documentation from those periods (See Aries, 1963, 1982; deMause, 

1974, 1987a, 1987b; Hawes, Schulz, & Hiner, 1991; Hiner & Hawes, 

1991; French, 1991; Lavrin, 1991). 

Even in this century, with few exceptions, are children allowed 

to pour out the minutiae of their lives, the very essence of their 

being (but see Coles, 1979, ~ 986, 1990). If one is, therefore, 

starkly honest in summing up what is collectively known about 

children's lives, we must concede that though it may be shared with 

the majority of the adult world, what we know is simply an 

interpretation as seen by the adult. Jenks (1982) has succinctly 

stated that 

it is as if the basic ontological questions, 'What is a child?', 
'How is the child possible as such?', were, so to speak, 
answered in advance of the theorizing and then dismissed. To 
take an analogy, just as the early anthropologist, a self-styled 
civilized man, 'knew' the savage to be different to himself and 
thus worthy of study; so we also, as rational adults, recognize 
the child as different and in need of explanation. Both of these 
positions proceed from a pre-established but tacit ontological 
theory, a theory of what constitutes the difference of the 
Other, be it savage or child .... Such implicit theories serve to 
render the child-adult continuum as conventional for the 
modern social theorist, as the distinction between primitive 
and rational thought was for the early anthropologist. Such 
social hierarchies are taken for granted in our thinking 
because we do not examine the assumptions upon which they 
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are based ... .ln this way children and savages alike are excluded 
from the analysis or reimported as an afterthought. (p. 10) 

understand children, we have begun to replace children's voices with 

our own adult voices. I doubt that this has been a deliberate action. 

It is more likely the result of our now adult status in intellectually 

recalling our childhood experiences. Here we often assume that 

because we were once children, we can rely on that experience to 

understand children and their social world, or that because we are 

adults, we can better voice 7hildren's lives (Cahan et aI., 1993; 

Cullingford, 1991; Fine & Sandstrom, 1988; Goodnow & Burns, 1985). 

What we forget though, is that we are products of a socialization 

which has stripped us of that uniqueness of childhood. Often, we no 

longer think, nor feel as we did, we have become the products of the 

socialization practices of those adults who came before us. Hence it 

is not so strange that, again, generational gaps appear where we no 

longer think, feel, interpret, nor appreciate the world in the same 

way as we once did. Yet, the thought of being able to access 

children's social worlds, to begin to understand how children live 

and interpret their lives should not be regarded as impossible, nor 

insignificant. Perhaps it is the more natural and necessary step in 

adult-child relations, and preferable to accepting the schism we all 

too frequently help create. The work of D. B. EI'konin (1980) and 

others, as discussed prev,iously, helps to bridge this theoretical 

schism (EI'konin, 1992; Venger et aI., 1990). 
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Through the use of methodologies such as participant 

observation and dialogue journals as tools in documenting children's 

lives, accompanied by changes in our theoretical orientations 

towards children, their needs and interests, and the inclusion of 

other disciplines, we can begin to be true to the goals of research 

claiming to represent children's views, knowledge and beliefs, and 

their sociocultural lives. 

1 Though Piaget (e.g., 1954) strives to understand children's conceptions of reality, for 
example, the adherence to stages, relying on adult's acute sense of children's 
approximations, again fails to grasp at children's understandings of reality, but more at 
children's approximations to adult socialization processes. 

2 The teacher punished children daily by making them stay in class 20 minutes after the 
start of the lunch period. The cafeteria personnel often refused to serve children after 
those 20 minutes had lapsed. The teacher, also on his lunch period, was no longer in the 
classroom. It was then that I escorted children back to the cafeteria and pressured 
reluctant cafeteria personnel to serve children their lunches. Interestingly, during the 
lunch period, adults for the most part had little to do with the children, and generally 
wanted them out of their hair as long as possible. 
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CITY OF SOUTH TUCSONu,tftOl1GEon06RARTMENT RIDE ALONG 
APPLICATION 

CITY OF SOUTH TUCS'ON POLlCE DEPARTMENT 
'RIDE ALONG APPLICATION 
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Last Name First Hiddle Date of Bi nh 

Address Phone 

Do you have a disability? Describe Business or Organization 

No Yes 
Time Desired 

Date: Time: 

POLICE DEPARTMENT USE ONLY 

Date Officer Badge No. Date of Tour Time of Tour 

Comments: 

In consideration of my being permitted to ride upon the motor vehicles of the 
City of South Tucson Police Department, I hereby release and agree to hold 
harmless the said City of South Tucson, it's employees and agents from any and 
all liability for any damage or injury which I may receive while riding upon 
said motor vehicles or received accompanying City of South Tucson police 
officers from any cause whatsoever. This release of liability and agreement 
given by me to the said City of South Tucson, it's employees and agents shall 
apply to any right of action that might accrue to myself, my heirs and my 
personal representatives. Further, I agree to assume all risks in riding in 
the said City of South Tucson Police Department vehicles and in accompanying 
its officers and am fully aware personal danger may be involved. 

Date: Signature: 
Cto be signed in officer's presence) 

\.Ji t n e 6 S : 

Police Department (G02) 622·0G55 I Fire Department (602) 622-3309 
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May 7, 1990 

Vea~ M~. And~ade: 

Thank you 60~ a((ow~ng you~ ~tudent~ to w~~te to me, 1 wa~ 
ove~joyed when 1 ~ead them. ! wo~(d l~ke them to know that 
1 am ve~y p~oud 06 them and that 1 want them to cont~nue 
to ~t~~ve 60~ the h~ghe~t ~cho(a~t~c ach~evement~ po~~~ble. 

They mu~t a(way~ ~emembe~ that any goa( o~ d~eam ~~ ~each
able ~6 they a~e w~l({ng to wo~k 60~ {to All anyone can 
a~k 06 them ~n l~6e ~~ that they g~ve the bQ~t 06 what 

they have to 066ek. 

I would l~ke to ~ay aga{n, 1 AM VERY PROUV OF EACH ONE OF 
YOU. 
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